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Introduction

Edmund W. Gordon and Stephanie SMpman

a

There are two critical ana continuing'problems in educat'ion that,
despite their indepIndent orga 2,atiQ 1 and political histories, share
cOmmon conceptual foundations fo solutions. These problems have,
emerged as a result of group'fand.individual differences in pupil attri-
butes on the one hand:and of the.commieme4 to equality of'educational
opportunity 'in a society of pluralistio-values, purposes, and standards
on thelothee. The twelVe knowledge synthesizing essaYs that form the
substantive content of this report were developed:Against a backgrovd of,
concern with these two problems:- the pedagogical'relevance of our knowledge
cif human,diversity, and the implications of that knowledge for making' N, °

a_education more effective and its opportunities mare equitable.

In the 1960s .we saw an'enarmous upsurge of interest in the co tment
to equalkity of educational opnortunities.for various groups, specifically'
ethnic.minoritieS, females, children of low-income families, and ehildren'
for whom standard English is a second language,system. 'As our preoccupation
with the civil and human rights movement subsided, some or the political
pressures and momentum for thange tiat were typical--of fhe gixties wire
'reduced. Yet a concern for equality of opportunity and for.social justfce4
in our society continues to preva Our thinking about equalitY of oppor-
tunity has focuaed on ethnic, lnjiage, sex, and socioecondMiE group member-
ship. In our concern for bet understanding,of the needs of thes'e groups,,
and often for rationalizing the failure.of our institutions to serve them -.?

emphasids was given to the identthcation of alleged deficits in these
groups. These alleged deficits tended to reflect thoSe differences in
attributes in. the target groups 0 compared with the normative position
on these attributes for.white English-speaking middle7class male's. _Political
and social sensitivity to the pejorative hature of.such interpretations led -

to a ae-emphasiS of the alleged deficits and to expressed, concern with the
.ways in which these populations differed from the majority as ufell as the .

ways in which these differences can be accommodated in, education. The
struggles of this period semi to have resulted in a, renewed concern for
group differences and a heightened recognition th ve are a society.of
diverse peoples with pluralistic values and that hes'? diverse'peop1es ,

need to be served by the society with,a greater4gee oi fquity.
, ....

The equalization of educational opportunity--the achievement of.4
grea;er degree of equity (fairness, even-handedness, impartiality)--is thus

#
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.a central, contemporary, ccincern. The pipbIlm pax:continues to plague
us is'Manifested'in the fact that in-outdomeatic Society educational:
Opportunity and achieVement seem. to 'be irreversibly tied to ethnic caste
status, to econollic class status, to status imposed as areunction -

.gande.504td-to/Satus as a function of one's proficiency in standard 0
,Engl4h. Despite the centraliey of concerawith this problem, solu-
timis continue to-eZUde us. the recalcitrarieb'of the prO4em may be

rIt 'related in part to the way We have'thought about it. The way in which 4.
t-ebit aoncern is conceptualized canhave aggreat influenCe on.tha extent

'to which..the 'concern gets:translated into approviate rizograms, and on'
the way_programs ultimately address the problem that galie rise to.the
concern in phe first place. In this report reconceptualizati,ons'of the
problems.of group and indiVidual differences and the equalization of edu-
cational opportunity are presented-in the context of eoerging knowledge -

concerning human diversity and teitching and learning iiansactions.

.

The national problem posed by a concern With equity is.that of .

making educational and social development, and ultimately social/political/
economic participation and survival, independent of the backgrounds frdm
which differential status group members come. /t may be that this id the
uitimatertest of the-viability of a democratic, diverse, and pluralistic,
society./ Un4ortunately, there are no .ideal models that can be followed.
The United States is the first society to deliberately set about creating
a democratic nation from a population of diverse ethnic, national, racial,
And religious.groups. The 'society has a4ernaefngly--and sometales
simultaneously--stressed either' unitary or pluralistic standards and
either restricted or,Aniversal social justice to which education is
increasingly expected to contribute.' 14,

Educators are called upon to rise to the challenge by making a
two-prOngedlaffort.' The firAt'line of effort, and,one prescribed.by law,
ia'to insure.fairness and_e4nality--"equal proteetko0--in the distribution
of the nation's educational resources to ethnic, eConomic, ieographic,
language, handicapped, and sex grou0s when members of those groups'
present themselves for service from institutions'serving jie pkublice

Since equity at this level means equal treatment, we face the problem of
how tO reduce or eliminate the educational neglgct of sorfe subgroups in
out population and the inequitable distribution of known treatments and
available resources across the varied populations served by education.
That is, how can we better enable our institutions of éducation to,provide
equarprotection--equal service to all of their clientele? Solutions to .

this'problem are most likely to .take the form of changes in laws (or in
their interpretation), regulations, policies, etc., that affect opportunity
for access. These solutions may also involve ohanges in the organization
and slructure of educational service delivery syitems, systemic changes
in the agenc es and institutions of.education, and changes in the' control

t
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and management of these gystems. The goal is tp make available-to all
. ihekbest that the state provides to any.particular segment'of'the copula.-
tion, wfth a high degree of consisiency across subpopulations.

.The-seCond lirie of effOrt that educators are eallkl upon to folloW
.is as yet not so.sclearly defined in ,law. It involves fairness and
equali.ty--"equal protection"--in the distribution of resources in relation
to such functional characteristics may.be determined by mental,',physicc,
and social conditibus, and as may. be teflected in the peacesses by which
leeining yéhaviors and developthental choices ate mediated. It is here
tha4 differences in language systems and their utilization,Come into focus,
and that the law is increasingly Interpreted to require that the design
arid content Of the curriculum more appropriately-reflect the functional

' (viz. linguistic).characteristics.for thejearners. ,There are also the
Abfunctional implications of handicapping conditions that recent legislation
has brought to the attention of educatorsi In.both inStances, the -

characteristics are used as groupmarkeis to designate pupils who must
receive special attention. However, it is the way in whidh the character7
isti iskmanifested in the learning behavior of the pupil (its functional
characteristic) that should influence the nature of the special,attention
or educational service. itis here that the acptapriateness of the'
learning situation is beilhg,ctitimized to determine its relevance for
these and other functional learner characteristics that require attention
if a thorough and adequate educationris to be provided.

o f
Since equity at this level implies social justice--appropriateness

and sufficiency of service to achieve some common criterion without.
limiting the privilege to exceed that dtandard--we face the problem of
correcting inadequately deve2ope4 treatl?ents and insufficiently allocated
resources to meet the differential requirementsessential to the achievement
of an agreed-upon level of competence (thorough end adequate education).
The problem posed here includes but takes us ,?eyond policy, reguladon,
management, budget, politic4-and economic considerations to a concern'
with the'persom-environment-situalion interactions that determini outj
comes. The concern here is with Nunctional aspects of the institution,
functional aspects of the ltarner, and the needs si the hUman and nonhuman
vectors in that ecolbgical,system. The probleth involvesthe ahalyiis and
desigri of, and continuouS involvement in, the adjustment of institUtions,
people, and servicea. The goal is to make available to each person that
which is essential to the achievement of the outcome criterion.

.,Turning back to the first line of effort, we sd'e that he courts
have quite adequate;y enunciated the "principle ofAequal atment in
rulingithat unequal%access by subgroups of the populatict .o the public
educational redburces of tfie state is-unlawful. Educational institutions .

-, are thus'required'to stop the arbitraty segregation of pupils grouped by
race or ethnicity;,to end their failure to provide sufficient instruction'

IC
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to speakers for i.ihom Englirsh is not the domi'nant Language; to-end their

failare to provide for tepales educationel.ontions and aeryiceat,.htt,ate
as rich as those available to males; and to end their failure deal
adequately with students who are handicapped by physacal,:mental, or

disabllities. In correcring dohditions like piesewhat
..educators are.doing is trying ko change the validity of existing predic-,
tions by introducidg correctives for the failuresior etrars of.the
aystem. This strategy is based on the assumptiOn that much of what we
\currently deliver, or know how.to deliver, canagreatly improve the
function of a'majoriry,of our pupils. What Bloom (1976) and Clark ,

(1965), "commenting from diffetent.perspectives, have suggested, is-that
we have targeted these efforts en coo limited a numbero f. pupils and .

often on selected groups of pupils. Bloom stated that generic interventions'
4

dikected ai correcting,schooling,errotsAeem to halve the possibility of
brinOng as many as 80% of our pupils to the level of ceiterion mastery.

de)scribed, his corrective intervention involves thepolicy decision,
llocaEe progressively nbre instructional tithe in relation to.,a

nstrated'difficulty with criterion mastery. As a starter,ithis
,stiAtegy wo:ufd'insure that .,a.11 pupils haVe expOsure to that.which we knout

/ 'how to deliver. This systehic change begins to acquire individual
f specificity as time of exposure is influenced by dffferential pupil need.

Those pupils id need of greater exposure would receive it in order to
facilitate develàpmnt as.a.corrective-intervention or as an enrichment
strategy.

The problems posed,by differential charatter,I.Stics, conditions,
needs; and resp6nse patterns in groups of pupils are reflected in the
argument by Coleman and hiscolleagues (1966)"that school achiev4Ment

% should be made independent of the social conditions and,of the prior
social status of the,group. Coleman and his colleagues-were sensitive
primarily to achievement differences in social olass and ethnic cast%
groups. ;n.pursuit of solutions to ehese problems, we may have focused
too sharply on the politicaUpoçial implications of such group identity
and insufficiently on the pedagogical significance. It may be that.as
important as ethnicity, SES, language, sex, or even geographic origin are
as group indicators for political/social purpbaei, they.are too gross to,
1)4, and may be irrelevant as, functiotial indicators of the need for

' -purposes of pedagdgical design and planning. For example, what does the
lace that a child's skin is'brown tell the school about the design of

3 learning experiences for that child, and even worse, what does that
skin-colo.r variable tell the school about.how a specific child goes about
solving a problem in learning? Yet, large proportions of our investiga-
tions and efforts at curridulut adaptation have been.directed toward
ethnicity as defined by skin color or toward language identity as lh
indicator variable in planning and organizing school programs.

4
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practiCes pccur in relation to social clas's and gehder.
There may, indeed, be aspects of biologic sex and certainly aspects of
gender that haveLmore or less direct implications.for,learning behavior
and the design of learning experiences. Increasingly, however,- the evi-,
dence mounts in support'of the assertion that there are dimeiftions of hintian
diversity that appear to.have high relevance.for pedagogy and that may
vary as m ch within language, ethnic, and clasa groups,as.between them.'
Cognitive style, interest, motivation, aspiration, temperament, and
koaroing frate. are but a few'of these dimensions. These are not class or
lethnl* ozf language or sex group-bouhd variables Increaaingly, even
variables related to social practice--such as childrearing.practices,
support,for learning, and parents' aspirations for their children--are
'beginning to be ho Oeterogeneous with respect to the Indicator groups
that ethnicity, socioeconomi.c status, and ocuPational status are less
useful.than they were once thought to be as indicators of the extent
Ao which exposure to such,practice is a part of the life experience of

e children identified by these group labels. The evidence increasiney
.suggests.that-wide variance exists in the character and cfuality of,the
learning behaviors that Children bring to and develop in school. It also
appears (although the evidence is less clear) that the conditions under -

'which learning and development occur influence' the quality of achievement
as.much as does the Character of the learning behavior evidenced. If we
grant the posSible validity of these two assertions, it is possible to
conclude that relatiqnships between the character of the learning behavior..
and the Character (lengtt, nature, and appropriateness, for example) of
the learning conditions are of rpcial iMportance as.determinants of the
quality of achievement. If this Amewhat.complex statement of a rather ,

simple conception holds, it has critiCal significance for conceptualizing
the central issue,involved in.planging adequate educational programh for
children of diverse human Characteristics. -PartiCrularly it has signifi-
cance for those Children who have been traditionally ,less well-served bk.'.
.our educational syStems--th*osé who are neglectedt those s:rho are discrimi-,.*
nated against, and those who are disadvantaged.

For more than a score of years, the Concept of, "equal opportunity" has
doMinated edUcatori' thinking. The concept grew out of court litigations
around issues related to ethnic segregation in public education and
disruptive inequality in resource allocation. As a result, the nation
has affirmed its commitavnt to equality of educational apportunity for-
all and has translated thi4to mean equal access to the educational
resources provided,through public funds. But equal opportunity may not
adequately reflect thh'implicit commitments of a,democratic, diverge,
pturalistic, and humane society. If what we are cOmmitted to is to make
educational and other achievements independent of ethnic group, spcial
class, sex group, religious.group, aad/orgeographic group origins, a
concept such as human diversity with social justice, may be more worthy of
Our tradition.
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....Human,diVersity focuses our attehtion op those aspects of differelpes
or variiince in human characteriskis that have relevance'for peitagogical
and developmental-intervention. Social justice-moves us beyond a concern
for distributive equalitito.a Concern_for distributive sufficiency. '

When we speak af distributive.sufficiency, we are immediately.forced to
look to quest).Ons of need rather than Of shire. The functional educational,
questiod bec6mes, "What do the Vecial characteristics Of this person _or
gnoup of persons require of the intervening process to enable this person
to function with adequacy and satisfaction?" We Are forced to ask.not
only what is-essential but also what is sufficient to enable.achievement.
The'answer to this question!dictates the quality and the quantity of the
educational intervention.

. %
.

The intervention indicated by the answer to theAuestiod posed
.

4

Amay violate our more narrOw conception of equali r --impartialitybut,
.given the compelling facts of human diversity, iti.may be the only way in.,
which we can approach social-justice. 'To hdtor, then, the implicit ;

, commitment to equality of opportunity, we may be required to embrace a
,new commitment to rhe.nurturance.of human diversity in the pursnit of
social justice. I

,

Concern wyth human diverSity ip not new to educators. We have a.
long history of Nwareness of individual and group differences. Unfortu-
nately,'an examination of that history reveals that pedagogical. concern
for such'differences has, been far more obvitns in'our verbalizations than
'in our practice. 'Most teachers recognize that learners differ greatly in
their learning-relevant and learning-nonrelevant characperistics. Good ..

f

teachers go to great lengths to try to. make adjustmehts i the learning
experiences of children whomthey know to be unlike othex learners. A
sizable body of research has developed aroundconCerns fo. the individual-
ization of instruction and for the exploration of the.potential Of. .

attribute-treatment interactions. Yetthe range.of variance in curriculum
design and instructional practice is far less rich than is the diversity
to be found in the populations of learners. Only modest complementariness
exists between the emerging knowledge base referrable to functiona and

status human characteristics and the knowledg4 concerning theories and
technplogies of curriculum development and. pedagOgy. Our best deVeloped .

programs of individudalization tend to Tocus on single.aspe'dts of diversity,
learning rate, interests, aspects of personality--or on combinations of
developed abtties, achivvement, and backgroun4 experiences.

In tpe United States the oldest and most common form of denling with
individual differences is homogeneous grouping by age, sex, race,.and
general ability level into school, grade, classroom, and activity units.
Although grouping by age remains the. norm, grouping by sex, race, and
general ability have become less common at the school, grade; and classroom
levels, partly reflecting-democratic concerns regarding the unesual

1 7
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allocation of resources and,the academic stimulation among such groupings.
It 10 relatively wellorecognized t4at'grouping by,these latter tategories
intotlassroom units does not individualize education; it simply reduces

, variation it a classrooM on one dimension, bt not nedessarily on any
other dimension. Lately, grouping by ability'into autonomous claSsrooms
haa come under attack.becieuse most of the research cm'grouping practiciesi
has skiown no academia benefits to low, medium; and high groups tver,what
they would have achieved'in similar but inixed-abilitX classrooms. In
addition, some of the affective outcomes:from such.gr pine have often
been rather insidious, stemming from thsi SOcial-class haracter of the
resulting:structure, especially when confounded with.r ce and sex

. segregation (Esposito, 1971).

GsgnIS's (1975) :system of identifying the hierarchical cognitiv/
requirements of an educational task has had a tremendous impact on thy? t%st
individualized learning sysiems,extant today. In stressing the importance
of a careful analysis and the teaching of the pterequfsitts of any skill or
conc.ept proposed to be'acquired, he laid the groundwork for the possibility
of teaching a child any concept or &kill whose prerequisites can be care-
fully identified. In learning hierarchically arranged information and
skills, it is presumed qat the individual Characteristics 'of importance
are achievement. of the pierequisite skills and'information. Gagné recog-
nized different kinds of laarning csigkal, stimulua repponge, cha-ining,
verbal association, discrimination, concept and rule learning, and problem
soAving), each of whiai, requires'different modes of presentation and
teachee prompts and/or direction-to be most effective.

This process, then, is an example 9Ctransforming the task tO. meet .

the demands of both the kind of learning involved and the student charac-
teristics cons4dered most relevant to the task at hand, regardless of'the
child's perforence on some measure of intelligence or S more global type
of achievement measure. The assumption is,that children fail at an
educational task only because it" was, inappropriately presented or'it was
misakenly aSsumed that they had the identifiabla prerequisites. Thlis

children take a pretest on the material.to be mastered and, according to
the inforMation received regliding their acquisition of the prerequisite4,
they follow the universal aeq-uence of steps for that material, although
they may start at earlier or later steps than their peers. GagnA has
formed highly pretiSe btj generalizable.rules for teaching particular.
"bits" of learning within any hierarchically, structured topic relative to
the particular "bits" of learning th6 child has already acquired, thus
forming a systematic basis for individualiziAg education relative to
prior achievements

A few university centers have deVeloped this principle of individy-
alOsing education by i;rior achieVement into large-scale 'ind'ividualization
programs that are implemented in school'systems.across the nation with
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lofederal support. 'From the WiscOnsin Reseaych 'and Development Center, .

Iadividyilly u,ided Education .(IGE) is advanced a's a "comprehen.sive
alternative system of schooling designed-to produce higher edu.41tional
achievements tiy providing.effectively for Afferences atong students mill
rate of learning, learning sayle.and other.characteristics" (Klausmeie5,
1975, P. 48). It has Seven major.components:' multiunit school instruc,-
tional and administrative arrangements; instructional programming for the
individual student; iniial formative, and summative evaluation of
student learning; curriculum materials appropriate to the rwo Latter
evaluations; dn active grogram of community r'elations;
environments that facilitate IGE practic ; and continuing research and
development to improve IGE at all levels. Inftructional Rackages have
been'developed.foiuse within this organizattbnal system, but their
Aziphaiis is on providing training, and management and data-handling
strategies for classroom to state education agencies to support ,an
integrated; comprehensive; smooth-running effort ak individualizing
education.

Individually Prescribed InstruCtion (IPI) (Glaser E. Ros'aer, 1975)
'from the University of Zittsburgh't Learning and Development Research
Center, los a schoolz and classroom-based system for indiVidualizing
education through teacher and support serviEe training-as Ail as a
developedsset of instructional materials.' The curricular materials are a
hierarChically arranged sequence'of modules in traditional school subjects
aqd skills that have behaviora4rspecified objectives and it least two
altdriptive style modules fol, each unit; plus alternative.activities for
the sfLidenr to Choose irom for mastery ofithe unit objectives. 'Ai,thou4h

tkie units are sequenced hierarchically according to prior learning of
tisk,-defined"prerequisites and re parallel dccording to topics, alterna-
tive anits,Atan We dhosen accoiding to reading level or cbgnifive maturity.
The added alternative activities provide varied interests and activity ,

( preferences.
'-,,

* Program for Learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN*) 4F linagan,
, Shanner, Brudner, & Marker, 1975) is a Multimedia system from testinghouse

Learning Corporation for constructing personal programs of stud
reading and language arts, mathematics, scienca? and social studies. The
building block here is a Teaching Learning Unit (TLU) comprised of
instructionUl'objectives associatied with recommended learning activities;
and criterion tests.. Thus they are not a set of learning materials put'
rather a guide to using them, with alternate TLUs where diferent sets of
instructional materials involving different kinds of activities are
referred to the same objective: Programs of Studi0 are developed with
the.student and combine TLUs in accordance with the'fpi awing goals: (a)

acquaint students with the varieties of opportunities, oles, and activi-
tles available in the field of.ocpupations, in peraonal, socia

1

.rand

11civic relatiohs, and in cultural )tnd recreational'leisura-time, ursuits;
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(b) aCquaint,students with the, status of thr development 'concerning
,

their..abilitiesv interests, physical.and social characteristics, ernd
.

. values_in,the areas of education, Oceupation,'citizenship, and the use-of ,

leisure time; -(c) assististudents in formulating long-term goals and
taking responsibility for and planning-a developmental program to achiere

k, those goals; (d) aSsist students in managing their own devea:opment with's, a.
. iii.program of personal reinforcement; (e)assist stUdents in Elaking a smooth .

transition from high school to the world of' work, higher.education, and
civfc, responsWlities (Flanagan et al., 19A5, p. 147).

- ,.

From the preceding descripLons it should be clear that although the
emphases of the plans differ with regard to the slightly difl,eren't age of
the target groups, they all lean heavily On the goal of indivi"dual mastery
of behaviorally prescribed objectives, the choice of alternative presenta-
tions of thstruconal material, frequent pre- and posttesting with regaKd
eo achievement lev 1, the special training of teachers'administrators, and
support personnel f r datkmanagement and for counseling and diagnostic
services, and integrated.team-work style for administratiVe and management
procedures. 'The intent of each pregram is to improve.student achieveMent
outcomes and interest in scheoling, and aftid the Wo:or more years
required to complee implementation and adjustment, all programs appear
to do very sell, especially in regard to the,achievement.of their law-
and middle=ability grOups. Cost varies, but many of .the testing,4Td
data-processing functions require the use Ri computer terminals for the
efficient use of personnel time (Talmagef 1975)., Although Glaser :Fs
Rosner (1975). insist that individualization does, not mean that students
york independentlr;a11 or most 6f the time,'concerns have been voiced that
too little emphasis is being placed on cooperatiye work strategies, the
development of appoeciation, and soOial matuiity. In.a study by Shimron'
(1976), one of the LDRC Members,, it was found in observing four slow and
four fast Jfi'udents in an IP1 classroom that both groups spent about 14;
of their time arranging their assignments. Aut the fast students spent
approximately 40% of their ti me. in on-task activities, whereas the slow
students spent only 22% of their time in such activities, and spent as
much time just bitting at their desks. Shimron concluded that, with
self-assessment and more encouragement of constructive pupil interaction,,
the students would not spend aS much time waiting for'guidance from.the
xeacher. Consequently, they might get more done, might feel better
about ihe aciivities, and might spend more time on them.

Periodically articles appear in applied educational journals by
teachers describing how they have met the call for individualization
within their classrooms. Essentially, a hodge-podge of methods and
conceptions of dittersity appear out of the pragmatic quest to deal
adequately with the obvious range of differenceg with which they arel
confronted. Social behavior and motivation are common points of interest
with advite such as the following:, assign your high-achieving, shy

ck 20 r,
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who/Wwhether they do or.do not read the edecational-psyChology urnals,
are mak ing sy4tematic observations and judgments concerning their pupils
cRhgruent with educational,research cOnclusions concerning the dimenSions
relevant toeducational diversity.. 'Unfortunately, we must assume that
these teachers depict rather uncommbn'classtoom procedures, and that most -
public education in this country is individualized only to the extent of'
providing readers with texts on a few different rea0.ng ldvels, combined,
with some separate instruction for sMall__;eading grpups'within a classroom'
unit.

Bloom (1964) offers a systematia'.but'4enetic approach, i.e.,
increased and repeated expoeure Ciime oit relevant tasks) as likely to be

. ,
more productive then further efforl at having instruction match learning
characteristics. His concept of mastery learning demands attention.
Bloom has elaboratftd'and implemented a notion first advanced by Carroll
(1963)t Carroll's model of.school learning posited that although there
,are faster and sloWer learners, they do not differ Significantly in their
.ability to learn, given time and.appropriate learnihg experiences. That .

is, when.slower learners attain the same level of achievement as faster
learners, slower learners' can learn, transfer, and tell-sin equally complex

and abstract ideas. In Human Characteristics and Sc 91 Learning,
\Bloom (1976) has developed this idea further and has ncluded.after several
Nyears of researth that;most studerits become very similar with regard, to

, .

learning ability, rate of learning, and.motivation for further learning--
when provided with favorable learning,coliditions" (p. x). He rejected the'

. idea that' observed indivi'dual differences in sdhool larning are fixed,
in favOr of the concption that much of this observed varfation is
manmade, and accidental. Two lines of research are summarized to Support
this position: ,(a) a large portion of variance in.school achievement is .

accounted for by differences in home environment (Coleman, cAmpbell,
Hobson, McPartland, Mood, Weinfeld, & York, 1966; Comber & Keeims, 1973;
Husen, 19'67; Plowden, 1967; Yurves, 1973; and-Thorndike,'1973); and (b)
what parents do in their interactions with their Children ii the major'
determinant of these characteristics rather than their soCioeconomic,
status, level of education, or other status characteristics (Bloom, 1964;
Dave, 1963; Hanson, 1972; Marjoribanks, 1974; Mercer, 1973; Wolf,'1966;
and Williams, Note 1). c ,

-

Bloom (1976) perceived the stability and, often, the actual broadenihg
of individual differences in achievement over the years (Bloom, 1964;
.Bracht & Hopkins, 1972; °Payne, 1963) as resulting from the stability,

d

ft.!
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,of hathe and school prgcesses and characterist*cs over ele elepentary'.
, 'and seconder, tchooll years.iAlthough'it is, ihe home that develops'

"langusage, the abil4y to,16arn froin adults', and some of the qualities of
need achievement, work habits, and attention ai. tasks that are basic

.

.- ttP,the work al the
.

schools" (p. 1),., the schools, in turn, type
the:Child's "learning ability" first tn.reference,ta the skills and
-attitudes.developed in the home, and atet by the supposed advantage

.

he has been Able or willing to take of the resources af,the'pchool. 1
(The latter, of 'course, presumes equal opportunity ailang'pupils to.' 1

kpfit from essentially the same instruction, without respect to entry
chhcacteristicso) On the imais of this:comMOnplace compounding 9f
dIagnostic errors with nonequivalent experiences, Bloom asserted that
the differences of importance are, differences in learning, i.e., what and
how one 'las learned,- And reiectedithe notibn that there are.differences
in learners. He slw cApadity to leatn as not differing significantly
across leatnere wiken differences in learning have beeniappropriately

.

_addressed. He asserted further tha0.it i4 futileand.irrelevant to talk
about'llarning ability as distinct from learning h*tory, eivecially as

t
it is used to impli ceilings on furuie aChievement. Ra er, what is .

.consiie'redimportanted needed for explaining,individu 1 differences int
school learning, dnd #A. Orovi'ding "apprapriate learning expexiences,7,14`
a detail* description'of the students' learning histdry as ii pertains
to his.or her present capabilities, and needs in a new or ongolang educe-
tional task. ,.

Bloom3s thepty of school leacning posits three interdependent variables
whose variability will deter/mine the nature of leatning outcomes: 'level
and type of piior achievement, affective.interaction of learner aa4
learning tasks, and.match between learner and learning experierice. These
gre.-translated into three input variables for the learnfng task: cognitive
entty characteristics, affective entrycharacteristics,'and quality of
instruction (the extent to which, especially, cues, practice, and-rein-

,forc ment are appcopriate to the needs of the learner).

The degree to which. one of these variables

is less than optimal will de4ermine the level
and.tYpe of leatling_achieved, tht.afficulties
encountered in the' learning process, the time '

ind effort required t.o accomplish the learning
that takes place, and the students' 4ifect
5kaut the learning, the learning proCess, and
the self. (p. 12)

Thus these variables are considered,an:edonAmical, current-summary of the
iridividual's learning history relevant to the proposed learnipg.
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Bloom presented Mastery,Learning as an ideal,instructional model ,

for adapbing to these relevant individual differences. He claimed that
gall of the versionarot master learning presume thai most students can
attain a high level of learning capability if instruction is 6approached
sensitively and systemaktically, if students are helped when and where
they have difficulties, ,if they are given sufficient time.to achieyer
mastery, and if there is some clear criterion of whet constitutes mastery"
(p.4). 'Bloom listed A number of instructional activities that seem to .

work. However, it islonly the feedback and corrective systems of the
four components of appropriatenesi of instruction to learner Characteristics
(cues or directions provided the learner, Participaktion in a learning
activity, reinforcement secuzsd, and a Eeedback end correctiYe system)

'that have received the most attention and practical development. In most
working models of Mastery Le*ning, the prime or sole entr, characteristics
of the learner considered tor instruceion' are rate and level of past
learning.

In general,.we believe that the greater the
variety of instructional materials and methods
used within a classroom, the greater is the
likelihood that each student will secure,
the ones he,needs for 4lis leakrning. What
remains is to determine sounder procedurei for
relating individtial diffe;:ences in learners to'

eY
differences in die w ''inwhich learners-
should. encountertePh cuei. (p. 117) -.

. . 4
What isespecially neioded are studies where
the rewarda are 6lated to individuals in the
clats, Since the frequency and variety of
teward ayailabla tb the Ass do not indicate
anythirig about which students receive the
reinforcements and what e reCi7-4 has on their
lesrning. (p. 121)

Thus Bloqmessentially conclud4i'that, given the lack of clear-cut
knowledge about the relationship of particular instructional variable's
to individual information processing4 the best:approach in schools
at présent is to provide group instruction through a variety of methods,
to monitor the process at short intervals, and to prescribe correctives
at eke,first'sight of trouble. The central question he has. raised,
however, is still as Much at issue now ap ,then: How.do we determine the
appropriate learning experience?: What are the essential' conditions of
learnini? These and other,questions mast be answered if lee are to develop'
further his promising conception of quality of instruction'as the goodness
of fit of the iastructional mode to the students' educationally relevant
charaCteristics, beyond sensitivity to learning rate and level of previous
achievement.'

7
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With.the exceptions mentioned a ove plus a few other Less w 1-ktiown
examples, education seema.to,have taken little cognizance of'the p sible_
relevance of human diversity for pedagogy. Ii is not surprisidg that 4

educators have made so little use of the knowledge base regarding learnt
charadteristics.., Not only.is this knowledge complex and contradi.ctory,
but Che major recent efforts.at systematizing, clarifying, and interpreting
.the many relatedstudies have provided little empirical basi$ for oPtimism
and no guidelines for its application. Bra'cht's.(1970) exteniive review
led him to conclude that the empirical evidence does not supprt the
expectation that the matching of learner traits and learfiing experiences
will result in significantly improvpd.learning. After some twelve years ,

of explora,tion and contemplation, Cronbachiand Snow (1977) go to great'
lengths in their most'recent book to report die limited utility and the
complicated problems: of-the empirical evidence in.support of attribute7
treatment-interactions (ATI) as an approach to ehe improve,wnt of eduCation.
lut there contiues.to.exist a persuasive logical relatts.ship between
learner Characteristics (attributes), learting:experie es (treatments),
and learning outcomes (interaction results). Several of ub, including
Cronbach and Snow (1977), Endler and Magnusson (1976)0 Glaser (1977),
David Hunt (1975), J.0McV.''Hunt (1961), and Messick (1970) find it hard to
dismiss the promise of the paradigm despite the missing evidence of its
validity. The rather tenuous.nature of die paradigm doea'help explain
why it is not mpre strongly represented in curriculum dtiveloOment.

110/6.6.

Aptitude-Treatment7Interaction (ATI) research has been ovAwhelmingly
.the expression of.concern regarding tht importance of individual differences
for learning and teadhings It is best dharacterized,statistically as
the comparison of'the regression slopeS of a variable from individual
behavior Onto an educational outcome variable under VIWO or more contrastinge-
educational treatments. :Two'kinds of interaction ire defined by plotting
the calculatedslopes, for the range of thern ability measured, on the same .

graph,to describe ordinal interictions (one-treatment is'assOciated with
signifi8antly higher criterion scores than the other treatment for a
section of the aptitude range, with anainsignificant difference between'
,ble two treatments at another part Ofilhe range) and disoidinal interactions
(the sloPes actually crosi so that atvone'section of the aptitude.range
one treatmentproduces significantly higher results, whereis the other
treatment pro'duces better results at a different part of the aptitude
range).

onbach and Sno(ii (1977) presented a thorough review of the substan-
tial mount of research condupted over the last decade that attempted to
discover ATIs using thia, and less powerful, statistical methods. They
moderated Bracht's (1910) and others' cohclusions that there wai no
evidence forimpaningful ATIs with the observatibn that for the great
malority -onthe studies they reviewed: (a) small sample sizes millstated
againat respectable(power in the statis4cal,iests and encouraged chance

24
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effects; (b) person and ereatment variables were paired speculatively
without a sound theoretical background for generating hypotheses;fand (c)'
treatments were usuallyNahort; 41-defiaed,-or-of an excessively unnatura-

l' listicenature. Moreover"; they pointed out that incolsistencies acrossN,
."replications" are likely'beeause of wanticipated interactitna.with
veriables considered tog irrelevant to document and are, therefOre, =re-

' searchable or uneximinable.

s Why is the Attribute-Treatment-Interaction knowledge base so confused?.
Tn a very provocative article, Messick (1970) suggested that one of the .

roblems is that'we are trying to tally up the score before we have
earned the rules of the game. The interactions that have so far!been
tudied are sometimes based on human traits for which the assessment

titchnólogy is quite limited. Sometimes treatients are used that may be
too simplistic in their design, and that therefore provide an insufficient
complement to the trait under study. Out conceptions of the. interactions

.,qtudied are usually tied to methodological or programmatic constraints
rather than based on comprehensive theoretical.models.

-

One Of the most serious problems produced by .the ATI scoreboard'
approich is the assumption that studies using the same independent and
dependent variables,are studying the same interactions 'betweeh inaependent
vaiiables. The crucial distinction is that A by T interactions aye dynamic
mulsiply-determined events only partially describable or inviest4able
by "resent statistical methods. Even recognizing that soue factors may
be'more c'rupial than others in deterMining (or predicting) a particular
behavioral event, the one-on-one independent and dependent variables
model is inadeqate to explain specific complex behaviors in complex
partially con roped real-liTe situations/settings. The Major problem in
treating t srestudies ai multiple.replications is that althoUgh We know
that many fctors affect school performance, this often ovrlapping
interaction f,',identified fac,tors/variables is not coarolled or accounted
for when the findihgs of these research studies-are aggregat,ed and
compared:

p

When looking for main effects, it is legitimate to expect that the
:effect isolated,should be aperative in every instance that exemplified
the unhampered operation of that effect., On the other hand, when

"la

aeinvestigating interactions; ite., the'co licating or diating influences
of independent variables on each others' effects on deptendent variables,
the door is open to numerous unmonitored indepehdent variables to affect
either the action of the.monitorea variables or the mediating effects of
their awn interactions. This possibility 'of unmoni,tored variables in the
xesearch situation affecting observed interactions between monitored
Variables leads to"what Snow (1977)"Called "lacale sOecificitY of effects"
which, withOut further experimental controls on environmental.factors,
restricts aur generalizatiohs concerning either main or interaction .

p
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effecta. to the particular saiple studied. Several situations can affect
the results in this way. Study _samples, students, teachers, or classroqms
can differ ie their overall categorization on some d mension On which
there is no or,litilevariability within samples (i4, classroqi climate, ..%.

..teaeher characteristics, neighbtrhobd median income, tc.); atudent
characteristics can veer hy extent of range, standard Ieviátion, or shape 1 ,

of diSt,ribution, as-well'as by their mean'valdes (each of these affecting
the' likelihood of statisticallysignificant iesults); and, mostlunfortunately;

. perhai)s, researchers may differAin their conceptions and meaSdrements of
the variables presumably under their common investigation.

. ,

A basic limiting factor is1414TI research is that it:forces a search
for teghhiques that produte flattened regression lines ovek the range, ,

of' vart41ility'nf concern. ,The model allows conclusions about ieteractijohs
to be driwn only from comparing the slopes of simple regression lines,
using One, input arid one outcome variable ger comparison. Unfortunately,
this glosses over some important sources of interactioas. The mpdel qk,
should be considered as' a simple methodological apglication of the basie
principle aCcepted by mest eduCators: .if outtome variability1 is highly

111."

related to, and is of ja similar range as, input variability, thn edac.1
tion has hia little effect Other than that tof.maintaining rank position -..

from entry. Reducing the telatlionship betweeln input and outcome Valrilbles
rehuses the caSte character of achievement level and aflvws schodling a.
stronger influence, but it does not guarantee optimization of schoal.
le*r4iing for the individuar.

r
Mere are other'fictora that lipit the'usefulness'of Nhat we knoW

abodt individual diflferences'and the design of learning experiedces..
4:1)Among these are: -

.

- %,

.

1. AT;'s are far more complex than the study'of them so far would
indi:cate.. ,The study of. these interactions.has failed, to take lb

into account,such factors as teacher/treatment interactions, the
.

complexity Of.educationdl,tasks as phenomena, the fact tha
tasks can 1* approached and solved with differfng strategies and
combinations of traits, or that the trait's may function differen-
tialiM acrose subjecta a d situations..

2. A pa of the complexit h we speak is to be found in situa-
tional variance. Relati y lit e work has Men done on
jlaruterizing environments and s uations and their functional
properties. In addition, a few of is are only beginning to talk
about the interpenetration'of ecolo c persdnologicl'and
existential phenomena in situationa variance. Environments,
traits, and treatments.have-their characteristics, but they also
have their meanings. It.is, in part, the neglect of the influence -

.of situations,and attributions that makes,difficult a better
ungerstanding,of All. .

26
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Psychological anescientific works in'general are based on
a aearCh for.laws applicablefin most instance's; but in the
'behavioral 4nd socill sciences, and education in particular,
we do notichow enough, about the.nature and function-of the
specific ingtances to generate laws with ?espett.to how the
larger Constructs, of which they are a part, operate. We .

may be prematursly gopying the hard'aciences-as we try to
bring co atable preciaion to our,work, lorgetting. thatrthose
science blopeS'vver hundreds of ytars. During thosVdevelop-
ing years inch time was devoted to the-generation of descriptions,
nd taXonomies.. ATM-may be'in need of betiter,descriptiona and
axonOmOts before we proceed wieh further.tests of itsirvalidity

in:educatiOth. .

5. %We have.not yet diveippe4 appropriate cateiories and labels by
which to study:ATI. ,We tend to identify people.by qualities
such as socioeconomic.status, develoimd intellect, ethniCity,.

41Fat. languxge,'and sex, tether than characterizing them by such
.1;

functional characteristits.as specific manifestations 'of cognitive
Styietemperamente, and motivation, the dynamic patterning of"
whictrtells us much abont.how individuals approach certain tasks
Tot respond to specific stimulus situations.

The above factors:, 'and still oeheri, make difficult our understanding
of individual and grodp difference4 and ultimately our appreciation of

. thp value to-pedagog* of.the trait-treatment-interaction paradigm. These
same factors helpexplain why there.appears to be little empiricat
support Tor the Very.logical and common-sense notion that differencea.in
human charecteristics shotild'be associatcleith.differences in the-
effectivene'ss of different educationalkteatments. In addition to these'
metthodological, operational, and tichniftal reasOns for- the lack of
clarifY in this area, one of,4treasods why the empirical evidende in
suppom this,notion is so may be that the conceptual work in
'support of the logic of the relationship has not yet been done. As

.1tothkaa (1978) has.observexd, "It would.11e a mistake to expect too much
from ollhodological reform alone. Both hands, the statistical and
the conceptual, are needed to plow the field. of'ap.titude x treattent
interaCtionsli teaching. The reasons for weak studies'and incoherent
results ,derilte chiefly from our inadequate conception of the.leatning
person. We'netd more psychological insighits to provide us with working
hypotheses abOut significant aspects of teachingland how they inteiact
with personal abilities". (p. ,708). The Chapters.that,follad represtint
41afforts at such conceptual analises and synthesta. They are focused on
the knowledge base referable to selected aspects ,of human diVerspl.

--, (human attributes) and on disdussions of.the possible implications Such
knowledgt and conceptions May have for the research,-design, and. management
of learning and teaching'transactions.
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.

HuMan attributes selected for the-study include the following:

Social econom/ ic status atspunts for that component of subjective
reeognition of sbared similarlaies, a,style 9, life, education, and
the-acquisition of corresponding modes of fife, or prestige of birth, or.

,of an occupation for an aggregate of individuals. The realization that
..,..

socioeconomic status dictates-class in a hierarchical society is an
esSential component of human history. For Marx, much of human history is
rooted,in the class struggle. It is this struggle that gives r e to .

class consciousness. This concept allows for the fluidity of e hdividual,
since the subjective component of condciousness makes class an act ve,
emergent force in history Empirical sociologists concerned with the
.relatonship between class and educational achievement:do not give .,.

emphasis to his notion' sof clas. jlather,.they use class Co designate a

r\8\relatively fix d 'set of assuOted characteristics and social hierarchical
positions..

Sex and Render are often colloquially used interchangeably butare
used here to refer to the biological (sex) .a.n4 social role (gender)
characterrstics"by,4hich diati4tions,are made in the identificatiod
and soctalizatiOn of females and males. 'In discussing.sex differences
t

we refer only to those ch.aracteristicS that cab be directly linked,
.

to the biological structures and functions of one of the two sexes,
whereas ge040-, is used in the discussion of soCially assigned or adopted
role functions.

Ethnicity.is. used,to refer to' one's belonging to and identification
with 4 group that is chafacterized'by such attributes in Common
physical-tcharacteristics; cullurai traditions, belief systems, lan§uage
ge,netic hiStory, and so fOrth. _Although Often used synonymously with.
race, it does not specify biologiCal race (Caucasian,liongolian, or
Negro) ,but may be used to refer to a group that shares, among other

'things, A Common gene pool. Ethnicity may be assumed, inherited, or
assigned. As used in this reliort, ethnicity includes the growing concern
with self-interest of a group as a Manifestation of ethnicity.

4

Culture is that compleX whole that.includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, law, alstoom, ahd any other capabilities and habits acquired
by man as a member of society. The total pattern Of human behavior and
its products eibodied in thbught, speech, actioA, and artifacts aFe ,

dependent upon ulan's capacity for learning'and transmitting knowledg4
to succeeding generations timough the use of tools, language, at4r
systems Of abstraCt thought. As a descriptive concept, culture is
a product of human action; as an explanatory concept, it is seen as
influencing further action.

r-
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language,- concepetially defined; is a systematic means.of communicating
, ideas or feelinga,by the use of-conventionalized signals, sounds, gestures,
or marks havins unders ood meaning's. In:a deepei sense, however, languages
Are collections. of 'yylb lic -rprese1tatinal repertoires and their
appropriate milieu (4setting,'topi5, Social Status of4larticipants)-for 4
realization in spqech .or other CoMmunicationrodes.,

MoOmation has been traditionally defined.as aTersonalistic variable
'reflectIng the ability of a person to sustain effort in,the absence of
extrinsic rewards, or as a prompting force or an incitement wOrking 'on a
person,to influence volition or action. It, is the second definition,
which gives emphasis to forces.acting _ma person, that bette reflects ,

Ole definitional emphaais utilized in this:report. We see the.pr...ting
force as tesiding not within persons but withip stimuli. The process, has

been reinterpreted as relying upon the acquired ability of stimuli con--,..,
tAined within situations to sustain the'performance of certain individuals'. -

,

Identity, in common parlance, refers,to what stands-aut about a
person and to.how the perSon defines himself or herself. It has-been
defined-ad the unity apd persistence of personality reflectinifthe
individual comprehensiveness of a life or character. Here a distine
tion is crrawn ketweeA pasic and qualitative identity. Basic identity
is the nonreflective state in which.existence iS taken for granted,
or in which the sense of existence leads to feelings that all.is well.
Qualitative identity refers to,the'sense of completenessr,synthesis,
and contindity by which persdps perceive in themselves,a character of a
particular Itinde

Healtil and nutritiOn refer to the status of,the bioihysiological
equilibritim.of the Organism in its environment. Goodness with respect
,to healcb and nutrition refers to their appropriateness for the Optima1 .
development of the immature and optimal maintenance of the ilature

individual.

Affective response tendency, identified in this report as temperament,

is.used to refeen.o relatively consistent patterns, characteristic of
an in4iVidual, of emotional responses to a specific stImulus situatipn.
'Aspects of tetpdtament such as Characteristic tempor rhYthmicity,
adaptability, energy exprditure, mood, and focusfof attention are
most often referred to in.the literature, and are given emphasis in our
discussion. However, affective responags also include processes.such as
attribution, personalization,- projection, and iithexis.

Cognitive response tendency, usually called cogmitive style, is used
to refer to r4latively consistent patterns Characteristic Of an individual
in the manner and'form rather than the level of perceiving, remembering,
and thinking.,'The most commonly utilized categories are abairact and
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concrete functioning and field-independent and field-idependenp styles.
Since style connotes a higher degree of stability than is supOorted by
the evidence, the term tendency is frequently used in preference to the
term style.

Environmenial press refers to the.influence of living and tonlivinv
phenoMena.that.surround the individual. .Specifically, press iswhat
these phenomena can dO to the saiect or for the'sublect-ihe ,pawer that,
they have to afLect the well-being of the subject in one way,or another.
There is a distinction between the preas that exists.objectively for
a.subject (alpha press) and the press that.a subject perceives (beta
press). The environment Amy be thought of as objective or subjective..
The objective environment, which.is emphasized in this report, can be
defined to include, but ctot naiessarilty be eXhausted by, the alpha
press. As developed in this.ireport,,howevee, it may be the attributed
character (beta press) that fs projected onto the enVironment by the
parceiver.that gives environmental press its special role as a determinant N.

of human-diversity:

In addition, we have tncluded two .chapters that address broader,
contextual issues: "On Conceptualizing Person-environment Interactions:
Theory,into Practice," and "Equipy and the Educational Process." The'
report ena with two summative essays, each addressed to issues and
implications from the perspectives of,teaching and learning. Obviously
,absent from thilliplist of concerns is a focus on differential levels of
developed intellect as manifestations of diversity. We are by no means
unaware-of, or in disagreement with, the.crucial importance of' Oveloped
intelligence aS a factor in the effectivfiness of teaching and learning
transacttons. Moreover, we ire persuaded that it is not a greater
sensitivity to differentials id the level of developed intellect.that is
needed to improve the effectiveness of pedagogy or to increase the degfee
co 4hich equality of educational opportunities and outcomes is achieved.
Aather, what is required is greater sensitivity to and understanding of
the multiple factors that seem to interact with intellect to influence
its development and the effectiveness of its utilization. In Chat
portion of Our effort-that is reported herein; we give primary attention
to several, attributes oi-persons, with one of.our efforts specifically
difected it attributes of the environments of persons. *This dispropor-
tionate paphasis on personalistic Variables reflects our perception
of the.convenience of beginning with the more fully devgloped area of
.knowledgof.)personal characteristics rather than with kfiowledge of
treatmants and other environments. It is more than clear that the area
probably best referred to as the ecology do.f human development and learning
demands.aqual study.

'When th4s.study was conceived, it seemed_cledr that What was needed
was a better.conceptua.140tion of personal attributes and educatienal

411P
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treatments. We set out to study those attributes singly.with the .

realization that.they are dialecticaltly interactive in their.functions.
In each of,the essays.some attentioh is given to these interactions.

.

Having completed this Oirt of our work, it is na4 more clear than before
that these dimensidng of diversity cannot be fully'understood in their

_It is' not only'in their interaction in their dynamic blending
that they exist and function, but.itf is also in this context that they
must be exiMined and understood. toritive functions-are not without
their affective componihts. Identity does not exist and operate indepen
dent of cOlature, language, motivation, affect, and cognition. Ifwe were
starting this.effort anew, we probably- would')elect a problem in'human

adaptation ana fearnng 'as tIle topic for 'each essay and seek authors
who, through addressing these problems, coul4 reconceytualize the inter
active-multivariate dature of the diniersit in the bdhavioral thdividuality
of,h1.&an learners. In reading and using the result§ of our'efforts,
Please be advised that:the igoiated 'study of`these attributes was an.error
of convenience,and that the work should riot be Understood in the"artiLicial

, separateness in which it.is reported. We must be concerned not only
with the interaction's between attributes and treatments, but also with
'the interaftions within and between attributes and within and between
treattents.

1
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CHAPTER '1

le

On Conceptualizing Personl-environment IntereotiOn: Theory from Practi&

David E. Hunt

Just as stufient diversity is a specific,case of variation among
perions, so matching teaching to the diverse needs of'students is an
example of person-environment interaotion, or Persons-in...relatipn.
the major thmme of this book is an educational version .of the central
theoretical qUestion in peyehology: How do persons interact in environ-
ments and/or with other persons? Since teacherS aie pSychologists, too .

(Hunt, 1976b), I discuss in this,shapter how teachers' inplicit theories
of the teaching-learning transaction.may inform our conceptions'of
person-environment interaction.- I do not mean that all ekplicit matching
theories will come.from teachers' itplicit theories as my subtitle, \
"Theory from Practice," suggests; bUt teachers' colloquial concepts
complement and iiicirm our more explicit efforts in such a.way that the
relationship between'theor50 and practice becomes reciprocal (Hunt,
L977).

r'

Befogs discussing teachers'.implicit theories,. I review and extend
.earlier comments (Hunt, 1975) onconcbptualizing person-environment
interaction that begin with sources of resistadce to such conceptualization..
I do not queition the.diffienity of donceptualizing personenvitonment
interaction, yet this does not alter ihe fact that persons interacting in'
environments are.the basic phenomena of psychology;.and thusscOnstitute
the challenge for prychological theory. Htn, surprising, then, to discover
that the Aptitudft..4rearment-TAteractton, or ATI,.approach (Cronbach &
Snow, 1977) questions the very existence of pereon-environment interaction
by asking "Do ATI's exist?" ATI resists the challenge,by denying its
exiitence (Hunt, 1975).

ATI and Other Forms of Resistance

Rather 'than .the'iolution, .ATI is'actuslly part of the problem for
mareasons that I discuss.f F llowing a scoreboard technique'in reViewing
imATI studies, Brecht fomnd ew instanoes of ATI in the literature.(1970),
And his conclusion, like that of Mass (in Wittrock & Wiley, 1970), was
that "ATI has hot paiddoff " Jackson (1970) criticized ATI.as being both .

umeupported by empirical efridence and impractical. Put on the'defensive,

,

1.1
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ATI advocates responded by stating that the Lack of interactions was
"inconceivableCronbach & Snow, 1979) and "astounding" (Glaser; 1972).'
Messick's cammiint seebs most appropriate: "You are attempting to
tally up the score when we haven't yet learned to play the game" (in
Wittrock & Wiley, 1970, p. 214). I agree compl Rthwith okopf (1978)
in hislrecent review of the trogbach and Snow b k that the major defect
in the ATI aPproach is its excessive emphaala.on statistical/methodological
concerns to the exclusion of fonceptual/theoretical issues (cf. also Lewis,
1976). Rothkopf (1978) correctly pointed.out that'further understanding
of matching teaching to the.needs of students will not occur through
increased rigor in design and analysis.unless accompanied by a mote
adequate Conception of the teaching-learning transaotion.
Ar.

I have 4i3cusse4 sources of resistance to person-environment interae-
u tioq.ways of thinking elsewhere (Hunt, 1975, pp. 210-216) and will

sUmnarize them here. First, this way of thinking requires more complex
conceptions than either the,general effectk model of the experimentalist
or,the trait consistency model held by the individual difference psycholo-
g14t. This resistadce is well illustrated by a-lea-Tang theoriet's
*section to Snow's (1977) comments on ATI: "If you're right, I quit
because this makes it all too complicated-7-theoey, becomes impossible
(13.12). Sarason (1978) provides a similar quotation from a colleagtie:

can't deal with a world where everybody has his min, 4

definition of the próblem, 'where *facts are an'intrusive
annoyance and of tertiarY'importance, wherewho you
are.is more importAt than whet'you know,-and where
the need to act is more dty.sive than feeling secure
gbout what the condequences will be. (p. 376)

The second tom of resistancerls epitothized'by, the following cOmment by
Glass in Wittrock & Wiley (1)0).:

. Thera is no evidence ,for an interaction of curriculum
treatments and personological Variables: I don't

. know:of another statement that has been confirmed so
many times and by so- manf people. (p..21.9)

The complete contiadiction between this comment end the intuitive
experience of teachers vpresents a confusion between the actual interaction
of persons.in enviionments and the arbitrary 4afinitiodaf,-atatistical
interactiot.- Educational researchers, like Glase, fail to realize 'that
their arbitrary definitions about the interaction-between variables,
e.g., disordinal interactiens, come from the fixed world of physical
objects and agticultute, not from a conceRtion of the teaching.4earning
transaction or perdons-in-relation. I do not propose abandoning statistical
analysts, but rather thai we. use metho ruent with the phenomena.
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Third, critica'auch as Jackson (1970) have maintained that ATI
results May be iMpossibiie to apoly In th&classroos'i.e., 4e.'may know
more.than we can implement. This criticiaM may be partially accurate,
but,would be clarified by beginning with teachers' adaptations and trying ,

to iMprove-them. A teacher's.adaptation need not always be to. an individual
. student; it may occur.to several students or to an entire class.

/

Finally, some critics have been concerned that an emAasis on student
differenCea would promote negative stdeotyping. Teachers' negattve
atereotypes, liketunrealistic or rigid expectations, are determined more
by how a teacher thinks tean by information received (Cronbach.& Snow,
1977, pp. 520-521). Teachers should continually monitor andwupdati
information about students; therefore, ATI information provides oily the
initial 'basis for matching. Put another way, even if.positive findings of
Aptitude-TreatmentrInteractions were available, they would be of only
limited-value to teachers since such.ATI results wOUld provide on1P h

4

initial prescriptions. Teachers muse.continue to adapt as students
'change.

,

Most research on pierson-environment interaction investigated the
effects of a fixed, noiiesponsive ed4cational environment xather., than
the responsive environment a teacher tries to provide. In addition.'
.Co investigating the effect of static environments, ATI wofk almost

,

.always considers the student characteristieor aptitude as fixed and: -

unchanging. Cronbach 'and Snow (1977) discussed 'the isste of modifiability
(Cf. aptitudes, pp. 161ff; 521) and concluded that there should,be a .

balance between adapting to the aptitude and trying to improve it..1
Hoifever, very few studiea that they reviewed focut on the development of
change in,student aptitude.

Person-envianOnt interactions are expressecrin ATI terms by
graphs in which the person (aptitude) 'dtmension is precisely acaled op
the -horizontal .axis, or abacissa, y a-con4nuum of test scores, while
the environment (treatment) is dichotomized. This representation is
based on a personal selection model fGtonpach & Gleser, 1965) that
emphasizes' placing tile person in tfi-e- environment in which he would
13erfOrm best. From'a teacher's standpoint, it would be more helpful to
scale the educational environment more precisely to represent how ehe
educational environment can be tuned to different students. Such a
presentation emphasizes environmental adaptation to the student rather
than student placement into an 9yironment.

Perhaps the clearest view of the degelopment of ,the ATI dilemma
comes from considering Cronbach's work during the past 25 years. In hia'a
well-known APA presidential,addrass (1957) on "The Two Disciplines of
Scientific Psychology," he Pointed to the need for a conceptual coordini-
tion of individual differences and eavirbnmental effects. In 1967, hi

17
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1967, he proposed that ATI provided such coordination, casting it.entirely .

in terms of a methodological framework that he and Gleser (1965) developed
in the area Of perSonnel selection. After .reviewing hundreds,of ku studies .,"--

. that were preoccupied with- methodological issues 1Cronbach & Snow, 4977),,
Cronbach (075) returned to his original theme ot conceptualizing the
phenomena in his.Distinguished.Scientific Contribution Award address
lz which he concluded: .

.

.

The special task of the social scientist.in each
generation is to pin down the contemporary facts.
Beyond t1at,, he shares-with the'humanistic scholar
and th artist in the effort to g iain sight into

_.-

- contempotary relationships, and to realign4he
culture's view of man with present realities. To
know man as he is iS no Mean aspiration. (p. 126)

. .

Identifying Student Differences That Make a Difference-

Many individual differences,gropOSed by psychologists axe .remote
fromjithe real world of the clasiroom. To describe a student ad a hostile
undiracEiever does nOt

. inform a tiecher aloout.how best to approach that
student. This gap between,the description of the student and educational
practice is very similar to the lack.of relation between diagnoSis and
therapy in clinical work. Psythodiagnosticians write elaborate,reports

t bated either on fixed Characteristics Which are unlikely to Change
stabie and xonsistont measures), or incoherently, complex Characterizations
of intrapsychic.conflict. In either case, the Characterization bears no
relatiOnShip to,planning the most effectiCre treatment tor the. individua./.

. It Is ironic that individual difference.psychologists, in their.blind

emulation of the natural sciences, have insisted on consistency across
time and situations as the major criterion of a measure,.thereby virtuallY
insuring that it will not.index a, person's differential susceptibility
,to various, .environmental apprcilches, therapeutic'or educational. I am not
advocating that measurement inconsistency is a virtue,,but rather that
the criteria for person characteristics are primarily a conceptual:,'not a.
psychometric, issue. To mention two examples, there have been almost no
measures to Characterize developmental change (let AIone developmental
changd under varying environmental circums,tances). Such measures wills

% require a recagting (or perhaps abandonmenQ of traditional psychometric
..theory thatt is/ro9ted in aonchanging consistency (cf. Cronbach & Furby,

1970 Who conclude that measuring change is impossible.for an extreme,
example)... Second, ihe IQ measure was,initially evaluated in termil of.its
,consistency and itability. Since it was.not developed within a conception
of personal change and development,,there,is small wonder'that IQ is'a
poor reflection of changes when they occur.

38
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To be educationally relevant, a characteristic should indicate
a studenes.susceptibility to different educational environments or
.ways of teaching; i.e., how kikely is the student to learn 'and develop
under certain environmental circumstances? I have referred to such
descriptions as accessibility characteristics (1971) to whidh a teacher
can "tune in" by y.arying the approach.'Sensory orientaiion (or deficit)
is pellaps the most dramatic example,-but cognitive, motivational, and
value Orientation may also be compatibly coordinated with variations in
educaeional approaches. For example, student ConceptualiLevel is an
accessibility characteristic because it is related to the degree of
structure that a student requires in Otder to learn (Hunt, 1978a). Many
of the functional characteristics described 1.0 earlier chapters providg
accessibility information; the test is wheitheF the description guides
identificaiiqn of the most appropriate enAtanmental (educational)
aPproach. Glaser (1972) has called such educationally relevant charac-
teristics the new aptitudes; Again,.we May note that most,classroom
teachers do not need to,be 'told such information since they are trying
every day to construe thei; students in ways that,are educationally
relevanp.' 4

If the study of individual differences had-been infoVmed by common-
sense psychOlogy,.terms like "acqessibility characteristics",and "new 1'

aptitudes" would have beeA unnecessarY since each of us knows this
information-from our everyday experience-with other people. When we-form.
an impression of another person, we usually express'our reaCtion to that
person.- In a similar way, teadhers usually construe students implicitly
in terms of acdessibility characteristics because they do 'mit 4ve time
to Consider irrelevant descrilitions. Therefore, the psyChology &faperson
perception, especially when'applied to teachers,jtigTbe as helpful for
guiding educational-adaptation as the psychology of individual-differences.

.The remairpler of thls,chapter is guided by two assumptionsl (a) that
the major'criterion of A pedagogically relevant student characteristic is
the degree to which it provides information onIdifferentiallusceptibility,
for learning and develOpment uader different educational env ronments;
and (b) since teachers continually use this criterion, iheir implicit
theories about students provide a valuable source of iaformation for
identifging such characteristics. I '

The legitimacy of such personal constructs, implicit theories,
and tacit knowledge has become increasingly accepted. In psychology,
George Kelly (1955) believed every person is a psychologist and that
one's personal cdnstructs are-thecentral Units tor understanding one's,
psychological world. FritZ Heider (1958) emphasized the fundaMental
nature of common-sense psychology in anderstanding interpersonal,relati,ons
and person perception; In the philosophy of science, Michael Polanyf's
Perlonal Knowledge (1964 emphasized the importance of tacit or implicit.

r
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,knowledge; If we- accept these not4ons, the appropriate strategy is -

to reverse the traditional.theory research, practice' sequence and
to begl:n with-practice as the Phenomenon about which to theorize and
conduct research. Before aiscussing this stragegy I review the Behavfor-1
Person-Environment, or B-P-E, approach which I,have adapted from Lewin
(Hunt & Sullivan, 1974: Hunt, .1975). 1

B-P-E as a Way of Thinking About Interactions

I propose the B-P-E approach rather than ATI,because it-is based on
the hasic phenomena rather than on'statistical/methodologicg assumptions.
'As Asch (1959) pb'served:

m

Every field of inquiry must.begin with the phenomena
that evetYday experience reveals; and with the A
distinctiona it contains. Further inquiry may
modIfy,our understanding of thei,'but the phenomena
themselves will never be displaced. (p. 379)

The fundament:A phenomenon ofeducation is the interaction of
teachers'with:students. This is.not to say that eduation.occUra only in
.classroams or that it *ill continue to do so, but only that this interaction
is the phenomenon to be underatood. There will always be disagreement
on how to4onceptUalize.teaching and learning, but agreement that the

,task of theory and regearch in edUcation ie to Understand the phenomena
same a useful first step. Pne could algue that,thil most important
feature of human experience ii change, and that anyeffort to(understand
a part of humeri expexience such as'teadhing and learning must deal with
the continuously changing nature of the teaching-aearning transaction.

No psychalogidal theory can:ever provide a
of fhe dynamics of human experience. However,
aware of these dynamics as we develop rat-Elytic
*e should be able to keep our ways of'thinking
Sarason's (1976) observation is valuable:

comprehensive account' .

if.we are continually
tools for understanding,,
closer to the pheComena.

X.
Haw you approach and deal with the part must be
influenced Mightily by where you see it in '

relatinnship o the whole; that is, what you
hope toldo and the ways in which.you go.about it
are consequences of how you think it is imbedded

,in the larger picture,. (pp. 323-324)
. ,!k

If we begin by notinmthree features of the educational experience, a .

4
sttident experiencing an educational approach witirsothe kind of consequence,
.then these three features can be considered in terms.of the familiar

.

:
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B-P-E formulation of Kurt Lewin where the Behavior (educational outcome)
;esults from the interaction of the Person (student) and Environment

.

,(educational approach). The teaching-learning transaction may be viewed;
from the,student'sv the teacher's, and the researcher's perspective by
considering each in'B-P-E terms. For the teacher, for example,the

,formala is Z.:12.q-.-B (or what teaching, approach with these students is
likely to próduce.the desiredoutcame).

,.

The B7P-E way of thinWifig provides an initially useful fraework
.to consider coordinating student diversity ,(P) with a variety of.edUcal-
tional approachee(E).for certAin,purposes (1, especially since it is
applicable to theory and research as well as 1--4ticational practice; 'In
research, an independent variable (E) is applied.tcOsubjects (P) to note
the effects (B).

.

To simply liit outinies (B), student thd9mteristicsAP), and
educational approaches (E) would,not'illuminate the teaching-learning
process., and indeed,,woUld simplz be an alphabeti-cal reerrangem#nt of
ATI. : B-P-E provides the basicudits,, and the way of-thiliing consists of
erranging these units to provide some understanding of the dynamics of
'human experience. This.way of thinking must...be (a) interactkvelY compat7
ible -(b) developmental, and ka reciprocal (Hunt, 1975).

I have implied the need fpf a person characteristic to be infisractively
coopatdble With.environmental discriptions'ih discussing accessibility
characteristics. -Foi example'Stern.(1970) described students in terns-

'of the needs proposed originally by Henry'MUrray.- :Ench'need has a
' corriMponding.pressi or environmental chstactekistic compatible-with
.that need. Only if diversity in persons.and diversity.ineducationel .

approaches are conceptually compatible can-their relationsh10,be stated, .

the relationship between student. need for ,effiliation and affilia-
tion press in.the environment. Description's of person-environment relation-
'fillips such ai-Xatchi'fit, or.congruente,,reguire,thit berth person and'
environment be'characterized in conceptually'comparable terms. Human'.
'characteristics Vary in the degree to which they are, transratable into

4 environmental variation--i.i.,. the degree to which they..are accessibility.
characteristics. For example,-the statua characteristic of.; ethniaty is .

not an accesSibility.Characteristid as such since it does not literally
say anything abOut a student'S needs, but,its relationship to the functional,
characteristic 'of language Comprehension would provide accessibility
infortation.

A person characteriatic should not only, provide information about
,differedtial,reaction to environments, but may alio liself be the object
of modification.. Thus', the characteristic should be viewedr-in developmentai4
terms.' Speaking of cognitive style, Messick (1970) stated:

4 1
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Consider the likelihood, however, that in our.efforts .

to opthmize the ;maiming of subject matter we may so
solidify the'glohal child's cognitive.style that he
may never learn to distaver.anything in his entire
school career. This possibilitsuggests that teaching
ta produce maximal learning of subject matter ii4not
enough. We shoul4 also be concerned with the student's
manner of thinking. One possibility here is that -we
should attempt to foster alternative models .of cognition
and multiple stylistic approachei to problem solving.
(p. 197)

Matching for developmental growth, i.e., extending repertory of
stylea, requires.frequent monitoring as well as a clear view of the
value judgmante in developmental matching. Sole might argue; for example,
that attempting to extend'a student'a stylistie repertory as proposed
by Messick might dilute the student's strengths, and that a more adviiable
course might be to strengthen tha student's preferredlityle. 'Using

various mcde* of teaching to defirm diversity in eduiational approaches,
(Joyce & Weil* 1972), we have attempted to enhance student.capacity
to loam through a variety of models (Hunt, Joy5Wdtvenwood, Noy, Reid, &
Weil, 1974). 4Or'extend a student's repertory 4f styles in this way seems
to incriase 'adaptation to changing-environments without wiakeningthe
student's predominant mode of leakning.

Because most theory and research in 'psychology and education has been
conceptualized-in.the unidirectionol x-ceuses-y frampwork, almost all
emphasis has been on hOw the environment-affects the person.. Thus, thousandO
of 1ml:dies bsve been conducted on the'effects of teachers pr teaching
approaches on students, but oily a handful.have investigated-how students
effect teachers (Runt, 1976e). Our ways of thpking should be recitirocal,
taking account. of "student pull" (Ferson.owpinVitonme.nt) as well ae
(Envitonment.e.Peredn) influences. Host syetems of so-called inthraction
analysis do not measure teacher-student interaction, but -teicher's
actions toward students land, occasionally, student behavior. .A notable -

exception is the reciprocal framework for measurinuclassroam interaction,
the Hit-Steer, approach, developed by Fiedler (1975),. This:approach
provides a basis for coding the.frequency (number of hits) and suicessi
(number,of steers) of influence attempts by both teacher and students,

Because earlier conceptions of personetvironment interaction have
dealt-only.with Envirommenta-4PPerion.effects, the responsibility for'the:
matching hap usually rested With .an expert or.'the teacher. However,.

when the reciprocality of person-env1rO1Ime1!t ioterectidi is acknowledged,
ae-onsiibility of otudent self-matching becomes ja possibility. Ih

'.describing imme.alternative aesumptiOns to the Czonbach and stww ATI
asshmptionsi Merrill'. (1975) propased that:

.4
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tadividUalwahould be given seme procedure enabling
them to adapt the ehVironment to theMselves. Xhe
individual should make decialons 4bout what tactic

. they want.hext rathei that having this decision:made
for them. (p. 221)

Student self-matching implies self-wassestiment. Student assessment
is often conducted by a psychometric eipert who relies on objective
testing, but rarely Oh the student's saf-assessment. Students vary in
their capacity for,accurate self-assessment,.but,this avenue should not'
be ignored. As Georgi Kelly used to-admonish 6s.in our clinical diagnostic'
training, ''Always ask the client what is wrong--he may tell pod."

The intuitive reasonableness of self-assessment has'been,buried
under a mass of tests. However, Mischel (1977)'recently remarked:

One.strand of this research #uggests that the
. iidividual generally is capable of being his or

heren best assessor; that the person's own self-
statements and self-predictione tend to be at,/east
as good as the more indirect and costly appraisals.

. of sophisticated t4Ots and clihicians. (p. 253)
, 0.

It will be use41, therefore, to consider for dadh of the characteri-
stict; discussed how effectively students might assess themsel,Oes; at least
such self-assessment information should be collected to be OMpared'udth
othei assesiment information (cf. Cronbaeh Eg'Snow's (1977) discusaion of
use of preferential matching, p. 170, and student preference and beliefs,
pp..476-480). When given a choice, students may hot always chooseldmost
effectively, but when they understand whet it is they are ,to assess, many
students dan assess themselves accuratelyL

d.1

Finally, a B-F-E way' of thinking provides an explicit reminder
that Nordinating divere;ty.among students with educitional approaches
requires a statement of purpose. In B-P-E terms, person-environment
combinations may be considered matched or congruent in relation to
specified behavior, where outcome can beimmediate learning or long-term
development.' Geprge/Stern's (1962) well-known metaphor that aggravated, ,

oyster* produce pearls while contented cows proauce, milk makes the point
dramatically, and I .have e4phasized elsewhere (1975) ttit distinction
between cohtemporaneous matching 'end developmental matching. Teachers
must consider both Contemporaneous matching to foster immediate learning
and developmental matching to enhance groirth in order to achieve a
balance between the restricting effects of continuous spoonfeeding
and th unrealistic demands of complete self-responsibility. .

f7
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Teachers' Implicit' Thidries

If the student characieriitics discussed in this book are to be
incorporated into teachers' adaptation, they must be congru9nt with. '

teachers' implicit or colloquial conceptions of their/students. A
< psycholoiist's attempt to inform a teacher about.a new dimension.of

students is very much like an attitude alange effort, or the encouragement
of concept development on the teaoher's part. Viewed as attitude change
or concept devblopment, the psychologist's communication attempt should
begin with an understanding of a teacher'sriurrent ways ci'f thinking
about stUdents. In addition to facilitating, c9mMueication between
paychologist and teacher, the identification of a teachey's implicit
or colloquial constructs about students may also produce a source of
information oi student characteristics that might otherwise have been
findred by psychologists.'

Teachers' implicit adaptation and the implicit theories on which it
is'based have'not.always been accepted by, psythologists. For example,
Cronbach and Snow (1977) stated on the first page"of their.boOk, ',Certainly
the casual adaptation teachers make is not the most valid adaptation
posaibli." Since there.are almost threil million teathers in North

. America and since Cronbach himself earlier admitted that "I.know nO
research on.impressianistic adaptation of instruction" (1967, p. 29),
there,seems reason toldemtion such disregard of feacherRadaptatiOn.

ToAippreciate teachers' implicit Matching we need to know more about
how their colloquial-conceptions o, students influence theeir adaptive
acti.. This, criticalto aft underetinding.of how Student
charecteriStics are'coordidated.with different teaching approaches. To
qnderatand ithis process from a teacheed standpoint, let us begin by
cansiaerini the sequence,in interpersonal communication. In communicating'
with another person, one usually (a) begins,with an intention (B); (b)

-perceives the other.person (P); (c) communicates or acts (E); and (d)
check* an effects (B). Thus, t e sequence in teaching is intention-
perception-action-evalUatiOt. I ave earliei uied the term "reading" to
describe the process of perceivin or interpreting the, other person,
°which pltecedes "flexing" or modul ting one's actions: (1976a).- Another
step. maids to be added between perepçion and action to accommodate how ,

the intent and perception inform the action, i.e., the teacher'S implicit
theory, or central understandings, about the teaching-learning process.

This teacher sequence may occur in a brief time and then be repeated
with readjustments requited by the disparity between intention and
evaluation, ind thus is similar to other disparity models (e.g., Miller,
Galanter, & Pribram, 1960). This sequence 'can be adapted tO characterize

!the stepi in a research investigation or,in deVeloping an edUcational
program (Hunt, 1976a)i as shown in Table 1. This table is a summary of a,
theory of teaching and instruction viewed as multiple transactions.

A
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Table 1

.

Sequence of Matching Used.by'Teacheri PrograM Developer, and Researcher

. r"
Steps in
Sequence

;reacher
. .

(Intentional Ac ion)

.

_

.

. ProgrAm c

Devel4er
(Prescriptive).

.*

Rellearcher

(Descriptive)

State ObjeCtive

.

( )

,

Intention Spectfy objectives
. aallig

Identifying dependel
variable

Ch"aracterixe

Student (P)

.

Perception ( Reading")

,

Test students mem
and assign .

Assess subjects and
aseign.to .treatmentt

T.
,

a

Translate. to

Action

A

,

- Implicit theory
N

Explicit theory

.

.Explicit theory

,..._

4

Action (E) Action ("Flexing") Prescrib approaches Manipulate independc
variables

4

.EvaluAtion (8)

}P'adr

,

'Check effects
.

.

Evaluate effects.
5

Record .dependent
.

variable's

s.

(Adapted from' Hunt, 19,760, p. 274.) 1
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Ao Stating the'activities of developers; researchers, and theorists in
terms comparable to teachers opens the way to more effective communication.
As Cronbach and SWW.(1977).observed, "Adaptations differ with respect to
their scale".(p. 5242). The teacher esqUence in Table 1 is usually micro-
matching or small-scale adaptation occurring in a Wig time period,.
'whereas the sequence for a program developer is matro-matching over a
longer time period. Nonetheless, the framewilfrk can serve tO guide
Communication as well as to identify disparities between viewpoints.
Large-scale matching programs may facilitate teachers' smallscale
matchiag. When students were grouped into ,homogeneous learning style
classes, teachers became more sensitive to student differences both
between and within classes (Hunt, 1.978a); macro-matefies may facilitate
micro-matching.

TO understand a person's constructs, in this case a teacher's'
constructs'about students, we neeeto know (a) the conten; of dimensiOns,
(b) the structure or organization of these dimensionsv and (c) the
malleability or openness to change of.these dimensiont.. Investigation of
the dimensions teachers use in construing their students seems such a
natural and potentially important topic that it,is surprising it has
received o little attention. Osgood., Tannenbaem, and Suci (1958)
identtf'ied the three major dimensions used in construing nonpersonil
%objects: evaluation, activity, and potency. There has Sot been a
comParabie diatillation of basic factors in person perception. Harrison
-(1965) conducted studies on the Personal Description Instrument and found
thrhe factors: interpersonal warmth, power and effectivenesslin work,
and activity and expressiveness. Recently, several German psychologists
have applied the methodology of person perception ta identifyiog teacher?'
,central dimensions in cOnstruing their students. For examp/e, Hofer
(Note 1) identified two major dimensions: ability and effort. Huber and
Mandl (Note 2) factor analyzed free respolees, of teachers and found
fairly codplex factors: ability and effort, family background, etc.

My colleagues and I have used variation of the Kelly (1955)
Role-Concept Repertory-(REP) Test (Hunt, I976a) .6 identify the content
of teachers' constrUcts about their students as well as their constructs
of learning outcomes and teaching approaches. Although we have.not
coiducted a sophliticated analysis, we have used a variation of Harrisah's
coding system and _found that the most frequently employed categories were
ability, sociability, motivation, participation, and self7confidence.. It
should be noted that these steles emPhasize psychological/sociological %

dimeneions; important Characteristics such as sex, age, language ability,
and sensory limitayions were novidentified, even though they are
important.

,Teachers' Content dimemsions or categories are organized in.a
variety of structural patterns varying from the most simple, in which

4 6
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all desCriptions collapse into"a good-bad dichotomy, to highly complex,
hierarchical, interrelated patterns. Schroder, !Carling, and Phares
(1973) have developed a seven-level scheme for.classifying the structural
organization of teacher constructs of students. The system is based on
a combination of three structural features: number.of dimensions, degtee
of discrimination, and combinaiory rules.

At the simplest level of organization, a teacher views all students
ad falling into one of two categories, e.g., bright-dull. At the most
complex.level, a teacher might create a new dimension from others,
e.g., combining low grades and high mechanical interest to become "unchalr
lenged." A teacher may list several-content dimensions, blat they may all
be linguistic variations on the:ability dimension. Although the dimensions
described in this book are presented one At a time, this should not create
the impression that students are to be considered in terms of only a
single characteristic.

Anally, teachers vary in the malleability, of they dimensions.
1.1talleability may consist of modifying old dimensions oNadding new, ones,
or both. Borrowing. frail Argyris and Scan (1976), ye may distinguish' *

I/espoused constructs grom constructs-in-use. Like the rest of us, teachers
espouse or list more constructs thpn they actually employ in practice.
For example, we hem emphasiZed t e dimension of learning style defined
as how much structure a student requires (Hunt, ,1975). Learning style
distinguishes how the student'learns.from what he knows, or ability. We
have found'that teachers can espouse learning style verba4y, but they
vary conaiderably in how easily they incorporate.it into their interactions
with-students;. i.e.i_their modifiability. For example, when atisessing
their students on learning,style, some teachers fail to'distinguish it.
'from ability. A comprehensive understanding of a teacher's implicit
theory Of teaching and learging.would.also rkuire that the other two
components--learning outcodies (B) and educational approaches (E)--be
assessed for content, Organization, and malleability (Hunt, 1976a).

Teachers, like studenti, develop La their competence and'oaturity as
te4qherS, and therefore it is useful to yiew teachers in terms of develop,
,msktal stages(Katz, 1972). Specifically, a teacher's constructs--their
content, structure, an# malleabilityshould develop with experience.

4 '

I have .rZerred to teachers' implicit theories and described how
their constructs,of Students can be identified. However, their implicit
theories take into Account the interplay of intention and perception
af students on their actions, and these implicit assumptions are not
easily identified. gussis, Chittenden,. and Amarel (1976) have used
variations on Kelly's.approach to make teachers' understandings more

.Barnes (1976) has suggested that teachers' implicit theories
vary primarily from a transmission -orientation to an interpretation

4
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orientation. For a.revAw Oif reseirch on teacherthinking, see Clark And ^

Singer (1977). Raymond-Daly (Note, 3) is investigating the idea that
teacher trainees' understandings af teadiing-are closely related Eo their
implicit theories of how they learn; i.e., the relationship -between
initially preferred teaching style.and learning style. One:way, to

attempt to identify a teacher's implicit theories is to look at how the
teacher construes "meeting student needS.", Some teachers think in terms
of stUdent deficits to be remedied, while other teachers think of faali-
tating growth.`--PUt another way, does the4eacher think'of matChing in
terms of a preferential, compensatory, or remedial model (Cronbach of1,.
'Snow, 197,?, p. 170)?.

Finally, some teachers become discouraged'explicating their Impl4cit
ideas bf student diversity because they believe it requias continual
adaptation to each individual student. I have fotind it tyie-ful in such

cases to adapt Kluckhohn and Murray's (1949) observation that;

Ever); person is

1. Like all other persons in some ways,1
%

2. Like same other, Persons in some ways, and

3. Like no other personin some ways. (p. 35, italics added)

Th translation into education becomes:

Eveky person.is

1. Like ali other students ip some ways,

2. Like some other students in some ways, and

3. lake no other students in some.ways.

(./

Most teachers interpret,theie three livels in terms of their actions 'in
working with students: (a) sometimes they work*with the entire class, and
adapt accordingly; (b) sametimes with small groups; and (c) occasiOnally
with an individual student. This three-level scheme emphasizes that
personalization need not, and usually does not, reqi.4re working with an
individual studeni. For most teachers, such personalizationis possible-
while complete individualization is not.
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Conaludinz Comment

Jackson (1970) stated theissue eloquently:

-Beneath almost every educational problem of consequence
there rumbles.the undeniable fact of individual
diffirenCes and.the question of what'to do about
them. (p., 16)

Oux.everyday experience tells us that each person is, as Kluckhohn
and Murray suggestedt like no other person in some ways. 'This fact of
personal or student uniqueness shOuld not lead to Jackson's conclusion
that Any understanding of individual differences among students is
impossible, and that teadhers must continue to pursue adaptation as an .

intuitive act.

The chapters_in this book deal with characteristics applicable
the Secowl level, or how.students are 'like some other students. To
understand a student's mottiational orientation or.,cognitive style is
admittedly only.a partial description of that student; yet knowing about
a student in.terms of.one characteristic, for instance, motivational

. orientation, gives a first step to understanding how to adapt the educa- )
tional environment, to facilitate the student's learning and development.

Returning to Sarason's quote on Part-whole relation, we need to
bear in mind always aim each separate characteristic is'only a part,
of that whole. Put'another way, if a particular student were to be
characterized in a prof4e of the characteristics discussed in this
book, the student's patterrn would very likely be unique.

Charactexizinkthis third-level uniquenese is not simply a matter
of recording ten scdfes or categories on a profile liket:WI profile.
What is very much needed is a complete (or wpole) concept on of a person
within which each part can be construed. !or example, Ossorio (1973).hAs
proposed thatial, adequate (whole) conception of a person must include at
least:

1. .Who is the.peison? (identify

2.' What does the person want? (intention)

3. Vhat does the person,know? (knowledge)

/
4. What does thetperson know hoW to do? (competence)

5. What is ehe person trying to do? (action)

4



We might add,-based on observation* in this book', "Row is the person
trying to do it?" (style). If yoti stop and think about how you form an
impression of a person whom you meet brtefly for the'first time, these
seem intuitively reasonable. 'Like Sarason, Ossorio maintained that each
part must be considered in relation to the whole, rather than that all
parts be understood simultaneous19. As the chapters in this book suggest,
there may be other parts to be considered, and thie building pf a whole
conception of d person is a th4lenge..for furttre theorists and researchers.
For mww, it is less'important thatwe know all the parts than that We
acknowledge that several parts mudr4tttonsidered and that the relation$hip
between the oa,ts is critical to understanding a person. How a Change in
intention affects one's knowledge and vice yarsa are,central issues.

I have adapted. Ossorio's conceptions to characterize persons -in -
relation, or specifically, teacher-student-relations (Runt, 1978b, 1978c,
19784) as the relationShip between the theorist/researcher, the teacher,
and the student as shoWn in Figure 1.

.I realize that Figure 1 is highly Speculative and far beyond our
present cepacity for measurement. Yet I believe it important to 'atteMpt
such a comprehensive conception4of the partitipants. This diagram
emphasizes several points:

1. Bach part,must be considerecrin relation to the
whole and the relation between parts understood.

2. Relation ship between theory end practice is best
considered in terms of persons -in-relation;
between theoriesLr,esearcher, teacher, and
student.

'--

Relationship between theory and practice is reciprocal:,
not only between theorist and practitioder,(teacher)
but between theorist and tlient (student).

-

The teaching-learning transaction is reciprocal
between,student and teacher.

Figure 1 amplifiis Table 1 by amphAsizing that the'student is an
important participant and that the student's perception of himself and
of the teacher are important ingredients to be understood. In short,

I believe that an adequate understanding of matching is most likely to
come from a comprehensive theory of persons-in-relation. Mischel
(1977) stated:

Ultimately, the study of individuality will have to
deepen our undetstanding,of how people'abstract the
"gist" of each other and themselves, of how they
form schemata, expectations or other cognitive ,

representations. (p. 252)

4
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Theorist/Researcher

want .

know

who
,1

know-how

try

Client

411.

know

want who *try

know-how

Ow

*

Practitioner

al

know

%...kant who try

know-how

Figure 1. Interrelation among client.. practitione
After Hunt (1978(d).

11..

and theoriat/researcher.
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CHAPTER 2
a

Eq4Lity and:.the Educitional Proceie

.Robert Glaser

0

The purpose of this chapter is to show that4ttainment of equal
. opportunity in edUcation will require changea in the. educational
process7-teaching pradtices, classroom Organiiation, and the managementr.
;of instruction. For theliost part, Atm concern'about the equality of
-educational opportunity has been expressed, this aspect of sthooling 410
hAp beendeemphapimed. Instead; attempts at controlling qe input to
sdhools through entrance examinations, deiegr4gation procedurewvand"
open'admisiions plans (coleman. 1968, 1975;'Hawkins,.1974 Hosteller 4
Moynihii, 1972) ,heve as their preMise tips notion that.ftajor changes.in.
the outcomes of education'will be mote a function "of selection and
placement than of the process of inatruction.

;t has bein.assumed that teichini.practices need little change even
tbougfisignificant,changes take place in the composition i!nd reqUirements.
of the:student body. This assumption is Op longer viable Ili today'4_
Aducational climate. Not only broader access to educationo'but slim the
need to attain'.higher levels of achievement make it increasingly,difficult
to'require that a diverse- student,population confOro.to'a stendardized
educational.process.- The neglect of procese'change'is,painfully apparent
when no consequent change in'educational procees follows changed college
admission standards.or a changed student population in an inner-city high
school. If achievelentlevele are to be maintained And improved, then -as
input to,the system . changes; the process chacacteriatibe of the syptem
must aIso change. The pracess.characteristics of central interest heie -
are those that determine the'degree of flexibility within' the educational :
system, and the system's ability tO adapt to individual diversityfin

\ aptitude,,socioeconomic background, mature, and the.ekills of lrrning
'-\and coping with schoolipp

The key ideas presenteetn.this chapter arta further explicated in the
author's book entitled, Adaptive Education: Indivi4stal Diversitv and, LearainK.
New York:. Holt, Rinehart 6 Winitoni 1977.' Its. preparatton his profitedfrft
the vrk of Joan Jewel/ of the Universitsbf Pittsburgh in an dallier draft.

M.
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The issue of creating environments for,learning.more adaptive to
individual needs than those generallrprovided by schools at the Present
time will be discussed in this chapter, from four perspectives: first, a
discussion of a psychology of learning thit ,haa fostered a' !elective,
relatively inflexible educational,process that is in contradt to modern
psychological thinking that mandates more individualization of the -

learning process; second, a geleral Asspription of patterns of education
that offer various .kindi of 4elective'or adaptive environments for , ,

learnin0 third, sUggestioni.for sehool management-and teacheiag prectices
that canvossibly'contributeilmaidiately to classroOm capabilitieslot
providing mOre flexible. environments fir learning; andfourth, examples
of.the kind of researeb and-development.needed to assist in the abcive
wotk so that new, knowlidge'And information'abbut school. effectiveness can
contribute to the design and implementation-pi educational programsthat
'21Qin the rich variety of srudent needs forrleitning.

AO.

Fsvcholonv and Education

'The psychology of.learning and human development has always been a
part of teacher,education programa, and the beliefs about htiMan behavior
-that are.transmitted to teechers directly or indirectly affect pur
.schools. In this regarAPthis section'examines older anAnewer psychelogical
notionsi and their implications for the design of educational environments
adaptive to individual differences. The dtscus.aion is.not intended:tó.
captdre theoretical.sghtleties.; instead, it is intended to highlight the
ways in which these conceptions are, distilled into educational principles
and practices.

How do commonly held psychological beliefs about the learner and
learning enter educational,practice? They are. infuaed into educational'
lore by textbooks based on dominant educational theories, ahd by professors
of education in colleges that train teachers. Even though conceptions pf
the learner and learning are changing, lag time from the expression of
these new ideas in texts and courses to observable change iwpractice is
very great. The old conceptions may no longer be widely held, but they
are fixed in practice. Hence, in order to define new modes of education,
it is a useful exercise to match beliefs about the nature of hutan
development and learning with'the practices they nurture. Further, it is
appropriate to examine the miamatch between educational practice and new
developments in our knowledge about learning. To begin this exami,nation,
mi shall contrast old and'prevalent concepsions,of the nature of the
learner with new thinking. The following contiasts can be made:

1. Older peychological conceptions-that'influence current educational
practices have tended.tp-view human beings as having consistent and
ralatively fixed general drives, dispositions, and traits. In' contrast,

5 7
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I.

newer data on ecologiCal and cultural influences require that'individuals
be viewed as being kighAy adaptive to surrounding conditions and
environMental demands.

2. The pigture of leaining through the relatively passive formation
of st?imulus -response connections, encouraged by'old-faehioned psychological
theories,,has shaped instruction in our schooli. Modern.psychology,.in
contrast, now-conceives of the human as an active processor of information'
and sevironmental events..

3. The prevalent educational coneption of individual differences
in aptitude has been derived from the technology of.psychometrics and
standardised testing; this work, has emphasized the measurement of
individualdifferences as eat/ties-predictive of success in school and
work'environments. Individual differences in abilities' and aptitudes as
they relate to education are now being conceived in terms of cognitive
processes (intellectual and affective).that can 134 'utilized and develoPee,,,.
to facilitate learning and performance. N-

Each of theee three points is elaborated in the following pages.

-Constant Traits Versus Plasticity and Adaptability

Oldeeconceptions of the learner rested on two related beliefs:
that human beings have consistent and imirsiatent general dispositions
or traits, a d that theirAtelligence is au immutable capacity determined
by genetic eritance. People were viewed as having a certain type of
personality (e.g., introvert or extroivart) or as having certain personality
,traits (e.g., unsociable, passive, and pessimist/6; or-sociable, active,
'and optimistic). These broad underlying dispgsitions were believed co ik
pervasively influence in individual's 'behavior and lead to consistency in
that behaVior across situations.

In contrast, newer conceptiOns emphasize that humans have evolved
with a fundamental distinctiveness for trainability, educability,, and
plasticity of behavior through learning and cognitive growth .(Bem &
Allen, 1974; Dobzhensky, 1973; J. McV. Hunt, 1961; Mischel, 1973).
Recent work in psychology emtlhasizee that humans are very malleable as a
function of learning and diverse envirOnmental condritions, and documents
the relatively specific environmental influences upon behavior. Individuals
do show generalized,-cdnsistent behavior on the basis of which they are
frequently characierited as having certain personality traits; tont they
are also very good at reacting to'a variety of situations and experiences
in different ways..- Older theories of personality err in assuming too
much consistency id individual behavior and in deemphasizing the ,capability
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of individuals to deviee plans:and actives depending en the needs,
demands, and rules of varying situations (lischel,'1973).

Situational adaptebility.is evident in the newer research on
intelligehce. The specific capabilities of humans are acquired in
the earrounding media of a culture. The capabilities .or intelligences--
deveroped may'be relativelpspecific to the particular context in which,
'learning. occurs. An exempla of research that demonetrates man'a
responsiveness to the environmental.context is the experimental .

psyChoanthropological worltof MUhael Cole end his associates (1971).
Ons conclusion of these investigations-is that observed cultural differences
in clignitive processes derive more from experience in situatioes to 4hich
,particular cognitive processes are applied than from the existence of a
process in one.cultural group and its absence in another. Ifthis is so,
then educational psychology and education should attelpt td determine thi
life conditions tinder which various'prOcesses are manifested eed should
then develop prOcedurep that capitalize on and foster those procesees
to maximize learninvin educational settings.

The Passive Versus the Active Learner
1

N

Older psychological theorieetprovided a relatively passive picrure
of memOry and mental .eyents thatlEonsisted essentially of the acquisitian
of stimulus-response aseociations (Sun, 1943; Skianer, 1953; Thorndike,
1922). This concept of the passive learner prodeced methods of instruction'
that stressed rote memorization, trith ',reliance on repeated exposure to

. specific stimuli ail thetbasis for%acquiring information. Cuirent work in
4 psychology.is making ii increasingly, clear that humans are active processors .

of environmental events acid information; they emplOy.developed strategies
to remember and utilize knowledge of events. Tt iapparent that a6'quiring

A
information, learning-subject-matt* skills ands solving problems within
the context"of a subject matter area, must be treated as active, coastructive
cognitive activiries. Examples of research that supply evidence of the
dynamic properiies of cognitile processes will be found in the work of
Bransford and Franke (1971) and Eites,(1974).

Th4 active nature of memory presents a view of the nature of
learning that contrasts with classiCal studies'Af learning. Learning
and memory are.now seen as integrative processes'in.which there is
constructive,interaction between the individual and events that'are
encountered in the world. As an indiVidual learns, there is a continual
evolution of the structures of knowledge spred in one's memory and the
nature of these.structured affects the way in,which new information is
acquired. Individuals build up different conceptual structares as a
result of their different experiences,,and h4nce, they can be expikek to
bring their know/edge to bear upon new learning.in different ways.°

1
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Environmental differences can produce different kinds of memories in
individuals, even though.the underlying psychological processes for
storillg, interpreting, and remembering information may be ccimmon to all
people (9agnfi & White, 1978; Lindsay & Norman, 1972, chapter.11).

Aoti udes as Predictors Versus Aptitudes as Coaditive Procdases

The nature of'psycholpgical testing and,#s underlying discipline
of psychowetriles has led to particular discontinuities between past
and current thinking about the Vey in which individual differences
are viewed and measured for:the purposes of education. These
discontinuities can be seen in terms of two major themesthe notion
of psychometric prediction and the notion of aptitude as a.fixed
characteristic (Cronbach, 197).

The aptitude Aest tradition has been uniquely oriented toward
establishing some mlasure of an individual's current performance that
predicta later achieveWent within the environments for leerning generallyavailable in.an educational-ayetei. In out commonly used aptitude testliiitems are chosen primarily for this predictive poWer. Less emPhasis isiplaced upon.identifying individual differences in those intellectual
processes that7can be telated to the different edhCational,edvironments
that individuals requite (Angoff, 1971; Carnegie Council cin Policy
Studies in Higher Education, 1977;"Sihudson, 1972; Tylerl: 1976).

Today, this situation is changing. PsycholOgy has shifted itsv

position to',a view that emphasizes the development of cognitiVe.processes.
,Competent performance is seen in relation to the.identification of
malleable procesies that contribute to ii And not as somethlog only to bepredicted. What fi.being studied,now is the way in whidh individuals
might b'ece/elicated to improve their cognitive skills, making the attainmentof comp tent performance easier and more effective. kecent difinitions
of intelligance and aptitude have stimUlated a plethora of research 'on
the effects of instruction on die underlying processes involved. Plagetiantheory and cognitive theory in.general emphasize matching the child's
level of cognitive development with.life experiences.

. These effects are notconcerned with differential prediction. Instead, they emphasize
developmental changes in processes that influence performance.' Thisview of cognitive processes as influenced by an individual's learning
anddevelopment suggeststhat identifying the .differihces in i'ndividual
capabilities to us& these processesis a requisite of effective educatioh.
The conditions required to learn school tasks could then be adapted to
these differing indivisluai characteristics; the individual can also betaught how to engage more effeCtively in these proaesses in order to
profit from the kind of learning opportunities provided. At the presenttime investigation id being carried out on the extent to which aptitude's

6 0
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and abilities, including the kinda measurea on psychological.tests, Are
modifidble.and subject to educational influence (Estee, 1974; tlaser &
Rdsnick, 1972; E. Hunt, Frost, & Lunneborg, 1973;-Pellegrino & Glaser,
in press). .

,

.

/1-.

..,The change required is not only that we identify'Slikan talents
and explicate cognitive precesses, but also-that 4e adopt a change in
tactics. The old aptittde concept p*imarily pernits measurement of

i

the ability of an individual.relative to others', and this measurement
proVides a few-clues ebout,educative pro6asses. Hence, it suggests
tittle more than to trhat people as .if they .have or do nothave.an

. aptitude. In contrast,4 new concept of aptitedes - -one that emphasizes
performance processes --could offer possibilities foi educational
ilodificatioas and adaptations to increase individual accomplishments
through the aevelopmedt Of abilities for .successful problem solving'and
the availability afopportunities for person#1 growth. .

,

,

*

ffects of Past-Psychololacal Conceptions on Educational Fr,Octice

The preCeaing brief review of contrasting.conceptions of the
learner provides a framework for considering the ways ill which these
conceptions relate tp educational practice. The overemphasis of the
Consistency of 'general traits and the de-emphasis of the adapeivity hnd
plastiCity Of humeri behavior-have resulted in the establishment of
relatively fxed environents in which education takes place. In essence,

0 oncd an individeal is characterized.according to a general potential or
disposition, he or she is placed id the educational setting suited to his
or her "nature,"and there is little reevaluation of the match between
the individual and the'environnent f6r-IOrning., This.imposed rig;dity
offers little opportunity fot individuals to.influenie.theirdevie5nment
so that it dan accbmmodate their individual requiremedts ()94eey, 1900,

,

1902/1964, 1938/1973; Tborndike, 1911). ,...

, ...,/,.

Although the.continuous itit.eraction between fndividual perfoehance
and environmental condifions changes both behavior and the environment,
the implicit potential afthis cannot be realized in the c.ontext. of the
unyieldidg envirenment,of most present-day schools. Furthermore, by.

emphasizing the passive organism establishing associative'connections and
dketphasizing the human being as An ac;ive processor of events, the
prevalent model of teaching has essentially become the direct transmission
of oral or written information fpm thy teacher pr a book tp Ene learner.
.Hodels of instrfiction in which- teaching is conceived as an enterprise
with active copstructiod of information in a problem-solving fashion are
relatively less common.

4



NiThe usuarootion of aptitudes al predictors rather than as assess-ments
of current capabilities overemphtieizes'categorical placeant of an
individual in a particular educational track and precludes the acceptance
of-responsibility by the educational system for influencing or adapting
to.initially assessed performance. -This classificatory.tactic fails 5,o

account for different talents that could enable different individuals to
profit oPtimally from their school erperiences.

Le general, then, prevalent psychologicall'concePtions nf.the learner,
as filtered through schools of education into school practice, have
buttressed a selective, limited-alternative'mode of schooling, characterized
by minimal variation in the conditions Under whith individuals are
expected.to learn.,. A relatively narrow-range of:instructional options is
provided, and the number ofreavi to succeed is delimited. 'Consequently,
the adaptability of the system to the etudent.is limited to these options,
and the availability .of alternative paths that can be silected for or by
students with different backgrounds and talent! is restricted. cIn,such
an.enel.ronment, the available optiona require' particular studesif abilities,
and these particular abilities,are emphasized and fostered to the exclueion
of other abilities.. 'In this sense, the aystem becomes seleCtive with
,reePect.to indiVidUals who have those abilkties required for,success.,;-as
succese is defined 4nd as it can be attained.by the means of the prevailing
instructional conditions. Little titanic in the educational environment
is neCessary, since only those,Students who have a reasonable probability
of success-are effectively admitted into the Mainstream of edUcation.

In contrast to the above mode, newer peychological concepts recommea
more adaptive educational modes that can provide for a,range and veriety,
of inetructional methode and opportunities fRr success. Breaking out of
the confines of the selective, limited-alteriktive mode of schooling
requires that we examine contemporary conceptions and their implications
for the design'of new flex11,10 eueironments.

. Desism of Adaptive School Environments

An adaptive mode of educatiot assumes that the educational enviroume
can provide for a wide range or instructional methods and opportunities
for success., Alternate means of learning are matched to students on the.
;basis of knowledge about each individual's baaground, talents, interests,
and past performance. This req4ires that each individual's abilities and
styles are assessed, both upon entrances to and during the course of
learning, and educational.paths are elected cir assigned. As learning
proceeds, information is obtained about the learner which is used. to
select subsequent alternate learning opportunities. The defining
characterestics of the adaptive mode..are: (a) -the primary role bf the
student's currentlperformance in determining the subsequent nature of the
educational setting, and (b) the constant ivaluatión of the Match between
individual performance and the educational.environment.

E
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The success of this adaptivia interaction is determined brthe
, extent to which the student does indeed experience some kind of match And
\ challenge between his specific abilities and'interests and the activities

in .which he engages. An adaptive 7school environment.attempta to tarry
out this matching of children'X'abilities to,alternate Ways of,learnIng.
In the course of accoaplishing this, it also attempts to brine the ,

students' Abilities.into a range of competence that will,enhance their
potential to profit from the available instructional alternatives.
Adaptive interaction between abilities and-activities that leads to
learning octurs in several lays: JO by school programs that relate to
and. encourage an individual's competencies and-interests, (b) by
,preparatory programe'that develop the- knoWledge and skills required by an
individual to take advantage of available opportunities for learning,
and (c) by learning situations that facilitate'development by providing
Conflict (in the Piagetian sense) betWeen an individual's avaikAble
knowledge and skill and the competence required for the appropriate
Solution of Problems.

In eny form of edecation, selective:or adaptive, the differences

have survival valhe thin the,syst. . As a consequence, it can be

between individuals
emat

take on importance are those abilities that

anticipated that'in adaptive and intersitive educational settings
where there is.room/for adjustment betilren,abilitieS andemedes,of
learning, wider rages of abilities can be accommodated and new capacities,.
can be developed and utilized. Wh,it,is required iwthe design of new
enVironments flemibleenough to'provide-the give-and.4take nedessary to
teach out to most learners in,order to optimize cognitive growth And the
developMent Of cempetence (BenjaMin, 1949; Cronbach, 1967; Glaser, 1968,
1972,.1977). ;

The general task of d'esigning'adap,iive educational environments
must take account of both intellectual akills and idiosyncratic cognitive
styles.. The following sat of questions heeds to be addressed:

1. ROW can knliefedge of an individual's competence and modes
of performance be matchekto end challenged by the method:
content, and timing of hia or'Enrinstruction?

2. How can the educational environment ..he adjusted 'to ae.
individual's particular talents and particular strengthe
and weaknesses?

How cap an inaividual's abilities be modified end
strengthened to meet the prerequisite demands of available
meana-ef instruction and available educational "

opportunities?

6 3
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It is technically demanding'to design and build flexible.educatianal
ir environments thetleclude the necetsary teacher, administrative, aad

material needs. ut research, development, and implementation toward
these ends.is what new conceptions of the learnar recommend. As Dewey
said in his'book txperience and gducation'(1938/1973):

The trouble with traditional education was not that
educators took.upon themselves Ole responsibility for

.

providing an environment. The trauble was that they
did not consider the ather factor in creating an
experience; namely, the powers and purposes of those
taught. It was assume0 that a certain set of
conditions was intrinsically desirable, apart from
itti ability to awake .a certain luality of response in
individUals. 'This lack of mutual adaptation.made the
process of teaching and learning accidental. Those
to whom the provided conditions ware suitable managed
to learn. .0ther go OA ai best they could. (pp. 45-47)

-

Patterns of Adantatiod

A particular patfern of formal education can be described by the
.configuration of instructional alternatives provided and the procedures
by'which-deoisions are badecabAut'students--by themselves, their teachers,
or their counselors: Some educational systems provide relatively few
alternatives for-getting through the system, and*the primary deciiion to
be made is whether a student is or is not suitable for the relatively
fixed program. Other educational systems offer more alternatives by
providing for different educational goals ar by making available various
instructional procedures forth(' attainment of competence. The combination
of available alternatives provided in systems of schooling and the
decisian-making procedures uSed to place individuals in these.alternatives
are the fundamental,characteristics by which educational enterprises can
be described and an4yzed. These characteristics 4111 be the foci in
attampa.ng to formally describe the.ways in which educatibnal environments
can adapt to indvidUal diversity.

Five, models of educational enterpripes will be discussed, with
padicular emphasis,-on the structure of decisions and alternatives
(Glaser, 1976). The various models are represented by flow diagrams
that sho4 the questions asked at decision points and the possible
reSulting outcomed.as a student progresses through tile school years.
When such models are written'as flaw diagrams, they are only sterile
skeletal structures'of the educational process;'but restriction of
the models to certain essentials serves to draw attention to key aspects,

1
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which can then be elabotated. Using conventional flowchart notat)ion,
diamoh4-4haped boxes represent decision questions, and rectangles represeht
alternative outcomes or the state of in individual at a partidular time.

.Varique past and present school practices through which adaptation to
individual differences has taken place are dei in t context of
these midels. Although we describe these model=hearately for the
purposes of explication, they are not mutually exclusive and are ombined
in 4 variety of ways at different levels of educatien.

Model One: SelectiVe with Limited Alternatives ,

Consider the first Model in Figure L.\ Individuals come to anP
educational setting with .particular abilities and talents;, We dell this

Ithe "initial state of cempetende" (Box A). Through teacher judgment or .

more formal tests of,readinesepand schelastic aptitUde, the characteristids
of this,initial state are assessed in. B. On the basis of this assessment,
a,decision is mule either to.place en indiVidual in the stahdard educational
environment, D, for which particular-abilities are demanded,'or to designate
gthe indi4idual as a poor learner, Ct for whom somei Special treatment is
.required or for whom the educational systemlis inappropriate. For those'
placed in'the 3tandArd system provided,in,11, an assessment.of a state of
attaified competence is maae at E at certain designated times, with the:
resulting consequences'available at F and 06repeat or fail, or award
credential of graduation.

0 course, in.practice, this stark model id overlaid with less
dr.et1 routines; but for the moment, donsider.it,is given here.
The ac ivity carried out in D is generally.limited in the alternativl
modes of learning prdvided so that the particular abilities assessed,
selected, or'attended to in B are thode individual competencies that
are emphasized and fostered in D to thilt.exclusion ofather.possible

Thus, at B, we monitor the abilities required for learning in
th4 environment provided ferattaining.the competence assessed at E.
The 'success of the system (that is, maximizing the number of students
writh credentials at,G) is realized by admitting those individuals Who
display at B.a relatively high performance inTthe abilities required

,to succeed in the given educational environment.' Because only those
4ndividuals*Who have a reasonable probability of success in gchieving
an award at 0 are seriously considered for entry into the system, the
particular edUcational environment provided at D can be maintained,
and little change in the educational environment is decessary. For the

40.4 purpose of decisions about individuals, then, those abilities are
assessed that predict,success in this particular environment. Model
One thus depicts a. system like the one discussed earlier--a
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Figure i . Model One: Selective with limited alternatives.
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relatively uniform, limited -oilttonprogram. with fixed nstructiona4
goals and sequential.selection of students.

Model Two: Development:: of Inttial Competence,

Consider now a second floW model, Fiiure 2.. It has.th same
characteristics as Model Cue: an entering gate, Jan enviro nt for
learning, and measures of ittainmefit. At 13 in Model Two, ho ver,
not only is there an easessment af individuals with respect t the'

presence or absence of abilities thatsallow them to pass throu
entering gate, but there is *leo some diagnostic decision made t.the
nature of the abilitioi tested. For those individuals whose state f

initial competence dose not allow them to pass immediately, through khe
gate,.an educational environment is instieuted (H) to develop their
competence to the point (I) where they can pass through the gate, or1to.
the point where it can be assumed that these entering abilitiee,will'be
developed further after gate entry. In this way, through some combination
of prior and continued Monitoring and instruction, entry gate abilities
are modified so that'the number of individuals who succeed is maxiMixed.

In practice, one.way in which this mOde,of adaptation operates is bi
temporarity pulling soma students off the maim:treat for remedial work.
Supplementary instruction is provided to repair a lack of information, a
lack of motivation, 'or gape in skill. Once students.have been brought ui-
to 'level," they aril taturned to the mainstream program. The 'typical
pattern is a major-instructional track With side branches in which
the knowledge and abilisy required for,learnimg in thmainstream program
are provided. If for tome reason or other a child does not have appropriate
readiness skills for the options available, these skilia may need' to be "P

taught. For example, in order for a child to profit frowthe alternatives
that are available in'reading initruction, it might be necessary to teach
so4O of the basic visual and acoustical procesi skilas that are required
for decoding, words. If certain self-management skills are necessary far
instruction to proceed well in a preschool classro9r, these might be
taught. 4P

The development of initial competei4O is a form of adapting to
individual differences in circumstances in whiah instructional alternatives
are limited and the child must develop the Prerequisite skills and.
'knowledge in order to profit from available alternatives. When this mode
of adaptation has been advocated in the modern forms of compensatory
educatioe_proposed for disadvantaged young children, the hope has been
that appropriate stimulation'and remedial instruction will develop the
intellectual skills, knowledge, and attitudes that will proVide.the
readiness required for the mainstream track of primery schooling.

4
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. .

Model Three: AccoMmodation to Different Stylms 'of Learnina
_ _ ,

Model Three, shown in Figure 3, attempts to respond tar the limitations
of Modei.Two by providing alternative, flexible instructional enyironments
that accommodate to different learners' abilities. Model Three.provtdes
tducational'alternatives in the fdrm of,a variety of edudational!environ
meats and instructional methods.(D1 .,-D

2
, D ,. . .-D

n
).. In this model

- 3.

procedures for passing through the entering gatv:are different froth those of
the"preqous.models in which there is only a single path through the system.
In theAiducational setting outlined in Figure 3, the

.

atiempt is made,.
.

,a
to match individual abilities to one or more of,the environmelits provided.

,

IndividUals-who can initially succeed in any pile of.the euvironamints vass
through an entering gate. This model assumes that alternative means of
instruction are adaptive'and are in some way matched to ihe abilities of

\ different-individuals., It may be assud that this matching,process -

.occurs not only at the entering gate, but ilso co tinubusly 'during".the

4ma
.. coursti, of learning.: As information is obtained aut'the learner,

decisions are made ,tp enhande probabilities of sue Nt s in alternate
instructional environments ,Tdith various learnpg'opportunities.

.. . .

4 significant'Property of this third model ii.the interaction between
a learner's perfoimagpe andthe .subsequent nature of the educational
setting. An adaptive interaction occurs when there:is a Match betlieen an
.individual's abilities and the.adtivities in which he or 46ingages..

:The success of the interaction is determined by the extent-to whicht "41,

attainment is maximized. This adilityenviroment mattling also takes
place in the second model, since th#Lattempt,is made there,to,teach the
abilities that enhance attainment in the single available enviroeenti.

,

In both Models Two and Three, through.the pattern.of decisions
'made about-Individuals and the alternatives available, the institution
adapts to individuals rather than, as in Model Onel requirihg:individuals.

'td adjust to the institution. Models Tuto and Three differ,' however, inA
that Model Two attempts.to bring:_an-individuals abilities ipto a. range
of empetence that'enhances his or her potential to profit from the

ble initvictional Setting, whereas Model Three E4tempts to match
in dutls' ibij.ities teqalt!!rnate waysióf.learning and to adapt to
individ41s by altering instructional prOcedUrvo.

a

AU example of one way ili,whIch the third,modei is realtzed,in practice
is the way in which an.effective teacher 'will ackilawledge and adjust to-
the,differences among pupils in a clissrOom by providing alternate,
instructional paths. Good teachers adaptlo individual differences 'in a
gralt,variety of ways. The teather functions as a diagnostician by
obsecy'ing,students''informal.performante and-formal test perfOrmance as

',well as by picking up cues from other.observations. On thebasis pi
these ailisessments, the teacher'makes instructional decisions and alters a

II%
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stUdents instructional program on both short-term and long-term bases.
Thii procedure by which instructional dethods Are altered for different

, students is based on the teacher's experience,and intuitive:expertise, and
*decisions made in this way are no doubt beneficial to students and adaptive
to their requirements. Nevertheless, it is a difficult task. Under

.

various circumetances,'these lepisions mayile inefficient and, at times,
maladaptive and incorrect for appropriate guidance of student learning
an& motivation. Sometimes, students may be written bff and allowed to
just mark_time, either because they do not have the prereqnisites to, work
at the level.of difficulty of the class, or becausi`th% teacher is not
prepared to teach at their level.

While this edaptive procese depends Upon the skills of expert,Or
medibcre,teachers And is more or less difficult depending upon the
student population, it ie always,influencedby the tools,'proceduresi and
orgealiational flexiSility available to the teacher and.to the school
instructional staff in general. The process can be improved by appropriate
diagnostic tests, by the availability of a wide range of insiructional
situations, and by organiiational and tecfinical arrangemena,for
individualizing inOtraction so that the process of individualization is
more adaptive to studint differences than,ie now possible in most schools.

-

Model Four: Develonment of Tnitial Competence and Accommodation to Different
$tyles of Learnina

A fourth model coneiders the combination of the'second and third
models; this model is shown'in Figure.4.. In this case, attainment is:
maximized both by idpioving abilities reinired by the entering gate and
by proViding' multiple environments so that abilitiei and instructional
environments oku be matched. In any actual realization of the third model,
one could only assUme a reasonably small set of alternate environdents and'
the abilities required for these different environments would need to be
developed as in.the second model. These alternative 'environments
(represented by

.

D
IP

D
2
, D

3P
. . . D

n
) refer to a variety of

conditions that foster learning and that can be matched to
requirements.

idual

Alternative environments for learning can be implemented at the
present time by changes in school practices. JIn no way is an individua
fixed in any one track; there can be movement across these alternate

, environments as the indiiidual develops the skills'useful to learn in -

mach context. In practice, Model,Four--a. combination of Model Two
(development of initial cempetence) and Modl Three (accommodation to
different learning styles)--is necessary for adapting to various individual
differences (e.g., slow or fast learners, learning-disabled'or very
bright, andmainstream,qf minority backgrounds).



Figure 4./Model Four: .Development of initial compelentv, and -accommodation to different stylei of learning,
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Consider the eulteral differences. To ensure'the benefits of
effective education for all children, adjustment must be made to
accommodate the fact that the eulture in whichtyoung children developv_
determines to a significaut extent their Language, the kind of information
they acquire, the techniques they use for processieg information, their
skills for learning to learn, and their themes of interest, as well as the
values and behavidral ogles present when they enter and continue in
schodl. When'mmInstream and mieority cu4ures exist together in a
pluralistic society, the demands of i particular school prowm and the
more general school environment may be continuous or discontinuous with ,

the cempeteecies and values that a child brings to school.

deprivation" or "disadvaptagement" is then operationally
defin ed- rms of a discontinuity between what the- iudiv,idual and the
cultere expect of the school and what the school-requires. Copventignal
mainstream schooling, for example, explicitly or implicitly requires
immediate acceptance of an achievement ethic with deferred future rewards
-a characteristic most consonant with middle-class, mainstream values.
For a child coming from a culture emphasizine other values, this
discontinuity may have a profound effect dn the child's behavior toward
Ocheel and the school,behavior toward the child. In an 'educational
environment that offiks"options for learning, such values agd styles- -from
whatever source they, arise --would be assumed to be competencies of.
intrinsic worth thit-hiVe,1;een extremely functional in the child's

.

environment. These competencies can then be treated Eel the child's,
assets a1 can serve as a basis for designing a program of education.

(I

-.The "disadvanteged" perspective'can occuvnly when educational-
programs are restricted to limited instructional modes that make particular
learning styles and particular initial competencies take on special
importance. .In contrast, developing the learner's initial competencies
to succeed in available instructionaLprograms, as well ai prOviding
flexible instructional alte tives, increase ihe likelihood of success
for each child. The attai. tit of desired school ou;comes is more likely
because the environment reaches out in many ways to the broad'range of
competencies in different elildren (Fifer, 1977).

'Model.Five: Alternate Attainment,Z2ssibiliti'es

Model Five depicts a complex attainment system, in contrast'to the
simple'attainment systems represented by the previous models. A complex
model noeta44! different educational o comes (E

1
, E2, E3, . . . En ),

-4-

as sheiwn in1§141405. In simple"attai At systems, the educational
goal is'td teach the basic literaeles to all studentsas is the emphasis
of elementary school.. Compfex attainment systems would bg more predominant
An higher education. In general, throughout thebeducational span, complex

*
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k

attainment systems e4Fourage the development of different constellations
Of human abilities, and can'award equally recognized credentials for many
different' ways of succeeding and attaining differentoutcomes in the
educational System (Cross, 1911, 1975; cClelland, 1961; Thorudike &
Hagen, 1959; Wing & Wallach, 1971).

The Educational Model Pattern Required

It is not unreasonable to equate the seXectivei limited-Alternative
features. of Model One with certai4 features of the immediate past and
prevailing edis4atiOnal enterprise. The entering-gate assessment proce4ures
used in our present educational institutions effectively measure those
abilities that contribute to success irAhe particular envirgtement
pravided,in our schools; these tests predict, .to same extent, the.outcoaes
of learning in'the limited-aIternative environment depicted in Model One.
They make little or no attempt and'are not designed to measure.those
abilities related 'to the possibilities inherent in the other models.
They are not designed to.determine digferent ways in which students learn ,dr

best, nor are they designed to di'agnoske the basic,initial competencies
that underlie the learning of various kinds of tasks in different
envirronments for learning.

'

If we analyze the performance requirements of various.scholastic
settings and then analyzi,the processes that 'individuals bring to
these task environment*, we should be able,.in the long run, to match '

the tWo and thus change the,model Of our educational, system from the
first model to ono of the other models. Modal Twa'proltides for.rlssistance
in the modification pf initial competence so that individuals can meet
the, demands of the learning enviropments provided. In the third model,
individual abilities and styles of learning are matched with various

\Yearning environments that utilize these talents. A combination of both
these tactics (as in Model Four) appears to be a reasonable way to provide ,

'educational environments that are adaptive to iadividual differences and
that maximize educational.autcomes.

Analysis a the abilities that comprisalthe initial states of
competence upon entrance to an educational dystam shoUld change"the
.prevalent selective philosophy of Model One to a more Adaptive philosophy.
%

in which assessments of initial competence are employed to make 'clectsions
about what-can'be done to increase a studenes likelihood of school

i success. When.talents and cognitive styles are matcfied with learning
f environments, an individual's background and experiences outside oi

school must also be taken into account. Different backgrounds influence
'specific styles and. skills. Adapttve models of'education,should be able
tp relate such differences in competencies and styles of wo4 to the b
design of alternative enviranments.for learning.

a
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The basic StructUre of the educAtional enterprise required for
equity in the process of educittiot.can' best be described by Mcidels
Fours and Five...If we are priMarilyconcernedleith the elementary
sChool's special responsibilities to-its students, we aspire towira
Model Four aa a working goal.; -amendable as we obtain practical'experience.
and research information. Model Five becomes more significant as higher
,levels of aducatiOn are reached: While,M4tip).a attainment potentials
are not to' be ruled 'tout in the elementati,echool, concentration'on

single-attainment systems emphasiies the,necessity of-different tactics
and sttategies of instruction for ensuring that each elementary school
child:receives the most appropriate education for.acquiring the'knowledge
and skillts that comprise fundamental: literaciee.

,

The trend toward secognizing a heterogeneity of excellences as
individuals Olrogress in their educgtional pursats is perhaps an eventual

.

outcome ofcour,vision of adaptive education. However; we,suggest that,
in primary and elementary education, it ip necessary to emphasize,the
basic literacies, skills, and knowledge required by our'society. We
apsume that the primary task, of the elementary school is to teach
fundaientalinformatiOn and knowledge; certain kinds'of-skills, such as
reading, languite ugage, mathematics, and the,techniques of science and
art; strategiea for thinking, conceptualizing, and problem-solving; and.

. attitudea toward leopleand things'. We assume further that it is necessary
to design an educational nvironment that 4s adaptable enough to enable
'most eletentary,stUdents t6 attain these outcomes or, at the very least,
to increase ihe likelihood that all Students will go as far as they can
in attaining these knowledges, skills, and attitudes.

Thezajor burden in this enterprise.falls .upon the educational
procesS --the act of teaching- -rather than*on the accident of a child's
background. It is a matter-of shifting attitude and emphasis. The
attitude here is thit most children can learn the skills taught in
elementary School, anethe emphasis is on prOviding the proper.environment
in which this can occur. The-question we need-to address is: H w can
education, given a set of particular educational outcomes for el, ntary
school children, be made flexible enough so that the possibilfties for
attainment 4ra inhanced for all without compromising standards of
performance (Gardner, 1960?

It i; clear that Model'OneiS too inflexible to accomplish our
purpose. /t essentially assumes that initial competence is unchangeable
and that there is one best way to attain the osecomes of elementary
school. Model Two attempts to introduce flexibility and enhances the
likelihood of attainments)* recognizing that initial competence cAn be
influencedby the school'environment.and.kfy instruction. Model Two
further recognizes that by not developing initialvcOmpetence, it is
possible for children to huild,up cumaIative deficits which become.

6

-
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increasingly cripplingacrippling both with respectto the develop9snt of
competence in prerequisites for learning the basic literacies needed for
modern living.and With respect to long-term attitudinal blockages to the
learning process itself. Model Three recognizei that "many roads lead to
Rome"; by providing alternate inetructional techniques and choices for
student selArselection and control, the possibilities for attainment are
'increased.'

As wl have indicated, it is Model Four--providing faki&r4lopment
of initial competencies and accommodation to different ways of'learning
--that offers maximumedaptability to'individual diversity and enhances
the likelihood of successful eiementary school learning. The movement
of education toward these'multiroute patterns is our aim.'

This "neia" pattern to which we aspire is hot really new. Stir

many "years, teacher) have been concerned with the deVelopment of initial
competence, espec011y with respect to the problems of readiness and
the'sequenqRg of'learning. When.we advance the notion of ;he development
44. initial Xampetence, .we refer to this longstanding concern, and.we
particularly emphasize that readiness skills and their underlying'cognitive
structures'are'greatly influenced by past and present environments in the
life.of a Child. We emphasize further the need to 'develop more active.
practices for diagnosing the details df eaCh child's initial competence
so that-instruction can prdheed on a well-informed basis..

Accommodating instruction to different styles of..learning also
refers,48 we have indicated, to the prOcedures used by good teachers
when they continuously adjust their instruction tp the progress and
styles of the children they teach. This.practice needs to be facilitated
by7decreasing the limitations dt the,adjustments and alternatives in most
present-day classrooms. Frocedures and organizational patterns designed
for the individualization\of learning can produce school environments in

.

which children are taught Am different ways in the same classroom.
Flexibility is increased bY permitting variation in the time required for
learning, grouping children,from.across grade levels on the basis of
their level of learning,setting different goals rather than'uniforrok
assignments,'assigning and selecting different instructionalmateriais .

and resources, -ind responding to various patterns of developing interests
and talents in the cOurse of learning. The design of contextsand
procedures for such flexibility will permit the teacher to make adjustments
and the student to make choices to define different paths through the
elementary school.

We must further delhipp the capability of schools to adapt to
individUal differences by altering instructional procedurss and programs.
The requirements for this are both technical and organizational in:
nature. On the technical side, theorie4, of learning and inetruction

77
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need to make strong contact with school requirements for this purpose.'
Techniques are being developed to analyZe how various sUbject-matter
aiess can be structured to facilitate learning; to analyze the nature of

. individual coghitive.processes, and to create alternate learning strategiea
,that can be incorporated into tools, teaching materials, and instructional .

practices in Order to facilitate imetructional'flexibility:

Orga nizationally,the time-. and classroom-bound structure of
convaptional education may not permit the: teacher to adjust very readily
to different stuaenta. Opportunity to conaideror. -devise alternate

.

. ,instructional arrangements that are suitable it, the individual progress
and idiosyncratic requirements of the children in their claasrooms is
generally minimal. Even where such arrangements are possible, practical

,

waysof assessing individual differences and procedures for Making
instructional decisions are not readily.avallable. Some areaslare better
worked out than others. :reachers are currently-offered help in the ,

,better-developed areas, such as reading and speech, Where diagnostic
servicesrand suggestions for appropriate instructional modification are
available in many schools from specialists. .

7-\ If adaptive education Is to'become really perVasive, ie needs
to bp studied and integrated into school practice in various forma.
The conditions of instrUction required for v rious types of pupils

\WWI
and various types,of aubject matter must .be i entified, designed,
and evaluated. If thia.knowledge can then be anted into diagnostic
instruments, instructional materials,'and new.classroom prOcedures and-
organizations, then we might come closer to:Sing able to provide the
vaxiety of environments .required to meet thediveraity of-hnman nature.

,

, .

Princiolei for Practice

The task now is' to examine the.implicatiop--of the- Mae, expressed
so far so. that thqy can be realized in practice. This requ4res that we
idlintify the principles which are basic to the design of flexible structure
and practices in eLementary schoOling, so tha; programs can meet t_k
-diverse needs of. students. ,Quality and equality in elementary school
education doee.not mean offering.the same progtam to all, but rather '

Offerinva program:which reaches out to every child to maximize his or
her attainme4 'of intellectual, Cognitive, and social literacy (Cremin,

. 1961; Cross & Valley, 1974).

J.earner-centered Education

The key concept un ing-the princincles for practice discussed
adaptive educattlenal process is essentiallyin this section is t t
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controlle0y the learner; the child as.an individual drives the
,instructicinal proceds. This occurs in two ways: one, the child's
distinctive needs, capacities, and abilities are takervinto account on an
immediate, day-to-day basis by teachers and thoSe planning and conducting
edudational programs; and two, the classroom environment is designed so
that Children can make instructional,decisions end elan dheir tim e. and
activities for themaelves. In these rim ways, the educational s tem
flexibly adiptsto the,individuality of eachchild rd enables ch viten
to fanction as self.-generating individuals insofar as their ag
'experience allow. -Summarized below are.sOme principles or necess ry
components that Underlie'learner-centerea adiptiVe educational pr rams
(Resnick, Note,) s

le The human and material resources of the school are flexibly
employed to assist inthe adaptAre proceas. The character of reso rces
changes when the shift is made 4o learnev-sentered education. Res urdes
need to be more varied and'used more flexility,than is currently ty ical.
The conventional 'boundaries or.grade and term leyela and the arbit ary
time limits for subject-matter coverage are adjusted to permit each Child

0 toAeork in the context of hii or her particular competencies, Time in a
school, day is made:f;exible to iccommodate variouei working styles, end is
also used as an asset that children learn to manage. Alternative methods
.And materials are provided for as wide a range of pbjectives as possible,
and are designed to encompass the (interests and baCkgrounde of the
children'the sch6Ol serves. ..The.physical apace of the classroom.is used
in asdifferent wiy; space is apportioned in terms of,locations for
specialized environients where different kinds of learning activities
can be undertaken, and where appOpriate modes of learning and personal
interaction.can occur. Teachers, other school:personnel, and individuals
from the community With various interests, talents, end experiences use
their special styles and competencies for different kinds of interaction
With children. InCreased attention is paid to the particular abilities
required by different learning tasks so that the apportligities for
matching.students and learning activities are maximized..

2. CurrAcula..are-designed_to provide realistic seouencinit and
multiple options for learnik. The Structure of the CurriculdM represents
a balance between the extreme of a.single trak, highly linear sequence
with little room for adjustment, and the other extreme of an "open,"
stcucturelesS program in whic4 children Choose among activities on the
basis,of moment-to-moment interest or attraction. For the learner to

I( exercise same control aver his or her own learning And for the teacher tp
have the flexibility required forlearner adaptation, the.curriculum dust
have many points of-entry, different methods, of instruction, various
options that lead toward theognal of.eleme,tary school competence, and a
variety of points at which perforilAnce_can b assessed. Such a'pliable
curriculum is, nevertheless,.sequenced ahcFe ructured for instructional
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purposes. There are sequence requirements that are specified and
inherent in the material to be-learned, and there are,sequence requirements
related to-the different abilitiesaild knowledge states of the, learner.
The structural r-equirements are relevant ebluture learning and do pet
consist of unrealistic hurdles. Curriculum materiels that permit movement
in variods directions-facilitate the kind of testing and trial that is
necessary for the.instructional process to'be sensitive to individual
requirements and to pose motivating challenges. When a dhild is hgving .

difficulty learning a taak, the teacher or the dhild may deComOose the
task into simpler elements; when a child finds a task tod simple, it can
be recast into a slightly more.complex form. This kind of adjustment is
difficult to carry out on the spot in the classroom unless appropriately
designed curriculum mate;ials are available. Principles and examples'relat-
ing to the organiiation of sequential learning hierardhies are described in
Gagn6 (1562, ,1970), in Resnick, Wang, and Kaplan (1973), in Beck and
Mitroff (Note 2), id Champaghe and Klopfer (1974), and in Klopfer (1971).

3. Oven ,display and access to information and instructional materials
are'provided. When various dptions.for learning are available, the
problem that arises is the means by'which these alternatives are made
accessible. FRr young children-in the early grades, the display and
access system t,ikes on the form of an eqvironment designed for open
browsing. Certain kinds of activities are provided in certain spaces of
the,school environment. There is a space for reading and.language play;
there is a space for the investigation of things-;mathematical; there, is a
space for qUiet work ind study on one's assignmea; there is a space for
intellectual play. The spaces ate not rigid and closed off; they are
open and aext to one another and they serve to make visible the available
possibilities and the ease-with which they can be utilized. There is the
opportunity to observe Others so that learning by modeling takes place,
and there is the'apportunity to sample old and new things. The teacher
can contrOl the extent of available browsing opportunities for certain
children (when necessary). by asking them to restrict their attention to
pariicular spaces and materials,in that space. A significant requirement
of the adaptive,school is the design of classroom space to encourage the
use,of Availahle opportunities.

fr. Teating and monitorins procedUres are designed to provide
information for decision makinix to teachers and students. In learner-
centered educational sistems, tests of variOusekinds are designed to
assist access to particular educational activities on the basis of the
student's interests and command of prerequisite competencies. Testing
methods provide informatidn for instructional decision-making, and these
decisions can be made by the learner, by the teacher, or by both together.
These tests provide information that informs the learner whether he or
she is making progress toward objectives amd whether he or she meets
prerequisites for some new instruCtionalactivity. Testing materials
explicitly display the-toMPeteneie! toward which the learner is working.
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For effective use in learner-centeria educational programs, teats,
need to became an intrinsic.part of the.instructional process ad sources
of information that,aid further ledrning. Ihe function of tests as
evaluative instruments to select and compare_stuidents is less important.
Tests bacome ways' in'which the student can assess "how he ot.she is
doing"; they provide the informition required to determine next steps or
new option's. In this sense, a studenes performance in the.course of
learning is frequently assessed ankmonitored to provide for tfie effectiye
guidance of learning. Thu4, tests frequently are more like woiltbeok
exercises that the Child and the teacher can examine. So, while keat=like
events may increase, their character is much different from the usual
formidable evaluative role they generally play in'conventiopal instruCtion.

5. EMPhasis is',laced upon developing abilities in children
that assist them.in guiding_ their awn. learning, Children are taught
the skills that are.essential for the effective Use of sabel.....rvources-.
-They are taught manaiement skills that allow them to assese classroom
resources and plan the use of their tiers (Wang, Note'3). In addition',

emphasis is placed on the.development of "learning-to-learn" skills
skills that enable individuals to search aut'and organize information
that will be useful.to them, and which help them to'"program" their own
fearrang so that they learn more independently of organized formal
programs and use formal programs more effectively. Children learn to
observe the results of their actions, and.this feedback helps them to
modify their future activities. -As a result, they learn how to profit
fromillieir experience and t wider the effectp of their awn activity
upon others and upon Oleos

Furthermore, schools come more receptive to teaching the kind of
processes.that influence intelligence and aptitudes, such is perceptual
skills,,problem-solving, and the ability to xemember and use what one
remembers for new learning. The teaching of such cognitive abilities (tan
become an expressed part of the curriculum, Menagement skills and
cognitive learning gkills in combination produce-generative abilities--
abilities that give individuals power to direct their own educational
experiences,'to incorporate new experiences, and to effectively cope with
change.

,

6. The role of'teithers and other schoo personneli emphasizes
the guidance of individual students. The role of the teacher and
other school personnel changes When the shift is made to a learner-
centered educational program. Teachers use their particular strengths
in different wgYs. Some teachers are better lecturers than ottiers; some
have deeper experiences i 'certain areas; some are well'trained in

managing exploratory experiences. Either a single teacher develops a
broad range of competencies to accamplith these things, or groups of-
teachers use their different skills and interests accordingly,:openly,

81
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,

working with one another. The schbol may employ paraprofessionals to
\-.assist the teachers. In addition, the option* that a school has available

, can be extended by exppsing students, to people from a wide variety of
ocCupations and community activities that relate to the interests of
children--carpenters, artists, news reporters, bankers, construction
workers, farmers, aad so forth. Nonhuman resources also extend the
options.of the teacher, by including computers, movies, TV, idio, and
telephone hookups that enable Students to speak with inkvidls whOse
kind of work thei have,just studied.

Learner-centered education can be implemented in a gradual fash on..
and the teacher must, of course, be assisted in this by principals a
school adminIstrators. -Initially, the °glass may be divided into two or
three large -groups,',w ch'are eyentually fprther diyided'into smaller'
groups and individual ork as apprbpriate. Sometimes, a tdecher may
begin an individuali d approach with part of the class and gradually
ex6nd it to include he whole claas; sometimes., instruction may begin
with,one subject matter and be extended to other subjeAt maeters later

.on.

Principals and school admihistrators need to pay attention to
the spread and relative progress of students, and to the ways ih which
*teachers are deployed to work -with the individuals and groups that
result. They also need to censider the loikstitcs of supplying maCerials,.
including the exchange and redistribution of materials as students in
4.fferent classes attain various goals and move through the curriculum.
SpecIa4professional training as well as technical and organizational
assistance'can be provided to aid teachers and other_school personnel in
carrying out the managementi evaluation, diagnosis, and decision-ma
functions required for guidieg-individual performance.

:

The organitation of the school 'will need to chaage ia order.to
facilitate adaptive programs. By its nature, thecoaventional eiassro6
imposes a certain social climate and organizátien$J. structure on the
school, and most traditional methods of achool o ganizatien emphasize
particulae roles for teachers and sclbel adminis ratora. As one thinieS
about the components deseribed above, questions ome to mind. Sow do
these roles and the organizatiobal and social structuie of the school
change;., as decision-making is shared with the studen;; as the sehool
takes-iacreased advantage of utiliziag,optiona and resour,ces in the
community;,an4 vss.more and more activitY is concern4d with maintaining a

. dynamic structure that can adjust to the various aehievements of individual
childrewiand group f children? Answers to such questions as these are
ctirrently being so t by many school systems (e,g., Talmage, 197,5).

..To summarize' a program tor'adaptive educatiOil Should incorperate
the following princi s: 1

(11
.

-OP
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chools tbould be designed Sa that,time lioundaries apd grade
levels are.traated as flexible'antities; .

".
'

'Educational materials .and cUrritUla should be highly modular
poidts of catry,and branches for ad/ancement,

exploration; and re...itew;

r

a

Perfor'mance shbuid be titeflilfygomeinttcixed'so that adaptation can
be made to a c4ildLs piqgress, emphasizing i4divtdual diagnosis
and evelliation,in Eontrast4to general class asiessmeng,

4. Leirels of learningia'houid b(64efiruid in terms of the degree of
'competence to be'ichieved, and testa àd assesgment procedures
should provide information adequate f individual instructional
guidancev

S'

Children shisdld be permitted.to eohiroI!their paihs,of learning,
' e ther because the teacher adjusts'to theirabilpieavand ,

in erests or because they.can do'so through- th11r own self-.
management; and -

Abilkties such as self-managemept,-and Cognitive processes
like problem-solving and ingary, shbuld'become exilicit subject'
'matters of elementary school education., ,

Aetparon these general,principtes inv910as."the creative efforts of,. .
.

teachers,,,school.administraOrs, curric um designers, test developers,
d'aci:l.he trainers of. teachers. As exp nce is obtatned and as the .
reaultp of various:practicea become evi , they can.bó adjusted in
accordance with their suecess in attaiui tge eadsi,and objectives of
increasinglyieciUitable-forme of schooling.

.

Researb/ ,
.

In-order to realize ihe 4otential of:6d i've education, it is
urgiOt that ,teachers and sehopl administrators become strong advocates
and aetil/e participants in research that ean assist in,the creacion of
effectiva'achdol.procedures that can providA euuality of educatiónak'-
opportunity and- maximize:0e educational achievemänt of our children
Ciampbell,.Note 4; David, 1472) ihould be kepttin Mind that many
widely'discussed ustional surve are about schoolineas it.generally

-they.do not cOnsidWr th Ooasibilities of new approaches to
scho

fol

_s

Jencki and tis.aasocjidtes, 41972); for exaraple, wrote the

'In concludi
one major 1

.

this discussiony,'wemuSt_again emphaithe
ation of our findingsw We have only

I

<0/
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ixamined the effects of resource. differences.among -

existing pnblie schools.. This tells us that if schools
contilue to use theirresources'as they now do, giving
them more resources will not change fhildren's test
scores. If schools used their resources differently:
however, additional'resodrces might conceivably have
larger payoffs . . there is po way of testing this
theory except by experimentation. Fast history is
discouraging, but the faure is not always a rerun of
.the past. (p. 97)

Simply increaiing school_resources, without 'using them differently,
i* wilt sufficient for improving our children's education (Rivlin, 1973):
Experimentation in the use of school resources is called for. In

, committing on the Jencks book, Coleman (11973) sail*:
a

-\

tt is also not cleaf from the existing data,just what
investment of public resources is most effective in
increasing cognitive skills and level .of education.
What is clear is that improving "school quality'
by the satandard measures of quality (class size,
quality of textbooks, school physical plant,
teachers' experience, library size, and dthers)
has*liEtle effect on cognitive skills. This kind
of negative knowledge exists; apparently
Innovations in education, together with caregul
examination of their effects, are necessary to.
learn ;Iositive directions for such investpent.
(p. 137)

p
oint to be made in this regard is that reallocation of the

reseurc er,which schoaloadministrators and gchool boards exercise
control may, neither significantly influence those aspects of school life
that do akiect children, nor'change thi way teachers tad studentA behave
,tmsivd oni anent:ter ip their daily classróma interaction. Thus, it is
'important to argue foll research'and expertmentation that is directly'
related to thi.detiile,of what,goes on inside the claisroom. It is only
'with aetailed information from'the classroom that informed decisions can
be made about the kind,'amount, and alkocation of xesources .(Eonn, 1974;
Broudy, 1972).

Teachers and schdol administrators need to work with researchers
in the study Og day-to-day interactions id the classroom.: Such detailed
anislysee of the inStructional process should enable us to' identify
effect e practices as they occur in the context of particuler school
environme th particufar achool populations. It\is the investigation
of thefie deta s thst provides the information neceshary for determining

'
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the effeCtiveness of new educational patterns and for suggesting ways in
which they can be improved. Research Aodels for this purpose are available.
40001by 6.kiarick,'Notd 5;" Cooley & Leinhardt, f975; Cooley & Lohnes,

d . 1976;:Stallings & Kaskowitz, 19710.:

Studying Classroom Prodesses

All too frequently;.edUcational reports such as the one by Coleman
and his Colleegues (1966) presedt detailed data on initial student
performanca and criterion'performance mogsurea but give only broad-brush

- information abodtactual classroom practices and procedisresinformation
th4 could provide, a strong basis for understin4ing the strengths and
wedknedse; of:particularilnetructional programs. The need for information
abOut tclessrpom proceSsas is,especially great When a school system adopts
a new patter?-of teiching. The new method is generally compared with
methods that have Seen used in the pest:so that a decision can be'Made
abopt adoption and dissemination of the new prograM: in many 4ituations. `s
of thigrkindt What is frequently neglected is the way ln which the
innovation under consideration ia acfually implemented by teachers"
and students id the claseroom. 9

.Some tdachers may carry.dut the'liew practices.as intended by the new
program; some teachers may grasp the principles underlying the innovation,
and improve on or adapt the specific recommended practices to lOcal
requirements; other teachern May actitely resist the innovation by using
the new materia4s together with practices they have used for gears bedause

4' they .are comfortahleidoing what they know how to 10 best. Without.
knowledge of What actually occurs in the' cliissroom, it is impossible to'

'adequately assegs the effects of changes or*."-to provide,teachers and
school administrators with the kind of.informatibn they requite 5or,

. continued improvement oi.their efforts.
\

. One framdtiork for cbnceptualizing research on the effects of.
changes in instruciionel practice 'is designed to explain the variation in
student-performance that occur, argon classrooms following an extended

.

period of instruction (Cooley &.Lotples, 1976). Figure 6 illustrates the
elements of the.general ffamework. Threemain categories are cOnsidèred:
criterionp.petformenceachieVement and edUcational .outcomes; initial
Student performancereadiness skills', aptitude', learning style-and
genitralrknowledge and skill; and betWeen these two, vakious components of'
the processes thrt characterize classroom practiced. -.

Criterion oerfo nee,refers td,thi educational outcometi-that
rs ampressod s tOeLgoals otan edpcatippal system.. IA the,elementary,

schtiol, theta includ learning basit'skills andAnowledge (academic
achlevemett); self-esteem and feelings of self-worth andrfee4-control;

. .

,1
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Classroom Prooesses

\
Opportunity

kitativaims,

Structure

Instructional
kvents.

Figure 6. Cooley-Lohnes fluidal of chasstown processes.

Nola Adapted from Evaluation Retain. ft in Education by W. W. Cooley
and P. R. Lohnes (New York; Irvington Publishers. 1976).
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the ability to understand and Teel comfortable withiothers who are
differeht from one'S self in various ways; positive attitudes and interest
toward school end learning; creativity of expression Aug the ability to
question ideas, enjoyment and appreciation of the cultupl accomplishments
of society; and a sense of citizehship and community in society.

Initiai'student performance refers to what we earlier called
It
entering competence." It relates to the aspects of behavior that

a student brings into the classroom and that influence learning. Initial
student.performance is predictive of_criterion performanEe, and accounts
for a signiiicant portion of the achievement outcomes in schools and
clasaroomm. These initial student abilitied also comprise an important
-basis for instruction and are influenced by classroom pfactices.

In analyzitg the effects of classroom practices, it is important
to study the extent to which differences Itv school outcome performance
are influenced by initial abilities, by classroom practices, or by
iutetaction between the two. 14hile evidence makes it clear that.
School outcomes are,related to measured intelligen-Ce, socioeconomic
etatus,,and similar%variables,ethe problem for school improvement is
to determine the extenx to which classroom practices can cipktalize
upoh, strengthen, and in other ways take account of and adapOto
entering competence. 1

,Classroom processes are described (see Figure 6) in
s

terms of
four components sepresenting operational characteristics of"elaisroom
practices (Coole)' & Leinhardt, 1975).

1. Opportunity refere to the extent to which the kind of.
/earning thit.takes place in thp clasiroom ii represented in.the
assesements of criterion performance. Id particular, opportunity
refers both to the amdunt of t4sria% spent by the student or scheduled

,by the teacher in a particular subject matter and to the exteht to
which the materiels saMpled in measures of criterion performance are
actually covered in ciassroomyactivities.

Teachers in different classrooms*may permit thildren to work on
a subject matter for ifferent.amounts of time. In certain classrooms,-
the curriculum materia s may overla a good deal with What ia cowed .

in end-of-year achiev .-.t tests, reas in other classrboms, thet
teacher might spend more time on topi not ed by the test. In
assessing his component of classroom ppo essest ormation needs.to

provid d about.the amount of time available for-.nd actualW spent
by students in various subject-maver areas. It.ia also importantto
determine the rafationship betwenirhat is taUght in the' claearoom
(nd the end-of-iyear assesemeht of Wtudent outcomes.
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Motivators refer to two compiex sets o events.: First, they
refs 0 the behavicirs'and attitudes a student brings to.the classroom
tha support attention to ilearning and high rates of learning activity.
Second, they refer tp thoei aspects of the educational environment that
increase the likelihood of an,individual's engaging in sustained learning
activities when the opportunity is present. :

The motivator ,component,of-the model is concerned with.these
latter aspects and censists of observable features .of the classroom
dnWiroement that aredesigned te encourage the student to undertakb
learning activity. Motivators include a variety.of events, such as
teacher reinforcement for attending to work, the opportunity for'pear
interaction, and'interesting instructional materials and activ
Teacher-sensitivity to the student's cultural backgrbund is an ortant
illtluence on motivation; some students look for strong authority, while
ot ars reqUire more of a partnership, espepially in the beginning,pf a
-school year befpre the teacher's.particular style and expectations have
been established.

4es

3. Structure refers to the way in which a curriculum is organized and
sequenced. The clarity and specificity of the objectives of.instruction
may be more or less obvious and defined; the sequence may be linear and
provide few.points at which Xtudents can.branch to new instructional
options; or, it may provide many, branching,points to allow differe4tial
studeit progress. If branching options are provided, then learning
activities can be match& to various student requirements, including studedt
interest, progress, and learning style. -Performance on tests tha are
integrally keyed te instructional materials can provide suggeseio
for learding aceivities.

Various combinations of student, teacher, andcurriculumt-specifida
instructional decisions can assist in matching student abilities te
instructional activities, and this matching,can be done more-or less
accurately. Matchinimay take place frequentlyior infrequently, and it
may iiivolve the 'classas.a Whole, a stellar group of children, or one .

child.

4. listructional events refer ta interaction of an instructional
naturis between student and teacher, or among students. In particular,
this"component of classroom processes.is concerned with the content,
alality, duration, and frequency of interpersonal interictions.

A series of questions is iYiustratiVe: What is the content' of a
!teacher's interaction with a student? Is it conceinq with the subject
matter being learned? Is it an explanation of how to-irse_and tanage
inseructional materials? How does the teacher go about/eXplaining'things?
How ontsidtd id the interaction? .How much opportunity is there for-the

a
1111 1 1, \
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student to respond, to indicate his or hat knowledge, -or to ask questions?
What is the emotional tone of the interac on? Is it positive, or

negative and punitive? In general, how-ouch student contact ind personal

, interaction does the cliZtroom setting allow? , How perceptive is the
teacher in focusing on the student's requirementa for learning?

-The study'of classroom Aocesses can impiqge directly on the .

teacher's professional freedom. In order to learn from info4uation
.about,the influence and ef*ects of their work, teachers must, open up
their classes far.observation. This is difficult to do bec4Use one
does,not necessarily enjoy being under detailed bbservatioqunless
one is either especially secure or very cavalier about.one's working

/activities. Rowever, if teachers participate Ss partners in the study of
their activities toward the objective of profeesional improvement, then
siltuations requiring_observational study will be less threatining.

What is obtained fro& classroom study is information. ?or the

teacher, it is not the informa9.on itself that is threatening, but
the way in which the information is to be used. The sesulti of classroom
research should blcoTe a source for discussion and feedback about haw
teaching activisies might be changed or continued. The information
obtained need not necessarily provide a basis for the evaluation of
' individual worth.- Just as diagnostic teats given to students can be used
as supportive information formaking infmfded instructional ddcisions,
classroom data can be used without raising the threat of "grading."
Effective practice requires indicators and.infarmation, and the study of
classroom processes should be seen in this p.ght by the teachers and
administrators in schools.

4 t

Research an th0,.Psicho1ogy pf learning and Cognition
t

Above, weitrussed reseaLsch concerned with investigation of
classroom sett , and of howAhe characteristics of students and
specific classroom prectices aftect instructtona/ autcomes. We turn

now to research on the 09Chblogy pf'learning (GagnA, 1974), and on
the cognitive.processes)that underlie the acquisition of the knowledge
and the.competencies learned in school.

ProCekm analysis of school tasks.. Research now-bei% carried
out attempts to analyse school tasks in terms df t4he demands that

tfielie taski glace pa the child's memory, perceptual abilities, And
capabi4ties for new learning. -If tht cognitive piocesses that udderlie
.these task demands.can be identified, Anformation might be provided that
can be used as a basis\for assisting a child. in hiader her.learning. The

following research project on learning to read'isAillustrVive.

,
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In the teaching of beginning reading, a pervasive stumbling block is
the,problem of blending. After a child has learned to associate letter
symbols and sounds (graphemes and ph.onemes), a significant problem'for
the child is putting sound4:together.to make a. word. The following kind
of behavior.is typical (Beck & Mitroffo Note 2): A.child has learned the
sounds for hard "c,", short "a," add ".t"; he.or she-then.encountirs for
the first.time the wordb.cat and, reads,:"/k6h/ /ah/ /tuh/"; and then says
"kitten.". This child has learned letter-sound correspondencelnd has slsó
learned that meaningful units emerge when sounds are put togethere
but has not lea ued.how-to put sounds together.

Tradition4 reading programs based on phonics have been succeisful
in teaching s ol-yound correspondences to many children; however, they
have been lass sucCessful in teaching children how to put sounds together.
Generally, pu lished teachers' manuals essentially tell the teacher to
say something.like.: "Slide the sounds together." For,many children,
this is inadequate instruction, and a more ipecific teaching prOcedure is
required.

a

Research has:beeOrougilt to beIr on this problem through a.

combinatiom of practical tryout in theeschools and analysis.of task
processes hased upon informationprocessing theory in psychology (Resnick
& Beck, 1976).. Two blending procedures wareexamined and.analyzed-
"final blending" procedure And-a "successive, blending" procedure. The .

general information-processing structures vif the two blending routines.
ire shown in Figure 7. The routines shown describe how decoding might be
terried-out4for single syllable, regularly spelled wordli--the typical
vocabularyyf a beginning phqhics program. In (1s) of'Figure 7, the
figal ble.. ng procedure iS depicted. It isAcalled a final blending
procedurii because blendingis postponed until"the very list, step. The
'Bound of ehch grapheme (leiter pattern) is given add stoeed in memory,*
and the synthesis,or blending occurs after the final phoneme or sound has
been pr,ohounced.. The, .child who uses this rou,tine,proceeds as follOws:
"/k/ /a/ /t/ Isi cats." In (lb) of Figure, the succesiive blending
procedureis depicted; as soon AS two sounds are produced, they are
blended, and successive phonemes are added to the blend as they are
pronounced. The child using successive blending proceeds in the following
fashion: "/ki-/a/ /kai /t/ /kat/ /s/ /kat*. cata.". .The lettered components
of the two blending roatines in Figure. 7 call upon similar actions and 4

decisions; finding graphemes in sequence.) A; pcodouncing the identified
graphemes (sounds), B; remembering the pliondunced sound, C% deciding
,hether more graphemes reMain te be 'sounded, D and E; blending, F; and
matching the pronounced word against one's knowledge. to.determine
Whether an acceptable word has been produced, G and H. The two routines
d4ffer, however, in the way in which the aetions hnd decisions (A thr6ligh
!Ware organized,-..and this'organizational dif,ference appears to influence
the easeli learning and performing the decoUing act.

a
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11 .

Try alternate
pronounciations

( la) Executive for final blending procedure. ( It) Evecutive for successive blending procedure.

Figuie 7. Executive routines for-synthetic decoding.

Nate. From "Designing Instruction in Reading; Interaction of Theory add Practice,' by 1. B. Resnick and LI. Beck.
In Aspects of Reading Acquisitiqn edited by J. T. Guthrie (Baltimore: Johns llopkins University -Press, 1976).
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This analysis of the two procedures suggests that the successive
blending procedure might be easier for childrep than the final ble
proceduke. The researchers (Resnick & Beck, 1976) report:

"AcCording to the final"blending routige, each
grapheme'sleound is given, and the full sat of
phonemes in the word must be held Ai memory until the
entire word has beep :'soanded out"; only then does
any blending occur. But in the successive Vending
routine, blending occufs Sequentially at each stage.,
,at Which a.new.phoneme is pronounced. At no time
inuet more than, two sounds be held in. memory (the
sound immediately produced and the..one that directly
precedes it); and at no time must more than two 'sound
'unies be blended.. Thus,the routines differ in'two

' respects: (1) in4the maximum.number of sound waits
to be held ie memoey durini the coerse of decoding,
and (2) in 'che 'MLitt:4=14=1,er of. Units eo be blended
during a given attempt. The'sianderd routine on the
left (1a.of Figure 7) requires remembering each of'
the seParate units that the reader identifies as
graphemes. The routine 'on Ehe right (Lb) never
requires remembering more than two units. (p. 185)

'Thus, given the fact that memory.,tapacity is Limited, especial:CY in
yoepg children, this research suggests.that the procedure requiring less .

memoryiwork.-(the successive blending procedure) should facilitate the
gidecodieg process' where certain children find it difficult to learn.

Conclusion
4 ,

Ii4this chapter, princdples have been deicribed ,thas, if turned into/
practice, could assist in the design and implem8ntation of adaptive
school programs'. fwview of the.overriding importance.of edUcatien
patterns that fosier equity in the instFuctional process in-society, t4o
items,(for school improvement) on the agenda of educators ought to. be:
(a) the organization of,communities, schoolsx ana researchers for
productive research leading to school change, and (b),the persuasion of
taxpayers and their representatives id government to provide fpnds
commensurate with this need.. As we begin to solve',the first A these.
agenda itemS, our Chances of solvi-the second one may improve.

An,i4pOrtant aSpect to be'em/hasiz.ed in-our advocacy of flexible
programa of instruction is that the adaptive educational patteins
.described in this chapter.are net to be interpreted as one-time
adjustments like traditional placeMent progrAms. Rather, the concept
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of adaptive education suggestS ..exching practices that offer continuous
interaction between illadividual-perfoimance And the conditions for7learning.7'
The process af adaptive*aucation ia best_understood as a continuous
reciprocal interaction betwee6 the behavior of the indiVidual' and his or
heeeducatioaili environment, Where eac -determines the requirements of
the other.

The ultimate goal of increased kitoyledge of the intellectual
and social aspects of learning is to provide every'perspn with an

' equal opportunity to receive a high quality education. Systems of
instrus,tioa must be better able to take account of individual differences
so t4at fewer persona are passed over by an inflexible system. In order (-N

to design the,means to do this, more information is'needed about how to
effectively mitchrand challenge, the capabilities and styleikof individuals
from various backgrounds with motivating instructions4 practices, With
such kftowledge, we can design classroom techniques mid educational
alternatives that read; aut to every person, akpanding the uaique Personal
rasoUrces that.can colltribute to tt,ter responsible grid rewarding invplvemeiE
in societ

A

%.1
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CHAPTER 3

Social Ecq4omic Status (Class) as a Manifestation
of Human Diversity

George Clement Bond

4,..,

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a general appraisal
and r view of the key issues concerning the relationship of socioeconomic
statu (class) to educational achievement. The theories and concepts,
isdmiis a debates raised here are intended for consideration by the

44inlelli nt practitioner. This chapter may:appear simpliptic to those
scholars immersed in theisubtle complekities of class, status, caste,'
ethniCity, rake, and 'other toms of social distinctions rithin populations.
It is my hope 'that even they may find it informative. ,The material
p esented is from the idioeyncratic perspective of a social anthropologist.
ociologists and political scientists will find.many shortcomings. But

/2 they must remember that the explication of knowledge involves,a division
of labor, a'diff rential in sensitivity, emphasis, and perspective 4'.

\,'related to discip inary interests and theoretical persuasions:

Even within the discipline of anthropology there is a marked and
artificial distinction between those who pursue culture and those who
acknowledge the primacy of things social in the study of education. The
cultural anthropologist interested in the analysis of education assumes
that his principal concern lies in' exploring the transmission of culture,
and though there is little agreement on the definition of that term,'this
orienting phrase sets the limits of his universe of exploration. Since
culture is transmitted, anthropologists are supposed to discover the
mechanisms and procedures by which the inventory of learned experiences
is selectivelmstransmitted, to whom, under what condttions, and for
what purposesl. This orientation to,transmission and commitment to
culture means that cultural-anthropology rOrlies heavily upon the methods,
concepts, and findings oflpsychology, and bf culture and personality, and
-upiOn etudies'of acculturation,and symbolic and value systems. ,Comitas
and Dolgin (1978) aptly capture the nature of this approach as follows:

Mie author acknowledges with gratitude-the contribUtion -of William Shack
in reviewing an earlier draft of this chapter.

The authot also wishes to thank Milton Murray for her comments and
assistance in the preparation of this chapter.
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In essence, anthropologists directly ihvoesd in
-questions of cultural transmiiision focus 'on the
forms through which:values and attendant behavior
are taught and the specific content of the social",
-cultural, or group value system. (p. 171)

Cultural transmission forms a focus c4- inquiry, but alone it is little
more than ah orienting statement. It is n6t a theory and should dot be

. accorded that status.

Social anthropologists, on the other hand, operate with a different
set of assumptions in dealingcwith education. They treat education as a.
field of inquiry bn a level with fields of investigation such as economics
and religion. They zme concerned with the context within which institutiOns
operate and relate ia a statistical and normative manner to other social 4

formetions and institutional arrangements. For example, if cultural
.anthropologists may be said to loOk at cultural transmission, social
anthropologists are(concerned with illuminating the social,:context of the
transmission and its implication for other social arrangements i2N2ociety.
It ia apparent that the one cannot, or rather should not, operafe without
the other; the interests of both cultural.and social anthropologists re
complementary.

The preliminary, intention of this chapter is to set the thtellectual
scene for a discussion'of the issues and debates surrounding the pcition'
of cless and educational achievement. In ord9r to do this,.it well be
necedsary to review, an, inventory of'concepts as they relate to theory and
to epistemology. Ore ntly,,the principal protagonists in the debates
adhere ta and expound different theories of knowledge. Their theories
and concepts may be derived from, and rooted in, distinct and very often
incompatible assumptions about knowledge and reality.. Hence, it is often
difficult to weigh the relative values of arguments if ahd when the
basic assumptiOns are not the same. In its minimal sense, a theory is
here taken to be a body of interconnected propositions that "serve'to
map out the problem area and thus, prepare the ground for its empirical
investigation by appropriate methods" (Nadel, 1957/1969, p. 1).

A second feature of the preliminary intention is to introduce
the historical protagonists who have expanded, interpreted, and operated
the concepts and diaracteristics of the sides of the debate.

Social scientists use theo/ies'nd colicepts to help them grasp,
order, analyze, and understand he nature of the societies, cultures,
and,sociocultural formations with Which they are confronted. Each
society.has specific features or attributes that may differ from or
rtiemble those of other-societies. As "qadel (1903-1956), an eminent
shcial anthropologist, put "SoCieties are.made up of people;
societies haye boutdaries, pe le either belong to them or not;.and

. people belong to a society ip kirtue of rules under which they stand
ahd which impose on them regular, determinate ways of acting towards
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and in regard toWOlie another" (Nadel, 1957/1969, p. 81. Put siTplY,
societies are bounded units Whose members areQgoverned by rules. Of
course, the unit set out-by.these criterta is arbitrarily defined, but
nonetheless ft is a Starting point for.distinguishing or apprehending
social differences. Firt\h (1961) observed that "if society is taken to .

be an organized set pf individuals with a given way of life, culture is
that way of life. If society is taken to be an aggregate of social
relations, then cnIture iS the context of.those relations" (p. 27). /

or

A More usual definition .of culture, howe#er, id the one expounded /

by Tylor .(1838-1917), a British social anthropologist. In his book,
The Origins of Cultnre (1871/1958), he made the observation ehai "cniture
- .*. isliaat complex 'wholt Which includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, law, custom,'and an);,nther capabilities and habits acquired by
man as a member Clf society" (p. 1). MA* of tbe founding figures of.
contemporary social sciences, such as Marx (1818-1883)0 Emile Ourliheim
(1858-1917), and)Weber (1864-1920), expsended ttleokes of society and
culture and the manner in which they areNtructured and change., Their .

arguments concerning social stratification and society inform Many of the
current views of class, ansl their theories are preeminent in debates both
within and outside academia. The intellectual traditions that they have
estab1kished affect the orientations of .scholars and practitioners to
socialroblems.' For that matteri their theories help to define the_
nature of social problems and the manner of their solution.

By now it should be clear that in this chapter human diversity
refers to social properties distributed within populations, and these
social properties form the basis fOedistinguishing populations and

4arranging them into strata. Modern complex societies in particular are
internally.differentiated or stratified, and one of the principal bases
of stratification is class. Marx expounded a theory of class that is
accepted by many educators and social scientists. Though these schola4s
are usually grouped together and labelled "Marxists," there are often
disagreements among them as to Marx's definition of olasa. This is
understandable since there is ambiguity in Marx's treatment of social
class. Two modes of treating class may be distinguished in a Marxist
position. The first is the objective classification of an aggregate of
people with reference to their similar relation to the means of production.
For Marx, much of human history is rooted in the class strugle. As he
and Engels put it in the Communist Manesto, "The history of allchitherto
existing society is the history of class struggle" (1872/1965, p.145).
Flistorical movement is thus based upon theetruggle between the exploiters
and the exploited. "Under a capitalist mode of productiom, the two
principal and potentially antagonistic protagonists are the bouigeoisie,
"the owners of the means of social production and employers of wage
labor," and the proletariat, "the modern wage laborers who, having no
means of production of their own, are reduced to selling their labour

N.
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power in order to live" (1872/1965, p. 45). Though the bourgeois.ie and
the proletariat coust4tute the two principal social classes in a'capilist
productive mode, therO may also be petty.bourgeois (Mlirx & Engels,
18V2/1965) and peasants (Marx, 1852/1975). Marx's understanding of
history and of society is not a static one, but progressive and dialectical;
movement in history and society is seen to be rooted in the mcde of
production and the nature of contradictions and struggle that oontradiyIktions
.produce. This leads to Marx's second view of clastiA t is one based in
struggle that gives rise to a subjective but..esoeSiial eiment in.the
conce"pt of classCnamely-, class consciousness. Hobsbawm, British
social historian, Observed that "class inthe full sense only comes into
existence at the historical moment when classes begin to acquire
consciousness of themsekves as such".(1972, p. 6). This view of

consctousness as an essential component of class'is shared not only by
Hobsbawm, but also...by the late Oliver Cox in his profound analysis of
American Society and the historical position.of minorities (specitically
blacks or Negroes) wittiiii it (Cox, 1970). In gross terms, classes form a
set of interrelated strata formulated in relation to the'mode of production
rand based in consciousn'ess. It is this consciousness, this subjecti've
component, that makes class, an active force in history. Consciousness,
however, is not given. For.some Marxists it arises from struggle, and it

.is struggle that makes fdt classes and classcomiscitilusness.. Thompson,
a social historian, is the printipal exponent of the notion of classes as
emergent; that is, as the contingentNoutcome of struggle rather t an as
the starting point of analysis. In his view it is struggle that- rodUces
classes. 'In a recent article, Thompson (1978) made the,folloihng statempntr

).

Class in its heuristic usage, is inseparable from the
notib# of "class struggle." In my view, far too

.much theoretical attention (much of it plainly
ahistorical) has been psid to "class," and far too
little to "class struggle." Indeed, class struggle
is the prior, as well as the more universal concept.
To put it bruntly: classes do not 'exist as separate
entities, look around, find an enemy class and fhen
start to struggle, 4n. the contrary, people find -

themselves in a society structured in determined
ways (crucialiy, but not exclusively, in productive
relations), they identify points of antagonistic
interest, thwicommence to struggle around these
issues and in the process"of struggling they
discover themselves as c4.asses, they come to know

this discovery as'class consciousness. Class and
class consciousness are always the last, not the
first, stages in the real historieal process.'
(p. 149).
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Thi's mode 6f class analysis acknoWiedges the continiency of class,
but it is one that is not usUally countenanced by empirical sociologists
concerned with the relationship between class and educational achievement.
Rather, such sociolokasts'assume class and, one may suggest, in doing so
negate the dialectical perspective of historical process'. Bowles and
Gintis (1976), working within the tradition of Marxist sociological
analysis, offered thef011owing statement on class:

A class is a group of Individuals who relate to

the production process'in similar ways. A class
structure emerges naturally from the institutions
of U.S7 Capitalism. Ptoperty relations fire an
essential aspect of class; no less important are'
the zelations of control. Considering the class
structure in the broadest.outline, capitalists own
and,control the means'of production.,. WorkerszN.
conversely, do not awn the Products of their labor,
nor do they own or co4rol,the tools, buildings,
and facilities of the 1;roductive process. (p. 67)

Class, 'as Bowles and Gintis used the term, is expressed concretely in the
relation of groups and in ehein performance in an educational situation.
They observed that "classes ar important becaUse individu in U.S. ,

society do not relate to each other as individuals alone, iblg as groups.
That is, class is 1 social coftee6t, and, clasees'are defined only throush
46w they relate to other classes" (1976 p.i67). For -these authors,
classes are given and not in the making through.9trugg1.0. The assumed
concreteness of class makes'it easier to apprehend, quantify, and uSe in
discovering significant correlations, particulirly those of class
and e'ducational)attainmett.

Social scientists employ dich6tom6us categories to sort mkt and
rganize facts, knowing full well that their dichotomy may be arbitrary
and subsequently discarded. Categories ire used to provide order, much
like scaffolding in the constructimed a paradigm. Once the scaffolding
is discarded it ts hoped.that the paradigm-will be able to stand bfi it4
own, that is, that it will possess some degree of emplanatory power. In
an attempt to represent aspects of the Weberian and' Durkheimian traditions
pertinent to this chapter, such a dichotomy will be introduced to classify
and order, so as to.present as succinctly as possible these two further
traditions.

Two frames of analytical reference may here be distifiguished:
methodolcigical individualism (see Ahmed, 1976, p. 3; A. Cohen, 1974, P.
46; and Wallerstein, 1977, p. 51.. and methodological holism. The former
derives much of its sociologiCal inspiration fr:Om Weber and eiphasizes
social action and the (Actor as at the center of the analysis. The

1 p.,1
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though a member of-society, retains a certain autonomy and
actians may confront and affect'soei,ety and his,position
He has choice's and makes decisions to tiprove or maximize his

chancea. The individual is thought of as an active agent in history and
society, manipulating.and reordering social arrangeMents-to better his
position. Be operates in an'inatrumental world that alldwsoconsiderable..
freedom to the individual, yet it is a world not devoid'of constraints.' ,
This orientation toward "action theory" and the individual'aslan active
agent repreaented a signiffcant swing,of the, pendulumaway' from the
thegretical emphasis of both Marx and Durkheim, specifically their
assigning of primacy to the mode of production or to:soc.tety

Weber elaborated a complex set of propositions related to class and .

status. Since a detailed exposition of his theory would be inaVropriate-
here, an adumbrated View of his formulations Will be presented.. Webe,r,
like Marx, recognized classes. For him, class was objective.land intlimately
related'to the market,-a situation invol4ing speculative econoiod.c action-
oriented towards acquiring profit through competition. This market
Situation presupposed an economy based on the use of money'. Aclass
consisted of an aggregation of individuals Who occupied a similar positipn
in relation to the market situation. In a complex exposition Weber"
presented his view of class as follows:

Ln our terminology, "classes" are not Lommunities;
they merely represent possible, and frequent, baSes
for caimunal aétion. We may speak of a "class" when
(1) a number of people have,in common a specific

causal'component of their life chances, in to far as
(2) this component is represented exclusively by'
economic interests in the poiaession of goods and
opportunitiel for commodity or Labour Markets.
(1957, p. 64)

Class is here viewed as a potential group or a quasi group, an'aggregation
of'individuals standing in a particular relption to the market and
-governed by its principles. Their potential as a group is realized.
.through 'comnon economicipterests. 'Ttie relationship of class situation
to market situation mea7; that class divisions can be as minutely graded.
as'economic positions. Although WebeF did distinguish,several classes

` (1947, pp. 424-425), tbe ownership or nopownership of property iS
historically the most significant criterion. There is, then, an objective
notion in Weber's coneept of class and class situation that is intimately
related to the market situation. Though class refers to an aggregate of
individuals and not to a self-conteived community, it was nonetheless .

thought by Weber to influence.the actions of individuals and groups.
Status accounts for that component of subjective recognition of shared
similarities: a ityle of life, education, ancrthe acquisition of

.10
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'corresponding modes.of life, arvprestige of birth, or of an occupation'
.(WeberL 1947,1). 428). . r .

.

-Ciddeas, a 'saCial theorielt, observed that

.The status situation of an individual refers to the
evaluationd Which others make'of him or his social
position., thus attributing to him same form of
(positive or negative) aocial prestige or ,esteem.
A atat4s group is a number oi individuals'Who share
the same status situation. Status groups, unlike
classes,'are Almost always conscious of their
commonposition. (1971, 161)

The extreme extension, of status groups closure is represented by castes
in a system of castes.

Three totportant elements .taerge from this briUf discussion of Weber.
The first,element is.an objeCtive dimension of class tn relation to the
economic properties of 1he market, the second element is a subjective
recOgnitionLof shaied commonalAiies, and the finai element is the
recognition that individuals occupy positions within a social systei.

t.The 'three elements are significant in the social sciences, particwlarly
.

7110

in the evaluation of class. Theytform a point of de;artdre for aailyzing
intracliss relatibns, stAtus, and roles. La his th,ory of action, Weber-
also Allowed for anothqx, less formal strand in soc leigical analysit--
the individual 4s an active agent. This strand has found its adherents'
in network analysis, for example, and in the "big man" iheorSt.' of history

414and society. I.,

Distinguishecesotial scientists such as Wainer, Merton, arld'Blau
have followed, extended, and.revised the Weberian traditiod within,
sociology. They belong to the mainstream Of sociological thought, and
through tt)eir analysis of social class, status.and role, an4formal
organizations, tfley have cohtributed significantly to'ihe advancement of
Weber's positions-.

Warner was a social anthropologist who, after studying an indigneous
Australian popplation, turped his attention to the analysis of his own
soUety, the United States. -He was a pipneer of American community
studies and of systems ofsocial stratification. tilts was a view that
Over,eicluded the individual as actor and a Oat of change. La his
analysia ofa New England city (Yankee City) Old a small midwestern town
(Jonesville), 2Warner (1969) rejected a Marxiit'approach to Glass.
According to Blpu and Duncan, Warner was unaware of Weber's conceptual
scheme, but he nonetheleas came to the same conclusion; namely, that
individuals were differentiated into various/prettige strata on other

tr--

1 0 5
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/criteria than striatly economic ones (Blau & Duncan, 1967). Warner .

/developed his own conceitual scheme for class analysis, one which was to
provide a touchstone for subsequent studies of class in'the United

/ States.

For Warner, social class is "two or are, orders of people who are
/ believed to be, and are accordingly ranked by the members of the cammunity,

in'socially superior and infeiioi positions" (1969, p. 36). He sought to
mbine bothian objective and a subjective approach to class anilysis.

In the former, the investigator ranks the population into clasies according
to stipulated criteria, while in the.latter situetion it is the people of
the community:who do the ranking. The subjectiv4 assesament of-class was
rormalized in the method of Eviluated Participation. This method assumed
that the memV1Es of a COMMUility could, for initance, rank their fellows
according to,social reputation and institutional membership. The .

total.configuration of Evaluated Participation represented an individual's
Anking on the subjAtive scale. The objective assessment of class was'

formalized in the Iniexpof Status Characteristics that is supposed to
I distinguish the iocibelsonomic levels 15f the, community. Four, criteria-,

were associated with this index: occupation, source of income, House
type, and dwelling aria. These subjective and objective indices were,
supposed to provide an accurate evaluation of the class structure of a

community (Warner, Meeker, & Eells, 1949). The classes identified by '

igrner and hia-associates were not closed. Yankee City (Newburyport,
mlissachusetts), for example, ma p. viewed as an ppen society in which the
social mobility of its six classes was possible.

Merton, a.sociologist in the.Weberian tradition, has contributed
idportants concepts to the analysis of social structure (or st;uctures)
and education. He elaborated two concepts, status and role, that may be
attributed to Linton, an anthropologist. For Linton (1936), status was
an individual'a social position in a social system and role was ,the
acting out of that position according to the expectations attributed,to

it by _members of the society. 'Status mediated between the individual and
,sodiety anetransfarmed the individual into a somewhat predictable social
aCtor. A society could be reduced'to an inventory of interconnected and
interdependent statuses'and roles.' Statuses were more enduring than the
individuals who passed through them-, Linton's/view of statuses and%

roles, however, was too simplistic and mecha al, and could provide only
a grass epwroiimation of the behavioral raali. Merton's concept of
role set introduced a more accurate way of a rehending the diversity At
constituent in the behavioral stream of human interactions. f By role set
he means,that "complement of role relationships which persofis have bit'
.virtue of occupyin4 a particular social Status" (Merton, 1961, p. 369).
This important' concept needs further explication. As Merton himself.
indicated, the status of teacher "has its distinctive role set", relating
the teacher to his,pupils, to colleagues, the school principal and
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superintendent" and so on (1961, P. 369). The behaviorrof the individual
occupying the status of teacher assumes a degree of predictability. The
Aiversity within his behavioral stream is intimately relatel to his
perception of,his audience and theirlsocial attributes. ,Thus a teacher
may behave in one way toward his pupils and in another Nay toward their
parttnts. But there may,not necessarily bepa consistency 'in the teacher's .

behavior toward either pupils or their parents. The factor of the
socioeconomic backgrounds of both the teacher and the par ts marintrude
into the interaction and redefine th0 relationship of t cher to pupil.
More specifically, a miale-class teacher may.behave a very different
way toward a.middle-clasS parent than toward a lower lass parent. This
picture may be rendered more complex through the i roduction ,of other
variables such as the race, ethnicA.ty, and religl of thd teacher and
the parent. The not iopf role set encompasses Ltvis complenity_arld-

- permits a powerful exp anatory formulation of situational interaction to
emerge. Though there is this recognizable complexity,, there resiains a
certain simple elegance in the formulation; the status is still that of
teacher with an.accompanying inventory of' behaviors within the role set.
Variables such as class, race, and ethnicity trigger particular responses
mediated by.categoridal or cultural expectations that may be shared or
Understood, but neither.agreed upon nor ac*ated by those invelved in the
particular interaction!. As far as the teachei/pupil relationship is
concerned, however, there is a transfer effect.in. that children are often
perceived as bearing the social attributes of their parents. The
children of lower-class black parents 'in the/United States will be
treated in a particular manner by a middle-class white teacher'who,

,operates in categorical -terms. A modified bghavior will be.exAnded
to the parents, mediated through the cultural.prism of ascriptive
attributes such as ageand sex. Again the picture is compl *, and
brings to the fore the diverse etirminants of behavior'in social
situations. This complexity based _upon diveNity, of cours,.affects
the situatinks and conditions of learning. Clmos, ,though an important
,determinant, constitutes only one.

It should be app,trent that status and role transform and fracture
the individual into a'series of social oomponents. Some social scientists
assume that statuses and rote sets'are given, although they recognize
behavioral variation within situatianally and "C'ategorically stipulated
limits. All teachers do not behave in the same way under the'same
conditions.' There is room for maneuver, and the possibility of the
individual's creating hii owla network of social relationships. From the
egocentric perspective, the individual.may seem to generate new social
arrangemenys and to effect social change. But its.Karabe4 and Halsey
(1977) poinI mil, relationships that are objectivelyirndeterminate for
the individual mv be anything but random when perceived from the
perapective of so-Cial structure.

a.
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The argument above leads directly into a discussion og methodological
. holism. 'This p;Opition aSsumes the priority of society; i.e., that .

individuals are born into a matrix of interacting and largely fixed
social patterns and positions (Ahmed, 1976). Methodological individualism
emlihasizes the individual as an autonomous ageht in society, whereas
methodological holism Stresses the autonomy of society in-the individual.
So cryptic a phrasing demands further explication, and here we may turn
to Durkheim. 4

Durkheim, a French sociologist, was at one point in his academic
career a professor 9f pedagogy. In his book, Moral Education, he made
the astute observation that "a science of education is not.impossible;
but education itself is not

rt
hat science" (1973, p. 1). Durkheim found

that education was an.appropriate field-of.activ4ty for elaborating (or
demonstrating) the essential significante of'one of his most basic
concenp, tffe "social fict" (Durkheim, 1958). According to him, social
facts were tq be treated as things. Their importance was that theyi
mediated between society and the individual and made the individual
a social being.,- Social facts were external to the individual, were
generalized in society, and imposed constraints on human behavior ,

(Durkheim, 1958). The basic opposiyion lay between society,_on the one
hand, and the individual on the other; that which made th& individual
social was his partakirig of things social. It is here that one may
observe the Durkfteim who is not the father of structural functionalism,
but the stepchild of Hegelian dialectics.

Durkheim attributediprimacy to society, and one of-its principal
'institutions for socializing the individual'teas education. In Western
societies the formal organization f education in school systems meant
that schools became the principal urveyors of social facts. Thus, as'
formal institutibns, they wer inked with othen institutions in
determining the structure of society and the attitudes, values, and
behavior of.the public.

The educational arrangements of a society require close scrutiny.
The educatiohAl system May be looked at-from a number of perspettives.
For example, it may be treated as .one of the principal channels of social
mobility or as a mechanism by Which exist,Ing class arrangements are
maintained and preserved. Individual Mobility, upward or downward, may
occur through academic achievement, but,dissolution of the class structure
is not likely to occur. That is, one could interpret education in
radicai or conservative terma, a point that will ecome apparent in-this
chapter.

. Education should not be narrowly conCeived or defined:since
1,c is one of the fundamental aspects of the human species. It occurs
under numerous conditions in a multitude of places.- Cremin (1977)
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defined it as "the deliberate, systematic; and sustained effort to
trainsmit, evoke, or acquire knowledge, attitudes, values, skills, or

.

sensibilities, as well as any outcomes of that effort" (p. viii). In
these verms, edcation ie eminently social and is a part of the historical
process that hinds individuals and trantiiforms them; it 6 superorganic.6
SO broad a view of education encompasses a wide field, only a few facets
of which will be trrated here-. The methodOlogical holism of the Marxist
and Durkheimianctraditions, the primacy of productive modes and of
s6niety, and the meshodological'individualism of the Weberian.tradition
(as exemplified-in action theory) pervade ehe study: of the-relation of

'socioeconomic status and educationat attainment. It ?a clear' that the
separation is artificial, and that both perspectives are essential to the
attetpt to'apprehend this complex social interconnection.

The precedfng section has attempted to outline sOme of the maj r
theoretical issues underlying concepts of class and sqitus. As used by
many sodiologists of-education, however,'the,term class or socioeconomic
status 14 often loosely used to classify children within the educational
system. In much of the literature, the term socioeconomic status is
preferred to class'. The former term is considered a more neutral one.
Useis of the terms do not necessarily adhere to different theoretical
positions. British writers tend to use the ,term class, and Americans
prfer socio1conomic status. Whether they are in fact describing
diffarent entities,is dubious. ,It may be that in some instances,-
socioeconomic status is .used in an attempt to grasp'a more refined
concept. In',Britain, sociological allocation to classes is often
based ot% occupation,slone4. Socigeconomic status, as the name implies,
often involves, a combinatTbn of factors; namely, occupation, tAcorlie, and
educational leve2.. It th4refore allows for greater flexihility than a
claseification based solel3, upon occupation. The adequacy of the indices
used to determine socioeconomic status may he questioned. Depending upon
the views ol the researcher, the'term permits a greater or lesser degree
of refinement. In the section of this chapter that considets some of the
literature relating to the relationShips between educational achievement
and socioeconomic status or class, the iwo terms will bez9ed. interchangeably,

s since this is how they are in fact used by many writers. When the
British sociolinguist Bernstein uses the term lower workine-ciass'children,
there is no reason to suppose that he is using a basically different
category from that of an Aterican writer who uses the term low SES
student (SES socioeconomic status), even though the twb writers may,
adhpre to vastly different theories of the nature of society.

There halie been attempts b5r some researchers to examine the dimensions
of stratification more closely, and although some of these efforts'may be
criticized as leading to methodological empiricism, they deservetattention.
Numerous measures.of social stratification have been developedo most of
them based on single variablessuch as occupation, education, and income.

4
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Some scales, such as,HollAnghead's twofactor'index-of social Rnsition

(combining-occupation and education) and -Warner, Meeker, and Eells'
index of status characteristics (combining occupation, source of
'incame, Ope of house, and neighborhood).axe based on several variables.
As Strick7ir (1978) pointed 6:tit, these indexes have been criticized for-
ignoring certain Jimensions of strati4cation. In addition, there has
been debate aver whether the indexes are applicable to Anerican blacks,
since the aocial structures of blacka and whites may differ (Stricker,
1978, p. Stricker (1978) claimed that his research hhowS'that not
all the indexes are uniformlS, applicable to'blacks (p. 6). He maintained
that' stratification is m'ore complex, than much current concePtualization
has anticipated.

. An example of the complexity,that may be achieved by attempts at
multidimensioneranalyses of social,stratification is provided by the
tables included in Stricker's (1976) article, "Dimensions of Social
Stratification for Whitee. and Blacks." ifore than one hundred and
fifty variables relevant to social stratification are listed. ,(Examples
of relevant variables are buying behavior; type of punishment used
toWardi children, the number of rooms in the house.) While some may
welcome complexity of thil order for leading us*to'greater sCientific
accuracy in measuring status/ others may criticize it on the'grounds that
classes cannot be reduced to these terms. According to Giddens (1971),
Marx maint)lined that "class must noebe identified with either Source of
income or fuactional position'in the division of labor. These criteria
mould yield a large plurality of classes" (p,. 37).. In addition,.such
methodological empiricism would obscure the dynamLs.of the,relationship
between classes, a relationship that conStitutes a vital moving force in
history.

Socioeconomic status, or dais, is.a variable that may be seenito
relpte to many other.aspects,of human experience. The relationship of
the socioeconamic status category to the dimensions of human diversity is
extremely compl1x,4eading.to numsrous theories and disagieements over
cause and effect. there are thosl for whom socioeconomic status is the
decisive factor governing diher aspects of human.diversity such as
cognitive style, health and nutritional status, identity, langUage.and
dialedt, and motivatittd' and aspiration. This relationship between
socioeconamic status_an4. some of the aspects of human diversity mentioned
above will be discussed more fully later in this chapter, when their
combined effect on educatiOnal performance will be discussed.

The relationship between socioeconamic status and t th and
inutritional status is perhaps more striking, or rather_sibre understandable,
than the reAationship between socioeconomic status and educational
achievement, and has been explored by, among others, Birch and Gussow
(1970). They claimed that poverty contributes to educational failure,
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not simply beca4e poor Chijdren are culturally dis'advantaged, but
because their health an0 Nutritional status is inadequate to allow' for
their maximum mental development and foncthe.realization of their
educational potential,- From the moment of their birth, and even before,
poor children are at greater risk of deficient-development.- Bircfi and
,Gussow stressed that society shOuld concern itself withintlie full range
of factors. contributing to educational failure, among which the health of
the child is a variable of potential primary importance" (1970, p. 9)..
They 'produce egidence that there are.correlations between children's
socioeconomic status and their expopure to physiological hazards that.are
relevant to education. For example, the incidence of low birth weight
(recognized to be frequently associated with neurological and physical,
defecta) is higher among the poor. Moreover, Birch and Gussow cited an
intereating Scottish study (Illsley, 197) that dedonstrates that the IQ .

Scores of the prematurely born in the 4-6west classes are more depressed
. than ehe IQ scores of the prematurely born in the upperltlasses. The

a suggest,that a favorable postnatal environment can serve to compensate
haadicaps associated with prematurity. They also offer striking
ence of tge complex interaction'among physiological condition, mental

'ability, and social class. 1,M1iereas premature birth may'be viewed as
'posing a threat to any chiliVi intellectual development, it is only among
the poorer clares.that the threat is fully realized.' Other researchers
have confirmed the/view that prematurity presents a grea.Eer hazard in
some s6cioeconomic groups than it &sea in.others (Drillien, 1964).
Douglas (1960). ttempt to fully equate the background variables .a
relitive to achiseAv=2 in a study of the academic performance of premature
children, identified three.groups of significant variables--social and .

educational background of parents, maternal care and manageMent,osnd
interest of parents in school progress. Although Douglas found that all

.of these factors have an effect on school performanci*, he demondtrated
that prematurity presents a greater risk to children from a koor
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environment.

The complex interaction of biological 'and social factors is also
demonstrated by statistics on.the prenatal 'deaths of multiparous women.
Although all grand.multiparae are at risk compared with women who have
hadjewer children, the risk increases markedly for lower-class women.
Similarly, the risk of producing a sillborn child is highttr for the
lowest socioeconomic groups.

Much of the data cited by 'Birch and Gussow comes from British
sources. In order to gain as clear a picture as possible of the complex
relationship between socioeconomic, physiological, and intellectual
status, it is helpful to examine data on class-related conditiond,that
are relatively unclouded by factors of race and'ethnicity. For example,
it is known that black babies born in the U.S. are amaller at birth, on
the average, than are white babies. This might appear to be an ethnic
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or racial phenomenon rather than a class one, but in a relatively
ethnically homogeneous population such as tht studied by brillien
(1964) in Aberde'en, the distribution of underweight babies is Ofte
clearly related to socioeconomic status. 4oreover, as Birch and Gussow
poivated out, the U.S. statistical materialf is in some instanets inadequate.
Whereas there is rather abundant material on the relationship between
.height, ocial status, and reproductive performance in Great Britain, ill
the jJn ed States very few data are available. Birch and Gussow attributed

sracles to adequate research in the United States to the fact that
ethn ity is donfounded with social'class in this country., Birch and
Gussow.also maintained that interclass movement is freer here than in,
say, Britain (1970,Ip. 121), although they did not offer any data
'to support this 'asseIrtion.

4r

}Arch and Gussow quoeed .several sources that demonstrate a correlation
between malnutrition among children, lower IQ scores, and poor academic
pereormance. They cautioned,against assuming that malnutrition directfy
affects either nervous systein development or intellectual growth knee
"malnutrition in man does ndt occur in isolation from other important
hiologic and social circumstances" (1970, p. 194). Similarly, "intellectual
development does not take place in relation to some artificially isolated
segment of the'enviroument--the verbal environment, the social environment,
the cognitive environment--but in nelation to the child's total environment,.
physical ta well as physiological, and prenatal as well as postnatal"
(1970, p. 266). Birch and Gussow went on to say that "the environments
in which disadvantaged childreh develop from conception on are far less,
supportive to growth and health than are those of children who are not,
disadvantaged" (1970, p. 266). While they admitted that intervention
at any point in the cycle linking poverty and educational failure may
serve ,to break the chain, they caution that such intervention will only
have a limited effect.

In the preceding paragraphs, a correlation has been assumed between
poverty, poor nutritional Status, and low socioeconomic status, even
though, theoretically, low socioeconomic status need not necessarily
imply poverty'and malnutrition. In practice, however, even in.countries
that are generally affluent, low socibeconomic status dcits tend to expose
people to greater health and nutritional hazards.

Analysis of those factors that affect individual success or failure
in educational competition haS come to occupy a major Rlace in educational
Fesearch, the More so since educational achievement is popularly viewed
(rightly or wrongly) as a necessary precutsor to advancement in a
theoretically open society. The greater tlie Importance attached to
education as a factor in.soci4,1 mobility, the greater the attention paid
to reasons for, or correlates Of, educational failure. One factor whiCh
seems generally to be acceptecras affecting academic achievement is

1 1 2
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socibeconomic status. Academic achievement is here used to cover 4
a number Of separate, though related, areas'of achievement, including
performance on IQ'and achievemetTittests, school success (grades)", and
entrance to higher education. It ii get?erally accepted that children.
from lower socioeconomic groups cid iegS well in all theae areas than do
their counterriarts from highet.socioeconomic groupa. The relationship
beeween class and academic achievementiwas particularly noticeable in the
United Kingdom during die period in which the "eleven.,plus" examination
was used tb direct children into different types of secondary schools.
Al hough, theoretically,'admission to grammar schools (the English,
q valent of academically oriented high schools) was qpen to any child

succeeded in the selection examinatiOn, in practice, t chilefs class
position strongly affected his or her chances of gaining admission to a
selective high school (Floud & Halsey, 1957). The English example is
chosen because it demonstrates so clearly a corr lation between social ,

class and educational opportunity in a predomina tlY ethnically homogeneous
society. Similar findings have been demon4ratgli in other European
countries where children are admitted to secondiMir,schools on a selective
basis (Girard, 1961). Although there is ample evidence that social class
determines educational achievement in the United States as well, the
picture here has been blurred by factors such as race and ethnicity, and
by the lack of a selection'procedure such as the English eleven-plus
examination.

Although there is widespread agreement on the existence of a
socideconomic status/academic achievement correlation, there ds
considerable controversy over the reasons for thf correlation. As Rossi
(1961) his pointed out, "while . . atudies eT. uniformly find
socioeconomic status playing a role in achievement, it is not entirely
clear how it does so" (p. 269). Numerous explanations have been put
forward and, at the risk of oversimplifying, it would'seem that most of
these explanations for the socioeconomic status/academic achievement
correlation fall into four broad categories. Briefly, these are:

1. a genetic,argument,
2. a tulturail-argument,
3. an argUitent positing unequal educational treatment,

and
4. an explanation of educational differences as part of

class analysis.

.1. The first explanation posits the genetic inferiority of lower
socioeconomic groups. Proponents of this position maintain that certain
groups have low status because they are'genetically inferior. The
assumptions are made that social mobility is open to anyone with the
requisite talents and that natural endowment is reflected in privilege.
For advocates of genetic theory, such as Jensen (1969), HerEnstein (1971,
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4.
1973), and Eysenck (1971), talent is believed to be-inherited and society
is,belieired to reward genetical4 inherited abilities. It inevitably '-
follows that boosting scholastic achievement by,more than a small degree
is impossible through compensatory educational methods (Jensen, 1969).
'According to t i a ument, those chilAren tram-low socioeconomic groups
whb perform po9rly i school do'so largely because they lack the genetic
ability to perform o herwise. ,Jensen does not ignore social factors

altogether, but he els that genetic endowment is the decisive-factor.
Herrnstein (1971) a gues that contemporary polktical and sociai policies
will lead increasingly to the establishment of a "virtually hereditary
meritocracy." Arguments along these fines have alsO been produced to
demonstrate the intellectual inferiority of certain ethnic or racial

. groups. According to opponents of this argument, it is almost impossible
to determine the relative shares of environment and heredity in measured
intelligence (despite statements made by Jensen to the contrary). Sive,
as,Bowles and Gintis (1972) have pvinted out, one of the basic predises
of theNi&netic inferiority argumentthat intelligence4is automatically
rewarded with privilege--is demonstrably false, the value of explanations
based on this argument would appear to be Slight.

2. Another explanation of the socioeconomic status/achievement
correlation is one that concentrates.on'the different cultural environments
of childien,from variou4 soa'sioecolto.lic grOups, and the effect that these
cultural factors may have on school performance. One problem here is

that the term cultur is often used.loosely, and the supposed class
cultural differences'range from vague concepts such as motivation, to
more cfosely defined distinctions such as variations in speech patterns.
such attention has been paid to language use as the "means by Which the
diverse influenCes of the sociocultural environment are synthesized and
reinforced"\(Bernstein, 196().. Based upon his observations of lower
working-clasS and middle-class children in Britain; Bernstein (1961)
suggested that "the middle-class child and the lower working-class child
are oriented to different orders of learning as a'result Of the implications
of their forms of language use" (p. 307). Bernstein maintained that the
overall class structure of society penetrates the structure of life
experiences within the family, and therefore, middle-class children apd
working-class children undergo different socializing'experiences.
Accordingly, the mass of the population has' been "socialized into knowledge
at the level of context-tied operations," whereas only a small, privileged
minority has been "socialized into knowledge at the level of the meta-
languages of control and innovation" (Bernstein,' 1977, p. 477). 'Re went

on to postulate the existence of two orders of meaning, one universalistic

and the other particularistic. Children, according tow4rnstein, are
socialized toward speech Codes that control access to either relatively
context-tied.or relatively context-independent meanings. The elaborated
codes, typical of aliddle-class speech, free speeCh from its evoking'
social structure, and haVe ;heir basis in articulated symbols. Restricted
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codes, on the othec hand, ard more tied to a local social"structure. -

'Both working-class,and middle-class childten may in-fact possesd similar
vocabularies and share the same linguistic rule system, but they,
nevertheless, may use language differedtly in specific contexts.
The educational iMplications are that a working-class child will be
at a relative disadvantage in school, since ychools are predicated
upon elaborated codes and the working-class child is accustomdd to
the restricted code.. Bernstein'argued that "linguistic performance
4s basic to educational success" (1961, p. 291.), a position which

-. .

he has termed linguistic determinism. Some characteristics of British.
working-class speech that Bernstein (19/1) noted are'an inability to hold .

a formal subject through a speech sequOfice, thus facilitating a-dislocated
informational centext; frequent use of staterents where the reason and
the conclusion are compounded to produce a categoric utterance; ud a

, siMplicity of sentencd construction, use of conjunctions, adjec ves, and
adverbs. It is also a "language of implicit meaning" (Bernstein, 1961).
Bernstein also used the somewhat confusing term public language to
denote the supposedly more context-based language characterist,ic of the
working class; he contrasted it with what he termed formal langua0,
where meaning is classified and made explicit. In an artiCie published
in 1 77, Bernstein illustrated the difference between the two types of
lan age with two stdries constructed by a sociologist anAkthe London
Institute of Education through analysis.of the speech of Rrddle-class and
working=class five-year-old children. All the children were shown the '

ii
same series of pictures and asked to tell a story about them. It was
found that ehe middle-classschildren tended to tell a story that would,,
be'ilttelligible'even to someone whO had not seen the series offpictures;
the'Working-class children, on the other hand, told stories that were
'xauch mere closely tied to the,context of each picture. According to
Bernstein, given that linguistic performance is basic' to educational
success and that grossly different environments affect aspects of language
structure and vocabulary, it follpws that chirdren from different classes
wifl not perform at the same level in school. Not only will a working-
class child experience difficulty in the,formal language arts, expected
by teachers in schools, he or she will also encounter difficulties in
mathematics beyond the mechanical understanding and manipulation of
numbers. The child will also be at a disadvantage in dealing with any
verbal problem equiring logical ordering befpre the use of arithmetical
oPeratiods,. Be nstein further stated that these same sociolinguistic
factors arq res onsible for the poorer performances of working-class i

children on Ilftests. Bernstein emphasized the narrow limits of time,
place,_and spectfic context of working-class okientations.that,lead to a
diseorclance between working-4ass outlook and that of the schools
(Bernstein, 1977). Closely related to the arguments put forward by

(4

Bernsteigure those-that relate school failure among'l wer-class children
to qualitative intellectual differences in these chil en, caused by

Adeficiencies in the culture in lich they are being raised. e culture

1
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of poverty argument, which postulates a deficient intellectual environment
fordowar7class children, has, in various forms, attracted considerable
attention. Whereas British studies of class cultura/ differences relevant
to educational opportunity have largely,focused on linguistic patterns,

studies in the United States that have utilized the conception ot a
culture of poverty have had tmportant implicatio"na for educational
research and governmedt policy. Formulated by Lewis (1966), the notion
is, as Westergaard and Resler (1975) pointed out, a variant of commonly

held stereotypes about the poor, Who are believed to be maintaining the
very conditions that consign them to failure. The alleged deficiencies
of lower-class life that are thought to have relevance for the.educational
performance of lower-cleat; children inclUde a leek of,verbaPrnteraction
between mother and child and among family members in general, a luck of
interest in-intellectual.activity for its own sake, a lack of parental

'idVolVeMent in the'schools, and i lack of.emplhasis on reading.' According
to Riessman (1962), a pragmatic intellectualism PreVail among the,'

cultural).y deprived. All\lhese deficiencies combine to lock,the lower-.
class child into a self-perpetuating cycle of educational failure and

poverty. It,is assumed.that if,the deficiencies could be corrected', the
lower-class child could be expected to improve his performance in school.

Various researchers have attempted.oto demonstrate a correlation

between social class and methods of socialization, the assumption
being that children in different socioeconociic groups'are raised differently..
Zi ler (1970) summarized many of the findings of these researchers and
described much of the material as "contradictory and too inconsistent"

(p. 93)., Zigler himself favored what he terms a deverumental approach

to social class differ.encea, an approach thax has been strongly influenced
by the work of Piaget and that is an attetapt !!.pz) understand Some of the
effects of pile sociological variable of social class membership in terms
of the psy6ological variable of iierional avelopment level" (p. 101).

The assumption is made that lower-class children are developmentally

younger than middle-class children of the same chronological age.

According to Ziglar, proponents of this developmental approach have
purposely avoided speculation concerning the causes of the developmental

differences:Petween and.lower-class children. One may question
whether the approach really contributes anything of Significance to a
discussion of.class behavioral differences. Explanations of lower-class
'behavior in'terms of a culture of poverty argument have been criticized
for leading to the formation cy a*caricature of working-class life.and
for failing to grasp the roots 'of the problems 6f poverty and educational
failure.

Drucker (1971) and others critidized thips,e who maintain that working-
class language is inadequate for conceptual development. In partitular,

Drucker opposed the view that lower-class children can onlythink in

concrete terms, that abstract cbpcepts are too difficult for them to

g
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grasp, and that working-class children's thought is,organized primarily
in terms of sensory features of the world.t, Drucker relates such attempts
to categorize working-class*language as inadequate to early stereotypes

,about the thought processes of primitive peoples. Drucker did not deny
,that lower-class'and 4par-class children often tend to give predictably
different answers to varioes test questions, but he denied that these
differences reflect "Hifferenc6s in level of conceptualizing and abstracting
aLlity, or ig. the capacity for the adaptive use of thought" (Drucker,
1971p. 42). He maintained instead that the differences reflect "an
arbitrary dichotomy which has been imposed by a particular theory and a
particular social system upon a mass of data which lends itself to many
interpretations and differentiations" (p. 42). Leeds (1971) pointed out
that the apathy, the inability to defer gratification, and the orientation
towards the presentall dharacteristics supposedlf-fOund among the
poor---may be seen as practical responses to certain social situations.
In fact, they are charactefistics shownrby most people under certain
circumstances.

Any consideration of the cultural aspects of Poverty must also take
into account the effects of the 1Ctual physical conditions of poverty.
It has #*en demonstrated by Pasamanick (1969), among others, that a
defective ,diet may affect a child's ability to respond appropriately in a.
schooi.situation. Furthermore, overcrowding and inadequate living
conditions in general will have a disadvantageous effect on the academic
performa2ce of poor children. ' However, there is a vast difference
between aiknowledging the hartful effects of lower-class living on
children's academic performance and ascribing ML.tese harmful effects
to the self-perpetuating culture of the poor.

-N

In.the United States, an accep4t-ance of the theory cultural
deprivation of lower-class children has helped to initiat compensatory
education programs such as Head Start. All of these programs associated'
with the "war on poverty".have been criticized for attemptidg to cope
4ith a massive problem by combating the culture of the poor, rather than .

by altering the fundatental arrangements of society (Valentine, 1971).
Programa' such as 'Head Start are intended to help alleviate the culture
clash experienced by lower-class children when they enter school where
the outlook and aspirations are those suppoaedly more familiar'to middle-,
class children. Studies of the effects of \the educational impact of Head
Start programs show sotewhat ambiguous results,' According to Bronfenbrenney
(Note 1), an.initial gain in performance as measured by IQ scores tends
to disappear after the first two or three years of elementary schooling.
Of course, this fact in itself does not necessarily demonstrate the
futility of compensatory, eaucation, since it could simply mean that
the compensatory program did not last long.enough. Moreover, Zigler
(1978) maintained that adherents of the "fadeout" notion have "ignoved
a relatively large and censistent body of evidencewhich indicates

1 1 7
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that the benefits of participating in a preschool intervention progfpm
'have much gteater staying power than currently popular views would
have 4s believe" (p4 72).

. 1

3. Thg third set of explanatibns for the courelation between
socioeconomic tlass position and educational attainment centers around
the theory that lower-class children receive inferior treatment from the
educational establishment, that they are more likely to have inadequately
trained teachers, to be placed ip crowded classrooms, and to thave./ess
mAhey spent on their education than are Middle-class children. Although
bollb the Coleman Report in the Upited States (1966) and the Plowden;

'IN4eport in England (1967) concluded that family background was more
decisive than school charafteristics ill determining success or fatlure
among school children, and tOus :leave suppdrt to the belief that explanations
of chool failure should be given in cultural terms, it is eonetheless
possible, as K..,,arabel and.Hdlsey (1977) have pointed out, thdt all schools
may tnhibit the academic performande of poor children. Leacock (169)
maintained that the-raaason man'y lower-class children fail to achieve in
school is that their teachers, consciously or unconsciously, project a
basically nonsupportive attitude towards them. From the observations of
pupil-teacher interaction in.city sChools; Leacock concluded/that
lower sti_tus rdlesfwere being structured for these children. According
to Leacock, the lo expectations held by teachers for lower-iclass children
create a self-fulfilling prophecy, since,children tend to perform according
to the expectations held for them.. Support for this theory of arself-
fuffillingipropbecy'came from,Rose'nthal and Jacobson (1968). the research
carried out by Rosenthapand Jacobsen involved administering a test to
500 children in an elementary school. The teachers were then informed
that a Filen number of children had been diagnosed as Ving likely to
show academic improvement durihg Ehe following year, *ten the Children
were tested at the end of the next year, it was found that the children
for whom the teachers had high wectations had in fact improved
academically, even though there had been no factual basis for the original
determination Of their duccess. Othgr researchers have also demonstrated
-the iafluence of standardized tests of intelligence and achievement an
teachers' expectations and have documented,Aalong with Leacock, that
teachers expect less of loper-class children 'thee they do of middle-class
children. Rist, (1977) suggested that research on the self-fulfilling
prophecy tA incorporated into ,the wider field of labeling theory., and,
stated that the analysis of teacher expectations produces reaults which
are similar to those found in the study.of deviance.

Although Leacock recognized that the condition of poverty itself
creates scholastic difficulties for mariy children,, she nonetheless
thought that the schools senile only to aggravate these difficulties.
Arguments similar to Leacock's have been offered by.Levy (1969) and Rist
(1973) and have'been popularized by writers such as Rohn (1967) and Itozo1
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(1966). Rist's account of teaching_ methods in a St.z, Louis school

demonstrated the complex relationship between the attitudes and behavior
of teachirs, and the class positions of.the children. What emerges from

.his account is thItTthe poorest,children'do in.fact enter school with
more limited vocabularies and general knowledge than the children'from
more affluent hada. But, according to Rist, 14t is nbt so much the
inadequacies of Ihe children but thel.indifference with which they are

arb
-1' treated that is isponsible for their poor academic performance.

Ogbu (1978) has presented an argument which may be seA io be
related to ehofte put'forward by Leacock AI Levy; even though hiS.

-;lk
theoretical trimework is different from th s. He suggested\that
performance in school is dirdctly rdlated to futTire expectations;
biack children perfatm (on the average) less well than white children m

. since thel' lack what Ogbu terms "incentive motivation." Using data from'
Great Britain, New Zealand, India, Japan, and Israel, as well as the
United States, he argues that whenever a group possesses low castf)status
and has limited job opportunities, its children will perceive the n
limitatione imOdsed upon their advancement, and will, accordingly, fail
to develop competitive skills. In order to reinforce his position, Ogbu
points out that black females in the United States, whose job opportunities\
are less limited than those of itlack males, perform better in school than
their male counterparts. It would seem that the chief differedce
between Leacock's argument and that of Ogbeu is thal the former relates
school failure to low teacher expectation, while the latter relates it to
the'students' ovin low expectations of their-future chance of success in a

2 racist society. , v

4

4. Explanations of lowerclass school failure in terms of unequal
treatment in school are often pant of a wider analysis of the educational'
system as a means of maintaining class differences. Those who hold this
view of education inaintain that as long as society remains divided along
class lines, lowerclass children must, of necessity, perform poorly in

,

school. Levy (1969) argued,that
. .

When ghetto education fails to accomplish -its

pnblic goals . . . people blame the inadequacy
df tSe education if they are liberals, and the
inferIority of the children if they are conservative.
Few educational ideologies focus on the political
tas,k of ghetto sChools. (g. xiii)

This task, according to Levy, is to fail to train their children for
middleclass life. The more the'educational system is popularly viewed
as providing a channel for social mobility, the more likely it.is,
according to this argument; that personal failure will be accepted with
resignation. It would seem that acceptance of failure as The fault of
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the individual might 114 more likelt:to occur in lowr-clasachilckFin of
the same racial or ethnic-group as, the middle and'upper classes; Ohere
racial and ethnic clistinctions serve to blur class distinctions, one
might expect that individuals in an underprivileged group-might be
less willing to blame themselves for scholastic failure, and more

, likely to blame a society that relegates those groups to a subordinate
status. But in the viewpfleriters such as Clark (1960), fhe schools by
internalizing failure help to legitimize inequality in a society which
should theoretically be equal.

0*
4

As viewed by scholars such as Bowles ind Cintis, it'is fruitless to'
attempt to analyze educational systems witilout first considering social
relations of production:. Along with Althusser, who has termed schools
"ideological state apparatuses," they regard the educational system as

N....
,serming to reproduce divis4pn of labor in a capitalist so iety. Bowles .

-X
y(1977) stated. hat lin4qualities.ini education are . . . een as part of
the evils of ca talist dociety, and likelyItto persisti s long as capitalism
survives" (p. 137 Bowlee regarded ,the separation of the worker from
control aver production and the resulting social division of labor
between the controllAS and the controlled as a crucial element In,
shaping, the role of schooling in capitalist society. Viewed in phis
light, education Is seen as a mechanism that helps to insure social
control and political stability. By determining the po'sitions of children
within the class system, education serves to legitimize the social
structure. Bowles pointed out that children from the 90th perlentile In
the class distribution (soa.al clasp being defined by the income,
occupation, and educational level of the parents) may be ex'pected

to receive aver four_and one-Jhalf more years of schooling than children
from the 10th peicentile." Moreover,"according to Bowles, those children
who remain in school (or college) longer receive'an increasingly larger
annual public'subsidy.

Bowles also argued that the social division of labor,gives rise to
distinct class subcultures, with different values, personality traits,
expectations, and chitdrearing practices, all of which affect children's
responsiveness so a.school situation. Since the social class differences
in scholastic ahievement are greater than would be accounted for by
4i ferences in fitctancial resources alone (Coleman, 1966),. Bowles (1977)
maintained that / ..

Class differences in-the total effect of schooling
are . . . due primarily.to differences in . . .

class subculture. The educational system serves
lesi to' change the results of the primary
.scpialization in the home than to ratify them
aid,render .them in adult form. The complementary
relationship between family socialization and schools

1 ')
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"- serves' to.reprOduce Patterns of class culture from
generation to generation. (p. 147)

This atgument may appear to be closely.related to those of Coleman (1966)
and of Bernatein, And to adherents of the culture of poverty theory, even
though. Bowles' basic ideological framaWork is quite different, If not
frolilBernstein's, at least from' most American proponents of-a theory of
cultural deprivation; The implications for policy are ;:ery different.
Those,who accept a culture ol poverty explanation for the school failure
of lower-class children usually believe that compensatory programs such
ai Head,Start can help to remedy the situation; Marxists such as Bowles
are more pessimistic. In his view, as long as society remains divided
.along class lines, lowerelass children must inevitably perform poorly in
slchool, and no amount of intervention, short of rearranging the economic
atructure of aociety, canghelp them to any significant degree.

In view of the fact thai inequalities of educational opportunity
and performance have been demonstrated to exist in socialist countries
'such as.the Soviet Union, it js probably' more_accurate, as Bowles
and Gintis have in fact pointed out, to relate educational inequality
to a hierarchical division of labor, which exists in the Saviet Union as
well as in capitalist countries, rather than simply to capitalism. It is
obviously a simpler matter to abolish capitalism,than it is to e iminate
a labor hierarchy.

/ Al.thOugh- the explanation of educational inequality offered by,
writers such aeBowles and Gintis is satisfying in its apparent'
comprehensiveness, on closer examination.it possesses many of the
drawbacks comma to other ewlanations of the problem. Although most
writers on the subject would acknowledge that it is possible for some
lower-clats children to achieve, and some writers will even say that the
class system needs to allow some upward mobility as a "safety valve" for
class discontent, few of the arguments presented in any way help to
explain individual successes or failures. Obviously, socioeconomic
status must be considered in conjunction.with other factors, such as
individual differences in personality and learning style. Marjoribanks
(1912)'has demonstrated that the learning environment of'the home
can affect,a child's performance on dertain mental ability scores.
He identified eight environmental forces and examined their effect
on test scores. His results show that v rbal, number, and reasoning
abilities are the most influenced'by the environmental 'forces he has
isolated, and that spatial Ability is the least.affected: It may be that

. personality characteristics that contribute to academic success in one
socioeconomic group aTe not necessarily those that would guarantee
success in an individual from another socioeconomic group. Individual
differences in verbal and cognitive style presumably interact with
socioeconomic and other facbors to affect any one individual's chances.of
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academic success or failure. A discussion of indiviaual verbal and'
cognitive styles is outside the scope of tills chapter, but it may bc
relevant to consider research that seeks tO explain the relationship
between these individual differences and class distlnctions in the
educational system. According to Witkin (1965), individuals may possess
one of two basic types of cognitive style: field-dependent and field-
ndepefulent. A field-dependent individual, Witkin maintains, is one

whose cognitive and.perceptual processes are poorly differentiated
and articulated. A field-independent individual has a greatee- ability
to abstract important. features from surrounding detail; he apparently
.also possesses a greater sense of his own separation from the outside
world and thus is better at sorting problems requiring the isolation of
essential elements. Witl(in claims that there is no significant correlation
between these two basic types e0 cognitive styles and socioeconomic,
status.

Drucker (1971) has illustrated the range of stylistic and personal.
responses that children may.demonstrate ir.lAest situations. He maintai
that these responses are associated with certain'class-bound styles.
Furthermore, he stated that in some circumstances diffeeent styles may-
"become maladaptive, and lead to functional failure for quite different
reasons" (p. 53). Drucker cited the different responses he obtained frail
children to whom he was administering a test of number conservation.
Development of the concept of conservation is generally considered to
demonstrate a'certain.level of conceptual maturity, and some researchers
have found that lower-class children tend to do less well in tests of
number conservation than do adults. Drucker, however, pointed out
that the individual, as well as the class-bound differences in childwn's.
.responses to the tests, must be considered in any interpretation of
findings based on the tests, and emphasized that conv4ttional techniques

of testing and measurement have yielded distorted impressions of ability.
es

*ft

: Lacey (1970) studied an English selective high school and attempted

to beek out the reasons why working-class boys did not,achieve as well as
middle-class boys. What is impressive about his study we's that he was
aware that socioeconomic class is only one of many variables defermining

.

.

educational su

!

cess. By contrast, school studies suCh as those by
Leatock, Levy, nd Rist appear sadly one-dimensional-. 'Lacey is concerned

IrXto discover t. factors leading not'bnly to working-class failure, but to
working-class success, and, in turn, to both success and failpre of
middle-class boys. In the school studied, cases of middle-crass high
achievers with a htikh level of parental encouragement were fairly commOn,

.

as were oases of woiking-class low achievers with a loW level of parental
encouragement. However, these cases by no means exhausted all the
possibilities, and cases of working-class high achievers Wfth low parental ,

encourageMent and of middle-class low achievers with high parental .,

encouragement also occurred though admittedly with leas frequency. Lacey
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viewed the boys and their parents as competing teams in the educational
process, with the boy "filling the role of competitor and the parents
that of cOach" (p. 125). Lacey isolated three types of resources of the
family teamspsychological, social, and cultural. Although the family"s'-
social position is only one of the factprs infltlencing Ailievement, it

not'always,be possible to isolate it from the psychological and
cultu resources of a family.

One of the cases.given by ,Lacey, that of a working-class hfrilh
0.h1ever with a'low level of parental encouragement, is interes*Ing in
4.1hat it demonstrates yet another set of factors leading to-achievement;'
-tamely, encouragement and ,support from.the teachers. In the particular
case described, the boy is able to achieve in spite of an apParently'
aisadvantaged home background and An uncooperative Lather. The support
and .encouragement from the school, combined with the boy's own high
intelligence, ability, ama psychOlogical'strength to withstand the
ambivalence between his school culture end that of his peer and neighborhood
cultures, all served to contribute to high achievement in this pdrticular
'boy's case& ;However, as Lacey pointed out, it would nbt have een.
Surprising-An fact, it would have been more usual--if the boy had joined
'the antigroup.culture within the school, to which many of the Working-class
boys were predisOosed. Ofi two occasions the boy was on the threshhold of
!aeterioration, but fortupately never'fully emb'arked on tkie path that
"Lacey outlined as "bad behavior -....;p..punishment and damaged reputation

i.1ow motivation poor. work --00-and no homework more punishment
..-..o.eventually inability to do the work" (p. I43)i a path that many of
the working-class boys fo11o4ed4.

0

In discussing the value of support and encouragement from parents,
Lacey made the point that middle-c/asi parents are able to demonstrate
their support in more affective ways nen are the working-class parents.
He cited instances,of middle-class parents exerting successful pressure
on the school to place the# son in an advanced class, demonstrating the
ability-of "articulate, ambitious, middleJ-class parents" to "manipulate
the ideology orthe school" (p. 76). In the school which Lacey.studied,
streaming (tracking) of pupils was practiced, and the parents were
concerned less with the diagnostic and pedagogic aspects of the process
than they were with its associated subcultural effects. Whereas both
working-class:and middle-class parents were likely to have fears about
the socially undesirable consequences of a boy'a being placed in a low
stream (tr'ack), the middle-class parents tended to be more aware that any
objections they had should be expressed to teachers in purely educational
terms. The working-class parents tended to be less sophisticated and to

' state apenly their, reasons for not wanting a boy to be placed in a partic-.

ular class, thus failing to convince the teffhers of the reasonableness
or of the arguments. In general there appears to have been a greater

willingness on the part of the teachers to liSten to middle-class

gpt 1.
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garents Who were able to manipulate the ideologies accepted by the
. teachers: "Their status in the gerleral social structure . . . helped to
make this manipulatfon acceptable'(p. 136)./

Instances thItt did not conform tO ihe established correlation
between academic achievement and social class, i.e., a working-class boy
from a large family succeeding in school, or an upper-middle class boy
from a smaller family failing, hi hlighted an important point, for Lacey:

TheTe is a degree of autonomy in the system of
social relations in the clasaroom Which can
transcend external factors and even differences
of intelligence.- External factOrs, such as social
class, and intelligence have to be fed through the
inte"htl system of relations withl.n the classroom.

If the possessor of advantages in the external
system fails to feed them in corredtly (some factor
in the internal system might intervene) they can be
misunderstood or even ignored. On the other hand,
positive rewards can come from skill in manipulating

4-internal relations;.they can make up for lack of
external advantages and even ihtelligence, as
measured by an IQ test. (p. 56)

Lacey htonstrIftadlhat aifferentiation and polarization occurred as

g
students mov through the school, and "the resulting pro-, and anti-school
subcultures 're also

',
linked to class differentiation" 4p. 187). By .

differentiation, Lacey meant the separation and ranking of students
according to a multiple set of Criteria that Makes up the normative,

-

academically oriented, value system of the school. It is a process whidh
1.s carried out mainly by the teachers, whereas the polarization.process
occurs within the student body itself, and includes the formation of an
antigroup culture. Students may join,puch a group because they are doing
poorly academically, and once in the group their work will, tend to
deteriorate even further. .

.1'7) ,

Lacey contrasted his model of the,school with the idea of 'the
deferred gratification pattern, which has been suggested as characteristic t

of middle-class behavior, and an absence of which may be considered to
contribute toward a culiure of poverty. Lacey found very little evidence
in the school he studied that deferred gratifization in any way determined
success. Instead, he observed students competing for a flow of short-term
gratifications and he:agreed with Rodman (1963) that the working glass
has probably internalized achievement norms similar ,to those, of the
middle claas, but, owing to their position in a stultified society, are
satisfied (and rationally so) with less actual achievement. 4

124
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(
Considerable attottion has been given here to Lacey's work because

it is one of he few studies that seeks td give more than a simplistic
account of the relationship between academic ac4evement and other .

factors. Although recognizing that, on the irhole, working-class children
do not perform as 1./ as middle-class children, Lacey provides a model
that nonetheless aAounts tor the,successful working7class child, as Weil_

as the middle-class failure. Rather than delying the importance of
class as a determinant of'educational achievement, Lacey emphaslaes
the comflexity df the relagionships among cldss, individual personality
characteristics, and the sdcial system of the school.

The complexity of factors determining educational achievement is to'

also stressed in the report of.a.study of high- and low-achieving black
low SES children that was carried out by Shipman, Boroson, Bridgeman,
Gant, and.Mikovsky (1976). TheY conc;uded.that a multiplicity of positive
and negative factors 17:ere responsible for the academic performance Of the
children studied. ','It is not a particular parent, teacher, or child's
attitude, attribute, or behavior, or a particular ,social setting, but the
cumulative effects of their. multiple interactioris" (p. 50) that determine
success,or failure, and "for different children, different clusters
of variables appear to be differentially effectivd, suggesting the
need for multidimensional assessment of individuals and their environments"
(p. 51). Shipman et al. suggested that a child's cognitive gains are
likely to be largest when there is support "in the total ecology of the
child" (p. 52). .

1,..'

Rossi (1961) has attempted to-set out determinants of achievement,
(including'socioeconomic status), that can be relat&I to differences
among students, teachers, schools, and communities. Be maintained that
the most important variable in determining educational achievement is the'
IQ of the student, since variations in IQ levels accounted for between
40% and 60% of variations in levels of achievement. Part of the remaining
variation may be attributed to other factors, such as socioeconomic
status, achievement motive, teachers' characteristics, educational
practices, and community diffeEences in academic achievement. Rossi did
not consider.the implications Own his statements about IQ of the fact
that research woUI4 establish a relationship between sqcioeconomic
.statUs and IQ. Obviously, tf differences in IQ'scores 1ay be attribnted,
to whateyer,degree, to differences in socioeconomic status, then the role
of socioeconomic status in determining achievement would be greater than
Rossi implies.

Rossi pointed out that regidnal differences within the United States
are related to differences in educational achievementl with students in
the north scoring higher than those in the south. Here again, the
socioeconomic diffei-ences between regidts may account for much of the
discrepancy between north and south.

a

V
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Sewell (1971) carried out a longitudinal study of approximately
9,000 high school students in WisConsin in order to examine inequalities
in opportunities for higher education and to establish signiicant
variables. It was demonstrated that

When ye divide one cohort into quarters ranging
from low to high ou an index based on 'a weighted
combination of our indicators of,socioeconomic
statusa we estimate that a high SES student has
almost 2.5 times as much chance as a low SES
student of continuing in some kind of post-
high séhool education. He has an almost 4:1
advantage in access.to college, a 6:1 advantage
in college graduation, and, a 9:1 advantage in
graduate or profeslional education'. (p. 795)

The above-,mentioned indicators of socioeconomic status are parental -

income, faeher's and mother's educational attainment, and father's
occupation. Each of the four socioeconomic background variables was
found to have approximately equal effiect on educational attainment, add
taken together, accounted-for 18%,of the total variance in years of
post-high school educational attainment. Although Sewell's study
demoustrated that socioeconomic 'gtatus plays an important part in

.

inequality in higher education, it also showed that its role is far from
simple and dire.. "Its effects tekid to be mediated by largely psychological
factori, Which in turn also have independent influences on the processes
of educational attainment" (Sewell, 1971, p.- 800). Included among
these social psychblogical factors are the development ,pf cognitive

44,,skills, academic performance; the influence f significant others,
and educational and occupational aspirations. ,N

D. Cohen (1972) made the similar point that

ability,and Status combined explain somewhat less
than half the actual vietriation in college attendance.

Aa in the case of curriculum placement, we must turn
to other factors--motivation, luck,,discrimination,
chance, and family encouragement or the lack of it7--
'to find likely explanations. (p. 55)

;
Cohe %-i' use of the term luck as a variable in educational achievement

is simila to Jencks's use of the term to explain a major source of
income04iequality., and has been criticized by Karabel and Halsey (1977).

The identification of unexplained variance with 'luck'
seems a peculiar one for a sociologist,.but it is a
logical resultof JenCks's decision to gather data only

12q
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about individuals. Yet as Boerdon (1974) has argued
in a review of Jencks, relationships that are
objectively indeterminate for the individual may be
anything.but random when viewed from the perspective of

1social structure. (p. 24)

An illuminating study of the factors governing academic success
among members of an underprivileged group--in this case black Americans--
was carried'out in the 1960s by R. Bond (1972), He studied the 'origins
of and ed cation received by black Ph.D.'s and-found that academic
success. s not distributed at random throug out the black population,14

but was ighly sorrelated with'the type of ea ly schooling received. The
religio ly motivated missionary scholars of the lawer south, according
to Bond, "established and sustained 4n the stUdents kr higher levels of
self-expectancy than their'accustomed milieu demanded of them" '(p. 121).
That is to say, those Children fortunate enough to live naar these
scholars did better than those who did not, and the type of schooling
received was crucial. This may seem a commonplace observation, but

- it'is one'which may need to be stressed in a climate of pessimism
about the efficacy of schooling and in View of analyses of black academic
failurevsuch as that by, Ogbu. Bondsdid pot, however, attribute success .

to supeiior schools.alone, but also tcr the intangibles of high expectancy,
.aSpiration, motivation, and attainment among teachers and in familiess
In fact, Bond's conclusionslmay be regarded as representing a synthesis
Of the views of many other.writers on'education, correcting the one-
sidedness that is often a feature of-educational writing'. Bond's
work is valuable in that he recognized the common disadvantages shared by
all black Americans, but he did not regard them as representing a solid,iundifferentiated Wave, and was sensitive the differences ehat account
for achievement, or the lack of it Mbreov r, he,demonstrated the.
necessary interdependence of familAcommunity, and school,in.producing
academic achievement add social mobility. Thus, it is neither the family
nbr the school that effectively produces a successful pattern of education,
but the two in combination as part of the total fabric of social and
educational life.

The fact that there are variables other than socioeconomic status
that determine academic achievement should surprise no one, but it ,

appears sotetimes that the recognition of these other factors leads to a
'tendency to dismiss the impprtance of class in education. Ravitch
(1978), for instance,,Ooted Featherman 'As noting that the Sewell study
found "only 18 percent of all the edusational differences in his sample
to be associated with class factors per se" '(p. 114). Leaving aside the
question of whether this is a truly,representative statement of Sewell's
findings, there are many who, woulariteestion the'use of the term "only" in
Ole quoted sentence. It Vould seem that the ideological stance of the
interpreter affects ttle degree to:Which he ascribes importance to the ,
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variab of class. For somi, it is intelerable that 18% of all educational
. differences should be associated with soCial class; for others, it is

insignificant.

If there is ote outstanding conclusion to be reached after this
somewhat cursory review of some of the literature pertaining to the
relationship between Class and educational attainment, it is that
socioeconomic Status is only one of many aiPects of human diversity that
contribute to educational achievement. It is, however, an extremely
important aapect, one which should never be dVerlooked in evaluating the,
most appropriate educational treatment for any particular individual. It
is equally clear from the literature that the exact nature of the
relationship betweem socioeconomic status and educational achievement has

.

not been fully researched, since different researchers have tended to
concentrate On one aspect of the relationship to the exclusion of others.
There has been aaendency to attribute everything to cultural deprivation,
or to poor schools, or to attitudes of teachers, or to the children's low
expectations, or simplY to the evils of a class system in general, 'All

these factors undoubtedly play a part, but their relative significance is
not clear. It is apparent that there is ample .room for further research
in this area.

In order to assess the most effective educational approach for any
given individual, it would be desirable to develop a framework within
which all the factors relevant to educational performance could 'be
included. La order to be a useful tool, 011 of the status and functional
categories included would have to'be very precise and stlarply defined.
At present, socioeconomic status is certainly not precik and sharply
defined. As the earlier part of this chapter has demonstrated, the
concept of class had different meanings for different theorists. -Moreover,
it is byPno means Clear that the usual measures used to determine socio-
economic status (father's occupation, parents' education, father's
income) do in fact adequately characte4ze status. Karabel and Halsey
(1977) cited Killer's study of a German town in which unmeasured family
residual /effects accounted for an additional 24% of the variance in the
case of occupational statuses of brothers. Karabel and Halsey remarked:;
"What this finding strongly suggests is that these are elements in family
background that though they are important in the determination of adult
status,1 are not captured by the usual techniques" (Karabel & Halsey,
p. 24).' They also pointed out that Bowles also suspected that the usual
methoda of measuring the effects of socioeconomic status systematically
underestimate. them. Bowles suggested thatf"the transmission of personality
Attributes, determinedin part by parental position in the hierarchy of
work relations, is an important coimponent of family background° (cited in
Karabel & Hals4y,1977, p. 24). The-fact that the measures of socioecondmic
statua have yet to be fully and clearly defined may or may not ancount
for difficulties in comparing class status between different ethnic
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groups. For example, Ogbu (1978) claimed that class status cannot
explain why blacks as a group do not perform as well as Whites, especially
wherekhe Ywo groups have.comparable class characteristics. But Rist
,(1973) quotedifindings by Cohen, Pettigrew,,and Riley to the effect that v.
"when controls lor.the influence of social class. were imposed, the impact
of racial differences became nearly nonexistent" (cIted in iist, 19731

J)ip. 16). This statement and Ogbu's are so.contradictory, that it is
obvious that they are not using'the same type of conceptual schemes.' If
one accepts the view that classes are emergent, and not fixed, -then the
comparison between, say, the black lower class, aria the white lower class,
becomes specious.. What then may become significant is differential
historical experience.

1 9 9
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CHAPTER 4

The Pedagbgicsl Relevance of Sex Differentiation

14ancy Bordier

Sex Differentiation_and Educational Opportunity
6

k I

Sex differences have always been the.Objecr of cUriosity ar141% at
least within some.cietles, Contention. Genetic/biological differences
between males and females, as well as ::Social differences in the roles
they play, have been used, for example, by,protagonists in what has been
termed "the war between the sexes" as evidence of the alleged. superiorily
(or inferiority) of one sex as opposed to the other.

,Recently, debate about sex differences has becode atfe acrimonious
.

than in the past. This is due,,at least in part, to changed in women's
roles within the family and in economic, political,-and social life, and.
to challenges of the traditional no,tions abont what men's roles should
bewithin the family, as well as In their relationships with women in
economic, political, and social spheres. 'As the protagonists seek.not
only to infprm but to persuade on the basis of scientific argument,
contending viewpoints abOut their social -roles bring Up basic questions

f about whether there are important sex differencesgenetically,
biologically, and'behaviorallyand Whether these differenies are
functional for individuals themselves and for .society. Most people agree
that the roles of the two-sexes have differed in the past',' but many
people are questioning whether these dififeTpnces are as'ssextensive as
popular images hold them to be. Furtheimore,'many people are questioning
whether real and apparent differences.are inevitable or desirable,
whether they will continue in the future, and, if choice exists, whethe
they should continue to exist. Can one say that sex-differentiated role

.are inevitable because,genetic/biological differences can be shown to
determine them? Ot because cultural values and soCializationprocesses
determine them? Or because genetic/biological and cultural phenomena
interact in,predetermining ways?

4.1
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Clearly, some groups and individuals tend to call attention to
differences that appear to be stable and apparently universal, especially
those differences that they wish to attribute to geneticgbiological
factors. (Set, forLexample, Tiger, 1970.) For insofar as these attributes
are valued and socially utilized in differenE.ways, individuals pOssessing
them can be ranked differently in soattal stratification systems,and can
be conferred different status and prerogatives.

Still other,groups seem equally -determined to contest rigid
characterizations of sex.dIfference4. (See-Me14, 1949/1970.) They point
to the variable contribution of both genetic/balogical and Cultural
factors in.influencing-behavior. The lack of stability and frequency in
the appearance of assertedly sex-linked traits/1S thought ta weaken
AtteMpts.to assign 'trait differences to the twO sexes. The variations
are thought to suggest greater relativity of pdrctived sex differences,
as well as greater mutability in tbese differences, through either
natural processes or deliberate intervention. .

Some groups even contend that the search for sex diffetenceeper se
is a sex-biased attempt to justify and create sex-role development and
hence limit thesdevelopmental pOtential of both sexes (Safilios-Rothschild,
1978). These groups appear eo havt'a'more fluid view of human developmental

possibilities than others, insofar as the letters' perceptions of the
future ptojects'sex-biased dpisions of labor regardless-of whether the
two sexes have opOosing, complementary, or identical roles.

In these opposing perspectives, consequently, one can see very
different images, hopes, and fears for the future. One group of
protagonists seems to be preoccupied with ascertaining whether future

.

divisions of labor should find women developink.qualities and skills so
thiti they behave more like men in the marketplace, or whether they should
continue, to be homebound and community-bound as progehitors and organizers

..oi'consumption; whether men should develop qualities and skills so that
they behave.more,like wOmen in the home and community, or whether they
should continue to be absorbed.in the-marketplace (Ross', 1976). The last
'group mentioned, however, shows little inclination to limit its vision of
ehe future to a projection of sex-biased perspectives on the past and
present.

Therefore, sex differences continue to attract attention and
contention, becapse many p'spple have a vested interest in using an
understanding of such differences to justify erosion of them through
either natural or contrived processes. This degree of partisanship does
not necessaV.lkprovide a fruitful context for scientific inpiry4 Yet
systematic eidMination of the nature of sex differences is urgently ,

.eeeded, Particularly with respect to their variability and malleability,
since it is clear that perceptions.of these differences and the extent to

1 1 7
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which they are manipulable affect the way individuals are treated.
Expectations as to what behaviors are aWropriate for each sex, as well
as what behaviors'are possible and desirabfe, affect the way individual&
develop within societal institutions. Real and imagined sex differences,
as well aa similarities, do affect individuat-and institutional management
of h4man-deve1opmental processes, and the realization of humaa potential.
A aqciety seeking to maximize human development requires as much knowledge
as possible of all.those feectors found to,affect developmental possibilities.
Sex differencea and similarities must be scientifically examined, as well
as the extent of the riations in the stability and frequency of their
appearances and their c uses--partiCularly those that are subject to
human and institutional oontrol.

The pedagogical relevancs of sex differences derives its theoretical
and practical significance.from this'framework Of analysis. Clarification
of sex differences, similarities, variations, and mutability is require&
to counteract conceptual and empirical distortions concerning sex-role
differentiation. This task is of pareicular signifieance in the context
of the argume* made by iNowing numbers of groups and individuals that
alleged sex difibrences have been used in unfounded, reotyped ways as
the basis for allocating statuses and roles among les and females
in such'a3eay as to reitrict the developmental possibilities of both
sexes, paiticularly. females. (See Fishel & Pottker; 1977.), Status'
allocations aresaid to reflect arbitrary bias, based on stereWped
notions that attribute,genetic/biological as well as culturall-acquired,
behavioral differences to males and females in such a way as tO deny
either or both full access to the statuses and opportunities that ,they
are capable of assuming. These groups and individuals allegeIthat
sex-differentiated role allocations reflect unfounded beliefs ,about
genetic/biological And culturally-induced differences as wel141 arbitrary
social practices, which act.as self-fulfilling prophecies,,channeling the
development of both males and females into stereotyped Patterns narrower
than.the full range of qualities; needs, and abilities theydmaY possess
or be capable of developing. They.claim that the develoRment of both
sexes is constricted by these expectations'insofar as they are embedded
in pervasive cultural values and structured developmental processes
-propagated by formative societal institutions, of which the shool is a
prime example.

Restriction and constriction of m,les' and females' development by
the school is evidenced by sex.differential in academic achievement and
in acces's to occupational status and opportunity% Sexual stereotyping
of school,ing outcomes is documented by 1975 data from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress. Relative equity in early school
years between the twb sexes is superseded by sex differentials in major
subject preas. Members of each sexNtend to'develOp specializations in
different areas and to outperform the opposite sex in that area. (Enwever,
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females' leads are eventually lost, and males' leads are retained.)
Though aptitude test scores of young boys and girls tenenot to show
significant sex differences, even.on tests of'mathematical reasoning and
spatial relations significant sex differentials emerge (Boocock, 1976,
Chapter 5). Males and females perform equally in mathematics, science, .

'social studies., and citizenship until the onset of adolescence. However,
by age 13, female performance in these areas begins to decline, never to
recover. In middle elementary school years, females begin to outaalieve
males in reading, writing, literature, and tests of verbal ability.
However, by age 9, their performance begins to decline until by age 26-35
they lag behind males. Sex-typing of achievement in different subject
areas precedes sex differentials in future educational opportunities. In

the nation's vocational'education programs, 712'of the 136 instructional
areas have at least 75% of.their students of one sex or the other.
"FeStales predominate in those prograMs providing preparation for the
lower-paying occupations" (Matthews & Mccune, Note 1, p. 3). Almost
one-half of the instructional areas havel9()% of one sex or the other.
Furthermore, in the past, a higher percentage of boys than girls of
equal ability tdhded to enroll in the college preparatory track of
high school. Males tend to win more merit scholarships, receiye greater
amounts of financial assisiance for, higher education, have lower grade
point av'erages than women.entering college, and complete more years of
college and postgraduate study.

In .the labor market, sex,stereotyped, constructive develo,piient kas
also been documented. AccOraIng to the 1978 Statistical Repo t of the
National Center for Educational Statistics, males tend to occupy
disproportionate numbers of blue collar jobs, compared to females, and
females a disproPortionate number of white collar jobs, compared to
males. Additional sex differentiation within occupational categori:es has
been noted, as specific jobs comprising thetidifferent categories have
been showd to be sex-typed. Accordieg to census aata, women are much
less likily than men to be in the major, high status white collar
occupational group, "Managers and administrators . . . " (Wolf-& Fligstein,
1979, p. 230.. Even in the social sector professions where women tend to
be overrepresented in proportion to their total number in comparison to
men, the occupants of the higher-level supervisory positions in these
professions tend to ov4rrepresent men, in proportion to their total
numiler. Ifi.generar, even when women have .the same educ4ziona1 and
'occupational:status, ehey are much less likely than men to be.in positiohs'
of authority.-

'These data indicate that males and females have developed dissimilar
abilitie skills, and interests that equip them inequitably to attain
accvs t4 educational and occupational opportunities and status. For
many gro ps in society, the responsibility for these diverse, and in some
spheres inequitable,.patterns of sex-role development lies withirsuch
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formative institutions as the schools. So convincing have their arguments
been that legislation such as Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972 has been passed mandating Che prohibition of arbitrary bias in the
allocation-ofoducational oiportunities to the'two sexes. The legislations
contain numerous assumptions regarding sex differences, some of which are
supported.by existing'acientific eviddnce and sqme of which have mot
begun to be explored. One of these assumption's is that existing sex
differences can be environmentally manipulated, and that...enough is known
about the nature of sex differences, including their variability, mutability,
and.milleability, as well as about educatioail processes, so that schools
can institutionally manage the developmeat of males and females in order
to.reduce and eliminate.arbitrary and individually.undesirable sex
differentiation of behaviors. Yet it is not clear that this assumption
can be supported on the basis of existing evidence. It can,be seen from,
a passing glance at the literature that.inquiry into, sex differentiation
is at a rudimentary, stage, not,tomention inquiry into the processes'for,
deliberately managing it.

Studies in biology and psychology, for example, indicate that some
scholars have tended to focus on differences distinguishing the rwo
sexes, others on'similarities linking them, and others on varifttions
within and between both sexes (Chafetz, 1978). Others focus on what
seems to be genetically determined and hence appears to exert a fairly,
stable influence; others focus on what is environmentally induced and
hence variable according to external conditions (Block, 1976). Yet
others have focused.attention on the reciprocal influence of biological

.

,functioning and environment, seeing behavior and roles aa thg variable
and highly unpredictable outcome of the interplay of both. (See, for
examplsic ,Placcoby & Jacklin, 1974, Chapters 6 and 7..)

Thus the subject ofsex differences prompts questions such as the
. following: Are there important differences? Are they,,should they, will

they be, more important than similarities in determining behavior to
justify their serving as the basis of sex-differentiated role allocation?
To what extent are differences muta le or immutable, controllable or
uncontrollable, and what capes them to be so? Since we Tufa assume
ttibre will,be those who wilr attempt to manipulate them,'partpularly in
the schoottsetting, among those diff ences that are malleablk, according
'to whose definitions of needs and desiiis will they be manipulated? How
can/will school administrative and pedagogical processes integrate and
manage these preferences into school decision-making implementations and
evaluation?

This question is particulasly significant in the context of the
schools and of the societal debate about sex-biased patterns of role
allocation. Some groups axe already seeking to use the schooll to
influence the socialization of therwo sexes so that past patterns of

A
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sex-differentiated role allocations, inside ahd outside the school, are
weakened and eliminated (Fishel & Pottker, 1977). Yet these groups .are

not necessarily in agreement about which sex, belonging to which social
class or to which racial or ethnic group, is most in need of exceptional
institutional support to attain this objeCtive, nor how the-roles to
which they are to be allocated must be redesigned to eliminate previous
bias.

For example, national and international studies showthat female
'students of equal aptitude as male students, When both are of midag- or
upper-class socioeconomic status, tend not to utilize school resources
and opportunities to the same extent as their male peers (Poignant,1973;
Purves & Levine, 1975). Subsequently, inequities in educational achievement
as well as other factors, combine to constrict access to adult roles in
economic spheres. On the other hand, it has been pointed out tha many
males, particularly 1ow4t socioeconomic status blacks,in this coun ry,
fail to develop their scholastic aptitudes as well as their black ot to

mention white) female peers, underutiliiing their educAronal opportunities
in comparison, and also constricting their access to adult roles .(Boocock,
1972).

Further divergence is app4ent with respect(-to the qualities and sex
roles that dgferent gpups thin chools should encourage males and
females to develop. Some think the schools should work to encourage
girls to take on instrumental' role attributes mote closely resembling
those thought to be characteristic o boys, Whe eas others think boys
should he encouraged to become more expressive many girls are thought
to be. (See Kaplan & Bean, 1976,, Part 1.) Othe s think that both sexes

should be encouraged to develop as f eely as possible both of these
sex-typed qualities, choosing those most compatible with their individual
needs and desires,(Greenberg, 1978). Codcretely, these diverging
ideas have been expressed in such queries as, "Should girls take more
shop, should boys take home economics, or should both,.could both, be
more individually self-determining, developing those qualities and
abilities thatamost fit their needs and desires, irrespective of the<sex
label attached to any partieular attribute or activity?"

1Males in advanced technological societies have acquired the stereotype
of tending to be independent, competitive, individualistic, dominant,
forceful, etc. Females tend to be characterized as dependent, passive,
sensitive to the needs of other, yielding, gentle, etc. Such qualities

in males' have been referred to as instrumental, whereas female qualities
have been referred to as expressive.
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These divfirging perspectives on what.the school should, not td
mention could, do to ;educe alleged sex bias are obviously part of the

,segvietal debate abotit the.roles nf the two sexes in the different spheres
of their lives, and as they relate to.each othev, These roles involve
fundamental questions of self-interest whether they are questions of
gender identity (i.e.,,the acquired feeling an individual has about .

himself/herself or others as a biological otle or.female), 'marital roles,
or the economic, political, and social roles enacted by males and females.

.1 The education of the natiop's children cannot.'.,be expected to be free
/ of these issues and controversies regarding sex differences and similarities,

and the inevitability as well as desirability of these differences, not
to mention the questions they raise with respect to social engineering

, through the schools. Furthermore, Contention about these issues is
exaggerated by the face.that these questions are being raised during a
period of economic decline, and growing job insecurity at a time of
increasing saturation of the labor market'at all levels when men and
women compete against each'other for scarce jobs opportunities. Within
the context of the'schools, disaccord regarding sex differences ip
not merely an academic quetion, but one of survival add access to the
educational opportunities thrdugh which survival skills and knowledge can
be acquired. Consequently, the educational relevance of sex differentiations
involvds not merely academic or pedagogical questions per se, but fundamental
questions of self-interest and survival, eitting individuals of the same
as well AS different sex against'each other. Issues concerning sex
differences can raise important theoretital and practical questions in
-almost every.sphere of human activity, and they-are particularly salient
to the educational enterprise. Beliefs about sex differences as they
are reflected in institutional policies, structured, and proctsses, do
seem to have'important consequences for the nurturance of human.developAntal
processes and the management of learning transactions that are fair for
both sexes. Concern asig anxiety about what differences and similarities
may exist, ot can betcreated,or eliminated through learning experiences,
are emerging as major preoccupations. At the moment, in the absence of
needed information oti which to base desired policies and programs, debate
about sex differences and similarities is pressing the school aommunit/'
to address issues of this nature and to formulate policies for dealing
with them. It is to the practical problems of policy-making and program
development affecting the socialization of the sex9 in school that th4.s

chapter is addresqed.

Its aim is to bring together, and conceptually synthesize informatiol
from-44views of the literature (for example, Safilios-Rothschild, 1978)
concerning thOse aspects of sex differentiation that have pedagogical
implications. It will explore genetic/biologic as well as cultnral
facetsiof sex differentiation that appear to influence the optimal

'utilization of educational resources and opportunities by both sexes.
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Five sections follow. The first, "Sex'Differentiatipn in Early
Childhood," examines aspects of sex differentiation that.appear in early
childhood, and from genetic/biologic as well ea cultural determinants.
The second section, "8ex Differentiation and Schooling," conceptualizes
manifestations of sex differentiation that -are aPparent in the school
setting. The third,section, "Schooling and/Sexual Stratification,"
examines the role of the school in contributing to sex differentiation,
particularly as part of larger societal stratification processes. The
fourth section, "The Learning/Teaching Transaction and Sex Differences,"
describes strategies for devising and managing sex-fair classroom practices.
The last section, "The Politics of Pedagogical Design: The Case .of Sex r

.Differences and Educational Equity," analyzes the political context
within which pedagogical issues pertaining to educational equity in
general and sex equity in particular arp currently being debated.
Current concerns about individual differences, as they relate to questions
of reducing bkas tward grdups victimized by bias and unfounded stereotypes,'
will be discussed in the context pf the pedagogical and political
implications of principles of educational equity.

Sex Differentiatiork. n Early Childhood

Biologically- and culturally-induced differences, many of which
appear to have pedagogical.tmplications, haveAbeen attributed.to the two
sexes from early childhood on. These include.psychosexual differentiation,
physical development, and motor activity, as well as cognitive'development.

This section explpres the literature describing these differences
and attempts to attribute them respectively t4 btological or cultural
influences, or to combination's of both. It also explores the extent to
which differendes do Characterize members of each'aex and differentiate
the two sexes, and the extent to which some seemingly sex-linked
characteristics may be shared by both sexes. It describes generally'the
implications these differences and gimilarities may have for equitable
tre tment of both sexes in educational settings.

Psychosexual DeOblooment

The nature and origin of behavioral differences, particularly those
associated with reproductive functions, are currently the subject of
controversy because of the implications they have for male and female
roles in procreation, and for sex-biased divisions of labor in childreariA
and providing the material requisites for family survival and well-beigg.
Those who view theae differences as biologicaliy-determined tend to.view
sex-based divisions of labor as biological.necessities, and even absolutes,
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insofar as they attribute themfto heredity factors, with their deceptively
simple genetic componentof differing chromosomes (Chafetz, 1978, Chapter 1).
Genes and.biology, as well as sex-differentiated psychosexual behavior,
are viewed as highly invariable determinants of traditional "dimorphic"
male and female sex roles in the home and marketplace Other participants
in the debate emphasize the cultural components of tra itional sex roles
in family structures (Mead, 1949/1970). They assert th t biological
differences in procreation, nurturanca, and protective capability, which
served to differentiate male and female roles into sex-typed activities,
have lost their raison d'etre in the industrial- era. Wamen are no longer
as vulnerabte nor require as much physical protsction during prevancy,
lactation, and'nurtniing of dependent children as they did in primitive'
times; nor are they continuously pregnant and caring for helpless vulnerable
children!' Furthermore, physicel.strength for most males and emales in
industrialized societies is not required for self-protection or material
sustenance and survival, either inside the home or at the job. Consequently,
they argue that female roles need not be constricted into predominantly
procreative or nurturant roles, and their spheres of activity can extend
farthee out into the community and the marketplace.

,

Similarly, advanced technological societies reduce pressure for male
` roles to conform to "biological necessity" requiring them to physically

protect vulnerable female partners and children, and act as their principal
material resource. Male sex roles cali be broadened beyond instrumental
qualities and skills to include nurturant, expreisive qualities (Lee &
Stewart, 1976).

.Thus some partisans in the debate accentuate biological determinisms
of sex role differentiation and seem to favor its perpetUation, whereas
others discount the'need for these deterministy in differentiating the
_roles of the sexes (Collins, 1972; Boals, 1974). Again, the debate is
crucial to education because of its underlying implications for sex-role
socialization and the development of distinct sex roles based on separate,
even if complementary, roles in procreation and nurturance. If distinctive
roles beyond birth are no longer biologic necessities, then decades of
attention devoted to socializing males and females to acquire distinct,
biologically-primed qualities and skills in this area may no longer be
primordial, indispensable duties of socaial institutions such as family,
school, and polity.

Diverging viewpoints on this issue arouse strong feelings on all
sides because the nature of male and female roles in the home and
marketplace are involved, and because some people feel that males and
females are fundamentally 'biologically" different not only in their
reproductive roles but in their very "essence," and that something
precious in these fundamental differences may be lost if sex role
identities are diffused, mingled, mixed-up (Goldbergi 1973; Gilder,
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1973). The sexes are considered Ves be dimorphic, "opposite," and their
roles are not to be muddled together, assimilated, or confused by seeming
cultural imperatives that deny biological necessity.

Yet-bidlogical aspects..of sex differentiation sow seeds of controversy
Oen they are erected into iron-clad arguments of biological necessity,
and into sex-dichotomous characterizations of m,ale and female psychosexual
development. The nature of biological functions and variations in these
functions manifested by both males and females, weaken attempts to polarize
them into male-female dichotomies (Money & Ehrhardt, 1972). For example,
genes mayxbe unambiguously sex dichotomous, but embryos of both sexes
start'out with the same undifferentiated anatomic genital structures. If

a male Y chromosome is present, it will cause the embryo to 'develop
testes out of its undifferentiated gonads. The testes will secrete
-hormones that block the development of the female sex organs that would
,develop if the male-hormones were not present. At the same time, iheSe
hormones cause male fetal tissues to.develop into internal,and external
male sex organs. Consequently, it can be seen an embryo possesses the
potential of developing into either sex, and Which sex it develops into
depends first on whether a male or female chromosome is present, and
second, on the production of varying adounts of.hormones. Males and
females have several hormones in common, namely, estrogen, pregesterone,
and testosterone, although in significantly different proportions. It is
interesting'that important aspects of male development depend,on the
production of hormonesthat inhibit what would otherwise be female
developmental processes.

Not only do male and female embryos time the same anatotic genital
structUres and share common hormones, but variations in the ways in which
their organisms can evolve suggest that genetic males and females may be
less distinct that previously thought. Variations can be-introduced via
opposing genetic and hormonal functions, one male and the àçher fetale,
aa in the extreme example of the hermaphrodite, leading to ned male
and female primary and secondary sex characteristics. Another 1 s rare
variation involving opposing and genetic hormonal functions is.the case :

,of genetic males who develop looking-like females becauaevas fetuses
thell bodies were insensitive to masculinizing hormones. They are nearly
always raised as girla, marry, and function as sexually normal females.
Similarly, genetic females can be fetally "androgenized"--i.e., receive
in utero abnormal amounts of masculinizing hormones, produced.by their
own bodies or introduced through the mother. These girls may develop
external male genital organs, be labelled boys at birth, and grow up as
boys. Or,iin the less extreme cases, although the data is not.conclusive,
they may show less complete masculinization and only exhibit tomboyish
behavior. Women so raised according to Money and Ehrhardt (1972), are
more likely than others to ekpress bisexual or Lesbiau feelings. Similarly,
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male fetuses who receive little masculinizing hormone might be more
likely to exhibit homosexual behavior.

Such variations in hormonally-linked physiological development
suggest that females, as a result of biological factors, may naturally
exhibit stereotypical "male" developmental patterns affecting behavior,
and males, for the same reason, may exhibit stereotypical "female"
developmental patterns'.

However, it. is_not_clear whether these intrasex'variarions, which
.can also be viewed as intersex commonalities, are due.to.biological
factors aloA or to such factors combined with cultural and environmental
influences. .girls who are "masculinized" at birth and exhibit bisexual
or Lesbian feelings and behavior may do so because of their reaction to
abnormal external genital differentiation. Endocrinologist Jennifer
Bell wrote: "It is still not established whether the emotional prOblems
of these girls are 'genetic/biologic' due to an effedt of male hormode in
brain function and differentiation, or 'socio-cultural""(Note 2).
Similarly, boys "feminized" at birth might also react to external pathology
as a function of their own unique gender identity aad socializing milieu,'
indeRendently of the biological thctors that caused the pathology.

Acknowledging these uncertainties.41n attributing such deviance's to
genetic/biologic or cultural factors, one must nevertheless recognize in
these repOrts that pf6fchosexual differentiation is not necessarily sex
dtchotomous since indpiduals of different genetic sex may undergo
similar psychosexual differentiation. Members of one'sex can undergo
developmental processes and develop c aracteristics and traits traditionally
thought to belong to the oner sex. tonsequently, the deceptively simple
description of invariable sex differerkes to genetic/biologic factors
must be rejected since these factors do not always "differentiate" the
sexes but can link them through shared developmental patterns and
characteristics. Nature and natural processes, then, furnish variations
to physiology and behavior that create cross-sex similarities in sex
differentiation.

, Genetic and biologic functions that create cross-sex differences
and similarities in. developmental patterns, whether.they are sex-convergent
or sex divergent, interact with psychosocial phenomena to create even
more complex causal patterns. An individual's psychosexual development
emerges from psychosocial as well as genetic/biologic factors. If the
latter prime certain aspects of an individual's behavior, as we have
seen, they do so in conjunction with the former, by whom they may also be
overshadowed. For example, both types of factors.influence development
of what has been labeled genderidentity, (Money & Ehrhardt, 1972),
comprising personality predispositions and expectatiops as to ap.propriate
and preferred behavior in interacting with others of same or different

1 4 q
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sex., Gender identity mediates between genetic/biologic and social
phenomena to influence individuals' behavior, thus linking biology,
culture, And social process. 'Here again it can be seen that the sex
dichotomous distinction implied by an ihdividuAl's gender or sex label as
traditionally conceived is not as clear-cut as once thought, nor ap
Apvariable through an individual's lifetime. The sex Label assigned to
aa individual at birth,.which was once,thoughte irreversible,. is
subject to the vagaries of biological function:77Ai-individual'a core
gender identity is similarly subject not only to the influence of biological
function but,also sociocultural pressures. Individuals with congruent
genetic, hormonal, and anatomic set characteristics have developed a
contrary core gender identity and rgone sex-change surgical operations
and medical treatments (Money & rhar t, 1972). Genetic/biological
males, accidentally castrated have be raised as mentally-healthy,
normatly-appearing girls., Th genetic male with mostly masculine
characteristics but with fe e breast undergoes breast remOval surgery.
It seerna clear, that mixed ge etic and ormonal morphology, as well as
variat4ons in acquired perso lity traits, preferences, and behavior
within each sex and between t two sexes, defy attempts to assign to
each sex invariable differences Certainly genetic/biologic and culturally-
induced differences exist, which, as we shall see, ,can be important to
developmental processes affecting learning and to the utilization of
educptional resources and opportunity. "Rut they are not unambiguously
sex differentiated, and the influences of sociocultural factors suggest
that they may be significantly more malleible and variable within and
between the two sexes than previouily thought.

Variability and malleability in core gender identity has interesting
pedagogical implications (which will be explored below) insofar as gender
orientation defining appropriate roles for members of like or different
sex has been found to affect not only sex-role development, but academic
motivation, achievement, and pupil roles. If core gender identity is not )
absolutely and definitively sex dichotomous in the traditional sense,.by
virtue of genetic/biologic or psychosocial necessity, the ideal role of
socializing agents, such as the school, may be lees one of arranging the
assimitiftion of stereotypical sex roles, but more one of facilitating
individualized sex role develoment without a blueprint of the outcome'.

Physical Development and Motor Activity

Aside from external anatomical genital differentiation, the most
0%0 mastriking visible difference between many es and feles is physical

size and strength. As mentioned above, sex le differentiation among
Oarents emerged in primitive.times out of\the biological division of
labor between the sexes for procreation and the contingent neleity of
providing nurturance as well as'physical protection and materia
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sustenance for the family. Subsequently, this intrafamily sexual division
of labor was reinforced and extended into other spheres by cultural
processes, resulting in increaiingly distinct sex roles. 'Biological
factors primed both males and females'for pch roles, and cultural,,
factors assured their adoption. Males., unfettered by pregnancy ana
vulrferable children, and by virtue of their protective responsibilities
and freedom of movement, developed their anatomical'possibilities to the
fullest. Although female'physidal development was also fostered by
searching for-food and assuring physical protection, females tended to
concentrate on nurturance activities and to depend on males for physical
protection and support. Continuous technological and social change
combined with intrafamilial sexual divisions of labor have increasingly
reduced the salience of female,physical strength, proweps, and independence,
even though females mature phYsically earlier than males. (In,any terms
of bone age, for example, by sex years Of age, girls on the average are
one year in advance of boys.)

The social significance of sUch differentiation, aCcording to
such sociologists as Millet (1970), lies in the fact that it contributed
to,the establishment of dominanc tructures between males and females
(Millet,. 1970). Insofar as fema a urvival and well-being depended o5
males' physical prowess and abili to control the environment, as well
as extract from it physical necess ties, the status of females can be
interpreted as a subordinate one. Biologically and culturally determined
physical dependence led to subordinate status in other spheres where
males had,greater-power to control reseurces and things of value.

Of aignificance for modern sex-role development is the fact that
long after physical prowess has receded in importance, at least in
advanced industrialized societies, the sexual division of labor tO which
it contributed--both at.home and in the marketplace--retalns its cultural
legitimacy, and the dominance/Subordinance rela nt;hip between males
and females, it is argued, continuea to be iup orted by societal agents
of sex role sockelizations such as the school.

Cultural stereotypes continue to accenteate and glorify physical
prowess on the part of males, and derivatively, confer on males dominant
status vis-4-vis females in physical as well as other social relationships.
this in surprising4n view of the'less of salience Of physical strength
and agility for family and economie life, as well as the observable
variability and malleability of these traits on the part of males and
females. Males vary greatly in their size, strength), and level and type
of motor activity. So do females. Id fact, many males are not bigger,
stronger, and more agile than all females, and not all females are
smaller, weaker, and less agile than all males. Male and female intrasex

.variations, once egain, are at variance wiph stereotypes and create
cotmonalities among some males and females that render them more similar
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to each other t'han to ttieir respective iex groups. Pedagogically, these
differences and similarities, which will Se,discussed later, render
learning/reaning transactions significantly more complex from an
institutional as well as.a classroom perspective, requiring more
individualized attention to sex-role development for males and for
females.

Again, indications are that genetic/biologic as well as psychosocial
factors have combined to produce important differences, but these differences
are less sex-linked, less constant, and less immutable than previously
thought. Yet popular images linger on a& cultural stereotypes. Males
are considered by males and females to be bigger, stronger, and more
active than females even though a significant proportion of them are not.
Evidence suggests that Ohe developmental possibilities of both sexes ar
influenced by these expectations, and tholgh no signifidlint stable,
reliable differences have been found in paysical and motor characteristics
between males and females in infancy, at the time social play begins
around 2 1/2 years of'age, the former increasingly develop their capabilities
irreversibly to exceed those of the latter. Even if males are biologically
primed.for superior physical development V adolestence, such development .

depends for fruition on culturally-acquired motivationa, expectations,
behavior, and opportunities (Tanner,.1968). Similarly, females even if
they are not biologically primed, theoretically ire not biologically so
restricted that significantly greater physical development than they
achieAl on the average is impossible. Andlyet psychological, cultural
supports that would facilitate such developments have not been available
or utilized. For example, evidence suggests that with chronelogical age
there is significant sex differentiation in physical aggressiVeness.
Females, however, do not appear to have fewer aggresaive feelings or to
be less knowledgesible about ways to express aggressiveneiet but rather to
be inhibited from expressing it by "negative socializing experience"
(Maccobv & Jacklin, 1974, p. 234)..0

'The influence of social-tultural factors is evidenced by findings
that suggest,that aggre!tpiven6ss may be related to levels of2 sex hormones
(Maccobi, & Jacklin, 197o), and that these levels are quite variable among
males and females (Bell, Note-2). Consequently, one might expeet greater
variation within each sex as a result of genetic-biologic variation than ,

these sex differentiated patterns and popular images portray.

Evidence suggests. that one'of these influences may derive from
expectations af school authorities. One study.indicates that teachers
tend to believe that boys and girls differ innately gloat, this dimension
(Safilios-Rothschild, 1978, p. 41). Indications are thal the aUlture of
the schools may foster sex.differentiation in this area, particularly in
physical educa.tiont.Where males,are attributed greater resources in time,
opportunity, money, and status lor excelling in athletics. It has not

9
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been empirically demonstratea, as a result of methodological limitations
of existing data, that males actUally do have, a greater proclivity_for
competitiveness and dominance. Icsan be conjectured, Obwever, that
early sex-role socialization conddcive to'acting out aggression and
establishing dominince relationships contribute,to the tendency of males
.to develop instrumental adukt-role attributes.. The school, insofar as it
-accommodates or facilitates learning experiences leading to sex-role
development of this nature, could be considered an agent of sex
differentiation channeling male and female development into these
stereotypical models. Some people mig0t consider this desirable,
and genetic/biologic factors, as well as psycho-social factors predispose
it, but there is little evidence to support the proebsitions that it is
necessary or inevitable, and considemkble evidence to suggest it is
arbitrary and limiting of human develdpment possibilities:

Cognitive Development

Much attention has been focused-on the possible existence of
biologically-determined sex-linked differences in cognitive development,
namely verbal and visUal-spatial ability (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974;
Sherman, 1978) :' Such differences are highly\relevant pedagogically
bedause of the tendency for males,and lemales,,to devtlop'distinct
specializations and'to follOw curricular tracks centered around subjects
related to mathematics and science versus languie arts and literature
(Matthews & McCune, Note 1). This specialization tracking is of consequence
for further educational and occupational achievement aae opportunity, so
that it may be construed as a factor limiting the developmental potential

. of both sexes. Should genetic/biological determinisms underlie such sex
diffe iation, it would be less difficult to prove these limitatfons
arb ra y d malleable.

-A recent s thesis of the literature (Sherman, 1978) concludes that
verbal skill may be sex-preferred for more females than\males. I

iuggest that this sex preference is likely to be asociated With accelerated
maturation of females, as compared with boys, with its resultant verbal
precositY stemming from left-hemisphe;e versus right hemisphere preference.
However, Sherman characterizes these sex-related differences in cognition '

as "trivial and fragile." The development by many females of left-hemisphere
preference, if At is a result of early maturation, may predispose them to
reinforce this preference, bUt it does.not mean the right hemisphere does
not or cannot develop. As for males, if later development predisposes.
Many of them to right-hemisphere preference, thus facilitating.the
development of yisual-spatial skills, the underlying biological and
social causes do not per se automatically preclude development of the
hpmisphere not preferud. Biology in this instance, even if it does

/'-- priie sex-differentiated cognitive development in early Childhood, does

1
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not make its perpetuatiOn.tr aOtentuation inevitable--unless, of course,
-it is cOmpounded by sdciotultural influences reinforcing it. The cognitive
functions biologically-elicited must be socially-learned and reinforced
in order to be behaviorally expressed. Theoretically, such influences
can introduce a wide range of variations, and this seems.to be the case
with reapect to verbal and vistial7spatial abilities. Verbal skill may be,
sex-preferred for more females than males,-but that also means that many
females and males may resemble each other more by sharing superior verbal
abilities or visual spatial abilities than many members of their awn sex

Mhether or not they come to recognize these Shared traits, feel
Akomfortable with them, and Make deliberate decisions ai to how they want
them to develop will depend very much on their schooling. Depending
on whether pedagogical practice "teaches to sex," in terms of stereotypes
of ttieir spiecial inclinations or disinclinations, or "teaches to strength"

iar "teaches to weakness," sex differentiation will be heightened or
weakened, and individual autodetermination affirmed or denied; Neither.
bioLgsical nor psychosocial,necessity can be invoked as a'blue print of
desirable or feasible outcomes. '1

-0
Implicatigns

This settion has sio

_induced aspects of sex dif
psychosexual, physical, and
has been suggested that even

, 'ft

destribed genetic/biologic and culturally
entiation, Eipparent from early childhood in
tor, as well as cognitive development. It

where genetic/biologic factors contribute
to sex-linked differences, th y are not constant among all members,of
that sex but.rather variable. Furthermore, traits that are sex-linked
are not:thereby sex.6exclusive or they can be found among members of the
other sex as well, even .if amo smaller proportion of its members. In

addition, trait,differences ffom ndiyidual to individual tend to be
rather small. .Conselquently, differences that exist at eatly Oildhood

_appear too small to lend themselves to signiAicantly differentiated
.patterns of development in the areas describe0, either within each sex or
between the sexes, unless reinfprced and accentuated by sociocultural
.processes. Pedagogically, these differences appear too significant.per
se to limit developmental_possibilities, unless reinforced 'and accentuated
by external influences.

And yet, small differences emerging in early childhood become part
of ,an obvtons pattern of increasing sex differentiation of behavior and
achievement.within the school, even though these trait differences have
not been shown to.have any educationally significant or limiting effect.
There is noth'ing to indicate thai psychosexual, physical-motor, or
cognitive differences, Whether they are genetic/biologic or cultural in
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origin, should significantly affect ability to learn.' The differences
are not so large as to greatly handicap or.favor school performance for
the majority df school children. Even were it pessible, fvom a scientific
point of view, to establish coddlusively that some traits are invariably
more characteristic of one sex thdh the other as a result of genetic/biologic
reasons, it may be questioned whether such a finding should be of great .

import for schooling. Educational practice would not be much furthered;
since there would still remain the thorny problems of deciding whether
and how the school should and could reinforce, merely accommodate, or*
attempt to mollify the differences manifest among students. Principles
of educational equity would allow that -optiMizing every individual's
potential for developient, according to his/her needs and desires, make
sex-linked traits relevant merely to the diagnosis, of instructional
needs, rather than indicative of the end states to'be attained.

In contrast to ,this perspective, a more traditional view would hold-i
that, above all, the school should enCourage the realization of the
greatest natural potential, and that superior performance should elicitiO
greater educational resources and opportunity than less impress14ve
accomplishment. This viewpoint,.however, competes with an appnoach based
upon pr,inciples of equity-, insofar as-it would accord priority.in the
allocation of opportunity to those most likely to succeedrtn developing a
certain tralit in'contrast to those most in need of developing that trait.
Which of these.alternatives is chosen will depend on the valve preferences'
of the.decision makers and on the extent to which inforMation about sex
differences iS,used ,as pedagogical information.to guide the design of
effective.iastructional treatments, rather than as justification for
withholdingeducational.resources, or sex-biasing their allocation.

,Consequently, even in the unlikely event that highly invariable sex
differe4ces should be ultimate_ly identified, it is not clear,that the
resultS would or should provide any kind,of blueprint showing the schools
how, to maximize allocation of their resources in a trade-off between'the'
sexes. It would seem more fruitful for.pedagogical and institutional
management to identify differences that have' been found,to exist, as well
as all the resources _that may be brought to bear to optimize the potential
of children of both sexes to develop those traits and capabilities that .

their individual needs aria desires require, regardless of die extent to
' which they may or may not manifest certain traits.

In this light, the pedagogical relevance of genetic-biologic factors
associated with sex differentiation is thought to lie in identifying what
intra- and intersex differences there are, and how they manifest themselves
in the school setting, what manipulable factors affect them, and what
role the school has played ind can play in responding to t'hem in such a
way that they do,not act as self-fulfilling prophecies that channel and

, limit the developmental potential of eith,r, sex. The implications of

Mao
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such an equity approach will be discussed in-sections that follow. In

anticipation of that discussion, the following sections synthesize
literature that contributes to conceptualizing how sex differentiation in
the areas of development already discussed is manifest La the school
setting via student roles, peer interactions, and student-institution
'interactions. Row student-introduced sex differentiation interacts with
school factors. such as teacher expectaton, administrative structure,

'

institutional policies and programs to affect student development is
discussed in the following section.

Sax Differentiation and Schooling

The biglurgically and culturally-induced differences described above
that characterize both sexes from early childhood continue to evolve_in
the school setting in function not only of genetic-biologic factors but
of cultural influences surieyed by arimary and secondary groups such as
family and peers. Sex-differentiated developthent and learning increase
with chronological age under the combined effect of influences external
and internal to the school. Intraschool transaetions thus reflect
Octernal,fnfluences, whose impact is felt prior to and during formal
schooling, 'as well as influences proper to the school (a9d the institutions
that influence the school) that interact and reinforce externally-induced
differentiations.

Although what follows is not intended to be a methodelogical analysis,
it should be noted that it has been obtained from school children
representative of only a few of the many social groups to which distinct
school populations belong, that Is, primarily white, middle-class students.
Consequently, it offers little guidance ab to the variations\in sex-role
differentiation that.may characterize school children from differing
social classes, or different ethnic or cultural backgrounds. Preliminary.
evidence (Lee; Note 3; Reid, Note 4), indicating different cultural
values and behavior characterizing some lower- and middle-class ethnic
minority group females and males as compared with "majority" group
females and males, suggests that similar variations.may be found in the
behavior of the two Sexes of these groups in ethicationale9iilieus.
Existing evidence is, therefare, not only incomplete butlimisleadAng,
for it fails to capture all the possible intrasex and intersex variations,.
some of which will be described below, that may differ according to
social class, and ethnic/racial and cultural,. groUp membership.

Student Sex Role

Sex differences evident in early childhood in core gender identity,
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and in physical and cognitive development appear to be consonant with
increasing sex differentiation of student roles. As described'above,
distinct ma,le/female procreation roles can be interpreted as having lent
themselves to the acquisition of distinct values, aspirations, and
interactive styles on the part of both sexes; including relationships
characterized, at least in part, as male-dominant and female-subordinate
in parental as well as social, economic, and political roles.

Conceprually,*need-dispositions arising out .qf sex-differentiated
core gender identities, based on sexual divisions of labor and reinforced
by sex-differentiated physical and cognitive development, contribute to
sex differentiated student roles. In these, the role attributes of both
sexes are increasingly sex-stereotyped and sex-restricted, and the
options, educational and otherwise, of each sex role are constricted by
the increasing exclusiveness of eadh others' roles.

In terms of personal qualities, .one interpietation that can be
advanCed on the.basii of the work of Parsons and Bales (1955); Millett,
$1970); and.Block (1973) is that male/female power.differentials in
procreative roles are reflected in diVerging characteristics, classically
dichotomized as instrumental versus expressive, Which begin to develop
early in life based on socialization experiences reflecting sexual
dtvisions'of labor.within the family. Research has found that as much as
one-third of a given (adult) poPulation of males and females are
significantly sex-typed (according to their oun'classification along
'these dimensions). (See Bem, 19764) Furthermore, it has been found that
parents act similarly to foster instrumental qualities in boys and
-expressive qualities in girls (Block, 1973). In partiCular, fathers were
found to be more crucial Agents in fostering this sex typing than mothers.
This fact raises the issue of whether males may not haVe a greater stake
in maintaining sex-differentiation that favors the aecendancy of their
own sex.

In terns of actual behavior, children sex differentiate the content
of their awn and others roles beginning at age two, learning nOt only
the psychological Characteristics but appropriate behavior patterns
required of the t o sexes (Fagot & Patterson, 1969; Emmerick, 1973;
Maccoby & Jacklin 1974). Soon thereafter both boys and girls come to
value the two sexek differently, and to develop distinct sex roles with
power differentials their relationships, manifest in the school
setting in peer interaction and, evidence suggests, increasing measured
aptitude and achievement,' differences.

It is difficult at this point to conceptualize how core gender
identity, personality need-dispositions (such as inaprumental or expressive
orientations) sex roles, and pupil roles may interact, but there are
indications as to how they are linked. In terms of core gender identity,



boys and girls tend to differentiate content and form of expected qualities
and behaviors, to evaluate the two sexes differently (both sexes developing .

a more positive opinion of boys and an increasingly negative image,of
girls, tncluding favoring being male over being female), to attribute more
power to male than to female roles, and tO develop different aspirations and
achievement patterns (Looft, 1971; Papalia & Tannent, 1975).

In terms of physical development and motor activity, the emergence
of stronger tendencies among males than females to engage in.physical
aggression is curious. evidence that females have sex-linked higher

.survival rates at'birth, for genetic reasons, tend to be physically more .

robust during early months, do not exhibit different activity levels
throush two years of age, and develop fastethan boys physically in early
childhood (Maceoby & Jacklin, .1974),is provocative. Yet sex differences
clearly emerge in aggression at the time of social play and during early

N

primary school years (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). These differences are
.significant Lnsofar as.it may be hypothesized that.they contxtbute to the
establishment of male-female dominance/subordinance structures, based on
physical strength and willingness tei use it. Little attention has been
given to the.possibility that.physically-based dominance structures in
early grade school may result in sex-role,differentiations that produce
intersex-inequalities. La power.distribution, in the ability to influence
and control others, and in the utiitzation of learning resources and
opportunities.

Yet physicallbased dominance structures amc; primates would
suggest that their existence be exploredAs a source of accentuated sex-
role differentiation in the classroom (despite the contrary impression
provided by contemporary norms that portray strength as having been
superseded by other criteria such as knowledge, inter-personal skills,
etc.) (Tanner, 1.961)6

Taken by itself, aggressiveness among young males is a cause for
concern because ofikts sex linkage, which biological factors alone do not
appear to justify. Two issues are being raised here. One.is that the'
intrasex and intersex variability of physical size, strength, and activity
fails to maintain itself, and one sex takes far greater advantage of its
developmental potential than the other. The second is that sex-
differentiated physical dominance structures may undetlie other dominance
.structures established on the basis of other criteria. As will be
discussed below, the role of the school would be to manage student
interactions so that (a) potential and actual variations in physical
development are unfettered by culwural stereptypes and can evolve,
according to individual needs and preferences; and (b) physical differences
do not allow individuals of either sex to limit by social means the
developmental potential of any persons.
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First, one must ask in what way could sex-typed physical dominance
structures express but also reinforce sex role differentiation? As has

,been indicated, little evidence is available. Yet, on the basis of
personal observations of children, I have noted the influence that
latent, not to mention manifest, threats of physical aggression have on .

peer group relations in preschool as well as kindergarten and first and
second grades. Peer subcultures often include childrenTarticularly,
males--of'superior phydical prowess as integral, if not central, status
figures. Playground societ interactions, for example', are often organized
around the stronger and consist,of continuing competition to publicly
determine and proclaim the strongeOt and most agile.. Although other
criteria weigh into the social equation of status determination, physical
prowess is often central.

, What is interesting is Oat it is most frequently males who came to
the fore even though many ,feale1 would have the physical potential to
compete. Yet if one watches the '.layground, girls tend to withdraw from
rough and tumble play and cluster together in one-to-one'small group
relationships.. In the'cIassroom, many boys continue to attract attention
to their physical activities--and even if empirical evidence does not
substantiate sex differences in activity--boysy girls, and teachers tend
to perceive boys as being.more active physically, and as a group more.
likely to prove disruptive.

Within the classroom, peer interactions reflect further sex
differentiation. Members of both sexes tend to select same-sex friends,
Which would reflect a natural bonding procees,'but as a sex-segregative
phenomenon the process may also function as part of drawing up sides and
accentuating sex diferentiations. Same-six peers and groupings have been
observed to function within the classrootWith inquisitional-perseverance
in enforcing traditional sex role norms on the part of the children of
the same and different sex (Fagot & Patterson, 1969). Girls scold boys
for their disruptive, disobedient activities, reflecting internalization
of normative institutional sanctions, and boys tease girls for beinp
goodie-goodies and teachers' pets. Both sexes surveil peers of the same
sex for sex-deviant behavior. Evidence to be discussed in the next
sections suggests that.imposition of sex-role norms is heightened by .

traditional classroom structures and pedagogical practices, which pit
boys and girls against each other and accentuate sex differences in
behavior. In highly-structured settings, boys are more rambunctious
physically, girls more restrained, obedient, and less likely to engage in
activities traditionally reserved to the other sex. Yet these institutional
pressures appear more to respond to, and reinforce preexisting sex
differences than to create them.

Sex differentiations have been found to extend to objects and
subject areas (Levy, 1972). Itns such as blackboards and erasers

A
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have been given a'gender label by malei and females, who 'tend tt concur
in their sex classification. Academic subjects such as reading have also
been perceived as feminine. Such classifications may be significant
because they may,not,only, reflect differentiation that males and females
make but show the extent to which, and the v rAety of, the mechanisms by
which the institutions foster differenbiatio . Members of each sex might
be discouraged from engaging in behaviors an activities that are -cross-
sex labeled, limiting the diversity.of quali ies, skills, and knowledge
acquired in school.

11/4 'The most serious area in which such an occurrence is suggested by
P

the data is in the area of cognitive development.and academic achievement.
Divergent sex and studeint roles are certainly,of pedagogical concern
insofar as individual, qualities and selfdetermifiation are limited by
socialization prócesseg. Sex-based divergencies and 'limitations in,
cognitive development and achievement would ,be of equally serious import,
especially Ph the absence of inelectable.genetic-biologic determinism,
and if associated with'culturally-induced differentials in self-concept
and aspiration.

There is evidence that sex-role differentiation in the school
is linked to sex differences in cognitive development and academic

performance--via,sex differences in aspiration and motivation, and in
conception of approprlate gender roles. Relative'equity in early school
years in Measureiments of aptitude arid of academic achievement in major
subject areas ig superseded by signtficant sex differentialg in subject-
matter performande it later.years. Members of each sex tend to develop
specializations in different areas and to outperform the opposite sex in
that area--although girls tend to improve throughout school (Boocock,
1972).

According to Kohlberg (1966, p. 338), aptitude testscores of young
boys and girls tend not to show significant sex,differences; even on
tests of mathematical reasoning and spatial relhtions (Boocock, 1972,
p. 82). Test scores also indicate that there is substantial overlap
betWeen the distribution of scores for the two sexes, superior.or highly
developed ability (and presumably this holds true for low ability as
well) being about equally'distributed among boys and girls, such as
geterally tends to be the case with most trait measures.

However, different test scores emerge for males and females with

01 respect to aptitude and specific skill areas as they grow older. Males
tend to do better than females on mathematical reasoning and perception
of visual-spatial relationships. By middle elementary grades, females
will tend to do better than males on tests of verbal fluency; yet they
will lbse their lead permanently later on.
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Obter puberty, the overall academic performance of females, previously
superior to that of males, drops oft, never to recover. In Major subject
areas, whereas girls tend to out-achieve boys in reading tests of verbal
fluency in:the early years, boys tend to catch up even,in this area. In
mathematics and science'achievement from elementary school on, boys take
a significant lead and girls never catch up. It has been shown that more
boys than girls tend to enr011 in the college preparatory track of high
school, that they tend to do better on college entrance examinations, win
more merit scholarships, and,go on to complete more years of college and
'postgraduate study (although in the mid-1970's, college enrollments
shifted so that more than half were females.)

Of particular interest is ihe relationship between core,gender
identity, aspiration, and achievepent. First, females as well as
males express instrumental orientations and needs for achievement.
However, iE has been found that females Whose core gender identity
comprises the expectation that they will not be attractive to males if
they compete with them to actclye (Safilios-Rothschild, Part 4, p. Al),
tend to be less successful s olastically than fem4es who,reject this
stereOtype. Furthermore, studies show that if aptitude is held constant,
males tend to have greater expectations of success than females, and
correlltively, to be higher achievers. Females with lower expectations
of success also tend to be less successful. Consequently, between
aptitude, aspirations, and achievement, core gender identity prescriptions
of appropriate male/female relatitonships may be an ifitervening variable,
depressing achievement for females.

To complicUte matters further, sex differences of this nature have
been found tO.interact with cultural values of different ethnic groups
LBoocock, 1972). Intersex differences in aspirations within the same
ethnic group have been found, an4 members of one sex in the.t group had
aspirations more similar to those members of other ethnic groups. In
this case, while statistically, on the average, whites of both sexes were
more likely than blacks of both sexes to aspire to attend college in the
9th grade. (interethnic differences),, controlling for sex showed that this
difference existed only for black males, who had a lower aspiration than
"ther white males and Omales or black females (Boocock, 1972, p. 91).
However, in actual practice, whenscicial c1ass,-is added tO ethnitity and
sex, evidente suggests that low socioeconomic status male students in
general, versus black males in particular, are more likely tp attend
college than lpw-se-Cieeeeneele-e-te*tte-temales. If one weie to focus on
Hispanic maleS and females, who tend on-theaverage to have even lower
high school completion rates than blacks, ont might find that they have
even lower aspirations than other Cow,SES males anlrfemales. This adds
even greater variation to the'differential patterns that haVe already
emerged.

,)

%
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In summary, sex differences in core gender identity, physical
development, and cognitive development that are apparent in early
childhood are consonant with increasing sex differentiation of student
roles. Sex differences injself-concept, aggressive behavior, and measured
aptitudes and educational attainment emerge. Roth genetic-biologic and
culturaLfactors underlie this .differentiation. However, little'evidence
has been found to suggest that the genetic/biologic induced differences
are large enough or appear with enough stability within each sqg to
justify per de the degree of sex-differentiation of student roles observed
in the school setting. This section has diseussed ways in which these
student-introduced phenomena are manifest in the'school, particularly
with respect to peer interactons. Thg next section explores the ways in
which the school as Isn institution respnds to these differences and has
been seen to reinforce them as an agent of _larger societal stratification
processes.

Schooling_and Sexual Stratification

Because of genetthbiologic as weall as cultural factors, Atudents
enter school with sex/:differentiated traits and Predispositiona. Chronological
age amplifies these traits and predispoattlons: As indica4ed in the last
section, there is little evidence to suggest .that genetic/biologic
influences alone are strong enoughip_create the sex-differenZiated
patterns of physicel4 social, or cognitive development that evolve in the
school or of powep-, status-, and achievement-differentials that emerge.
It alio appears that cultural factors, including primary and secondary
socializing influences of the family (especially parents and siblings),
peers, and,social milieus we5igh more heavily than genetic/biologic
factors as sources of sex differentiation within the school.

This section describes the role of the laihool in dealing with the
sex-differentiation attitudes that students bring witth them. It suggests
that students themselveb elicit a sex-differentiated response pedagogically
and institutionally, and that the school, as an agent of societal
stratification processes, reinforces and accentuates patterns of
differentiation at the classroom and institutional levels (6aario,
Jacklin, 6, Tittle, 1973). These processes utilize sex As h significant
criterion for the differential aliocation of such resources as knowledge,
skill, status, and opportunity.

Pedagogy and Sex -Differentiation

Evidence indicates that many teachers, male and female, tend to
behave similarly ih treating students of each sex differently. This
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happens because children of each sek tend to behave differently
teachers and elicipetifferent responses, dad because teacher emselires
have different expectations for each sex (Safilios-Rothschild, Part 2).
For example, it has been found that many teachees tend to believe that
boys are innately more active than girls, and that girls are innately
more obedient than boys. Some teachers believe one sex is better suited
to some subject matters than'the other. Spme teachers believe that girls
will tend to do better in reading than boys, although some (though fewer
in this country thah abroad) believe that boys will do,better in that
area (Kincaide, Note 5). ' Teachers' expectations regarding achievement
have been shown to be borne out: females will do better with teachers who
expect them to, and males will do the same or better where teachers
expect from them the same or better performance (Palardy, 1969). Student
fpectations can independently, elicit a sex-typed.response from the
teacher, and teacher expectatiOns can independently affect student
expectations and betiavior. Xhis influence will be particularly strong if
student and teacher sex-differentiated expectations are congruent.

Another'example of sex-linked, student-teacher interaction patterns
can be found in the allocation of such a resource as teacher time and
attention (Fowlkes, Note 6; Lee & Gropper, 1974). In the early grades,
for example, it .has been found that boys and girls do not receive the
saie kind of teacher #ttention, and that boys are,favored with the most
attention, evaluatiodally positive and negative (Brophy & Good, 1974).
Te&Chers tend to be more aware of.boys in general, both with rdspect tO
whether boys are satisfied or dissatisfied, or whether they conform or do
not conform to rules. Girls tend to receive less attention for any kind
of behavior, and their teachers seem to be less aware of their satisfactions
and dissatisfactions. Boys with reading problems are much more likely to
be referred for remedial help than girls who also have reading problems
(Kincaide, Note 5)., One may argue that the label of reading difficulties
is mit an undixed blessing, but it does tend to provide pupils to whom it
is attached with more attention and certainly more resources in terms of
teacher skills and teaching time. Lack of congruence between 'what has
been referred to as bpys' gender role and pupil role, in this case;
procures theM greater resources, even at the price of "negative strokes."
However, congruence between girls' gender role and pupil role, in terms
of norms of passiVity and unobtrusiveness, deters them from reeeiving an
equitable share of resources of skill, time, commitment an'd concern, and
mon9q. r

Teachers' sex-differentiated expectations regarding activity levels;
subject-matter competenceas well as preoccupation with classroom
behavior seem to involve a finely graded status hiera.rchy, encompassing
not only sex but Social class, race, and ethnicity. A number of studies
disclose a stable pattern of inequality in teacher expectation, attention,
ill,reinforcement, that grosso modo can be summarized as.bestowing th

\ ,
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lion's share of favor to, in descendinorder (1) white, middle-claSs,
high-achieving boys, (2) white, middle-class, high-achieving girls, (3)
lower middle-class, "minority," low-achieving girls, atd (4) lower '
middle-class, minority grdup low-achieving males (Safilios-Rothschild,
Part 4, 1978). It can be argued that these patterns merely show
that teachers respond to already existing sex differences in student
expectations and performance potential. It would be legitimate to ask,
in the context of educational equity and principles of sex-neutral
pedagogy, whether a sex-differentiated 'respotse is fair, inescapable, or
defensible. If students are conscious or unconscious subjects and objects-
of sex-differentiated socializ on processes, can tetchers consciously
Or unconsciously do 1 f they are to promote principles of-educational
equity and sex neutrrUlity in the allocatiOn of resources?

The Administrative Structure aneSex Differentiations

Since there is evidence to suggest that both male and female teachers
are alike in treating Mele and female students differently (Sifilios-
Rothschild, 1978), one is.drawn'to examine.the administrative struCture
as it may purvey.to and through male andf-. le teachers norms that sex-
differentiates the treatmerq of male and f-. le students. An institution
that acts effectively to transmit through-both sexes the sans normS
sex-differentiating treatment arouses curiosity because it reflects
findings of the large amount of literature dealing-with family sex-role
socialization of young children (Block, 1973, Note 7;..Emmerick, 1973).
Both parentA have bean foudd to behave similarly in treatini sons and
daughters differently. Fathers have been found to have a greater tendency.
to reinforce more Strongly than mothers sex-stereotypeA roles for both
sexes, particularly in fostering expressive-communal qualities of docility
and dependency in daughters, and intrumental-agentic qualities of ingenuity
and independence in boys.

It iS well known that men dominate numerically the upper-level
positions of authority structures in school systems, particularly the
administrative roles of superintendent, principal, and supervisor,
and that women are,subordinate to them in lower echelon positions
(Sexton, 1970). Analogously, male/female-dominance/subordinance structures
in'school systems wOuld present to students of boih sexella homogeneous
set. of role models much as in familial sexual divisions of labor. These
structures convey, sex-differentiated instrumental versus expressive
norms, and imply.lthat dominant statuses are reserved for males, and
subordinate for females. Little research has been conducted to show how
children perceive ttie sex/gender label of authority position and how they
may be influenced by it. Even in'Political science, where considerable
work in political socialization has been done, this is true. Yet one can
understand tWat until recently it might not occur"to researchers to ask

(
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whether children attached a male or female sex label to governmental
authorities. Similarly, in education, little work has been done to

,ascertain how children perceive the sex label of school authorities and
how male-dominated authority structures may influenCe their development.
A numher of hypotheses can be advanced. For example, comparisons of male
versus female administrators have found that women administrators place
greater emphasis than males on "expressive"..objectivis such as concern .

with individmal differences among pupils, the social and emotional
development -ak pupils, and deviant pupils (Gross Es Trask, 1976).
Furthermore, professiona .,grfo mance and pupils' learning were found to
be higher on the averag in the schools administered by women. There are
'studies that suggest that male-dominated authority structures.may bring a
different role orientation to schools than female-dominated adthority,
structures (Tucker & Gideonie, 1977). It is, not proposed here that
either sex should dominate the schools or promote one or'another type of

.

influence, but this evidence raises the queation of Whether male-daminated
school authority *tructures purvey a sex-neutral image of authority and
foster diversified sex-role development. Clearly, not all males or all
females bring to administrative positions homogeneous sex-typed orientations,
skills, or abilities. Nor is it being suggested here that they should,
contrary to current debate in which opposing.schoolsif thought urge
either that females should acquire stereotypical male qualities, or males

..
stereotypical female qualities: .

Thus, thepe is preliminary evidence that each sex may haire among its
members individuals who display sex-distinctive interactive styles..
These patterns should be explored to establish how, characteristic they
are. If, for example, one seLexclusively dominates educational authority
positions, it needs to be determined whether the diversity of sex-role-
models and the potential of these models to foster diversified sex-role
development throUghout the institutions is being limited. Limitationa in
institutional capability to foster diversified sex-role development might
consequently be interpreted as prejudicial to equitable treatment of
students of both sexes since each would .be limited td imitating or
replicating existing sex-typed models, despite the fact that their
individual developmental needs and preferences may call for qualities and
skills traditionally reserved to the ()Cher sex.

Male-dominated, sex homogeneous administrative authority qructures
may convey to atudents'the expectation. that males, rather than females,
occupy dominant positions. Male students are thus pressured into adopting
specific leadership objegtives and styles, and female aspirations are
thereby limited to subordinate positions and styles. These sex-typed
role models would con40bute to the anxieties that males have been found
to possess as a result of societal pressures for achievement ((omarovsky,
1973) and at the same time wock depress female achievement motivation.
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That school authority structures may actually foster sek-typed role
models is suggested by evidence'mentioned above that scho 1 institutional
norus may foster on the part of both male and female teach rs similar
sex-differentiated expectations and behaviors towards stud tso and that
they seem to be consonant with emerging'distinctive sex-rolà definitions
of male and female students. Obviously, school administrati e and
teaching.personnel do not so much create these.biases as shar them with
socializing institutions, such as family and social milieus t t have
already generated the processes in the students: Yet student kex differences
shonld not be attributed so largely to these primary socializin influences
on personality development that they are regarded merely aa psyc olo ical,

* interpersonal phenomena unrelated to broader macro-institutional for es
(Lee & Cropper, 1974).

The Politics of Student Sex-Role Development

Student sex-role,development, it is suggested, should be viewed in a
larger context of' institutionally designed And managed stratificational
processes that allocate students to specific hierarchically-organized
statusep congruent with the stratification systems of the schools and the
larger'society.

This view of sex-role development contrasts with a currentl but more
traditional, view that regaids student sex differentiation as eianating
primarily from different psychological need dispositions that characterize 4
each sex at the onset of schooling (Lee & Kedar-Voivodas, 1977). Males
are seen as naturally more active, enterprising, and contesting school
authority, arid feMales are seen as more docile, dependent, and obedient

-to school norms and authority structures. According-lo such interpretations,
although the school accommodates these differences, each sex increases
its distinctiveness within the educational arena primarily as a function
of time.

That the school 'plays a more active instrumental role isouggested
by evidence showing that its own structure may foster divergent sex-role
development, even to the extent of contributing to sex-role conflict
'between boys and girls. For example, it has been found thai not only do
boys 44d girls develnp differently in the school, but their differenx
develofment,is a cause of anxiety and strain in same-tex and different-
sex peer interactions, contributing to increasinglg exclusive sex roles
(Safilios-RothsChild, 1978, Part 2).

For example, male gender role development is said to be incongruent
with inatitutional expectations for the male pupil role.. The problem is
portrayed i? involving the-lack of congruence between male pupil role in
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the primary grades, which the authority structure would wish to be
obedient, passive, and accepting the school norms, and the male student's
gender role, which essentially 4.nvo1ves striving for independence,
individualpm, mastery, and achievement. Primary school females, on the
other hand, socialized outside the school to obedience and passivity, find
greater congruence between gender role and pupil role. In the early
school.years,.boys disturb the school's efforts to gain control. Girls,
via previRus socialization, respond positively to'school control mechanisms,

-thereby heilping to maintain them. These sex-divergent responses to
institutional norms ereate tensions between maleand female students of
grade school age and reAlrce sex-role distinctiveness. However, in
later years, according to this argument, as schooling channels individualism
into structured competition within the school and between,schools, boys'
gender role and pupp role become more Congruent, with sociAal goals of
economic and,..prolvitical socialization into aggressive, competitive
indivOuali4m. At this stage, ow the other hand, females succumb to
sex-role definitions that Olace greater importance on submissiVe attitudes
and)noncompetitive behavior,.at least with.males. Consequently, females
find that their adolescent pupil role conflicts with their.gender role,
and accordingly de-emphasize the'achievement requirements of the former
(Safilios-RotAschild, 1978, Part 4). Academic competitiveness is portrayed
As incompqiblis with harmonious male/feMale relationships and the attraction
of a spouse. ,Sex-role conflict at this seuge tends o be resolved by
female de-emphasis of instrutental (4ientations, depressing their
aspirations, achievement, utilization of educattional opportunity, and

ft
status, in comparison with those of males.

Wha;, is occurring here then would .concern more than sex-divergent
psycholdgical orientia$ions. Sex-role differences involving aspiration,
performance and oveTall achievement, and school completion'rates through
college reflet- not orlly difnirentiel socialization but also the
consequences/Of stratification processes, since values, resources,.and
opportunities are allocated unequally among individuals qn the basis of
sex, (not to mention ethnic/racial and cultural group membership, and*,
social-class factors that may also be involved). Members of these
categories receive different meisages from the schocil as to what is,
expected.of them; and what is possible fox them, which interact with
their own expectations to affect their aspirations and performance.
School norms eventually subdue male res stance to inseitutional domination
by co-opting them to achievemnt norms. i.milarly, females' instrumental
orientations-'fail to be encouraged,-are increasingly weakened, and
reinforce subordinate aspects of their developing female roles. Sex
differences in aspiration and achievement is a particularly salient case
of educational,.stratification because unlike racial differences (where
attempts have been made to attribute measured differences to genetic
endowment, or to law socidaconomic status, cultural "deficits," or
neurological impairments, and the like there are few such difeerences
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between males and 'females. 'Females start out ahead in terms of physiological'
maturation and school achievement, only-to fall conspicuously behind,
after sexual maturation when physiological changes combine with.soCietal
atratification pressures to differentiate and to channel males and females
into stereotyped sexually-differentiated tarital, as well as economic,
political, and social divisions of labor.

Aside from role conflict, what is involved .heie is differentiaeed,
-*access by males and females to the values, -resources, and opportunities
that the society Allocates to and through the schools. Ihesa,include.
attitudes and expectations, and financial and human resources,'such as
those which accrue to'students who, remain in school the longest, have
greatest access to teachers',skills, knowledge, and tite, and follow
curriCular paths leading to greater options and higher status. They also
\include access to and control of decisions, and the processes by which
the policies allocating financial, and human resour es are formulated
(since these tend to,be male,-dominated), as well 4 control Of the design
and management of administrative systems through wh ck they are implemented.
Within the school, these resources also includs equal access to thacher
treaments,7and the values,-attitudes, and practices through which
sex-stereotyped interactions may flow to further differentiate tile ,

sexes.

If, for
this kind of

the sake of argumeat,
inequity in the share

one

the

agrees with the hypothesis that
two sexes receive of-scarce

resources in school coiresponds to the kind of ,inequities characterizing
stratification processes in,general, to What extent might theybe delibefAte
as opposed to accidental? ,Is sex-biased stratification within the schvol
a mete ooincidence, of malintegration of roles, inflicting'real but
intended harm to one group, and yet favoring another, or is it part of a .

more global design in the Societal division of labor? '

To probe this issue, one might begin by examining the characterization
cif the,school aS "feminine" (Sexeon,A.969), as well as the widely known
demar ation of male-and female personality tendencies as "instrumental"
vets*. expressive" (Bem, 1976). The "sex tole confliOt" school of
tho 0 has characterized male and female pupil role strain as the
resistance.of yOung male pupils,to feminizing iafluences, allegedly
arising from the'predominance of femiles among elementaty school teachers.
It ascribes the stress caused females in the high school yeakts to the.
malintegration of female gender role with pupil roke, Which in post-pubertal
years, requires individualism, self*confidence, risk-taking, and
competitiveness; qualities that females, in contrast to ffiales, are
thought to have had less opportubit'y and encouragement to develop.

This line of argument ia'discussed in greater detail below, but,
it can be said at this point that attributing educational shortcomings to

4
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the influence of women is difficult to suseain in view of the fact that
research fails to show that sex of teacher has any significant impact on

' educational outcomes. Male teachers have ndt been shown to have a

different effect on male' or female students than have female teachers
(Safilios-Rothschild, 1978, Part 4). Furtbermore,Nrhereas working
mothers' absence from the home has'generalLy failed to be associated with
unfavorable educational outcomes, fathers' absences have been associated
witliksuch outcome's (Lee, Note 3). It is, then, curious that boys'
educational problems in the school are attributed by Some"tO women as
teachers in the schools rather than to fathers' absences from the home.

However, the argument is interesting ip that it calls attentiRn to
wh; may be sex-based dominanee-subordinance phenomena. Curiously, it
bas been asserted that while students of both sexes may experience role
strain because of divergent:gender7role expectations and rhstitutional
expectations, Little attention Mas been paid to.another type of student
role strain--that between males and females. Evidence suggests that
institutional structures foster strain and anx,iety between the two sexes
and heighten divergent sex-role expectations and development. A small
but significant collection of studies shows that*traditional structures
visibly accentuate distinctive sex roles and activities (Powlkes,,Note
Classroom management practices, some of which have.already been mentioned,
sex-type activities, the allocatidn of space, and interaction patterns
are pertinent examples. These foster,distinct roles'f ach sex, and
reinforce them in all students by making the differen sible.
Students then begin to internalize \these ekpectation nd, either alone
or with tepcher'support, police eaCh..other to ensure conformity to
sex-differentiating norms (Fagot & Patterson, 1969). ,Males and females
choose up sex-homogeneous sides and carry on a Iatent,'Il not occasionally
manifest, "war" between the sexes in the classroom to procure for each
side the lion's share of social, political, and economic resources
available at classroom level. The "War" pf id s t4e opportunity for
perfecting *ex-role distinctiveness, and pr ecbgnition and status
in those areas legitimately open to student3f each sex: tehcher $

attention, rewar4s (affection, est9e0prs(ié, wades ol particular
subjects, promotiOn), skills, knowledOl'opportunity,,itd status in
student subgroupsv» The cenfliet provides the opportunity for sex
differentials 10 emerge.in se;f-concept,'aspiration, achievement, and
access tO;\anOltilization of, oppdprtnities. The conflict has beed
viewed as sufikoiently'serious. tha-i proposals have been advanced for

ing at each will, not "steamroller" the other,segregat e two sexes

via, iraaltIgnal classroom 4nagement teéhniques, into sex-4imili4
and sex1 ted ;spheres actiVity and achievement (Safilios-Rothschijd,T,
,19744 ,Therole conflict.between the.two sexes is considered so
seveYe: ApOsitions have beep made not to reduce the pressures for
sex-excloilobIleOvelopment by retaining both sexes in proximity in
sex-fair manage64.ci Orooms, but to encourage sex-distinctive role -
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deVelopmeht via.isolation. Presumably, it,is thought'that indiVidual
development would .be enhanced by exclusion and so avoideontathination by
the other Sex. DeveZopmental models in which individuals in diversified
environments emulate'and acquire each other's qualities according to
their own needs and preferences would be replaced by a segregative-
model. But'might not such a prsttice contribute to set-role differentiation?
Might it not accentuate the role of the school as a sorting machine,
dividing studehts according to a host of criteria, among Which sex and
cognitiVe performance would be foremost? Might it no suggest that the
schools function as agents of stratification, differentially and inequitably
allocating status among different groups and,individuals? Segregated
education, while it may improve achievetent (Safilios-Rothschild, 1978),
has not been shown to improve self-concept, broaden sex-role attributes
and options, decrease sex-role conflicts, or increase female accomplishment
in long-range terMs, espulally with respect to job-related performance. ,

Nor does the performance of men appear to need isolation to ithproye. Sex
isolation would, however, offer the possibility of maintaining sex-role
differences that appear to,underly male/female dominance structures.
Many women, lackingsrole models in integrated settings, would tend- to
retain an emphasis on expressive orientations. Many males, also lack ng
models, would retain ine;rumental orientations.. Maintlinance,of the
status quo, however,- wodld perpetuate the school's traditional role in
differentiated sex-role development. Segregating the sexes would contribute
to the perpetuation of existing differences and distinctions, leading one'
to ask whose idterests would be, so served? It is not clear that it would,
be primarily males' interests, since some evidence suggests that, even if
male roles lead to occupancy of dominant positive6 in society, many males
express anxiety or reservation about the sacrifices achievement norms
impose on personal values, which suggests a need for expressive role
models (Komarovsky, 1973). Females, not already, possessing instrumental
values, would have less opportunity for developing them. Thus segregation
would ill-serve them. Members of "mlnority" groups and of lower social
status groups might also have diminished opportunities.to acquire successful
achievement strategies even though some individuals might argue that they
would have the advantage of preservini the integrity of heir group
values and would avoid assimilation into middle-class domination structures.

Distinctive segregative sex-role development, then, can only with
difficulty be viewed as advantageous to individual students themselves.
Such advantages would accrue tO them only insofar as their distinctive
specialized development equipped,them .to flt into.ascriptively stratifiedf: -

highly specialized, different.ially-rewarding division of labor in societal
ipstitutions outside the schools. ,Students, of their own volition, might
well choose educational experiences of this nature. Yeti it is not clear
that they are afforded the choice since primary and secondary socializing

' agents such as the school foster differential development according to a
host of ascriptive criten4.a. Not the least of these criteria are sex,

4
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. racev ethnicity, and language,'whiip form the basis of societal
stratification pattern8 to which tfie ,school is subordinated, though it
also functions as an agent fostering thd development.of dominance/
subordinance structures on the part of its clients. Through sex7eYped
educational authority structures, pervasive sex-differentiating norts
conveyed by telching personnel and practices through structured competition
(socially and schofasticafly), educatiOnal reward structures enfranchise
winners to take most of what i to be had and 'disenfranchise losers from

) taking much of anything.
A

In this context, sex role cleavages associated with incompatible...
instrumentaltexpzessive-orientations in the school can he vieWed not
merely as a male/female problem (though many view it As Such)., but as a
stratificational problem revolving around.the liberal capitalist dilemma
of recopciling thetoricat egalitarianism with the neCessity of allocating'
scarce societal resources and rewards to unequal competing contenders,
whose needs and demands exceed the resources and rewards available
(Block, 1973;.Bakan, 1966). The existence of role strain in the school
must, therefore, be Viewed froi a larger pezspective. The viewpoint that
attributes all manner of educational dysfunctions--from behavior problems
to sex7differentiated performance-to the presence or absence.in the
.school of one. Or the other sex, or to differing personal qualities
attributed to one co the other sex, must be placed in a more macroscopic,
strattficational context. Psychological attributes and intersex social
dynamics, as alleged causal factors, must be seen not merely as
personological phenomena but as ?utcomes of larger political and economic
phenomena associated with stratification.

For example, Zeigler (1967) exeressed his concern with what'has been
referred to as the feminization of the school (Sextan, 1964), both in
terms of teaching behavior and student sex-role development. This
feminization is,considered to be especially prejudicial to males and
provacative of male student.behavior problems, which are interpreted asc
rebellion against the "feminizing" influencing of the school.

.0*

Zeigler analyzed the disappointing outcomes of recruiting large
nuAers of males into high school teaching, whfchllas lead, "to,the
playing of feminine roles by men" (Zeigler, 1967, p4 12). Men tiere
initially recruited to eltablish classroom authority since'

educational psychologists believe,that the child's
need to identify with a father figure offers a good
wa7 through which-to establish the teacher's experie.
The identification problems are not very severe f girls.
However, if a boy establishes an emotional contact with
'women's teachers, it is believed the school can of er

*
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hid little in learning a male role, io'r womea represent
the velues of mdthers and homemakers and can hardly
be expected to provide male guidelines. (p. 12)

Such authority is needed, Zeigler adds, quoting Richard Hofstadter,
because in America "teaching has been identified as a feminine profession .

The American masculine conviction is that education and culture are
feminine concerns" (p. 13). What is implied is.that female teachers hive
proved unable to.mike education (and culture) in the schools desirable,.
palatable or imposable, and men are required to provide a male role model
(perhaps to compensate for absent fathers) and to impose discipline upon
otherwise un

5

ly children. The problem is seen not as the absence ,of
fathers 4111rme end their failure to provide adequate "male" role
models, but as the presence of women in the school. The argument is all
the more interesting when it observes that male teachers have not only
failed to compensate for these needs, they have also failed, 'despite,
their presence in the school, to break the stereotyped notion of teaching
as a low-status feminine occupation. The writer cites Willard Waller's
decades-old observation. ."It has been said that no woman and no Negro is
ever Eully admitted to the white man's world. Possibly we should add men.
teachers to the list 4/ihe excluded" (p. 14). Zeigler continues:

Males not only_suffer degradation of status by working
in a feminifilloccupation, they also incur considerable
degradation of financial rewards. . . . Not only are male
teachers doing women's work, they are also getting paid

,..

women's wages for doing it. . . . It is nonetheless
.. damaging to the male ego for a man to$be on financial

par with women. In particularly every other ocCuilation,
findkial discrimination is against women. (p. 15)

,

As a sOlution, he proposed:, "As long as men and women are paid equally,
job dissatisfaction among mal4teachers will not be reduced. The obvioes,
,if unconventional, remedy for improving self-esteem of male teachers,

theii, is to introduce 'some sort of male-female salary scale differential"
(p. 21):

Zeiglees solution of differentiating financial rewards moves his
analysis of male/female role strain-Ufyond differing psychologidal
attributes as the cause of conflict, to that of status inequities, and
thus comes closer to stratificational phenomena:.

At fixstifrheappears to focus on t differing attributes that
he assciciates114,thi males and females, mu like the instrumental/expressive
divergence.' tut-his subsequent focus On male/female power relationships
and status inequities within the school broadens his analysis to socioeconomic

4.9
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and political factors. The transition, however, is not surprising, for
the instrumental/expressive categorization may be viewed as implying
dominance/subordinance (Millet, 1970). This categorization adequately

, describes not merely male/female relationships in particulat, but most
types of dominance/subordinance relationships in general. If the male's
role is initiating, autonomous, and dominant, the perfect complement is a
role that is passive, dependent, and subordinate. If the former is to
seek power And obtain it, the other must abstain.from it or relinquish
it., Male/female'differentials in instrumental/expressive qualities
reflect not merely the type of relationship that the powerful would
impose on the powerless, but Also the qualities that the dominant partner
would,like the subordinate to cultivate to complement his/her own. Hence
education, culture, the arts, and emotionality can'safely be left to the
"weaker" Sex, whgreas the stronger pursues status, influence, and material
rewards.

Indeed, such a description of dominanCe/subordinance relationships
may help illuminate what resembles a subtle war between the sexes id the

. schools over status And rewards, as depicud by Zeigler. However,
dominance/subordinance phenomena involved'In school life have many facets
of which interpersonalrrelationshi,ps between techers are but one..
Student roles of the two sexes have'been seen to comprise divergent,
conflicting, And competitiVe dimensions. The same can be said of male
and female'teacher reles'and also of administrative statuseE!. Students
and teachers are both subordinated to A male-dominated authority structure,
comprising school administratots, lay school boards, and governmental
structures at local, state, and federal levels. The school system as a
whole, too, 1s Sebordinated to economic systems, via one of its primary
mandates, that of transmitting knowledge, abilitiee, and work skills to
individuals: ,These individuals will perform specialized tasks in a
hierarchically-organized, differentially-rewarding division of labor, based
at least in part on ascriptive criteria such as sex, race, ethnicity,
culture, and clash (Spring, 1972; Bowles & Gintis,,l976).

In this light, male/female conflict' in the school may be less a
questiod of diiffering persOnalities'and mOtivation than it is a.status
conflict over who is going to obtain the lion's share of status, power,
and rewards, given'their limited Ekuliply in educational setx.ings. Male
teachers, as depicted by Zeigler, are rebelling against a dominance
system: that they, along with women, are failing to dominate. They fail
to have the.ego supports of obtaining superior earnings for equal-work,
of controlling institutional power relationships, or of obtaining social
recognition Lir their contribution, given the inferior status (equated .

with the "feminine" status) of educatton.

*R.

'Thus male/female role conflict.within the school, among pupils,
,teachers, and administrators of both sexes, relates to larger.stratification

A
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phenomena of psychological, sociological, economic, and political components.
The psychological and sociological ingredients involve the creation
through socialization processes of two distinct sets qf aeed-dispositions
instrumental qualities for males--"aggression, intelligence, force, and
efficiency" (Millet, 1970, p. 26)--and expressive'qualities for females--
"passivity, ignorance, docility, virtue, and ineffectuality." At the
sac& time, each sek'is socialized into distinct but complementary role
exp tations and behaviors that involvea division of labor. This.

4plivi ion is intrafamilial, as well as economic, social, and political, in
which the power and influence of their respective status of male and
female are fundamentally unequal. The psychological component (i:e..,
traits), and.the'sociological component (i.e., roles), aredield in place
simultaneously through primary group socialization by the family'ind by
secondary group socialization through the school and governmentally
through the 'political component (i.e., the state.). Traditionally, the
patriarchal.forms of the family and of the state have reciprocally
reinforced and legitimized each other through the Tole of males as head
of families and states, and thrOugh the codification of male legal ..

predominance over wives and children, property, inheritance, income,,
decisions, and righta of participatign p political, economic, and'social
institutions including education (Jaquette, 1974).

It is in this contekt that some have discerned in the traditional
division of labor an attempt to arrest women's psychosocial,,economic,
and political development at their biological component: ."Sex role
assigns domestic service and attendance upon infants to the female, and
the rest of human achievement, interest and aibition to the male" (Millett-
1970, p. 26). The psychological, sociological, and political components
interlock, first creating'"enemy garrisons" within female heads through
the notions of female inferiority.and male superiority as manifested in
negative female fantasies of the "fear of success" and "imposter" varieties.
T4T1 restqiptive role definitions as found in the schoolincluding
unequal diTtribution between the two sexes of rights and obligations,
sanctions and rewards--are attached to the statuses. These are imbeddeit 4
in hierarchies of power allocated on the basis of ascribed characteristics
inciuding, but not limited to, sex.

alL In 1976, Sexton observed that in America; private and corporate
wealth and the elites that dothinate them surpass in impact that of the
v)ealth and elites in government. Hofstadter's reference to the inferior
status of education and culture calls attention to the predominance that
the free enterprise system enjoys in American value systems compared with
that of governmental and educational institutions, with the exceptiQn
that education prepares certain individuals for the indispensable
superordinate and subovdinate positions in the economic system.
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The suhordinate role that educational insiitutions play vis-A-vis the
economic systems results iA their being,viewed is on a par with the
in rip status of *omen. "is is not because they eXpress stereotyped
f mining alities 'and'rolts,.."but because, like females, except when'
emales'and schools prbduce human resources for the economic'system,
hey are viewed as tocietally marginal, effete, and impotent compared
ith the centrality, strength, and impact-ag the economic'system.
Education and schooling have been retarded is so marginal that the
occupation of teacher has been reletated'to another societally marginal
status, shit of fetiale. But this is primarily A confluence of inferiority,
a result of the American.AtratlficaAon syttem in which miles in the past
have been too valuable and scarce to eincupy%Such a status, with the
exception of lower socioeconomic stattis ma1es.41,5 moved into,teaching
po'sitions after Wadi!! War II as an avenue for'upward mobility.'

None of theie points denies Uhatischool systems, by virtue of their
dependerice,'Con ain their own dominance systeins. For despite education's
marginal statu 'the socializing role assigned by society to schools,
plus the subsEa tial.resouices allocated to s'chools 'to provide pearly
full-time child-care to allow both parents to'enter the. 4.rork force, have,

lit made it an attractive enterpelse for the managerial talents of significant
numbers Of males; In order fOr Schools to prepare Specialized manpower
for the ettonoiiC.syttem, including managerial, scientific, and skilled.

,

'.,:.yoricert, and to decreate the conflict potential of sharply distinctive
, :ritCiai ethnic, andsocial class groups, in the interests of pioductive

dollabOration in economic relations, it is necessary to develop a highly
organized system foelmanaging Large numbers of individuals within limited
space for the major portion of the day. So the schooling enterprise,
despite its,lack of status compared with other societal institutions, has
icquired a/Ct'le managerial overlayer, whose sex-biased character persists
today. More than two-thirds of elementary and secondary school teachers
are women, but only about 15% of Principals are women, and only, about one-
half of one percent of superintendents are women. Females are better-
represented.in subordinate administrative positions, such as assistant
principalships, but still account for only about one-third of the total
number of such positions. They represent only 7% of deputy Associate or
assistant superintendents. With respect to school boards, only 20% of
the members of local school boards in the United States are women. They
tend to be more 'active in parent-school organizations, but it has been
observed that such groups at PTAs tend to be largely cont lled by
principals and superintendents who are usually males. ,

Thus schools.tend to be the "enfants pauvredil of stratification
systems that place the higheffikt value on economic institutions that are'
dominated by men. What lit,,tle status the schools do enjoy they acquire
from thei; contribution to the maintenance and expansion of the.economic
system by the social control wrought through the sdclalization processes

A
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within the school. The school imparts different roles to the two sexes
to differentiate their knowledge, abilities, and skills to meet the
requirements of the sexual divisions of labor in societal institutions.
The school and .the females.who occupy most of the administratively and
politically inferior statuses within them suffer from the same public
degradation,%not because they are particularly feminine, but because they
are the inferiors of juxtaposed dominance structures organized to serteee
the economic system first, and the political system that supports it,
second. Fvrthermore, males who ,enter into this system as teachers or
administrators cannot overcome its female image, so.subordlnate is the
school to political and economic authorities. Male.'and female roles in
the sfhool--whether pupil, teacher, or administrator--are dependent upon,
and reflect the.dominance structures set up outside and inside the
schools to control what goes on within the schools in the interests of a
sex-, racially/ethnically-, and class-differentiated division of labor.

Administrators, teachers, and students tend to be tightly and .

direcEly coucolled by locally selected boards of education. The boards
tend to overNpresent middle- and upper-class socioeconomic groups,
particularly property owners, whose interests in schools tend to be quite
well-defined class definitions of who should be edgcated, and to what
ends. Funthermore, state and federal mandates and aid are channeled
through legislatures and executive agencies controlled by males, and, in
particular', individual and corporate taxpayers who provide or withhold
funds to operate the schools.

From this viewpoint., then, sex-role strain within the school fits
.into a more global stratification system, of which the school is a
component. The school socializes members of the different sexes, social
classes, and ethnic groups into'different values, motivations, aspirationS,
and expectations, and allots them different statuses and roles, and the
rights and obligations that go' along with them. What is going on within
the'school is not merely a 'variant of a war between the sexes but a
manifestation of the continuing societal drama of deci4ng which individuals
belonging to which groupsof, which sex is but one of the foremost--will
obtain what kinds of measures of.what the society values, possesses, and
can allocate through its institutions.

The Learning/TeachinK Transaction and Sex Differences

Wh'en 'one considers the evolution within the school of the social
differences in the roles 21., the two sexes in the light of global
stratification processes, the school may be viewed as both accommodating
and reinforcing these processes. Sex-role socialization within the school
helps to mold psychological predispositions that students bring with them
as well as the. patterns of interaction through which political processes--
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internal and external to the school--allocate resources, opportunities,
rewards, and life chances differeuly between the sexes, racial and
ethnic groups, ahd social clases. These stratificational prOcesses
reflect and reinforce the existing distributions of power and status
among various groups, and only occasionally modify such distributions to
reflect chinging power relationships.

Although social differences in males' and females' behavior reflect
genetp/biologic factors, and different patterns,of physiological
development, cultural factors appear to exert a greater influence, and to
open up greater possibilities,of variation. Genetic/biologic factors may
set in motion certain developmental processes, but they do not exert so
strong or invariable an influence that they alone'determine the direction
of, or set insuperable limits to; developmental possibilities. Consequently,
those responsible for the design and management of learnigg experiences
have a crucial mandate. That mandate is,to identify and count44act any
influence that the school per se may be exerting in reinforcing or
imposing 4rbitrary sex-typed interactions and outcames in order to assure
all students, regardless of sex, that the resources of values, attitudes,
commitments, skills, knowledge, time, and.opportunities are available to
them. The school's role,is to assure distributive equity and sufficiency
in responding to the needs of all 'students and to guarantee them minimal
levels of ,functiona71. competency and personal satisfaction. The extent to
which the schools could,, or should, compensat for previous and existing
discriatnatiod by external instietiods and sac li ion processes is
theoret4ally, if no6.9ractically, a separate issue fram their mandate to
discontinue such practices within their school.

dr.

It cannot be guaranteed that the allocation erresources independently
of arbitrary criteria will, in fact, modify sex stereotyping of interactions,
acceSs, utilization,, and outcomes, but the'school is nonetheless required
to exercise this neutrality. Even if the family can be subjective and
biased in its socialization af the two sexes ir terms of itillten,ti and
effects, the school cannot-;. Certainly it cannot insofar as it respects
eiglitarian societal norms ana the legal prohibition against discrimination
on the 'basis of.sex.

Boys as well as girls, teachers as well as administrators, regardless
of racial, ethnic, cultural, and social class, have reael to support
this principle of neutrality today. It is all that can frotect them,
other individu'als, or groups from the impos clifiTN?f as yet unanticipated
arbitrary criteria tomorrow. 1

Practically, this viewpoint has a number of implications for the
management of learning experiences. They involve, first, educational
government and administra , including decision processes and policies
'allocating values d sou ces. ,Second, hewlan and material pedagogical
resources, and the manner in which they affect Students, are implicated.
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In teims of governing structures, equitable Male and f.emale access
to, and patticipation in, these structures must be encouraged. Such
participation would serve to provide sex-balanced role, models to students,
and to enable each sex to becdme familiar with the other's knowledge
base, abilities, skills, and interactive styles, and to infuse the full
range of them into the decision prkess. Sex balance among administrative
decision-makers and executives needs to be assured for the same reasons
as it does,for legislative decision-makers. Male orlfemale dominAaion of
legislative decision stryctures would create undesirable role model.s and
Would compromise the perceived legitimacy of decisions. 1

.At the saine.time, policies allocating values and reiburces toand
within school witems need to be scrutinized for sex-balance in their
objectives and%imPact. Even though financial outlays and the sex-related
discrepancies within theka cannot be directly-correlated with sex-
differentiated performanaes, gross inequitile cause resentment and
dissension and convey to the less favored group evidence of lack of\
socl.etal support for their aspiratidns. The,contentof.such policies
will contribute to sex-differentiation, as well as sex-role strain,
anxiety, and conflict by fostering differences in knowledge, abilities,
skills,.social status, and opportunity among stadents, on the basis of
group membership associated with sex, race, ethnicity, language, or
social class. If policies seek to use the school as an agent for the
reinforcement and perpetuation of dominance/subordinance structures of
societal stratification systems,.they will inevitably . accentuate sex

F

differentiation. School policies'and 'norms establishing individualistic,
materialistic, competitive, differentially rewarding, socially-divisive,
and segregating patterns ofinteraction will serve existing sexual
divisions of.labok. Sex-vole strain found inside and outside schools
will thereby be exacerbated. On the other hand, policies and programs
designed to facilitate the fulfillment of individual physical, affective,
cognitive, and social needs'and preferences, and the:development of a
minimal level of basic knowledge, abilities, and skills required,for
self-management.and for material and spiritual well-being will decrease

,

interpersonal anxiety and conflict. Socially disruptive sex differentiation
stemming from the sUbordination of individual needs to external systems
will thereby also be lessened.

Sex-balanced decision structures and sex-fair individually autonomizing
poliacies and programs need to Ile complemented by unbiased human and
material pedagogical resources. Although existing evidence does not show
that sen of teacher is significantly correlated with sex differentials in
achievement, there are a nUmber of 'indications that sex of teacher and
student may interac'tb iafluence thus far elusive affective, sociali and
cognitive phenomena at the Classroom level Outtenberg & Bray, 1977).
The sex-role socialization'process hal been s own to be extremely complex,
and the influence of specific influences is 44.fficu1 t to pinpoint. A

1 7
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pedagogically sound rule of thumb is to deliberately structure diversity
into learning environments, even'if cause and effect relationships are
unproved. Students of both sexes need access to teachers of both sexes
in a Variety of settings. These settings must be managed so that they
act not as self-fulfilling, sex-stereotyping prophecies, but as
opportunities for male and female students and teachers to diversify and
broaaen their experiences, aspirations, and accomplishments..

For example, on the basis of a number of research findings, it seems
to be within the control of classroom teachers to seek to reduce sex-typed
interactions and outcomes by several classroom management approaches and `
pedagogical techniques. One such-approach is to structurally diffuse
interactions in- the Classroom and to focus activities and attention away
from the boy-girl sex-role stereotyping games which have been noted in
the classroom (Cohen,.l973; Fowlkes, Note 6). Acting out one's gender
role and sex-typed student,role appears to be a major feature of school-
centered activities, for-both boys and girls, as well as school authorities
and.only serves to reinforce role stereotypes and maintain.sex-based
divisions'ef labor. Task-centered, active student roles,-in which pupils
of both tenders collaborate on 'the basis of equal status on self-initiated
and self-directed endeavors, break down sex-stereotyped interactions
among pupils, and between pupils and teachers. Pedagogical and clasproom
management techniques have been devised that weaken the penetration into
the classroom of the societal dominance structufas introduced by the
puptls themselves and by, the influence of extern* economic and political
institutions (Guttenberg f. gray, 1976).

Structurally-diffused interactions primarily require Changes in
teacher expectations and classroom management techniques and lead trt
greater individualizatibn of classroom instruction. Teacher expectations
must incorporate principles of equity so that teacher attention, time,
and support are equally alloted among students likely to succeed and
students most in need'. These expectations must be less tied to ttle
existing hierarchies of status that students represent to many teachers,
and to the harrow conceptions of educationalaccomplishment that limit
student developmental outcomes to cognitive achievement and that subordinate
human 'growth to performance.

In addition, teachers need to curtail their fosteri.g of interstudent
rivalries as a mechanis6 that t'hey can manipulate for ntral. Too
often such rivalries are sex-based, and though they acilitate
teacher control over potential disruption, the rens ons they create may
spill aver to areas of no less import. Teachers w,o visibly reinforce
female docility and mischievous male bravado no ly contribute to
sex-role stereotyping on the part of both, but crease the potential of
both to interfere with.each other's learnidg bp?CauSie of intersex rivalries.

it
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The problem may stem less from the teacher's search for control than
from the teacher's institutional role of having to impose on unwilling
students socializing and learning experiences that they are resisting.
Contemporary ab well as traditional schooling continues to define student
needs and -educational objectives. through a whole chain of decision
makers inside and outside the school% Again, sex differentiations

he school represent a subset of dominance structures esiablished
thin the school to reflect and reinforce those structures in the

ftvironments of the school. Insofar as the schdol helps maintain them,
sex differentials in achievement status and .opportunity will result-Inet
because of innate, insuperable sex differencesobut because of deliberate
cultural reinforcement and accentuation of those that students bring into .

the school.

Weakening the influence of stereotyping factors peftet.rating into the
classroom both frombbove (through eternal, institutiona1izey.stems of
economic, political, and educational control) and from below (through the
family and its sexual division of labor to socialize pupils Prior to and
simultaniously'with schooling) would be the equivalent of an autonomizing
proces's for both sexes. The autonomization would facilitate their
release from traditional stereotyped notions of masculine and feminine
values,'Aattitudes, aspirations, and behaviors. Individuals of both sexes
would be able to choose from traditional sex- and gender-based, male and
female repertories those attributes and behaviors that are mot useful
for the kinds of activities t desire and need po engage in to perform
necessary everyday tasks. e desirability and deed to transcend
traditional sex roles has b en increasingly documented (Bem, 1975),
starting with the finding t at males,and females,who express most
satisfaCtion in terms of t ir own mental health'and those who perform
most effectively in everyday life tend to be those who integrate
traditional masculine and feminine qualities and behaviors into their
roles. Such integration gives them flexibility and absurance in dealing
with diverse situations at home, at work, and in social life in general.
This combination of traditionally perceived "male" and "female" attributes
and roles, referred to as androgyny, characterizes many ten and women
already. (Thirty percent of tested individuals of both sexes expressed
androgynous personal qualities.) Evidende alb suggests that consciOs
efforts to androgenously transcend traditiona sex roles'may be an
individually satisfying and mentally healthy ay of dealing with role
stress of various derivations, including but tiot limited to divergent and.
conflicting sex-role orientations (Bem, 1975; Yorburg & Arafat, 1975).
In the contextjf the sch ol, research suggests that encouraging 'pupils
to engage in tãk-oriente4 behavior not only de-emphasizes and reduces the
salience of sex-different/ated behavior, but may encourage pupils to
develop t'ilose androgynous combinations of qualities, motivations,
and interaction patterns that equip them to deal with the challenges
facing them more effectively (Cohen, 1973; Fowlkes, Note 6).

1 77
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Pupils wirh pronounced task-orientatiods have a greater tendency t-o
ursue autonomously derived goals that meet their needs as individuals

rather than As members of one sex or the other. Encoura&ing this
orientation ,gives them greater opportunity to transcend mere acting out-
and development of sex roles, or sex-typed Participation in'the various
dominahce/subordinance strnctures and processes observed in the school.

This is not to say that sex-role development would At occur within
the schools, or, indeed, that it shoUld not. Rather, individuals would
pursue needs and desires related to sex-role developments as.they arose,
,but in conjunction with the panoply of developmental needs and desires
that are explored and realized in the context of the school. Sex rale4
and dominance structures would lose the ascendancrthat they now.appear
to exercise in many Crlassroom transactions.,

.pridence suggeststthat teacher facilitation of-an "active learner
role" as opposed to'a-tpassive Rupil role,"'coupled withrteahher management
of a. less structured, more spontaneous:and apeh classroom, can contribute
to improved attitudes aq outcomes for both male and female students as

I

well as to a decrease in sex-typed interaction patterns (Powlke , Note 6).
Stereotyped seX roles and student-student and teacher-student i

S
erection

patterns in the cases studied were weakened,'even where redaction of sex
stereotypes was not the original intent of the innovative pedagogical
strategies employed. The strategies had the ffilect of modifying the
roles of both sexes. The focus was on more androgynous, task-oriented
roles, and fewer stereotyping, sex-biased student-student and student-
teacher %games" gere noticeable.

The Politics of Pedagogical Design:
The Case of §ex Differences and Educational Equity

\
A widely held goal in American society, onenyb ch has become

increasilly explicit in the last two decades, is to render unive:rsal
access to schooling,. as well as the a4ual utilization of educational
resources and its outcomes, independent of one's membershipfin the
different socialm!!oupings of the soctety. During this' period, it.has

,become mare and e apparent, through improved evalUtion metkiOds and
statistics, that membership in particular,sRcial groupings is correlated
wtth differences in rates of access to and utilizatioli of educational
resources and outcomes such as achievement. MemberAf different'social
groupings,.stratifitiaby ethnicity; culture, income, type of, employment,
eduenO.on, prestige, and politiCal power, display different and unequal
patterns ol access, utilization, and outcomes. These patterns contradict.
the Ameridan value that.schoold Constitute the instituiion that can act

'as the guardian of the mocratic norms of equality,.by affording all
./ .

,
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indivi
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and groups the possibility of acceding.tO the prestigious 'and
rewarding 'economic, politicali and.social statuses 9f the society.
Schools hav-libt'eradicated patter4sfof Anequaliey, but; in-,general, refledt
and,even reinfOrce them by their differential allocation,of access,
utilization, ahd outcomes.aidIng thp.different sdcial groupg;

ln view of. such Tindings,..kplerican egalitarian goals and the intention
of etal groups to assign schbols the rake-of:attaining those goals,
were reaffirmed thrOugh *he sentip and nat-so-gentre.prodding-of deprived
groUps themselves. The latttc..'have,;Succeeded in demonstrating to federal,
state, and local government'Legislatork and education, anthorities', as
well as to large segments ofpublic ana scholarly opinion, that
stratification mechenisms bothcaUse these cliff rendes in access, .

utilizations, and outcomes, and, that-the sthoo by way of its alloction
-of. spurces,,reinforces them..

,

. Consequently, sdhbols, particu1aA9. thoie ili, urban areas with a high .

eoncentratiOn of minority groups, have been'allocated additional resources,
.in order tolreduce and eliminate these inequities. lbedttallocations

were,made on the premise that previous discrimination could be eectified
by changing the amount 'and type of finantlaly'organizitional, and
pedagogical inputs directed 'to the various groups. It lias also. believed'

, thst.existing knowledge would indieete what dhanges in the different ,

, types of 'ipplut t!ould be.adequate to the task. These premises rested, at
least ra part, on die belief that educational institutions Could bAmmade
.to respond to revisigd directives, and that edepationat technology f

underlying the learnihgtteaching props waa adequate to the task.

More recently,'however, despite, md. s'i and in, some cases, substantiag.
impr thovements in e equality of distribu ?bsource, the assumption '

that stratiffcation-based deprivation coul rectified simply by
reallocating resources and intensifying credit tonal pedagogical treatments
ef; been questioned.. Educational reallocative policies, programs and
tructures, for example,HeadiStart and ESZA T cle I programst,heve not

broight about generalized improvements,in the .ocial dletribuel7on of
acceaso-utilization, and out .;..es (Burnes.% M es, 19,78). The'last decade

, .

k of'experiente indicates toaeyeral.schools of thought that such improvements
requtre not merely the concentration of greater resources on pupils'froM
particular sodiel:groupings, b4t On the redesign of achool management. and)
pedagogy. It is now belieied that the problem lims with the multitude of
indiyiduel.learner characteri,stics that,may be of cqnsequence to access,.,
utiliz tion of opportunities, ari4, the attainkent of desired outcomes
fdorde)

requi
1977j. .Equalizint oPp tunity°,, in this perspective,' is seen as
not merky the reallodotiOn pf resources but the delplopment af

comp diagnostic.processes itacegrated,into a learning/teaching process
that is designed to on(' to an inteicate,interplay of individual
-Learner eharacteristi aci,grotip.membership fnfluencei. 111

1*
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IC iS thoUght that variations of functional learn& characteristics
may be as important, if not more importanty than variations in group
memberships. Tgis thinking is eased On the recognition that each social
grouping is far from homogeneous Xri terms of chi characteriStici
members, particularly wifh refer4 to their funttional learning traits
salien.t to ;he educational mransactions. Within each group there may be
a little range in &the' freqvency d4stributio; of each trait, de4pIte the
'apparent-Simplicity of measures of,central tendency, which mislead the
unwary into Making unjustified generalizations acrose the group, aqd
subsequently into comparing one..group with anottier. Even though there "If
may be gross djferans. in measures of Central tendency'of distinct
Aroups.regarding spdcific traits, the wirie range of frequencies within
each.group enienders the possibility that some members of one gtOup might
be'more likely tp, resemble Moziabert' of other gtoups than members of their

'own group, who vdo not display such-a traiat' -If one\eicludes from
,

statistiCal analysis the extremes 0-.groupts being measured for a particular
trait (e.g.,git.her those rankingNvery high or,low onsa particular
trait), thereby reducing ttie overall range-of dispersion, die groupa'
memtrers cluster together more homogOiebusly so that-the,gtoups appear ,

statistically more.similar. For example, most girls'and boys have
actiVity)evels in.the middle range. Howeverithe female sex has more
members.khose agtkvity 'levels are low, and/the male'..sex has,more meMbers'
whvse activity.ieveli are high, even though such bo7s and girls-are
exCeptional (Rensberger, 4978). -Removing these extremet from the
AatisticaPportraits of females andlrles thus mollifies group differences
and "corrects" misleading,seneralizations as to the distinctiveness of
each group, based.on the' diStortion introduced by the extremes.

In view of these considerations, the relative importance to be
ted to group membership, be it Ased.on sex,,race, ethnicity,-or

cial èass, becomes an issue. In actual p'ractice, to continue with the
ampke o ctivity level; ong is faced-with a ra9§e of options'for

dealing, with pupils-in tile 'hypothetical gontext ot. physical eiducation.
Some people might prefar,to fotm groups lased on simili4 activity levels,
shou14 they be -incline4 to.focus qpi activity leVel, but.to exclude the
ektremes as well as bialogical,sa as a classifying category. This would
help to avoid steteovping boya and girls on the basis of'misleading
generalizations from aPparently distinct profiles.

There are further options. Some people might'prefer to treat pupils
noX merely according to biological sex,4size, muscular developmedt,
or activity, levels, but according to pupils' affective orientations,
such as their motivations and preferences. 'Pupils, irrespective of
sex or.activity levels, may prefer gymnastics involving team or individual
competit e spOrts or gymnastics involving team or individual noncompetitive
sports.. Or may have high or;low motivation'regarding gymnastics in
general, haVe hi hly developed orpoorly developed potor skills', both
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irrespective of sex or activity levels. Motivationn and attitudes here
might well depend on gKoup membership since evidence shows that different
ethnic and cultural groups,-is well as different social classes, sometimes
exhibit varying patterns of preferences for, and patticipation in,-sports.

In addition to pupils' own needs and desires,,other options emepate
from the role that society may.wish physical edbcation activities to'
play. In the United States many groups support interscholastic competitive
sprats, especially for males. In some countries, like Switzerland,

..-"physical fitness is considered essential to national defense, and physical
°education is subsidized by the federal government. In both cases, there
may be considerable external pressure on school officials and students to
coafOrmi,to-standards and requirements that may net be of their own
choosiig. 04

Contequently, matching pupil traits via pedagogical treatments
requires consideration not only of Sex class membership and activity
level, but a;lso of papil needs and desires, of ethfnic and social class
membership, and of external coastraints. Each factor may be considered
more or lass legitimate by one or another group--be they educators,
scholars, students themselves, or their social reference groups, policy
makers or political interest groups. Just which should be given'precedence
9an involve both political and pedagogical judgments on desirable outcomes
and the attainment of such oUtcomes. Should girls be given precedence
'over boysin the allocationiof,resources and in the intensity.and types
of Ipedigogical treatment, since physical development of girls generally

below their potential? In this light, should one consider them to
be a Stratiiicationally deprived geoup amd Oerebr deserving of compensatory
treatment? If 136, does existing knowledge and pedagogical technology,.
incliciate exactly how one dight compensate for the,deprivation An order to.

mOdify outomes? Or shotild both,sex classes be treated the same, 'since
'most'of their members tend to exhibit the same kinds of activfty levels.
One might argutu indeed, that each group should be given the same
oppdrtunities Cor acdess, utilization, and attainment (regaidless .of
yhether they are similar or different in terms of their capacity to be
motivated'by)'and tt benefit frem edeicationtl opportunities. Or,
irrespective Of Sex class, activity levels, needs or desires, should the
allocation of,rebources and pedagogical treatments reflect the priorities
of externi'1 grOupsseeking to have educational outcomes meet their
preferences and definitions of needs? Advocates of professional athletics. -
are an example of such a group.

1

Obviously, which ce. 'tkese options'ought to be selected depends oft

one's values and inteOsts. From,the standpoint of the PedagOgue, the
most weighty consid tlons cape 1iely to.be those that:revolm4 around
the,question of what.w rks in.the classroom, in terms of maintaining

A
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order and control, respecting pupil and teacher preferences, motivations,
and morale; attaining developmental outcomes and keeping potential
critics satisfied, placated, or dormant. Which factors will be given
most attention will also depend on leaNlers: own ethical pmmitments, as
well as knowledge about group phenomena and functional, learner characteristics.
For these have.implications for learnini/teaching transaO4fons, particularly
as they affect diagnosii of the salience of sociopsychological factors
to the developmental processes occurring in the school setting. Some
-schools of thought insist that group membership should be the overriding
consideration (e.g., the recent ethnopedagogical thrust in some contemporary
pedagogical thought and practice as in the work of Berger, 1971), and
others suspect that functional learning characteristics must be the
overriding consideration (Gordon, 1977): It may well be that neither
provides the-key to overall effettiveness. ertainly, for some pupils,
ther group membership may be most relevant pedagogically at one tiMe,
requiring that foremost attention be given to cOnsiderations of status

*
and identity, and of self-concept apd self-acceptance prior to more
direct pedagogical factors. For other Pupils, their group membership
may be of less importance to the developmental process than certain
learner characteristics, whether the}F, involve motor, cognitive, or
affective functions. Other possibilities are that.group membership and
functional characteristics may be of equal importance, or that they may
alternatively decrease or increase their salience over time.

In any case, a teacher faced with a class of 25 pupils displaying
heterogeneous social group memberships, as well as heterogeneous functional
learner characteristics, is. hardly likely to be able to make precise
diagnoses giving precedence to either group or learner characteristics
for A whole class or even for more than.a few pupils. Any diagnosis
would have a short-lived validity, since the objective of the,intraclass
groupings according to considerations ef equity would be both to bring
all students to minimum levels of mastery and to allow the individual
differences and preferences of each pupil to develop naturally. At the
'time when either or both objectives would have been attained, regrouping
qould,be required.

All of which is to say that.orchestrating pedagogical treatments,
teacher style and preferences, learner group or functional characteristics, ,

preferences and motivations, and external requisites is a-highly complex
process. If one's goal is equalizing the social distribulion of outcomes
and retdering them independent of either gtoup qembership. or functional
traits,,the ,existing knowledge\and pedagogicalAechniques are probably
inadequate to attain' ikuch ends in the neai future. Currently available
scientific .infprmatidif would 'be unable to detrgase the present probability
of fairly random outcomes of the learning/teachinglarolss, except with
respect to the fairly stable but gross relationship bet een socioeconomic
status and school achievement. I

,

14.
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This lack of control, however, does not mean that the learning/teach,ing
process is, or should be, alsb random--that'is, without contributing to
the reduction'of uncertainty in educational outcomes. The individual
teacher and administrator is by no means destitute of aqrknowledge at
'all-7the problem is that the knowledge is not adequate'to make more
.effective the processes that we know of fof changing people. There are
some gross relationships that aredairly well known and that guide the
experienced teacher to adopt some fairly explicit classroom procedures to
reduce the uncertainty of outcomes, even though they do nqt thereby
render them predictable. It can be seen that frustrating as the inadequacy
of pedagogical technology may be for those whe wish to improve development
outcomes, in some respects it may, in part, be a blessing'in disguise.

.

Lack of control of the pedagogical process, both from the classroom and
. societal level, ensures that it not be used on a large scale to make very
big errors in the way that schooling is used. It removes the learning/
teaching transaction from too clinch external inter6rence into what is
presently in many ways an undeterminable human relationship, which can be'
used to attain certain kinds of concrete outcomes, Like learning to read
and write, but eludes attempts at cruder'though perhaps less apparent
attempts at over-zealous immodest social engineering. Schooling may not

. be able to accbmplish everything saught by one group, yet by its failure
it may placate 'an opposinkgroup.

Thus social group membership and functional charactenistics have to
,be taken into account, even though taking either or Imth into aceount
does not gUarantee particUlar butcomes. Pedagogical consideration Of
such factors may be a necessary condition for effectiveness without being
sufficient. Group characteristics and iedividual learner traits, teacher
style ang preferences as well as external requirements, are part of the ,

immense array of variables operating in the elusive equation of human
development. The uncertaintY surrounding our immodest attempts to
'control it before all the data are'in is esentially an occupational
hazard.

In sum, what appears to have happened is that the political processes,
.\ by.which groups have made their claims,for better kreatment seem to have

been adequate for obtaining recognItion and resources, but insufficient
for modifying the sbcia distribution of patterns of access, utilization,

,and outcomes of'schoolin . Too many other factors have been foundAo
, impinge upon the learning teaching pr ess, elu ing understanding add

institution l pedagogical control.

wThe fact that much of our.present-consternation over our educational
. inadequacies stems.from the prod ilts of deprived:social groups shouljl

',. ot mislead us in'to thinking thai be ause lhgislative, judicial, and
a minptrative authorities have oi4Ltted themselves to provi ihg everyone
a equal'chance tO accede to thi p stigious and so ietal

c".
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statuses, schools have at their dispositipn the\Political consenSus, the

tted-

intra chool commitment, And the pedagogical technology to do so. Educators,
none eless, are required to focus on those groups for whom developing
pedagogical knowledge is most urgently required, and on the expanding
number of factors that, we are coming to recognize as essential elements
of the learning/teaching process. .

Consequently, we need .ito,t aisert that in view of our recent failures
to improve the educational attainments of deprived groups, we pust-now no

, longer teach to these social groups, but to the functional learner
charcteristics of socially undifferentiated children. 'To do so would be
to obfuscate political realities And moral.imperatives. The object of
pedagogy is to teach pople. the object of a pedagogy-of oquitylo,is to
ensure that all indivinals, but particularly those'most in needNittain
minimal lev.els of competence. The current argument concerning whether
social groups or functional learner charactkeristics come4 first befuddles
ihe unwary. This((includes many, if not most, practitioners. Worse
still, it can deNse the political momentum that depriyed groups have
built up to gain an influence over educational resourceszed processes
during the last owl? decades. It gives scholarly and sciatific support
to forces aiming attheir political demobilization,"?..by giving pedagogical
arguments for shifting the focus from social groups to the individual.
Individualization of instruction is not merely a realistic strategy for
reducing the pretensions of generalizable Vedegogical theory and practice,
and for bringing the probrems down to the..level of their concrete
manifestations where they can be more effeCtively handled by more modest
pedagogues and researchers. It is also a political strategy, even if
many of its adherents are'unwitteng.

One cannot avoid the fact that recognizing that the scientizItion,of
the issue may itrike a devastating blow against the political forces
providing the impetus for equalizing -,eillfational opportunity, which were
mobilized during the leat two decades special/interest groups
representing deprived minority groups, and, more recently, representing
women. If the route tO improving the social distribution of'access,

. utilization, and outcomes of schooling is portrayed as requiring the
4 dissection/of social groupings according tO functional characteristics

alleged ton,e the primary keys to improvement, then poignancy of geoup
membership and shared group characteristits that are relevant 12 the

1
lnrning/teaching process. will be diluted if not erased. Simi/151-1.y, the
in luence:of these groups in political processe.s, by which the educational
resources are allocated and thepolicy directives'formulgted and implemented,
will be eroded. This will leavt the schbol free'to continue to use ts

resources in allocating educational opportunity unequally among the
different social groups, through the pedagogi.pal subterfuge of meeti
the needs of all through individualized means. To avoid this situgtion,
the pd4tical and pedagogical responsibilities of educationaf managers

441
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are quite clearrieven though fulfilling them!, would. not at the moment
guarantee the attainment of greater educational equity, although it may .

facilitate its attainment1/4±a the long run.

In the first place, educational legislators and managers must be/
knowledgeable about existing equity legislation, such as Civil Right's
Act Title IV, the EducAlonal Amendments of 1972, FL 94-142, etc.,,and
comply with their legal requirements as they affect school policies,
programs, and personne . Such compliance is a long-term proCess, and
structures must be impl ented to adapt the,legislation to local realities.

The adaptive proces requires integrative vertical and horizontal )

k forces that look at egislation 'holistically. So much equity
legisl ion is now "on th books" that it threatens to overload'the
capacity of systems to respond to' it. -Race, sex, national origin,
exceptionality, and economically-depressed groups are the objects of
extensive legislation. School systems must heed these political/governmental
mandates in the allocation of revelurces, the setting of priorities, and'
the design and implementation Of programs, but not at such a pace as to
exhaust their institutibnal resources. Consequently, they must be
allowed sufficient autonomy to implement.the legislation according to
their own,designs and professional judgment. Federal legislation, which
is becoming increasingly detailed and directive; may well be acting more
to hamper local systems than to assure compliance.

Furthermore, the.local managemedt of externdlly-introduced legislative
mandleptes must take into consideration'the availability and mobilizability
of local resources in support of these mandates. Local educational
'managers are locally hired (and fired!), and their reward,structure may
offer little encouragement to introduce. ,changes emanating from other
political environments. For example, federally-funded agencies, in order
to promote implemention of equity-legislation, need to be institutionally
integrated with the(!power structures that control loeal school systems.
Educational managers without loc4 support and encouragement might
otherwise turn out to be..pri7,/labstructionists rather than leader-catalysts.

Pedagogically, the same-caveats must be reiterated. Teachers need
to be familiar with the legislative mandateg, yet left to exercise and .

develop their professional judgment and competenCe auibtaomousay. Polipical/
legislative educational mandates do mit provide a.tried-arid-trusted
pedagogy that is effecti.ve.in all situations. Consequently, educational
managers and pedagogues need to be.knowledgeable about equity legislation
and the groups it targets and to provide these groups with spesial
attention. ParadoxiCally, it must treat the members of these groups as'
indilviduals, having preconception of neither group-e9docentxic developmental

/

outcomes nor of pedagogy. Certainly, pedagogical treatmentgwould be
designed to.help the group as a,whole approxlmate more closely chosen\
dev41opmental patterneand levels, which might be characteristit of

.t)

I
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select members of their own or even.other groups they may wish to emulate.
But the aim would not be to impose upon individualS norms'of their OWU or
other groups, but rather to,select developmental outcomes that would
equip them to meet individually-determined.goals. Group and individual
differences in physical, cognitive, social and affective development; and
learning-related characteristics such as communication styles, time
handling, and social interaction' patherns would be examined and respected
in-designing group- and individual-effective learning experiences.
However, group characteristics would not necessarily have to transcend
individual differences, nor would individual differences have to transcend
group differences. A group-based, individualized program of instruction
is needed to meet the political and pedagogical principles of equity.

Conclusion

This chapt has explored the concepts and empirical findings regarding
the nature and curces of sex differentiation manifest in the school
setting'. It has attempted to synthesize these concepts and findings to
illuminateethe common features of sex differentiation as they occur in
early childhbod and in school. The hypothesis was that linkages exist
between genetic/biologic, psychological, and sociocultural factors to
contribute to and reinforce patterns of sex differentiation. These
relationships'have been posited to lead to Sex-differentiated development
that is restrictive of human developmental possibilities, not because of
absolute determinisms or uncontrollable processes but because of prevailing
cultural-values And socialization processes.,

-,Genetic/biologic factcrrs, particularly as they have differentiated
the male/female procreative role since primitive times, were seen to
provide an initial impetus to the sexual divisioni of labor within the

cothininity, and workplace. These were subsequently reinforced by
formal sbcietal institutions, particularly economic and political systems,
and through the assindlation by males and females of distinct gender
identities an sex rbles.

Long sae distinct sex rofes in procrlition ceased to require
pervasive sexualdivisicogs of labor inside, Or outside the family, distinct
gender identit4014.-and sex roles survived, via cultural values and
socialization processes, which assigned'Afferent orientaEions and
qualities to each sex. Sex differentiation was found to be reinforced by
ths predominance of the values of,acquisition, material possessions in
capitalist societies, and the economic systems that developed out of
1those values.

Children of sthool age were found to exhibit distinct sex roles,
which in a* school setting increased their distiTtiveness with
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chronological age, as a function of influences external as well as
internal to the school.

4

Influences inter'L to the school.were found to,inclu6 adMinistrative,
as well as pedagogical structures.that fostered sex-differentiating,
segregative patterns of social interaction among pupils and teachers of
same and,different sex. Parents, teachers, and public authorities Anside
and'outside school sIstems were found to differentiate between the sexes
in their expectations and tueatments of students, particularly afong
instrumental/expressive diMensions. But it was conjectured on the basis
of7existing'studies chat males,.-particularlvi but not only, fathers--may
provide greater reilkorcement to differentiate the sexes in occordance
with prevailing societal values. Sex differentiation within the school
was seem to reflect ihe influence of genetic/biologic.factors,4but that
influence was seen to be of slight Significance when 'compared with /

sociocultural influences.

'It was found that.these valdes and influences were encountering
oppositio on several counts. ..Pirst, the human resource developmet
movemen hs brought to the attention of educators, the public, aed
legtslators ehe viewpoint Jhat restrictive sex-role socialikatioaideprives
fndivichils of'developingttheir full range of qualities andabilijties.
Vegarding human beings.aresources and instruments of national evelopitent,
limitation* in human development are considered prejudicial to.sbcietal
growth'Eknd security. These views, despite their discordance and competition
with those promulgating socialization for sexual divisions of 4abor, have
.gained growing attention in recent years.

Second, special interest,group,politics,, which have become increasinglyr,
influential as political parties have become less pivotal, call attention
to the eeed for improvements in group status in societal stratification
patterns. Schools are singled out as parkof both the problem and the
solution.

- In the context of principles of equity and sufficiency in the
distribution'of educational resources and opportunity, the schools,are
called upon to remedpte inequities.that other societal institutions
create. Many sectors of public and private leadership* do not take the
egalitarian role of the school seriously, but .others do* The schools are
under increasing pressure to bring about greater equivalence in,group .

performance, and are constantly assailed for tnything that might be
construed to compromise attaiament of this objective. They are pn the
receiving end of a legislative oyerload of mandates, which neither the
,schools.nor the legislators seem to have adequate instituvional or technical
ctfpntrol to implement. -The battleground currently appears,to haVe switched
to,the' courts, but the school setting has not been left out of the
action. It may, in .fact, be the only arena in which any substantive
progress can be 'made.

18r
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, With respect tO sex,moles, although while the prohibitions are
, it_remains to be sien what seX-fair educational practices will
lead to,\either in terms of changing sex vol.
societal institutions. .Students and school
froM,tradi-tional sex-role stereotypes. Hayek
4cqu1re remains to be seea unless one or another group moves in to impose
its,visiop of ideal human development, thus Achanging one set of arbitrary
stereptyi,es for another. The aature of the challenge presently before
the 4010(31448'whether or:not education, now to be/freed from what have
been'ahown to be unneceassry sex stereotypes, can become and remain a
Libe7 rating experience. Or will it continue to be used as the means of
impoSing ome group's %ialues upon another?

or affecting ksrger
sonnel are to ble liberated

what sex roles .they will

.01
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Chapter 5

Ethnici y as a Dimension of Human Diversity:
Implications.for School Processes and Policies

arql Camp Yeakey

Introduction

This paper has two brOad yet interrelated focuses. The first
examines the phenomenon of ethnicity on a macro7level as a dimension of
human diversity among America.'s people, with a discussion of its most
salient ramifications. The second examines ethnicity an a micro-level,in
terms of the role it'plays in the public school.environment. To analyze,

.ethnicity as an abstract variable isolated from societal dynamics and .

instituti6nal structures and processes is impossible. Rather, the aim
4 4"

here is to understand ethnicity ap an aspect ol huma2 diversity in oue
c.ontemparary capitalist American society. Given the nature,og our,
urbanized, highly.industrialized, stratified society, overt conflict and
competition for scarce and diminishing resources and goods between
dominant and sAbordinate groups frequently occur (Antonovsky, 1960; van
den Berghe, 1967). Some-key issues of this struggle involve ethnic
identity, assertiveness, selg-intekest, intergroup rivalry, conflict,'
Paweri.,societal norms, and institutional sanctions. This situation can
be large* attributed to the fact that ethnic giOup rivalry and conflict
have been enduring, persistent, and pervasive phenomena ehroughout the
American experience.

.The scope 'of thisechapter has been narrawed to focus upon eth4city
ia the United States, Aid will be confined to those ethac groups that
are presently most victimized by the dominant iociety, comparaCive0
s king, and that receive greater differential 4a.nd pejorative treotment
o t e asig of their ethiaic diversity.. Such groups include blacks,
Puerto Ricans, American Indians, and Mexican Americans. Wtlite nol-Hispanic
ethnic groups will be analyzed ins9far as th'eir experiences aid in
examining the,experidaFes of the atorementioned ethnic minority d'oups in,
the United States. Borne out by empirical evidence is the fact that

This paper was wriiten in dedication to the memory of the late Alma W. Carla.
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blacks, American Indians, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican Americans are
presently locked out of much of our society's bounty in the distribution
and 'anocation of rewards, resources, and sociapdlitical and economic

.prestige. That they presently comprise society's mpse "disadvantaged" in
terms of having fewer such rewaTds confetTed upon them is irrefutable. ,

r Nowhere is thiS.more obvious than in our system of public schooling,
where, as will be shown in later portions of this paper, ethnicity plays 11

an'important role.

A comparative historical perspective of the study'of Iacial and
ethnic relationships will be given in order,to understand the development

of the institutional structures that form the basis for intergroup relations
to y, for Contemporary patterns of inequality' are rootad'in systems of

group relations initiated in the past. However, the powerlessness of
e blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indi ns today is not

wholly a function of oppression and subjugation'in the,4,ast, but of thpse
sane factors-operative in the instAtutional processes and structures of

Itoday.
\'..... ,

There are those who would question the salience and import of the
study of' ethnicfty and ethnic groups in' modern society. After all,'what
is new about the conflicting relationship between ethnic groups and
between majority and minority ethnic groups based on demands for prestige,
respect, political power, and aceets to educational and economic opportunity?
To be sure, historically speaking, there have always been suCh conflicts.
But the' research eyidence suggests that there seem to be of late not only
l'ar mdre such conflicts but a rise* intensity id given ethnic conflicts
oniboth a national and intdionational scale (Connor, 1973). Although the
scope of this study is limited to ethnicity in the United States, the
relevancr'of the di ussion is,not,limited solelyto the national scene
in this coUntry. Illustrative of this"pointl one has only to conBider

bthe ethnic group conflicts etW'een Eritreans'and Ethiopians in-Ethiopia,
ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese in Vlet Nam, Anglophones'and Francophoned
.in Canada,,ProtestantS and Catholics in northern Ireland, Bengalis add
mon-Bengalki in Pakistan,TMalays and Chinese ih Malaysia, Greeks and
Turks in Cyprus, the Ibos,' Hausi,, and Yoruba in Nigeria, the Jews and
other minorities against- the Gteat Russians in the Soviet Union, and the
Walloons an&Flemings dm Belgium, amongt-others. Although one could not
argue lhat the causes of ethnic conflicts are new, one colild convincihglY
argue that their intensity, scale, and extent are.

int

Racial and Ethnic Croups

Perhaps one of the greatest problems encountered in the study of
ethnicity is definitional. Are '.he terms racial ancrethnic synonymous?
To whal does ethnicity refer? A critical review of the historical usage

44
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of both terns reveals that neitlier term has been 4ed with precision.
Several prominent researcers omit the term race Alt'ogether and subsume
racially distinct groups withid the broad category of ethnic groups-
(Schermerhorn, 1970; Shibutani & Kwan, 1965). When the t9rm tace has
been used, it has been used to refer to finguistic groupings (Aryan, ')

English-spealcing), to religious groupings (Hindu, Jewish), to national
groupihgs (French, Italian),,and to-quasi-scientific groupings (Teutonic).
In this paper, a gcoup is defined as a rice when selected physical or
biologically transmitted charactertstics of the group are Isolated and
when their importance as differentiatinestActors is pronounced (Yetman,

, 1975). Bartth and Nbel (1972)(suggested that the designation of a group
as a race is largely, but net solely, a function of biological coy genetic
differences, but is also,a function oftsociety's peception that differences
exist and are important.

An ethnic group Is recognized by its distinct cultural characteristits
(e.g., values, ideas, laguage, food habits, family Patterns, mode of
dress, sexual beh4vior, standards of beauty, recreational patterns,
religious and political affiliations, and economic formsi. ImDkicit
in ethnitc group behavior is a feelingeof belongingness in which iroup
members not only feel bound by common ties but are similarly regarded by

/.the larger society.

Much-ambiguity is createa in,the use of both terns becafise groups
that are classified as racial may be ethnically distinct as wel . For
examples American Indians as a race contain the Apache, Sioux, awnee,
Blapkfeet, Chbrokee, and a nuiaber-of other ethnic tribes. the same is
true for the while race, which contains Irish, talians, Poles, Germans,

.Jews, and a myriln of other ethnic groups.

As the foregoing would suggest, one can make a definitional distinction
between ethnic group and racial group. However, little of the dominant
theory, indicatS that operationally they are distinct on a systemic
level The study of ethnic groups is. for all practical purposes the same
as the tudy of the dominant and subordinate racial groups in America.

The New Ethniciy

ald lines of-division (i.e., culture, religion, political affiliation,
and language) can be fou.nd betwe e? most majority and minority ethnic'groups
now in conflict. For at leastith4\,past century, most-sociologists sub- '

scribed to what Milton Gordonf(1976) referred to as the "liberal expectancy."
That is, the expectation that the features distinguishing one group from
aaother would inevitably warce in importance id modern society with, instead,
an increasing emphasis upoq 'achievement rather than'ethnic or cultural
asription. 'The expectancy was that n6rmative system§ of education and
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,communication as well'as nationally uniform economic and political systems
would have a similar leveling effect.

/ $

The Marxi'an,"radical expectancy" is an extension of the "liberal
expectancy," wherein,class would become the main line of division between
people, eradicating tribal, religious, and language distinctions as well
as distinctions, of national origin. ,Marx believes that interest'determined
by economic position would guide men to social action. Athough neither
perspective has yet to materialize fully, aspects of each philosophy are
operativs in our society today.

.16

,

WIlikt has occurred in-N .the sociological literature, as well assin the .
,

larger sociopolitical eAtironmeqt, is a shift in our general understanding
of ethnic groups. "Formerly 'seen as survivals from an earlier age, to be -

. treated variausly with ann6Yance, toleraiion, or mild celébrationir we now
have a growing sense that they may be forms of sociai life ehat.are
capable of renwiiig and transforting Ntselves" (Glazer'& Moynihan,
,1976, p. 4). Today, the eradication of ethnicity from our modern society
is as utopian an exercise as the eradication of social class stratification
from our sotiety.

A o /A
The foregoing is a rather profound assertion, given the fact that '

a voluminous amount of the sociological dogma of the past century-and-
a-half erred in asserting that ethnic groups were not only assimilating
ands"milting," but disappearing as well. I am suggesting, as a few
recent writers have, that a new reality is emerging', as well as an

.

expansion of the use of the term ethnic group,.from minority and marginal
subgrouPs on society's fringes tio7major societal elements. The new teFm
that has emerged is ethnicity.

One of the striking characteristics of modern societies is that
self-interest is so effectively pursued by ethnic graupa today that ,

ethnic groups may be called self-interest groups (Glater & Moynihan,
1970.. It appears that the ,former nazrow emphasis on culture, language,
and religion has shifted to an emphasis on self-interest as'defined by
members of the group. Thus, Although the emphasis of the ethnic group
may have changed, the emotional significance of attachment and belonging-
ness to the ethnic group seems to have persisted anprown. The effitacy
of utilizing this new emphasis on ethnicity for asadzting claims and
making demands against governmental and §ocietal decision makers and
power brokers is intricately related to.the standard practice 1.n which

.ethnic categories,are employed as the prlmary basis for the distribution
and allocafion of resources, rel.Tards, status, and powier.

The process of absorption and Americanization is an important
indoctrAnating-and sotializing technique. Immigrants to the United
States have become more "American" and less ethnic over eime. Conversely,

1/4
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howevet, in the process of Americanization they'have simultafteoUsly
become more ethnic.% There is legitimacy to the fipditg that forms of'
identification based on religion, language, and national origin;hai7e
-something in common. The commonality is that,such descriptots are now /
effective foci for group mobilization, and_for group self-interest on
basls of one's'ethnicity (Hechter, 1974). One has Only to look at the
experience of blacks in the United States and ttieir demanaKior-civill.
rights,and their quest for economic, sdtial, political, and educational
opportunity. It'is of more than pomentary significhnce that the organiza-
tion and demands made by blacke struck responsive chords among other ethnic,
groups in the United States as well--Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans,
American Indianp, Orientals, and eventually white.non-Hispanic ethnic
groups.

,According to Glazer and Moynihan (1976), there are twojelAted -

reasons'that may account for the degree to which ethnic conflicts appear
to'have become the form in which interest conflicts are pursued.. The
first has to do with the efficacy of ethnicity in makidg legitimate
claims on sotiety's resources; the secOnd,hes ty do with the underlying
social dynamics that lead to such claims. The latter concern confionts
the fact and nature of inequality.. In American capitalist society,
_people are not equal, nor are the ethnic groups tie which they belong.
Altogether different is.the propoition that all individuals should be
equal and 'that all ethnic groups should be equal. If one is to describe
American society, one describes people ranked everywhere,in systems of
social stratification where one individual fars bettex than.another.
That this is empirical fact is beYond question. As with individuals, so
too are groups of individuals dOined by their ethnic identiey. nahrendorf's
(1969). thesis as to the origins of,inequality suggests that inewlity
arises from differential power'and supcess in achieving social ndrrcs and
social rewards. His thesis is equally applicable to group inequality.
In a situation of racially mixed ethnic groups where ohe group is dominant,
there follows almost an automatic consignment of other groups to inferior

.status.

erein lies the dynamic.element in the system. Dahrendorf wrote
that inequality breeds its awn dynamism in.that it implies the gain of
one group at the expense of another. Systems of social stratification
therefore generate,protest against their awn principles and bear the
see'cisi- of their awn stspOression (Dahrendorf, 1969; van den Berghe, 1967).'
The assertion is not that all systems of social stratification-generate (

' internal protest, but that thereare severaf examples on a national and
fhternational scene that bear witness to this thesis. One has only to
look at Nicaragua, Zimbabwe, Iran, South Africa, Cuba, India, and even
the United States ta note some rather vivid exampres.
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Theoretical Perspective

Frlom the vantage ppl.nt of moTt contemporary social.scientists,
with the problems of statflation, schooling, segregated housing,
health, and unemployment becoming increasingly acute, the prospectis
that$the inequalities,b$,tween America's white ethnic m4jority and her '

ethnic and racial minorities will continue to widen. the problems of `

majority-minority relations, far 'from being resolved, remain as entrenched
and potentially volatile as ever bef6ri.

0
1

This study of ethnic gioup Nlations will primarily focus upon
types and patterns of differedtial power and.intergroup conflict and
streqs in the United States on a systemic or social-systems lelvel. This
is not to suggest that there is litt1e practical or theoreticaAtiaity
in understanding the soc al psychological dynamics (i.e., individual
prejudice ) .etween a soe ety s majority and (minority wups. However, I-
question t e releyance of such an analysis t,hat is not complemented'by.a
thorough u derstanding of the syst6ic institutional and struetural
variables that support, perpe date,_And advance the social psychblogical'
dynamics that take place on an indrvidual level.

'For clarificatian,purposes, prejudice is defined as an attitude
that predisposes a person td act, think, and feel in a'wik that is
favorable or unavorable toward a group or'its individual members (Secord
6. Blackman, 1964). 'PrejudPoeirefers to attitudes; discriminationwrAfers

0 to behavior. Disceimination implieseheirunequal treatment of equaa"
(Yinger, 1968, p. 449). Although discrimination may'certainly emanate
from personal prejudice, 'it also results from the conformity of individuals
tothe normativP didtates of a racially biaski society.

)

In the voluminous research data compiled aver the past century-and-a- .

half on ethnicity and majority-minority group relations in Aperican society',
4 ,there is a conspicuous oversight. It appears that the conventional

wisdom of the sociologists either totally dismissed Cr paid little heed
to such highly, relevant variab4s as power, conflict, politics, and the
institutona14-and structural pracesses that impinge upon ethnic grotip
relations. In fact, the literature xeveals that an emphasis upon power,
2olitics', and institutional variables is a rather_recent occurrence.

It is my intention to depart fram such conventional wisdom, and as my
expressed interest in power, stress, and conflict suggests,,emphasis will be
placed upon sociopolitical explanationlwof the dynamics of jority-minority

, .

1
StaKflation is a term coined by economists to denote a period

of recession occurring in a period of inflation.

9
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ethnic relations. Utilizing a social systems framework, this perspective
suggepts-that'the ndamental,determdnants of.majOrity-ziminority ethnic group ,

relations and confli ,s are to be found in- the operational institutional
structures of a socie6,... Such structuTes must be seen as normative exten-
sions of a society's vaIixes', traditions, mores, and conventions.

,

Some sociologists have\labeled this perspective "the conflict frame-
work," wherein interacting' groups are oriented toward the sottainment of,

mutually 'exclusive goals. The pursuit of itcompatible goals.necessarrly
mgans that one group's gain is another grodp's loss.. NeedleiS to say, this

. creAtes an interest in xhange,'which,-althotigh-latent.for a time (especially-
following the resolution of a specific conflic0, wi-11 become manifest
under certain circumstances, tQ stitulate donflict anew.. It is iMPortant
to note.here that persistent 'interest in and attempts to bring about_

change are insufficieneto engender ot guarantee change at any point in,

At v,time. .
. .

.
,

It is the pervasive racial and,eihnic inequality'in.AmeriCa's social
order, with it's concomitatt syStem ot social class stratification, that
Ncreates the potency and force for ethnic intergroupconflict. For; a; the ..

researchers have noted, systets of rigid 'stratification marked with
.

blatant inequality generate protest against their awn prinCiples and sow
the seeds for their own revolution (Dahrendorfo 1969; vat den Berghe,
1967), Indeed, this viewpoint has ancient.rodts, blUt its modern impetds
w provided 'by the Marxian emphasds and the inevitability of the clashkso groups with'divergent interests (Cox, 1948). Although Marx emphasized
economic class and economic exploitation as the primary units of conflict,
on ihe American scene conflict has beea 4dally structured along racial .

and ethnic group lines. Recent evidence obtained by contemporary researchers
has shown that the root for exploitation of racial and ethnic minorities
lies in a system of 4conomic power and privilege in which not only race
and ethnicity, but sex, age, family background, and other ascriptiye

,

variables have a stratifying and mutually reinforcing effect (Bowles &-,

Gintis, 19764 Carnoy, 1974, 1975; Baran & Sweezy, 1970; Reich, 1978).
Racism, therefores on both an institutional and an individual leveli,is a
key mechanism fov the stabilization of capitalism and the reproducti6n
and legitimization ofieequality.

.

.

Racism is defined here'as "the predi\ction of detisions and policies
on considerations of.race for the purpose'of subordinatitg a racial group'
and mai.ntaining control over that group" (Earmichael.& Hamilton, 1(967,
p: 3): Operating on both a covert and an overt level,, it takes two
related forms. The first iA on an individual level. The second is on an
institutional level where raeisk aS a normatJ:ye, societal ideology operates
within-and among the organizations, institutions, and processes of the
larger society. And the overt acts of, individual racism and Vile more
covert.acts of fnstitutional racism have a mutually,reiqfording effect.

2 00
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Although qe theoretical perspective presented here may appear
quite logical and rational,-again it is a radical departure from the
extensive research compiled on racial and ethnic,relations. A far top 4
meager ampunt of research is devoted to the attributes of the majoriey

-group l'nd the institutional mechanisms by which majority and minority ,

relations are .created, sustained, and changed. Research by Ederstedt
(1948) is a notable exception. He stated:R

It is the majority.. . w,hich sets the culture
pattern and sustains'it, which is in fact responsibl
for whatever pattern.or 4onfiguration there s in a
cultuie. It is the majority which#confersup n,
folkways, mores, customs, 'and laws the status f

norms and gives them eoercive pciwer. Ie is the -

majority which guarantees,the stabillity of a society.
. It is the'majoritY which tequiets conformity to
custom and which penalizes deviationexcept in ways
in which the majority sanctions and approves. It is
the majority which is the)custodian of the mores and
.which defehds them against innovation. And it is the
"inertia of majori;tes, linally; which retards the r.
processes of ehange. (P- 709) .

,Of, paramount importance ln this study is the,manner ip which societal
institutiont, are controlled by dominant, majority groups ratiwr tHan by a
sole concentration.of minority ethnic group char cteristics. Ethnicity
as a form of human diversit would ba less of a problem.in America ware
it not for institutional norms sustained and perpetuated by a .dominant4
society that assigns differential rewards on the basis of 'that diversity.'

Ltisrenderinl; and misinterpretation pf the Significance,of soeietal
patterns of Pawer influence, and control have often cause'd'aocial
issues or social problems to be defined as a deviation or aleparture from
societal, norms. Far too seldom are a society's institutional.processes
the obfect of systematic' inquit:y (Horton, 1966).

Proponents of American democratic ideology have professed altruistically
that societal instituftbns and organizations exist to serve people.
keeping with this view, institutions should therefore be held answerable
and accountable to the people whose lives they affect. Where and if an
institution exists and,persists in discordance ipd conflict with,human
reds, and impoverishment and disadyantagdOent result, demdcratic ideolow
affirms that it ought be changed. Hawever, the dominant American philosophy

. holds that in case of conlict or maladjueStment be,tweentpdividuals and
,the s'ystem, it is the 'individual(s) who must be changed and be made less
of a problem.

,2
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Recent examples in our society give credence to this point. Wben
problems are acknowledged by the dominant graug in American society, they
ate ascribed to characteristics of 'the subordinate graup rather than to
the operative processes in the social syttem. One has only to remembei-
Myrdal's (1944) discussion of black-white relations_in America as "the
Negro problem." Similarly, this notion Its implicit in the many discussions
of cultural deprivatipn. Academic failure, underachievement, and high
drop-out rates are supposedly ascribed to the deficiencies an4.internal.
(even intellectual) instabilities and inadequacies of the minority group.
Until recently little mtntion was made in the literatnte of the natural
role,and functioning of schools and their relar4onship to larger institu
tional alignments in our-society (Baratz & Baratz, 197();'.Bowles & Gintis,
1976; Ryan, 1976). The result was that emphasis was placed upon ethnic
and racial likaority groups as,aimeans of deflecting scrutiny away from
causative institutional variables.

-

\ What are the :lechanisms by which inequalities, once established;
are maintained,and perpetuated? Discrimination, or the differential
treatment 'accorded racial and ethnic minority group members, is,the means
by which the unequal status of the minority group and the disproportionate-
power of the majority group are preseFved (Yetman, 1975). Discrimination
has several fotms, but for the ensuink discussion the distinction is made
between attitudinal discrimination,' which refers to discriminatory
practices attributable to or influenced by individual prejudice, and
institutional or syStemic discrimination. The latter is less attributeble
to individual prejudide,*yet more attributable to society's normal
functioning. Institutional discrimination involves policies or practices
that appear to be nonpartisan in their effect op minority individuals or
groups liut that have the effect of a disproportionate and detrimental

,

imgact upon such groups.

ACcording to Yinger (1968), discrimination refers to "the'petsistent
application of criteria that are arbitrary, irrelevant) or unfair by'
dominant standards, with the result that some persons receive an undue(
advantage -and others, although equally qualitied, suffer an unjustified'
penalty" (p. 449). One would assume, therefore, that if all majority-group
members would individually eliminate or cease-to subscribe to prejudicial
attitudes, discrimination, by definition, would cease to exist. However,
if prejudice and individual'and adaptive forms of discriminatiOn and
racism thalt emanate from it were eliminated overnight, the inequalities
grounded in the normal impersonal functioning of existing institutional
structures would remain (Yetman, 1975).

Friedman (1969) has characterized institutional (systemic) discrimina-
tion and racism in the following manner:
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. . a pattern of action in which one or more
of- the institutions ot organizations of society has
the pciwer to.thraw on.m9re burdens and give le's
benefits to the membe'rs'of one race than andther on
an ongoing baais, or in so doing support aftother
institution or organization, And use their power in
this manner. 'This means . . that decisions are
madeo, agendas structured, issues defined, beliefs,
valuea, and attitudes promulgated and 'enshrined,
commitments entered into, and/or resource& allocated,
in such A way that nonwhites are systematiCally
deprived or exploited. It should be emphasized tfiat
under this' definitionthe Intentions of the actors,
or the fordgI statements of ehe relev;tnt norms', laws,
and values, are irrelevant. . . What counts is .

whether its actions in fact distribute burdens and
rewards in a racially biased fashion. . . . (p. 19)

Important in terms of this discussion is the interrelated and
cutulative nature of systemic or institutional discrimination and racism,
whereby society's insfitutiona are not clay mutdaily aligned, but are
suftaining and reinfo,icing as well. On a socialsystems level the various
makfestations, of inatitutional discrimination and racism appear to be
distinct, but on an operational level they' are indistinguishable. The
resmuce allocation of city schools; resiaential segregation and housing
quality; the location, sEructuie, and placement of transporn systems;
hiring ant proMotion practices; academic tinderechlevemenf or raciil and 4

-ethnic priinority,youth; availability of deCent health care; behavior of
policemen and judges; a-legaf cmder that.incarceratemd e ritinoritiee
ttlan majorities; stereotypical images prevaNnt in the... dia and, school
curricula; price gouging id ghetto stores; morbidity, it II lity, and
4ongevitybrates; lack of political dlout andfreffective legislative
representation--these and e Myriad of other forms of social, political,
and economic discrimitiation concurrently intdrlock to determine the
status, Welfare, raild.income of,the racial and ethnic minorities gf
Spch factorannot be considered inconsequential to one'S social mobility
in the economic arena,'for such.processes axe mat simply additive, but
again, are mutually sustaining and reinforcing (Reich, 1978). Ndneconomic

faCtors neatly inter-lace with economic factorS and.become, on a systems
level, operationally inseparable. It is these factors, therefore, that
serve to lock the racial-and ethnic minorities of color into a ?ermanent
conditi9n of poverty and ipequal4.ty.,

The Majority and the Minority

Although originally borrowed from the Et)Topean experience, the term

2o3
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minority gjoup, pal-ticularly afte.t- the rise/of nationalism in the
late eighteenth,anaVtArly nineteenth centuries, was used to characterize
racial and ethnic groups that had become subordinate to another racial or
ethni:c group through the imposition of, or shifts in, olibical Power or,

.boundaries. Joseph B. Gittler sfdefinitiora -suggests thaX "minorfty gfoups
are those whose-members experience a wide range of discriminatory treatment
ahd frequently are relegated to positions relxtively'low in the status
structure of a society" (Gittler, vit). In this definitioh
elements of the term's xriginal meaning have been retained,--the reference
to a dIstinct group that occupies a subordinate position of prestige,
privilege, and poper. Wagley and-Harris (1958, pp. 1-9) defined minor4Y
grolaps as:

1. suffering.discrimination suborditiation within' a society;

2. 'set apart in terms of physical or cultural traits disapproved
of by the dominant group;

,

3. which are units with a sense of collective Identity and common
burdens;'

4. whose membership is determined by the'socially invented rulej
of descent; and

chaiacteti.zed by marriage within the group.

Perhaps the most-tomprehensive description off minority groups is tl-lat
grven by pworkin and Dworkin 76), whO suggested that minority groups
are>i4..aracterized by the follow g traits: identifiability,,differential
power, differential and pejQr. ve treatment, and group awareness. The
reta.tionship among these fo r characteristics.is processiVe and verriable
at any given point in time. Althoup skin color is a primary element of
identifiaSility, with black- Americans being the principal outcasts, other
distinguishing traits that are perhaps mare vacillatory and less constant
than biological traits in,clude dress, religion, and speecla, among other
cultural variables. For certain immigrant populations it has been possible
to change their relative status by adopting the traditions and culture of
the dominant majority and thereby becoming less distinguishably.

(

d
/a

4

Historical research reveals that, within a few generations the immi-
grant minorities from northern and western Europe (the British Isles,
Germany, France, Ireland, .candinavia, Belgium,/and the Netherlapds)

.

became Americanized, blended, and accultdrated int4 thp ma.jority populatio;.
.When di,stinctive biological factors such as skin color airc involved, such
blending is no easy process. And in those societies where there is much
physical homogeneity, distinct cultural tratts are of crucial significance
because institutional and societal norms are created to endure that such

ci
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4stinctions are made ianifest (Dworkin'f, Dwpris,in, 1976). 'Such a situa-
tion was evident in Nazi Germany, .i4tere ft became Nazi policy to force
Jews to wear yellow arm bands,not only to adduce one's identification
%but dlso to'ertture differential treaXmentA

Blalock (1960, 1967) detilcribed ac tua1.rat4per than potential poweL
aS the use of resources to control and manipulafe others. Blalock's
po4er equation includes tothl resources.(prestige, authority, propet0,

. money, and natural resources) in addition to the mdbilizatian of resourtes
(the total,resourCes employed). Dworkin and Dwof.kint's,(1f976) use oft
the term differential power, by imolication, infers a greater use a
resources among two competing groups--of a relatively more powerful group

-versur-a relatively less.powerful group.

I

The use of the terns majbeity gKoup' and minärit group goes beyond mere
nuperical enumeration. For the pliwposes a this papgr, power differentiation
is the' major distinctive feature a ma3ority-minbnity groupqrelations. The
dibtinction iS made between a power group (irrespective of size).and a nume-r1-
cal majority (dependent only upon size), for in terms of control and domination

-

it is power rather than Aumbers that is of consequence..

Blalock furthe-r, argued that the blze If the group, rather than an asset,
may becoma liatkility and drain group str ngth, thus posing prokems of
coordination and.the apportionment of resources. To be sure, xhere have
been powei groups that are nUmerically larger in Size, but there are many-
contemporaty examples of,dominant power groups being numerically small.
Ruling power structures in stratified societies such as the United States,
South:Africa, and Zimbabwe illustrate the contention that aipumerically
small group may control a,numerically larger but relatively powerless group.

Many different dimensions (i.e., race, ethnicity, religion,-and language)
may be uied to distinguish majority from minority; however, according to
Noel (1968), such cliff. ences alone do not automatically'generate tension
and conflict and create a ystem of ethnic inequality. Historically spedking,
racial, cultural, and rekigious groups have coexisicd wiihout systems of
ethnic inequality and conflict. By definition,' minuil'Y groups afe subordi-
nate groups,.but majority-minority relations Occur Alen one groUp prevails
by imposing its will upon another. Once the differences are perceived,
whether cultural or biorogical in origin, perhaps the most important
factor is the differential power of one group relative to the other,
(Noel, 1968).

What follows is a system of ethnic stratification wherein some fixed
and ascribed group membership (i.e., race, religion, culture, language)
is used as the major criterion for the assignment of social standing and
prestige with'oncomitant differential rewards.

1
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Preeminent power is necessary.not onli for the establishment of a
system Olif racial and ethnic stratification, but also for its maintenance
and perpetpation (Noel, 1968). Having obtained control of a society's
institations, the majority group generally strives Co; sOlidify and
consolldate ite position.' The process by which this occurred in. the

United States Was'aummarized by Graham and Gurr (1969) as follows:

. we are a nation'tg immigrants, but one in
which the orrginal dominant immigrant group, the
so-called Anglo-Saxons, effectivel preemptvd the ,
crucial levers of, econoMic and political power in

. government, commerce and the 'professions. This
elite'group hae tenaciously 9nisted the'upward
strivings of successive "ethnic". immigrant waves.
The-resultant competitive-hierarchy 'bf ,immigrants
has always been highly conducive to violence, but
this violence ha's taken different' forms. The
Anglo7Americans have used their access.to ttle levers
of power to maintain theix dominance, usinelegal
,force surrounded by an aura of legitimacy for such
ends as econ c exploitation; the ieStriction of
immigration y a) national-origin quOta system which
clearly branded-later immigrants as culturally

,...

undesirable; the confinement of the original Indian
immigrants largel to a barren reservation; and the

. rest.riction of blacks to a degraded caste. (p. 794)
,

Significant differences in powei permit the dominant majority to
exercise control 'over the minority thr6Ugh differential, pejorative,
and discriminatory treatment and action. Lieberson (1961), Allpor
(054), and Dworkin and Dworkin'(1976,) examined the processes by which
mkjorities maintain dominance ovet ethnic minorities. Dworkin and

'Dworkin's (1976, pp. 39-41) assessment, which includes six processes *or'
strategies, fs,particukarly astire and, timely.

1. Tokenism. By aCceding to the minimal.detands of ethnic.minorities,

1(

majorities give the mistake impression of granting sweepini changes without
acttially doing so. Nowhere 4s this more evident than in the struggle for
school desegregation; where a few ethnic,minorities have been permitted
to attend majority group schools. As a result, majorities,have attempted
to meet school desegregation orders without Changing the balance of power,
of without equalizing the resources of the educatlonal d economic oppor-
tunity structure. Hence the peed for the distinction ween such terms
as desegregation and integration. This situagion is dbalogous to that
exercised by employers who hire one' or two ethnic minority group members,
assign them executive titles, yet provide limited opportunites for those

,minorities to exercise decision-making.

9 ; fib
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2. Coercion occuraryhen ethnic minorities are forced t;l'comply
either with intimidation or thethreat of violence, loss of job.securitY,
arrest, etc. Co-optatron occur/ when tinorities.are incorporated into
the majority group to serveq4as buffers and avert threats to majority
.controls. TNe.real tank of co-opted individuals is to C9ntrol and suppress
the activities of other members of their awn ethnic Aintity group.

.

3. Gerrymandering is the redistribution of Voting districts sd
4

that ethnic mittOriti.dos will lack a voting plurality in their district..
The,effect is a dil4tion of ethnic minoritY political power.

4. Divide and conquer occurs wheiliminority g.roup members place
minorities in opposition to one anoter, primarily by promoting economic
compdtition between groups (Bonacich_a1972)..

5. Socialization Ind Anglo conformity is an attempt to indoctrinate
e minority with the language, beliefs, values, and customs of'the
jority.,7he result Is..lens aft identification witt>ne'l ethnic minority

theritage'add more.an identification with majority normative standards:
: Inherent in such process4 As the legitimiiation and acceptance of

majority control. Becatisepocialization and conformity take place on an
individdal 140.,e10 the effeet is that an ethnic minority individual
becomes independent and individualistic, as opposed to group-oriented.
Subsequent achieve nts help the individual rather than therethnic
minority group.to wh ch he or she belongs.,

.,

Dworkin and Dworkin's' (1976) fiA41 charaAeristic is ,group awareness,.
'which refers.to the perception of comton aims and objectives tkat are
accomplished t,hrough ooperation and communtil kinship, as oppoed to
in ividual competiti n. It is..this group awareness and belongingness on

basis of the self-interest of the group to which.the term new ethnicity
is'applied.

Maldr Conceptual Frameworks .

ThiS section presents a general frame cA reference designed to classify
some of the major /theoretical perspectives that sociologists have used to
study racial and ethnic relations and behaviors. It is beyond the scope,of
this paper to present an exhaustive critique of each frame?work, for entire
volumes have been devoted to such purposes. Rather, the intent is to provide
a summary of the major conceptual models. . Few theories can account for a
wide range of complex intervening variables. Suffice it to say, therefox.q,
that'the constructs discussed on the ensuing pages have inherent weakneisea,
that are the subject of ongoing research. One will note that there'are
mdtked similarities, almost a cross-fertilizatiOn, among the theories
irrespective of the fact that they belong to distinct conceptual groupings.

1
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The first grouping of theories examined is the race-cycle, consensus,
interdependence, and conflict frawworks. While the race-cycle framework
is an evolutionary model of society, the consensus, interdependence, and
donflict frameworks are applicable to ajwide fange of behalitior and ensue
Leom major frames e,:d.oyed in contemporAry sociology--structural function-
alism, symbolic interactionism, and cdnflict.

Race-Cycle Framework

.Initially developed by R. E. Park (1950), te race-cycle framewdrk
asserts a uniline#r evolvement of r4ce relatilons incopsistent with their,

' development id moaern societies. Park (1950) observed that:

In the relations Of races there is a cycle of events
which tends everywhere to repeat itself . . . the race
relations cycle which takes the form, to state it .
abstractly, of contact, competition, accommodation,
and eventual assimilation, is apparently progressive
and irreversible. Customs, regulations, immgra on
restrictions and racial barriers may srackent the
tempo of the movement; may perhaps halt it altoge her
for a time; but cannot change its di ection; can t

at,' any rate reverse it. ., . (p. 0) °

. There havbeen stthsequent mo.dificatio of Park's original thesis
0that attempt td correct its 4parent defic encies. This approach is

ade4uate to explain the emergence of the pattern of ethnic differentiation
that follaws.initial oontatt, but there have been several examples in ethnic
relations in the United States where an initial ethnic group contact has
been terminated short of,assimilation and amalgamacion. One has only to
maiwe a cursory analysis of the experience of Americam Indians and black
Americans to see the flaws in this theory (Palmer, 1966).

Ih response to Park, Barth and Noel (1972) listed five theoretically
possible outcomes of interethnic contact, as follaws:

°

1. exclusion, embodying both expulsion and annihilation;

2. symbiosis, relationship with an equally beneficial exchange
between.group members of different sociopolitical systems;

3. ethnic stratification, involving classification and sub-
ordination within a single poliV.cal system;

4. pluralism, equalitarian integration of dietinct ethnic
groups within a common social, political, and poonOmic
system; and
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- 5. ,assimilation,,the social-psychologicsA; biological, and 4t 4
cultural mixture of4distinct groups resulting in an ,

. ethniCally indistinct society.

Several researchers have elaborated and embellished Park's original
..

thesis, notably Brown'(1934), Lieberson (1.961), and Noel (1968). Taking
into consideration the five possible outcomes of intergroup contact, it
becomes necessary to specify the conditions under which any outcome 'is
likely. BaTth and-Noel (1972) have outlined three variables that determine,
the initial outcome. They are the characteristics of the migration and

1

the migrants, the nature and context of initial contacts, and the cultural

and social-structural Characteristics of the groups,prior to/ontact. Noel
(1968) posited the theory ehat competition provides 'the mottvating force
for sqatification; that ethnocentrism directs the competition along racial
and ethnic group Yinesi arld that the relative power determines which group
will have the potential to subordinate the o er. 'Furthermore,, if the power
differential among either group is small/ or f the degree of ethnocentrism
crr competition is moderate, an equalitarian outcome is probable. On the
other iland, a significant amount of all;tbree increases the probability of a
highly disparate and inequalitarian outome.

The Consensus_Framework

According to Parsons (1954) the consensus perspective " . is a condi-
tion of the stability of socal systems that there should be an integration
of the component units to constitute a 'comnon valug system" (p. 388). This
viewpoint postulates'a marked degree of unanimity within and between all seg-
ments of society as an important variable in-the continuance and persistence
of a social.structure. This frame of'reference is,rooted in the skructural-
functional'and the symbotic-inferactionist medels 'of society.

, The structural-functional orientation is exemplified in the assumptions
about the nature of man and society upon which the framework's explanation
of structural persistence/is based. Sociologists of the consensus persuasion

, stress the face that societal structural elements and ste.systems are mutually
dependent and that society's well-being requires the mutuallirperation of
such ,elements and subsystems. Stratification; presumably, thought to .be
compatible with the requisites of the society's component pa'rts.

The model of symbolic interactionism assumes that social behavior, is not

only purposive and organized, but goal-oriented, and that cooperative :geal-
'directed behavior requires shared symbols. Thus men do not interact by
reacting to dhother's actions per.se, but rather they interpret and define
each other's utions (Bldmer, 1962). What Blumer saggested is that Che
definition of the situation provides the frame of reference for social
interaction.. According to Shibutani and Kwan (1965), "Aat is of decisive



importance is that hnman beings interact not so.much.in termp of what they
actually are but in terms of the conceptions that they form bf themselves
and one another" (p. 38). It would appear, therefore, that an individual is
not.jssighed to a specific ethnic group because,he shares certain observable
chae5cteristics with group members, but because there Is'a general.consensus
that he belongs to the group regardless of any real ptiYsical or cultural

/similarities (Barth & Noel, 19T2). Because societies are not perfect systeMs,
the-value-consensus model with its attendant structural cempatibility can only.
be approximated, at best,.in any society. H

/

The Interdependence Framework

In most societitio various component units are both interrelated and
interdependent.upon one'another, and as societies urhaeize ana becsmeiNmore
complex, such a network f interdependency becomes increasingly extensive.
.The result is a force cooperation and accommodation,adong subgroups and
subsystems, regardle,s of consensus or dissensus, in order that each may
achieve a set of goals that they are incapable of achieving alone. In more
urban societies, interdependence is highly related to the maintenance of
order wherein order subsumes stability and change. '

Adaptation that overlaps stabiltty and change requlres, on the part of
social systems, a peeetivity to modifications assuring that such systems
will ,not be destroyed by their awn intransigence and rigidity in the face of
internal contradictions (Coser, 1956). In essence the preaervation of order
is not equivalent 6 the preservation of the status quo. Inversely,' adapta-
tion requires that only a few structures (the less essential 9nes),be pet-
mitted to vary at any given moment and these at rates not exceeding,prior
restricted limits (Oleen,-1968)'. Thus, "it is not minimal change but the
minimization)of change which defines adaptatdon. . . the difference . 0
between adaptation and stability inheres in the feet of system.modification;
that betWeen adaptation and change inhere in function--the former maintains
an existent order while the- latter creatft a new order" (Barth & Noek,
1972 p. 341).

The sighificance of interdependence for adaptation is twofold Barth
& Noel, 1972):

1. It creates a soc 1 system awareness of pressure for change affect-
ing any aspect c ihe system.

2 . It 4mposes sanctions to curtail and eliminate such pressures.

Olsen (1.968) suggested that if pressures fpr change are illternal, inter-
dependence requires mandatory sanctions because the element seeking change
is dependent upon other elements (Olsen, 1968). When external pressure
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threatens, the entire system Makes'an adaptive response because all of the
societal elements are interrelated.

0

Technological, demographic, and a myriad of other changes may alter the
Aegree of interdependence (Shibutani & Kwan, 1965).- The social system is so
adaptive that any conditions effecting a sligUtmodification,in the flalande
of power will cause'an institutionalization oFthat modification that will
not alter the existing system of stratification and inequality., One, has

onlY to remember the disruption...of the social order by blacks during-the
Civil'Rights Moiement and the token changes that occurred fn the
ftactices of scOools, universities,.1 or unions, political parties, and the
like. The introduction of black and ethnic studies curricula, open a:dmissions
programs, blacki in governmen4a1 posts, thJ removal of discrimiaatory clauses
from union constitutions, and the desegregation of previously 1l white schools'

.have rarely had any effect on actual racial practices. Such a ute alterna-
tions are a4aptive and even represent concessions; however, such meager donces-
sions simply function to maintain the present order of the sociil system and
Serve to forestall,more sweeping changes.

Despite a system's adaptability, radical social and structural change.
can occur in'all sdcial systems. Although this theory is in 'many wayalro-
found,,it remaing for an adequate theory,of ethnic diff146ntiation to
account for major changes in pattern& Of ethnic relationships.

71:efonflict Framework

The conflict framework is an overarching unbrerla-type frame of refer-
ence that'is inclusive of several theoretical constfucts that, although
varied,,posit. the primacy of conflict as a salient ald pervasive constant.
Certain theories under this framework have been elaborated upon in the
section devoted to theoretical perspeCtive. In.addition, two cardinal
points shoxqd be mentioned. The first is that vested interestS, power,
inequality, and coercion are key prOpoSitions of thal,conflict adhool.
Second, little significant change will result from eonflict without a basic
realignment And alteration in the,balalce of power between competing groups.

e
Split la or market theory. There are tWo major theoretical constructs

under thIs.frjne1work thae bear discussion. First is the new conflict fheory
that combine economic competition and exploitation in one frameworke
Bonacich's 1972) split labor market theory of ethnic antagonisms occurs .

when-two groups with .differing levels of skills and expertise are in
conflict with one another in the labor market. -The theory suggests that .

employeis, in order to minimize costs, replace higher-paid
labor Atil lower-paid labor. The result is the inc ease Of antagonism
between the two groups, which more often than not are-major y and minority
groups. The majority employs two discriminatory practices: labor caste

,
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systems with the consignment of minoritiel-to low-status jobs, and exclusion, '

lwhereby the mincrity'may be removed or transferred. As one can'see, this .

theory borrows-from the aforementioned conflict theories as well as from the,
caste and class models, which are discussed next.

t

Caste and class theories. The United 'States has been alternataly
described as having a class system for mobility in terms of power; presti0;
and property or as having a rigid color-caste system. It was during the
1930s when W. Lloyd Warner and Allison Dayis offered the caste framework in
which black-White relations were seen as a-color-caste system that framed
social, economic, and political relations in American society (Warner &
Davis,,1939; Dollard, 1937; Davis, Gardner,' & Gardner, 1941). Such a system
was xeinforced constitutionally by the legal order (Drake, 1966). Since the
original Warner-Davis thesis, the colot-caste analysis has been extended to
certain other racial and ethnic minority, groups, i.e., Puerto Ricans,
Mexican Americans, and &fierican Indians (0gbu,,197.8).- However, researchers
have seriously .challengqd the caste model; arguinethat such,a model ip
inextricably tied to t14'religious system of India and is therefore analyti-
cally inapplicable to tile United States everience (Blauner, 1969, 1972;A

Carmichael & Hamilton, 1967; Cox, 1948; Simpson & Yinger, 1958).

Class models have also proliferated in American sociology. Some
researchers have analyzed social classes as groups with distinct boundaries
delineating upper, middle, and lower groups (HollingShead, 1949; Farner,
et al., 1960),,but others have suggested that social classes are indistinct
without clear-cut boundaries (Cox, 1948; Cuber & Kenkel, 1954; Myrdal,
1944). The models have tended to deal sPecifically with blacks and whites,
with two parallel class structures, one for blacks and one for whites
(Burgess, 1962; Drake 4. Cayton, 1945; Hunter, 1953). Class theory suggests
that one is born into a certain social-class standing or rank (either upper,
middle, oy.lower), and that it is one's social-class ranking that will
ultimatelSr determine one's opportuni.ty structure ahd oneis facility in
moving up the social-class ladder. It is popularized (and some would say
mythologized) that all persons in America have an equal opportunity to
acquire and to athieve. It is schooling that is perceived, by some, as the
effective vehicle for social-class mobility. Although a topic of intense
debate, there are'those who maintain that the assignment of role and status
is based solerly,upon one`s academic achievement.

-
Class systets, however, are somewhat immutable and rigfd. As a resUlt

of institutionalized ascriptipn processes and the differential assignment of
prestige, status and reward based on one's race, sex, ethnicity, social-class
standing, etc., it becomes irrefutable that class stratification systems are
pervasfvely self-sustaining and self-perpetuating. Thus elites tend to beget
elites, and paupers tend to beget paupers. (This process and exceptions to
it will be examined with greater detail in the section devoted to ethnicity
and schooling.),

9
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Several researchers writing chiefly about the experiences of blacks,
Puerto gicans; Mexican Americans, and American Indians have rejected both ,

the caste and class models and havesuggested the approVpriateness of_an
internal colonl.al modelt(Blauner, 1972; Carmichael & Hamilton, 1967; Cruse,
1968; Memmi 1967' MooAa, 1970). The relationship between the rAnority and
the majority is likened to that of the colonized and ihe colonizer. The
colonized provide the'raw materials or cheap labor and in return purchase
the\finishea'product at exorbitant rates,

A quite different model,termed'ethclass TWils proposed by Gordon (1964).
This model asserts that groups ofthe same social,class, irrespective of.
ethnicity, share more values and'beliefs than do different social classes
within a particular ethnic group. Gordon's assue..cion.4s that there ares
greater commonalities than differen,ces upon which to develop intergroup
harmony and cooperation.

Social Psychological Constructs

In keeping With the stated theoretical perspective of this chapter,
.one would err in totally dismissing the social psychological dimension, .
the sttitudinal dimension (prejudice), and its role in ethnicity 4nd et)Inic
intergroup relations. As was stated earlier, the social psychological'
dimension playi.an important function;, however, debate appgars to be
centered upon the primacy of.this dimension relative,to CauSative systemic
organizational and institutional variables. l'rom,this,author's perspective,
the spcial psychological dynamics cannot be assessed apart from the institu-
Cional and societal conditions that generate them (Schermerhorn, 1970).

Essential to the social psychological dimensio of ethnic group'rela-
tions are che elements of attitudes and behavior. clenerally speaking, atti.;-

tudes may be defined ad interrelated propositions'or ideas that predtspose
an individual to bbhave in a manner.consistent with those beliefs. Behaviors
.are observable acts,. Althotigh attitudes are not directly discernible, they
may'lbe inferred from behavior. Such inferences may be.used to predict .

future behaviors. In the study of ethnic diversity and intergroup contact, '

concern is with prejudicial attitudes and discriminatory behavior.

Prjudice

,Horowitz(1936), observed that prejudicial attitudes may be formed
without previous contact with the target group. That is, individuals may
learn their negative i)rejudiced attitudes about racial and ethnic' minorities
through association with others who hold.such beliefs.

Katz (1960) asserted that prejudice serves four functions by:

4
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1. providing preknowledge of what to expect in a giyen sittlation;

2. 'protecting tho6go or,delf-esteem of the host Individual;

3. maintafning patterns.oP subjugation and superordination'for
sotial, economic, and political gain; and

4. permitting the host individUal to release and voice his personal
values.

:Viecause racism and prejudice are normative integral parts of the Americ'an
ethic, Westie (1965) argued that snph attitudes permit an individual to
express central societal values. Similarly, Dworkin and Dworkin (1976)
suggested twoprevalent norms/in contemporary American society: "Thou
shalt ncI be prejudiced," and (following the Civil Rights Movement)"Thou
shalt not be caught at it" (p. 72).

rertinent to prejUdicfal attitudes is the related factor of ethno-
centrism or the doclivity and inclination to use one's awn ricial or
ethnic group as a proper referent upon which to evaluate others. The .
extent to which the target group.is physically or culturally distinct
only leightens the negative stereotypical assessment of them. Underlying
ethnocentrism is the related concept of Xenophobia, or feat and abhorrence
of those who are different.' Prejudice, ethnocentrism, and xenophobia are
all attitudinal phenomena with an intense emotional .component. Rokeach
Smith, ,and Eyans '(1960) proposed that certain racial and ethnic minorities
(blacks, Puerto. Ricans, Mexican Americans, American Indians) are disdained
and castigated fiat because of physical and cultural distinctions, but
because they are prejudged to hold conflicting and inimical'values and
Jaeliefs to those of the-dominant majority. It is oftutmost importance
that prejudise on an individual level serves as a justification for the
status quo and a means to negatively rationalize the racial or ethnic
diversity of the minority group.

Stereotypes. 4

4

Walter .Lippmann (l422r advanced the term stereotype, yet Allport.(1954)
provided the best definitiop--as exaggerated or distorted beliefs associated
with a group or category that serve to rationalize and justif'Y one's conduct
toward the target group.

There are two distinct processes in stereotypical behavior, Merton
(1957). described-the first As "ingroup virtues and, outgrOup vices," whereby

Isimilar, if not identical, behavior Pay minority group members'and majority
fgroup members-is ascribable to conflicting motivation. Dwolkkin and Dworklin
(1976) provided the example of the wealthy woman who complained that her

0
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gardener, who was black an4 elderlY, refused to carry out the lieavy trash
cans ta, the curb as he had twenty years igo. Her contentibn a* to the
reason why 5e no longer did this chorevas that he must be a bl ck militant,
one of those blak power advocates. Upon being asked why'her h sband, who
was of the same,age as the gardener, did not carry.out the tras cans, her
retort was, "He;s gotten too old to do that kind of heavy work"'(p: 75).

Thomas and Znaniecki (1927) identified the 'Thomas theorem" the
popular reference knocfn as "the self-fulfilling pophecy," as the second

.process in,stereotyping. Accordingly, if men define situations as real,
they will-be real in their consequencesjgp. 75). Defining racial and
ethnic groups in terms of set sterpotipes elicipts.behavior toward the
group based upon such stereotypes. And, over time, the ethnic group's
behavior cOnforms to the-stereotype. Research compiled by Liebow (1967)
reported that blacks,were;expected by their employers to steal on their
jobs and therefore were paid far less than white employees. Because

. wages were so low, a black was faced either with stealing (reinforcing
the stereotype) or with taking home littlej.ay to support his family.

Theories of Preludice

There are three major theoretical explanations for the causes of
prejudice and discrimination: psychological theories, social.structural
theorieS, and normative/cultural theories.

k

i
4

svchological Theories 4

, Dollard et al. (1939) developed the premise that maintains that aggres-
sive impulses emerge whenever one is frustrated. Prejudice has been termed
a type of aggression as a response to frustration. When an individual's
needs are unsatisfied, the individual often responds with aggression. If

the aggression cannot be channelled toward the frustrating object (which may
be,too powerful), aggression is directed toward members:of racial and ethnic'
minority groups who serve as scapegoats. Take, for example, poor whiter who
cannot vent their frustrations toward the institutional mechanisms--that
oppress,them (e.g., their workplace), for obvious reasons. Displacement of
their aggression, therefore, is upon 'easily identifiable objects7-blacks,
American Indians, Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans. Although there are many
examples that support this theory, there are two major weaknesses. The
theory fa ls to explain why ,aggression is directed toward one racial or
ethnic min rity group as opposed to another. In addition, the theory does
not accoun for other responses to frustration separate from the racial and
ethnic scap goating theory (Dworkin & Dworkin, 1976).
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Horkheimer (1946) proposed tàt prejudice could be attribusvi to,a
general personality type% the aut oritaiian personality. FlawerMan (192,D)
noted the following characteristics:

1. He is a supreme-conformist who irrationally and unquestioningly
succumbs to the commAds of a leader.

2. He views the world as menaGing and unfriendly, agreeing that
the "world is a jungle."

114*

3. He is mechanical and rigid, showpg little imagination.

4.' He is quite ethnocentric and xenophobic. Because the world is
menacing, he can find security only with those who are like him
and hence predictable.

Ile4/
5. He is,a phony conservative, waving the flag E hattng the

values of freedom and democracy.

6. He is a mo#11 purit, who has come to reject all emotionality
and sensuality.

.

\

w6-.4 Social Structural Theories

Bear in mind that Many of.the conflict theories previously noted are
based, in part, on theories og individual prejudice and discrimination
on an individual and a maAs societal scale. Therefore, there are those-

who include selected c.onflict theories under the social structure rubric.

Another body of theory under the social structural framework is the
situational and mass society grouping.(Mannheim, 1940; Mills, 1959; Olson,
,1963; Shils, 1961; Westie, 1964). Theorists of this persuasion suggest that
prejudice and discrimination are situation specific. Individuals may exhibit
discriminatory behavior in one situation and behave the exact opposite in
'another. Similarly, individuals particfpate in organizations that have cont a-
dictory goals. Because the individual exerts less influence over the organi-
zatidn than the organization exerts over the individual, one's attitudes and
behavior must conform to the dictates of the organizdtion, rathe than to
one's personal beliefs. In the light of this view, Westie (1965) suggested
that individuals tolerate a high degree of contradictory, if not hypocritical,
behavior and attitudes within themselve.

Normative. d Cultural Theory

Previous mention was made of the collaborative and reciprocal relation-

2 :
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ship between institutional raciSm; as a societal phenomenon,)and individual
racism (or prejudice). Westie (1965) argued that people are pefejudiced
because society not only teaches them to be so, but rewards and demands such
belief and behavior as a form of compliance with prevailing norms and
standards. Thus individuals are no4rborn with prejudice; they are simply
socialized and acculturated into it.

UndeT the normative and cultural rubric 4s the linguistic theory of
prejudice based upoh the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that asserts that the char-
acteristics of a language determine how its speak,srs view their world
(Sapir, 1912; Whorf, 1941). Similarly, Fishman, (1960) held that language is
far more than a 4ehicle of communication, but represents hoW.man has struc-
tured and organized the 49r1d. If one assumes that culture defines the

1appfopriate mode of behavior, then associating with and relating to others-
is transmitted through fanguage. The content of language, therefore, has
been considered a source of prejudice and discrimination... For example,
black as a color has rather ominous and sinister connotations--harmful or
evil magic is called black Magic, funerals and death are bladk, witches axe
black. Terms like blackening, blackballing, blacklisting, black-marketing,
and blackmailing refer t6 illicit, evil misdeeds, or wrongoing that is
satanic in origin. Conversely, angels'are white, and Ivory soap is not only
white, but 99 and 44/100 percent pure! Thus the color white not only denotes
innocence and cleanliness, but angels and celestial bodies astwell. Such
connotations do not serve as mere abstractions,, but are effeatively used to
sdtereotype and negatively rationalize skin color as a distinct physical and
6io1ogica1 trait among America's black populace. The popular slogan, "Black .

is beautiful.," has served-to diminish such humiliating stereotypes.

The words black and white are not the only colors used to perpetuate
prejudicial attitudes and stereotypes. Words such as red (American Indians)
and yellow (Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans) are alsp illustrative of
societal values. Red has a radical, extremist, and even rebellious connotation.,
Yellow, on the other hand, denotes cowardice, untrustworthiness, and shiftleqs-
ness. Theorists hold, therefore, that the English language has organized
within it pervasive assumptions About the nature of racial and ethnic groilps
on the basis of their diversity.

A Historical P"pec,tive

A detailed examination of the emigration or forcedmigration of various
racial groups to America is far beyond the scope of this chapter. However
the discussion that follows attempts to show the comparative experiences of
the various groups.

It has been suggested that more than seventy milliCn people have emigrated
from Europe alone since the seventeenth century, with more than half settling
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in the United States. Historically speaking, Ame-rica./has been romanticized
gand.idealized as an Asylum for %the oppressed and the downtrodden, as -reflected
in Lazarus' ploem "Give me ybur tired, your poor, your huddled, masses yearning

' to be free. " Contrary to what the foregoi:ing wouldsuggest, however,
'there has .,c,c a constant, pirpetual preoccupation.with,the persuAsive influ-
ence of et,' diversity Upon America's social standards and traditions.
Further reading of the inscription on the Statue ofIriberty shows a depiction
of the "tired, poor, huddled masses" as "wretched refuse." The characteriza
tion of imMigrants as "wretched refuse" suggests 00X, in practice, our nation
has been far less benevolent and beneficent than our exaggerated, illusbry
accounts would suggest; .

Generally speakiig, immigrs to the United States, for much of,the
nineteenth century, were drawn fr m northern and wegtern European co4tries
(Britain, Germany, France, Scandinavia, Belgium, the Netherlands). Toward
the latter part of the nineteenth century, a growing nu r of immigrants
were from southern and eastern Europe (Italy, Yugoslavia upgary, Czltho
slovakia, Poland, etc.). In essence, there was a malevolen aistinctibn
between new (those from southern and eastern EUrope) and old.tthose .fr
northern and western Europe) immigrants. The prevailintitgenent wag at
the "old immigrants" constituted a superior.race of tall, blond, blue ed
Nordics or Aryans, whereas the "new immigrants" included the inferior darker
Alpines and Mediterraneanl.(Gordon, 1961).

The respectability ,*of such racist i0ologies was pervasive (letman,
1975). Most of the leading statesmen of the time believed in ,the inherent
superiority of the AngloSaxon group. In 1870, F. A. Walker, Director pf the
Census and later president of the Massachusetts Institute of TechWogy,
described the "new immigrants" ir the followingmanner:

They are beaten men from beaten races; representing
es.the worst failures in the struggle for existence.

Centuries are against them, as centuries were on the
side of those who formerly came to us. They have
'none of the ideas and aptitudes which fit men to
government. (Quoted by Saveth, 1948t, ir401

El Od k Cubberley (1909),,E1,edistinguished educatioftal historian and
leader o the time, noted:

.

Pv.

About 1882, the character of our immigration fro41
the north of Europe dropped off rather abruptly and
in its place immigration from the south and east of
Europe set in, and soon, developed into a great stream.
After 1880, southern Italians and Sicilians, people
from all parts of that medley of'races known as the
AustroHungarian Empire; Czechs, Moravians, Slovaks,
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Poles, Jews, Ruthenians, Croatians, Servians (sici,
Halmatians, Slovenians, Magyars, Roumanians,
Austrians . . . began to come in great numbers.

These southern and eastern Europeans are of a ve
different type from the north European0 who preceed
them. Illiterate, docile, lacking in self-reliance
and initiative, and not possessing the Anglo-Teutonic
conceptions of law, order, and government, their )
coming has served to dilute tremendqnsly our national
stock, and to corrupt our civLc life. . . Everywhere
these people tend to settle ii groups or settlements,
and to set up here,their national manners, customg, w

and observances. Our task is/to break up these groups
or settlements, to assimilate and amalgamate these

, 1

people as
,

a part of our American race, and to implant
in their children, so far as can be done, the Aliolo-
SaXon'eonception of righteousness, law and ordely, and
Opular government, and to awaken in them a revere-nee
-for our democratic institutions and for those things
in our national life which we as a people .hold\lo be
of abiding woith. (pp. 15-16)

Betvegn 1895 and 1923 the "new immigrants" numerically surpassed
the number of-"old immigrants." lp 1917 restrictive discriminatory quota
legislation was passed in the forni of literacy-tests and other.equally

'restrictive measures. Eatablished.quOtas were designed for earth nation in
prOpoction to its "conttibution" to the American population. All such
measures were based on,the tendency to curtail immigration from the countries
of the "new immigrants" whose raciaf and ethnic diversity was conceived to
be distinct from and inferior to that of the "original" settlers of the
country. It was these ratist assumptions that were the cornerstone,of
America's immigration pollmles from 1917 to 1965 (Yetman, 1975).

-
TWere Are three ideologies or explanations of die manner-in which

America's largely white, Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant population has absorbed'
over forty million immigrants-from highly diversified environs and fused
them,into.the contemporary American populace.' The'three are Anglo-conformity
or Americanization, the melting pot, and cultural pluf.lalism. Assimilation,
the blanket trminology that covers various subprocesses, is defined aa-a
process by which minority and majority groups are mergedpand welded, in
varied ways, into the total societal unit.

Gordon (1964)'suggested that Xdericanization or A glo-conformity is
the most codmon form of assimilation imposed on minori iep. ,Cole and Cole.
(1954) first coined the concept as a most mssterful, U.-devised plan to
divest immigrants of their native culture and attachments and convert them

24 9
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into copies.of the Anglo-Saxon prototype. Required is a rejection of all
aspects of one'stnative culture in 'favor of the behavior and values of'the
Anglo group, but Anglo-conformity.isnot enforced uniformly for all groups.
EthniC grouPs that are identifiably closer to the majority are subjected to
less cruel and brutal 'Americanization.

The melting pot theory envisioned a biological merge;,of the,Anglo-
Saxbns 'with' other imniaant groups, and their respective alturés, to
create a new$tndigenous American type (Gordon, 1964). The ng.pOt
would require ethnic minority power and influence that is poten enough
io exert influence over.the majority to.effect a merger. More-importantly,
"it would require a majority that willingly asserts.the superior cultural

lemehts of the minority.

The me ng pot theory found its way idto much historical scholarship,
and interpret tion. This premise,motivated eighteenthcentury French-
,burn writest.l. Hector St. John Cr&ecoeur to ask, Who ia the Americdr

He,is either an European, Or the descendant of an,

'European, hence that strange mixture of blood, Which
you wifl find in no other Country. I could point
out to you a family whose grandfather was an English-
man, whose wife was Dutch, whose son martied'a French

XeMan, and whose present fou sons have now four wives
of different nations. He' lAan American, *ho 'leaving
.(behind hip all his ancient prejudices and manners,
iieceives 'flew ones fromthe new,mode of life he has
embraced, the newoyernment he obeYs, .and the new
rank he hoids.& He becomes an American by being
received in the.broad lap of our great Alma Mater.
Here individuals of alr'natiohs are 'melted
new race of.men, whose labours and posterity will one
day cause great changes'in the World. (Crfivecoeur,
1925, pp. 54-55. Reprinted from first edition, London,

s4 1782, pp. 54-55.).

From this author's perspectitre, the meleing pót phenomenon has never
characterized the American scene. Racial and ethnic minorities have retained
much of their distinctive;heritage and diversity with an American flavor,

;

such that "Little Italy' and "Spanish Harlem" are not quite identical wich
their European counerparts. The whole notion of a melting pot is illusory.
And the originatord of the concept never intended ieto includerthe colored
ethnic minorities (blacks, American Indians, Puerto Ricans,,,Mexican Americand).
The'role of skin color,as a discriminating-factoeis well-fecognized in our
society. In reality, tbe theory envisioned the pOsStble fusion of the "old
'immigr4hts" with the "new imtigrante,trho came to America at the 04x11 of th
century.
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Gordon (1964) ErEa Stewart (1954) suggested that what has evolved
in.America is a :transmuting pot where the-majority populace experiments

with the culture of the minority groups and reflashions members of those
groupeinto an rlyeanized mold. 'It i"V.not inconsequential, thérefore,
that whites, wear io hairstylei, speak in black dialect,,use the SW;
brother'handshak and wear dasklikis. A hqst of 'similar examples can be

-
derived from the cultural borrowings from Ole Ametioan Indiank, Mexican
Americans, Puerto Titicans, and white non-Hispanic immigrant groilps.

.

A new conception, the tiiple melting pot theory of assimilation, was
posited blly Kennedy (1944), who noted that although intermarriage crosss4
nationality groupings, there was a strong propensity tc) remain within,fgne's

'religious group, the phree major religions being Protestantism, Catholicism,.
.and. Judaism. Thus, Aile marital endogamy appears to be loosening, religious
endogamy persists with future divisions along ieligious lines,

Horace.Kallen (1915, 1956) is aCknowledged as the leading philosophical
expohent of the idea of cultural pluralism that suggests equality and unity
'in diversity. Of the three major models of assimilation, cultutal plUralism
exacts the least homogeneity from the minority populace. Cultural pluralism
implies equnlity of status and opportunity for all racial and ethnic groups
that reEain the r distinct identities. Implied as welt is full social, eco-
nomic, and polit cal integration into American society irrespective of one's
racial and ethnic diversity. If American society cannot be described as a
melting pot, it is 4oubtful that it can be portrayed as pluralistic. To be
sure, racial and e nic minorities preserve and retain much of rheirethnic
diversity, yet inequality of status and opportunify 'still persist.

It is interesting to note that the ideological shift from the Anglo-
conformity and Welting-pot constructs came not from the immigrants themselves
(who were more concerned with,survival than with theories of accommodation
and adjustment), but from many middle-class visionaries who worked in the
settlement houses. Most notable among the middle.gclass idealists was Jane
Addams (1902, 1914, 1930),-who witnessed the deploray.e effects of those
forces thitt compelled Anglo-conformity. The impact was equally as devastat-
ing upon the impigrants' children, whd'became estranged not only Irom their
parents, but from their racial and cultural haritageys well: The immigrants,
economically cdnfined to the ghettoes, were unalterably harmed,IINEhe unrelent-
ing, menacing,scoffs and attacks on their culture, their languagi>their insti-
tutions, .and the very conception of themselves. Worse still was the contemp-
tuous attitude of the 9hildren toward.their parents' rustic, un-American ways.
As John Quincy 'Adams (1820) declared, the immigrants were gorced to:

.1

. . cast of their European skin, never,to resume
it. Whatever their own feelings may be, those
of their children will cling-to the prejudices of
-this country. (Niles' Weekly Register,. 1820,
pp. 157-158)

9 9
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What followed was an intense ethnic.self-hatred with tts predictable,
debilitating side effects of psychological maladjustment, Samily disorgani-
zation, adult crime, and juvenile delinquency in the formaf youth gangs
(Addams, 1902, 1914, 1930). What took place is that,the addlts and the
youngsters learned on the street the skills and values needed to survive
In.a hostile*sostety. Ironically, in 1965 Kenneth B. Clark, the social
psychologist, wrote elequently of these same variables operant in today's
urban ghettos now inhabited largely by blacks and persons oi Spanish
descent. Alttough the racial and ethnic origin of the ghetto's inhabitants
has changed, rhe common threads of poverty, depressed economics, and the
lower-class-based status of the urban dwellers remains the same.

Historically speaking, there were gangs composed of.white ethnic
immigrants in New Ydirk. City as early as 1728,(Foster, 1974)., During the
1850s gang battles were sptsavage,that the police had to enlist the aid
of ,t,he Nationa; Guart. Youth gangs, according to Miller (1969),

. were attributed to the cultural dislocations
and communitrdisorganization accompanying'the mass
immigration of foreigners. . The exiakence of
gangs is widely attributed to a rangesof,social

- injuatiCes; racial discriMination, unequ I educational
and.work opportunities, resentment over nequalities
id.she distribution of wealth and privi ege in an
afiruent society, and.the ineffectivA or oppressive
policies.of 'service agencies such as the police and
the schools. (p. 12)

Those who are appalled-at today's yauth gang actions or the demonstra-
tions by students, blacks, American Indians, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican `
Americans should examine the historical research on the Draft Riots in
New York city in 1863. Conservative estimates )suggest that 8,000 were
wounded and12,000 were killed. Although the majority of persons in the
Draft Riots were Irish, from many of.the ethnic and racial immigrant
qeighborhoods came the criminals and law breakers of the next generation
(Ashbury, 1970). Intetgroup violence resulted not wholly from the,divergent
Jae styles, speech patterns, or other Cultural factors, nor did such .

problems result entirely from antagonisms among white ethnic groups. The
precipitating factors for the crelition,of such frustrating, aggressive
behaviorwas an alienating life.style in a Mastile environment and the

d class-based nature of their suppression.

similkion,involves other prOCésaes'thnt have attained'distinct
labels. The first is acculturation, viten called behavioral assimi;tation,
or the absorptiod of the cultural behaviv patterns of the dominant society.
Athalgamation reters to the biological blending :oeintermarriage between the
minority and the majocIty and is based upon the melting pot coratruct.

4 t
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Structural assimilation relates to the_accessibility of the immigrants to
the elite social'cliques,.orgatizations, institutional,activities, and
overall tivic life of the majority society. To be sure, acculturatioecd .

behavioral assimilation has taken plate;. however, structural assimilation,
most assuredly, has not.

Structural. assimilation Was disallowed for the first generation immi-
grants; yet it was the second generation that found one much more subtle
yet virulent situatiot (Gordon, 1961):

Many believed they heard the sirevit tall'of welcome
to ehe social cliques, clubs and institutions of
white Protestant America. After all, it was simply
a matter of learning American ways, was 4 not?
Had they not'grown up as 'Americans, and were. '
they not culturally'diftdrent from thelk parent!,
the'"greenhorns"? Or perhaps an especiallyeager
one reasoned (like the Jewish protagonistrof Myron
Kaefmann's novel, REMEMBER ME TO GOD, aspiring

.

to,membership in the prestigious club system of.
Harvard undergraduate socia), life), "If only I can ,

go the last few steps in Ivy Leaguemanners ahd
behavior, they will surely recognize that I am one,
of them and taki me in." Butt'alas, Brooks,arothers
suit notwithstanding, the doors of the'fraternity
house, the city met's,club,' and the country tlub
were slammed, in the face of the immigrant's
offspfing. (p. 285)

. AEach racial and'ethnic minority grou has a derogatory or disdainf
term to charicterize.members 9f:its group who have become tbo Americati ed,

,Coo 'Anglicized, or acculturatedinto the values, behaviors, and attitud s,

of the dominant majority, to the extent that there is little Adentific tion
and often a denial of one'a own racial or ethnic heritage and,diver y.
Often called traitors, suth individuals, while freated as pariahs and
outcasts by thelr oi;rn racial or ethnic group, are well-utilized by ehe
dominant majority for the maintenance of control and subjUgatkon Of their
*own group. Black Americans refer to such persons as "Uncle Toms" or
"Ozeos" (black on the outside, white on the inside); American Indians use
the term "Apples" (red ogthe outside, white on the inside); Puerto Ricans
and Mexican Americans use the term "Tio Tomas" or "Tio Tacos"; and
the Irish refer to' 'such individuald+.as '"Lage-Curtaili Irish."

SF-

The People of Color

a

_

Social, histor4cal, and political realiiy sugge;iS-that the arrival

2 2 3
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of al and ethnic groups of color (blacks, Puerto Ricans, and M can
Ameriiens) in Americe cannot be under#tood 'under the framework of gra-
tion ind assimilation that applied to European ethnic groups. These
people of color share not only similar historical patterns of racial
'domination and oxploitation, but .contemporary Patterns as well. Today,
membeTs of these groups have coaldsced and protlaimed themselves a "third
world movement," aaserting thet therdis.an indisputable connection between
the third-wdrld nations abroad (i.e.,.Africa, Asia, Latin America, the '

Caribbean) and America's third-world peoples within. By placini the
reqities of'racial oppreseion and domination within the fremework of
international colonialism, a common political fate.is implied (Blauner,
1972).

The fundamental issue is both historical and politick. The third-
world notion "points to a basic distinction between immigkation and coloniza-
tion as the two major processes through Which new populationegroupi are
incorporated into a aatiOn". (Blauner, 1072, p. 52). In the main, white
'immigtant.groUps entered America voluntarily even though they may have fled
their mother couneky because of dire cirCumstances. Colonized groups were
conquered, enslaved, and.press4red to come to America through force or
violence. The third-liorld premise botdly.attaCks the'publicized myth of'
America, land of the free, whose population increased wholly through immigra-
tion. The third-world perspective reminds us of the,fact that America "awed
its very existence ta colonialism" (Blauner, 1972) and that along with the
itmigrants and settlers were colonial subjects (cOnquered Indians blaCk
slaves, and later defeated Mexicans) omAMerican soil.

. This section will examint several conditions that differentiate the f

reality of third-world groupd from those cif the European immigrants. Blauner
(1972),suggests three major factors. The'first Ls forced entry-into a
socieey. The'second is the subjugation to various forms of labor that-
restrict the physical and social mobility of the group and its'participation
in the political arena. The third is a cultural policy of the colonizer
.that constrains, transforms, and destroys the values,, traditions, and ways
of lif of the colonized group.

)

Blauner (1972),asserted that.AmeriCan'Indians., Mexican Americans,'
Puerto Ricans, and blacks are people of color whose historical experiences
cOnfqrm to the colonial model. Focusing on the biack ekperience, African,
peoge were captured, enslaved, and transported to the southern United
States and other lands in the WeStern Helisphare. Whether oppression
and enslavement took place in thkoppressed's natille Land or in the land
of the oppressor's mother country, ncolonization remains colonization."
(Carmichael and Eamilton (1967) .used, the term internal.colonization to
emphasize thv)ack experience in particular.) Similarly, the three-
hundred-year process of the virtUal annihilation of the original Americva,'
the American,Indians, is a case of classojxal colonialism, almost identical
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,
with Europe's imperious control over Asia, Africa, and Latin Aerica.
The-vame holds true of the conquest and defeat of the Mexican Southwest
and its SpaniiH-speaking population. Puerto Ricans, on the other hand,
have.undergone a part colonial, part immigrant experience whereby Puerto

t

Rico was exploited by America, yet, at the same time, the inhabitants
had dome freedom to move and work in thelptates.

White Europeans' entrance into the American social order provided.
a degree of free-choice and self-determination that, in the main, was
denied people ofir color. The curtailment of individual freedoms resulted
from the racial aspect of their oppression (Blauner, 1969, 1972). Sociol-
ogists have rarely discussed the implications of theae differences and
instead have used the immigrant model as the major.analytical focus (Handlin,
1951). HoWever, following the colonial experience, when individuals from
nonAite cial and ethnic groups came to America, the events surrounding
their p s prior entry affected the.attitudes of the dominant society
toward them (Blauner, 1969, 1972).

7
To besui.e, European immigrants and /racial and ethnic groups of color

have shared some similar experiences, in that,both groups were poor and
early generations wer ften employed as unskilled workers. With the

(-4°
exception of a few f eed blacks, however, most blacks were slaves and field
hands, and Were far b low theptatus of unskillbd workers. As Blauner (1972)
and LitAck (1961) suggested, perhaps'the question of how, where, and why new -

arrivals Worked,in the States is of primary importance. The different types
of work avail,able to nonwhites and whites is a significant reason why their
historied have followed disparate paths, in'the light of the fact that l

America's labor forces were selected on the basis of race and skin color.

It has been documented tha Americafs assimilation processes have
been oppressive; But,, with t e passage of time, most white ethnics have
blended,into the Larger sociey by adopting and adapting to Ofe character-
istics of the dominant cultur. . 'The cultural experience of nonwhites
in America h s been ,different, for colonization and si,avery not only
weakened bu tended'to destroy communal ties. White ethnics were at

r
least able o maintain their cultural autonomy at home, whereas Africans,
fot examplet.of the same ethnic group could not freely associate because

.

of theitlisaignment to different plantations and because their movements
were congrolled by slaveholders who attempted to eliminate any measure

.4 of group solidarity. /

1

The ImmiArant Theory of Prqgress

clGiven our shrinking economy with widespread unemployment,,bigh prices,
and a scarcity of resources and rewards, white.ethnic groups have recently
voiced considerable resentment over what has appeared to them to be exclusive

2
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attention:by the ederal government to the needs Of nonwhite racial and
ethnit groups (Novak, 1971) Blacks, .American Indians, Puerto Ricans, and
Mexican Americans are being compared with white immigrant groups.who emigrated
to America and who supposedly started at the bottom of the ladder and "pulled
themselves up by their bootstraps." Documentation proves, however, that the
bottom has by no means been the.same tor ail groups.

A more sophlatidated version of the.argument explaining how European
immigrants a!roired themselves economically over time is capsulized in,
what might be called the ways theory.

. This theory claiiis that groups of
European immi nts.came to Kberica at different timee., met discrimination,
and, after-numerous trials'of varying length, overdame adversity.and
ascended the ladder.of American prosperity. This process was repeated
again and again by each new wave of-immigrants. AC ording to this theory,
bladks', 4merichn Indians, Rue,ko Ricans, and Mexica Ameridans.are viewed as
only the most recent groups of "bamigrants" to'go th gh this ,process; for
It was not until the twentieth ,century that largp nuMbers pf theee groups
moved to the cities and to the North and.thereby began.to encOuntertmodern
social problems of adjustment. The proponents Of this'view further' argue
that, in time, these newcomers, just as theirEuropean counterparts did,
Will eventually become a part.of the American mainstream anctshare in the
bounty and proaperity of this country.

The problem with this view is that it overlooks several fundamental
aspects'of the United States experience, parts of4merican history that,
if accurately portrayed, do permanent damage to such A faulty analysis.
A cursory analysis of just the black expeqence in America provides us
with some interesting ipsights. 'For instanee, after the American Indian,
and along with the first Engliais immigrants (those who arrived before the
Mayflower), blacks were living in-America.. The black man is by no stretch
of the iMagination a newcomer to' America. _In terms of language, 'tradition,
mores, and culture--the 'most important avenue's for acculturation into a'

society-Tthe black American, even with his distinctive cultUral identity and
diversity, was as qualified for American citizenship as the first- or even
second-generation European immigrant. Certainly this was true ha early aq
1880, When the major waves of Europeans'began to arrive, more than 250 years
after the first African slaves Were brought to America.' Moreover, thia
sociological claim to share in parica's bounty is made without considering
the enormous contribution blacX6 made in winning independence for this
nation or their subsequent military.partidipation in pserving it since
then. It is made, also, without mentioning the decisive role that blacks
have played in the economic development of America. Similax analyses'could

441(r.

be made fcir eadh nonwhite-group under consideration in this chapter.

. r N

Furthermore, notwithstanding the horrendlous treatment of the American
Indians, these groups, on the basis of their racial and ethnic diversity,
are the most abused and discriminated against in America The Irish, the

f..-
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Italians, the Germans, the Filles, the Jews, and a host of others have come
to/this country at times when certain of these groups tblaCks, American
Indfats) were at the bottom of the economic sOectrum.. If the' waves theory
is dasrect, then all of'these European ethnic groups'should clearly be below
blacgAand Aiaerican Indians in terms of sociaL-class standing, no matter how
well-off economically, they may be: In'reality,.however, when the'firsit
-nineteenth- -and twentieth-century European immigrants initially arrived, at
worst they dislodged nonwhites from their meager hold on the bottom rung of
the eponomic ladder, pushing nonwhites off or beneath.them. At best, i'hey
began at a level slightly above.(Litwack, 1961).' Some European inmigrants
have suffered discrimination and fought against it; they have moved on up
the Ladder and have witnessed other 'white ethnic groups, arriving after
them, go through the same process. 'But the masses pE nonwhites have been
kept at virtually the sane position, at the bpttom of the economic ladder--
relatively the sate position as they.had when they,girst arrived:in America.
The irony is that nonwhites often taught European immigrants the skills that
would, at times, enable the white ethnics to replace and even move- up and
beyond them on the economic ladder. Also, tragically, along with other-
qualifications for citizenship, far tqo often these immigrants have manifeste
racism tatiard nonwhitea as a necessary characteristic of their newly adopted
Americanism (WeStie, 1964, 165). -

Racial and ethnic groups of co/4;r in America's cities are'not just
other urban migrant groups with a.marked potential for assimilation into
the mainstream-of American society, but, as groups; they hay, failed for
generationd to gain the,rewards and p;p.tuses attained by white.European
immigrants. It is wishful thinking, fierefore, to Characterize third-worl
problems in employment hnd education as transitpry and capable of resolutio
over .time. Many of these problems have become worse over the years and hav
been strongly resistant to solution. The.ghettos of white ethnics have
dissol.ied as social and economic opportunities have increased, whereas
today's nonwhite ghettos have become more isolated and crowded as urban
renewal in the city centers and the suburban drift,of Whites have depressed
opportunities in enployment, housin§, and education.

Moreover,most of the earlier immigrants arrived knowing that generations
of their predecessors had;worked their way ou.t of poverty by diligence, saving,
and perseverance, and they-believed that the';' could do likewise (Hummer*--Nagle,
1973). Today's third-world:groups have no sUch dbnviction.- For too long, they
have experienced little in the way of reward for hard work, r4ularity, and
frugality; and they have little evidence that the future will be different.'

-

Although European immigrants often met with cruel discrimination, they knew
am. that, given the level of technoloay.at that time, their unskilled and semiskilled

work was needed and,that the opportunities to improve their, economic condition
were real and visible (Hummel 1. Nagle, 1973). For most urb4an nonwhites today,
hoWever, jobs are scatce and apportunities-elusive. Confined ever more depsely

.17
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in centraf cittes ind lacking'the qualifications to hove up or out, -they
have become the city's captives. Having little social basis for self-esteem,i
their ambitions and confidence in their society depressed by the continual
experience of failure, it is-Understandable that many are tempted to strike

/

out in anger orturn inward to the solace,of fa tasy through alcoitol or
drugs (Clark, 1465).

, *
AlthougX the nonwhite employment patterni may have much in common with

those of poor, lower-class whitesi there.is a certain measure of irreducible
discrimination against nom/1114es that'reflects their high racial visibility

.

and the historical condition of oppression. Insofar as skin color is. used/as
A criterion.for invidious distinctions in employment,-there is a dimension of

- nonwhite employment patterns that ts unique and idiosyneratie. Skin color and
history; then, introduce a measure of uniqueness in.third-world groups' employ-
ment patterns that liras separated the nonwhiue farther from his society than
any Europ'ean iimbigrant.

At one point the quantitative difference betWeen ihe extent 'of discrim-
ination suffered by-people of color and that suffered by white European ethnic

1

'groups begins to mean that the Character of the discrimination is also differ-
ent. Certainly the extreme racists in America are generally anti-Semitic and
anti-Catholic aa well as anti-black, anti-Puerto Rican, anti-Ameridan Indian,
etc. Howevar,. Jews and Cathelics halm achieved greater acCeptance because
they are white, whereas nonwhites have not: that Color line is.hatder and
more diffiftt to cross,then ghy white ethnic, religious, or social line has
ever been.

4t
We err in not seeing any differences between the ghettos of the white

ethnica.and the third-World ghettos of today. The ghattos of earlier groups
were transitory, perceived as 'a first 'step on the road to affluencm, and for
this reason, the squalor and Xhe deprivation could be borne. To the nonwhite,
whose parents and grandparents grew up in deprived economic circumstances,
the real or perceived ChaTA of movement are slight,'making it difficult to
bear the conditions of dep ivation. .Furthermore, many ghettos of the earlier
white ikmigrant groups were in close proximity to places of work, and in some
cases'economic opportunities existed within the geographical iimits of the
ghetto 4self. Today, third-world people have 'a far different situation.
The movement of indUstry from the cities to the suburbs has left little other
than unskilled service employment to be found in the city.

" Similarly, today's.ghettos are.characterized by a level of resentment
and hostility that has little parallel to earlier types of ghettos.' Numerous
,factors Contribute to this (Ferman, Kornbluh, & Hiller, 1969): (a,) There is .

a high concentration'of the permanently unemployedold and young--who have
years of productive life left but see no possibility for jobs."-(b) The
allocation of municipal and state resourCes for tocial services.and education
is.inadequare to deal with the needs gellexIted in ghetto life. (c) The ten-
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sions and animosities between ghettio residents and the police have heightened'
as the relationship between them ha& deteriorated. (d) The opportunity for
advancement facing'nonwhite youth is perceived as restrictive and controlled

. by a.white pOwer structure unresponsive to change. (e) There is a political,
. social, psychologiCal, and econotiC alienationboth felt and real-from the
mechanisms that might produce-needed changes -(e.g., the social, politicael,
and economic systems). (f) There are few "success models" and sources of
job information from those whose experiences could provide guidelines for j
social mobility in the larger Society.

It is true:that some4of these phenomena -characterized the ghetto
experiences of white European ethnic groups, but in time, the barriers
eroded for them.

Ethnicity and Schooling

What are' the implications of ethnic:diversity for school processes
,and poliCies? In answering this questlion, it becomes necessary to 'widen-

4 stand the role and fu4tion of schooling in our modern industrialized,
capitalist aociety. Td understand schooIa as part of our larger Social
system, it becoMes neCessary to take-the social systems view, and remain

. cognizant that everything is ultimately related to everything else (Hummel &
Nagle, 1973). That is, 'schools, as societal institutions, are mutually
aligned, sustained, and reinforced by other societalAdnitS. There as little
use, therefore, in studying schools apart 'from the social system that
created them.

Schools under the American capitalistic system, contrary to Horace
Mann's belief, .1r.e not "the great equalizer" of the conditions of men
(see Bowles & Gim.r0;1976, p. 26) facilitating the mdvement of the poor
and economically disadvantaged into the mainstream of American economic,
social, and political life. Far from bring "the grpat equalizer," the
schools help perpetuate ahd maintain a social-class,ideology and direction
that legitimize the existence.of inequality and class. privilege (Chriatoffel,
Finkeihor, & Gilbarg, 1970). Simffarly, the longstanding myth that America's

' schools are neutral, apolitical institutions is equally illusory. To call
them neutral ig to indicate one's ignorance of the racist, ethnocentric,
class-based nature of American society and its'interrelated institutions. .

As sociologist Hoiward BeCker (1961) has asserted, the schools in our hetero-r
.geneous society operate so thatylembers of the subordinate groups, on the
,basis of their ,racial and ethnic diversity, receive less educational Opportu-
nity and less opportunity for socf.al mobility. In easence, schools institu-
tionalize and maintain the privilege and values of the dominant.culture.

Schools have evolved in America not as part.of a pursuit of eqUality
but rather to meet the needs of autl'capitalist economy for a disciplined and

v
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skilled labOr force, providing, at the sane time, a mecganism for social
control in the interest of political stability (Bowles A Ginti4 1976).
As the economic importance' of 910.1.1ed and well-educated labor has grown,
inequalities in the school systewhave become increasingly important in
Aprpducing.the class structure from one generation to the next', 'Unequal
education, therefore,-has its roots in the very class structureithat it
seems to leiitimize and reproduce. . Historical scholarship Substantiates
the failure of the'public schools te4ducate the.masses of nonwhite
Americans and persons fromlower cla6s-and lobler socioeconomic environments
(Greer, 1972; Friedenberg, 1973; tauter 'A Howe,'1973).

Moreover, schooling in AMexlca performs certain- cultural functions:
the socialization and acculturation of the.young to the American way of

. life; 'the transmitting of cultu l meaning and pontentv the provision of
adult models for the young; an the selesting and sorting of students on -

the basis of-achievement (Bre4beck * 1971N. Socializatiot, as defined
here, is the process by which he younglearn the values of the culture
and how to incorporate them into "alanropriaté and aipcepted" behavior.

Transmission of .values of qe dominant culture is carried out through
language, literature, history, traditions, music and art, religious and
etXicel beliefs, and a sense of what is "proper and improper" in interper-
sOnal reletions. Tbe school also transmits the conflicting values in a
culture; for-example, America's conceptscof rugged individualism and
fierce coupetitiveness, aa_opposed to cooperativeness and acconmodation.
It is this wide acceptance of the values of the, dominant society that keeps
all our,social Institutions operating by reducing conflict and ther%Or
stabilizing society. By using schools as themstated" vehicle to'confer
status and power, we ensure that those who.gain status and power will
perpetuate the status quo rattier than provide...solutions to oveFthrow it.

t

Not only do America's schools socialize its students, transmit values,
and provide role models, but they also influence.which set of values the
student acquires by determining his life chances. They'do so by sorting and
selecting students on the basis of academic achievement. One's academic
achievement helps to determine one's curriculum, scholastic standing, motive-.
tional directions, and opportunity for further education; and these tend to
determine the nature of the opportunities thatNll come one's way as an
adult. The key concepts of role and status cannot be underplayed here, for
schooling and the amount and type of schooling in America help to determine
ine's eventual adult status and prestige. Higher status is accorded to
asks that require longer periods of formil.preparation. Anerally speakini!,

/;those persons kith higher levels of education will be found in the higher
vocational and professional levels, levels that carry with 'them higher
income, status, and responsibility. .

4kr
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Furthermori,, if one looks at the significant research compiled'on social
class and educational, opportunity in America, one.finds that there is a
strong -positive correlation between one's social-class orientation and one's ?

educatilibal opportunity. The higher one's social class or social-class
orientation, the higher will.be one's educational opportunity; the lower

\\one'i social%class, the loweK will be one's educational oPportunity.,

The level of status or honor given to members of a society is contingent
upon the amount of'deference'or regard with which an individual or group is
held (prestige). Given the capitaliseic nature of American society, money
not only makes the man but enables one to command the deference, if not the
respect, of ot s. Generally speaking, the three indices of social class--
schooling, in and occupation--are aWximately_parallel and consistent
for most indi .duals. Therefote, an ind tual with low educational attainment
would ha4e a lose)income and a less than prestigious occupation: The converse
is also true. Research has revealed that for ethnic mifiority group members,
the pattern is.often inconsistent. A classic example is that of a well-
educated minority individual who has the educatton tequisite for high statu's,
but to whom it is denied. Several sociologists have indicated that the
piecursors of most minority reform movements are composed of such statua-
inconsistent persons (Olsen, 1970; Paige, 1971; Warren, 1971).

Despite significant research data tethe contrary, sch s stIll
perceived as sthe lever to achieve high r social-class stand ng, better
occupational oPportunities (Bowles'E. c4intis, 1976; Carnpy, 1974, 1975;
Christoffel et al., 1970). As to th prestige of ethnic nority groups,"
the achievement of a few individuals1 plays an insignifica role. Individual
mobility muit be considered separately from collective mo iliey, for sociologi-
cally speaking, as Dworkin and Dworkin (1976) 90iiited, 1á group is different
from the sum of ité constituent parts. It is-true that/there have been
individuals from ethnic minority groups who have achieved wealth and fame--
e.g., Thurgood Marshall, Ralph linahe, and,others; but'this serves only to
indicate that individuals (constituent parts) of a group be mobile, while
the grexp of which,they are members is accorded low'Presti and differential
and pejorative treatment.

Given the glaring inequities and inequalities in America, it is the qpn-
white racial and ethniC groups whose share of society's rewards and opportuni-
ties is disproportionate. Schooling has long been posited, as the place to
break the cycle of poverty and scale the social-class ladder. 'This view is
propagated by racial and ethnic minorities, themselves,-as they hold an
almost impervious belief in the value of schooling. Their belief appears
unshaken by the historians, economists, sociolhists, and educators who have
seriously questioned the relationship of schooling attainment to social
mobility. Proponents of thii latter view hold that inequality in the United
States is rootea ix' the class stfucture and in the system of racial and
ethnic (and sexual) pok7er. relationships. The school system is but one of an

2 al
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alignment of institutions serving to perpetuate such privilege. Supporters
also hold that the school system is relatively poFerless to correct-economic
inequality, for the racial and ethnic bias in schooling does not produce, li;nt

. rather reflects, the pyramidal structure of property, privilege, and power in
society atarge (Bowles is Gintla,.1976; Carnoy, 1974,4975; Reich, 1978). It
'is-believed, therefore, that-it is primarily the economic system that reinforces
racial, ethnic, and other didtinctior.of birth. ,

. ,

To be sure, schools as well as other societal institutions have served
both disdriminative and assimilative, functions (Epps, 1974). Although
Greer (1972) would argue the contrary, Epps belieVe44hat the schools'
assimilative function aided in the blending of "ne" '2nd "OTd"immigrants
into a more homogeneous POpulace. But it is the discriminating function

' of schools that has made it increasingly and predictably difficult
for racial and.ethnic.minorities tp acquire the quantity and quality of
schdoling necessary for successful competition in our highly industrialized
society. -

,

As stated earlier in thiS chapter, sodiety accepted, with reservations,
"new" immigrants to Amexica as long as thei discarded their, ethnic identity
and diversity and confOrmed to Anglo-Saxon normative values and standards.
Also discussed earlier was.the collaborative implict JO societal institut
in the maintenance of patterns of domination And confrol,smong conflictie
groups. Similarly,.the role of sklb color and other physical distinctions
as discriminating, doMinating influences In American society has been asgessed.
An overwhelming obstacle has been placed won membes of racial and ethnic
minority groups of color that servestn prevent Agir,succesSful integration
into the system, even when they eXhibit the ,butw r manifeStations of Anglo
conformity. EPps (1974) asserte(tat, for them, cculturation is insufficient
to thwart the overt and covert racism:and discr nation that perva s neatly

. all aspects .of their lives. He reasoned, and Justifiably so,'that'"ethnic,
class, and racial chauvinism permeateothe 'American socfla institutions and
exert a strong influenceon the-way indiviauals interaCt withthese institu-
tions (p. 176). .-

t

. By differentially assigning'i erior status te; the minorieY culture's
racial and ethnic diversitn, dominant white Anglo-Saxon standards pe. ate

kieeverY fiber of schooling processes and polic4es through'the follgwin 'means:,,
the inculcation of certain.values that students are taught; the.stere types
and models to wiliCh they adhere and aspire; ihe teaching techniques and
,strategies utifized; the perpetukiion of.the. myths of racial. and cultural
inferiority and superiorl.ty; the riAative% void of itformation concerning the'
contributions of non-Anglo-Enropean peoples to Amer ca's heritage via,
approved curricula gnd textbooks,, and the influence of this'void upon the

. self7concept of,minority children; the use of)langn ge and the denigration
of nonstandard Forms of SPeech; he repeated hiciasiv underaChievement of
racial and 'ethnic minority you h he exclusiOn :of minority parents.from
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school decision-making processes in even a.participafory, as distinct from a
ihared power role; theduse of'"standardized" teata that assess one's degree
of Angloconformity., accult4ration, and Anglicizationk the resource allbcatioe
to urban school systems; school disciplinary processes and:suspension and
expulaion proCedures; faculty and school desegregation, as distinct Irom
salool integration; and 'compensatory sefprm efforts that serve to ameliorate
inequality rather than Change the systemic structure upon which .power
privilege are based. s -

It should. be:notedhere that this author wholeheertedly applauds and
supports those protagonists of maticultural4ucation, compensatory; educe-
-tion, ethnic studies. education ,(Banks, 1979), and the like. .Such liberal
attempts to better the pligOt of society's facial minorities should nbt go
utnoted, for indeed they are commendable. .However,4iven the structure of
adz' society, such.liberai reform,efforts greTicelly contradictory in

Thnature. e school system.serves to reproduce nd perpetuate social, politi-
cal, and economic inequality and, even to distort individual development
(Bowles & Gintis,-1976). "'When education is viewed as an aspect of the
reproduction of the'capitalist division of labor, the history of school
reforms in the United States.appears less as a story of an enlightened but
sadly unsuccessful corrective and more as an integral part of the process of ,

capitalist growth itself".0. 49). The classic irony it; that such liberal i

reform efforts compel, at best, only slight modifications within the.social
, system. Our socfal system is' so adaptive-that such modifications become

institutionalized over time and ao not serve to'alter the existing system of
stratif4ation and inequality (Shibutani & Rwan, 1965;.Barth & Noel, 1972; .

Olsen, 1068). It is possible that such reforms indeed act as potent forces
, for'dqualitz, and such reforms can be.viewed as part of an overall, compre-
hensive strategy of systemic transformation. However, to consider such

4 reforms in isolation from other controlling systemic varieties is far too
41.1usory.'

Codclusion

In conclUdion, thi,s chapter hes made a rather modeSt effort to exemine
!,the role of ethnic diversity in aontemporary Aierica and of its influences

in the public.schooI environment) This euthor does not pretend to-have all
of the answera to miany of the dilemmaa Rased here. We have-discovered-that
ethnic diversity plays a rolein schooling identical to that whiCh'it
forms id the larger society on a macro-level. For blacks, Puerto Ricans,
Mexican A.meriens, and iherican Indians, racial and/ethnic diveraity serves

, as a placer functiod to' diffeientiate and define odes role, status, and
function n society. For white immigrent groups,rmerely edopting the Anglo-

, Saxon dot". culture has beeli largely sufficient to influence their. groups'
'fluidity in attaining higher status. Skin color and other physical traits
and distinctions for Certain groups, however, have intrdduced a measure of

6
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conitancy and permanence in their relative status, irrespective of the
exteni of their acculturaiion,'achooling, and conformit Xt,tIe. dominant
culture.

It is of utmost importance to mentioff the highly laudable efforts
of soae very sensitive and humane teachers and administrators who, despite
Ansurmountable odds,)are developing the intellectual potential of racial and
ethnic minoritY youngsters to address crucial rather than merely surface
issues in our society. Similarly, teaching mrnority youngsters an acceptance
of self along wit an'appreciation of one's diversity and heritage is politi-
cal dynamite in tra1sfortuing one'd focus from an individual to a dollective
and group perspectiv

This aut4or would lilee to eqd this chapter on a. rather.optimistic note
with'a plea for society's power dbminant majority to open the avenues for

, equal economic, social, and political opportunity for all of America's
populace. .The alternative for America is to Continue with "businets as
usual," continuing as well to sow the seeds for its own suppression (Glenn,
1963, 1965, 1966; /leer, 1959; van den Berghe, 1967, 1970). History tells
us, however, that there have been no strnggles fo ange.in American
social that have.been easy ones. As Fraderi Doug ass stated rather
eloqtabtly-"Power concedes nothing without demand. It never does and it
never kill. . " (see Bennett, 1966, p. 274). We have seen the capitula-
tion and overthrow Of powerful societies that have been founded upon racial
and ethnic stratification and inequality. Unfortunately, for the foreseeable
future, racial and e9inic antagonism as the basis of one's diversity will
Icing remain a matter of realiatic conflict in AmeriCan society.

28.1
.411.
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CHAPTER 6

.Culture as a Manifestation of Human Diversity

tharles,Harrington

Knowledge of culture is vital to an adequate understanding of
human dtiersity, but lor the purpose of educational planning that
knowledge must not be. superficial. This chapter is divided into several
vectiont. The first section defines the concept of_culture and places
,the chapter in a sociopolitical context. The second section identifies
various theoretical positions that have heen taken by anthropopgists
concerned with education. In section three, three approaches. 'tog-culture
are distinguished: (a) culture as the context within which edUcation
occurs, (b) culture as a functional characteristic affecting teaching and
learning, and (C) the view of culture as a statue characteristic independent

,

, of function. The third approach, is found inadequate to educational r

pfanning. Section four reviews findings typical of the literature as it
relates.culture to.education. The next three sections,of the chapter
return to the three approaches identified in section three. In section
five, culture is seen as providing the context'within Which education.
occurs. Section six is a discussion of the functional characieristics of
culture as they affect education. Section seven deals with' the related
4ut more specialised issUe of how cultural phenomena can be dhanged, and
compares'adequate assessment techniques with inadequate uses of the
culture concept (as status or seereotype).often misused in relation to
educational planning. 'Finally, in section eight, the implications
of the three preceding reviews concerned with the design of educationAl
experiences for Children are discussed'.

This chapter aitemptto,examine in detail the research.findings
,s

that relate cultural diversity to education. Suci; an aisignment forces.
the authropologiet to 04 critical about the empirical evidence that
demonstrates that culture has important pedagogical"consequences.
This is dirficult because to the anthropologist it is obvious that

The authoracknowledges With gratitude th contributions of Glenn
Hendricks and ffheila S. Walker in reviewing earlier drafts4 this
chapter.
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6.2

cultural'differences should be reflected in differences in the effectiveness
of different educational strategies. It is so obvibus that we do pot
usually expose the belief to question. I do noty in My fundamental
sense, disagree with the anthropological truism. Hy job, however, is to
see whavampirical evidencethere is to uphold it. If,'indeed, we are to
show that there is pedagogical relevance in cultural aepects of human
diversity, we must delineate 4 conceptual (not political) framework that
will enable ua to understand such findings.

Definition. and Politics of Culture

.Bboks could be written (and have been,--see *roeber and Kluckhohn,
1952) simply on the definition of culture. Since the main point qf
this chapter is to assay the relevance of cultural differences to
,pedagogy, we shall not be able to do full justice to'the vetiety of
interpretations that have been,given to thelterm. Most anghropologists
(and most behavioral sodgeetists) would agree with a formulation of
culture as the wty Of.life of a people.

Culture'consists' of tdrus, explicit and implicit,
of and for behavior Cuired and transmitted by
symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of
human Aromas.. . Cdlture systems may; on the one
hand, be considered as products of action, on the v'

4 other as influences upon further action. (Kluckhohn,
1965, p. 73)

Tha final distinction &merges further discussion. For some,
culture is primarily a descriptive concept. It is considered a product .

of human action:, observe the action and you can label the culture. For
others, culture is an explanatory concept; $pariure.is seen as influencing
further action. Both positions are valid. In a sense,'these positions
via L vis culture are fdrerunners of a distinction that Gordon (1977)
mikes foreducators, a distinction between status and functional
characteristics. The descriptive part of culture is or can become a
status characteristic or label for the person so identified. "He is
Hopi' is a statement that is essentially little more than a &se of the,
culture concept1ss a way of labeling humans into cultUrally discrete
units. It is, of course, important for anthrppologists 'to do so: we
need to question whether and -when it is also important for educators to
do so. The second Use of culture as an axplanatoiy concept is close to
14hat Gordon calls a functional characteristic. Functional characteristics
are those,that have specific consequences for a child's capacity to
learn. Cognitive style and Motivation are two examples of functional
characteristics that are discussed by other authors in this report.
We need to discuss when culture has sufficient explanatory power to

Ni



6.3

be Labeled ajunctional characteristic independent of other functional
characteristics (most notably language) with which it is highly associated.

woo

As with some other chapt,ers (especially those-op ethnicity and
social stratification) in this sefies, the political and historicill
context must be considered before we address the iSsue Of cultural
diversity itself. We need to examine the political context within ,

Which our discussion will be interpreted. 'CUltural diversity is,important
to,educators in two kinds of settings: in planning education when we
meet other cultures, and in dealing with incoiing groUps form
multicultural neighborhoods or Communities within the United ates. Our
society's attitudes toward cultures in such settings is imporfant as
background to this chapter. The United States' attitude toward other
cultures' education 16 seen plainly in its treapment Offthe native
Americans. Those who were not slaughtered were Later tdbe infantilized.
/he number of studies and articles inamknthropology showing that it.is
importantep take native syatems into account.muat be seen au a direct
response to the opposite treatment that the governmerkt tas given the
native Americans For a detailed'review see Fuchs and Havighurst (1972).

The second setting relates to our government's attitudes toward
incoming migranp cultures.

. Here too the record ts important to an
undetstaiding of odr.present situation. The historian P. Cubberly
(1909) inadVertently caught the spirit of the society:

0

These southern and eastern Europeans.are of a very
diffetenE type from the north Europeans who preceded
their. 4literate, docile, litking.in'selfreliadce
fAd initiative, and not posaessing the AngloTeutonic
conception of law, order, and government, thair'coming
hes 'served to dilute tremendously our national stock,
and to corrupt our civic life. The great bulk of these
people,have settled in the cities of the North Atlantic
and North Central States, and the problems of proper
housing and living, moral and sanitary conditions,
honest and4lecent government, and proper education
have everywhere Yeen made more difficult by their
preience. Everywhere these people tend to settle in
groups of settlements, and to set up here their
national manners, customs, and observances. Our task
is o break up these groups of settlements, to
assimilate and amalgamate these people as part

A

of our
thAmerican race, and to implant in eir.childre so

far as can be done, the Angl6Saxon conceptim
il

f
righteousness, law and order, and popular gover6ent,-.
and to awaken in then a reverence for our democratic
institutions and for those things in our national

7



6.4

life latich'we a4 People hold, to te of -abidingyith.
(Cubberly, pp. 15-176)

sw
MUcti appears to have changed id the seventy years since Cubberly wrote
his Singular Conceptotof the responsibility of,American schools to'
national origin dinority_populations,HIn the 1970s, at.leait, the
fedecal government and.large portions of the academic,o.establishment
.proclaim their tolerance of,cultural. pluralism4 and bi-cultural, or more
properly, multi4cultural, education is openly encouraged. Radler then.
following. Cubberly's prescription,to "break up" other ways of life and VII
implant instead certain goAd old-fashioned Anglo-Saxon virtues, today's
educetors are encouragedto,respect culiral differences, and to get on
with the job of teaching the basics. On the surface this is' ainuch more
tolerant view of 4uman diversity, at least diversity attributable to the:.
cultural domain, 1han there.has been in the past. HoFever, es the job of.
thi educator haft been conceptUally narrowed from culture,bntcher to
pulture'broker, insnfficient attention.haa been given twthe cultdral
implications of various schoOl tisks and structures. This 'ell? say' thgt
while teachers may, no longer be ivenly antagonistic to other Cultures'
Valueir, they may be so !implicitly. Thesame teachers who would find
Cubberly's an extreme position with which.they could not sympathizis might-
be the verF-people inadvertently gerrying,out his adviCe. Thus,
meaning individuals may do as muCh cultural damage as' /he Avert bigot.

-

Overreactions are possible in'the other direction as'well, Fitzgerild
(1979) found some so intent on cultural differences that she characterized
their position as maintarining

'-thatAzbericans tieve no common historyolo common
culture, and no.common values, and that 'membership
in a racial or tulturalgroup constitutes-Lille most
fundamental experience of each individual The
message would .be that the center cannpt, nd should
not; hold. (pf 54)

,

However, it should be remembered that Fitzgerald was talidng jout the
rhetc;ric of teitbooks, ,and not the,reality of class+m behavior and
teecher attitudes.

4.1

Cubberly's.attiiude is probably indicative of the fact that Americans .

ilaveelways had trouble tespecting other cultures. It,is still true
tO*clay. Recent attacks made in Congress and elsewhere charge that.
bilingual educaiion, for examplet Should not have a cultural component.
Thews attacks involve tWo issues,,the first political, the second
pedagoiic.' Politically, critics like Senator Hayakawa are overtly
returning to the position so clearly enunciated by Cubberly. To be
sure, the neo-Cu1,berly thinking does n5t speak about Anglo-Saxon virtues;,
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.we in the seventies ere more sophisticatea than that. Or are we Listen
'to HaySkawa speak.l.ng to the United States Senate:

I,believe'we all grew ep rith the concept of the
American meltitg pot, that ie the merging of a
mtiltitude of foreign cultures into'one. -In this
yorld of natiotel strife, it is a Unique concept.
I btilievl-eVerybodY'in this ehember will agreefthat
it had:a fyndamental,impact on this nation's .

greatness. (From'the Ceneressional Record, 1978)

, Perhaps it we milked Hiyakawa to define the -one culture into,which
WO are.all to melt he yoeld,,, indeed', product an antiwar rooted in
righteousnals,-law'and oider, and popular goyernment. In any case,
it is clear that the political issue addressed here has to'do with
unitary conceptions 4f the American body politic% an idea dftbiously
grounded empirically.

The pedagogic implications,of puch a position are even lore teniously
held. The use of melting, pot imagery asumes- not only that (a) there is-
one:Amterican Cultura,,O) that other culzures On be made like it quiCkly,
but also (c) that it is good to do so--good for the child as well as for
the'national culture. Sone of these three assumptions is supported by
evidence Present,- here. To be sure,..there la one nationwide political'
'and economic system nd others:4U well),, but not one culture held by ail
PeoPlit living in'Amer a. Sficond, culturks do nht.change'quickly but,.
rather, 'elitist Change cept in certain unusual circumstances. Thus
chamge 'should be attempt-- only for 'Clompelling reasons. The third

i assertion, that it is go.. to change,,is very ethnocentric. We need to'
measure the coats of trying against the.costs of noe.trying beth for.the

1%6
1
This rilsemglea.a Platoilcnotionfof politics that views the good
soiiety as nms fl/lid' with harmony and views as evil ale tactioniaism,
coispetition, shiftips power base of'politics as,me know it. Everyone -

is familiar with the -notion of politics al a "dirty busitess." Indeed,
-in study-after study,'groupe.thrdughout society, rank the practitioners_of
politics at tire lower end.of respected and desirable occupations. They
do this,While'ranking-these Who profit from the fruits of politics (i.e.,
Supreme Court justices,-U.S. senators, and policemen) at the top of the
scale. Plato'chose to treit-the aaardh for"competitive advantage in the
distribUtion of the iruits of power (material goods, deference, safety)

.among the various groups of society as "symptoms of an unhealthy society"
(Wolin, .1960, p. 42). His scfence'of politics contained in'it what alin
hes referFed to as a malor paradox: it was sworn to an eternal hostility
to'the very subject it pretended'to study.



individual as will MA the cultur(. Children need tn.-learn to'
participate in mainstream economic and political syetema, but must
this), give us their culture to do in?,

f

It is also questionable whether it is good for the culture to.
be one homogenized whole, even Xf this were possible. There is adaptive
value in diversity; the greeter the diversity, the grtater the potential
adaptability. For example, the Eskimo populatiOns now being.destroYed
could adapt to petroleum depletion better,thah the people of downtown
BoUston. As to the effect on the child, this needs to be examined in
detail at several points'below. Long7tern "benefits" must be weighed/
Against short-term "costs." But when there are no longrterm benefits,
are any costs bearable? Simply put, the purpqqe of prmal schooling.
shoula be.to open opportunities to childrin, to close.them.

Recently, in responding to criticism by Rayekawe and others,'the
Board of Directors of the Council on Anthropology and Education applioved

,a statement that provided, among other things, the.following etatemrnta
concerning culture and pedagogy; e .

, .

a.. .Culture is intiMately related to languagsa and the development,

of basic communication, eomputation and social skills;

culture is an important part of the dynimics of the- teaching-
learning process in all classrooms, both bilingual'and
monolingual;

c. 'culture affects the organization of learning, pedagogicar
practical, evaluative procedures, and rules of schools, as
well as instructional activiaes-and curriculum;

2.0

attention to the cultural dimensions Of education has
widespread potential utility in tesolving performance
dysfunctions and interpersonal and group conflicts in
schools and society;

)6 culture if; more than the heritage of a people through r-N

dance, food, holidays, and history. Culture Is more than a
component of bilingual education programs. It is.a.dYnamic,
creative and continuous process which'includes behaviors,
values, And substance shared by people'that guides them in
their struggle for survival and gives, meaning to their
lives. [As a vital process it needs 'to be understood by
MOTA people in the United States, a multiple society which
has many interacting cultural groupi.];

2

1
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public inatitutiqa, such as schoola, should'kacilitate.the
cross cultural l ruing of their clients As basic tools for
effective citizen and etonomic, polittcal and psychological
existenee;. . I.

all those involved in thetducational process--policy,aaakers,
program officials, school personnel, and studentsate- *
cultural being., both products of and producers of culture,
influenced in decision making by.0eir culiural background
end orientation. Therefore it isimperative that all
personnel responsible for educational decisions be conscious
of the cultural factors which shape their actions and
also, that .fhey analyze the social/cultural impact'of their
actions witheregard to the realization of quality educatiqn
and equity of educational .opportunity fqr all students.
(Heprinted by permission from the minutes of the Boerd
Meeting of August 1978 of the Cauncil on Anthropoiogy...and
_Education.)

Culture is, of course,.an abstraation. Ai distinct from a group-of.
people, you cannot see culture any more than.you can see evolution or.
gravit,. This is one rason that diere are SO many definitions extant.
Another ii that our definition of culture',1s purposely broad: explicit
or implicit patterns of the behavior Of human groups --patterns that are
acquired and- transmitted by. symbol,. Hhili.such a definition carves a
lot..att. of the cUltural domain (most notably biology.and biochemistry),
it leaves,a lot within the doiain as well..

The concept of culture is an anthropological Curiosity. American
anthropol?gists ups the term,frequently, but it is almost totally absent'
in the British literature of ihe discipline. In.the English literature,
one encounters society.'but rarely culture. By focusing,his analytical
attention on society, the British,anthropologist is declaring his interest
in human behavinr. He is seeking regularities of social interactions, or A
human behaviors-. He is less interested rin how people feel:,,their attitudes
r values or beliefs, than he is intereste4 in hoW these attitudes,

values, or beliefs are translated.into action. On the American side of
. the street, 'and to a certain degree thewPrench as-well.. have instead

focused on culture, by which we Mean soCiety as it iS-un stopd.in-
England, plus the value systems of that society And'the indiyiduai.

fe,
attitUdinal, belief, and value, system) that support it. This makes us
even more interested in the relation barmen the individual and society.

Some Anthropoloxical. Orientations

Culture is clearly a misunderstood concept. In colloquial,usage one

t.
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talks ebout.a cultured person" as SoMpone who Pijoys fine art, classical
musie,, crystal glassware. This "high" culture conceptualitation does
considerable violence te end provokes.misunderstanding of.anthropological
usages of.the term. Whereas the colloquial usage is highly .value laden
(both ways.7.-in Neil Simon's playsThe Odd Couplel felials "Cultured" and
proud of it, while Oscar isn't and'proud of it), the anthropological

.

usage as defined ln the first section.is value free. In the anthropological
usage everyone is by definition cultured, assuming that illi grew up
interacting wiih people of a culture. Cultuni is not high or low;/

-

cultures are diverse. The urban Nigerian is no more cultured than the
rural-Nigerian, any,more than the urban Neu* Yorker is more cultured than

.the'rural former. ..The content of the culture of the urban dweller may be
more conplei than the culture of his rurel cousin, Out the difference is
one of quantity not quality. Similarly, the urban dweller mai interact
with a greater diversity of individuals,;but thie does not make him any
the more cultured (Although an anthropological usage might have him
becoming more multi7cultural--see.Goodenougi (1976)- -thus making:him more'
able to function 'in multi-cultural !settings--see Harrington, 1972).

K
It.is easy, to point out the Upages that we do not intend for our

difinition.of culture; but more space ie'required to describe whit we do
mean by culture. In doing'so we will rely, not surprisingly, on the
varioUs usages thet anthropologiets have found useful for:the culture
concept, and, more speCifically; those'anthropological

1s
orioe'that are

,-3
especially relevant to education. Comitas and Dolgin e recently
published a review, excerpted below, in which they share much of my own
thinking about the orientations of culture transmission, psychological
anthropology, symbolic anthropology, and 'Social anthropology..

Cultural, transmission . . 4 may well be considered the
,

sine oua nen of.most cultural anthropologists involved
with education. It may also stoma as the anthropologi
definition of education itself. Significant research Ii
been dirtied out by . . . anthropologists employing
various models of cultural transmission in their-analys
of smalk-scale societies, large homogenous secieties and
of cemplex, culturally heterogeneous settings. Lp essendu,

.'. anthropologists directly involved iniquestions of cultural..
transmission focus on the' forms through which values aid ,

attendant behavior are taught and the specific content of the
,. societal, cultueal, or group value system. George Spindler, .

for examplwe, pinpointed a major issue . . . when he inquired
whether the culture transmitted by the school constrains ,

instrUmental choices 'children make of'urban lifestyles and the
means to

2
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1"

The theoretical underpinnings of cUlturel tranemission stem
from a =Ober of sebdisciplinary "schools"; high among these
standa psychological anthropology which *Minos-cross-
cultural veriations of learning processes, sotialisation, and
social change, and how indiTiduals learn Which actioni and
beliefs are 'acceptable, -"sansi" or possible.. .Nychological
anthropologists have stndied acculturative processes,
delineating the dimensions of soap). Change io particular
sitnegions. In their examinatiOn of phendMens such as ethnic
stereotyping, the work of psythological anthropologists cenand
does bear directly on questions oVcurricUlum development and
academic' placement.. Mere and more this eras of anthropological'
inquiry has approaChed the assessment of 'educational programs
Or institutions through the simultaneous investigation of
historical and Situational factors Whith define the larger
-setting within Which:individuals are,sociolixed. joUrthermoro,
this work has brought e'valuable corrective ta policy makers in
its stress on cnoss.-cultural possiailities and alternatives;
this emphasis reflects a.basic and useful tendency wittan
anthropology, the tentioncy.to question klasic principles,

N

p nciples that other disciplines and valid,' planners mey take
or granted.

1.
Another anthropologi All orientation, of relatively recent .

intage, commonly referred to as symbolic aithropelogy, is
related to aspects of cross-culturallosychology. Symbolic
theory la concerned with cOes through which meaning is crested,
,expressedlimited, or altered. The approach is a potentially
productivi avenue toward demarcating mild understanding structures
of systems of symbolii forms used by social actors (teachers,
students, administrators, parents) to define and act in
educational environments. The imps aid extent to which these
systems can be manipulated by individuale or groups is crucial
to.umSerstanding modes of social.control within schools or
other educational arenas. Links at the systemic level between
sysbolic usages explicitly found in institutions of education
and in other arias of social life can be rayealed; such research
will enhance comprehension of sociotultural'pitterns defining
educational settings and activities, per se, and other parts of'
theesocial order to waich these connect or in which they are
embedded. This gen of research, not yet fully, integrated
within anthropol end education, should be encouraged.

ResearchlOhich suggests the Character of learning processes,
motivational patterns, and codes fot meaning must be
contextualixed in light of institutional structuris aed/loals,
both those which are explicit and those which-are less apparent

2
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to social actors. Social- anthropology, including struCtural-
functional theory, provides the bases of a macro-sociology
geared toward describing Social structures which lie between,
and often !Radiate, the-individual and the collectivity, and
dffdrs a frame within which to exaaine the choices people
makewithin social contexts. Wom oithin this perspective,'
researchers have demonstrated the consequence of analyzing'the
"social structures of classroom situatione awa."port of entry"
toHeducationalk retierch: Studies of social strecture combine
with studies of social organization; thus notione are explained
by Raymoh4 Wirth, who seas social structure as sitablishing
precedents, providing and limiting the range of alternatives,

social organizationi,involving individuals'
choices about ta of posisible actions, expressed variance in
the systemic ordering of pocialrelations. Investigated .

jointly, social structureand social organization allow
cpmparisons of student behaviors and perceptions in different
typei'of ischpol.eituation, studies of teacher-student interaction,
and, at a more inclusive level, studies of the relation between
scheell and the cammunitios in which they are sat. (Camitas &
Doles', 1978, 170-173)

These feta' anthropological orientation'sculture transmission,
paychological anthropology, symbolic, anthropology, and social-anthropology--
are oot-the oak anthropological orientations. to_culture,but ars useful
in forming an introduction to/studies relating culture to education.

V. turn now to An examination of hoy anthropofogista study education.
Anthropologicil definitions of educationihave consistently smirked a point
of departure betwien anthropology and other disciplines.. Anthropologists
have taken vary broad views of education, insisting that it notbe-
,confused with the more narrow concept of "schooling." By defining
education as encompassing both formal as well as informal learning, the
anthropological'conceptualization of education has become quite nearly
"everything that ialearned by a person throughout.his lifetime," whereas
definitions used by Oucators have occasionally,been so narro4 as
to be limited to what svciald learns through the formal curriculum
inAschool. The antivropological definition forces attention to culture,
which-others ignSre,Several historians of education, in recent years,
hive argued that a definition of education- which Includes' more than just

2Reprinte4 from AnthropolnaY end Education Quarterly by permission of
the authora and the holder of copyright.
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schOpling is essntial, and this has led them, too, to pay more at ention
to other'cultural variable' (see Cremin, 1970).

,A seCond hallterk of anthropological ipproaches is the methodology
brought to biar on the problems researched. Cultural transmission,
docial, psychological, and. symbolic anthropology all share a de4ication
to the variety-of techniques 'subsumed under the label "participant
observation." OirticipanCobservation toan anthropoloOst-involve4:the
concept'of field worl- the anthropologist goes to the natUral secping of
education And-Observes it in situ. The investigation ig, at least in
part, inthnographic. That is, It is to a degree descriptive and provides
information cOmparing what can be observed with other kinds of date
(e.S.,'What people say, is happening or what people say .ought to be
happening). Psrtic4pa t observatiOn leading to ethnographic lesctiption
is a time-consuting procsa. When compared with Other teChniques
systematic observailon-or interviewing of random samples), 'but it- .

can be successfully combined with such teChniques for eliciting data.
(Var source argUini the importance of such combinations see Gumpert and
HarringtOn; in prise.) 'Of course, within that shared orientation to
enthnography, each subfield has developed specific, more specialized
ancillary tethods in response to the problems each has .chosen to solve.
For example psychological anthropology has emphasised the importance of
the 'eyetematic Observation and recording of data,-the collection of life
.and family historiesp.the use of edaptationa of psychological techniques
of personality measurement, and the analysis Of "cultural products"
'ae clue".to learning and cognition, while sytbolic anthropology has
focused.on content analysis of eixtual and ritual materials.. Hopever,
partUipant observation remain' central in anthropoZogical apprdiches to
education tcaUse of its:implicitly holistic stance.

Anthropologists examine educational phenomena'in a cross-c4ltural
framework as part of,their study of what Chase calls "contemporary
man": everyone alive on'earth, As such, anthropologists, are not content
with what so muCh mainstream psychology, especially experimental psychology,
often seems.to be: the psychology of.one hundred un4ergraduate0 at a
large midwestern university. Although many. educator" have become aware
of the necessity of broadening'their sUbject base, the mainstream of the-
discipline Li still Culture bound.. Even comparative education is!largely
limited to Western European (influenced) cultures and therefore less

t likely to foci"' on purely cultural *a oppoeed to economic or political
variables. When studies of education in our own society da occur in
anthropology,:the discipline requires that such-research (at.least
implicitly) be put into some cross-cultural or cross-ethnic'comnarative
frame.

2 t )
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Culture_and Education

The three approaches to culture identified'in this chapter are
mutually exclusive, and more than one can be held simultaneously.
first apprOach sees culture as primary. In this view, culture

termines.education since education itself is part of culture. StudentS
asking tiis approach show that the type-of education (for example,
hooling) is determined by.the cultural context in which it,is embedded;

i.e., some cultdres include schools and soma don't. Culture Is seen to
determine the context and the form of education, both what is to be
learned and how it is taught. A. to the content, it is.logicallf obvious
that what.is to be taught is culture specific: cultures differ widely in
what they expect of their members. As to differences in the pedagogy,
Herzog (1962) examined the dipferencee in the distribution of deliberate
instruction cross -culturally.and concluded that only certain societies
have such roles formally institutionalized. When culture is seen as
prlimary, it is the main variable that give: rise hot only to educetion
hit to ill other variables that can be linked to education: affective
and cognitive styles, ethnicity, statue identity, language, dialect,4
motivation, aspiration, SES,.and social class are all embedded in
culture asimUch as education is. Similarly, they each have secondary
effects on each other as they do on teaching and learning. In addiiion,
the soCiocultural component of the biosocial.differences,in sex and
gender are also culturally determined. .Trying to,sortout the effect of
culture from these variable, is impossible since all are part of culture
itself, and not separable from it. Culture as a main effect is true
largely by definition.

This.brings us to the two remaining approaches identified in the
fir t section of this chapter. The second approach is.that of culture as
a s'dharecteristic; culture is simply a label given,to groups of
people. !ale te a Navajo". is an example of the kind of usage that sees
culture ai essentially a status category. In this orientationi-the
effect of the label on others is investigated. ;That is, When can we.
tell about the way these Children Are taught once we knos, that they are .'

labeled X by their teacher? Studies of th negative treatment of Certain
culture groups, which show the need for better data about groups (and
their heritage), are examples'of approaches to culture as a status
Characteristic. This approach differs from the third approach in
that no functional Characteristics are attributed to culture per se.

The third approach we have identified seeks to address"the functional
cimaractoristbn of culture that are relevait.to teaching and learning.
These effecti are at a lower level of abstraction than in the first
approach, where culture is the whole and education is a part. In the
fUnctional apptIpach, culture is seen as made up of many parts, and their
interrelationshIps are examined: It is as if, we said: "Approachone is
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true, but nji analitically useful." Let,us examine the precise patterns,
of relationships among the variables; the configuration of which we call \,

culture. Let us also contrast that Configurption with the organiation
of the aeme.variables in anothevcature. What is uniquely cultural is
the covariation of the various parts to form the pattern.

If oni defines culture as explicit or implicit patterns of and
for behavior acquired end transmitted by symbols, these are cultural
when constituting the dietindtive-achievement of human groups.
Although narrower than some, this definition poses some problems
because it would include in its "gestalt" other aspects of diversity
that are separately treated IA thts report: ;affective styles,
cognitive styles, ethnicity, identity, language, dialect, motivation,
aspiration, social and economic status, and sociocultural components
of.difference in sax and gender (and age).

-

It seems superfluons here to rehearse What- is done in more detail
inother Chapters of this report, soil have 'focused on what is left
of.culturi whet the main effecta Of these.others.are excluded. The
difficulty with thiefapproach is that it.may trivialize Culture by
not leaving it much(of the Variance. Thus, before you conclude on
the basis of mykefforts that culture doesn't matter much compared
with some of,the other varisbles4,you-eught to remembeT,that these
others are pert 9f culture, but ere excluded here.. Ma this sense,
if each of the other "cultural" variables examined in this report
has its own me0-effect influendiron education, our approach sees
cUlture ae the interadtion of the other affects.

Culture is more than the sum'of the.individual component parts
for two reasons: one, *vs are highly interrelated (covariation)
and these Coyariations differ from culture to culture in unknown ways,
and two, there are interaction affects in which variables A and together
exhibit a stronger effect on educaelon than is true of,the sum of their
individual affects. The functional characteristics of'culture, then, are
taken to be these cdVariance and interaction effects that a holistic
rather than a univariate view provides.

Thistview of,culture is synonymous with multivariate analysis.
This view.td culture will seem strangely artificial to BMA, but in
fact is an older holistic view of culture dressed up in modern statistical
language. In the midst of disciplines tfiat seek to assess isolated main
eaectt of particular veriablea on educational outcomes, thq,anthropologist
m t insist on the actiliciality of these efforts, His way 'Of expresiing
this is to talk of culture. put he may ascribe to culture whatever
-varilence is_uot otherwise explained. Unfortunately, this can equate the
important variable culture wi_yh a kind of statistical "noise," which is a
kind of residual variance our theory is not sharp enough to account for..;
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'What we call culture in this opeational conception, then, is what ie
left of the culAral domain after the cther effects ha0e been parcelled
out, plus the (holistic) covariation and interaction effects when recombined

%
into a cultural whole.

Propositional Inventory

1

We now turn to a sum, of specific atuAies concerning the impact
of culture on teaching and ning. ,This propaektional inventgry has
been developed out of the literature reviewed for this chapter. It is
presented as a guide to ehis. cognitive map of the researchqrs in the
field. Taken together, the studiesirepresent a direction hut not a
completed research progrmn.,, I. shall spell aut'below some next steps'that
may be.fruitful, including the potential of ethnographic research when
properly used. The reader is asked not to draw inferences about the
potentiel usefulness of ethnographic research until then. Of course, the
propositional inventory is not intended to be complete given the space
allotted, but ill rather illustrative of the approach to the educational
relevance of culture'taken by anthropologists.

While,'as Jaeger (1965) suggested, the hClistic quality Cf culture
.and the interrelapionship of its parts is an ilea traceable to the ideals
,of Greek culture, it is today a dominant focus within anthropology. We
have already said that this cOnceptualization'of culture produces i
distinctive,anthropological view of education, which ts a much broader
concept than "schooling" (Malinowski, 1936). Education is seen as the
totality of influences which mold the individual as he develcps, the
total process through which culture is comnunicated to individuals - -a
conception not dissimilar,to that attributed to Maritain'by Keohane
(1966). Education Ls a life-long heman'actiNlity related to all other
activities (Kerber & Smith, 1972). As Nadel stated (1942, p. 388), "all
efforts, orgenized or otheTwise, which tend to impart to individuals
habitual forms of acting and.thinking" must be included within education.
As such, educatioa is an important part of culture: it is the tool for
helping man to idapt to his sociocultural environment 1Cohen, 1971).

Such a view could see education as having both creative and
conforming aspects, but the latter ii,seen'as preeminent in anthropo ogical

3
The literature waq selected in the foliowiug wayp: first, the

classic works on anthropology and education were 5,nsulted for relevant
material; second, a computer search of the ERIC date base was performed
that made use of more than one hundred relevant index.terms from the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

2
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-rdescrintion. Education is seen es syneammous with socialitation, the. ,

process by Which cultures.ensure their'conanuation from generation, to
generation. As Nadel poin450 out, "every social institution in4olves
education activities means of whichindividuals art Illed to acquire the
behavior patterns th t make up the institution" (1944-p. 388), However,
there is some recogn tion in the literature that education is not only an
agent for cultural conformity,,but for creativity and Change ap well

.(e.g., Cohen, 1970; Tyler, 1969). This is particularly true when
education takes place where cultures'are in contact. Thus sehools
can be agents for Change and acculturation to a new way of life (Redfield,
1943). In such situations, education can be seen'hOt only as'a Channel
for the continuation Of a culture,but also as an agency for certain types
of change (see e.g., Reichel-)oluatoff, 1961).

\

Such acculturation situationa have cOmmanded much attention from
anihropologists of educations Much of this work has been embedded in an
applied context, in which anthropologists have,given advice about how to
structure schools in such situations. There are a number of trend!? to
this adyice. The first-centers on the anthropological convictioi that

. the indiganous.educational methods are goo4 at what they do-.4y
definition.....:or the culture would not have.survived to the' agent (Ipaye,
1969). this teed* to ad4ice like that giVen by Read S1951 who stated,J

that indigenous educational methOds should be studied as a guide.to
iliicational planning and innovation (seealso Mathur, 1970, and Ronceray,
1971). Walker (1969), Farina (1969),,and Mayhew (1926) made the same
point tor indigenous cultural beliefs and patterneb As Williams (1935)
paternalistically'remarked, native values must. be "blended° in when

, introducing A nay culture. Failure to take indigenous forme into accOunt
,

is said,to lead to school failure (Havighurst, 1957), rejection (Morgan,
1971), and even psychopathologY and suicide (Morgan, 1971).

.
.

.

Such discussions lead to issues directly relating to how educational
.systems should change. Not_surprisingly, we are told that changes inJ
education must be integrated with local-cultural values to be sUccessfql
(Hunter, 1968). This is consistent wish the placement of education
within the culture described earlier, and represents an extension of that
view which argues that cultural'factors influence rates of change as well
as conformity (see Henry, 1955; Irvinv-11 Sanders, 1972). Meters (1962)
'went so fax-as tei say that culture c ange cannot be imposed when it is
contrary tothelsanctions of custom, ut most authors would agree that
changes in the dynamics of education m st take into account their potential t

social as mel.11 as educational impact (Dave, 1974); e.g., the view
that traditional values can prevent children from saekiug more forMal
education than. their parents had (Covello, 1967). .The e,edding of
educational systems within culeure leads most,authors to agree that to be
effective in Changing schools you must first change the society (see
Faure, 1913). Education is seen as facilitatiVe of fundamental change,

P -
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'but not itself imdependentlycausing it. Thus discussions about,educational
change cannot he separated from culture change.

Specific studies have been.conducted examining relationships
between culture and specific teaching/and pedagogic techniques. Methods .

of.teaching vary from culture to culture (Reichard, 1938; Herzog, 1962),
and so a knowledge of a culture's educattve style is necessary for a
prospective teacher. In:this senqe, anthropology is itself important to
teacher training in today's highly.acculturated world (see Brameld, '1957;
Landes, 1963, 1965).filic1iirs must also understand community cultural'
norms, valueb, and atkitudes.toward teachers (Hawthorn, Belshaw, &
Jamieson, 1960;, G. Hendricks, 1971)., A corollary is that teachers should
know their own culture to understand how it thiffers from e culture of
their students (Musgrove, 1953).

Robert Redfield went so far as to say. that pedagogy that is external
to the basic mature is ineffective (19430976). A similar point was
made for curriculum by Brameld (1957), whO thought that the concept of
culture is basic to. curriculum planning. In this context, it is
understandable that OD 'Mariplin (1974) sociocultural factors should

.

influence 'curriculum decisions more than psychological factors. For a
long time it hag been recognized.thet curripulum must be adapted to local
needs (see Junod4 1939). Failure to do so leads to value confliCts and
educational problems 1972) ind can be shoin to affect learning
_(Hill, 1964). It follows that an enlargement of the cultural base (by
includinumoU thati one mature) affects both the content and the methods
of teaching (Henry, 1955), as well as cultural Change.

Students of culture and education often see educational systems.
in political terms (Bruner, 1968; Dumonf, 1966; Harrington, 1973;
G. Hendricks, 1973; and Lee, 1963). Redfield (1947/1964) was to argue
that understanding other cultures can help us anderstand,our own, just as
earlier we heard that understanding of.another culture was likely to,
Amprove teaching techniques. Often, however, peciple in multicultural
education have assWhed that teacher understanding of children's culture
will limit denigration of student sell-image, ao.d-thereby enhance the.
child's leerning. Henry thought not'only that-hostility to other cultures
is a crucial element in any culture, but a/so that the student's own
culture may impair his self -imaie, Re focused attention on the fact that
while we may have a Myth about eich child's attaining his.or hei own
potential or developing creativity, this 0 mot What really happens
in schools. As Henritt(1965) suggested,

ThroughoUthistory the cultural pattern has been a

devlice for binding the intellect. (p, 284)
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SinCe education is always against same things and for
others, it bears the burden of the cultural obsessions.
While the Old Testament extols without cease the glorr
of the One God, it .speaks with equal emphaeis against
the góds pf the. Philistinesrwhili the childrà Of
the Dakota Indians learned loyalty ,to their tribe,
they learned to hate the Craw; and,While °Ur ch dren
are taught to lave our American democracy, they kre
taught-contempt facir totalitarian'regimes. (pp. 5 286)

Another proposition found in the literature but not yet\rev eyed is
.the extension of the culture analogy .to childhood itself. Thus, rton
has argued the need to examine the culture of childhood, characte istics
of children;e behaviOr Which hold true across cultural groups. A Burton
(1978) phrased it:

An anthropology of the young must be based in
1:ethnographic Walled. To study the.lives of

4hildren one must spend time in the field,
building.descriptions of the cultUral situation
that ere as cOmplete as.possible. This may be
a trUism, but it'is one that ii seldom followed
with regard to the young. Studies of young
people have typically been carried out by social
scientists who'began with something in mind: the
study of reasoning process, the interpretation of
driams,the sociometry ot street corners. We must

.ineVitably have "somethini in mind" and cannot help
Aimitingjrur depth of field. But it is the essence
oC:the anthropological method, surely, to reach for
a-viey og the cultural situation as a 461e and to
form a full description ,as the proper 'basis for

(p. 59)

These propositions show how the anthropological orieneotions above
have been extended into'our study of the relationship to education. The
broad definition of education leads to propositions that emphasize the
holistic view of education as a primary lifelong activity embedded in
the requirements of a particular sociocultural system that provi4es
individuals with ready-made adaptations to environmental and social
pressures. 'Although it is recognized that education acts in both
conservativeeand,innovatIve ways, the thrust of education is clearly seen
as culturally conservative; education is prImarily, an agent of cultural
conformity% Most examples of education as a vehicle for change are
dealing with situations in which two or more cultures are in contact, and
a new culture gets control of the educational system with the explicit
goal of!changing the older cultures. Examples of such efforts come from
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colonial.situatiohs as well as models of transitiOnal bilingual education
closer to home. There,is a pattern in the litirature suggesting that

.

attempts to ehangd indigenous cultures and their institutions dre)fraught
with daficulty and likely, to fail, except where the indigenous system is
to some degree co-opted. The studies show furthermore that schools are
not a good place to pit one's lever for changing a chlture.. Schnols .

folloir or reflect a culture rather than lead it. An implication of this
is &net social reformers who use schopls as a vehicle for changinuthe
larglr society are likely to fail in their'more ambitious goal .

although they may well appear-to have changed schools.

Differentiations, Hbundaries, and L at ons;i

As wp-have seen; the mos%basic lesson that the -anthropolOgist
teaches about;pedagogy is that it is itself part of cultures Education
is the explicit acquisition (learning) ind transmiasion (teaching) of .

patterns of behavior throukh symbols. As a part of chlture,,education
may be seen as hoth a product Of .prior action and an influence.upon

I further,action. Some may argue that th((difference between culture and
:education is that culture includes much-that education leaves out. This
is true, but it is also true that, educaiion cannot really be separated71
out of culture because'pedagogy ialdetermined by Cultural.variables.

Thie point of view is,best exemplified by the work ok the Whitings
(cf: Whiting, & Child, 1953). The mode of Mducation,'or Child training
practices in the Whitings' modef, is.seen,as ari:eing in any particular
.culture setting from the maintenance systems of the particular culture.
To say this is to jimphasize two poi*s: (a) that any study of "education"
.that does mit take into account ite'cultural context is incomplete, and.
(b) that since maintenance,sybtesis give Ase to education more .than vicei
versa, educational'systems are not a .useful point at Which tO, initiafe
change. This view becomes crucial in an'examination of much of thivecent
literature'on educationc To criticize the schools forIheir failires,
and to demand,Chang(G:overloadi the functions and interielationships that
the schools serve and have within 'the larger societys This is mit to say
that Abuses in schools cannot be corretted or that reform is impossible.
It is.to say that for chanxce to occui (as opposed to'reprm), a change in
the society (maintenance systems) is'prerequisite to change,in educational
structures. Wallace (1956) made 14. pThimilar to the Whiting model by
emphasizing that the goal of Schools will.be different.in what he.calls
conservative; reactionary, and revolutionary societies, in 'Which the type
of society determines the type of schooling and not vice versa. The .

advantage of Whiting', formulation for educators is that it includes all
education, not just schoOling, in its scope. . Thus, Herzog (1962) was
able to show that the pipe of instru.ctiOn (whether deliberate or not,
Whether done by kin or not) varied by.housetiold type and type of society.'
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This study provides empirical support for two points: (a) that type of
edimation is determined by type of society and (b)'that types (e.g..,
deliberate instruction). must be considered in the,total dontext of child
traiiing practices of a society and not as Synonymous

. with them.

Maintenance systems are described by Whitintrand Child (1953) is the
9
economic, political, and social'OrganizatiOns ofe society surrounding
the nourishment, ehaltering and protection of:its meMbers.", Frau structural
.anthropology (both' the'lliitiah and AmerIcan versions) come working Models
and actual descriptions of Maintenance systems.. gxemples of maintenence
system* from the following sections inclUde househald,camp6sition, sexual
division of labor, and residence patterns. Child training, practices,. in
the broadest sense, are what.ia done to the child to bring,about the

.

behavior necessary kor social life. ImpliCit in thi term-child training
is-some,intent on the part ot thwparent or surrogatef its well as some -

goal presumably defined by'the culture. Schoo s, the fact tharinitial
child training IS done by women, and initiatisn rites ire'estamples of
child training practices. Personalitvis the of What the individual.
assimilates and of howhe organizes what happens to him. Lm a sense,
personali\ty may be oonieptualized as'an'inaividual's adaptation co his
iociilization. iHere,the study of socialization-depends upon psychological ;
anthropolagists and, through thot, upon the field of ilsychology itself, ,

so that personality can be expressed in terms of :measured variables. Sex
identity ia this type of variable. Cultural products aClude religidn;'

,

cultuial values, art, games', or any'other cultural features not immediately
and practically_involved in the satisfaction Of basic biological needs:.
In the study Of male initiation rites, the valUe.of,male.solidacity wptild
be an example, 'daveliras the symbolic content of'ihe initiatien riteee
themeelves. .1111

keny. psychological anthropologists would argue aver-fine points,
but most weuld agree that education can only be studied as part of
an overall &socialization process designed to meet goals specific to
the culture'ex0ined. (See Harrington and Whiting (1972) andAlarrington
(1979) for'a review tsf the literature supporting the Whiting model.)

Ritent work in Africa by J. Whiting and B. Whiting provides an'
terestihg example. ta,Kenys,'schooling tkas spread since the, Whitings'!

earlier research in collaboration wiph R. Levinl and B. Levine (1966)4
In that research an Important determinant of the developsent of altruistic
behavior^ln the growing Child was found to be tohe responsibility forthe

.40
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care of younger siblings. This also had the effect of taki some of the
burdensrof child.care &Jay fromithe mother, and enabling her to assume
other role responsibilities within household. With the spread of
schoole, the 8- tp 11-year-old children are no longer-in the households
durieg thd day. this has two chief results: a drastic reduction in
the amount oftime spent in developing altruistic behavior in the
children, and,e draitic increase in,child care responsibilities for
the women who, Whiting observed, were "going Crazy".trying to do el:ferything
(J. Whiting, Note 1). One can anticipate tertain fuadamental changes in
pprsonoiity and family interaction patterns as,a result of schooling--
which, ef course, were nig necessarily planned by those who created the
schools to Oegin with. As Whiting remarked on another occasion, 1t may
be'difiiculOto demonstrate that rural schools in ldss developedcountries
teach ianything, but it is easepto demonetrate that they keep childten
fiats learning the traditional culture by taking them away from it for
significaint periods of time each day.

4
To sum up the differences between culture and education,_we see

education as 4 Vehicle, i proeedurte, an acquisitive process, whereas
culture is conditional, concerned with content, values, and is directional.
Culture is inclusive in the sense of'providing content and context.within
whiCh education occursL,, ,

Cross-cultdtal di4ferences are great enodgh to demonstrate the -

dominance of cultUre id determining what is taught/learned, and how.
The situation is thR same when dealing with variation within cultures,
'but harder toe see with precAsion. Within American society, eduCatipal
problems of a minerity group heye been attributed to the distinctive
cultarel background of the group. 'Such a position is supported and
exemplified by the research reported by Ramirez and CastaBede (1974).

. They examinet# the cultural factors that may affect the academic performance
of Mexican AdUrican children. They note thet Mexican Amerian students
characteristically have a cultural background steessing the'importance of
family and community, a strong. sense of ethnicity, respect for authority,
and a need for close personal relationships. These cultural values com,e'
into conflict with those promoted by the educational system, which

.

encourages indepindence and competition." The difficulties of Mexican
American students are, in part, attributed to thAs conflict between the
field-sensitive values of Mexican American culture and the field-
independent values of4the "mainstream." But the conflict is more than
merely cultural: 'it is also pedagogic. They argue that their cultural
heritage provides Mexican American itdenta with field-sensitive learning
styles, wtpreas Anglo teachers have field-independent teach ng styles.
The est) between traditional learning atyles and the Ang teaching
styles places the Mexican American 'children at a disadva tage. Ramir&z
and CaStaBeda recommeeded building into the curriculum field-sensitive
teaching styles that cae match field-senairtive learning styles. It is

2
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also said to be important to get children who are ,field-sensitive to be
better able to function in field-independent learning situations since
the latter are importarit within mainstream socioeconomic systems in ,later.
life. In this study the.pedagogical relevance-of culture is directly-
addressed, and a strong Argument is made for it. However, there are two'
major limitations to the position being. argued. One is a false homogeneity .

that can he attributed to Nekican Americen culture." Are all röples
labeled as Mexican AMericans field-dependent? Probably not. Are those4
that are more culturally pure? Only if our reasioning becomes ciycular.

The second-problem is more likely go be addreesed in other chapters
in this report on Human Diversity. 'The source of educational problems of
minorismitildren is incredibly difficult'to determine. A number of
factoillAilbct'the learning process; Cultural background is only one.
For example, compare the Ramiaz and.CastaReda study with John Ogbu's
(1974) study of 'school failure in Stockton, California.' Ogbd "explains"
the school failure of Mexican Americaastudents without mention of the
cultural values discussed by Ramirfiz and CadtaBeda. Instead, .0gbu
focuses on the social stratification of the larger 'society, He argues
that in 0 society in which populations like Mexican Americans and blacks
are treated as lower.;castee without economic or politidhl equality,
school children lowir their level of effort in a l'ealistic and logical
consequence of their perceptiod,that for the same level of effort they
wil4 receive loweatVels of reward than the white children next to them'
later in life. (Note that in'this study there is danger cif homogenizing.
by "caste" position.)

Both of theee stddies account far the educational problems, but one
sees culture and the otheIrsees stratifitatign as the primary contributing
factor. Of ciprse, both factors may be operating. Different aspects of
a.re,ality 001WeJumotievealed. But Ogbu's study is a useful reminder *

that in 44cussinx the nedaeoxiCal relevance of:culture. the economic add-
political realities of the 'present max_not be forptten. It is also
possible, moreover, that tffe importanCe-of the cultural variables may be
tocreated by a soCial stratification that discriminates against such

4
Note thai there is a similar problem with the CoeLept of mainstream

culture. Here, a false homogenizatiod has occurred that produces
somethinglabeled.mainstream that has almoSt.no substantiation'available
for it. Granted the existenceAgf certain idstitutions that can be seen'
to haveaneffectr net/on wide.(the go ernment, McDonald's, etc.), Lt is a
fardritir)Ote,ntilization of'such i stitutions to an ascription of
cultu0.\ tream culture is only n ascriptive label, it has no
functional characteristics that can be ielated tO, educlition or'snything.
else

40
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people. As Allport indicated many years ago(1954), discrimination .

may lead to a stronger cultisral identity for the group being threatened.
This Aoduces a spiral effect in Which that group more strongly eml?races
that which is nagatively valued by the "mainstream," and thereby postpones
not only culturll assimilation but economic incorporation as well.
Similar caution should be exercised in discussing culture separate from
other domains diOcussed in this report.

I*

FOction Characteristict of Culture'

The capacity # culture for change begins with an examination of the
,way in .which cultures' change and the related issue of how cultures react
to attempted

Y
.

0 .

. .
Change comes to culture through two sources, internal and external.

Internally generated changeris actually rare, b4t this definition
distinguishes between growth and change' In the 1,920s. Bungel did iield
work in the American southwest and in hilt book, The Pueblo Potter (1929),
recalls her first introduction to native American art. She co4d see no
recognisable differences among pot's, but the local potters'cquld.instantly
identifY.each one as the wor001 a particular pottet. After/years of
field. wo'rk, Budzel found that she could.also identify'the.differences.
The releVante.of

. this anecdote is t help ms understand the anthropologist's
difference in meaning between gro h--internel elaboration-4nd Change.,
Bunze/'s first reaction to a new bultura (style) was such that the
differences from her own culture were so great that they obscured
individual differenceivor variation in.the style. As she gained .

familiarity with the new style, shecould recognize the original .

individualgi application of the style; Thus,.as individual potters
elaborate and-create works of. art within a stylistic convention, they are
-carrying oUt a Outman analogous to our conceptdof growth. Over time
these individual.differenCes result in evolutionary change in the style
df. the work. This is a,separite process from thwintroductidn (through
culture contact, for.example) of a new style in'which the chapge may be

P said to be revelutionary, rather than evolutionary. This second, more
fundamental process, is what anthcopologists,woUld Label change. All
societies undergo.smallshifts through the first process. The second
process is. historically both more rare, and also more easily observed.
The'firse results in slow elaboration or growth, the second in_the more
rapid Chafiges

By internal changel.anthropoloxists mean revolutionary change
brought about 4n response to internal preisures of dissension within
a society that are not caused or influenced by eambers.of other cultures.
This kind of indigenous c)age is best exemplifiedfby the concept of
revitalization movement s introduced by the anthropologisfAiallace

A
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(1956). To Wallace, the press fsced by a particular culture to
maintain *pacific cultural styZ7or forms at certain points ii exceeded
by countervailing pressures on certain memberi.of plat culture- to break

-up the existing forms and substitute others. Such,efforts at introducing.
a new style within a culture may or may not.succesd. The social movemept
fostering change may be overwhelmed by the stabilizing force* of the.
cultm. Thosermovenents that succeed. Wallace Labeled.as revitalization
efforti a at creating_seeirw stability that would:more adequately-meet
the needs its membere'Ehan the (44,fOrm would. .

Such r talization movements contain three discrete phases: The'
fire; is a thdrawal from the older society form, the.second 44 .

transitional or liminal phase' in which new forms are pondered, promulgated,
and fostered, an .the third and final phaee is ohs in which.the new form
replaces the old d bergomes the'new steadvstate. Wallace ormulatioC
is carried to a f ther level of analysis by Turner (1969), who ated
that thts process f periodic renewal is an essentj.al_part of so ikl life

.

and is itself linked to a dynamic process of dialectic between steady
societal forms, and liminal or .staturfree periods that separete them.
The changes brought about by revitalization forges ars not thought of as
internal elaborations or growth by Allace, however, but as representing
the only,available route to internally generated change.

. V f, -. , 4'
Far more common than internally generated change ii,that which is

brought about by acculturation--contact with other culturesf Public .

pros* acCounts to thd contrary, acculturation 1;s the normal societal
condition. All cultures are to some degree in contact with other cultures,
although the degree to which contact, or its consequences; cam,be minimized.
varies'greatly. There iS an enormously rich literature in anthropology. g

showing the effects of acculturation on North Ausricin and African
'cultures long before the arrival'of white men (*either contihebt. This
literiture addresses itself to the role of cultdre contact in change. Ie
shoios that culture contact can lead to incorporative types of culture'
change in which cultures /adopt tertain features of others, butointo .. ...

existing cultural patttrns-...a better way of making mocassins for example,
tor much MOTO fundamental kinds of change in which the culture's relationships
to the,envirOnment are severely afiected--e.g., the introduction'of the
=immobile in Eskimo culture (Pelto 6r-tfuller-Wille, 1972). When this
process is carried to extreme forms, a culture may be completely assimilated'
into another Sud lose its identity. In culture) cimtadt situations, then,
the following models represenr the options. A culture can "decide" to.
change or conserve. If the "decision" is to change, it can incorporate

andfuse them into their hew 'form, or it can be assimAsted and
loss t own identity. If ig "decides" to conserve, the outcome is
largely dependent upon the willingness of the other party to allow the
conservation. If so,,a kind of isolation situation develops in which',
minimal contact occurs; if not, the 'stronger culture may try to wipe out'

.
pc '.
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theother. Bothfthe North Merl. 4n and African literatures offer.many
.examples,of these processes'.

Cultures in general are very resistant to Change, as we hal;e defined
it, but very open to irowth or internal elaboration processis,that lee
distinguished from it'. In, situations in which Change is being promot'ed;
either from within or without, the interrelatedness or holistic nature of
culture is itself a most powerful force against change. .It Usually
requires mdre mergy to change than to stay the Same. Chajlgetoceurs When
costgratios art reversed.- la Wallace's termii if the society is spending
more energy containing a social movement than it would tike. to adan to
it, change occurs.' lnculture contect, wheika dulture is so distorted by'
the effott to resist iefluence.from outside, giving in to .change becomes
predietable. MOst cultures probably bring change with incorporation as
the model; because of the interrelatedness of cultural parts, the process,
once begun, aometimes ,kecomes irreversibly assimilative in form. Since
this coUld mein the end of the culture, enormous energies could be
expendedlo_prevent this outcome..1

paintional Versus Stereotypical Aegicts of Culture

The.review:of the literature in'the Propositional Inventory section ,

showed schools.to be mainly.conserving,. but occasionally:to serve the
processes of change. WO examine here the difficulties that the.literature
reports of changing cultural variables through schools. Research published
by Rohner-(1965) is tyPical of.-how these approaches can confuee 'functional
aspects with status characteristics. Rohner sought 6.identify the
factortp-influencing the pOovacidemic performance'of Kwakiutl dhildren as
co6pared with that of Anglo Children in Provincial schools of British
Columbia. (When will we get studies of the factore leading to mod
academic performance among blacks, Hispanics, or native Amerieans?)
Rohner stressed the fact that the chief elements are those that relate to
the discrepancy between the.traditional culture and formal education.
First of all he states that Kwakiutl culture and the Anglo culture
schools value xime differently. Time. units are important in school,
as is "being on time." Time units are unimportant in Kwakiutl culture.
Schools value and reward coMpliance, whereas traditional vulture values
and rewards independence and assertiveness. He remarks that further
discrepancies are associated with skills required in school,and with the
skills of the traditional culture. Schools are formal institutions ;with
formal structures, and relationships, but Kawt4utl culture's institutions
are ChStaCterized as informal. Furthermore, diacipline is different.
,Schools are authoritarian; traditional culture is described as permissive.
Raminiscent.of Remirk and Castaftda, methods of learning,alsO
are slid to be different/ .1n Kwakiutl Culture, (children learn by direct
obse0Vation and experience, but in schools, learning is mediated throbgh

4-
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be differential chievement because of the Children's
.

different-experiences in ihe social world bothwithia
and beyond the classroom. ideally, such different,

. achievement ii.recognized acrosa.subject matter
rather then across children. However . we have
organized our,schools:to sort'children into achievers
and nonschievers'and. that As what we get. If we
organized.ouxschools for the normally rich
development of ell our children, we could get.,
something quite.different. (McDermott 6 .Aron, 1978,
P. .44)

114Deimmtt ist however, less clear as to how we might accilimpliih this
Organization Of our.schools. This is regrettable since mUchof the
litarature,woald impl.Y that schools are as resistant to,Change as cultures
are. Since schools are imbedded in cUlture, this is not surprising.

f

fl
Aglitoaches to Assessment of Culture

Anthropological approaches to.the aasessment.of cultureitenter on
participant. observation and ethnographic techniques that emphisize the
importance of complete description and re ording prior to analysis.
Similarly, the asseisment,of ths relevance f culture to educational
variables must be carefully described. AA ant aspect of this is
not to let our eon cultural definitions intrude upon mr.determine our
Analysis, Too often students of education go to other cultures in search'
of "schools" for.'thildren that they can comparemith ClUr.aum schools.
Not all cultures have schools, but all have education. The work of
Fortes is an example of.the truly anthrópological approach applied to
&iltuxe and education.

Fortes (1938/1970) provided a rich description ofIrducation among
:the Tallensi. Their process of education is understandable only'if one
recognizes that no dtvision is made between the social spheres of adult
and child: In many societies, vur own for,Axample, a child's feeling,
thinking, and acting relate to a different reality from that of adults,
although Occasionally overlapping with it. The dichOtomy is omepressed in
custom, and comes out in the "folk psychology" of the. group. Among the
Tallensi, however, the spheres are not differentiated and are distinguished
only in terms of "relative papacity" (Po tes, 1938/ 1970, p. 18).
Tallensi participate in the same reali , but in varying degrees.
Nothing of adult behavior is hidden or separate from children, who are

:actitre and responsible members of the social, eConamic, ritual, and
.ideological systems.. The educational consequences are profound; the
effect on psychology lly great.
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, The interests, Motives, and purposed .of children
are identical with those of adults, but at.a
simpler level of organization. Hence the children
need not be coerced to take a share in economic and
social activities. They are eager to do so. (1938,
i. 19)

The educational development of a Tale ciild may be
regarddd as the gradual acquisition of an ensemble
of interests, observances and.skills. (p. 32)

LearnIng and teaching is a- compositeliocessola,
nepiork of interac factors. (p. 32)

Note the followipg Anecdotes:

An infant beginning tp walk is
4
supported for a

,

bit, mot+ and-thenby an older child, or a

parent, or any one to whose care it happens to
be entrusted. There is no such .thing as

. regular
training in these skills. (p. 34)

Growingup is the evolution of one's secial
personality as it approximates closer and
closer to the fully srowa, mature adult.. just

.

'as this point of viwW pricludes deliberate
and standardized methods-of'training Children
in the rudimentaKy bodily skills such as

and'eyehand coordination
in eating, Oo it would be indompatible,with
a didactic attitUde about bowel and bladder
control or about sexual habits and knowledge.
(O. 35)

I:was walkiUg with Semane and his two small
sons (6-9.Peirs), across a recently sown field
of early millet already-a few incles high. I

chanced to tread ou a shoot. Immediately one
of the small boys stopped and ;carefully raised
and replanted the-blade of millet. "Why did
you do-that?" I asked. "Don't you know that
is bur food?" he replied reproachfully. (p. 20).

Ea

The expectatitriof normal behavior is',an important factor in Tale
education. In contrast with,-this, 'many *stern mothers do not expect
thwir Children to acquire normalfbehavior a matter of course, but sat
out to train them from-earliest infanci.-- flnlong the ale, however, since
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normal behakrior is expected, no 'one hesitates to correct a child or adult
who behaves inappropriately through ignorance, and the correction is
aceepted with ease. 4though it is .known that some peo0e learn moie
.easily than others of-that variations in skills exist, no techniqUe
isolating a skill and'training for it exists. Tale education existeas
individuals experience situations, and adults and children share the same
-social reality--to the extent that their previous situations makb'it
possible. Learning is by particiOant observation, not drill. No curricula
exist independent of the ongoing social realiti. Tale spi children learn
by looking and doing through imitatibn, identification, (with parents 10
'Sibs), cooperation (in tasksagain real), as well as thro.ugh play.

to.

The concept of Play is well developed among the Tale, whatever one
might expect'from the above. However, it is in the play'that

the Child rehearses hia interests, skills, and
obligations', and makes experiments in social
living without having to pay the penalty ,for
mistakes. (p. 59)

1

This is.reminiscent of Isaaca (1930, pp..99-102) and,Harrington (193),
who make cross-cultural arguments for the practice flinttion of. peer-group
play. ,

Fortes' study makes cleer the futility.oktreating one Approach .to
the assessment of culture's relevance.for teaehing and learning. What is
needed.is a specification of particular aspetts of learning and teething
with which we'areto deal. Then a more.limited classification of cultural
viriables can be acc?mplished. The key to such a task is a finely
grained ethnography that enables one to avoid sweeping stereotypes.

The reader should keep in mind that it is the position in the
4iscussion ihave that is being attacked rather than the particular
'author. Three approaches to:culture and learning have been discussed.
In the example just cited, Fortes was dealing with culture as a domain
and, as a functional Characteristic. Ma,the example which follows, Nadel
did the same; whereas Burger; trying to deal with culture as a funttional
characteristic, treated it inetead as a 'status characteristiF.

Nadel (1942) offered an appropriately detailed description of the
two princiOal'educational institutions of the Nupe, a Muslim kingdom
in central Nigeria. These are the Koran school (Mallam), which ia
concerned with MUslim religious teaching, and the age grade associations
(zoon holitikon). The discussion centered it the complementarity ofihe
two'systems and East with how, between.them, they comprise the citizenship
education of the society.
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The Koran school ia'a system in which individuals who have acquired
knowledge of Arabic and the Koran act as teachers in Koran schools.. A
school usually consists of one teacher and sometimes as few as one pupil.
The Hallam 'may nOt be'paid fOr imparting his religious knnwledge. :The
poorer'depend.upon alms and tips. Koran learning begins at age 5-6 and
continues into adulthood. While some Hallam are wealthy and litany are
not, their common feature is that of a life withotit manual work, and a
social status higher then that of the common laborer. Hallam is the only
Nupe profession not motivated by material ends. People will sacrifice
even the security of land, of the meager and insecure inome ehtt-Pes
with Hallam, for the saki of the rise in atAtus accorded the leisure class.

Age grades are local associat*ons limited to about 30 members. They
continue into adulthOod,: and are hierarchically organized by types
according to age. Age grades crosscut, yet parallel, her social and
political groupings. ,They counter the separatist tendenc e f individuals
in groups and sustain the large scale integration on which the'esittence
of the village as a Social unit depends.

The Hallam school pffers promotion'to one soCial
plane, the age grade association practices
promotion in the-framework of a complex scale
Of steps and grades. The promotion afforded
by religious education is "real" in the sense
that it involves social privileges in adult
life; that practiced in the age grades is
fictitious, even vicarious, and conterns
mental readiness rather than' concrete
achievement. (p. 205)

Nadel's point is that culture is not just relevant to an understanding
of learning and teaching, but that teaching and learning are microcosms ,

of the culture ittelf.

An alternative view breaks culture up into crossculturally useful
categories rather than native categories like. Mellam. By so doing, the
relevance of these aspects of culture can b comparatively assessed;
e.g., parents, peers,\ or schbols (see Harr tonv 19711)'. Somwever, there
can be dangeri in returning to'the'level o description of particular
cultures; gross stereotyping and: oversimip.ification. As an exataple,.the
work of Burger (1973) distinguished eight domains in which cultural
differences_pccur that have direct relevance for teaching and"learning:
cognition,.affect, "psy homotion, communication (langukge), time, social
organization, attitudeé toward human nature, And a sense of environmental
control. Although it is not cleer why these are chosen and others
excluded', a search for cultural differences across tuch a range requires

Pg.
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much Oversimplification to make it Work...The basic flaw is in the lack
of ethnographic detail for the culture described.

The main thrust of Burger's Work was to examine the relevance of
these cultural domains for understanding education in the United*States.
However, functional characteristics quickly take,an, instead', fixed
Status characteristics. Burger discussed the first tlyse domains'
in terms of their relative itporcance.. In this way sebreotypes are
created: "Anglo culture amphasizeS.cognition at the expense of affect
and psychomotion when compared with "other cultures." -He quoted M. L.
Wax and R. Wax as saying that Anglos expecc.school to produce a h n
being who 1.s "abstract, theoretidal, rational, and hence deracinat the
acadethic man writ,Iarge (Wax & Wax, 1968).:, Nd,other evidence is provided
for these assertions. "Other cultures" is never further. specified, but
in the article becomes synonymous with "certain minority troupe in She
1ipited Statei socilEy. These grou0s, it is implied,, place more emphasis,
dn affect and peychomotion. This leads to advice Stash as':

The (school) teacher must be willing to he
emotional toward the minority child'more
often than towaid an Anglo-child. (p. 10)

Teather shodld increase affective and
psychomotoric parts of-educatio% whether
by adding 'separate periods (devoted, say,

to dance), or by incorporating ehem with
Aition. ( -L-1)

I do not know how all pinority cultures came to be swept. into thesergross
generalizations. Certainlyidany of the European groups walla inadequately
reckoned with. Similarly; a confusion dir all native American peoples,
.al ican Americans, blisks, Caabbean migrants,.etc.,.cannot helvbut
imped cultural pluralism.

4aving brought this kind of obfusc
what should havepbeen vprofessional

n f am the larger society ,to
iplined diecussion., Burger

turned to che next variable, communication, by Which, he means language.
We are told that "ethnic differences" in communicastion show chepselves

,

5
This is in line with the researc Dolgin, who described the
increasing intertangeability of e,ethnic.minoritr, thereby making
it feasible to ignore the reality of the different groups'and father
to delowith a simplified ind anohymOus "ethnic.? This reduces the

'power of variousgroups, makei problems invigible-, and generally
reinforces the co atism of the status quid., (Dolgin,J97P)
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ris,ty of ways,, inclUdyng.dialects, gestures, vocabulary; the
\social contextof language, and bilingualism. -Burger Attacked the
mainetreekjosition that Englishia synonyMous WithiAmerican. He .stated
that 4.1% of th population are n4tiVe speakers of European languages.
other than,EAglish (the,same.people So bizairely treated:in his)discUssion
'on 'cognitiont), and that an.eVen larger pertentage (not specified) 'hear

,non,-English tongue ai home4.(p. 13),.. He then quoteCMargarei'Mead to
pport the'position ihat tr* 1iteracvc,ari4,6nly be-obtained in one's
ther tongue (quit, literally defined as"pie language'ia:which their

mother sang them to las). Acgording to Burger, Using the mother tongue,
offers rich opportueities7for'mdtivating:children, This discussion seems
extremely shallow giveh .0u, richness of.the liteXature in linguistics and
bilingual education, but we liave'lt tO another ciiapter ire this series to
'review thatliterature.'

turghes discussion of ti4e4saboue4omething called Latin rim's.
which.he somehow extends toall lbon-Comillaf culture" groupa). this

discuss on concludes with the singular advice to,the teacher that.iflihe
has an Opointment to see theTeretit of A "non-complor Culture" school.
child, 'She [sic] should.brixng'readingmaterial do that shegpill not-be
'angry if.the otherperson Arrives, say-25 minutelate.": .

The disCussion of so'cial.,organization is replete wAth-yet more
,,stereotypea.-"The Anglo social organization minimizes
kin, incl'aubstitates 'rational' Ord'instrumeatal' assocliatici0a, such
as.fe4ow members of oheca professibn. '15?contrast, moot Othercultures
enlarge' their'sOcial organization (p". 15). We are told that
Wbenhin Hapanic chlia(nowtypifyi all Children from "sImpletcultures")'
enters the'claseroom'the teener st encourage such child to sit bylalli"
kin as, (sicl.friends, ather than by 40abgning's seat bo him arbitrarily"
4. 15).

, .4, .

0
! In BurgerollceptOns of humae hatu e, culfUres appear to differ

ak4to whetheitheybelieve human nature t. be baaicalAy good. For'

)Aurger, this haa consequetceg for the amo *_.. of latftude *lowed child* .

Teachers Axe told,fo. "be, eesitivie" tti s tk.differehces. ! Burger's work,'
lostii0 of fOstering.an uAdersteifidinvofthe functional characteristics
clof cultUre; pres)enta uirWith stereotype after stereotype that lead tbe ,.

reader to-beliette Oat stitus,characteristics areinevitably.li#ed,to
.functionail Characteristics:

. *
. ,

.

1

"
. . r

,In reviewing
-r- ve iables-as they

us misunders
td Construct

has clone The r
,..may be like other

of

t

..1

a wide ran a,of literature on a nismber of culrUral
els to roCesses Of schoOling,At would be a--

tending if ipformatiOn aboUt:varlous grove were
1110,0.-Sfere*Pes,:,however refined,* Burger

ei shoUlera4akbai_t* regardless of how much a7child
Children tigaP4Og'Pf< Oaring a culiUrellothere ar; Still

1

I.

me
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ways in which helShe is like all
That is, he/she is Still human
able to. fell. The cultural-
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children regardlesS of culture.
e to learn, able co'think, and
aces we have been"describing are

small-compared with these. (See Pole, Gayl, Glick, & Sharp, 1971,
for a,detailid discussion of what anthtopologists call the cognitive
unity of.menkind*)

A particular child is4like other Children in many ways, and knowing
something about the cultuee film which a child comes does not relieve au -

educator from an additional obligation to.know the'child as a uniqqe
individual and to respond. to theneeds Of that child. The.detailed.
informatiOn about çuiture and'how to gather. it described earlier.in this,
cbapter is, thi important and valuable for edncators to have, bUt it
is not tbe,only info tion that thqy need in planeing.their actions.

--, .

Implicationefor Desisn of Learninajtxperiepces
.

In a,classroOm at anY level from predchool through college, csltural
and ethnic identity are not merely matters co be taught as subjecfS or
4lisciplides, but are, more important, living ways of communicating and
re;diing, odoof thinking and feeling. 'By fostering programs that explicitly
and impligit,ly help children to develop such identity, one.encourages
them to contribute 0 and to perform positively within familiar styles of
interaction and language. For social and emotional growth, the child

.. requites an environment in which his or her cultural background, as well
as thoee around him/her, are understood and accepte4, an environment. ,
in* which he or'she can participate within the f.ramework of familiar
concepts and social expectations. Xo provide otherwise is to.risk

.
withdrawal and alienation on the 0Ort pf the child. 'Furthermoro,

)(

at a time when most of the pupil's actiNities continue to be home
end ity centered, a program that takes into account the child's
cultuial and linguistic background permits him/her to cnotinUe to acqUire
knowledge about the%hame culture, efid makes it less difficult for the .

earents to contrApute to the'child's education at 4qme. Such a mesh
Setween school, hofe, and cogmunity must be encouraged by'all.

Various theoriee in psy chology and anthropology tell us that
parent*, relativo, and others in close contact with'a child serve
as role models (see Harrington, j9,70). If thete is asharp 4ifference
between the mOdel presented at the-school and the model presented in the
home and in the community, there will be a.discontinuity in the experiencela
of the Child and possible confuslon about social, relationships and
expectations. On the.other hand, if, through a bilingual-multicultural
app oach,,parents and staff members from the same and/or a different
Cult ckground as'thectwild's participate in\the school in poSitive,
ways (inste d of being,introduced by teachers as etereotypes), then the

2 76 I.
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child is much more likely to be able to-continue his or her identification
,patterns while observing and slowly adopting new forms of interaction and
behavior: Of course; an, added!advantage is ihat parents are not only
able to identify with and support that Itchool program, but are also able
to observe the instructional.and relational techniques being used in the
school to' ffoster the growth and development of th,eir children. .

"Bilingual edication"'is-the use of two iangudges (the student's .

,first language andoEnglish) as media of instrEction. ,In defining
"multicultural education," we-follow the American Aasociation of Colleges

O
for Teacher Education 1973 conceptualization of mhlticultural_education:
"Multicultural educatioil is (,instrudtion) which values . . ..pluralism. . . .

MulticultUral education affirds thee schools' should be oriented0.. .

towerd'the cultural enrichment of,all children and youth &rough programa
. ,,

tooted to the preservdelon and extension of cultucal alternatives.
Multi.cultur-ak education'recognizes cult4al diversity as a fact in
American aocietY, and it affirms that this cultural diversity is a
veldible resOurce that should be preserved and ektended." (p. 264). -,s

._ .

.

Bilingual ahd multicultural are *inked concepts because langVage and
cultuee.are 'clo4ely linked in the life of each individual. These concepts
are, however, not synonymous. Spanish-speaking is a.linguistic label,
not a cultural one. People who are Spanishi-speaking may link their
heritagetrofith cultures as diverse as those.of Mexico, the Dominican
Republic, Spain, Ecuador? Cuba, or Fuerto Ric

21
Furthermore, all of

,these-groups differ on.oiher cultural variabl s such as rural/urban
differences and educatioal attainment. The curricula must contain
bilingual/mu1ticu4otural materials that.depict this diversity *thin, as
well as among, cultures.: .e.v

.

Sound edudation,i then, is a program of initrucrion that consciously
uses Multicultural vallnei ahd meeirials,"and.structures thg activities
and the.School\environment.in such a way that the child's multidultural
Awareness All ba,positively.fostered.. Culture should influence pedagogy,
,not simply 'becaase doing so prevents paychological, emotional,-and social-
conflidts in chtldren, but cor a'very ppitive reason: it can Ilave

positive "adantive value in a Eukturally-plural societi such as that'found.
in the UniteOltates.

Cultural.Oluralismis cultural diversity. It refers to-differenots
brought,about.by grou0 norms, differences leading td different values 'and
behavioral.Stxles,among.various cultural groups. In a culturally plural
society, groutp identltvis.hourished'within a frame4ork of overall social
and political uny ; attempts to minimize grouP diffekeqes and te;
achieve "mskti t" mOdels are ,eschewed. Harrington (1979) distinguished
cultural Plural s from sRial iiratification that is the'd-iff-rentill
ancorposotion (of stratification) of various populatida'tategories into

9 7 7
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of the society. Thus some groups are preVented
and economic staXus tHat others are able to
has become a myth.:

of Alierican mincitygroup children takes place
of oUr stratified society. This f4ture of American

fOr education; for example, Ogbu.(1974) argued that
,ri6an students reduce their efforts in school tasks

because of the level of the rewards they expect to receive as adults. We
must auk what differences in children we can reasonably'expect through
our educational innovations, given the everyday reality of growing up in
ah economically diserimAnatedagainst segment of the population.
Asking such questions will both prevent us from judging our seeming
failures too harshly, and help to sharpen our ideas about what the school

Ccan do to mitigate the effects of such negative external forces; Schools
cannot offer, nor pretend to offer, a thtalTure for social stratification.
But schools must do a better jo0 than they hive been doing, ihd must not
themselves contribute to aireinforcement of social stratification.

Implications 'of our conceptualization for deXigning learning
environments include the/followihg:

1. We need to increase the diversity Of educational
envir, nts in order to increase.the likelihood.

that* ci ildren will find several environments in .
which they.can experiment and successfully
function.

2. We need to inerease the number and the diversity
of educational.outcames sought for assessment as,
well as the procedures for measuring them.

3. We need to nurture Ehe legitimacy of
educational outcomes that foster cul
pluralism without reintorcing social

multiple-
tural

stratification.

4. We must insist on curriculum models, curriculum
definitions, teaching materials, and teaching .

approaches that allow for-the examination of
what goes on in school aa part pf a larger
context--the regt of the'child'a

\

Whih are theikspecific c'onsequencW3 of this conceptualization for the
teaching mdteriald that sre part of the cUrriculum? Before this.question
can be andwered, the idea of's curriculum as a.se of facts 'to be learned
or skills to be measured must IDe considerably revi d and,broadened.
Grannis (1973) has concludedhater much research that it is no; the

217
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instructional content that ill the most important learning conveyed in the
school; rather, it is the whole structure of the school that teaches
Students about the mature of our society, their possibilities within the
society, and the 4ays'of coping' individually or collectively with given
constraints. Ha suggested that.the extent of thk students'. control or
lack of control over such aspects of the school as interaction with c7
peers, choice options in the methods of fulfilling tasks,
and access to fe ck frock itistructional. materials wi,l1 shape students'
expectations concerning their ability to control aspects.of their own
lives'outside of the,school and in the future. What this means for the
develipment of programming and the selection of relevant learning materials
is that content should not supersede process, and that the role of the
anthropologist in providing training and technical:sasistance to educators
in the procesees of multicultural education is critically important.

Most generally, we have argued.that culture must Always be taken
into accOunt in planning education, since it is-tlte culture that definei
what is to be learned and how it is to be learned. All the other.aspects
of human diversity discussed in this report ate-themselves linked tp
culture. Thus culture is prinary, and alwaye crucial to an understanding
of-education. In.the more restricts& purpose of this chapter, I have
examined the more limited definition of culture when the other main
effects discussed in this report are excluded. The staltus and functional
characteristics of culture Were examined'll this definition. l'have
showed how to identify functIonal aspects of culture, lamd have'argued that
these 4ere likely.to be differenv.from culture to culture, and that these
aspects of curture requite Careful end detailed-ethnographic analysis.
l'have commented that cultUral etatus may be.acceptably invoked in
educational planning in Attempts to ratediate effects of past--or'present--
discrimination through differential treatmenf ofqmpils on the basis'of .

statua characteristics and tfirough cultural heritage programa to.improve
negative itlf-imagex and thatfor most educatiOnel usages, cultuie
as merely another status characteristic has no place in educational
planning. Function& charecteristics of cniture, when ideOltified through
the techniques desciibed above, are found to fie important tb.educational
planning 'in any crOss-cultural or multi-culturalsetting. However, hoW
educators can ach:ieve the level of-sophisticatda knowledge called for
here about-Culture without full time recourse to anthropologists is a
question not adequa sly resolved in this chapter.

$
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CHAPTER 7

4

Language Diversity, Individual Diversity, and Cultural Diversity':
A Review and Critique of Schema Theory As It Applies

to Human Communication and Selected Aspects of Language Use

Roy 0. Freedle

Schema theory, as a generic term with many differentiations and
subclassificetions to be noted below, has a long and venerable historI.in
psyehoUlgy ( elson, 1975, 1976; Rartlett, 1932; Piaget, 1961, 1965;
Rumelhart, 975), in"linguistics (Chafe, 1977; Fillmore, 1976; Tannen,
1979), in nthropplogy (Asir, 1979; Bauman, 1972; Opler, 1946, 1959;
Werner, 70), in aociologi (Goffman, 1974), and in computer science
(Schank,i Abebson, 1975). The alloys is hut a selective list of refereaces,

Nblum its length and diversity addreaa the importance cd and need for a,
set of concepta broad and,rich enough te encompass the diversity of'
human behavior that it is intended to account for. In many.ways,
the notion of a schema as a large orgnized,gestalt for destri ing
complex behavior in the aocial/psychological realms has beezi'l4idependently .

arrived at in sevexal of tbe above disciplines. Rance ttie diversity in
terminology, which I shall note below, is not surprisini. Ta nen s
(1979) review of this literature is especially clear, and I s 11 rely
upon it especially in,tracing the several.borrowings that-do ist across'
the dis6iplines with respect to schema theory. .

'The variety of concepAp in the .several disciplieeS includes such
terms as scrinta,-plans, vfspetteF, Icenea, frames, themes, categorizations,
dremqa, and modulee. Ross (1975) suggests that,what mpederlies'each of
these many terms is a structure of expectation; that ii from one's
'experiente,*bne detedp) regularities in.the world, and uqes these

'OP

The author acknowledges with gratitude the contributions S.

John J. Gumperz, Joshu&A. Fishman, Deborah Tannea, and Judith P. Guskin
*in reviewing earlier drafts of thikchipter.

The author.is also indebted nuis Laqsa (1979', in press,. a,oind 1979t
'in press, b) .for.permission to cite.from his review on bilingual class
interactions, and to D. Tannen for permipion.to tite.from her annoiat
so'cioIinguiatit bibliography (Note 1) an4 her inxegrative teview of sc
theory (Tanner, 1979).
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regUlarities as the' basisof a cognitive expectation whet facing new,
events and experiences. Althougfi; individuals an communities can baNI
eipected to deffer!in phe deeaila that constitute eir Expectations,
there is A recurrent.regularity that, andirlies all these surfaceAifferences.
This is the ability to discOver recurrences,.and the ability'to remamber
and use these recurrent patterns as psychological. expectations %ten
encounteriig new events. -

, .

Bartlett (1932) borrowed extensively from Head (1920) in discussing
the ides df a schema. Whai is Most impressive is that even at this early
date the riats were rareful to point outtthat a schema ia not a static,
concept Lite dynamic, ever-cha ing one. That ii, even though a,schema
is the identification of an efivi onmental reguleAty, its application in
the real world requires-that the schema undergo Constant change in order
to maximally fit anY new environment that the person may find himself/
herself ino This( importantenoriodof dynamic,change, while retained by'
such theorists as Piaget (especially his ideas-of assimilation and
accommodation), has been lost to several Modern-day computer scientists,
e.g., Charniak, 1975,, who indicates "a frame to bia static data structure
ab ut one Stereotyped topioit",(p. 42). .0ne cam'understand pie need to
s plify thd notion of_a4Chema in order to program the valst detail
plied by'a schema/tOogram-langFage; nevertheless,-tha decision to
ke thepconcept Seat may in the ionerun defeat the original purpose

of fxplattatory breadth and adequacy. .

1,Chafe and lumIlhart were in their tuff influenced by the early
work of'Bartlett: Batesoei (1972) use,of the term frame later influenced.
the work of HYmes (1974), Goffman (1974), and Frake (1977). A'particularly
well worked-but set.:of definitiong of schema-related terms can be found
in the book.by Schink and Abelson (19175). A vignette is definea aa a,
lateled action, and a series of vignettes,clusterdd into separate scenes .
comprise a script. At higher levels cripts may'occur in orde6-to

111)
lbrealize plans, which, in turn, are a Ss of projbeted actions used to

.satisfy soala. A theme is described as a family of goals thet tend to
occur together because of the attributes of actors. A goal Is a realize ion
of a-component of a theme..

1
5,

Oesee that the seriei of schema-related terms is organized roughly
from a faikly precise set of termp to a more open-ended brtlesssharply
defined setpf terms. The interrelationship 'among some of these terms,
along with'other-more detailed terms, tan be seen in the Schenk and
Abelson idea oi a restaurant script.. /

'
SCRIPT: Name (e.g., restaurant script)

TRACK: A particulaz. version ora scriPt (e.g.,a Frenc
restaurant) .

Ab 2
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PROPS': Objeces in the restaurant

ACTORS: Actor names (the participants in the resitaurant
script)

ROLES: Actor name,;role name (e.g., Mr. Smith, father
of Tony) ,

L_
SCENES:. Name, partial ordeFiequence of SCenes (egg., in

a restaurant script; enterj46, examining menu,
ordering, eating, paying, sad leaving.are six
sceries that'occur usually in the order stated)

e

ENTRY Predichtes on actors (e. ., the person eivering
CONDITIONS: restaurant is hungry)

.

RESULTS: Predicates on actors (e.g., the person's hunger
ip satisfied)

Freedle and Dalle(1979) have pointed outjlow t'his example of
a script and lift aisociated terms is similar in spirit to terms.used in
sociolinguistics'that define constraints on how particular settings
(props) and social participants (actors) adopt Certain speech forms
(analogous to a particul-ar track of a script) in order to perform ceitain
social lunctions (particular entry conditions, goals, and results). An
early discuspion of these seciolinguistic conetraihts can be found in
Ervin-Tripp (1964).,^ AO'

. .

Tannen (1979) has revealed a cOtTeSponddnce between.some ofi
Minsky's (1975) work on artificial intelligence and other schema-related
work. For example, Minsky's notion of a frame appears to resemble the
Schapk-Abelson script notion since a frame- is identified as an all-inclusive
termifor representing the,data concerning a stereotyped situation Thus,

,the Event sequences of a birthday party (which Schank-Abelson.wouId'tall"
a script) is a frame th*at contaies'ordered expectations af,out objects and
setting. ,Four levels of frames are distinguished: surface syn'tactic
frames,(such aS'NOrb and noun Structures), surface bemantic frames (which
Tannen'indicates are similar to Fillmores case frames), thematiC frkmes
(*in to scenarios), and narrative frames (akin to Schank-Abelson's
seripts).

,

4\
It

1

is clear that-different fields of inquiry have idehtified
recurrent regularitAes of; the environment, but they ha've'combi ek
different clusters'of these regularities and have given the s94eral
clusters different. names. .Although' one might hypothesize th t. the
particulp features that get clustered together are a function of the

/

-' interests; methods, and goals of a particular discipline at a particular

Alf
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point in time, one nevertheless gets the distinct impression that these
various clusterings are quasi-random groupings that depend upon the
particular.examples that each theorist hes used to illustrate the
regularities of different human environments. Perhaps no aingle thebrY
can be said to represeht the "true' way of partitioning the environment.
Indeed, we shall see below.that there ,are probably as many legitimate
ways of partitioning the environment and-noting regularities as there
are different communities of individuals. If each community eperiences
the environment in slightly different Ways, then the regulari ies that
can be discovered will probably be different, and the'ways in which
different levels of the environment co-occur will tend to make certain
Latures appear tobe more closely related tor just one group.rather than
for.all groqps.

Be this as it may, the essential point is that schema theory
serves an important function in accounting for the regularities.of,the
environmdnt, and that it -Also serves as a description of the kinds of
internalized knowledge that individuals biing'to bear ip acting'updn the
environment. But why is.it necessary for.individuals to construct
schematic regularities? The next sections explord the cognitive basis
forYschema theory and then deveio? examples of haw:these schemata can
differ across different cultures. After building.a case for hoW
schemata apply td human behavior, it will then be argued that these
concepts apply as well to. a )particdIar behavior--thartfof language.
Language is turther argued tO be an ideal source for isolating the
-existence of sch49ta and for Studying how schemata function. A particular
theme that will prove useful in this'regard is the phenomenon of .

miscommunication as 4 paradigm for isolating and'describing the form and

1
My use of the concept culture is perhaps old-fashioned; I prefer

to use it because of its cOnvefiience,.pUt gith the following qualifications.
The more modern view among anthropol?gists is that the use of culture
implies a uniqueness whiCh<simply does not exiSt; instead there Appears
to be.A 'group of shared fAatures which are common to all groups, but
where ihe specific valuea taken on by any given feature may vary across
groupsrs-442,say that nne\group has culture A and another, group has
culture B is to obscure the common underlying features (Gumperz, Note 2). ,

I readily acknoWledge the good sense of this modern view. Hqwever,
-given some of_ our assumptions about schema theory and behavior, I am
tempted to point but that this view might obscure one.Of our behavioral
generalizations: -extensive exposure to the habitual routines of any
group tends to render the whole pattern of behavior as a geatalt. This

4oes not contradict the ney anthropological view inasmuch as the features
that ,comprise tWe behavioral gesialts of clifferent groups may have much
in 'common.

4
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function of schemata in behavior. 5ubsequent sections will then consider,
the application of these results to educational practice, and will
further consider extensi:ons of schema theory as it relates to inquiri g
systems decision theory. -

The Cogrative Basis of Schma

The-gene al assertions that follow are meant. Eo'apply to many
aspect's of b avior. After presenting these, I shall further argue that
theae consfrains.apply to language behavior in part4ular.. We need this

'IcOnnection-because language serves as a-rich seurce fbr demonstrating the
ekistence of these schemata. The first self-evideni fact te the following.
It is impossible for-our brains to,keep track of all the' nuances that
take place in the.environment. Psychologists have found ller, 19563
thit we can handle a small amount of information and can 4ke only a
few deCisions per unit time. 56w then do we,manage to survive in this
complek world; Part of the answer is that we do ii by ofiersimplifying
the world. We\achematize it. Why does thig work? It seems to work
because the world is redundant and somewhat predigtable thprefore, these
schematizations very often lead to correct and workable interactions with
the envirohment. The only decision we have to make is which schema
appears to be in operation at any one time; when we find the dpparently
correct.one that fits the current situation, all we then must do is to ,

follow out the feather steps of the schema in an'almost automatic
'way. This greatly reduces the new decisions that have .to be made at any
one time. Furthermore, with a great dgal of experience, we often dec.ide
that many of the nuances in the environment are.not important fpr every
task we perform. 'This simplifies some of the complexity still satire.
Also, we humans construdt highly redundan't soCiocultural environments,

'possibly in order to, make the world even mo;0 predictable and less -

threatening. Our social structures and haSitats are very predictable'
when one grows up within a particular culture Ind has experienced the
natural groupings, values, and norms that make the group.function smoothly.
Such organizatigns help to overcome otir limiied processing capabilities
even more.

Up to now, I have suggested our humanllimitations and .how this leads
to schema formation.. But.we have strengths, too, which also haye *port
for schema functioning. In particular, with.a great deal of practice, we
are a41e to convert illery complex tasks that originally required hundreds
of decisions, piano playing, for example, into virtually automatic tasks.
Paul Fitts (1964) was an.early explorer in thisrealm. He found that
leariing,the ear;,y phases of complex tasks.greatly,depended upon cognitive
abilities, but later phases of these complex tasks were almost totally
dominated by unique varianee. thatis, the tasks were learned holistically
and funceioned automatically as,isolated packages of information. this
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id anothek way of.saying that new sChemata can be foipd,no matt!" how
coMPlex, and these schemata cAin be selected.for -their general usefulness
within a particu/ar cultural-Sammunity, Tbus, even though we are cognitive/y
quite limited in our computational powers for novel expe,rienses, nevertheless,
if we,are given'a redUndant cu*ural setting and a great.deal of time,:we r
can build up an arsenal of cobeplet schemata forAandling All the Useful
functions for all the signifiCant settings that:,a:culture typically
experienceS. 'The rub in all this ia that culturs differ in what they
consider useful; hence complex-schemata:can diffek across cultural

grdups. AB:we shall discover btlow, these differences ;in schemata,
especiallr'schemata used in communiCation proceddies, will be the source
of many mi4communications.

/

The general conClugion you are invited to draseat this point.is.that
oversimplgication pf the environment is inevitable; our finite capacities
demand the construction of.cognitive skiaata that serve to bypass'an.
information Overload. And even, though a large nuMber of complex schemata
can be learned and 4ed id an almost automatic way, error i stirl
inevitable; éven',within a community, because schematizations are eaccessarily..
incomplete'representations of tile. environment. , N

1

Some Comments on Language t6emata and'tonimunicative Schemata..
,

As I already suggested! ths facts about behavior in general cap aldó
be applied to language initiculare. Let,me quidkly cisver thesevfloints.
It is ,impossible to'repreweht 141kh'afty language all the nuanc4 that can
potentialty be note* Language $.1, in, this' senseonecessarily,iticomplete.
and ambiguogs.' We tend not-to &mice fheambigultrof language for as
long as we'operate within-the well-rehearsed.norms of a particular':
language community. That is, b girtue,of being in'a language Community
for many Years,'a large PepertOire of"Coriplex linguistic'and paralinguistid
schemata an be learned, and can come,ta function in.an Almosrautomatic
way. The e linguistic and paralinguistic lorms (intoramiorf tues, eye-gaze
patterns, znctures fqr discourse groupings, etc.) are further smoothly
merged with social conventions and values thb.t must be honored in .

commUnication within a-cammunity, 'The notion of comtunicative competence
(Gumperz & Hymes, 1972) isapplicable here. Because dammunities.differ
in how sociolinguistic competenceja'realized in speech,' and becaude
language is necessarily an incomplete representation of reality, the
inevitable consequence is that eksortin communication is loound to occur,
Hence miscommunications across cudfrturlbs shbuld be more prevalent than

. cultures. Let's consider sdme Of these exatpled.

.")
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Commuaication Breakdown: J Stresses,of'Cultures in_Gontact

One might naively suppose that serious breakdown in communication
occurs onlfWhen.complicated topics are being discuased. The communicationt.

.of inierest l7elow,, though,are"typically not of that type. In'fact, the.
failure's in"cammnirication,especially hetWeen people who come from different-

,' cultural backgroands (but.all of whpm know;English) often involve
1

some of the- miost mudine of topics: asking a question, tr)ctng to
.ppvide helpful information, and the like. It is also worth noting(that
the individuals wh'o are involved in the'communication failure are often
puzzled ale cannot expiain Alec went. wrong. This signals the largely
-automaticgitocesses by 14hicll communication is effected. As we:shall 4e,
researchers have isolated some.o the largely,uncdhscious and aubtle cues
by.Which full-fledged language community me,bers carry out their largely
successful cammunicatioth. Hence, when participants frow'outsicle this
knewledge system bring a s lightay differec pattirn of subconscions
cues to bear for,purposes of language aompVehenelon, misMatches occur
more f.requently. The.outcome Of.theseimismatches, unfortunately, can
often be Unpleasant ahouting, anger, wild accusations, and so on. Mutual .

avoidanceis also a 14kely outcome.

Same Sithple'Exan4ales of, MiscomMunication.

i,
.

, .

An rndian bus driver newly.arriyed,on the job in London wishes.to be
polite and efficient. His customer Stepk into the bus. He says, "txact
change; pleaAe." ,The-nastOmev appar)ently didn't tiear and asks for a
.repetition. 'The driver responds. with, "Exact change (pause), PLEASE." -

The trA4itional British customer takes offense for whatia'regarded as an
attempt to.act superior/ or to be nheeky, even though there is nothing :In
the situation that wodld make such_an interpretation plausible. In
'reserVed Britiah.cUlture, emphasis is, avoided unless especially necessary'.
.In the Dndian language,'61e emphasis that is here achieved by pausing and. .

, .

giving emOhasis to.the word ."please" is cnstomary in 4hieving clarification.
/ ,A mismatch has occurred. The driver's job is now in jeopardy. Notice

, xhat the autcode of.the mismatch, while.not/pMiCribed, Is typically
. negative as it was above. This appears to te especially so when two ,

strangers from different cultural backgrounds are involved. (The example
is from Gumperz, 1977.) L ,

Another example of interest comes also4rom Gumperz (19 78). It
involves an error in interpreting a "flat" intonatiOn pattetn used in
pronouncing the word gravy, again with negatil.t consequences. An Indian
woman has beich hired th'serve gravy in a cafeteria line serving British
workmen. The British worker probably expects some pleasant chit-chat
possibly co'nveyed through the use of a dramatic intonation of words. The
worker MOVEI in place and approacheA the woman serving gravy. Decorut id



Indian socie;y dictates that a woman remain reserved or "diatant" in
interaceIng with strangers. To accomplish conilicting dtmands, .rytie
merely inquires about whether the workman wishes gravy by uttering a
flatly intoned "gravy." However, this puzzles the workman, who cannot
decipher the intonation pattern,according to the language norms of hiS
community.. He decides that she.is trying toe Insult him. Again, a ,

mismatch in communication patterns has led to a negative outcome althougd1
other optiods,could have been invoked'to avoid a confrontation.

Nix and Schwarz (1979) have presentei some interesting examples co
how individuals from the .black subculture in New York City'differ
from white mainstream individuals in their inteipretation of s
passages. -They presented the following passage to indivi ly tested,,
b*ck students in their New York cl9srooms. (Each'stu nt had to

14"complete -the passage by choosing which word made the t sense to him or
her at ,the..ehd of the passage: "Sally loved animals. She brought home
every stray Animal that She could find,'no matter what it Irooked like.
Hei mother declared that she adopted'any animal as long as it was:
A. lively, B. alive, C. large, D. lame.")

Most members ol rhe majoriti cultuFe pick optiontB, (alive); members
of the minority subcuAilre tended to choose option A (lively). To

investigate why this happened, an extensive interview was carried out by
Nix and Schwarz to see how each person justified.his or her choice.

,

It is difficult in a review piece to do full justice to the novel
analysis that the, investigators bring to bear on their data, but the gist
of their,findings isthat when option B (alive) was chosen, the passaie
was subjectively organized into a topic-comment discourse frame.; .but when
option A (livelY) was chosen, it wis internally represented as an'action-
reaction discourse frame. More particulgrly,fchoosing the option lively
rather than alive as correct was justified because alive reprewents a'

2
Here again the ,frequently used term sullculture has some unwelcbme

connotationb--it suggests a.value judgmedi of inferiority that is'
certainly not ,intended here, and it suggests the legitimacy of the
notion of culture--see foeinote 1 for a clarificatiop of the notion
of cultur. Hall and FrOulle (1975) suggested that,the. idea of an

,emOedded community o'r culture coUId be used to refer to such minority
indiv+duals as black Americana; whereas the idedof an encapsulated
community'Or culture may be used to ipply to native Americans. .But these
new terms may mot apply ,to Ehe situation of every ethnic group--rather
chan Viejtidge this probiem and because these pew terms have not yet
gained currency, I prefer tO gse the'pore commdnly understood term
Subculture to refer.topinority communities. '

I.
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truism and should be rejected onethat basis. But the:majority mainstream
chOice of aAve in contrast was Justified by indicating thgt this
represented a stance of hyperbole and.exaggeration.- Thus both groups
evoked reasdnable ,ci-iteria for justifying their choices, but the frames-
that helped guide their original seledtion were cle4ly.different. TO
further illustrate these differences in interpretive frames the students %

were asked whether the option "lame° would be correct.- 'nose minority
individuals who,originally-chose lively rejected.lame because it is not a
reasonable behaVior for sensible people to waite money bringing home lame
animals, whereas the group that 'originally chose alive accepted the
possibility of choosing lame because "biinging home disabled animals is
humane behaVior sinctioned by the cotmunity.", Thus the riaderlying frames
differentiating the two groups was a pervaSive sense of the scarcity or
abundance of.mohey. It is mo're diffiCult2to Pinpoint the-frame which
led to the topiccomment veraus the action-Areaction differentiatiOn. But
it,seens,reaionable to expect to point to; the different C;litural# experiences
as'underlipg.the observed divergence in'choides for.purPortedly 'he A
same" surface utterances. This :1.lustrates verY clearly that language

_per se is ambiguoua and that to comprebetd a passage we must nece'ssarily
initiate,interpretive frames.to fill in'the infor?mation that is unstated.
Clearly, the two groups have filled in the.missing Information in different
ways; hence, they must heti.th used different interprettve framTin order
to arrive'at different justifications for th!ir choices.

Not every interpretive difference 'itp necessarily discovered by
contrasting differenr culturally based gioUPI. Even,within.a culture,
deviations froznormative use can be appropriate.: For axample, Frake
(1975) auggests-thai on some oCcasipns violations of a carefUlly;prescribed
ritual4are used Co communicate social messages such as solidarity.and
humor. Because Members.of the same community share the details_df the
.proper ritlial (i.e., have iniernalized A full scheMa of What it means to
jarryout Ihe ritual in correct, form), this shared knowledge (shUred
/chtmata) forms the background against Which Special.meanings such a
affection, humor, or hostility can,be Marked or called attention tm. Yet
even within a cuAure, such deviaeions frOM the norm may be misinterpreted. .

This' is just\another way of demonstrating that language forms and context
are necessarily incomplete in specifying'the full intentions of the 4

actors and speakers. Miscommunication cantherefore accur, albeit less
frequently, within ,a language communitA, as well as across cUlturally
different cammunities, whose'members are Attempting to speak the "same
languttge. An extreme case could therefore be made for claiming that no
twa'people speak exactly the "same" language:simply beqause the .

interpretive competencies of any two individuals, even members of the
'same language community, are in 4pme.aetails different. This eXtreme
.case can be justified by pointing aut.tilat instruction in beeoming a
member of a language community is never.compléte because we lack the
conceptual tools for removing all pources of ambiguity from our attempts,
at instruction in the home and elsewhere.
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The differences among individuals can be illustrated by reference to
the concept of personal "themes" (Agar, 1979). Themes are similar to the
notion'of fram or schema, but Agar restricts the idea in his paper to
presum411-represent individual.differences in world-view. The idea is
that the personal philosophy and prevailing tendencies of an in4ividual
cause him or her to make sense of (interpret).the situations he/she
encounters'. Prolonged informal intervieWa-with three individuals reveal
striking diff,er*nces in the details of teir respectile themes. The
subthemes used by the first person highlNhted three concepts: (a)

social control and interaction is a problem; (b) admiration and rellpect
if the soc14 other demonstrates knowledge, and (c) social control is a
problem unless there is a demonstration of knowledge, the coordination
of the first two themes. Thus all three subthemes are interrelated fox
this persan. A second person who was studied highlighted.social
independence. Yet another theme highlighted a lack of social independence.
No third theme at the same "level" had yet emerged to successfully bridge
these two contradictory"themes. However,-a third theme at an unspecified
"level" did emerge: it involved the ability to "talk." TO this person,
talking need'not imply social commitment; it is merely a way to have
socfal contact without commitment. For the third person studied, the
overwhelming theme in most'aspects of the interactions involved his
Chicano identity. This.dominated the characteristics of subordinate
themes such as family life, friends, religion, and-occmpation. Thus this'.
third person had evolved a hierarchic systeM of main theme and subthemes
different in structure from the first'two individuals. "Undoubtedly a
study of all indiViduals in a particular community would reveal some
striking differences in the organization of their personal themes t'hat

* -Etkee habitually InVoked to interpret and make sense of the world about
them and their interactions with the world: Such idiosyncratic differences

, are also potential sourcfs of miscommunication.

Erickson (Note 3) has written an important paper concerning the
subtle ways..in which nonverbal'cues of eye-gaze can create the source of
miscommunication aCross ethnic groups. Typically, whet a black teacher
speaki to a black student he/she maintains eye contact,while speaking;
whj.le listening, each maintains only sporadic contact.' Just the apposite ,

Molds for white teachers and students; that is, white speakers tend to .

allow-their eyes to dart,ebout white speaking, but when listening, they
maintain constant eye, contact. This -nonverbal cammunication habit
would seem naivelY to be!unimportant to what is being communicated and
how ix is being irterpreted; but the naive view is wrong. When white
teaeher and black student were combined, their,!'conflicting" gaze patterns
led'to the following miscommunications. The black,student appeared to be
not listening or not Understanding. Jilis happened because the gaze
misaatches led ro a poor detection of the speaker's LRRM (Listener-Response-
Relevant-Moment). Thia 4,3 a signal that some response from the listener,.

.

the black student, is expected to tndicate (for example, clear understanding),.
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and a similar signal from the black stadent was missed by the-white
, teacher. The ultimate outcome of the miscommunication was, as before, a
negative interpretation. ,Tkie White teacher began to use one of two fOrmsr, ,.,

of hyperexpldnation, eithertalking down to the student ar giving repeate%

Je

reasohs for his assertions. The student interpreted ihis to mean t at 's
the teacher ttought he/she was stupid. Again miscommunication has ed to
negative evaluation.

The "raw" material out of which a culture fashions nonverbal'.
ripporttYpe communication signals is suggepted by pome reviews of
Xempton (Note 4, manuscripts undated).. Synchrony,at themrcrolevel
demonstrated in the following wide range of behavtors: when someone
speaks, the personmexh;biti selfsynchrohy, sfhich.means that the parts of
their 'body movesin synchrony with eath other and with elle speedh; There .
is alsO interpersonal synchrony so that a speaker's movements are in
synchrbny.with, the listener's. Although difarent parts of the bokmoVe
ae different speeds and in different directions, yet they clihnge directkOn
at the same time. Condon and Sander (1974) have found selfsynchrony
even in newborns. Kempton also reports synchrony in primatAs. Dyssynchrony
might occur in monkeys jgst before departure fram the group. Dysynchrony
also has been reported in patholOsical behaviors such as schizophrenia,'
aphasia, epilepsy, autism, stuttering, etc. M9st importantly for its'
crosscultural implications iu miscommunication, there is more synchrony
observed between members of the same subculture inclu4ing mothers

.

and their'infants, and men and Women of the same cult re. Once'tulture,
superimposes'obligatory patterns on some of these mov ments (e.g., to ,cue
an.intended interruptioh or the like)* these subconsciously Processed
contextualization cues beCome part of the interpretative apparatus that
can lead to suceessful communicative interactions or to puzzlidk unsuccessful
miscammunications,:as between members from different subcultures.

With respect to educational settlings;one may detect an example Of
,how different patterns of synchrony may alter the quality.of teicherstudent
interactions., Byers and Byers(1972') studied the-nonverbal intexactions
between a white teacher aud two black and two white 4yearold girls.in a
nursery school setting. The teacher appeared wihling to interact equally
with all students.But of the two most active students (one white, one
black) odly ond was 'more successful at catctling the attention of the
teacher, Ehe white student. Eight out of 14 atxempts were successful in
catching her attention; but for the black child only 4 out of 35 attempts
to.attract the teacher's eyg were successful. 'Is thio an example r.
of mismatched Oatterns of synchrony? .It seems-likely for the following
reasons. The white child timed her glances during those moments.when the
teacher was most likely to notice her; but the'glances of the:black child f
were timed when the teacher's attention was focused elsewhere o that she
did not realize the,child vas attemviting to,Interact. These researchers
also report what,can be labeled here as an, exaMple4of aftective as'ynchrony.
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The white Zdient Appreached the teacher-at times, Which "naturally" led

.
to the teacher's touching or hugging the child.or having her sit on
teacher's lap. But the black stU'dent made "inappropriate" (asynchronous)
moves at crucial moments. This réeulted Lefewer nonverbal expressions
of'affection.

While Agar's (1979)stddy reveals.persisteni themes (schemata)
at the,level of individuals, Tannen's 419791 study reveals that tjaere tend
to be persistent themes for many members of a, particular culture. These
prevailing themes affect What significance is attached to everyday
events

Y
'such as.taking a bike ride past an orchard encountering other

individuals along the way, and the'particularoimpoit of tranefetring food
items. Of Tanun's mSpy findings, the most relevant here in contrasting
Greek and Ameriran groups ire: (a) Americans comment on the film
that they have'Seen-by explicit reference to.the film as,a.frame for
guMing manytaspects of their intefkretations; the,Greeks,.however,
seams referred to the,film per se in ,their comments; (b) there ii a
strong moral framework in-Ooked in commenting ol&the film's actions by the
Greeks, but this is infrequent among the Americans' comments; (c) Americans
overtly remembered mote devils than the Greek's in One 'falling' sequence. .

, Tanneh suggests that, in this last finding, the omission may be tied to,g-
the,Greeks' tendency to interpret events and ignore details that.did not
rend themselves.to this interpretation.

.41 Here we see'that frames exist a t many levels that filter the "raw"
data ot the film into a prevailing way of organizing and making .sense Of.

4
sequences of actions. Such different orientations may lead tO
miscommunication when'first-generation Greeks, come to America,
learnEngltsh, but persist in'using these older interpretive frames to
deeid$ what 1.s -4iant to talk about and how one shouId realize this in
speech. Tannen is cu ntly engaged in analyzing data relevant to this
last point.

t

Chafe (lqi7) suggests that there are wide differences in hOw culturee .

choose to êtructure details about a topic and how they make summarizing
statements about the same topic. In conversation, he suggests that in
:Anglo culture people tend.to begin summarizing an event and then
giving details. The Japanese, though typically build up the details and
then present the Summary at the end. ich differences across speakers
may contributCto disorientation .or pos bl-impatience (e.g. "Get to

.0
the point, will.you?").

grimes (Note 4, personal communicatioq) has indicited that a diffliesce
in style exists even.in Anglo culture among the various scientific
disciplines in how they report their,findings. He suggests that, the
rhetorical structure of articles in sociology and,anthropology are
oftentimes different from that of. linguistics. A linguist tends to put
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his conclusions,Sfirst and then gives details., -much like a mathematitian
who presents hie theorem first and then proceeds to prove'it. Whereas
ahthropologists diScuss their methodsl,and reasoning near the%end of their
papers. Such.differences can create problems in smooth.cdmmunication
across disciplinea.

t

Some Patterns-of Communication Among Native Americans

S.

Additional evidence.concerning cultural frames that.create communidatIon
problems scross'members of different language-culture groups comes from
An early paper by.Cazden and John (1971). Teachers ofeen regarded Indian
children as "shy" and "rel ctantlotalkk.". In the iknglo culture this
might be interpreted neita vely as possible ev.idence of retarcied language
development or psychologi al problems. The same behavior in Indian-
children probably has another explanation. Apache Indians consider it
foolish to talk a great deal. Cazden and John indicate that in'the
Sunrise Dance rep-resenting the toming-of-lage of Young girls, the girl's
grandmother places her.hand oVer the girl's mouth to,inditate that
silence is a virtne. In their literature review (alsO see dazden, John,
& Hymes, 1972, pp..331-394) they indicate thht Navalos freeze upwhen
looked at directly. Teaqlers might respond to the Indian child's bowed
head (avoidihg gaze) With such inquiries as '"What's the matter? Can't
you talk? Don't you even 4inow your Own. namerY, In addition,.it halibeen
reported that Navajos do not prefer' to comment oFa topic unless they
regard themselves as highly.ftoficient,in it; to speak;,prematur4y Op a
topic not fully mastered is considered a breaéh of intelligent behavior. ,

Anglos, of,c-ourse, have a Hifferent orientation.since they r gard practice'
as a prerequisite tocaaining fa.1 mastery. gIn other wordi a mismatch
in rul,es concerning,when it is proper to talk exists across everal*
Indian cultures in comparison with Anglo culture.. ,atithermo a mismatch *

in presuppositions.concerning the role 9f practi e as a necessary step
to attaining full mastery of a topic also exists. Both ofthese mismptches

-typically create negative assessments on the'part of ill-informed teache
When faded with Indian/children in their oclOsrooms, even though a clos
examination of the sourcei of the miscommunication reveals that h,negative
evaluation is probably unwarrantedi.....,

Philips (1972) studled.the speech behavior of Indian children inside
and autside the classroom. .In their community, interactionsamong
participan,ts.do not recognize-the Anglo distinction between a performer
and an audience. Furthermore, there is no cleartsense of "leader" of'an
-activit (sitch as is assumed for the role of "teacher' in an Anglo
community), Instead each person decides the deiree to'Cfrich he or she
will participate id. the activity at hand. All.who are present' are free
.to participate if they so choose. La the Anglo cilfssroom studies by
Fhilips.(1972), however, there are four types of hocial-participant

w
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structures, some of which. mergd with'the sociocultuvil rules of the -

Indian childen Ana some'of which violate these norms. 'The four structures
are: (a) The tracher interacts with all the'students, and it is always.
-thegteacher who decides whether to talk.to just,one person or to all.
Also, a response from the student,is obligatory and not,a.matter of
individual choice. This clearly'violates Indian norms. When the
Angro norms are' violated, the child is probably ldbeled as,"hostile'
or "uncooperative," .(b).A.second structurt used in the classroom
involves 'the teacher ineeracting'with only a subset of the class,
such as special reading sessions. Participation,is mandatory; and
individuals are.expeated to perform.verbally and,singly 'rather than
in chorus. The main purpose Of this str4cture'is to provide the.teacher

(t4rith an.asdessment 'of how much the studtint Already knows.of a certain
.

ilence,-tt presupposes incomplete mastery of a field, and also
presupposes that indiviaual responses wftl reaect-incomplete mastery.
This c2harly violates Indian noris. .ViOiation of the.Anglo norms in such
a case probably results in a student's being labeled as.incompetent vt.th
respect to ihe knowledge domain being assessed. (c) The third Classroom
structure coesists of all students working independene(Y% The teacher is
ekplicitly available to help, and tfiis help is forthcoming if the Student '

reql&sts or initiates ehe interacti2n. -The other students'do not'
witness thJ details of the student-teacher pateracilpn. This pattern,
does not contradict Indian norms for interaction, d) The fourth interaction
structuie (which -occurs infrdquently in uOper Primary grades and very
seldom in the lower gradesi is also consli.scnt with Indian. interaction
horMs. It involves the students' being divided into,small groupstElr"-
are run by members of the group for the purpose of.special "group projectsa
The tOacher is still available fo supervision if required.

A

In sum, it is clear that d iled ethnographic studies of the ,

actual natureOf structured in eraction in these.sriaruralistic" settings..
.within and outside the classroom Cleary places Indian children, atet
disadvantage4in terms of maximally 'benefiting from classroom activities
that are structured in such a way'as to violate norms instilled in the
children from birth on. Not:only does it fail to provide them with an
optimal means for instruction, but idt also alienatea them with'frequent
negative evaluations given them by noeunderstanding but well-meaning
teachers.

Weeks (Note 5) ha's presented a wealth of information concerning
different patterns of language use among Yakima Irtd,Lans that help to
clarify additional sources -6f Miscommunication. T4e nay.ve language:
of Yakima Children is English. Yet school persotnel iamplaiwed that
these children seemed to havb "language problems of-a largely unspecified
nature. Data analyzed 1:T.Weeks 'cohtrasted Indian.childreh's uie of

Ar language-with non-Indian children who lived on'the Yakima Re'servation and
also contrasted both with non-Indian children from Palo Alto, California.

2
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:Among the imPortant findings are-the forl.lowing. Answers to queetions
are not obligatory, as4it appears eo.be in Anglo'cultur-e.. A viestion nlay
be answved, perhaps dE later time. The typiCal pattern of Question,
Answer, Confirmation (as in "Whaf!time are we to leave?"(""At 6." "OK.")
-is therefore atypical in converAitIons wfth-theSe,Indian children. 4k,

Furthermore, when they do anOWeil4uestidns,.it is often-in the form Of a.4
,question. There i4 strong resistence to admitting topartiftl or no
knowledge; hence 'these children typically will not'ai% "I d6n't know."
-(It also helpa to explain why thertend to answer a.qUestion;with,a
question.) Yet this phrase is very common among Anglo ehildren. This
appears to be related to our earlier comments,concerning the inappropriateness
-of speaking mitten one hasn't fully mastered some.topic.. Indian children
are also not inclined to guess. :they would lose face, if their guessedat
answer proved to be wrong. This again is related to-community norms.
which govern.when one should speak on a topic. Guessiag, however, is a
frequent (octurrendi ameng"Anglo studitts,-.and Anglo teaChers appear to
encourage it.

Week:4 reporwthat
differences in language
following emerges.
more and 5pee4 abong-
eiperiences, they o

for the language tasks which she ueed to explore
use between Indian and nonIndian 'chiLdren the
Indian children depart'from the stimulus pictures
ated personal experiences. In presenting these
:quote previoup conversations in what appears to

be verbatim form, thus-giving a. narrative register form to their 4oalments--
e.g., "Grandmai said,:.P,Tommy's going to get that boat And take 7us i ride '
on there. liaakaay_Ont there.7 'Where?" "Waaaaay out there." (All
produced by the 94mq:student.)

The Yakima children oftee appeared to take control of the conversation ,

by asking nueations of the teecher. Atglo children rarely do this Since
it is assumed to be the role of the teacher to ask questions. 'Many of
the questions asked by the_ Indian children were of a personknatute;
Anglo children seldom askeage.rsonal questions. The YakiMa'chIldren

.interpreted the interview as i friendly visit, whereas the Anglo children
assumed", that there was a special purpose behind the itifer4w ("What am I-
supposed, to say?"). Anglo Children regularly corrected'the teacher if
the teacher appeared not to Understand something they, said. Indian
children did,not correct the teacher. Also/ Indian children did not
interrupt; in contrast, the Anglo children,and the nonIndian
children at Yakima often interrupted the teacher.

In terms of distribution of ummarY comments versus details,
none of,the children who were !studied in the interview summarized
as an adult might summarize. Yet the nonIndian children listed.details
in the pictures and began without, any-prompting by the teacher. The
Indian Children studied here picked up a picture apd waited for the
teacher to say Omething. When speaking, the Sadian children often

, .
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prOjicted what might happen, whereas the Anglo chil,dren spoke of-whaC was
directly in the picture. -

It is.clear thai,there are complex presupposition# behind theee
conveisations. If_one cannot specify:uhat they are, an Anglo teacher is
likely to misinterpret'the motivalE.iqns,Aad significance,of the Indian
children's statements. Such a teachgr is likely to feel ignored (they
don't acknowledge question4), or feel their,authority has.been.usurped
(they begin-asking the teacher questions), or feel that they,don't stick
to the point (they project what might happen, ana they use a narrative
story-telling mode Father than.just list facts). Yet all these
miajudgments represent a fatXure to apprecipate how cultures differently
frame events, Whd differently frame when it is proper to speak and how
one must present the information. '

Selected Aspects of.Bilinaual Classroom Interaction

, the Interesting reports and studies authored by Laosa (1975; ;979,
in press, a; 1179, in prest, b) on classroom interaction, especially for'
Latino populations in varilbus regionp of the United States, also reveal
subtle patterns of discrimination. Many of the studies cited (see
footnote.on,the first page of this chapter) appear to show more.obvioUs
evidence o overt discriminapign based on ethnic differences. :Racial
'Rrejudice unctions as a characteristic oC the individua4, in this:case
classro teachers, and so is related to. Agar'1979) idea of pexsonal
theme. Prejudice funttions as a selective filter-affecting how the
exte'rmalsocial world'is. perceived and how it is to be responded to.

Rubovits and Maehr (197,3).studied teachers''interactions with
''.1700hite and black students in seventh-, aneeighth-grade classes. Black.

students were treated lqss poaitively then.White. students. In one '

experimental variable (the randdm labeling of students as gifted or
nongifted), the surprising findinglkdas that black students'whb received'
the randtom label of gifted were subjected to more discrimination by
teachers than black students who were randomly labeled as:nongiftedi-
These.researchers'also found that teachers who were rated high On . .

dogmatiem ,(a.rating. Feflecting an authoritarian outlook On life and
intolerance towards those with different beliefs) tended to encourage
their white students but ignored the black students.

- Jackaon and Costa (1974) examined classroom interac 4,1kinvolving
Mexican American and Anglo students. Elementary as well* secondary
lichools were studied. The results in general showed that'teachers
praised and encouraged Anglo students more than Mexican AMerican students..:'
Teachers responded,more Positively to, and used more of the ideas suggested
by, their Anglo students than those suggested by the Mexican Americans.
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Combining all thFee positiVt teacher behavior ratings (teacher fcceOts
student's feelingS; teache4 praises:studealt.; teacher accepts student's--'
ideas), it was found that the Anglo studehts.receilied 40Z more positive
feedback than did ihe Mexican Ametican students.. Teachers_ asked Anglo
students 21% more'queptions and spent 23% more time talking toHtheif
Anglo students..

/11 additibn tio ethnic background,,socioeconomic level interacts with
teacher behaviors: Higher SES children tend 0 receive most of the
teacher's praise, while lower SES children get more criticism (Davis &
Dollard, 1940). Academic achieVement interacts also with teacher behavior.
High-achieving students receive mare favorable comment's from teachers
-(Heller & White, 1975). Brophy and G6od 0970) found that high-achipving
studtntsdinitiated more Interactions witWthe teacher, most teacher
criticiem was addressed to boys in low-achievement groupef teachers -

dAded and,praised quality performance more from the high-achieving
from the low-achieving itudents. Also, teachers provided less

0.k.0 ek to theflow-achieving,s'tudentt.

Laosa (1979, in press, a,--1979, in press, b) has pointed ont
that,MexicanAmericans are at a.distinct disadvantage. id the average
clpdsroom situatfonbecause they embody all of the_charact.Aristics that
previdus.research hap shown' leads to poor interactions of'teacher and
student.. Among theae-4h*racteristics are (a) difference in ethaic

.

'4-background, (b) likeliho,5d of speaking a nonstandard English.dialect, (c)
lbw achievement,.and (d) lower.socrioeconamic status. Because.of this, it
coMes as no surprise when he indicates that 4= of all Mexican Ameiican
students in the Southwest never complete high school, whereas this is
true for'only,14% bf the Anglo population. Laosa's research on teacher-.
student interactions for minority student populations documents.the exact
nature of unfavorable teacher-student interactions. Same of-his moWt
interesting findings are that.a student's language dominance (Spanish or
English), rather than the student's ethnic grioup membership per se, was
the primary sourcesfor,eliciting a teacher's!disapproving behaviors.'
,This.interacted with'age in the following way. For non-English dominant
students, thefe was an increase from kindergartAnto second grade in the
number of disapprovals given by teachers. However, just the diziposite was.
true- (a decrease) for students (both Anglo apd Mexican American) Who had
Engliih as their dominant language. Laosa sketches the long-term consequences
for non-English dominant students. Increasing rate of discouragement by
teachers coupled with a decreased rate of nonevaluative information
feedback by teachers is likely to lead to disruptive attempts at capturing
the teacher's attention (e.gt, by playing pranks or sp4ak4ing "out-Of-turn")
and/or developing'a deep indifferencejor academic skills (e.g., indifference

arithMetic and reading), with.= ultimate dropping out of the school
aystem-entireIy. Lease further points'out the itony of bilingual-
bicultural education as 4. was implemented in the classrooms that

=lb
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he st9died--it is definitely no assuiance of educational 4uality no
assurance of-equality of opportunity for ethnic minority ihd limited
english-speaking students.

._ .

t5dinarily.one might assume.thai juit because the teacher has
low expectancy concerning a particular studenes'performance, Oils
,iii itself need not have any effect on how well the student learns

1 the.Atterials at hand. However, an ingenious stud& by W. B. Seaver
(073)4Lndicatee that even in an alr-Anglo clasarook low teacher expectancy
does depress actual student.accomplishments as eases ed by:eight measures
of acadeffic'achievement: two grade-point averages from wInter and spring
tenni, scbres on word Imaning, pfragraph meaning,- v cabulary, spelling,
word study skills, and arithmetic (eubscales of Stanford Achievement
Test). Neither students mit teachers knew they were involved in a study:
Experimental and control groups were-determined in the following way. If

an older sibling was rated as ,"Ilfgh" 'or "Ia4" with respeci 'to the above 4,
eigilt measures., their younger sibling was placed in the experimentil

- group if they both had ele sem teactier. The younger sibling was placed
in the control group if they had difterent teachers. 'Thus if teacher

. .

expectancY influencts the younger child's_performance are result of the
teacher's earlier experiences with the.older sibling, this design*should
reveal this. Note that the fact_that.siblings may share similar abilities

Ji
(a "s rt" older child may have a "smart" younger sibling) is controlled
for re bysthe way in whlch the control' groUp has_been defined. The
eignifiaant effect of teacher expectations on performance.was evident; 7

High-scoring older siblings tended to $ave higher-scoring younger ellblings
in the experimental groups for all.eight scores. For the.low-scaring A

older siblings, their younger siblings scored lower in all but one of the
eight scores, ulord study skills. Significance in the expected directiona
actoss control and experimental groups, however, occurre$ on word

.

teaninso paragraph meaning, and math. Thus, even when,variables concerning
ethnicity and social class aFe not a concern, one can still detect v

differential teacher behaviors that prejudice"how they respond tofstudents
based upon the "sins" of their older brothers and sisters.

,

, / 3

It is clear that culture molds and defines inevitable aspects 6f
behavior ta signify more.than one would'believe is literally possible.
That is, eye-glances, body angle, eye-blinks, head nodding, time iatervals
between these movements (rats and frequency), vocal emphasis, variation
in voice pitch (intopation patterns) and so on. ,These inevitable behaviors,

,

however, are segmented.and grouped differently by diffetent cultures to
signify and clarify more than words alone can convey. Thie is the crux

a
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of thi difficulty in understanding miscommunication.
3

The.redundancy of context thie pervades mobt discourse among members
of the same culture is a protective agentlagainst miscommunication.

.

Repetitians of highly familiar_events etcourage casual cognitive monitoring
of the significhnce oC these events. But between ,Fultures, verbal',
interactions tend to be.brief and infrequent. Thus the protective 'aspect
of-redundancy 'in prolonged pursuit of a topic or in freggent,interaction'
is typichlly abeent Da-cross-cultural encounters. Hence suspicions
that make..these enspehiers brief in the first place also contribute to a
negative intekpretation ofi inientions when contextual cues fail to
provide sufficignt cues to guide correct interpretations.

.
4

/
/PO

Difficulties and Implicatiov"for Revised Eddcati nal Practice

To reduce these sources .of miscues..one cannot suggest that people
consciously try to stop all thesebehaviors. 'In normal unplanned conversation
it seems likely that these extralinguistic behaviors are crucial for
successful corimunication. It alSo'seems unlikely that an adult (e.g., a
teacher) is capable and willinato adopt these unconscious.and highly
.patterned cues from all minority subcultures so as to assist communication
foi all members of a mixed ethnic classroom. Of course, a teacher who
is knowledgeable that such pattern-specific behaviord'exist and 4ary
across subcultures and are crucial to understanding is in g 'better
position to avoid premature judgments concerning a student's thinking
skills (stupid), motivation level (sluggish), and'personality characteristics,* .

3
Fishman (Note 6) has raised,the following possible objection to
identifying Proxemic and kinesic cues as the source of the problem in
miscommunication across. groups.' Does one seriously suppose that if
eVeryone lised the same, lintlistic.and extra-linguistic Communication
cues, that all ethnic antagonisms would come to an end? Rather, would
nOt new sources for'accentuating, differences bf found? I, think the

answer to this provocative question is mayhe "yes" ancimaybe "no";
ideally the answikr .depends,,9pon the depth of change in indiVidual

that is gained bvlearning about other communication patterns so as to
minimize the occurrence of. miscommunication. If all individuals,
by virtue of such instruction.are raised eo a,higher moral plane,
then ft might be that purely ethnic differences will.be ignored and will
ceaseto be the direct cause of miscommunication. However, the pessimistic
answer would have.it _that humans will Inevitably sink back into assigning
-a negative value to any new-differences that might he noticed. There
probably are good historical reasons for believing in both points of

byview,
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4-

(hdstile, willful). Instead this mpre knowledgeable teaeher coull,Im
taugh't to pause aqd rethink the cause of eath clear failure to idieract
samoothly. with a student. Not every failure may be reflected upon, but
some sigeificant proportion may\be. Students might flso be,interested
in ,learnieg these commueications

,

Linguistic Differences in Language: Some Cognitive Speculations
WO.

A seconA area of importance concerne the language code Itself--
the lexicon, syntax, and semantics of a given dialect. The problems
'here can be as difficult and subtle as those we found lor isplating
nonlexical contextUal cuea in cdmprehension. Both are necessa to

-appreciate a wide range of misqommunications: that regularly acc r.

The Lexicon

One of 'the few,studies I know of which tries to directly examine how
words.differ across subcultures is that of Davis, Soriano, Siojo, and
Haynes (1974). They studied words that ard common to the dialects of
the several.groups studied; including btlacki, Mexican Americans, native
Americans, Oriental,Americans, and Ang1B-Americans. They obtained clear
though indirect evidence that the words prcgably are different in what
they signify across the differeot populationi. Hall and Freedle (1975)
have discussed some of <the particulars of theirlindings. Additional
evidence of lexica differences evee among individuals of the same

.language community an be inferred fram Freedle's (1970) word-sorting
task where s ntic es were cambined .by each iddividual info a hierarchic
tree. The res ts owed that no two individual tree struetures were
identical (Witkowski Broton, 19,78.). Although differences can befeund,
there is strong.evidince of a few lexical universels'across cultures and
languages. Thus tim extreme views are possible: individual diffefenoes
do exist, lgnguage community lifferenees do exist; but there is a
.cemmon core of,ideas and terms that suggest that the underlying processei
leading to semantic cheracterizations are probably identical.even though
the particular surface realizations may be different. "Wttkowski.add
Brown (1978) suggest thakuniversals exist for color terms (BIrlin & Kay,
1969), lexical"connotations (Osgood, May, & Miron, 1975), and Iffective
responses (White, Note 7). Other invariances haye been reported for.such
broadly based categories es folk botany.terms kBerlin, 1974) and folk
Zoological terms (Brown, 1977.' Witkowski and Brown ,(1978), then
suggest four principles of naming behavior:

1. conjunctivitycluding binary opposieion);
2.

,

criteria olustering;
-3. marking; and
4. dimension.salience. A

/74
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For example, under binarF opposition many languages contrast such
dimensional polarities-as wide/pirrow, deep/stiallow, and-so on; They. are ..

_ similar with respect to Isolating the.same kinds of underiying-dimensionality.
Similarlyoome dimensionscount as more sal:lent or impertant than othef
dimensions: e.g., size is a-very.potent dimensions 'Many languages tend
to Alusier certain defining features; e.g., lit-liner, Goodnow, and Austin

.

(1956),indicate that /11'e concept "bird" is associated with such crteria
clusteis as wings-fathers-bill. Environmentally,the cooccurrence of ,

wings-feaithers-bill may be so regular that together they generateethe -.

necessary, conditione for language communicy Members to invent a lexibal.
concept bIrd!--to reflect this environmeal regularity, provid'ing that.-
concept is useful 1,,n their cultural activitiesr "Marking".alsb tends to
haO, a regUlar process underlying it acrbss lahguages. For example, in
theadjective contrists reported earlier .(e.g., deep/shallow) it .

frequently the,case that one mepber of the pair functions as the. umarkea
"name" for the diMension, while the otherAfunctions as the marked end.
That is.,.in asking about, the dimensibn of;4Kdepth" of. a lake, the natural-
way to ask it ii "How deep, is it?" but it.is not croirect to ask "How
shalloW is it?" unless one wants to indicate a prior expectation th4t

,.the lake is,of,small.depth. The ndtion on conjunctivity (including 4,..,

binary opposition)' is harder to grasp. Witkbwski and BrownekndicAte.that
while one might think it Posaille,to devise terms to reflect small,
middle-sized, and large items along a size-dimension (e.g., "wug" to .*

refer to small animals and "mammal" to refer to large animalä, and a, .

third term.to refer to medium-sized anitals), the principle of conjuncttv4ty
doesO'S/alldw this. It also doesn't allow the combining of-the qxtremes
of a dfmension into a category leaving out the Middle-sized elemental..
thp would make the dimension "circular" and probably would tend.to,
destroy.the linear dimension that perceptual comparisons have isolated in
the environment. However, there are rare instanceS"where this does

.

occur. Binary contrasta-do preserve the princiPle.of.conjunctivityand

(,

so are found in many languages. To acivally name a dimension by its
middle ,region apparently.never occurs; this also is imp,i.icated" as
cottjunotivity by Witkbwski and Brown (1978, p. 44.t. I would like

i
. ... e, to poi9t.out that a mathemstician would say.that a linear dimension

i1

hks witue zero point and an unbounded upper limit; that is, it is
bounded_at one e 5nd unbounded at the'other encl. But .a' middle regi6111---

Of this,dimension is unbounded at its "lowee! end and similarly unbounded
at its."uppef" e It iS 4 very slippery beast to name; hence no,
language family ames dimensions in that way.

.

t

In short, there are perceptual aspects of exploring an environment
that lead cognitively to the isolation of a few guiding principles out of
which a lanwage community constructs and selects iti The
particularlRings that get named, though, and the exact ay in which the

/

environment gets "sectioned up" can-differ across languagea -and ultures.
What is invariatit'is the underlyini process. Similarly, for oth r %
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aspects of language, me develop expectatione about normal routines.that a
culture engages in.. /hese routines.mayhave a name but thei need not4
because the erceiving human being still internalizes the regularities :of
sequences An cor-occurrences in.the routines and stores some type of
ognitive.Sch for this routine. The.protess thlt leade to the
nternalized routine is probably the same for ala cultures, but the .

contents and forms of such routines mill differ across cultures. When
human beings from different cultures try to communicatelithey will assume
that they share similar content-based eChematafor processing and organizing.
the world, whereas actually' we human beings share only the similavpi-ocesses
for organizing the world.. That is one source of miscammunicatip.
Some of the work ef Ce4e pnd Scribner41974) indicates that one attempts
to.reflect the differAces in the content-based groupings pf object4 in

'the culture and that the psycho;allical pnoceeses that are studied for ihe
culture-appropriate grouping are found to be similar.

Interactions of Language Code and Register Differences: Its Co
. -Aspects

Hall, Cole, Reder, And Doyley (1977) found an interesting filteraction
between the.dialect in which a story was read Lc) a child and the ability
of,the Child to retrieve information in d free recall of the.story.
Black,children who spoke predominantly Black English were better able to
recall the details of a story if that story had been presented in Black
English as opposed to staudard English. Exactly the opposite occurred
for the white students--better recall if the story was presented in
standard dialect as opnatied to black dialect. abetwo groups-recalled
the same amount of information correctly when the story-had been presanted
to them in.,ihiAr primary dialect. The recall of white students was
especially deftessed when the.story Clad been presented in black dialect.
These facta suggest that the ability to "frame" a recall (to use a story
schema in the recall) definitely interacts with the language cede in .

which the story is presented. Thus the ability to keep track of where
one is with respect to the underlying story schema (see Handler, 1978) is
interkered with if the' language code is relativelytunfamil*ar; this in
tuin affects the ability.to store and retrieve the information when it
comes tile to recall the mateiial. .

Pitive

1

Hall and Freedle (1973) presented similar resOlts at the level of
recalling individual sentences preiented either in black or standard
dialect. Williams and Rivers (1972) also found that the apparent size of
a student's vocabulary is dependent upon what language Code the words are
presented in; for black dialect speakers, if the pest is'administered in
black'dialect,,this significantly increases the estimate of wvibulary
knowledge.in contrast with scores obtained when the test is admin ered
in standaredialect..
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4 Hall and Freedle (1,973) examined the iiplicatioqs of how the
diarects are'stored and accessed psychologicAlly. ,In their sentence.
recall task they reasoned that if positive correlations are obtained in--
retrieving the syntactic firms (correlations were computed across forths-
within a dialect,-and simiriar forms atros dialects were also computed),
such a pattern implies that-these syniac c forms make. a Coherent system:
Also zero or very small correlations a systeme implY separate

-.....

storage\of the two dialects.
.

.

.

..

What they: actually found was rather complex; For the older children
tested'(eight- and ten-year-oAds), there was strong emidence that black
and standard dialects formed iwo distinct.systems; but there was evidence
tof Eomplex interconnections actoss the two dialects,(Come correlations
across dialects that were consistently negative implied some form of
cognitive interference). In general though, the cross dialect correlations
'tended to approach zero as was expected irthe two dialects'were stored
as separate-knowledge systems, The'younager preschool Children (five-year7
olds) showed evidence that both dialects were still cognitivelyrepresented
Is a. single-knowledge system. This was deduced from the generally large
postEive correlationb both within and across_the two language dialects
that,,the children were tested in.. It appears That exposure tO the School
system may have .been a significant contributor to the cognitive separation
of the two.language codes.

.

. . . : ;, ,

.

Other studies suggest that.soMe form of performance interference
exists when the nonpreferred./anguage code is the basis for,evaluatibn.
With_respect'to reading comprehension, Stewart (1969) preSenteerthe-
_following example. In standard Engltsh "His eye'$-'open" may be
misinterpreted by a black dialect speaker .to mean that,bo

ig

h .eges are

l

open because it redembles..the black dialect sentence "Hi eyes opefi".more'
than it does "His eye opet"--this latter sentence though is the equivalent
of.the standard dialect sentence "His.eye's open." Stewart akso suggests
that "He will be busy"'may; to a black-dialect speaker, be misinterpreted
as implying habitual,action because"of the use'of "be", in black dialect
to signal .habitual action.

If Stewart's conclusions vim unlikely, just consider the results
obtained by Ruddell T1963) and Tatham (1970)% They found that standard
English-speaking white children better comprehended material written in
sentence patterns thAt more closely approximated their oral langmage
patterns. This is true probably because these patterns were morrfamiliar
to thgm, familiarity with the language code and ease in using it as a
frame to aid in comprehensioa and recall are then very'subtle hecause
habitu4l ways of organizi4 a sentence provide-a better schema. to follow
'than grammatically equivalent patterns that are less frequently used. In
like manner Stewart's ideas would suggest a similar Conclusion.
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erson (1977) has engagediAnglo children lupper middle clasd) of
Afferent ages in semp-controlled settings (famibr'. versus classroom.
versus,playingLdoctor) ind varying ,the kinds of rolesi.played in each
settingrin order to study the variety Rf apeech styles that each child
has in its repertoiie at a given age level. -This'included studying 1

different registers (e.g.,.usidg a "baby-talk" register for some sitliations
eraus using a more formal "grown-up" style for other situations).

IlicAtased:flexibility in role playing with age was noted; increased range
-o ,.,conerolling.different speech registers was also noted. Three situations
that were studted varied greatly in therr difficulty for the young'

ifofZil.; playing the te s ro).e prolierly through register and
grammatical choicis and..play >a "foreigner" role in other settigss
proved to be somewhat beyond t e skills of ihe young childrdn.- Alice the
schetaa, for apprbpriate role-playing of these "typ1i4 not yetbeen

4 internalized to Oeld,adequate speech productions. tudidb of thl type
sing bilingual subjects,of vatying degrees of proficiency and va ng

t

ages would be very interesting. Are registers that are known and u 1\
language easily Eransferred to the less familiar language? O. must .

all of the stages be mt

,

ed through in the new language?e 4
-

.(
. ,

Straker (1975) studied the use of formal mid informal speech
styles in semicontrolled settings'. The/idterection of rolfe, sett4ng., and
topic was cyefully controlled by ithe experimenter in order to test

4 predictions stemang from the theoretical work of Fishman ,(1972).
Straker examined eight situations to'determine which language Code (black
. English, or standard English, or a mixture of the.two) would be ,used to
advance new. informaticT on a topic for each social situagion. The
"intimate" situations typically elicited black Ehglish,,and topical
additions were often made by spontaneous turn taking (a new speaker
oculd introduce new additions). Bur in the "formal" socialsettings, '

less black English was used and new information was advancerd by asking

/ questions. Straker also reports that of thethree variables studiedtopic,
interlocuior, and settingonly the first two were significant factog in
eliciting the use of standard or mixed lialeAs. But all three factors
were significaht in eliciiiAg the use of black English. Ihomems probable
that bne ca4 consider the results of this study to demonstralt that
subjects Were unconsciously.using a guiding."scheinh" concerning% i
appropriateness.of use of,language'code and social turn-taking rules to
. smoothly unfold,their conversational interactions. ' These schemata are
probably a reflection of co-occurrence regularities within the language
community, and this co-occurrence favors the,gestalt learning of a schema
that serves to monitor decisions about what rule to use next, Whether a
new topic elaboration is legitimate, aiid so on. Without the schema a8 an
overall guide, the thousands of decisions that would have to be made de
novo would quickly overwhelm the limited human capabilities to handle the

,

1

Th
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infarmation. Thus schemata serve as a short-cut solution to information
Overload. One need only monitor which.schema is appropriate at a given
moment in order to determine whether one is using the "right" code (etc.)
or not:

Natural inquiries into the likely patterdi of intonation that
haVe caused miscommunication do not by,themselves fulAty convince those
trained in experimental approaches. It might be useful here to indicate
that an intonational experiment with groups of Varidus minority and
majority subjects can easily be deitigne4 so as to remove lingering doubts
about the critical features that lead.most,often to miscommunication. If
intonation patterns from a language other than English persist while
speaking English as a second language, we should like to inquire whether
listeners cd'the same background as the speaker, versus listeners of .

different background's, will'be able to identify the intentions of the
speaker.to the same degree of success for given intonational contour.
This becomes a signal-detection experiment, the clalsical psychophysical
tradition (Swets, 1964). In oug variant dr ject can be asked to
decide, "yes" or'"no," whether.the speech sample represents the .signal,
"hostility" as the underlying intention (see Table 1). An alternativeA
design would be to present several intonations contours and ask the
subject to ratctify which aml. repriesents'"hos ile intentions"; this would,
be a fq0C4&thoice signal detection, design. From the point of view of
the speaker, we can uniquely? know a pridri sihether the,spiech sample does
contaip/the signal or does tiot.

One can vary the semantic signal: ttet is to be identified: instead
of "hostility" one can inquire &but "irony" or "pleasantness" or "madly
insistent," etc. The population that shares the backgrouild of the
speakerserves as a check of the accuracy with which this population can

'correctly identify the speaker's intentions as opposed to how well other
populations with different backgrounds and different intonational schemata
can identify these same intentions.

Im signal 'detection 'designs, the strength of the signal is often
varied. In the above suggested'experiments this can be done as follows.
One can take a simple phrase such as "Come here" so that there are
degrees of insistency present. "Come here" spoken mildly, then again
recorded with more urgent)+, then a
these A, B, and C, respectively'.

"signal,strength" between A and C
A and B or B and C. It should be e

in recorded as-very insistent. Gall
en in a forced-choice design the
greater than the difference between

sier to correctly pick which one of
the 'pair (A, C) contains the "hostile" signal as compared with the
pair (A, B) or the pair (B, C). This should be true for-members sharing
the same language background as the speaker and for people who come from
different backgrounds (this assumfs that there is a certain invariance'
in intonation cues across languages in spite of subtle differences).

3
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Tiale 1 .

Intonational Experiment: Yes-Nopesign

"Small"
*difference
betweft
"'signal"

and "no
signal"

Known:
Speaker iatends hostility
(signal present)

Listeder's.Task to Decide:

Same Cul- Different Cul-
tural Background ikearal Background

Is Signal Plesent? Is Signal Present?

tins, "NO" isms, "NO"

95% 5% 802 20%

Known:
Speaker does not intend
,hostility
(signal absent) 5% 95% 40% 60%

(all entries are hypothetical).

Larger
difference
between
"signal"

. and "no
. signal"

Known:
(signal present

Sae Cul7
tural B ckground

"YES" "NO"

99%

Digferent Cul-
tural Background

:90% 10%

Known:
(signal absent)

#'

1.2 99% 85%

(all entries are hypothetical)

own:

known:

Intonationa Experiment:

signal 2resen signal absent

Forced-Choice (Design 4 .

Signal is present in:
(choose one)

1st interval 2nd'interval

signal absent; signal present

;3

1st interval

L,

2nd interval
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Thus, if the intentions are widely spaced with respect to an underlying
dimendion of say "insistence," the difference between the Indiaa bus
driver saying "exact thange (paus0 please" to represent clarity and
saying "EXACT CHANGE (iause) PLEASE!" in a very insulting way (consistent
-with his norms of speech) is here hypotilpeized to be one.of such.degree
that even a majority Anglo would be able to detect which is which.

We see that the notion af "frames" or "schemata" are ways of designating
semiformalized knowledge that exists in gestalt clusters at many segments

.

of culture. It repreients ways to store and retrieve grammatical.language
codes, ways to represent social knowledge of when one is allowid to
speak, what one could sily, how one should say 'it (intonation_patterns),
whether one needs to anawer questions, who has the right to ask questions,
hoWtio formulate some jokes (e.g., by violating language community norms
where the miolation is intentional and all present replize thstl hence
one is joking); and so on. The nuances of how we use this knowledge are
'segmingly, endless. This raises in turn questions of how this highly

416 particularized knowledge is uver learned (see Anderson, 1977; also see
Freedle & Lewii, 1971, 1977; Lewis & Freedle, 1973).

Teathers may learn to become sensitive'to these fraies as they
exist within the majority culture and as-they exist within subcultures.
In this way the teacher can minimize the.many instances in which-r-
:misunderstandings can occur through gestures, glances, intonatiodcchoice

. of spOech register (emphasis for clarity or for scorn),, choice of discourse
genri (story telling versus expository form), choice of language code,
choiCe-of whether or not to code-switch, .and so on. Stuhents may also be
interested in learning.how these various patterns of communication are,
employed in different cultures5 This knowledge may help them to:understand
whether, a teacher is necessarily,abusing them or whether they have in turn
misinterpreted the contextual cues of the majority culture. _Perhaps the
bright spot in ihis entire, chapter is the surprise that people have upon
discovering how they use 'these cues to interpret,messages. This surprise
can generate interest and be a cornerstone for generating very important
classroom,discusSion. 'Furthermore, it may generate motiVation for
learning some of the skills that the majority culture values, be it
reading, writing, or.speaking in standard English.

One might feel that "schema" or "frame' has been used too,freely and
Intoo 'often so that it Epplies to almost any owledge areas be it phonology,

tfie*lekican, the clusters of relationships across groups of,words in the
lexicon (e.g., the relationships that bird in aur language implies sUch
other lexical items as feathers and wings; hence groups of lexical items
in the vocabulary are Viewed within a community as "belonging" together),
grammar, andcultural knowledge (Freedle, 1972, p. 203). Yei schemata

.

function 'not only to correct probable errors (as in mentally correcting a
slurred word that ydArave heard either in isolation or 4mbedded in

16 ,
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a topical context's° that.a correctly pronduuced word'mentally replaces. 4

it) but also to fill in missing infOrmation and the speaker-assumei we
Must know since we share a similar knowledge backgrou0.

With regard to error detection and correction, if the permissible
,

nange ofjelements has lust twiiiyattterns, 00011 and 11100, but the pattern
that is heard is 10011, we (a5 decide that an error has occurred, (b)
then search the permisaible patterns for the pattern most similar to the
,recelved one (e.g., 00011 is more similar to 10011 than 11100 is), and
(c) conclude that,00011 was the hintended" signal. We probably do .

semantic error correction when we listen to someone.from a slightly
different subculture: the knowledge routines that culture x knows may
jnot perfectly match ours, but we apply a likelihood judgment in order to
match the most likely pattern oLpermissible paoterns to what we lieten'

0to. Thus in intonational-tone cluster matchisg, the,English woman
getting on the bus matched the slightly deviant to4.-Clusters produced by
the Indian bias driver to an item in her set of peirmissible intonational. 4
patterns, and having made this likelihood match; she drew.:he inCorrect

,

conclusion concerning the driver's intentions. Note that 4n a seppe
she tried ta correct the apparent error (the eriorbeing that the situatid
really did not call for hostility on the driverts part) v but theClosest

.match that she could find--given that she did not, explicitly probe the
f

.

situation further for obtaining new and-crucial informatidn Cducerning
the, driver's real intent1ons-4was'to assuMe that the intonation.vattern
was close enough to her-set of intonational:schema patterns to conclude
that he verylikely was trying to insult her. Thus-error correction
sometimes produces other errors, especiall apross cultures. The simplest .

way to re4ect this co?plexity is.to use scjieina theory on the.set of' qw
possibilities. This is an important poiu ,let me reph;pse the:argument.
She sCanned,at a low level of relevance-- he'intonationai., She did not
think to scan at the. larger Situational level to ealize that'the situatio%
did not really, call for insult. Such a scan woul1 haVe suppressed the

4

It error" detection at the lower level ciir Uould have ledto an overt
queEktioning of intentions, "Have I offended you?"

Error c Ction attempts at the di*ntactic level are also made
when we heaa seems like a grammatical errOr (e.g.,,,,"Don't nobody
know" might ponded to by "Does tbat mean that someone knows?").'
-Again, an ar ay bf permissible 'alternatives within the listener's knowledge
repertoire is scanned for the,"Closest" alternative, but in ihe above
case the "error" was only apparent and no correction,was necessary.
Error detection and correction at the highest,commOnicative level includes
-sudden shifts in apparent'intentions (from pleasant to hostile or from
pleasant to.indifferent). One iight-alsOdetect deviations (errors) in
aesthetics ("Why are you being so crude?h)-, which is to say sudden shifts
in values; sudden deviations in routes or pathways leading to a goal
(e.g., "We want to get to route 22, why are you distracting me with, your
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ehdless jokes?"); or sudden.shifts'in the goal itself ("I thought we came
out to look..at chairs; why are you looking at jewelry?"). Sudden detections
and suggested corrections in real or apparent semahtic-pragmatic errors-
at many levels 1:4 interaction cen and do.occur In communications between
ind viduala who share different cultural backgrounds. 'For example, in
some o the Above we have seen that Indian children's intentions or goals
might be sinterpreted.if they asked the teacher too many questions, A
they failed to answerquestions directed to them ("Don't you wantrto
learn?"), if the pathways they pursued wore questioned. ("Stick toCthe
topic; give me jUst the facts".1, or if the aocial values they had were
questioned-("Don't you want to correct the answer that Mary gave?").

Inquirins Systems as.Schemata for Modeling Miscommunications

In the above seCtiOns, I have repeatedly used a few concepts such
as selection Of a dialett from the repertoire or selection of a particular
speech form (a questlon or imperative),from a set of possible forma'to
advance some gaal,.e.g., "Ask a, question, at the ticket, counter if yOU
want to know,Cgoal) when the next train leaves." Notice too that
the effect of carrying out a particular choice of language directed at a
,particularperson in a partfcular location for's partichlar,goal has an
outcome. Same outcomes are negative following miscommunichtion with a

further-possible outcome of social isolation or verbal abuse. Other
outcomii, hoWever, are probably mildly successful achievemehts of goals
and information exchange, especially between members Oho share a sihilar
épetch community, (who share's-similar schemata of4hat is Significant in
the world4 what values huat be placed on events; how events are to be
segmented, etc.).

0
411 of these termsouicomes, sets'of possibilities, values of

outcomes, likelihood of a.negetive outcome, goals, settings, participants
.

all can be brought together iA-mere organized fashion by considering how .

to use Inquiring System Theory as 'applied to human communication and -
human problem solving, be itxthrough verbal or nonverbal Channels(see
Freedle, 1974, 1975, 1978, fora description of how to apply Inquiring
Systems to developmental iasuea as well as to the analyilis of dialogue
and extended monologues). The original invention of,Inquiring'Systems
was due to Churchman (1971),:yho sought a way to mathematize different
kinds of problem-solyingsituations. He classified situations into five
basic forms which we shall describe below: .,1,04 Le, K, H, or S.

To get an intuitive grasp°of'Why such formulations can be useful in
analYzing miscommuntcation, let us consider,an ekample used earlier.

tor

Bus driver: "Exact change, please."
Customer: "What did you sayl"
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1

Bus driver: "Exact change (pause) PLEASE."
Customer (actimi insulted): 1"The nerve!"

We shall attempt to eipand this
terms that are of concern to Inquiri
problem-type, pathways to goal, Eie.ts
9f attempts, and values of outcotes.

From event 1 through event 8 we appear to have a cooperativeNc4le
' in operation; both participants want to bi helpful and to say things hat
are truthful and helpful. From event 9 through event 11 we have what may
be a non-Gricean principle in operation sinte both participants are
either angry or puzzled and are not communicating in order to.be
cooperative.

tleitingly simple exchange in
Systems, namely goals,

of alternatives; outcomes'
(See Table 2.)

The cooperative stance of events 1 through 8 leads(to problem
states that are socially stereotyped and highly consensualhence
they are a gestalt La system.

The abo ve two fndividuals though are both somewhat knowledgeable
alukt each other's culture; 'the mismatches are traceable to "low-level"
schema of intonation differinces across their respective first languages.
An example of sl'tigh-order schema difference will now,be shown. Here we
have two indivkluals who almost from the beginning of the conversation
exhibit failures to use the semi! molar organizing achema
(inquiring sy tem mode) in defining what problem they are dealing with
and what.types of responses are considered appropriate in sorVing the
problem. The example comes from'an interpretation (Freedle, 1975) I gave
t

1

ftperitenter: "At one time spider went to a feast. He was told to
answer.this question before he cou.pd eat any of the food. The
question Is: Spider and black deer always.eat together,. Spider is

;i eating. Is blaik deer eating?"
(Comment: this dikscotirse fbrmat intends to establish a pure
logic to the string of propositione. The solution to the problem
requires an inference.) *

Subject: 'Were they in elle bush?"
(Comment: the subject does not follow the presumed logical format
of the experimenter because this violates the cultural mode he
typically uses.. He attempts to place the premises on a f ctusiS
basis not an ahetract logical basis by concretiztng infodnation
regarding location.)

Experimenter: "Yea."

(Comment: here the experimenter appears to have accommodated

4,

.t



.!,iain Events (verbal. and
nonverbal) (covert ovs

1\ A
1. PI stops bus.

2. 22 gets on.

3. Cavort avant» PI thinks
a problaa state may exist.

4. PI sly. something to
solve problem.

4

sa:

5. Outcome - neld

covert proklem because
22 couldn't hear clearly.

fi. Says something co solve

6

L3

problem at 5.

4
1. New problem' state: how

. 'to satisfy the requast
for clarification

8. Pathway to problm at 71
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Table 2

Raprasentative of Cuipwrs
Bus priver: participant 1 (21)

Covert problem: believes a problm
state may.exiat

Goal: avert bad.situation where P2
may expect ti break a large

Pathway activated: decide,' to avert
possible problem by verbally say-
ing "exact change pleaote" "sPokam
oftly with no definite pause
between wards). 1 .

Perceives request for clarification
as raquirihg a repetition of con-
tent but infers that he must speak
more clearly and loudly (formal
register under noisy background con-
ditions). .Hance, this is another
lubprobletv it has as its lual

clarification; the pathway to
Chili goal, is chow' by repetition
plus intonational clustering foe
emphasis and.clarity according to
his native cultural rules for
speech: Hence he says: "Exact
change (pause) PLEASE"

Representative of Culture 2
CustoMer: participant 2 (22)

Outcome o'f 4 (neutral value
Subproblaa: 22 didn't hear
what Pl said. So, new
Subpal: ask for clarifi-
cation.

Pathway to goal: selact
"from wide options of haw
to ask,this: "What did
you say?"

9.

1;10.

Outcome - new covert
problem state.
(Hegelian conflict)%

22 tries to deal with
event 9.

PI is puzzled by what
22 says..

P2 may plan (new goal)'
to fiis a formal com-
plaint with the btu
company. .

Cover problam: Wlly did 22 saythat?
Why is she angy?

\ 7

Outcome of event 8 (negative
value)

Applying intonation roles
apitropriate io 22's socio-
lin4uistic camlunityrstie
believis 21 is trying to
insult her (negative out-
coma.

new goalrinsult PI.

selecr
verbal insult

, She says "The nervel")

Covert: I'm not going to
let hia gat away with chat.

,N44
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to,the subject's higher-order organizer, for interpreting the
flow of cammunication.i,

Subject:, "Were they etung together?"'
(Comment: the Le inquiring system mode imposes a broad frame
Upon statements such'that only a pure logical foxmat must be
used to arrive at answers tb the problem, buA the subject here
agatn tries v make the assertion specific to a particular
settini or occasion. ,Hence the subject is using a 44: mode that,
requires placing a data specific set Of assertions in line with
a more formal system of logical possibility.)

%
. . .

Experimenter: "Spider ancicblack deer always eat together. Spider
is eating. Is black deer eating?" .

.

(Comment: the exper,imentiir tries'to reestablish a ikure Le problem.
mode' to link all the propositions together. To honor this frame one
must produee a logical inference based upon the yropositional
information alone. 5pecific information concerning specific situations
is irrelevant.)

.efa

Subject: ."But I was not there. How can I anewer such a question?"
Womment: the subject again rejects the Le frame and reintróddces
new factual information concerning his own absence from the event.
Bence he re lishes a K frame for linking.his awn propositions
together,aalltblink them Vith the assertions of the experimenter.
What.ts iMportant in this exchange is that the iiscommunication has
occurred at a level not typically-found in members of minority
groups who already live within a larger dominant majority culture
(see Hall & Freedle, 1975, for other insights into this distinction.)

Contextual!bues across diiferent communities may ii*olve different
systems of gesture, different.intonation patterns, different fields of
pragmatic interest. They may further vary in rules for'which signal
system dominates or combines.with the values assigned to other signal
systems (arp eyerwinks more;importani than verbal propositions in getting
at whatPp person really thinks? Are "tense" body positions and a person's
physical acts more important.than verbal propositions in helping to
decide' how to interpret a person's,attempts at commUnication?). Cultures
probably,differ in many ways in their rules of combination, rules of
dominance, a number of. possible systems that.contribute to cathmunication
(e.g.; some ommunities have "whistle" languages b/ which to communicate;
others,have. dtum language).' All of thts needs further study.

Whether thfs must alter how educators are trained, whether it must
aleer whether soeial hierarchies (of teacher-student, king-servant)

4 should be altered in dealiTs with students who carqe from less-hierarchical

. 1
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social systems are all questions fof the future. They will not be easy
to answer. ,ScNemata operate in interpretation by allowiqg us to fp.l In
missing (unspoken) slots of the Inquiring System. Thus if one is in a
Hegelian '(cIlinfj..ict) sistem, one uses the semantic slots appropriate to a
conflict-schema'in order to help guide the selection of what to say next
('-it alters the contedt), and how to say it (one might use direct rather
than indirect means to convey information. For example, if irritated
one may say "I told you to open the door, now ,open it and I don't
mean maybe", but indirectly one might pay in a cooperative stance
"Please would you mind-opening the door?" or IIJ's a little drafty
'in here."

Inquiring Systems as a Model for Studying Communicaticekand Culture
.

Change,.

- . , 4 .
..

Four of @he five major systems will now be sketched., Each is
intended to be x particular way to solve a problem.

The,Le system is a formal symbolic systa, It builds a.formal
.

mathematical representation of problims.;that start with a set of primitive
analYtic truths (axioms or propositions), and, from these, constructs a,
network of, vore general and f,ormal propositional truths, much as proofs
are derived fro* elementary axioms.

Lo systems represent experimental consensual systems. "They,buird
upon an empirical inductive rdpresenthtion of'a problem by starting from

ll

a set ofekpiri

-ei

cal observationd (raw data, nse data) and conatruce a
network:ci'increasingly more general sets of 'c,ts, inductively arrived
at. Lo systems are judged to be."true" or "factual' if there is Oidespread
social agreement on a problem by a group of experts (the "dperts" may
be dust ordinary metbere of'a particular cultural group) Notice that Le
systems are theoretically and deduetively derived prolitems, whereas Lo
system's are empirically and inductively derived problems. A-"true" and
correct decision in a a system is a logical deduction, whereas a "true"
or correct solution in a Lo system is an inductively arFived art social
consensus.

K'systems consist of n*i.tures of Lo and Le systems. When .the tmo
components, Lo and Le," are, omplementar.y, the total system is a standard
K system; but when the two components lre contradictory At variou's'
points, then we have an H system (a coralictidg or Hegelian system).

"truth" in a K system is the degree of correspondence between
th Lo and Le subsfstems; an example is a scientific problem that -

Merges the theory (Le logical component) with the observed data (the Lo
or empirical component). If the results Agree with the theory, one is
tempted to regard the theory as "true'."

e
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MA syatems are extremely complex and ill-structured (see
Mitroff E.'Sagagti, 1973, fbr a disdussion of inquiring systems).
Many of the elementa of a K. system may be quantitatively unknown (e.g.,
the .prObability of certain events may not Itave been studied, and the
likely outcome of performing a group'of studies on a certain parameter
may be known): Many'social problems are ill-strUctured or Ndcked" in
this sense. .
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L.

Conflifiting H systemg may have serioUsdiacrepancies between
their subcomponents. For.example, if we have two conflicting theories
and want to.assess witich one is "better" with'respect to sortie observations
(data), we have a total H system,' An exadple is the contrast between a
Marxist theory and a capiialist theory in explaining an observed sequence
of.facts in the market place.

-

No4 let'siconsider"a system's view of analyzing Language interactions.
'Facts.of the environment (the empirical, parr) are interpreted through a -

cultural frame (a set of guiding assumptions [the theory part of tht
culture] and values-about the world.and about social structure); this
subculture presents a K subsystem. The other culture that interacts with
the first culture is another K' subsystem sinee members ok thit community
also have a'different--set pf guiding.culiural assumptions (the "theoret±cal"
component that.gpides everyday facts and situations typically encountered,
the latter,being the.empirical. elements of the K' subsyatem). Together K
and K' subsystems may form a Hegelian'or conflictin4H system when people'

'try to caimunicate.about very simple."facts:" A larger representation of
this would.list different levels pf schema that are little systems unto

- themselves sinde the regularities of'the sdhema are ways to interprdt
971:ZiP-;171countered in.the environment that arepertinent to that schema.
Hence any ogiven culture is really a whole hierarchy of K systems depending
upon what sets of schemapvare beinglooked.at. Fut together, the parts
fort a gigantic K system or, if the society is very complex, the subparts
may together form a gigantic Hegelian or H,system. This can easily, occur
in a complex industrial society which has a population representative of
dozens of ;Afferent countries sad cultures: It is less likelA to occur,
in small isolated communities, which are more likely to be represented
by a K system..

-

As Opntioned above, Lo systems Arecstrongly social consensual; hence

"intimate" settings.probably can also.be deeignated 3.0 to systems. this
decision carries with it an implicational network of appropriate 4alues
pathways to goals, and outcomes that kare appropriati to employmeni
of that ctiltural schema. Given that other language community members
also'monitor at this broadly based gestalt level, they also apparently
use the co-oceurritig contextual cues that are.appropriate and specific to
that schema. abf failure of members from different communities to'use
the same schema, then, accounts for the breakdown of smooth communication;
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furthermore, the gestalt Ature of.,many of these language schemata
probablp9also accounts for,the 'apparent inability of the speakers- and,
listeneri to know What went wrong with the communicatiotvthelestalt
patterns are leabed holistically and tend to "reeist piecemdallitnalysis.
(A scientist,of'language, however, is Capable of breaking'the ges;4c
down intO'its components. Ihtis thereAs no contradiction here, in cIaiming'
that language Communication Can be fruitfully studied by means of inqutring
system theory.) -

Jdst labeling eVents in communication does not justify introducing
these systems. ,But_when we consider that likelihoods of choosing the
best interpretation are under consideration, then we begin to see'
Kow the whole forMal apparirtus of a decision theory is needed to coordinate
andA.nteErelate in a senSible mintier these many facets of communicaiion
(values, goals, outcomes, etc.), with the many facetaof communication
types (debate modes, joking sessions, fantasy sessions,,rigorous rituals,
etc.).. Likelihood estimates are absolutely essential to bringing our -

sientific understanding of phe process of comiequnication to a fuller more
mature level. We especially need this increased level of complexity if
we are tp keep Erack of cultural mismatchesand the many levels of frames
that can contribute with ious probabilities of occurrence to these
miscoMmunications.

We also'need,thid complex decision theory if we are to'say soethIng
about practical ways to monitor`the success of educationel Change-in
practice with respect to bilingual interactions in theclassroom and to
pinpoint Several sources of contitufng difficulty,and sources'of success.

A decision theory of the above five types has"the breadth to handle
most of-the complexities that can oiCcur in cOmmunication. The theory
serves as a ,template against Which' to assess the completeness of an
analysis. That is, have we accoutieSd for values, goals, pathways,
outcomes, and decision,type in scoring our protocols, have we assessed
the likelihoods of competing solutions from.the participants- in the
cotmunication setting, and have we determined other,pathways, suh as

v other variants pr language strategies, that they might have pursued? By
studying; individuals and groups intensively one miggl be able, as
did Agar (1979) and Tannen (1979), to Characterize preyailli* serategies
of cognition, prevailing frequencies o employing each strategy, and so
on. This, of course, is ambitioue, butithe next generation of language
specialists may find that it iS a.necessary one in order to successfully.
compete with compUteriscientists who are already well on the.imy to
modeling and studying these nuances or language behavior.

5.
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A Wsy to Characterize Educational. Change as Cultural Change from p
System's Perspective

i

Any qultu al change (in valties, language code, rottual-detail,
etc.) can be viewed here as a change in system. But one must-be careful
to designate likely sources of cultural change. If 'the change is.from
within the community.and iS "decided" upon by them as permissible this
clearly is differet in kind from change that is imposed from wit out.
Changes in'the ma1hstream education %system, which tried to aciommodate to
minority cul,tures eid minority ldIgUage rules, have both aspects Partly,

fdp a decision among edu ators (within, the mainstream culture) is made to ,

pregerve the ideals and'traditions of. the education.System but siill to
try to accommodate to minority demands. And partly, a decision ia made_.
within the mirrity community to-Cigpand change in the school system.
in pursuit of th'eircultural goals4 .But a.po,-as change is implemented
on both sides; there ire aspects of change being imposed from without--;
national priasure from ethnic organizations and mainstream groups may be
brought tp'bear on 'what was prrviously a local issue. Pressure to Char
both the mainstream educators and minority representatives ia then
experienced. .S any cultural change in a-complex society is a series of. ,

system accommodations and assimilations that are occurring simultaneously
from.within,and without, gpd are.occurring simultaneously for minority
and majority membrs. To tri..to represent this mathematically in a short
space ts Clearly beyond tAe'goals of this chapter. But what I do wish to .
address is a tendency to oversimplify What it means to 'try Eo,bring aboitt
change in education, since this really'ia an

ng
a tempt _to bring about

cultural chae. Anthrbgelogists can readily a est to thp difficulty in
bringing about eIen "minor",tultural change, such as use of contraceptives,
changes in sanitlition, etc. Change that comes from within is more likely,
though, to be successful than change imposed from without a community.
'Gaels that,arit perceived to.be presented as "desirable" (goal value and
outcome value, to use system terms) to majority members are likely to

_ be relabeled as undesirable from the perspective of\aminority community.
New goali that are generatedfroM within a group arelikely to retatn
thetr presumptive positive value in terms of achieving the goal (outcome
of a pathway in implementing this grobiemsolution).

A culture traditionally is a system of value-consistent ideas' and
activities. The schemata that are. acted,upon eir,ery ,day to sgirry out .

useful cultural goals tend tb form a consistent syitem of philosophy,
especially for old cultures that have hundreds of years of tradition
behind them.. New complex cultures, 4owelier, are'sameWhat unsdrt of their
traditions, and the very complexity of an ever-changing industrial
culture itends to undermine the,AertaintTand correctness of values we
once held as dear. Being the dominant majority culture, and combining
this with ambiguity of values tends to create an atmosphere of scapegoating.
The overtones of violence and impatience that characterize a good
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deal.of American 1.4ban cultUre lend a special note of trgency to carefully-
characterize the nature of the problem and the nature o the proposed
solutions, be it for educationaksectings or other na i al institutional .

settlingS\

Hall-and Freedle (1975) suggested that the notion of subcultural
embddding, 4here one preViously autonomous dulture is rendered subordinate
ip status to a more dominant culture, is a fairly, typical character)ttic
of,pany minority groups in American life today. However, sn interes ing
avEeption appears to be that:of the native Americans, Who have a substantial

.numb9rof their people still".living geographically apart from the mainstream
culture: While black Americans appear to have internalized many of the
aspirations of white Americans (materialistic acquisitionsa drive-
towards "progress," etc.), this is not necessarily the goal of the native
American whose philosophy of life tends-to highlight a non-hierarchic
system of human relationships, and tends to highlight, a more organic view
'of the envirnment; this iatter view prevents them from exploiting the
materials iA the earth in the name.of "progress." Mifiority groups then
probably differ profoundly among themselves and With the majorityLculture
'with respect to goals, values, pathways to their goals,,preferred
outcomes to chosen pathways, and the set of perceived wdys in.
*which a goal May best_be 'pursued.

The high-sounding assertions serve a serious_purpose. Can
we expect nit ve American children to alter.their interpersonal patterns
just so that they can learn what the majority culture values? What will
they have ,lost in the process of trying to adjust to just that particular
aspectof their lives-ahow.to get "ahead" in the classroom (but lose their
philosophy of humsn equity) by applying hierardhic power schema to their
interpersonal interactions with. the'teachir. Can they keep school and
home separate. enough to benefit fram.a restricted use cd the power

----relationship just, in the classroom? BUt if the goal of native Americans
Is to acquire sfte of the coMforts of the mainstream culture, must they
not consider that sote external acc.i..4ate o mainstream culture may
be a necessity? These dilemmas-are painful onè, and simplistic educational
goals cannot possibly hope tvsucce d unless the larger system's issues
arp workel on.

v.

The formalistic aspects of _ayetem merging.and siatem transitions over
time have been quantified and studied already. The first task for social
scientists is to perform the necessary ethnography so as to Judo= their
work with explicit statements of alternatives that individuals consider--
the values that influence their decision making, and the pathways that
iv habitually pursue .(see Agar,1979,;and Tannen, 1979, for a alethodology '

'to isolatb these habitual schemata). Then they should study the/ways in
which new values alter old decisiOns, and do this for.both cultures that
are interacting, since bdth must ultimately accommodate to each other's

, .1111!._



ideas no matter which'is thedaminant majority and which is the minority
culture. -Finally, the types cif inquiring sYstems.that are habitually
used in particular settings, for_particular topics; and between partiCular
individuals should be quantified and labeled. In this way, 4e might hope
'to gain the necessary data for making rational red,nendations concerning
a revol4ion in educational practice.

ConcludingrStatemeet
-

The very diversity, which many mainstream teichets .attampt to ignore
or deny, could become the source of their revitalization. Endless, safe
repetibion in a predictable classroom leads to an Artificial life (over
schematized life), whic)2, repeated aver decades, can lead to emotional r,
and intellectual stagnation. The real world is not Platonic,but endlesely
varied: languages change, cUltures change, great civilizations come and
go. Not'all deviations from the'nOrt need be threatening to achieve a

pkE.sopr atmosphere forj..earning. Indeed, tension, challenge, variety, and
mixtures of failures and successes keep all of us on our mettle. ahe
creative flow and sense of community that still exist in abundance
in Amer4can'subcaltures could become the basis for a rebirth of AmericAn
ideals. Inatelp of finding the values and cultural'patterns of minority
groups an.annoying "presence," one could very well rejoice that people
still gxist who find strong purpose in life for a renewal of the AderIcan
sense for civic.freedom. To bring thdhe values into the mainstream will
require that we all partake of Ole ethnographer's well of knowledge.

I.
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CRAFTER 8

Achievement in Black31
A Case Study in Cultura,Diversity in otivation

?

,.. Curtis Banks

,
4I ,

Few social-behavioral phenomena play so central a role within our
American culture as that'of achievekent. FroM the earliest development
of our society, achievement has constituted both the end and the meads of
economic, political, technological, and social endeavor. No wonder that
thefrole of the individual in this enterprise, through his motivationi,
his abilities, his values, and hie efforts,,has been.an important topic
-for social scientists.* An informed perspective on the manner in which

. individuals acquire the qualities of Character and behavidr that make
them significant untributots to the achievements of society is a .

fuudamental basis for the design of our educational, occupational, and
even our,child-rearing institutions.

In this regard,: one topic that has been the focus of much research
and theory is the manner in which individuals and groups mow vary in the
apparent contributiOns they make 6 our achievipg society. It is perhaps
moreja-mattstrof the history'of the conduct of inquiry than of its logic
in this area that the analysis of diversity has consisted.of the observation
of differences. Nonetheless, it is laftely.within the body of research
Chat addresses itself to a cOmparisOn'ef-the achievement of racial and
other ibbpopulatiorial groilps with-that of whites that the accumulated

.

evidence documentingfand implicating diversity may be found. .And
although it is relevant t6 the tihderstandIng that we shall attempt to
approach here.in regard to divers ty in motivation; an interpretation and
Atritique of that history (or, _per aps, philosophy of science) is outside
our scopi. ,

.
C.

.

,

Of the several aspects of this topic that are within our potential
scope, certain

;

nes have been selected.for discourse here while others;
.particularly th

8
e treated thoroughly elsewhere, will be omitted.

TheAt*hor acknowledges with gratitude the contiibutions of Irwin Katz--
and A. Wade Boykin in xiviewing earlier drafts of this chapter:

01 (
I
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% Whatever is the-diversity among.persona and groups in the motive to
achieve it should strive greatly to replicate the diversity in both the
'approaches to. its angtpsis and the evidence to which those approaches
have given rise. The great abundance of, theoretical frameworks aimed at
shaping our understanding of this topic has been noted already by katz
J1967). Most of the mors.recent examples of theoretical'models have,
largely as an accident 6i the spciotemroral'period, given little systematic
attention to questions of cultural diversity) And in.dome instances
(e.g., Weiner, the-narroWer limits of the structural and functional
variables they attempt to treat, whin compared with such classical worlds
as those of McClelland and Atkinson, limit also the breadtk_of the extant
evidence on diliersity that their framee-,would p"ermft us to iategrgte. At

:the same time, still others (e.g.,. Atkinson, 1974), for the even further
breadth and comprehensiveness that they attempt to achieve, risk in
general the status of nonfaleifiability.(see Popper, 1959), a characteristic'
of scientific theories that at least'I find fundamentally dissuasive.

The choice-of the model appealed to within the Anent discussion
was guided by heuristic concerns more than by a conviction that it is the
one By Which ae ultimate understanding of the sUbject will most probably
be reached. La that sense the categories-of factors that constitute the'
'corpus of the Atkinson/McClelland model- of achievement motivation
provide a handy framework within which to summarike the major variables
among which empirical evidence has been accumulated. Ln particular,
considerable,evidence has been amassed by researchers on variables
of motive/drive, expectancies, values, and aspirations.for one very -

salient population of cHaracteristib."difference"--4alackft. And it
will be at least the implicit conviction.hare, that analysis of the
structural and functional features that are most fundamentally at
work in evidencing the interpopulationil and intrapdpulational diversity
of blacks will be those to which an analysis of other popdlations would
appeal. Reflected hare, as well, is the conviction that we should begin
by summarizing and eviluating the data that papt research has contributed
to the literature, and that our ultimate effort to frame an understanding
of diversity in motivation will do well first to attempt acc fitting

What we ilreldy can see before directing us forward to where we gitt

look. Lmplicit within this approach is the assumption that I w 11 try to
offer support for: that an effective understafiding, at least in part, of
motivational diversity, While not evident_from ihe interpretations, is
interpretable'frot the evidence of past research. Nonethelese, since so
much may be sabsumed under this topic heallsome of the inevitable

.by-products of my attempt at integration may be .oversimplification,
omissiod,.and arbitrary labeling. Thesesins, where committedt are
hereby.conlessed, while our.larger goal shall be to bring a diverse field
of research and thought into a somewhat more critical and comprehensive
focus.

4
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Several divergent aspects of the topic of achievement may be
sliscerned.in the'existing psychological literture. Perhaps-the most
salient is the concept A achievement motivation. Vaether or not the
construct of.motivation fs.so broadly conceived is to subsume such
components as achievement values, aspirations, and cognitive;7evaluUtive
operations seems generally' a,:natter of theoretical taste.' In the present
discussion I will attempt to se arate these vies under the zeneral
heading of motivatiOne,a44tug some respeEts they might be considered
to be Separate fromHthe constr t of motivation, ratheyhan simply
different conceptions of it.

Another major apPect of the topic of achievement in blacks is the
phenomenon itself. By this I mean the extentlto which a definitive
pattern of achievement outcomes or behaviors may be identified from
empiric4 evidence, and its characterization may,be.seen as the direction
and the strength of its replicability.. In a sense, this question precedes
that of achievement' motivation, since we may .generally regard the examination'
of the.construct of motivation as 6 attempt to identify, the causal biees
of the achievement.phenomenon. However, even here it may be importAnt to
disttaguish different levels of analysis: that of achievement outcomes
from that of,achievement behaviors.

. -Achieiement outcomee for blacks are those criterion events that are
characebri;ed by the presentation or acquisftion of a cohtingent produc
real or material, or nonmaterial aid symbolic. Socioeconomic status,
level of education, level of income, achievement test scares, grade
average are examples af the sort 'of outcomes that we shodld distinguish
from achievement behaviors themselves. On the other hand,'achievement
behaviors should include only those directly observable aspects of actual
output,s from the person, such as the rate arid strength of.respondine
(e.g., speed, total quantity of omissions).

The reason for this distinction is quite simple. Although behavior
may ordinarily be a cnntributing4factor in achievement outcomes, it is
normally not a sufficient element. ,Since most,achievetent outcomes take

(/ the form of some sort of reinforcement (whether it has primary or seCondary
value), an evaluative process must intervene between thd act upon which
it'is contingent and the resultant consequence of that act. Teachers
assign grades to academic performances; employers attach payment eo
occupational behaviors. Where.such an evaluation process'is bi ed, the
act or performAnce of the individual may not eVen be a. necess element.
In other words, behaviors are not eyed likely.to account entirely for
achievement cati&o6es'except in an errorless.evaluation system, and.in
some instances may account for virtually none of:the variance in
achievement outcOmes where the evaluative system ii characterized by
systematic biases.

. I I
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7he status of blacks as shown by the major criteria of achievement
outcomes within cipr society is well knoOn. A similar.status is generally
evidett with regdrd to the outcome criteria of academic adhievement. For

example, blacks have been found 'to attain scores'on standardized achievement
measures that average.one standard deviation belowithose of whites
(ColemanNimpbell, Hobson, McPartland,Ilood, Weinfeld, & York, 1966),
with that gap showing a marked increase (blacks becoming more iaferior)
over time, particularly for school children in the South. Similarly,

Jones (1967) found that on thr tests of aptitude more than 85% of
blacks.scored below the nati.. norms, and,that in general twice as many
black students as white st. ent-fell below these norms.

What II moie crucial for ps to considerehere is the eXtent to which
such outcomes are generalized and consisent, or can be traced to the
behaviors of black persons. Therefore, we ahall consider the evidence
accumulated .regarding the achievementi of blacks within controlled
observetional and experimental contexts.

Achievement Outcomes a

'Relatively limited attention ha been paid by psychologists to such
global achievement outcomes as soci conomic status, income,-aeA educational
level (as dependent measures). Even within the domain of academic
achievement, the attentive given to such measures as grade.point average
is far outweighed by analyses of performance in,specific activities, sech
as digit-symbol and Word-dropping tasks. HoweVer, the evidence that
should be remarked upon is most important for the specificity.that it-has,
demonstrated even withip the area of achieVement outcomes.

Coleman aed his associate!, (1966) fou that the achievement level
of black students on standardized measures related to the child's

sense of control over the environment, and t blacks showed higher.
levels of achievement as the proportion of white.students enrolled in the
school increased. Similarly, Epps (X969) fouhd that ninth- to
'twelfth-grade black children who perceived limited opportunities for
themselves (low sense of "self-power")-had lawei grades and lower
vocabulary-test.scoree than did blacks who perceived their.opportunities
to be great (cf. also Leasing, 1969).

La a study of the correlates of academic sucCess in college, Bradley
(1967) eurveye4 a sample of 929 black undergraduates in newly segregated
white institutions in Tennessee. She found that one of the strongest
correlates of grade point average for these subjects was the level of
morale, oi general satisfaction with school and self. t4olkon (1971)

compared the academic success'of black college students who professed an"
dentity as Africans with, the suCcess of those who expressed an identity
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primarily as Americans. )gmerAcan-identifiers were found generally to
have higher grade-point averages than%African-identifiers, although the
groups had been equated for academix aptitude and past performance.

Coffin, Dietz, and Thompson (192.1) matched on age and intelligence
30 black tenth-I:trade. students with Alth grade point averages ("high
acki wievers") with 30 black students th low GPA's. ey found that one
very significant difference between .the groups was t e favorability of
their attitudes towards teachers and school. High grade point averages

'were associated in blacks with favorable attitudes, while low achievement'
was associoted with reletively negative views. On the other hind,
Greenberg, Gerves, 'Mall, and Davidson,(1965) "found that black poor ,

achievers, as assessed by their scores on the Metropolitan Reading Test,
made mote favorable semantic differential ratings at schoolthan did
blacka classified as good and airerage adkievers.

- l

Achievement Behavior

Somewhat more direct measures of achievement betiavior.have been.
.goffered in the form of digit-symbol tasks (Katz & Greenbautd, 1963),
information sepking (e.g., Williams & Stack, 1972), marble dropping, and
maze,and puzzle games (Solomon Et HoUlihan, 1972). .However, the 'evidence
'aMassed at.this level of analysis of achievement in blacks indicates a
4egree of épecificity similar to that indicated.by achievement outcomes.

Solomon and Bbulihan engaged 75 black fifth-grade students in
"incomplete drawing" teuts and in maze-tracing,and puzzle completion
tasks. Contrary to those investigators' general expectations, task -

performance was,found to be Characterized by moie time,spent; greater
expressed interest, and higher overall quality of product %ten the
experimenter was uainvolVed than when the experimenter was closely
ievolved in atisisting the Children. Moreover, according to their
theoretical model, Solomon and Houlihan's subjects showed a marked
tendency to be intrinsically oriented in achievement behavior overall,
and to perform largely as a function of the deiree of-independence Ath
which they were allouted to pursue the task.

In a memory task, black seven- to ten-Yeai-old boys were found to
perform better and to learn more rapidly with a,black tester than with a
white tester, and with approval as compared with disapproval (Katz,
Henchy, & Allen, 1968). And in a similar study, Allen, Dubanoski, and
Stevenson (1966) found that the rate of marble-dropping on the part of
black children was significantly affected.by the race of the expertmente4.
Rate of performance increased more dramatically with a black experimenter

'than with a white experimenter, and even more so under conditions of
praise than under conditions of criticism.

i If I

It
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Katz and Greenbaum.(1963) investigated the di it-symbol task
/ performances of black college students under ns of high And law

stress (by threat of shock, either sivere or mild) and withinu3ç.ronments
characteriz,ed as white (presen9e of:white coworker and test administrator)
or as black (black coworker and tester). Subjects tended to perform
better. overall -within a "white environment" .than within a "black
environment." High 9.tress evoked better performance than low stress
conditions only when\the racial environment was characterized as black,
and performance became relatively depressed when high. stress occurred in
the presence of a white coworker and tester.

In an attempt to-investigate the specificity of,the effects of locus
of control upon'information-seeking behavior in black .college students,
Williams and Stach (1972) introduced the factor of task-relevancy. One
would generally expect to find that those black individuals who perceived
'themselves es the primary causal souree of their reinforcement expellences
(Internals) would engage in mere assertive achievement behavior than
individuals who perceived externalIactors as the primary determinants of
.their reinforcement outcomes (Externals). HoweVer, black Externals in
that investigation were found to engage in information seeking much more
like that of their Internal counterparts when the task involved an issue
of high relevancy(the contribution of blacks to society),, as compared
with Externals elgaged in a task of low relevancy (the role of the
viced=president of the United States in national and foreign affairs).

Frdm these various findings one cannot help inferring that the
pattern of observable achievement behavior and achievementcoutcomes under
controlled analysis represents.a degree df specificity and inconsistency
that our eaFlier overall statistics would not suggest. Although, on the
average, bla9ks clearlyjlepresent a lower stratum of economic, occupatiooal, .

and educational achievement-than do whites, the global consistency within
the popthlation that would support simple conclusions of -tr\A:it or
.dispositional inferiorities is absent from the systematic esearch.
Black subjects have shown the capacity to achieve when their views of the
school environment are favorable, when they perceive themselves in
ccintrol of their environment, when the social context in which they
penform is characterized by like-race persons, and when the task is of
importance and interek to them. However, whaf is not clear fuom these
various findings is the extent to which such specificity represents
variance associated with the intrapopulational diversity of black
individuals, or is variance associated with the vidissitudes of the
situational contexts within Vlich achievement'is undertaken.

Most of research has addressed the former of these 'hypotheses. In

gheral, the search for the important moderators of achievement in blacks
has focused upon such intrapersonal coistructs as motivation, aspiration,
anxieiy, self-esteem, need for approval, and locus of coetrol. While we

k
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might distinguish between those theoretical conceptions that characterize
the relationships of Such cdnatructs to, behavior as direct, andunrelated
to those that consider the social-situational antecedents and Mbderators
,of such conistructs, their essential similarity is someWhat more important.
Each would posit thatthe most direct relationship of cause to effect is
between dispositional antecedent and achievemert performance, no matter
whether that dispositional construct is a ttait such ars selfesteem or a.
dynamic phenomenon rouch.as anxiety. We would not suggest that it is
important whettfr .one considers the occurrence of the critical causal
factor to bealobal and consistent or highly specific to the situational
context within which the individual behaves. However, neither.conception
falls within an alternative theoretical framework,in which .theitilpbrtant
causal antecedents are presumed to consist of the situational context
itself, operating directly upon the observable achieiement behaviors and
outcdmes of the ihdividual._ We will'attempt'to entertain this alternative
liter in the present'discussion, while we turn at this point to 'consider
the major conceptions,, along with tipair eMpirical support, that fall into
a general dispositioral analytic framework..

Achievement Motivation in Blacker'

Sarason (1972) has pointed out,that although.there has been considerable
agreement among stUdents of psychology that achievement, is significantly
related to characteristics of personality, it has been leis clear prectsely
which personalityconstructs are most significant. One attempt to
conceptualiie the important personality construct telated to gchievement
behavior is represented in the work of McClelland and his students
(1953). The con ruct of-,achievement needs few Such attempts, in part
because of the wolic Murray (1945) in identifying,the various peisonality
and drive components hat are represented in the fantasy expresaions
that people em4 in r sponse to.ambiguius stimuli. Throughllis own
systematic invAstigat ons, McClelland has been abld to isolate the
tendency of individ ls to differ in the extent to which they express
imagery related to goal striiring and competition with standards of
excellence. Su responses in the 'presence of ambiguous:stimuli such as
the Thematic perception Test items (and related others, developed by
McC have been shown to relate'systematically to Overt achievement
tendencies and have been interpreted as'representing the individual's
level of achievement need.

Within this conception of achialtement motivatio,n as a learned drive,
McClelland has remarked upon the early socialization and resultant
personality deficiencies that underlie the failure of blacks to achieve.
According-to his,analysis., blacks have been deprived by slavery of an
opportunity to learn the self-discipline and initiative needed for them
to seek reward through their own independent efforts. In addition to the

4
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,learneddepeedency and absolute obedience that slavery has instilled,
McClelland has argued that the matriarehal structure of black families
has led to the absence of etrong role models of aggressive and competitive
striving for black children,'

Several investigators.have lent empirical suppot to certain of
nthese general propoaitions. For instance, Mech (1972) compared the n

Achievement Scores derived from TAT pfotocols by blacks,,whites, and
Mexican-Americans who were thirteen to-sixteen years old, and found that
blacks were inferior to the other groups in the need to achieve. Mussen
(1953) found 'that black males.who were matched at ages'nine to fourteen
with white males were in their scores on the n Achievement
measure of achievement mot tion. Also, black children were 'found by
Minigione (1965) to 'Score jower n Achievement than white children
particularly on tags TAT.items that have no overt adhievement cues.
.Similarly, Rosen (1959) compared black males with Jewish, white, protestant,
GreeX, and Italian males,and found blacks inferior to all of the white
groups in the need to achieve. In one way, it is of interest to consi er
that,these investigators represent almost all of the evidence in suppo t

'of*the relative deficiency of blacks in achievement motivation as me uied
by fantasy responses. What is possibly more crucial to consider, however, -

is that other evidence suggests thatsthese comparative analyses of the
achievement needs of blacks may be flawed by serious methodological
error.

Lott and Lott (1963) tested black ale White seniors from four, high
schools in.Rantucky on the need to achieve. While'they found that there
were overall race differences in the pattern desiribed in their research,
their comparison of black and white subjects who,vere matched on I.Q. and
parent occupation showed no differences in achievement motivation across
those samples. These 'ineestigetors attributed this shift in the comparative
status of blacks to the relatively 'small sample sizes obtained when
%subjects were, matched am the confounding variables. However, Veroff,
Atkinson, Feld, and Gurin (1960) c red 91 black subjects and 1216
whites from a nationwide sample, coo:flolling for the education, oceupation,
income level, and age,of the comparative groups. Their findings were
that thelpercentage oi high scores withlx these samples was virtually the
same (432'of blacks 'and 492 of Whites, approximately) when canfoundment

.from'variaples ether thee race was ruled out.
t

. ,

Veroff-Ihd his associates also pointed out the potential confoundment
of TAT protocol comparisons across race samples when the selection of the
stimulus items ignores the congruence o T. incongruence of the depicted -

\person-figures with the racial identify o the subjedt. Baughman and
BehlstroW(1968) extetded this criticism to a consideration of the
different value structUres that relate to achievement withine specific
'samples. When they met od their achievement scoring to the tandards and

4, ,
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valdes reflected in the communities of the
samples that they were investigating, they'

respective black and white
found that there ware no race

'
differences in that measure Of motivation.

One Majar underlying assumptian.within the conceptual proposition
offered by McClelland (1953) is that differences in the achievement
behaviors of blacks and whites may be traced to.differences.across these
populations in the need.tp achieve. Few investigations, howeVer,.have
succeeded in demonstrating a clear'relationship between race and motivation,
thOugh.several have similarly erred 10 their failure to separate the.
factor of race from such other variables as socioeconomic status. .Tho
overall implication is thet black persons may not differ significantly
from others in the level of motivation to achieve. However, insofar as
research'has indicated a reliable relationship between such motivation
and achievement performance in whites; we would be compelled to surmise
that only a failure in that constructbehavior relationship in blacks can'
account for convergent blackwhite motivations in the face of divergent
patterns in overall black-.White-performance.

Some evidence does indeed ggeit that the construct of achievement
needs is insufficient to acc0 or achievement behaviors and outcomes
on the part of blacka. For i ce, while Mech (1972) found that blacks .

scored lower on the achievement sure of motivation than did Whites, .
their level of achieVement performance in school (grade point average,.5
2.6) was virtually the same as thatof whites Igrade point averaige st
2.5). Thus the need achievement construct appears as unable to explain
congruence in behavior against apparently divergent levels of motivation
as it is to explain the oppeisiie. Furthermore, the construct seems as
insensitive to indiVidual differencee in bahavior .among blacks as it is
ta the differences in behavior'benween blacks and,Whites. In WOlkon7s
(1971) sample of Americanidentifiers and Africantidentifiers, blacks
in the former group achieved significantly higher levels of success.(GPA).
in college although the'two groups were indiatInguishable in their
measured need for achievement.

One possible explanation for this failure of the need achievement
construct to predict achievement In blacks may revolve around the impurities
of' such achievement outcome criteria.as GPA. Wolkon, for instance,
observed that grade point averages themselves are poteitially confounded
measures of achieitement; reflecting the perceptions and attitudes of
teachers as much as the behavior and performance of students. Green and
Farquhar (1965) have offered siMilar criticism of such achievement
outcome measures. One implication, therefore, is that the failure to
relate the construct of n Achievement more directly to behaviors may
underlie the apparent'lack df validity of that measure for blacki.
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Solomon, Houliham, Busee,. and Farelius (1971) attempted, in part, to
,raddress thie general issue in their study of tfie school behavior of black
children.. Saventy-two black fifth-grade students of lower-class background
were observed in several kinds of classroom sessions and in a nuMber of
individual problem-eolving tasks. These observations were factor-analyzed
into six achievement behavior factors:. perseverance, performance in
diVergent tasks, performance in convergent taski, performance in recitation
situations, performance in individual work sit4ations, and general
academic achievement. Strikingly,,measeres of achievement were.found to
relate significantly to none of the directly observed factors of actual
achievement behavior in that siMple of black children, including the
index of general academic achievement.

It is possible'thik this failure of the nAchievement construct to
account either'for convergence or divergence in either the achievement
outcomes or the behaviors, either amongskacka or between blacks And
'whites, may represent the inadequacy of that meaiure rather that the
invalidity of the construct of motivation in general. However, other
measures of aChievement motivation have yielded,similarly inconclUsive
evidence of its.relatiOnship to achievemept behavior in blacks. In one
investigation of the effects of achievement motivation ,upon.performance
in blacks Epps, Katz,* Perry; and'Runyon (1971), measured the pre-post gain
scores of 86 male freshMen on an arithmetic task. The measure of motivation
that they employed consisted-of the French Test of Insight, in which the
numbia of hope-of-success responsep made by the individual minus the
numbv of fear-of-failure responses'is taken ae an index tif the.net drive
to arhiroach achievement goals. OverAll of the experimental conditions.,
high-motive subjects showed greater gains in perforMance., In' the same
report, Epps,et al. indicated that 219 black male freshmen from a northern
black college were not distinguished in their performancevat either i
digit-symbol task or a scradbled-word task by that measure of achieveMent
motivation. Furthermore, in a separate investigation, Katz, Epps,
Atchinsoni and Ferry (1970),divided their sadple of 230 black males from .

a southern college into,two groups according to pretests of achievement
motivation: a High group, of subjects high in achievementsotive (hope of
succeSs minus fear of failure) and low in test anxiety; and a Low group, .

of subjects low in achlevement motive.and high in test anxiety., Even
with this,somewhat more complex trait categorization of overall positive;
achievement drive, High and Low motivated blacks were found to be
indistinguishable in their actual performance in two task situations.

Using the Human Traits Inventory as a measure of academic,motivation,
Cameron (1968) investigated the determinants of academic success in blitk
female undergraduates st Howard University. The correlation between that .

measure of motivation and.students' grade point averages was found to be
non-significant, accounting for less than 4% of the variance in that
indicator of achievement uutcomei.n blacks.

4
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11Green and Farquhar (1965), horver, found that phe Michigan State
M-Seale subtest of need for academic achi vement was correlated significantly'
with sracte point average for both white a d black eleventh gradeis. Yep,
While Lipoff (1973) repored that d Achieiement scores were correlated
with pe5formance in-a marble-dropping task for'both black and white
subjects, that relationship was considerably weaker in blacks.

It seems needlesi to poineoul,that the empirical evidence'fails
.

clearly to'support the utility of the construct of achievement motivation
for blacks. At the same time,,WhethOr a simple construct offdrive is in
general to'be expected tully to-explain or predict such behavior ;dust be
more seriously considered. ,Atkinson (1964) argued that the direction and
Strength of behavior in aChievement situations is.a joint produCt of the /

net approach-avoidance disposition of, the indlvidual (the simple drive
element) and the perceived probability of nucctss, t'ogether/with the
subjective incentive value of the goal For instanCe,'Atkinson and
Raphaelson (1955) inves4gatea the moderating,effects of expectancy upon
the relationship of need for achiev. t to actual achievement performance.
In thi% sample of 24 undergrad'uates ( designIted as,to race), hall were
led.ta believe that'performAnce of the task was instrUmental to the goal
of personal achievement accomplishments, and half were led not to
'expect that instrmental relationship. For sUbjecis who expected

frnd perfortance a contEibuting factor 4fi theft...achievement outeomes

=there was',4 significant.reflationship between the twed for achievement and
various behavioral indices of persisteep recall of the performance taik.
For sUbjecta who did not,expect their performanFes to resul.t4n. achievement
outcomes.there was no'relationship between their apparent level' of
achievement motivation anetask recala. :That the relationship of such.a
traitconstOUct as overall drive diaposition'should relate only indirectly .

to behavior is not surprfaing. The moderating effecta of related factors
Such as expectancies and value-attitudes may be expected to'affect:
eignificantly the diqcriminant expression:tif drive ch racteristics in
avert _echievement for blacks. ,In.this regard, severai. investigators 1

have sought to conceptualize and demonstrate the-impa t of.expectancy and
..affect trait constructs upon the achievement behavior Of bladk persons. .

- 1

2
Perceived Probability of Success

One way,of parsphrasing the traditional model of t4e determinantm,of ,
achievement striving is to.state that such behavior will be a joint
function of the .desire to succeed, the ability_to succeed, and the value
of Success: In this sense, the construct of expectancq'for'success. may

,be conceptualized as consisting of the various 'components of self and

situation.that.an individual subjectively.estiadtes to be the real
conatraipts upon his performance outcomes. Clearly, one such constraint
consists of the individual's perception of his,own qu'alities of ability

312 ,



and-Wort1i.. Persons IWO in a sense of self-iesteem are likely to be those
who perceive.their chances eor success to be quite favorable'. Individuals
who feel.negatively about their endowed qualities, who lack 'self-esteem
and perceive their Abilities as limited,' would probably be. charactertzed,
by low sdbjective estimates of their chances for success in challenging.
(especially _socially competitive) situations.

Diawing upqn such'an'analzsis, Clark And Clark (1939; 1947) reasoned'
that negative-self-concept underlay the failure of blacks su4cessfully to
exert anct maintain those achievemenestrivings that contribute to academic
and socidetanomic success. They argued that within.a aocial milieu Where
blacks are the object of cultural devaluation and interpersonal prejudice,

of a conception-cf their own;tacia1: identity must develop from. early
so6ialization, which reflects the negative evaluative tendencies of the
white majority. Eventtially., this conception is intefnalized.and becomes
the basis of the black child's evaluative attitudes toward himself and
his own qualities of ailasarance, behavior, and ability.

,A considerablebody 'of research has addressed this general hypothesis,
beginning with the empiriCel Work of Clark and Clark. In a 1939 study of
self-identification in black nursery schaal chilUren, these authors

'reported finding that only 51% of their sample of 150 children correctly
chose the line-draWing of a black boy'as being-most like themselves (or
their brothers, in"eI case of females). Forty-four perCent of the _

children indicated tha the drawing of:the mhite boy.was most like
themselves, representing 0 Clark and Clark a clear tendency to reject
.those qualities that were their own'and to prefer those that they had
learned Socially to value. 1Vrther evidence for negative self,-Concept
among blacks was offered iI,a later investigation in which Clark and,

' Clark (19417) reported an overwhelming.pattern-of evaluative preference
("vhich ape is better?", ' ch one is me?", and so on) for, White dolls
as opposed to blackdolls., ral other investigators have offered
similar evidesce tagether 41th imilae conclusions.

Self-concept and black achieyemeq. he manner in' which self-
conceptions in blacki relate systematicall to achievete5t behaviors and
40atcomee, however, is-empiriselrf unclear. Not only wodid such a
relationship need io be borneont in the concurrence of low self-esteeth-
and law-achievement relative t/o. whites (see Banks, MCQuater, & Ross, 1979),
but if th's cOnstruct is to be Jseful in:explaining achievement behavior,
it should also*distinguish high achieving from loW achieving' blacks.

The evidence.in support of self-concept as a distinguishing
characterirstic across, high-aChieving Whites and 104-achieving blacks is:
equivocal. Wylie (1963) compared the evaluative Self-ratings of black
and white Seventh- to ninth-grsde students 'with regard to the ability to
perform college level academic work. He found that when the socioeconomic
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status of is subjects was equat'ed across the sample's, ho race differences
were obtained on this measure of self4concept.of ability,. Similarly,
Wylie and Autchins,(1967) controlled for socioeconomic status acrois
their samples- of seventh- to 'tweafth -grade black and wilitestudents. and
'found these groups undifferentiated in their estimates of their present
level of ability relat-ive to peers; blacks tended,to rate their ability
to do college-level work significantly higher than wtites did.

Green and Farquhar (1965) did not control the variable of SES.in
their comparative study of black and white eleventh-grade students. rhey
compared the samples on bpth grade point average (as a measure of
achievement) and on the Michigan State M ,Scale self-concept measure.. In
that investigation, blacks were found to be poorer achievers than whites,
and correspondingly to have lower academic Elea -con6pts than whites.
Caplin (1969) also compared black and white students and found blacks,
lower in self-concept and lowth in their scores on the Iowa Skills,Test. r
However, Hunt and Hardt (1969) investigated the changes in self -concekt
and academic achievement (including grade point average) associated with is
an Upward Bound Proeram for,both black and white high school students,
.and-obtaioed quite. different results. . A pre-posilshift "upward imothe
positive self-concepts of whitep was associated with an increase in
academic achievement, whereas nearly identical self-concept ?Improvements
.were unrelated,to academic success in blacks.

One invetpigation (Krupczak, 1973) 01 black, white, and Tpanish
sixth-graders yielded the finding that for all subjects the self-concept

(as measured by the Bropkover Scale) was sigoificantly correlated
wi'th the shbjects' grade point averages. High-achievers generally showyd
higher.self-4oncepts than low-achievers. But in another,study, Guggenheim
(1969) found that more white sixth-grade students with low self-concepts
often failed to achieve self-set goals on an experimental.task than did
white sttidents with high self -ciincepts, eqd that the success df blacks in
achieving.their performance.goals was independent of the level of their
self-esteem.

One implicatioh of these findings is that'the seff-is /mations ellat
114, blacks make of their own capabilities'bear less relations p to their

:achievement than does that variable for white individuals. In fact,
4 other empirical evidence leans even more strongly in the direction of the

failure of such a trait construct co account fot individual differences
among blacks themselves. Wolkon's (1971) comparison of'African-idehtifiers
and American-identifiers among black college students yielded differences
in academic achievement, ummatched by differences in self-concept.
Americah-identifiers aChieved significantly higher grade point averages
than did African-identifiers, although those groups were undistingvishable .

in self-concept. In her study of black college females, Cameron (1968)

3
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similarly found that the.correlation between academic &elf-concept and
academic grade point averages was nonsignificant in.that sample of 58.

At the same time, black high school students have,been found to be...
individually distinguishAble in their academic achievement as.a function
of both self-ebteem and self-concept of ability. Epps' (1969) sample of
ninth- to twelfth-graders-,from southern and northern schools had higher
CPA's as a function of increasing levels of self-concept.' ,Furthermore,
Coffin, Dietz,.and Thompson (1971) investigated the.academic achievement
of black tenth-grade students in Tennessee and found self-concepts eo be
more favorable among hfgh-achievers.than among low-achievers (by CPA).

1101r

From these conflicting rasults, it is difficult to conclude either
the cliier strength or weakness of the construct-of self-conception.as a
causer eatecedent of achievement oetcomes. Rut further evidence is in
clear appOsition to the hypothesis that self-concept did-not distinguish
the tendency of black sixth-graders to achieve'the performance foals the;
they set for themselves in an actual experimental task. Conversely,
Epstein and Komorita (1971) noted liter black fourth- and sixth-grade
children in Detroit were unaffected in their self-esteem by the success
or failare information they received regardipg a task performance.

:there are'several alternative explanatioi4s for the incongruence
between achieveMent outcomes and self-concept among blackst The moat
salient relates_jto a point made earlier in the distinction between
o4tcome-iridicators of achievement as compared with actual achievement
behaviors themselves. Ewen if blacks held favvable self-conceptions,
reflecting their actual traits and abilities, the effective achievement
behavior that would follow might not translate dirktly into donventional
measures of academic success. The,potential bia..ses associated with the
development of'standardized testing could systematically misrepresent the
actual gains that blacks succeed.in making within our educatiotal
institutions. It is equally crucial that we note the possible evaluative
biases (see e.g., Banks, 1976), intended or unconacious, that may
characterize the translations into academic grades.Made by teachers of
the performances of black students. Clearly, one interpretation of the
greater congruence between the self-estimations and achievement outcomes
of.whites as compared with blacks (Guggenheim, 1969) is that while
teachers share the evaluative set of white studentW, they disagree.
markedly in their-evaruation of the abilities.of blacks 1re.ative to the ,

self-eatimation_of b1:acks). A very significant consequence of such a
pheeomenon would be the tendency of blacks mcige often to express the
opinion that while they perceive themselve5; to be as capable as whites,
they are significantly les.s confident of the direct relationship of those
abilities ,to achiaement outcomes.
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In support of this hypothesis, Paton (1973) and 'his adspciates.
reported that on two of three sets of ratings of ability, blacks expressed
'self-conceptions pcival to those of whites, arid on the third their self-.
ratings were significantly more favoiable. However, blacks also expressed
significantly more often that they peiceived their academic progress to
be blocked, and that hard work ie not an important determinant of success.
Furthermore, high and low achieving blacks have been found to be
distinguished more by their perceptions of their teachers than by their
evaluative ritihgs of themselves (Greengerg et 1965). Moreover,
grupczak (1973) found that the single best predicter of grade point
average for black sixth-graders was the .teachers' perceptions of the

,

students, and that white teachers rated blacks lowest in ability among
whites, blacks, and Spanish students. (Black teachers, by contrast,
rated black students as highest =one the three groups in ability.)

Therefore, not only may blacks perceive the.relatiea-Oips between
their own abilities and their achievement outcomes to be moderated by the
biases of the evaluative and reinforcement systems of our academic
i6titutions, but'such perceptions maylbe veridical. Were these perceptions
clearly and repeatedly to be verified-in the direct experiences of blacks
within achievement situations, ellen those achievement,behaviors that
.derive from positive self-esteeM might be systematically extinguished..
The essential question, then, might be how blacks succeed in maintaining
self-esteem within Situations where external'biases seem even to preclede

.

the value of their own poSitive strivings. In this regard,.the perception
of external factors as causal in their achievement failures would appear

to'be both veridical and adaptive for blacks. Although such a phenemenon
has been of central contern to theorists of achievement behavior in
blacks, its conception has generally been that of personality construct.
As such, it hae occupied a tentative position with.the classical
Atkinsonian equation.

Aspirations 4nd Goal Valuation

In 1952 Boyd reported the results of an Gregoa-based study of
aspirations among black and white youngsters both in coneection with an
experimental task and with general educational:and occupational goals.
In that sample'of twelve- and thirteen-year-olda, blacks were found to
have higher aspirations in connection with both:specificiand generalized
.eoals than did white cohorts matched for IQ and SES. Jones (1967)
reNnted that in his samPle of black and white seventh- to twelfth-graders
in a southern city, blaCks aspired to more professional and semi-professional
and fewer blue-collar occupations than did whites.

As an indicant of affective orientations toward achievement go;als,
aspirations among various ethnic groups show a pattern of goal valuation
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whiCh cannot explain. the 'observed differencea in achievement outcomes.
The evidence cited above represents a nonisolated incidence, for example,
of relatively high aspirational orientations among blacks toward achievement'
in virtually all of those domains that contribute to personal excellence
aUd.the quality of life.

For instance, Wylie and Hutchins (1967) queried seventh- to twelfthip
grade students from a northern school on several dimensions related to
their achievement values and ambitions. Their blacicand white samples,
of comparable IQ and SES level, offered responses similar to those,
described above: blacks reported a greater desire to attend college than
did whites. In contrast, St. John (1966) found that black low SES
children expressed lower educational aspirations than did a white low SES
sample. That author argued-, moreover, that such lower aspirations in
blacks may result. from a deficiency in the socialization of appropriate
values within that population. However, the balance of evidence has
argped somewhat more cogently that blacks .(and often, too, Hispan'ic
groups) as compared with whites aspire toward higher occupational (Lott &
Lott, 1963), educational (M'ech, 1972:4 Phillips, 1972), and social
achievement goals (Phillips, 1972). What is more, it is implied by the
balk of empirical evidence that socialization among hlacks is directed
toward high rather than low value orientations toward.achievement goals.

Wylie and Hutchins (1967), for,xample, asked both black and white
Children to what.'eatent their parents were encouraging about college
attendance. The pattern Of responses'they obtainedAled those investigators
to describe black pareuti as "fututistic"jond highly aspifiag, as compared
with white parents, who were reported as having offered less encouragementi
Rosen (1956) found that black mothers were undifferentiated from white
mothers in their.achievement value orientations, though Whiteinothers
were found to engage in more'"achievement training" of their sons.

However, Garza (1969) later argued that those differences found by
Rosen in achievemet* training were Probably caused.by black and white
mothers' differing perceptions of the opportunities that exist in'society
for their offspring, and his aample of mOthers confirmed that such
perceptions were related directly in both groups to achievement training'.
At the same time, no relationship was found to obtain between the mothers'
own ichievement values and their achievement training of male offspring
in particular. Furthermore, certain research findings have suggested
that the relationship of acfiievement attitudes and behaviors in.offspring
to specific parental behaviors and.inputs is highly inconsistent, and
largely insignificant anyway (Solomon, Houlihan, Busse, & Parelius, 1971).

The actual .evidence, then, s.uggests that diversity in achievement
among blacks and whites cannot beattributed to differences in valuation

I.
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of the goal. La fact, one paradox that presents itself within the data
r-
pertains to what Guggenheim.(1969) has called "aspirational perieverance'
in the- face,of failure in blacks" (p.70). Part of ehis paradox revolves
around the disparities that appear in aspirational hopes and vdlues
versus expeCtancies and estimates for success. qug.genheim has reported
that black children, more so.than whites, showed discrepancies between

.

-their stated expectations and their actual attained level-of performance
on an experimental task. And while Boid (1952) found that his black
'sample of children expressed higher expectancies for suCcess at the
expetimental.task.than did whitte children, Phillips (1912) reported that
Whites exceeded both blacks'and Hiapanics in expectations for achievement

..success JO general, and.that blacks were most discrepant in their stated
aspiratiotal desires versus their expectancies. Similarly, Lott and Lott
(1963) reported that aspirations and'expectancies for occupational
attainment were more discrepant for klack than for white male children.

. In light of these findings and those reviewed earlier, two(POints
seem clear. First, both the perception of low probabilities ofachievement
success and the relatively anfavorable expectancies for desired outcomes
distiniuish blacks from whites in apanner similar to that of the evidence
on achievement outcome.measures. Second, the internal affective orienta-
tions either toward-self-features or toward achievement goals dannot

" explain a relaiive lack of achievement success among-blacks, nor can we .

eXplain these patterns of self-conceptions and asPi.rations in relation to .

achievement as potentially veridical; They neitheF conform to the level
.of success experiences that characterize blacks themselves nor to the
level of success_experiences enjoyed by a comparative population for
which outcomes cOtfotm both toself-concepts and expectations.

That is, the apparent over-aspirations and expressiovof self-
perceived capabilities among blacks diverge both from their -own pattern
of failure Outcomes and from the level of achievement success characteristic.
,of whites.

Thia configuration of empirical paradoxes suggests,two possible
.analyses of the dynamics that shape the achievement motivation of blacks.

One level of analysis would suggest that the dynamic processes of,
wOrk reside within the psyche of such individuals and operate primarily
both to resolve an internal conflict between the acknowledgement of
achievement values in the self and in society and to admit the p4rsonal
inability to exert the driVe by whiCh they would be effected. In this
regard, high aspirations Say represent a reaction formation of affective
expressions toward a goal that the lack of.motivation cir perceived
nability makes elusive. Similarly, low expectancies for success represent
in part an egodefensive perception of the r.eal constraints to'achieveent,
,and a means for escaping respotTibility for poor perfotmante and motivation

348
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(see Patt,erson, 1973, for a broadly based social aneOsis). Lgip

expectancies, then, reflect a fact ("I do mot succeea") and a perception
("I may not succeed") not inconsistent with high aspirations ("I ought to
succeed")..

Lnsofar as-these dynamic processes operate primarily as a protective
strategy for the self-esteem of,the i4ividual, we.might expect,its
manifestations not to obtain in Connect on with expressions about the
achievement of others. For example, when children were asked to make
projections for the expegted success of hypothetical others (e.g., black
and white dolls),,black five-"to seven-year-olds expressed expectations
for success on the part of blacks that were equally as favorable as those
for success on the part of whites (Kline, 1971).

A further Implication of auch an aaalysis is that when low expeetancies
aie expressedin terms 'of the constraints that opportunities and resoutces
place von goal attainment,for b-lacks (Goff, .1954; Gurin.et al., 1964),
they represent a generalized tendency in partieular to.attribute failure
to external causes. Friend'and Neale (072) examined specifically the .

tendency among black youngsters systematically to assign caubal responsibility
for the failure of a 66rformance task. In fact, their sample'sof black,
children, more so than a comparative group of whites, tended to attribute
,the causes of their task failures externally, to features outside their
codtrol.

Howevei, eert4n yet further im?lications of this amalysis break
down upon closer examination. For example, defensive attributions apd
eapectancids would,also imply a degree of nonobjectivity, in explanati-ons
for; and selftasseisments of, achievement succesp as well as failure.
Purely defensive attitudes should_serve most effectively.to avoid esiteem-
loss upon failure and to enhance esteem-accrual-upon success. In tAis
regard, distortions of failure assessments could not suffice to maintain
esteem without a concurrent tendency to distort the meaning of, and
derive esteem from, 'success as well. However, Friend and Neale (19f2)
specifically found that while black children were inclined to attribute
failure outcomes to external factors more than were white' children, they
did not attribute success outcomes to personal factors more than did
whites. in fact, black children teeded slightly less than their white
colipterparts to self-attribute success, and did so without the resultant
inerement to felt pride that obtained among whites. Most importantly,
black children expressed the conviction that their own abilities and
efforts, while appropriately high In concurrenceAiith success, were
actually relatively Unimportant in-determining either that outcome or
failure., In congrueace with those findings are the results of several
other investigations that suggest that black children tend to maintain
highly veridical patterns of self-evaluations and self-reward under
conditions of experienced success add failure (e.g., Eiszler & Morrison,

24 9
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19731S and to an even greater extent than'doLhites (Masters & Feskay,
1972).

It is conceivable, too, that the sample of black children in
Kline's (1971) invtatigation.may have had insufficient experience
to recognize the limits that external factors place'upon the gcrel
atteinment of.black versus white persons. That acknowledgement, on the
other hand, may have been the basis for, or the result of, white'childrens'.
comparatively biaded assumptions, about the high prabability of goal
attainment for white dolls and lowprobability of goal attainment'for
black dolls in the same investigation. lianks and Rampf (1973) similarly
reported a high degree of evaluative bias emong white children:aged six
to ten, that was consistently expressed-in favor of White rersps black
persons of equal performance, and across varying expressiveTmodalitieS, a
bias peculiarity absent from the reward distr;butions shown by black
youngsters in that study. Such biases, While not arguing conclustvely
for the existence of expenctancy-Tconfirmlni constraints for blacks in the
larger society, at least.suggest the development of pofentially constraining
attitudes among persons Who most often in our society come eventually to

,control evaluations and rewards forachievement. 1

,

That external constraints to achievement success actually do exist
for blacks would constitute an assumption around which an alternative
model Of the dynamic processes might be formulated. The recognixion
among blacks'of the cultural ideals of achievement and tht self-
determination by which it is attainable (Curin et al., 1969rmay form.e
back drop against which material obstacles present a picture of insidious'''.
constraints to entitled freedom. Moreover, the theory of reactance would

'

offer a framework within which the par

r

aloxic relationship among the
several variables described above coul ;be anticipated. Within this
social-psychological framewotrk certain key features of the dynamic
conflict reside it the relationship of'the individual to forces within
his social environment. Constraints'imposed by the actions of powerful,
others evoke a drive to restore the freedom of alternatives thereby
denied the Individual. (Brehm, 1966; 1972). One mode of that restoration
sugge'sted within the theory has been appealed to 'by large (and yaried)- .

segments of the black population--that is, aggressive (sometimes legal
and non-violent, sometimes 4iolent and illegal) recourse against the
agent of constraint to remove his presence, or its important manifestations,
fram the path to desired goals.

In addftign, and perhaps less obviously, the theory descrihes
another,characNvistic response to such constraints: the elevation of '
attraction toward the blocked goal. For example, Worchel and Brehm
(1971) offered subjects a choice of two, alternative rewards, one of which
was denied subsegvently by the insistence of a confederate that it:not be
chosen. SubiectsUncreased in thiir attraction toward that denied-T

3.
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alternative, as did children in a'similar study where attainment of a
reward object was threatened (Hammock & Brehm, 1966).

. Where the constraint* deny access even to.tasks-and activities
(Brehm & Cole, 1966), particularly to those by Which important goal
objects are.attained, the increase in,the desire to approach that task is
proportional to the severity of the constraint. High aspirations toward
achievement, then, may be understood as a means to avercome'external
constraints by activating the individual toward especial efforts at
restoring,opportunities (Brehm, 1966) or removing obstacles.(Brehm, 1966;
and also Gurin-et-al., 1969). .In this sense the material fact of

,

ernal constraints to success mayNrelate closely'and directly to the
ffective .c1 motivational orientittions adopted 'by in4piduals toward
chievemen :. uch adoptions may take a form of active and construc-
tiv ompensation rather than passive resignation. Low expectations
consti ute an o6jective appraisal 8f.the real probabilities of succe;s,
diatermi ed largely by the limits of opportUhity imposed;by external

.

forces High aspirationS represent but one of several modes of adaptive.
'res-d ng.

(
Social Learning aRd lotivation

-
e%

Such a conception is not entirely a new one., Gurin, Gurin, Lao, and
'Beattie (1969) desCriped an invest*ation in which blacks were found to
have adopted highXy activistic orientations toward political change in
connection with perceptions that elements of the social system comprise
the external'constraints to achievement success for the "disadvantaged."

,In a somewhat different vein, more recent research has again raised-the
question of whether the, ex19-stence and imposition of potential constraints
to succeasful performance ftwve the counter-productive effect upon esteem
and behavior in blacks which has often been assumed,inevitable (see
Banks, Stitt, Curtin, McQuater, 1977).

'- In this regard, ciartain cognitive orientations toward achievement
that are characteristic of differences between blacksand others, for
example, can be regarded as elements of an overall strategy of motivation
and behavior that functiqns to maintain achievement strivings across
highly diverse 'popplations andsin highly variant contextual circumstances.
When those contexts are distinguishable in terms of the facilitative
elements that surround a given population in the form of institutions,
indikiduld others, or reinforcement stimuli, the primary taskipefore
students of motl.vation--is to conceptualize the highly adaptive'and
compensatory strategies by which productive behavior is (perhaps, at all)
maintained.

351
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An analysis of the interaction between reinforcing: environments'and
the Cognitive dynamlet of minority children: represents an insight evident
in some'past formulationa. However, earlier approaches to understanding
the bases of performance- and bed&rior-maintenande, under such nonreinforcing
circumstances as academic'settitngs often represent, have revolved
around the notion of intrinsic motivation as'a person-construct.
Katz (1967), for example, has described the'critical &Isis of achJ,evement
motivatfon as the ability of ner:ons to sustain effort in the absence of
trinsic rewards. An thi egard, persons who fail to measure up to a

ormative standard of achi hi success within a given environment have
been described as lacking the ability to marshall those skills of
self-maintenance by whic apievement striving is sustained under conditions

- of less extrinsic reinf e4ent.

Banks and his'aseo iates (1978) have reinterpreted that process as
relying Upon the' acquirei ability of stiquli contained within such
situations to sustain t erformance of certain individuals. What comes
to be referred to collo uially as interest, they hav&argued, is the
tendency for certain st ulus-related behavior to be makntained in
contexts from which ap rentreinforcers are absent. literest, then,
represents the acquired significance of certain stimuli for a giVen
individdgl, and it is 1 rgely the prior reinforcement associations that
relate to highly spec c classes of' stimulus experiences that form the
foundation of the inr#t st-value orachievement tasks, achievement goals,
and the "intrinsic moti ation" by lohich effort toward them is maintained.
Koreover, thesp.investi ators have demonstrated the predictable relation-
ship between "intrinsi ! motivational orientations and task_interestst'as
well as the ethnic-spe ificity of those task orientations. Even in some
early investigations ere the effects of-task-interest have been studied,
the pattern of-result tends to support this general notion (Williams &
Stack, 1972; Lefcourt & Ladwia., 1965).

Williams and Stack (1972) presented black-college students-with the
task of preparing a persuasive statement to be delivered to andther
subject in the study
black individuals to
national and foreign
high interest-value,
'ralue for the subjec
subjects spent more
sources in prepare
the low-interest

one of twd topics: ."The contributions made by
ociety" or "The role of the U.S. Vice,President in
ffairs." The former task was conceived as having
ile'the Latter was conceived of as low ii interest-

populatiOn. Consistent with the hypotheses,
time reading and seeking information from available
on for the hi h-interest task than in preparation for
k.

In a.study 4f task persistence, Lefcourt 'and Ladviig (1965) e9Aaged
'black prison teslin a "match game" with a white competitor (a
confederate of he experimenters). The subjects were led to believe

,either that s ll at the taik was related to an'activity of high o of
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'low interest to them or that they could play as many games as they
,wished. In all.instances, the white competitor won all the games. Under
'these condiitioni Of consistent failure, suhjects who believed that the
task related to high interest skills persisted longer than did subjects
whose interest in skill-relevant activities was low.

More recently, Banks, McQuatet, and Hubbard (1977) undertook an.
'examination of rhe relatienship of taek-intereSt to effort orientations
in black and white Adolescents. Using the cognitive'paradigm employed by,
Weiner And Kulka .(1970). and Meiner and.Feter (1973), they asked sixteen-
to eighteen-year-old high school students to make aehievement.judsnents
in response to-reports about the activities of other teenaiers. Earlier,
that high,school population had been pretested,for task-liking on a
list of various activities. Tasks' that were found to be subjectively
equivalent as high or low in interest value had been,selected for each
sex and race subgroup. In'thisrmanner, all.subjects were given an
'opportunity to respond with evaluative judgments of achievement in
activities that Were equal (for blacks and Whites) in high ihterest and
in low interest value. '

Black adolescents Were found to be 'equally effort-oriented toward
high-interest t4sks as were white adolescents: Furthermore, effort
orientations in achieverrit judgnents were found overall to be greater in
Iligh-interest tasks: than in iow-interest.tasksand effort Orientations
,in low-intereat tasks were not different for black and white sebjects.
This last finding is,countet to a hypothesis that blacks are less able -
than whites to sustain effort orientation in uminteresting and nonreinforcing
task contexts.

For our present discussion one 'interesting implicatioe of this
conceptualization concerns the role of aspirations.in a nonsupportive (or
nonreinforcing) context. As an expression Of affect toward an achievement'
goal, desires'and wishes reflect the level of significanee which that
goal stimulus has for the individual. If the resultant tendency to exert
behavior toward a goal is'a function of the net (reinforcement) sum of
stimulus values associated with the context in which that behavior
occurs,,one means of off-setting ihe effects of hegative or nonreinforcing
elements is by eleVating those others that provide positive incentive.
In this, sense, the'socialization-of extraordinarily high aspirations
among those populations in which achievement suCcess is relatively rare,
may have theOurpose of providing a precompensating incentive for sustaining
efforts againstla plethora of extrinsic.forces likely to be.encountered
in the environieht. Additionally, an elevation of self-esteem could
serve two important purposes: it would provide for sustenance of the
perceived importance Of self-held aspirational orientations, and it would
serve to ptovide some materially supportive basis (one's own capabilities
and skills).for potentially favorable outcomes.
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Cast more broadly, we may conceive ofthe functional roles of these :-

elements in Sustaining behavior.for any'individual, as Well as for those
particular persons beset by obstacle's.' From a social-learniagloint of.
view, an indAvidual functions largely as a result of the stimulus forces
that surround him (Mischel, 1968). However, in conjunction with those
objective stimuli, the cognitive Mediating processes by Which the individUal
imparts meaning to his refnforcement experiences provide a Mechanism-for
'altering the relationships between the external stimulus events themeelves
and his resultant behavior (Bandura 4 Walters, 1973). These mechanisms
play a critically iniportantjil.e in the adaptation of the indtividual. In
soma instanceS they permi the operation of remote, stimulus events
upon the individual's behvior as if they were proximal, and thereby
facilitate the,vicarious acquisition of reward-evokinvappropriate
behaviors. Likewise, they can serve to buffer the indtvidual against the
effects of certain negative stimulus impositions and preserve,self-esteem
and motivation, often by rendering the impact of proxiMal_stimuli ip
they were distal '(see Banks, MeQuater, & Habard, 1977).

The phenomenon of reactance could be retast in terms of a more
general theory of reinforcement systems and the social learning processes
that govern behaviord within them. Ift this.respect, constraints may
conStitute negative reinf&rcement events, and the drive consequences
hypothesized by Brehm may derive largely fFom thA interactions between
the incentive features that charaiterize task,and goal stimuli and the
severity, of the constraints. The incentives Contained.within the achievement
Settt.ing (or more.broadly associated with achievement in general) may
defermine the severity(of potential losses associatedwith constraints.
Morepver, the compeneation provided'in part by elevated affect toward the
&dal and toward the Self will come'into play Most clearly_yere negative
reinforcement events bar access.to valuable outcomes.

Banks, Stitt, Curtis, and McQuater (1977) conducted'a study that
lends some support to this notion. Faced with the negative reinforcement
of an evaluative agent Who-was perceived to be obstruc.tively nonobjective,
black.College students qhowed quite different responees.as a function of
the severity of potential loss. Where the.goal carried no clear outcome
value, affect toward self was sustained at a moderately positive level by
its resistance to change. However, where the.goal carried valuable
outcome timsequences (payment), affect toward self we's elevated to
peculiarly high,levels in anticipation of-the esteem-losses.thatitight
attend compliance with an obstructive'and nonobjective system of
'reinforcement. Subjects 411 this latter,condition had no"choice but to
work within a system where they would.be beset by constraints-in 'order to
achieve a desired goal. Although one 'effect of that eXperience was to
reduce the level of siiilperceived ability, Such losses (together'with
the pdtential losses associated with obstruction from thejpal) were
handled by a precompensation of2".8ver-esteem."
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That valuation of most achievement goals characteriles the initial
. affective orientations of blacks is suggested by the avid nce concerning
the early socialization of such valued by black parents. ere such c
yalues to confront a system characterized by constraint's u n the
achievement oUtcomes of those persons, one should hardly exp ct to find
that desirable outcomes accrued to them, or,that they ahould come
realistically to expect such outcomes. ' Particularly where th t system is
a powerful one, the material reality of achievement far bliCks would
consist of failure and low expectations. Yet an adaptive-and p oactive
orientation,toward achievement and the systems ilidthin which it s sOught
should result in attempts to redouble esteem and aspirations taw rd
success add to remove the constraining obstacles before the.goal. ThçLs

much about our Present model seems reagariably to integrate the domina t
empirical evidence in the field.nlowever, the model is yet unclear i
the various appects df detail concerning the cognitive mechanisms by

. Which the meaning of important reidTorcement events ia assesse'd, the wy
in which the results of-these processes are brought to bear upon the
Inaintenance of'achievement.behavior, mud the'highly selectiVe'manner in
which these processea characterize the adaptation of diverse populations
to/a relatively standardized institution ofkachievewent and its
reinforcemene systets.

Tentatively, the 'diversity among both individuals and groups in the
patterns of motivation observed in or amiss specific contexts may, be
understood as repreienting different-learning,istrategies and histories.

'Tasks, goals, and'contexts may vary widely in their immediate and their
acquired capacity for evoking and maintaining.the kind of Apparently
reinforcementfree behavior fram which We infer motivation. ,What Ls
more, the highly selective and diacrimineni cognitive processes by which,
the stimulus values of a given context Are rendered meaningful can
be expected to vary widely as a resnit of, and for the.purpose of

.

constructive adaptation to, the characteristic achievement experiences of
.divergent populations.

.0ne aspect of cultural diversity, theretore, is inevitablzito be
manifest in varying patterns of motivatidn. At most levels, are primary
basis of the tendency for perfordance to be maintained in certain
tasks is the prior learning that has characterized the individual's
experience with the relevant stimuli within his earlier personal/cultural
milieu. Obviously; the milieu of the home provides most of the early
learning experience through which certain classes of object and activity
stimuli acquire special evaluative qualities for the individual. Insofar
as the particular experientialartifdcts that cohe to be associated with
early teinforcement depend upon the specific value, attitudt, and
belief structures of the home, individuals can be expected to arrive in
any standardized Context to find individually varying degrees. of '
motivational significance assaciated with the immediate stimulus

-
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features, To some degree cultural homogeneity across individual and/or
family units could'insure some standardization both of early experience
and motivational,proclivfties. However, virtually aily standardized.

/ stimulus cOnteXtis likely to eyoke;highly divergent patterns of thotivated
performance across individuals wno comprise a culturally diverse communitp.
Add to this the powerful interactive influedcee cif a reiAorcement system
that may,operate very differentlY from one context to another.and from '

one population to, another.(see Banks,, 1976), awl it-is apparent that a
homogeneous pattern*of motivation,and achievement across.various
subpopulational groups Would defy at once both logic and reality..

Bandura and Walters,(1963) suggeed that the individual medietes
the effects of reinforcements by assigning,meaning to thoSe events,
perhaps through some'appraisal of the intentions that they repiesent
(Hischel, 1973).. Banks and hiS associates .(1977 )have pimilarly argued
ttat the primatycognitive strategx.that mediates he effects of
refnforcement evenAts upon the individual'derives f om the need to
distinguish thoseevents that.have objective info tiOn value for the
individual from those that do not. .They further surmise that the objective
information value of any event consists of phe extent to which that event
is kelated to the behavior of the actor.. In this regard, the important
features of any reinforcement context are the even * upon whiy1 reinforcements
are contingent and the apparent events to wnACh they a ,e instruMental.
Those reinforcement events that.are Contiagent upon the prior behaviors
of the individual provide the greateet degree*of evaluative inpight into

,4the nature and proficiency of his emitted actions. Furthermore, those
reinforcement events that are instrumental to some future gba4. object And
its attainment bythe actineindividual ihovide ihe most information'
concerning the valwe of future behavioral alternatives.

Banks and his associates found that the cognitive attributional
strategies by which individuals make judgments about the ingormation
value of reinforcements greatly affect the ithpact of such 'events upon
esteem and behavior. Black individuals were observed.to'engage inverylk
little behavioral Chenge.in responee to reinforcements perceived as
neither contingent dioon their behavior,nor instrumental to their success

'goals. Likewise, losses in &elf-esteem did.not obtain in connection with
negative reinforcement events when they were perceived ai contingent uponl
and instrumental to factors other than the reCipient's behi'Viors and
objectives.

.

Conclusions

The important departure of these analyses frdk those of Katz
and others (see e.g.., Dion 401ller, 1973) consists of a nonveliance upon
such interperson constructs as anxiety tlet imply a blame assignable tO
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the dynamic structure oftelack persons. !,lei er is.there, an appeal
within the structure of this approach to t debilitating effects of
inadequate rearing:as an'explanatiOn for.motivational deficits, .ari apf)eal
which ig not sustained by the empirical evidenee.

As Katz pointed oUt in 1967, little evidence supports the notion
that some fundamental drive to achieve distinguishes thoae:populations
that achieve from thost that do not. Rather, the manner It which the
situatiens where ackievemen't performance is evoktd relates to the
.individual.'s own acquired patterns of responding is ihe probable dgmain
for productive inquiry; .An analysis that takes.even tior.e seriously'than
that suggested by Kati the predominant roIeof variables in the situetion
reqUires favor ;inferences (peirticularly of hypothetical constructs and

,

dynamic processes) to integrate the resultant effects of rigid institutiohs
upon the highly selective Tatterns of expectancies, attributions;:
aSpirations, and.selfesteem that characterize blaCks and others. ,

In this re'pect,:the general diversity of mtivation observed
acrosa identifiable cultural groups relates-largely to the'icinds of,
socialization experiences by which differenerasks and contexts acquire,
meaning and signifidande. Furthermore,, the same' kinds of cognitive
processes that mediate that earl.y learning are in turn brought to bear
upon the experiences with reinforcement systems,and achievement outcomes
'rhatvariously attend the performances within a coMmon -context of persons'
differifig in cultural backgroand. In.a seese-what is moat Striking is'..
the tact that the highly spectfic patterna,of those, cognitive strategiev*,
likely to be inioked by different persona derive from the highly discrimipant
manner inwhich situationp,and the reinforcement agadts whk control theri,
relate, to different indtviduals. The task of the individual in 'every ,

case is to 40nage the environment of Stimuli'and reinforcements in order
to optimize.his responding to those features that actually bave relevance
to his aims.

From a .poin6%Aof vrew that most comprehensively,integrates the
dominant research findings, it appears that the functional constructs

'Yh underlie differtnces in achievement are potentially the same across

Po tions. At the same ame, the complexity of the proceAses that .

cha acterize achievement'aotivation across populations may differ widely.
For those whose.prior learning Makes the relationship betweenstandardized
task contexel, performance demands, and outcome criteria cpsonant, the t.

mediating Mkchanisms required to suStain behavios, and maintain esteem 4re
probably limited and straightforward. As the linkages in those relationships
becbit less'direct, and the iMmediate contextual factors of extrInsic
reinforcement'and evaluation fail to foresee or adapt to those complexities;
the

;

Mechanisms (or perhaps only the learning,by Which they-are shaped) by
which indiViduals insure coherence in their experiences and constructive
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adaptation in their behaviors are likelx to become more numeroui and
4s;comp1ex.

Regearch in,Jc&Ls 'area needs at leat to turn its attention to the
functioning of e reinforcement'systeMs that characterize the salient
achievement contexts in'our culture.It alwuld be apparent from the
discussion here that a belabored search for the intrapersonaf trait
aqig dynamic qualities,that make sense of the, paradoxes of achievement
responding in mitiorities would be (indeed, has beenl misguided. gas/ever,
an analysis-of the operation of powerful reinforcement systems might
bring coherence to those paradOxicaldata. This is not.to say that a
sitriet return to an inductivist strategy.of inquirY is neeaed to unfold -\N

meaning.of institutional diversity across the identiftable.Subpopulational
. grOupto,ia our, society. But it is less explicit here than it may need to-
ba that a clear and systaiatic understanding of the manner in which each
subpopulatian perceives and rtitponds to the multiplicity of acquired
meanings contained in..the stimulus features of situations is an effective
starting point,from which deductive theory hpilding and ,hypothesia
teeting can advance;

*

-*
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CHAPTER 9

Identity as a Variable

Susan R. Nevas

A sense of identity is basic to both minimal mental health and to
the most sophisticated development of individual-potential. Collectively,
it defines cultures, In exploring what identityis and What it Means,
this chapter will begin with definitions and scholarly interpretations,
then proceed to,mathods.of measurement and formatiVe processes and
_structures. The.final sections will address the functionseof identity
and its educditonal applications.

THE EARMARKS OF IDENTITY

To have ideniity is'to be separable, to be distinguishable. It
means that one is not only part of a layer whole, but a gling or
person in one's own xight.. Colloquially, to identify means to pick ont,
to recognize and.name. Identification is possible because a person or
thing has salient distinctive characteristics that are different from
those of others.

1

At the Same time, separiteness and 'singularity are never radical.
To be one of 4 kind is impo"ible. .People in particular are not only
part ,of the human species, bUt usually belong aS well to genders, racial'
and ethnic groups, religions; nations, communities, organizations, peer
group's, and families. And in fact, much of what is distinctive about a

:

person is often distinctiv frbm the point of view of those with other.
affiliations. Thus, one i defined and Characterized not only by
characteristics 4at may. unique or highly personal; but also by the
ways in which one resemble others with whom one is affiliated.

Popularly, identity is conceived in terms of defining traits and
characteristicsttiose that one would select in order to characterize
a person) and ,those that represent the person's own deepest involvements.
Identity is %constituted by t)lose elements with which .the individual isti
in short, identified, both4riom the internal perspective of ,personaf
invearwit and from the external perspective of baSic character.

. Il
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This selectivity in the elements constituting identity iuggests a
pattern, rather than a random collection. The organized quality of
identity is particularly stressed by Erik Erikson, the major theorist in
this area (1954, I959a, 1959b, 1950/1063, 1964, 1965, 1968). Erilspon
e,:ren calls the principal,form of identity "ego identity," to empAsize
the synthetic, organizit function of the ego in creating identity. To

Erikson, organization is at the heart of Uentity, and he considers
idenit_), only oae of a series of achievements essential to a healthy
chaOicEer. .Edith gacobson (1964),took issue with Erikson over the
relatively exclusive role of the ego in identity formation, but implicitly
agreed that organization is essential by pointing to the organizational
contributions of other psychic structures, particularly the superego.

General Features

Coherence

The principal accomplishment of this organizing..activity is coherence.
Identity, as a patterned structure, becomes an orgaaizing force in its
awn right, providing coheaion. Thus, for Erikson (1968), the opposite of
the achievivent of identity is identity diffus on, which he later relabeled
identity confusion in deference to the objectio of mchrapologists
about his appropriation of the term diffusion. Er son's discussion of
the change was illuminating, though; he abandoned the original term
reluctantly, because it more clearly suggetted "a loss of center and a
dispersion," "a sOlit," and,"a falling-apart Olthin ,itself." In other
words, basic to identity.is the notion of related 'and linked rather than /
disparate parts..

Other writers' concepts of disturbed identity are simr; for
example, Winnicoti's (1967) ego-splitting and Guntrip's (1T71) Abtion
the:schizpid problem. Guntrip, Who described the schiioid state as
freiluently underlying a host of other psychic ills, said that it is a
condition in which an inner core of pereonality is buried deep.ins de,
=eked by an only apparently viable outer self. The resulting ex erience
is that of nonentity and Lack of selfhood. Yankelovich and Barr tt
(1970, p. 128), summarizing Laing's description, were even more,explicit.
The symptoms inClude'"generalized feelings
sense of selfhood precariously clifferentiat fro -tiie rest of/the world;

a blupired

a lack of a sense of temporai.icontinuity; a threat to awarensss of
personal cohesiveness; and a feeling of insubstantiality or/the sensation
of experiencing +oneself as divorced from ones, body."

3 6 6
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Sameness ancIdontinuity

The notion of identity lib organized is related to .two characteristics
Commonly used to define ftentity, sameness and continuity. Paranjpe
(1915) reiarked that identit/even comes from the Latin word for "saMe,"
idem. Samenesd,is measured in a temporal.context; if nieans that essential
characteristics are Aetained from one moment to the next. Thus, it .1
implies continuity. William James, theoridely acknow4ledged father,...H

, of the behavioral study of identity, described the subjective senie
of'identity in a manner Erikson (1968, p.. 19) summarized as.a feeli f
"invigorating sameness and continuity."

; .,,
:The notion .makes sense: obviously, it. Would be hard to.speak

identifiable Character if the outlines fluctuated. Stability, at lesse
..relative to an immediatepast, is

. la condition of identifiability and pf
: 'identity. ThoUgh identity is,not lixed, and4e. salience of particul r
.organizing elements may change, past and future are'linked. Thus, .4

, characteristic linki'ng past and present selves at ope "point,may recede to
secondary importance at another, and still later fade to inaignificance--
all wtthout disturbing continuity.

Relationship

The other principal element-in,most deiinitions of.tdentity underlines
its socfal content and functions. Identity defines a person, not just in
his or her own right, but in relation to society.

Linking the social aspect ofidentity with
.William,James (1890) declared.thatthe "feeling
consciousness of standing always in relation to
explained that a continually similar "emotional
and environment led td "functional constancy."

cOntinuity and sameness,
of being the same is the
the same world." He
loading" of.possessions

James stressed sameness in what the world means to the person,
whereas Erikson emphasizea the complement: sameness in what the person
means to the social world. Befonging or membership is an important
support for such shared meanings.. Accordingly; Erikson linked identity
to "solidarity" with one'soculture, though he also descrihki cases in
Which 9s strong sense of identity pias established by individuals because
of Sympathy with their cultures.
I( .A

Parardpe detinedalienation as the opposite of cultural affiliation.
But alienation can be estrangement from a particular porti6n of
the social milieu rather than rrom,oll human tAe . Isolation, the
condition depicted by Guntrip as definingthe sizoid state, is more
Comprehensive. It.marks a person.who, unable t form relationships,
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belongs nowhere. Thus, while identity is a more difficult achievemEint

for the alienated person, it is an,impossible one for the isolate. Some

real sOcial ties are essential.

The schizoid state, as portrayed by lintrip, illustrates the links
between coherence, continuity, and relationship. The initial event
is a self-protective withdrawal of phe inner core of the person from an
overly threatening or fruStrat ng world. However masked, this basic
retreat continues to cripple te capacity.for genuine relatedness. At

the same time, it leads to the ormatión of an artificial, "superficially ,
,organized",self split off from thejrue core: hence a lack of personal,
coherence. In such a state, with neither strontties to the world nor
tohesive internal,organization, there is little foundation for the
developtent of sameness and continuity. Identity,is basicallY'unstable
and precarious.

Identity problems, in the related forms of diffusion and isolation,
imply dissolution of ties--both to 'the past and to Others. Conersely.,
in all of its aspects, healthy identity implies integration. First;
there is.integration of the person one was with the person one is and is
becoming. SeconA-, as Faranjpe pointed out, identity links a person with
other persons, and one's own personality system with other such systems.

Basic and Qnalitative IdentitV

The concept of identity as an organized structure that persists in a
similar form aver time,,and that both reflects and reinforces social
relatedness, pervades most writing on the subject. Beyond these shared
conceptsi-scholars of the subject begin to diverge. The initial divergence !

represents less.a'difference in interpretation than in focus; identity
has been viewed in two senses, which can be regarded as general and,

_specific or, more descriptively, as basic and qualitative.

Basic. When psychoanalysts focus on healthy or sound vs. disintegrated
identity states, they are dealing with signs of basic identity. Basic
identip refers to existence as a coherent person--t9 selfhood, and its
maintenance. Erikson (1954) called it "personal" rather than "ego"
identity, and declared that it is conterned with the "fact of.existence."

Basic identity-is probably easier to grasp in its subjective
manifestations. It leads, for example, to wtiat De Levita (1965) called
"I am I" experiencing, a nonreflective state in which existence is taken
for granted, or in which the sense of existence leads to feelings that
all is well and to a sense of liberation. Erikson described the conscious
side as 1:Me's own recognition of "selfsameness arid continuity" along with
one's assurance that others recognize the'same state.
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Qualitativey In common usage, identity means more than just
maintenance of personhood and the ensuing feelings. It also refers to
Outstanding.qualities, and to how a person defines himself or herself.
In other words, the term has qualitative connotations--the ones denoted
here by the'term "qualitative identity."

Erikson's stance on qualitative identity is ambiguous.. As Jacobson,
has pointed out, the difference between his concepts of personal and ego
identity is hard to grasp. 11 there is a difference, it is in his
emphasis On qualitative aspects in "ego identity." Still, Erikson
objected to the concept of traits as overly static; hence he seemed to
hedge about whether or not ego identity really refers to.content.

Whether or not .Erikson presents.a developed notion of qualitative
identity, content is an important aspect of identity. Achieving distinctive
character is not all that matters; the particulars are crucial.

Links

Basic and qualitative identity represent simply a general and a more
specific perspective on the same subject. Still, their.relationship
bears discussion.

First, the tendency to emphasize'one or the-other is.rooted in
separate philosophical)traditions. Concern with basic identity--identity
as fundamental existence...-is related to a continental Europeantraditidn.
led by Leibniz, Which holds "that identity precedes all existence."
Attention to qualitative identity is associated instead with.. the contrasting
Anglo-Saxon philosophical tradition represented by Locke and Hume. This
school of thought emphasizes components, picturing identity as "an
a6ievement of psychic functioning," arising from the "unique organization
of composite parts" (De Levita, pp. 55 6 107).. Accordingly, it leads to
an interest in the characteristiCs that make up a person's specific
identity, rather-tban to a concern With whether or not identity has beep
established at all.

De Levita pointed oUt,that Erikson, like h
the subject of psychological identity, William
between the two views, but embraced both. Stil

originallpredecessor on
ames, did Pot choose

Erikson never tied his
'discussion of the epigenetic 'origins of identity to the relations between
the two.

Guntrip was more explic t, and he provided us wit an eloquent image
of. the links Between basic and qualitative identity. en literally,
Guntrip discuased only basic identity, locating its gene s in the early
infant stage that Erikson associ oWever, Guntrip

4.
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emphasize4 that,there is no sense of personal 'reality withoUt the meaning
, that flows from a matrix of relationships. He implied that qualitative
identity is defined by a'structure of relations-to'the World, and that it
both presUpposes and fortifies basic identity. Dknamically linked, the
two grow up togethei* at every stage. ,Thus, the_iame 'relations that
underpin the very sense of being,also define its quality.

SCHOI1ARLY TRADITIONS

.
,

Identity refers to personal continuity and-ties with the world. It

includes both the faci of personal existence, reflectediin feelings Of,

continuity and reality, and the distinguishing qualities of a person's
4. existence in the world, reflected in-self-chdract,erizations SO the

perc-epions of others.

. .

V a

In ting about identity, scholars have dhosen to emphasize one or .

, .

the other f these aspects,on the grounds 4 other predilections. Two of
the most prominent-are ori,entations to individuals,vs. groups,. and to.
subjective vs. objective interpretationa of reality,. These orientaeions,

q in turn, frequently stem from professional or philosophical references.
Some have,aiready been.alluded to briefly. Now, they will be e?cplorecL
and augmente0. -

c

The 4lividua1 Versus the Group
,

De Levita felt that psychoanalysts and social 'psyihologists viewed
identity differently from sociologists, because professionally they wer4
looking at different material. The diffe ce although De^ v1441 didn't
characterize it that way, stems at 1 st,par y from a'focps- individuals,
,vs. groups. The ramifications include fOci o personal odEtinuity,or
social.connection as the trucial defini chAract r' tid of identity,
concern with identity for its individual or itsrsov a; consequences, and ,
a tendency* to locate the sdurce'of iden.tity problet0 in individuaf
history or.in sociarforces.

The IndividUal

Separateaegs and distinctiveness. Jacobson (1961) spoke of identity
as.epitomizing what 11:separate and distinct" about aperson.

Whereas all these single specific zupect4 (of the self
pill have dorrespondiag,psychic representations, a,
concept of th sum total'will,eimultaneOlialy,developr,
i.e., an awa ess of the self as a differentiated,but'

41,

'
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, rganizedentity'which .is seParate.and distinct from
oq environment" .(Kramet,. 1955, p. 47), an eotity
'Which sccontinuity aild.Ji6ction, and to quote ,"

Lich'tenitein 1(19611, has "the capacity to remain the same
in the midst-of change" (ro: 193). This awareness ifill
find an embtIonal expression in ,the'experience of

'personal identi,ty'_(selfjeelings) o(p: 23)-.

A -, . IP
,-

The emphasis :fits tht taisk... 'In 0e,piychoinalytic'etudy.of people
and their.emotional hisiary,,drbtihcfrive separate individuals are, after
ail, the staXting point. Belationshipsr in this contekt, matter not for
their own take, but for their'cRntributfons to individual development.
Evet.Guntrip, who was deepfy iriipressed-mith role of social
:relitions,retained this point of view; he was_psssiooat6 On the subject
be -e-ofits-impact on individual-willbeing. ',Thus for the analyst, ,. , ,

. t iVidual person,*6 matter tml# it43mately'iinked7 to his surroundiings,
morei,real,- more salient, than,his enVironmlent. The person is -.

. . .

figure; bhe est, ground. . -
4

,

.
,

.. ...o"-.,

The con ern with individual' Welfare: trom pathology- to devaonment.
Within Ois framework, the subject of;identity'itielf takes on interest ..

only when it emerges as lifactor in individual Welfare. AThe -;Ink can be ,c

either positive or negatiVe. 1.14 psychoanalysis, which ie. conrcerned with
'psychic disitiction, identity first attracted .attention when. it Wes.,seen
aa'a faCtor Ian illness. Both the origin91 Interest an&much of the',..
current attention in Psychiatric circles focus* borderline-and psychbtic
il

k.lness, it which identityis ipst or at onstant. ris. Thlis Erikson,
traced psychiatric itterept in identity World War;II cases'of identity
diffusion, while De Levita assoctated the bwipnings With cases Pf

, amnesia observecyan or about 1935 (Abeles '-Schilder,1955). Jacobson
mentioned Victor Tailak'tx work on schizophrenia Gertaanyas early As
1919, but attributed the Major greWth of interes to awincreasing nuMber
(*bOrderline and psychotip-patients, the found ions:of virhOeie identity

.,

ki
.

hid dissitived.

>
,106.

,

.
'Similarly, much ofIthekodern iitirest4in dentity is'to be found

mong European existential aoalysts'who treat psychoticsmore regalarly..
than tany pi their.American counterparts. Among'their patients, the
desire tO achieve gratification often gives-wayto a more mihimal aid:- .

,the struggle to preserve a sense of aelpat any'coit. The' cost is often
sOl. ion, since relationships cah threaten to detroi a frpgile perSon

e r elguliing'him or lipr,. coyy filling his or her "emptiness",with
-the mot werful personalities oVr others+ ,.taing described the plight of
these e ei a "state of ontologIcal'insectirity" (YankelovicA 1.

, .;

Barrett pii 128). '. .

. . ..
-6 Wo; all of those o perceive identity As important to Achic

ililnese stress psychOs aione.\ Guntrip Interpteted theimpact ad
. .. 0,

.I

3
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identity more broadly. Hie declared that "The problem of having an
unquestioned posAssion or else wlack of a'sense of personal reality and
selfhood,.theAdentity problem, is,the biggest 4ngle issue that can be
raiied about human existence" (p. 119). He considered solid identity
cruciat because its opposite, the "sdhizoid" state, iS not simply another

'discrete:illness,:but "a psychokthological trend to be found mixed up
with all sorts 'Of other trends," and as such "the pointer to the.tiprnot
of all other Conditions" (p. 151). '`

..
Guntrip is.also part of a newer psychoanalytic interest, which

. associated thentity not ()illy with e, defense of individual welfare, but
rwith its e n andement. .This.is the positive link: a concern with optimal

develdpment, not just pathology. la'Guntrip's view, the real aim-of
'psychoanalysis is to enhance the quality.of.personal\lifgs, not just to
'eradicate trouble and help people to function. His perspective is 4

captured in N quote thai he took from Winnicott (1967)k "What id life
about3 You may cUre your patient and not knew what it.is that makes him.

1-or her go on liOng.. . . . Absence of psychosomatic illness may behealth
but it iii not lifelp. 122). He added that psychoanalytic'therapy "is
'in thelend concerned with 'what life is about' rather than with simply

. . .

.

Guntrill represents the full deVelopment of a trend that began with
ego psychology itself. Ego functions, like perceiving, thinking, and
movement, are ways of getting in touch With reality end the environment.
Aa'such,they are not inherently involved with illness; they are simply a
part ofliving. When psychoanalytic attentidn shiited to the ego, and

. away' from Eros and Thanatos, the sex and Aeath drives that Freud depicted
no as basic instincts but also as *he forces behind all psychic
ii e, it ecessarily shifted from the potenttally troublesome to the
e emenks' e person that sr* innately'neutral or positive in relation
to mental health. Hartmann (1939/1958), a piolleer in the ego 'psychology
movement, re'cognized this'.by pointing ousrthat both innate funCtidns,
1iise c2gnition and styles of conduCting relationships, may be autonomous,
meranini free of conflictp The forier are free initially, ;he la,tter mAy.
$row to be indefendent of, confliRtual origips. If is po' accident that
Hartmann (1964), in-dtveloping these concipts, also arguedfor a psychoanalysis
which, in its direct concern with healthy-development ks well as illness,
would become a general psychology, and pot just a specialized apprgach to
path gy.

,

Guntrip criticized Hartmann for hewing too closely to a static,
mechanistic notion of psychic like, as outlined by-Freud, Hartmann was
the harbi er of a movement within psychoanalysis toward concern with
development ormal health,'frop which Guntrip.prdfied. Erikson is'
part of the same rend. In Erikson's broad' writings on the ramifications'
of identity devel ment in adult,life, and in his cdncern with historkal

1

I



and cultural aspects of identity, he has clearly gone beyond a conception
of identity tied solely to individual breakdown.
/

r

Definitional shifts. As psychoanalytic concerns. have broadened% the
brclad concept& used io define identity have evolved. Ahere the psychoanalytic
ac4ent it definitions of identity typically usedl.to fail on continuity
rather than relations, and on basic rather than qualitative identity, in
Eriksod the accent shitkpol. 'He was more interested in,ego,identity than
in persjonal or basic identity, an&he brought the social matrix of
jdentify'development to the'fore more aharply than did any previous,
'ftiter. While retaining and-probahly even sharpening the 'focus on
continuity, he thereby gave social Ielatihns an equal importance.

At least some of the rOksdns seem clear enough. Continuity is%

crucial to
,

the avoidance of identity breakdow4 and thus to the adhievement
of basic iaenttty. Accordingly, continuity'is stressed by analysts mho
'focus on pathology, particularl$K psyphRtic illness. But *Alen interest
fecuses on,ot4er functions of id4ntity, like articulation of one's place
in the world, or of one's purposes and values, continuity fails to . .

describe the crucial aspects of identity. Qualitative cencepts become
necessary.

Gentrip raved farther along thls continuum than Erikson. Erik:sod
emphasited the role of social forOes in shaping iclitity but, dAsdiaining
the notion vf identity "elements" as too"static, a oided defining the

'dqrsture Of the qualities that cbmprise,identity. The closest he .eame was
id speakiag (it conaisteat "organizing principlea" it the ego, a def,pition
still closely tied to continuity. quntrip, helkever;-insisted that
elations define the.quality and the *alining of eXistence.a.And, insteao(r

of,stre'Sping qiiA,J;itative Olier basic identity he deacribed7Ehe two
as inieparable.w 10.aningful existenceifin'his,yiew, was the only solid
gtarantee of Any sensi.of eXistence, And thusrthe only ground for identity.
Without meaning,lkurival would:feel empty, unreal, Ire ineyitably
unworthWhile. ,Bp thus'iinking.thd two Concepts, Guntrip may have eatablished
the fundamental significance of qualitative identity even more soundly
than Eriksofi.

Explanations'!' 6rsonal'Phenamena anei4evidual histories.
Psychoatalyits, individually otiented.par exdellence in tht# %approach to,.
human behavior, tend to locate explanations for psychic and -behaviotal
phenamena in individuals, raeher than in the Social context. That is why
the poychoanalytic method looks to indivi.dual histories. 'The emphasis.gn
con4nuity xeflects this. tepdency.. Contint.ity,refers to Ole links ."
between an individual4s cutreut and-past states.. Social'event's eater the
picture, even in:soci oriented analysta"like Erikson, ate'
proceaSed by,,the individual and become part of his-ör'her eXpe-fiende.
Thus, when De levita defined the diiasion between psychoanalysts and

;

a

4
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vcial psychologists on the one hand, and sociologists on the other, he
saw the critical issue as eiphasis on the experiencing of continuity vs.
the place in the community. ,The fitst Reraiective,jsocates the crux of
identity tal?-ide the individual psyche; ,ehe second,.in the social order.

Sociologists do acknowledge continuity as a'prilicAplAin identity..
But An focusing om social behavior and socializing forces rather than
psychit events, they tend to curtail th( importance of continuity by -

drastically-shortening the time frame Within which it is. viewed. In

accord with an interest in successive episodes bf interaction rather that
successive phases in a perso,n's life, they seek "trans-situational" A

continuity rather than continuity throughout an individual's development.
The effect is to downgrade the importance of lasting tendencies within
theCindividual..

Summary.:IThe prominence of the continuity theme in psychoanalytic
definitions of identity reflects an Orientation to individuals in two
ways. First, there is the tendency to become interested in a subject
because of its impact on'individual welfare,,which initially translated
to'an interest in the determinants or pathology. In this context,
breakdown in continuity, as the principal sxmptom'in identity loss,
shaped definitions of.the character of identity. The same focus on
.identity loss cause# idencity to be defined Primarily as basic identity-
subjectively, the-sense of existence. Secand, emphasis on continuity
reflects the predilection to seek explanations of psychic phenomenii and
behavior inside the person, And thus, in his or her .history. Sociologists,
operating from a set of concerns and-perspectives that give prominence to
group-phenamena, have interpreted identity differently. Meanwhile,
transitional figures likeErikson and 01.intrip--analysts impressed
with social forces but retaining their.roots in,a science of the individual--

,
continue to mediate the wo orientations.

1 Ties and the Group .

Cepnectedness. Sociologists present the cleax.gtt contrast to
psychoahalystssin writings on identity. But they are not, alone in
depictinir identity as the embodiment of.a person's connec'tion to his
society, as well as of his.separate status. TtOs is the second major
themela meat identity definitions, and it is one shared by sociologicalliy- *
orientea psychoanalysts, tyansactionalists, and)social psychologists,
-The ancistor'of them.411 was,wilfiam James (1890), who ipitiated
nOt only the theme Ofontinnitir, but also the concept that the self As
defined at leaSt partly in relation to others, a theme developed most

-.notably by George Mead (1134). The heirS7ofJames andlead regularly
couplethe sense of separateness Ond the,sense of rela dness. Erikson
(1968) epitomiiedego ideniity'as the "actualiY,a)ttafned.but fdrever to

A.
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be revised sense of the Self within social reality" (p. 211). De Levita
described identity aff "the way,a.pereon establishes himself in the
world." And Cahtrip, who considered identity the-central problem of
psychoanalysis, defined, the 'field's "own proper busthess" as "studying
the unique individual person, growing in the medium of interpersonal
relations" .(p. 103). _He made senSe of selfhood dependent.not on mere
existence, but on a clear, secure feeling of meaningful existedce.
Meaning, he emphasized again'and again, derived excldsively'from personal
relationships. That is why tack of identity surfacal dot only in feelings
of unreality and nonentity, but equally in a sense of isolation, of not,
belonging., and of being unable to establtsh ties.

While Guntrip arid Erikson made social ties indispensable to a sense
of selfhood, btAcrs went farther and maintained, in effect, that social.

,identity was .the only-kind. This was the opposite of some psychoanalysts:
\ locus on individuality. De Levita, for example, quoted approvingly from

the World Federation of Mental Health Booklet:

(T)he identity Of an individual is a property which is
inalienable from him, but in another sense, an individual's
I:Identity is only needed', and it Might be argued, only
possible whea he is a member of a group. (p. 7)

. 1
)

He added, "In our definition, one has no identity on an uniphabited
, .

..

island, one has it.only in so lar as one is 'with others" (p. 7).

Lichtenstein (1961, 1963),.railing againit What he perceived as the
analytic tendency tO emphasize separateness, surpassed even De Levita.
Unlike GuAtrip, who interpreted the psychoanalytic concept of object-.
relations as a way of expressing,self/world closeness, he shared Erikdon's
view that it reflected too much self/w6rld distance. Criticizing Ehis
view as radted in a Cartesian-notion'of subject/object contrast, he went
to the other extreme. As De Levita .(pp. 110-111) put it, Lichtenstein
declared the gap invalid.. He asserted:that individuals stand in symbiotic
relationship to the world, akin %to infants in relation, to their mdthers,
'or even organs to organismg. Rooting himIlelf in pheRomenology, and
harking back to Husserl's concept of. the"two-in-oneness" of subject and

\world, Lichtenstein main ined that a person cannot experience himself.
34,,.eKceptlas an "'organ' se ng a functi n, an instrument." Self-awarlOess,'

' be elaborated presents itself in role terms, Or at is for someone
.else--a.pare s child, child's.parent, stein's emphasis on

roles,owevh
.

is more "radical" than thee of the s iological yi0..ter4
on Adentity; as Jacobsyn pointed.out,. he.ignored the nsions between
person and world--individua h' agressive tendencies:to assert themselvep,
t1i,eir singularity, amtd thei rights. s notion of symbiosis depended on
th mutua;ly,adaptive, coop rating be viors alone.

4775
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Def tions: Identit as roles. Lichtenstein, in his efforts to
show th t identity has no &ening outside of a social context, submerged
the individual element more than most, but his definition of identity in
terms of roles is typical. De levita, for example, said that identity is
the "cluster of rOles" specific to the individual, "the unique combination
of roles I dell mine" (0. Anselm Strauss (1959) likewise seW.
identity as the Ff totality of roles which someane chooses in a situation."
Lynd (1958) and Schachtel (1959).defined,identity as role behavior.
Turner (1978) shariad the viaw,,but he and De Lavita included a proviso.
Not all roles would do, only ones chosen aver and over--a logical
if, identity assumes continuity. Thus, for Turner and De Levita, cherished
roles beeame the'persistent elements in identity that account for continuity.
Turner called the process iRwhich roles acquire such medning "rolisperaon
merger." De Levita"called tt "reification."

Turner and De Levita excluded from-their definitions of identity
roles thcise that seemed ephemeral and merely casual because they were
confined to occasional situationa. Some occasional roleia have power,ful
meaning for an individual-, however. They remain embedded in aperson's
perception of himself or herself and perhaps in others' perceptions
despite the limited opportunity for repeating rble behavior. ilhe singular

\ experience of winning an important award i. one example; the experience
'of PerforMing heroically uader stress is another. Given such phenomena,
,the EUncept of cherished or valued roles migilt be more apt than repeated
:ones for denoting roles that are at the crux,of personalibefinition..
Repetition might be considered simply the us,nal sign of such valuing.

White%Tit the limits imposed, to define identity as roles is to
define it primarily in e.erms of social'rather than individual phenamen .

'10e Levita made this very clear, by pointing out that rale hehavior has a
variable, personal dithension, and a dimension that remains invariable
despite the idiosyncracies of the actor. It ipnthe lattef, invariable
aspect that constitutes the role itse4f. -Clearly, this represents a° '

contrdstt with the analysic tendericy to locate the essentials'of-identity
tn the Arson. The foc6s on foles reflects another difference., too: a

tendency to focus exclusively an qualitative identity-that is, on
elements that definei'a perpon both for himself or-herself and for others
While many analysts are increasingly interested in qualitative identlty,
they rarely abandon.their interest in basic identity, as an essential
,undypinning.

.

I

1

One problem that arises out of the sodiological equation of identity
wfth roles is the'relationship between identity and the true character of )

a person, soMetimes viewed as the relati9nship between.tdentity and self.' i.

tior De Leftita, at leest, the self was the mace fundamental and internalized
of the constructs, with identity representing merely a pufrlic presentation.

lNo Such ichotomy existed for other psychoanalysts, fo Whom identity
, ,

. ..
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directly reflected the essential structure/o personality. yhen a peison
felt disparity between the\way he was,vieWed publicly and the_way
he really was or felt hiase.lpf to bg, that in Erikson's view was a
sign of identity confusion and crisis, a.condition typical of adolescenc'e.
Thus, the -"antithesis between man in his roles and an individual Self -

which lurks behind it" (Jung., quoted in De Levita, p. 131)Idid not
uSually become a problemlin analytic interpretations of,identity. For

' sociologists, on the other hand, the dilemna of self/nentity relations,
gave rise to various theories,oe self/role relations. Turnei's c cern
with exploring institutional vs. impulsive anchOrages for the " e". as
opposed to the inauthentic self is'one example of .this concern'.

Concerns: Group welfare'and impat. Roles are social coinage, part
of an individual's transactions with the world. Those whO focus'on them,
and on transactions in general, are often more interested ln group
phenomena and the fate of groups than they are in individuals perse.
Thus, they care about the optimal functioning of groups and consider
personal histories as they affect the roles taken in group transactions.
They also care about the preservation of groups and how "roles damaging
to individuals" can nevertheless serve such ends (De Levita, pp. 138-
139). Group-oriented'scholarlyire interested, too, in socialization as
an exploration of group process and influence. Insofar as they are
concerned with problems, especiallridentity distUrbances, it is'Often as
'social phenomena--failures in the socialization of ethnic groups-or age
cohorts, or probleM!>in national identity. In th4 reverse of the
psychoanalytic concern,, individual problems frequently become interesting
for their contributions to group malaise: c

Explanations: Social forces. Interactionai conceptsmeplace
intrapsychic concepts both in identification of the problems andLin
diagnoaes of their sources. Thus; Lynd (1958) located the ideniity
problem she describedzon a shame.rather than i guili axis, because shame
occurs only in inter4tion (De Leyfta, p. 104). She pinpointed the Cause
in the failure of society to provide anchors'for individual identification.
Wheelis"(1958) likewise:diagnosed identity problems in the breakdown of
previous value sYstems. This represents net just a slighting of tpe
innet psychic life-, as l'oth De Levita and Erikson pointed out, but often
a deliberate denigrating of more internally concefired motivations. Thus
Turner (1978, 9. 2), speaking about the dynamics of identity ohoice
rather than identity disturbance, seemed tb dismiss efforts to relate
traits to roles through the study of role selection apd Self/role congruence
as tainted by the "psychologistic" focus gp traits. .

As De Levita Pointed out, many theoriats who focus o p interaction
(Berne, 1961;itead, 1934;. Moreno, 1962; Sullivan; .1953 ).5q,ackipowledge

. the "principle of internalization of interaction patterns:" (All of-
them, of course, are psychologiste.) However,,he added4(since they
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reject the Freudian libido theory, they can't.explain why some interactional
contents are internalized, whereas others are not. Whether or not ode
accepts,a classical Freudian lierspectilie, it is true that at least same
of these writers fail to explain differences in,the material that is
internalized,. The more sociological their perspective, the less interest
they take in the whole issue.

Turner appears t be an exception: he used both interactive and
individual principles to explain role/person mergers, and the explicit
purpose was to axplain which role elements are internalizedsee pp.'37-38
below). However. the theory seems weak on the individuat side, so the
explanation falA'short (see p. 38 below). .

The needfor bridges. 'Both De Levita'and -Erikson bemoaned ihe
7

distance between the 'individually and the socially oriented interpretations
of identity. De Levita called for.a iethod.that woild bridge the two. sp
as to "relate'the interactionLbetween human beings to unconsciouS Materik
obtairled directly from both:partiesw .(p.,130).. He recommended ehe direct_

'study of group transatti'ens Vy psychoanalyste, or-at.leastthe direct
Iltudy by analystvof paitners- to important transactions-a principle that
suggests the Oredeppi of family therapy. Erikson.(1968):placed Similar
recommendaeions in a somewhat broader context. He criticized social

ipsychologicalconcepts like "role ambiguityiirole tonflict, Or role loss."
andcontributions'from "personsolOgy," like "self..contiption' self=imagery,'
self-esteemandflpersonal trait's" (1968, pp. 16, 23), as soeial,scientific
reductionism-oVerlyone-sided and simplistic reptesentations of.identityi
He also crit;iized them as static concepts, which did not permit an
adeq4ateli d.Xelopmental view oridentity. Psychoanalysis, of cOurse, is

. an expliciEly dynamic, historical approach. However, he declared:

Thv traditional psychoanalytic method . . . cannot-quite
grasp identity because it has not developed terms to
onceptualize the edvironmente Certain habits of
psychoanalyt_ic theorizing, habits of designating the
environment as "outer world" or "object world," cannot
take account of the emvironment as a pervasive attuality. ,

The Zeman ethologists introduced taw word Umwdlt to denote
not merely an alovironment which surrounds you, but which
is also in you. (p. 24)

104-

And finally, like De Levita, Erikson added:

One methodological precondition, then, for grasping identity
would be a psychoanalysis sophisticated.enough to include

6** J the envIrpnment; the other would be a social psychology *
/4ch is psychoanalytically sophistic ted. (p. 24)

Or*u
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Implicitly, Erikson appeared to fault psychoanalysis not'only for
being insufficiently Eqtuned to environment, but for being insufficiently
futUre-oriented. The-Ature is included along with the past 1,..n his notion
of dynamic identity development. Thus, he considered the result of
focusing-on the "interplay between the psychological and the ,social, the
developmental and the historical" to be a "theory of human development"'
that tries to find out both "wherefrom and whereto" humans develOp.

, 0

s ,

Oblecilve Verius Subiective ConCepts of IdentitY
/

So far scholarly traditions have
orientation to-the perpcnal versus the
parallel emphasis.on Ontinuity'versus
highlight, in addition,.an orientation
versue present-centered and thus more

.revealed a divergence between
'social aspects of identity, and a

group ties._-Erikson's remarks
to.past and,futtire deyelopment

static representations of identity.

Both lay thinking and scholarly theory also reveal another distinction:
a, conception of identity as essentially a person's own tnughts and
feelings abotit him or herself versus identity as a set of fundamental
truths about a'person that he or she may not fully grasp. Subljective
circeptions prev4il-in or,dinary discourse; and I will start with them.

Subjective.COhceptions

The strength of,,the subjective view is apparent in colloquial usage,
, ?hough identity can refer to.other'people's-notions aboUt a person, it

usually has the connotation of Pone's own" identity. ES.Ten when two
people are talking about a third person, rather than about themselves, if
they, discuss identity, they asually seem to mean the person's own sense
of himself or,herself rather° than how they or others,would identify.that
person. 1.

,
,

.

The same theme is frequently sounded in professional writings. '

Turner (1978) said that identity usually'has a subjective connotation. He
related It to the convpt of "self," and said it is based ot "self-feeling "
The equation of identity with self-concept is a frequent occurrence, and
one bolstered by the tendency of some self-contept theoriats to define
self-concept as esseltial,.core ideas about the self--a notion that
accords with the idea of identity as a patterniof fundamental themes,
rather than of all aspects of-a person. Snyggfand bombs (194 ), for
example, said self-concept is-comprised of central values abou.3t the
:phenomenal Self, which in turn consists of a person's delf-def ned

.

reVaions to his world. Bertocci's (1945) notion of "ego" is similar.
,

3 i'v9
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Erikson, the preeminent theorist on identity, resembles these
writers in\his emphasis on the subjective aspects of identity. In a
passage where he openly acknowledged his varied uses of the tertEl (1968,
Ir. 208), and listed three meanings implicit in his writings, the first
meaning he offered is a subjective one: identity as a "consciotis sense of
individual uniqueness." (The other,two meanines are "at unconscious
striving for a continuity of experience," whia refers to die proceis of
identity formation rather than to identity.as a product of development,
and "solidarity with a group's ideals," which could be taken etther as an
objective state or as a reflection of that state in consciousness.

Erikson, however, resisted equating identity mith self-concept. To

describe identity as self-concept is implicitly to describe it as
qualitative rather than basic.sidentity, and in the passage quoted,
Erikson-emphasized basic ideality: "a conscious sense of individual
uniqueness," rather than the senie of what it is that makes one unique.
Elsewhere, however, Erikion has.focused more on the'qualitative side of
identity: he has been less intereseed in tht awareness of separate,
distinctive existence, than in the "ego quality" of that existence. The
Common theme in these fluctuations seems to be Erikson's abhorrence of
reducing identity to a Collection of traits, self.rperceived or otherwise--
a result to which self-concept theory can lead. .Accordingly, Erikson
declared that the "conscious sense ,of individual uniqueness" is "in iis
vaguest sense" like "what has been ,called the self," and he referred to
Mead's (1934) notion of self-concept, Sullivan's (1953) self-system, and
Hartmann's. (1964) self-representation.

The notion of identity as self-concgpt, to Which Erikson objected,
is related to a subjective notion of the self. This theme in the academic
literature on the self has helped to mold subjective conceptions of
identity, while a contrasting_theme has contributed to objective conceptions.
Thus just as individual and social 'views of identity draw on a larger
intellectual heritage, so do objective and subjective view4: In-this
case, the relevant tradition is a stream of-psydhological and sociological
writings on the'self, Whose modern ancestor was William James, and whose
lineage includes George Herbert Mead-(1934), Kimball Young (1940), Gordon
Allport (1943, 1946), Gardner Murphy (1947), and Sherif and CaAtril (1947).

On the subjective side of the tradition, the self (the""Me") is
regarded as an internal phenomenon: the sum of a person's observiations of
and reaCtions to his or her awn "bodtty, and mental nrOcesses" (Symonds, '

1968). Symonds, in elaborating thisyiew, defined self-Concept as only
a part of the velf, in which he incldded not only perceptions of one's .

own body, voice, and so.on, but also concdpts, evaluations (including
positive and negative feelings and objects yf attachment), and activities
in response to such vAues. In other word, the self in Symonds' view
.comprised the-varlect 4ns and responses involved in processing one's dwn
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person. Although Symonds' positioh weeps fuller than usual elaboration
of the subjective position, it clearly emcompassed the basis, from which
subjective notions.of identity are drawn. The alternative notion of the
self, as,the whod$ person who is the objeqt of observation and response,
underlies objective concepts of identity.

Objective Conceptions
_

, Edith 'Jacobson (1964), one of the principal proponents of an
.

objettive"aefinition of identity, defined the self as "the i4hole person -of an individual, including his body and body parts as.well as' his
psychic organization and its parts." In her view, Hartmann was right:

, . \(

the self,is not the lame as the self-irepredentation. There 'is a distinction
to be made. She criticized Erikson i'Ot.blurring the anriogous distinction
between identity and the sense of identity.

Jacobson and'others who tonceived of identity object'iN:r'ely did not

.
eq,uate it withiwhat is recogniied, or identified, about a person by the

' .pers6n hiiaseifor by others. Identity is actual identity: that which is
available to be recognized, and which accounts for the main accompli§hments
of identity formationpreAervation of personal continuity and character,

, through maintenance of rtlatedness to the world outside oneself.

Objective concepts of identity assume that self-percePtions are not
definitionally the same as, and not necessarily a true reflectign

.,
of, the,5haracteristics that relate one to the obrld and. that preserve

. .

/ -one s continuirty. Implicit in thistassumption is a'notion of reality ,and .

how it ii best represented. In other words, both this view and the
subjeet.ive concepts of identity are,based, in turn, on concepts,of human
realityiof what is "really real" about a person, and'of reilismhow
that reality is best captured: The issues, phat is, are epiatemological.
Their resolution determines the possibility foi rapprochemenebetweee a .

sobjdq's view of his own identity and what that identity "actually" ,- 4).

is.
,

.q. , .

,
t Reality in the tradition of scientific materialism. Yapkelovich and, f

''Barrgtt (1970) have written a_powerful critique of traditionalyestern
notions of reality and their modern formulation within thevaradigms of
scientigicoisaterialism. :The centerpiece bf materialism in general,
according to the two authors,,is that.only matter or thatShich has the
Vtopertiefl'of matter,is real.- Scientific materialism adds that by the
useof scientffic perations reality can,be uced to ps ochemical

di:

cmdPonents; it co ists of material units; driv n by equally material
forcei, in actor nce with:techanical lams.
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, The basic view is-that,concreteness is essential; reality is the
monopoly of object-like,,thing-like Phenomena. The truth of this
characterization of the pervasiveview in our dulture is captured in our
very word for realism: objectivity. "Subjective" often implies
"idiosyncratic."

There is another implication herei too. What,is real is outside
the self. Reality lies ta the world external to the subject, the world
of objects "out there." Deacartes underlined this point, and the
consequent inaccessibility'of the "real" object World to the-subject, by
reinforcing an ancient Western tradition of splittingnd from matter.

Sciehtific materiAist notions of objectivity are reflected, according
to Yankelovich and Barrett, in the conceptions of human -.reality, an4 its
proper-study is embodied in two very different traditions: classical
psyctiOanalytic thought, insofar as it draws_on Freud's ."metatheory"
rather than his clinical observations of actual patients, and behaviorism
in academic psychology. Milch of what the two scholars gsay about behaviorism
applies to pther social hiences as well. All are within the positivist
tradition of Locke and Hume, which reflects Cartesian thinking.

The criticism's that Yanielovich and Barrett made apply, at least in
-part, to theories pi identity that fall Within either of these two
tradftions. Psychoanalytic writfngs on identity, of 'coursee were developed
largely within ego psyChology;.which is by no means classically Freudian.
Hartmann, in partictifir, established the Ation of the ego as.an auton aus
,entity,'with roots and purposes of its own, rather than a derivative f

the td, serving only to hold instincts in 'Check. But as Yankelovich. and
Barrett, pointed out, no part of psychoanalysis has ever freed itself
entirely from Freud's metathaarx._ Phenomena Are always ultimately
explained in terms of id, ego', and'hperego dynamics. .Still, it must be
rememberea that the ego psytho;ogical concepts of these structures do not
cohford to the mechanistic 'hydraulic model," which Yankelovich and
_Barrett castigsted'as, ad almost pure example of nineteenth century
scientific materialism.

,

1. Evidence With these provisos in mind, one can proceed to the.
implications of t1e overall critique for neo-Freudian and social scientific

4 concepts of human phenomena including identity. First, Yankelovich and
Barrett discussed the limit tions imposed on the nature of evidehce, and

, how that restricts the pheninena that can be apprehended. If it iNr' '
assuned ahead of title that,the important Ohenamena are concrete, or at ,

-lest, have the characteristics of concrete objects, then the evidence too-
is most appropriately concrete: "overt behavior, measurable sensations,
bodily processes" (p. 255). Such evidence offeri the advantagei ,

besides, of allowing the greatestleeway for the application of just the

(1c

inds of constructedp.man-made measuring devices favored by the tradition,
,

. f
a 4

.4
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like the social scientist's "instrumenta." Even if Such concretei measurable
manifestations are not thought of"as direct reflections of the phenomena
under study, the choice Of such data'reflects .an effort to achieve
certainty by appealing to physical occurrences that bear the essential
Cartesian badge of concreteness: simple location.

Concern with the nature of evidence is most prevalent in writers wfto
treat identity within an' academic social-scientific framework. Turner (1978)
illustrated the concern, and its contribution to shaping definitions of
identity. Turner's concept of "rale-person me ger" was partly the product 4
of his desire to bridge self and role theory, bjic also offered the concept

'

a more behavioral complement to the subjective idea of self-sonception."
Turner, uneasy about the self-report measures on'which most self-conceptok
research relies, considered that behavior offers a better chance to escape,
the merely subjective.

The use of condrete evidence offers'another escape from the subjective:
the tore concrete the data, the more independent it is likely to be-of
the perceptionWand interpretations of the person under-study. One can
observe what a/person'does withdUt asking what he or she is doing. Thus,
betT,rior, while emanating from a person, is more external toihit or her
thah,,responses to questions, since it can be apprehended without his or
her participartion. (It can, for example, be filmed or videotaped.) And .

also the observer is at liberty to record the behavior without first
having to determine what part of it reflects the sublect's "biases." Of
course, it could be argued that the observer will miss the essential
meaning of the behavior,,if the .actor is not consulted, but from the Toint
of view of "clean" empirical evidence, the subject's version'of meaning
is on.l.y a confounding-factor. If'meanings are allowed iny importane,
they are established by an outside interprdtation' of data.

Finally, concrete evidence offers distance from the subjective
because, in being equally,and easily accessible to a variety of outside
observers, it allows research to shore up the fallibilities of observations
by dingle individuals with the greater certainty of poOled peceptions'.'
Thus, the final truth'is again contained in the views of othersmany
others--and as such it islitultiply external to the subject's own view.

2

2. _Explanation. That the human subject is not trusted to offer
el:riden4 about the nature-of important aspects of' himself reflects a
fundamental principle in the materialist code. If the underTing real
is, material, part of a world of mbjectivie dhings, ano if a person, as
"subject," cannot be directly in touch with this oblect world, then his
ability to grasp and report what is moat essential about himself. is
limited. -We mg4t rely instead on experts trained to apprehend ando,
understand these things.
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1
The same principle is reflected 4n another aspect of the scientific

materialiktic ttaditiiin, according to'lankelovich and Barrett.. That 114,.
the tendency to exOlain'human phenotpna in terms of. concrete, phYsicslly-
based forces,Jadden behind experience, and constituting the underlying
reality: "energies of a psythic apparatus, drives, operant conditioning"
41. 255).4 Here, personal experience cannot be tonsulted for explanations

..because the operative forces are not themselves experienced. Ideas about
.,

identity are most likely.to reflect'this" aspect of the:scientific Materialist
heritage' When identity is conceived:wholly or partly in terms of classical.
Freudian me -theory, asl#n asPect of the fate of instinctual forces
emanating,fr ,the id. t,

Yankelovich and Barrett maintained that the tendency to explain
human beings in terms of hidden,realities alien to their experience is'a,
product of the quest for certaiity. TheY might have leveled the same
adcusation ai krictureS al;out evidence. La either case, as they observed,

_the quest forecertainty tends to derail.the quest for knowledge, in which.
the.priority should be td let the nature of.,what is to be known drive the
modes of knowing. What.they,failed to point out is that if onç assumes
that htlman reality is basicaly material, there is'no contradi tion.

, __...../- . `
merginf5 critique 4/f4; soientific materIalist'oerspdctive..

.
11.

'fan IcrwiFh re Barrett disputed the Cartesian premise that the world can
reduced to mind and matter, and that of the two, matter is the more

Aeal. They argued that neither mind nor-Matter,define the fundamental
quality of human.reality,and that there is no mind/matter cleavage. The

alternative they presented is cidfined by a "new consenius" Of philoimphers
who agree that reality is to be found In the "lived world of concrete
experience"--"commod everyday prescientiac experience."'.,This view is
traced (p. 254)'through Wittgenstein's forus on present faCts; Wiliam
-Jamee,S "radical empiricism," Dewey's ins stence on common experience,

_

G. E. Moore's "Common sense-," Huseerl's "L enswelt,". al Heidegger's lb
'being-inIrthe world."

_

Guntrip, Who also viewed experience as the bedrock, ndePendentli
arrived at.the same perceptiOn asyankelovich 'and Birrettt when_people
are redud to whatever id most concrete about.them, the result is

.... absurdly unrea . .Guntrip talked about the error of locating the espence'
of human natur in the *"machinery,of the personal.Iife," in,"mechanism of
behavior." He declared that ,a focuis.on behaviot missee the specificallY

. human. Rooted in .biology, it ii more, appropriate to the study af..animals.:
Yankelovich and sarkett made the same polnt/(p. /15) by quoting Nevitt
Sanford. . Sanford (106,), describing "theadvocates of a particular kInd,

'.-'of.psychologY--a psychology-4ithout a.-person," declared: .

i'41o,
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(W)e have produced a whole genetation of.researdh psychologists
Oho .have never had- occasion to look closely at one person, let
alone themaelves . . . Reading their papers you get a strange sense
of the unreality of it all'; the,authois' conettions of variables
and processes seem u:ta bit off; and then yo re ize that the authors
have never looked* human ixperience;- they wen.t straight from the
textbook or journal ,to the laboratory . .. Our young psycho;ggical
researchers do not'know what.goes on tn human beings did their work
shoFs it. (p. 192)

Yankelovich and garrett considered classically Freudian concegts
equally unreal. If the human person cannot be reduced to a set of
actions, neither can,he or she be summed:up as a.congeries af energies

,and forces. This, they said, is an image borrowed fromtliewtonian ptlysics,
and not,applicable even to modern underseandings of the physical world,
let alone to man. They found it a particularly inept eiplanation of th'e
phenomena of ideeSity (p. 13).

Personal experienie, to those who have emPhasized it aS the central
human reality, is,defined in terms of meaningsa Thus,'Guntrip (p. 49)
talked aboet "meaningful personal experience" as the "essential quality
of personal life." Yankelavich and Birrett, meanwhile, pleaded for new
attention to the analysis of meanings. Contending that psychoanalysis
needs a conception of human nature (a metatheory) in order to define
illness in relation to health, and Es:, circumscribe its mission in relation
to what other disciplines report about eke condition of human existence,,.
they asked that Freud's clinical theory be takpn as the launching point. t

Freud'q metatheory, they argued, should be discarded, because.it is
misleading to explain psychic strutture formation an the basis of investments
of instinctual energies (cathexes) operating according to the pleasure
principle. The deductions, they mhintained, often fly in the face of
empirical eservation. In place of this theory of forces, they'would
focus anew on Freud's theorY of meanings, which he used in
wurkto explain psychic structures in tdrms of symbolic processes.

Psychi9 structures, gs defined by Yankelovich and Barrett, "include
traits of Arsopality, habits, language, perceptual abilities,.conttols
over impulse, values, acid enduring human bonds °Fith others" (p. 40*).
Meanings do not 'describe how psychic structures come to.be. They iire
not, therefore, a genetic axplanatory theory. But through induction, '
ihey can explaid what the purpose of a psychic structure-is in a person's
life, thus reVeilihk why it matters to the persop in.the present, and
Whence its holding Ower derives.

One of 'the main differeeces between Freudian metatheory and the pew
proposed metatheary'is that Yankelovich and Barrett did not consider ,

explanations about origina mote important than the data of recent experience.
6
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While,the two authorg argued for a new conteption.of hudah nature with t

revised definitions of instinct or nature, and a changed.view of its
relation to nuttuee, they did not consider that an explanation of the
laws of structure fOrmation, as elaborated in this context,' 4ou1d constitute
a more basic type of knowledge. A cardinal principle of their epistemology
. .

was that no phenomenon is reducible to any other. Whatever the-role of
experience'or unconscious drives in the foimation of a psychic structure

timay he, adult structures are real in oheir own righ and cannot be
, grasped by reference only toontributory factors in the past. P.art of'

the reason is,that intention and future potential are part of the
significance of any phenomenon.

Meanings were also fuaamental to Yankelovich and Barrett because
they stressed a holistic view of the person. This constitutes an'argument

'against-another type of reductionism: reduction of human experience to
element9e or symptoms, Which then appear to float in a void. Analysis of
-human phenomeha into elements is a Western habit whose origins they
traced t..o the oldest sources of materialism; it is a form of description.
appropriate to some,physical phenomena but not to human experience, which
is characterized by the constant emergence of Ilew, synergistic fOrms of

' relatedness, and by gestalt-like, pervasiye "modes of being." A focus
on meanings tieg any Apttern of behavior, an% attitude, any fantasy, into
the larger Context in which it oomes alive for the person.

1

The 'arguments against reductionism are finally related to a_critical
stance that 'ienkelovich and Barrett repeated over and over; abstraction,
while useful for verification and as a guide to selective description, is .

not a substitute for knowledge gained by observation and insight.
Abstraction by definition eliminates some aspects of experience in order
to focIA on others;-it cannot Teplace modes of, knowing wiloge purpose is
to grasp experience. One of the most eommon fallacies fostered by the
Cartesian heritage, therefore, is the fallacy of "misplaced contreteness,"
or reification: theCtendency to assign concrete alltributes to abstract
Concepts and,Iiryl theend,' to consider them not just.real things, but ,the

.only real things.

A revised oblectivitv. ,Threughout their critique of pievailing
Ihts4heory about human nature, Yaekelovich. and Barrett atressed the links
between ontology and epistemology, or in Kant's terms, between.constitutive
and regulatory principles. Regulatory principles have to'do with the way
knowledge can be attained. In the domains of both evidence and expbtnation,
'Yankelovich-and Barrttt implicitly Pleaded for a distinction between the
empirical and the concrete. They wanted to base psychoanalytic t11éory
more firmly in the former, and to free it from reference to the 1 tter.'.

N
1 .

1. Evidence. If hUmAn reality is constituted by constant19'emerging ,
forms of relatedness some of which become pervasive modes, and if the
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significance of these ways of resulting is caputtred in a structure of
meaniags, then any manifestation that is capable of reveang personal ,

meaning qualifies as evidence. Bodily processds are certainly no longer
ap appro'priate ground;,neither are behaviors'aloae. Behaviors must be
included along with other expressions of meaning:. attitude, wishes and
intentions, and fantasies--including net only dreams'but hallucinations.
Heidegger in particular elaborated the notion, which was held by.the
fancient Greeks as well; that discovery of. *truthaoccurs'as reality is
"revealed" in a variety of ways.

Heidegger also attacked the f ndations of the materialist prejudice
Igainst "subjective" evidence by a uing that conscioutness is involved
in, and therefore always refers to, the "outside" wOrtd; hence, -the
individual suffers no crippling disability in his or her capacity to
grasp the object world. At the ,same time, Heideggeizade the subject/
object distinction less Irucial for.a person`s abil y to grasp'his own
reality. If he was net, in fact, redUcible to physically-based forces
different in quality from his own experienae, and ir&ccessible to it, he
was not dlsabled in reporting about 4mself.

?tie emphasis On meaning in and of itself constitutes an'attack on
e,the'disqualification ,the subjective and ipternal. It is the opposite

of*the-materialist view hat evidence, to be "pure," must "be as free of
and as far removed as po sible from 'personel context. Here, the view is
that behaviors and other-expressions are unintellrgible by themselves;
they become significant only within the structures of personal meaning

...,

that they reveal. '0
.

2. Explanation. ff objectivity depends an honing to the facts,
then one insurance for it is la be opem-minded about what consLtutes
ey-idence. That is, certain kinds of evidence must not be excluded
Acause of a priori philosophical belAefs about what is or As not t sign
of reality,. In particular, it, ii important to recegnize that different
kinds ef evidence are appropriate to different kinds of phenomena.

. 'a
-rag ineed to stay close to.the facts pertains to explanation as well

as to.evidenc:i., Descriptive explanation, as Yankelovich and Baftett
presented it, involvet abstraction. One eliminates some of the descriptive
detail \ of_experience in.erder to describe at a different.leverl--that of
pattern) This entails selecting some features of experience in order to
diulay,their linkage to otheri features. Objectivity, in this context,
dependsion avoiding distortion of the original experience.

One sperce of distortion is the biases aad personal limitatioas of
the person who construets the Oterpretive patterns. The corrective for
this preserves one vestige of the reliance on external perspectives
associated with scientific materialism. It is the traditional method of

,

3 r rI
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consensus*. the.addition.of other minds to the kcess. What is necessary .

is to feport the empirical data--all the varied expressions, for example,
that reveal.a person's meanings--and to allow others to verify the
interpretation. /

Distoetion can cOme'snot only from individuals, but from scholarly
traditions and the beoad cultural-contexts in which they develop.
Yankelovich and Barr'ett argued at leng01 that the a priori

ei

nsistence on
abstract explanatory Concepts that fit a Cartesian model ts derailed the
open-minded searcb,for patterns revealed by empirical evidence# and lee
to deductive rather than inductive theory-building. The concepts they

, offer.as a focus for resedrch--such as struc,tures of meanings,.or paychit
structues and the.lawv that gOvern their dèVelopment--dawnot refer!eithe'r
to physical forqes.or to entities conceiFed of in physical terms. The
author's went tObgreat pains, in fact, to define a list ot attributes for

. psychic-struttures that would direct research away from characterization
in termsjof status traits,.location, and association Iy Contiguityall
characteristics of physical rather than psychic entities. Byt whether or
not ope accepts their particular conEeptual Wdeposts, the lauer
princIple they advanfed seems an indisputable criterion for Objectivity
in the realm of explanation and theory: the effort must always be to
kdep both concepts and.generalizations a function ofthe phenomena
obse'rved--tentative tools, rather than fixed tenets of ph2losoithical
fAirh or cherished intelleCtuariossessions used to anrange evidence.

Self7concept and identity. In restOring the respectabit4ty of
,

,

s6:dective evidence as fundamental to a valid'.view of "objective" realiC;
the.'critique gOPCartesian4m and .sciéntific materialism might seem to
lead ?ack to an acceptance of-self-concept as an adequate basis for-an
objective view'of identity. But the idea that many people are aot aware
of all that is most important about themselves, and about whigh quite a
few even delude hemseaves, seems to be common senso. It is a common
se e view that has received support from diverse scholars, not all of
who are'entirely motivated merely`by distrust of evidence that is.not in
some ease physical. Frenkel-Brunswik (1939), forexample, enumeiated
the possibilities of defensive distortion, ahd Jacobson (1964) pointed

,

out that the capacity for detached, introspective self-cognition is
sharply limited. Other psychoanalysts have strei6ed the power of the
unconscious to hide from a person much of what is iundamental about
himself or herself. One does not have to associate the unconscions
wl.th a tangible, locatable,' necinct-based force to accept the wealth.
clinical evidence on this p ntNankelovich and Barrdtt, themselves
honored the elaboration of the unconscious life as Freud's most fundamental

. contribaion..

This emphasis is fully compatibtle with a view of experience as the
fundamental reality. It does not hold that.the contents of-the uncbnscious,

3e8
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pr of the associated preconscious, are different in kind from the contents A
awareness. they, too,,are experiential, but they.represent ,experience thatis
not immediately Ivailable to:be Oerceiyed or artiCulated. Erikson (1964), in
fact, considered the concrete experience that constitutes a person'a actual
world to be largely precoqsciou:S and unconscious. He-did.nOe, however, draw
attention tO the ull implications of this positiCin for a,theory of 'idSntity.
He recognized that,an Important part of the procesSof identity formation=-the

4

striving for integration--was often unconscious, but he did.not eMphasize that
the.product, the contenes ofidentity, may be paytly unconscious as well,

- 3

elf-concept'usualky relies on serf-report; as such ii depends on
codscious awareness. It is therefore at best a partial view of the
experiential reality of most people. It 'will not do as an objective
representation of identity because another ingredeiat of objectivity is -

compleeeness: -the most objective view'ofany pSychic phenomenon. including
'identity, is the fullest view of.it. The more thatis .lefe out,' the
greater,the distbrtion. This, of course, could be'taken as ah argumentt
against abstTaction, which eliminates concrete details. But if we.canA
recognize'that fOr purposes of communication, verification,.and pattern
description, a shorthand is acceptable and n&essary, w4can acknowledge
that,what must be included is the full'outline of.the structure of
mea4ings. Structure abstracted is not9the s.ame as-the. lived experience,
and it must be based on a complete view_of that experien-ce.

Self:concepeis subject to distoreion not only through amiAsion and',
incompleteness, but alad through sheer inaccuracy:. A person may think of
himself or herself as gitattxaccive, for example, even though he Or she
possesses endowments normially donsidered appealing. In this case, the
self-report important data about how a person relates to thewsild--
that is, about his Or'her identity, but not if it be interpreted.as a ,

literal fact. What.it tells us is dot,that the person is at a diaadvantage
in a soaally important category, bgt that he or she COO to'put'lltmself
at a disadvantage:even when other options exist.

The foregoing example illustrates one reason'why the notion of
'self-cOngept has such a powerful hold as an operational definition of
identity. People tend to become, in.fact,-what they believe they are.
After a time, the potential fof another relationship is lost, .especially
when an individuaL act's so as to elicit responses from others that accord

1

At least one writer has treated this as the only process in identiti,
formation, declarIng that "identity is arrived at by a seCondary process
of experientially becoming or accepting the self-concept." (Rubins,

personal Communication to De Levita, p. 125.)

3 8
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with his or her owu belief, thereby confirming it., 'Social corifirm"Aon,
as Erikson has emphas(ized, is an importansaspect bf identity development.-

Still, especially for purposes of application to practices for fostering.
optimal human deveLopment, the distinction between self-concept and a More
objective notion of identity is crucial. The essence of identity IA contihuity
and relation, with the latter guaranteeing the former. Basic identity is most
centrally the achievement of contihuity. Qualitative identity consists in .
the stable or continuing'elements'that have meaning for a person iw ways 96
relating to the worldways that distinguish him, or her.from, as well as mark
his resemblances to, other people. Though we can and must rely On each -

indiV'idual's.report of his or her experience in order to discover his or her
structure of meaningful ways of relating, We pannot relyon his or her
conceptualization of them at any particular moment. The problems of
defining qualitative identity, in short, capnot be'solved by equating it
with self-concept.. How the problem can be pursued is a topic that will
be examined further in the section on the nature and developlaedt of
identity. First, hnwever, we will turncto current ways of measuring
identity, since these necessarily reflect the current state of the ari in
definiticn. .

11E4, $ UR EME NT

Aamt identity

_ .

Most measures 'of identity that are labeled as such assume that icientity
is the same as basic identity. That is to say, they are more concerned with
the achievement and/or preservation'of personal coherence and continuity with
the specific elements responsible far the achievtment. Basic ideniity has beeA

,
--

assessed in two contexts: the clinical and,the educational. The focus in one
has been on health vs. ,pathalogy; in the other, on level of development.

Clinical Context:' Pathology
.

In the clinic, identity has'become the focus of attention-as the
caupe Of pathologyt. 1M Erikson (1968) has pointed aut, there aie two,
foCal points for clinical concern: the adult patient who- loses a previously
achieved sense,of identity, and4n so doing, perhaps regreises to an

)earlier adolescent crisis; and Ehe adolesdent who is unable to negotiate
the identity crisis successfully. Both may kt said to suffer from identity
4iffusion or confusion.. Withid this perspective, the absence of identity
is the object of measurement. The .symptoms, described alternatively by
GuntO.p as the essence of the "schizoie state, include "deep-seated
doubts about the.realiti and viability of theiryery 'selft".1 plus

10
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"virying.degrees ol depersonalization, unreality, (and) the dread
feellng *of 'nbt belonging,' of being fundamentally isolated and eut of
toucewith theisr'world.." fte described it further aS a:feeling of beingn
cut off; apart, different, unable to become involved in any real
relations,hipin Short, a "devastating experience of inner isolation"
(p. 148) Eriksoes.(.1968) desgripton of an aggravated,case of ident4Y
confusion,,leading to'a.borderline state, contained several of the same
elements:.'*a losinfully'heightened,sense of isolation; a disintegration of
the sense of inner continuitynd sameness;. a sense of overall ashamedness;
and an inability'to derive'a sense of accomplishment from any kind of
activity"'(pp. 168'-169): Hel like Guntrip, also emphasized that identity
confupion.lehds to disturbances in the capacity for intimacy. Other
signs Erikson presented in.connection with adolescent case-histories
included a disturbance in tiMe peeepective often expressed in a Slowing .

up_ofactivity, andPeitther to'ooncentrate on any activity Or
a consuming, self-destructive preoccupation with a Angle activity.

A
The appo iiite of such pttiological states is reflected tin.the firm

poasession of a sense of idatityx,,whose reflection Erikson11968)
located'in "a sense.o0 psychoaoclai well-being." "Its Mbst obvious
concomitants,: he went on to say, "are a feeling of being at home in one's
bodyi a sense of 'knowing where one is going,' and a:1'1...er assuredness
of anticipaAed recognition from those who,count" (p. 1

. Pathology or health 2reigenerally identified in the clinical Aetting
by means of'int&rviews.. There are no standaidizedinstruments-7only the -
accnbulated knoviledge of practitioners about-what sYmptams'to look for,
and an accjaMpanying body of practice.about apptopriate interview technique.-
Measurement 'becomes' more standardized in other contexts, for other aims.

Educational Context: development
4

For purposes.of education and other disciplines concerned more with
promoting d4pelopment than curing pathology, identity has been meaaured :

- in terms of itp growth, as marked by formative stages. thus, Marcia
(1964, 1966) used Erikson's theory to plot out Fbur growth stages
adolescence: identity diffusion, a pre-commitment and pre-crisis phase;
foreclosure, a period of crisis Joidance through premature commitment,
often to parental beliefs; moratorium, the.confrontational crisis phase;
*and identity achievement, through active commitment. Marcia devdloped a
structured instrument to tap status along thisAdentity continuum.

Ailitative Identity

Measurements of qualitative identity hate generally been indirect.'
'That i9, there has been copious measureme4t of constructs often taken as

301
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proxies for identity, but in the context of instrument development and
publication, these techniques have rarely been labeled as measuresiof
identity. The two most prominent examples are self-concept and role.
There is, of course., an abundant proliferation of measurement techniques
for each, a full review Of which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
SoMe areas of self-cáncept and role tradition, however, haVe produced
measures particularly rva1t to identity as defined thus far.

"Self-,Concent-

'As Turner (Note 1) pointed out, much'-of the work on self-concept fails
to focus on qualitative or persistent dimensions of the self. One

'tradition, departing from James's (1890) ,and Mead's (1934) notion of the
"Me" as an object of self-observation% centers on transient, situational
self-images rather than eleMents of continuity im self-conception. The
unit of concern is the isolated interaction; the approach is exemplified
by symbolic idteractionists like Blumer (1966) and by Coffman (1958).
A second tradition uses the term "self-concept" frequently, but employs it
primarily as a proxy.for self-esteem or self-acceptance. The associeted
self-evaluative measures have been reviewed by Wylie (1968).

Two other tra4tions do deal with self-concept in a way that ties it
to identity. The first, exemplified in the measures developed by Sarbin
and Rosenberg (1955) and .I.aForge and Suczek (1955), characterizes the
self qualitatively, using plychological traits. The second seeks social
anchorages for the self by tying self-concepts to role theory. ,A ptincipal
exponent of,the approach is MaAred Kuhn (1954), Who defihed the self-concept
as internalizeerole aspects., and who with McPartland (Kuhn k McPartland,
1954), developed the' "Twenty Statements Test" to measure the correspondefices.
Tutner, working.in'the same tradition, has developed the "True-self
Method," based on open-ended questions that ask, the respondent,to identify
situations in which he 'or she felt eithet his true or his inauthentic
self was expressed, and,to tell what aspect of hi's actions or feelings
account for this significanee. Protocols are classified according to
inatitutiOnal versus.impulse'anchorages (a criterion designeete test
Kuhn's assumption of institutional anchorages), and individual versus
interpersonal involIement.

,Roles

Those who define roles as the essence of,identity areuworking in a
tradition very mucelike that of the sociological approach to self-concept
definitions. It is no accident that Turner, who was explicitly trying to
make connections between role theory and self-concept theory, approached
the problem from both directions. In the role domain., he used the

cl
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behavioral concept of "roleperson merger" as the complement to his
elaboration of selfconcepx in the cognitive sPhere. The counterpart-is
De LeVita's notion of "reifications": the internalized nersitent roe
element's that individuals Seek to express over and ovi4

l

again in different
situatons 4.%nd roles (see p. 12). The major difference between the two
constructs is thad De Levita's "reification" is more.clearly an 'unhealthy,
phenomenon; it represents tendetVes to repeat patterns inappropriately,
regardless of circumstance, and t6 behave rigidly rather than to respond
freely to the dynamics of interpersonal situations. Turner 1978) voiced
some of the same notions, however, when he saiethat people Rt! "best
described in terms of the roles that are still played.when not °piled for."

'De Levit,a, as a psychpanalyst; tended to rely primarily on the
techniques of clinical interviewing for aata collection. Turner has not
yet developed an instrument.to Measure :roleperson mergers." His work'
in this area has beep largely theoretical to date; his research has
focused on ptudies of the "True Self."

THE NATURE AY6 DE9LOFMENT OF IDENTITY

Characterizations of the nature of identity are often related to,
particular conceptions about how the growth propéss works. Efforts to
define basic.or qualitative identity further, to verifyasserted
definitions, can qerefore profit from attentio to the process .of
identity development.

14.

Basic Idenqty

To Erikson, the crucial process in identity formation was.Synthesis:
.the work of selecting important elements from the past ana forging them
into a ,coherent whole. In his view, this work took place primarily in
adolescence, particularly+ late adolescence, durinea period that he
termed the'"psychosocial moratorium," to denote the culture's indulgence
of a respite between the status of childhood and the full responsibilities
of adulthood. Jacobsop (1964) agreed.with Erikson that synthesis is
important, but disagreed with his view that it begins at adolescence and
involves oply synthetic forces in the.ego. Accordilg to Jacobson, the
If

processes of organization are opera(tive in alljotructure formations
the psychlc 'apparatus," and produce "i highly.fndividualized but coherent
entity which has direction and, continuity at any stage of human development"
(,p; 27)

,

When synthesizipg is considered the major dynamic in ehe, formation
of basic identity, the product iS viewed asla ayntAesis. A second4
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conception of bisic identity equates it with sePargie existence.- The
growth of 'a sense of -separateness is considered the important aspect of :

identity formation, reflecting a bea.ief in the interplay between self-image
and deVelopment of actual haracter (see p. 25).

Development of self-awareness Is particularly emphasized by Mahler
(1958),.who wrote about the "conscious or unconscious realization of
being an independent being separate from the mother.".MAler, Greenacre
(1958), and Jacobson located this beginning individuation or individualization
during the first three years of life. :Erikson agreed, although he
accorded the development less significance\for'identity than for ego
synthesis. He declared that the oral and anal stages, which should
producAPboth trust add autonomy, are the time when an indiVidual discovers
that heor she "is a.person." The major dissent from this view is Eisslet
(1958); he agreed that identity is a function of sFareness of a self, but-
he maintained that the self arises only at adolescence. Thus, like
Erikson, he located the critical period for identity formationat the end
of.childhood, but for different reasons. .

The fundamental process in identity formation can. also be Coeceived
in a third.way: as a dialectic movement between individuation Ad
relatedness, in which the maintenance of balance determines the ability
to achiive a firm sense.of personal continuity and.reality. Although
Erikson did not depict the epigenetic crises fie outlined in dialectic
terms, at least several of them can be regarded as periods When.An
existing state of relatedness is disturbed by a'biological development or/
social demand,that precipitates increased selfrdefinition or self-assertion.
The new separateness and definition are precarious, thoegh; to become
firmly anchored, they must be accompanied by the reestablishment of'
social linkiges in a new form (Neves, Note 2).

Winnicott's (1965, 1967) concept of ego-re341tedness, as elaborated
b'Y Glintrip. (1971), captures the experience and reveals what it means to
achieve balance between the inipulse to separate and the urge to affiliate.
Ego-relatedness is presented asithe unique .product of the earliest stage in
an infant's life, when the chila discovers an ability to feel separate and
enjoy. solitude, while taking tor granted the mother's presence, and
thereby retaining a sense of relatedness. This original sense of separateness,
madorpossible by a simultaneous connection and conviction about'its
dependahility, is ifiGuntrip's view the guarantor of all subsequent
separate identitY, which also depends on faith in linkage to a social
reality. abe concept echoes Erikson's notion that basic trust is the
essential gain from the same peried, and an indispensable element in
later identity development. At a more general level, the concept parallels
Erikson's emphasis on the indissoluble links between th4 individual and
the social in identity. Ego-relatedness differs from Erikson's notion cif
basic identity, however, in juxtaposine the profferment of secure relatedness

Yr
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at moments of separation as the Crucial process in identity formation.
Again, the resultiqg concept of'identity achievement reflects the way,the
process is conceived. &go-raZatedness is an eloqt,leA image of identity
as a secure' balance between separa;eness and linkage, reflected in a
feeling of comfortable at.r.homeness,trather thanIn_tense ambivalence
between two warring claims.

V

:IN'alitative Identity

In .qualitative.identitY, the questton is how to describe not the
achievement'of identity,tbut the,.tind of 'person who emerges. In Analytic

,

Whterms, one can aE; at ile v414nts aicouit f"the individual's continuity
and coherence.

The Product: FormS of Relatedness

Some of ihe writings reviewed suggest another rephrasing: Row is
*, possible to describe the meanings that form both the essence and ;he

. residue of experience (Yankelovich aiN Barrett), and those which (Guntrip)
are to ha found gnly in relationshipsr In both cases, the message is
that the way people relate to the world determines the quality of theit
experienceOn the-form of meanings, ind these same relatilanal meanings
define each person's,identity.

'

Ar
If we can accept this general formulatIon, the

qualitative identity becqmes a task of defining the
relation. Two constructg are proposed: belonging
styles 'of relating.

av

task of conceptualizing
orma of meaningful,/
raffiliation, and

teloneine/affiliation. People oftep think orthemselves in terms of
belonging: to ihe.masculine or feminine sex, to religi,on, race, ethnic
group, nation city, region, community, family, occupation, political
group, club,, ;it. clique. The function of such description, to oneself or
to others,, and the purpose of the feeling that produces It, is to satisfy
a need for fitting in, for-being part of. some recognized4social grouping._
In a negative sense, it avoids the feeling of isolation.

People differ in their need
needy will probably blit most able
'outpide the groupings into which,
'obvIbus aoners and rebels define
significanit other's. the genuine
invariabl¢aa recipe for despair.

for this kind of relatedness,. The less
to avoid conformity: to place themselves,
they were born. 1)ut even the most ,

themselveS injAssociation with some .

conviction that one is entirely alone is

3
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Since belonginvis so hasic,,it is often the only element associated,
with substantive-identity at all. In other words; having identity, in
the:popular mind, is often reduced eo being.identified with groups and
groupings. There is.a similar tendency ift'scholarly writings, where,the
social compoilent oridentity is often conceived of solely in Eerms of
social belonging and the recognition of perso,ihoo that comes from others
in whatevee constitutes one's societys

ThiS last note underlines the dual function, of belonking. In basic
identity, it supplies the supportive relatedness that makes relative
independence feasible. _At the same .time, these ties and theirfroutcomes
become a parref who 'mile is. At one level, they help a person define :

.himself or herself:in tel-ps of membership. At another level, through the
.

identification inhe'rent in such membership, tIley become the source of ..
sop Of his or her persodal style.

Styles of Relatin%

ilelonging'is a relatively passive Aspect of relatedness:Z. Styles of
. .

relating.are more active-., The worcyistyle" is used Lip connOte,pervasiveness:'
these are aspects of the self that affect both behavfor and attitudes,..
and-that arq...eionstant in a variety of contexts, whether one is relating
to oneself, to others to objects, or to places.

. A

One aspect of'style dependson the personal-vedicle with Which one
prefers to make cibutactimind senses, body, or emotive powets. 'Accomita
each'such preferende is a resp nsivenesstb, and a desire to:be activ4
involved with, correiponding pects of the world:. structure, sensation,'

. ,

movement, or feelings (Ne 1977)., These vehicles are,roughlY akin to.
what Hartmann (1.99).ddescribed as ego functions marked bq primary-or
innate autonomy from instiactual Aurces of conflict. One added eleient
here is that in the course of development, preference for the use of one
or another such faculty may arise.

j, Another part of style refers to the manner.or mode in which a
vihicle is used. Again, there is a mItch between the form of behavior
and the aspects of the world to whith one is xesponsive: a,person who
prefers to soothe rather than to stimulate tends to focus on elements
in the environment that produee continuity with/expectatiim (Neves,
1977).a 4

2
The material in this seetion is largely drawn :from "The,Development

and Assessment of a Model tor the Definition of 'Work Itself' Satisfactions".
(Neves, 1977). 4

O.
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- .,
ankelovich )nd Barrett described "modes of being" in.similai termi--as

pervasive, style§ th affect .§kistente:in a Variety of ,..Tays.- They painted
.to.Erikson's "modes and'"Mbetalities" as examples. Erikson (1950/1963)4

.

-,/drawing oe Fteud, eicrihed typic4 modes of approach, associated with
body zones that be cote the.foCus.for childhood sdivality at sucCifsive
atages of develoP nt. .These modis., in turn, generalize into uni'soCial
modalities, or w s of-rlating. ACcording to this schema, the emergerice
of new physiosl apacities potentiates new social capacities; and if
development pro eeds undisturbed,. ths residue includes.a,hasic ittitUde
toward.self,an others, related to the dominant modaaity, that supports
mutuality in e future. If a:stäge is'problemfitical: and the zOne
becomes tinge with cbnflict,social Modalities-linked to it can be
enlarged and transformed into distorted'approaches to'the. world. These'
styles too are'linked to,residual attitudes, but attitudegi that are the
polar oppo tes of those characterizing healthy'developrknt.-

;

...
... One familiar example that ErfkSon.offers is the:cApulsive personality,
whose hostile use.orthe modes of retention and etpulsion in an effoFt to
exercise control stem.from conflict during the anal stage.. If t4e...,_ .
develOPmental phase had gone well,' and the individual had derived a
sense of inner goodness fram"his successful effort at ciontrol, the
attitudinal prize would have been autonomy.
instead a basic doubt about innerorth and
shame.

In its absence, there is
an accOmpanying sense of

t

The pervasive quality of modes is'demonstrated by Shdpiiro (19(0),
who showed that ways of behaving toward people are linked t9 ways of
perceiving 'and thinking. Shapiro's treatme*is limits0 to neurotic
styles. Erikson, however, treats modalitiesAas products' ef healt* as
well as dislocated development. Hartmann (193g/1958) added another
dimeasion: there' 'can.be "mixed" phenbmena, modia which start ai neurotic
defenses, but which in the' course of growth evolve so far-away'froM their
conflictual origi that they acquire "secondary" autonomy' as ego functions;

Styles of relating are often linked to aolgeplgy/idlial's important
affiliations as well as to the outcomes.of deVTlopmental stages, .Self-
definition in terms of or in contrast to ethnic traits, fathily idiosyncracies,
or the conceptions of maiculinity or femininity held by one's reference,
group, are common phenodena. Erikson, in particular, pointed to shared
group characteristics'as an important aspect of,id§ntiti. His.description,
is similar to the description of modes: individuals often adopt not just
behaviors typical of their group, but related attitudinal tliemesrepresenting

eneral 'orientation to the oorld.

- .

It is not enough, howeVer, to chAiacterize qualitative identity'in
terms of the various styres of relating, including vehicles and modes,
which define an individual, plus his osher most important Affiliations.

3 9 7
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, .Qualitative identtty is more than-a-collection of elements. : 4 is an
integrated pattern based on the r4lative'Weight of belonging vs. style, '
the relative importance of different forms of belonging and btyle, and
tbe way in ahich'ell_of theSe eldmento are lilaked xo each other. Pull

pnderstanding"of these structural adpects, is Fell as of.the efinents"
-themselvei", depends on an understanding of the processes of identity,
formation.

Prbcess
I

Conceats of pr5pess. Since basic and qualitative are nof really two
different kinds of identity, but egaher rwo aspects of the Same phenomenon, .

there is.no special set of-processes for oneas opposed to theother.
Theldevelopmental stages outlinecrtty. Erikson,.WhIch reflect a .sidultaneous
growth in both adividuation and,rkatedness, are important for both
aspects of identity.,

V

Differences in process description are a matter of focus, and fall
withtn the same averall framework.

'1. Ego synthesia. Foi Erikson; the focus would not change. His

emRhasis on synthesis is ovevriding. Althodgh he recognized thai at
ariety of elamenta coPtribute to identity, he thought of identity ,

characteristically'ils their integration into a pattern.

2. Individdation-and'social comparisbn: In the sphere of,qualitative
as Fell as of'basic, identity, the complement to synthesis is again
individuation. Indiiiduation emphasizes how elements are shaped rather
than.how they are formed into a pattern: And once again, individuation
entails a focus on an earlier phtse of develdpment than does, Erikson's
version, at least, of,synthesis., However, the individuation that is
Importaqp-for qualitative identilty reflects spedific individual
fcharacteristids rather than mere separate personhood, and occurs later.
Mahler, who Was parV,icularly concerned with Sexual identity, located the
critical period,as between three and latency. Mbst others .agreed,
including Erikson; Who though he considered this 'Period, too, preparatory
to the real.woli of identity formation later on, did say that the beginning
of development toward a particular kind of personality began around-file
end of the thiid year, in the initiative stage, and accelerated during
the oedipal phase.

tr.

-^

Again, those who stressed individuation did o focus merely on the
fact of emerging capacities and behaviors. They'were interested in how
awareness and conceptualization of personal characteristics impact-on
Character formation. Body-image was Usually presented'as the firEit area
of qualitative self-awareness,.with other aspects of the self following.

3 9 S
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Greenacre, particularly; showed that in.diffetentiating self-characterisqps,
a child engages in sotial comparison, noting similaritiesor differences
between hitaself or hvself add otherl. 4rikson (1968, pp. 22-23)aAded
that as a part of this process, Zle 'child notes others' peYceptions of

2.himself/herself and evaluated them in light of his own perceptions.
Erikson also'claimed that this,process is mostly uncon.stious,Wand that it
proceeds as, long as a person is capable of growth, 'though it starts when
a .chird has mastered walkirig and is bncouraget13 by kis/her newly upri.ght
status to compare himself/herself with adults. p es

,

In piesenting the idea that social:Comparison and the differntiation.
'it entails is, ideally a lifelqng process, Erikson (1968, pp. 22,23)
identified two forces that impel the piocess to unfold. One is exteinal:
encounters with a, "widening circle" of significant others, fro, mother to,

- "mankilnd."- The sedond is internal: a person's "power of mutual affirmation."
Tlxis has to be the more decisive acter,, sing.e it aftects the capacity to
recognize the presence of others and therefore to register encounters.

3. .'Identification. 'The 'final two conceptions of majorr processes
involved in qualitative,identity formatios are identgication and role
osialization. Both are,more specific eXplanations of the otigins of
pa'rticulat identity elements than individuation, and are associated with
a tendencydto characte'rize the contents ofidentity as identifications or
toles,

0

,The adme wr4 rs (Mahler, Greenacre, Jacobson) who pointed to A;
importance of social comparison in.early childhood and throughout the
years before adolescence'also tended to stress identification during the'
same periods. They considered identifica4on even more crucill; thus
Jacobson disputed Erikson's (1959a) statement that."Identity.formation .

begins Wilere,the usefulness'of identification.ends" (p. 113). (Erikson
regarded'identifications,as Important, but only in the'same way as the
products of social comparisonthat is,1 as el,pments to be synthesized.)

IdentificatiOe is often linked tolthe process of comparison. As
.Eriksen pointed out, the child who has begun to compare,himself with
adults is alio shopping for posSible toless to,imitate. But identificationr
goes beyond comparison, inthe sense that it dealS with the person not
only as he is, but'as ,ilow he might:be. To put it another way, identification
involves change. .Either.you notice a resemblance, and enlarge its

3

Erikson declared that the crisis period in identity formation, descr
in this passsge as an qngoing comparison process, occurS during adolescenc
The fact that he usually (e.g., p. 208) described the crisis as one of
Integrating the fruits of.social comparison leads to some ambiguity.

, 9
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meaning by identifying with the person or group who shares it, gr. you
notice a 4ifference, and tryto obliterate it by becoming4 that way
youraelf.

( . . 111 Ai
'The notion that identification involves change is coi6borated by

.Axelrad.and Maury (1951), who defined it as "a modification of the ego in
which a person acquires qualities Which have first been 'those of another'
object or pereon" (p. 175). They maintained that the process Atself, ia

/-1..441 usually,unconscious, 'pointLthat echoes Eriksoes.characterization qf
aocial comparison. The contents, too, may be consbious or unconsciode,
and go beyond "Overt behaVior traits" to include'attitudes, general
feelings,,andeven precepts that the person.imitated honors in the
breach.

In line with the connection to social comparison, .Axelrad and Maury
'emphasized the operation of an ididsyncratic perception of otheip' trallts
as the prerequisite to all identification. In doing so, they in effect
agreed with :Knight's (1940) point-that identification is always preceded
by projection, since they defined the kind of projeCtion releVant to
identification as an active searchfor perceptual anchorage points'that
agree with one's awn special conceptualizations. This description of the
beginning of identification pderlines another point they made: that:it
'is'simplistic to interpret dentifidation in terms of observable
correspondences between traits or people, since the content chosen far
assimilation is dependenton personal,meanings.

sit

'

, Axelrafi and Maury's anatomy of identification is ciampletedicfy.
. description of the outcomes, which they placed on a continuum of
internalization. The.first/rwo steps involve imitation and require the
presence of a distinct, concrete model--first in the flesh, later in
memory. If the process goes no farther, the.*ndividual feels "identified
with" the model, but without awning the characteristics that were the
object Of identification. _In the lait step, full .assimilation of these
charafteristics occurs; they become part of the Alf, with the result
that they can form the basis for self-directed, autonomous activity. The

need to copy a model, and to check one's behavior against ehe model,
, disappears.

Axelrad and Maury distinguished identification from learning in rwo
ways, though they acknowledged that it includes what is usually thought
of as learning.. First, the contents-7another's personal dharacteristics--
impact more broadly eon the self than do acquired skills. This distinction
may depend too heavily on a narrow definition of learninge wyreas the
second one Seems more fundamental: 'identification involves lontent taken

over from others with wham there is an emotional, though nonaexual, link.
AB the authors pointed out, within the forms of identification outlined by
Freud and exprored by others, the emotions/ tie is sometimes the stimulu%

411,0
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for the process, and somet m5is the,result of it. Similarly, the Process

;
sometimes takes place a4f6 sively, and sometimes as ,a part of normal

.,( /deyelopment.

.c.. .
i

.

. , One last, crucial aspect'of t e process is that it is motivated;i
..thus, a description of dynamics i6 only.part of the picture. While Axeirad

and Maury's account of the "needs and affects" that inppire identification
owes1too much to Freudian energy mddels.for, say, Yankelovich and
'Barrett's tistes,.their emphasis on the developmental and personal
variability .of motives would probably command consensus. They are'in
entire accord with YankeloviCh and Barrett in stressing that thq.camplexitY
of forms pointstd a need for specific-accounts, if knowledgeA, the

.

subject.is to grow.

4.. Socialization to Roles, A variety çf theorists (De Levita, 1965;
Strauss,' 1959; Turner, 1978) have conceived f identity as persistent,
transsituational role behaviors, and ofpiden ity formation as socialiiation
to,roles--especially the roles that in Turner's language becoue merged
with the person. Turner's is the most thorough-going attempt to explain
the process within the framework'of role theory, which is the source of
the notion. As he made clear, he referred to institutionalized roles;
hence, he was describing a process that takes place late in development, .

and even extends into adUlthood. (He mentioned that students are exempted
from real-role'expectations, a point reminiscent of Erikson's concept of a
psychosocial moratorium.) Axelrad and Maury',s explanation of identification
focused on the steps in the process, leaving for further study the

.

complexprocess by which targets for iaentificatiop were selected.
Turner's main subject, however, was selecXion of role elements. He
referred briefly to the prpcedUre by which they were merged with the
person as a long series of negotiated role allocationii.

Turner posited two forces in the process of selection: social ,

pressures nd individual motivations, corresponding to "alter" and "ego"
in sociold ical Language. He called the fonimer interactive determinants
of merger; he latter, individual determinaOts. For each Turner constructed
a three-tiered-explanatory hierarchy, begi.nning with functions, then

.moving. to derivative principles, and finally'arriving at derivative
propositions. The initial level, in each case, was explicitly derived
from functional theory as stated by Dewey and Malinowski. The central
notion was utility: an individual will employ a concept of "person,"
denoting consistent Character (identity), about either himself or another

. when the concept is usefUl. Explicitly, at the outset, Turner defined
useful as useful in interaction, and especially, useful for controlling
interaction. In the context.of his list of functions, principles, and
propositions, it 'appeared that useful also meant "easy," or conservative
of energy and effort, and' someties (at least in the case of individuals)
facilitating gratification. An economic principle seemed to be invoked

f
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nS/at timesitoo.:. energy. Fo ervation and grapificition were to be maximized, :
effort and cost minimizfed; Lind gratification was to be Made commensurate'
with,"inyestments" of energy.

.
.

Although this image of human motivation 'is ol;en to.challenge, many
of the detailed propositigns are convincing. (They may be true for

'.reasons other than their connection with the funations and principles
Turner presented; i.e., different principles and functions may be involvedt

as well.) The interactive determinants, in particutar, add up tea an
imposing array'of social pressurdS: reasons why others want to fOklieve
that an individual is really as.he appears ili' his roles, and in Si
believing, influence him to shape himself in their image. In effe'lt,

what Turner has done is to put teeth-into Erikson's assertiOn that rocial
recognition is a ppwetful determinant of identitif; Turner's p;opritions
spell out the weIght of others' expectations. Turner's list of ihdividual
determinants is less satisfyiag. Whether or not cpntrol of intertfetion
is the only reason for the social expectations Turner listed, they
appear tighter and more unified: The individual determinants seem .

spottier, lesi coherent--more a collection than a aet. Perhapil the

difference lies in the variable importance,of a motivational baseNin the
two cases. Mottvation summftrized aS utility and control ma y. leave more
obvious gaps in'a picture of inclividual functioning and ego development
than it does in an account of tWe reasons why an individual is regarded
by others according to his her riPle as revealed in only a few situations.

This limitation aside, Turner s specific propositions ate invariably
provoCative. For example, his speCific suggestions about the conditions
for individual redtstance tO social pressure again give paint to Erikson's
implie admonition, that identity cannot be maintained without at least%,
aame so al suppOrt. Turner's hyPothesis that a tendency away frour
institutional anchorages for,identity'may be a way of overcoming conflict
with personal predilection is also interesting. He would probably be

inclined to.interpret such a phenomenon less seriously than Erikson and
loofa psychodnalysts, however; inhis view, thelunction of identity, or
self-consistency, seems less profound. At times it appears to bp no more
than,a social lubricantdispensable, &pending on the situation.

a
the Freedom Versus Determinism Issue

The last two versions Of the identity formation processas,
identification gr as role socializiitionare'frequently c;iticized for
giving too much weight to the role of the social environment. The

result,.critics 24111 Yankelovich and Barrett said, is to depict a rubber-
stamp version vf.the persbn; he or she is tiolded into the shape society
prefers, ahd identity formation is reduced to little more than cloning.
People are portrayed as,mere imitations of others, or incumbents of
existing roles.

4 o
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, 'As Axelrad and ifaury tried to'show, an active'person will sometimes
select some aspecti, but not others, of certain pebple, and will adopt
them as more or ,less permhnent, centrali and integrated aspects of
himse.VE orticerself, fr highly idiosyncratic reasons. Tunner, too-, f'
sought to depict the individual as an gctive agent, with hie own internal
priorities, -who negotiates father than atItlIows social expectations abollt
appropriate roles.and.role behaviors.. Stikko, an impression of_overemphasis_
op social pressuresJcan develop'when any dug process is presented as the
only or ate major determinaht_of identit&So'rmation, if that'process
assigns a prominent influence to so ial forces. The'impression is
strengtgened if.theaccount of the ocess is more extensive and/or more
convincing on the sociai than on t1iè individual side of the ledger, as.in
T4rner's case:

4'

The reaction illustrates thg heat surrc;unding.the issuetf freedom
vsr. determinism in human development. (Yankelovich and Barrett consider

one of three major.recurring issues in psychology.) In the two
instances cited,2-the issue arises as a protest against avereMphasis on
environmental influence. When Freudian theory is the target, Ss in much
of Yankelovich and Bairett's book, criticism iS leveled at overemphasis
on internal, physt.cal ikifluences: In short, determiniam can be associated
with'eifher side of the'old'neture/nurture debate:

The issue also arises in the context of an equally venerable
philosophical debate about whether identity preexlsts in its own right us

ia asic given, or akises,only as the product of experience. The first
de represents the ConOnental Leibnizian tradition, the a4gond thev

Anglo-Sixon tradition exemidified by Locki and Hum6. Although loyalties
) to one ar the other have often been championed in.the name of supporting

human freedom, both sides yave been so used. A preexisting identity can
be seen as the grbunds foir escape from environmental determinism or as
the basis for an inherited straightjacket.

Whatever the context, arguments for freedom logically rely on
emphasiiing personal control. If the individual is.ptincipally defined_
by elements under his own control, fre"edom is enhanced. That, of course,
is one effect of making experience and meantni""tenterpieces in.the
portrait. The effect is not a valid reasod for accepting the view, but

. it is often a part of the appeal.

Unanswered Qubstions
%

1

Identificafion and role socializaticin are moFe specific descriptions
of quaWative iaentitylormation than ego synthesi or individuation.

403
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Ot the two; Identi,fication seems the more fundatentaI. Its operltion
beginsearlier, and it is probably not only an avenue for.the aceuiaition
of affiliations and styles, but a predisposing factor 14 thd choice of
roles and role elements. In fact, Erikson seemed to suggest th4t the
major function of roles Was to provide socialaly recognized outlets for",
the expression of pre-exIsting personal content, and thereby to confirM
and help synthesize existing identity fragments.

.

(

But evbn it role socialization is asigned an independint formative
inkluencenaloneside identification, the picture seems ifiComplete. Axelrad
and .Meury, as well as Yankelovich and Barrett, have cal1 e6 for a more
detailed understandj.ng of,the complex,opecations'of identificatiton. Even' .
if this iS proJided, gaps will pfobably exist*. It seems likely that
other'processegt too, contribute to the formition of essential styles of
relating, if pin to affiliation as well. Heredity,,for example, Inlay well
play an important roleiln.the strength of and preference for certain ego .

functions over.others.''The processes by which-defenses 'become frde of
early conflictual-roots and are transfOrmid into 'autonomous modes,is also
part of the story. Erikson (1968) listed, among the identity elements
that tust.be integrated "constitutional givens, idiosirncratic libidinal
needs, Zavored capacities, significaet identifications, effective defenses,
successful sublimations, and consistent roles" (p. 163)* A complete '

account of, the origins of styles of relating end significant affilikions
must include atleast some aspect4Of the development of'each of these, -

- and their relations to the others. ,The work is.yet to be done.

.FUNCTIONS OF IDENT'ITY

Ailfoft...repeated central function of identity is td define a person
and give consistent shape to his ar her interactions with the world. The

aspects of identity that accomplish this function are clearly related to
other forms ofwindiv,idual variation discussed in this collection.
Ethnicity and sex, for ekample, are powerful dimensions of affiliation.
Like other formd of affiliation, .they tend to shape styles of relating as,
yelp. One's desire to .align with or distance oneself from a reference
group may effect the emergence of assertion, intellectuality, verbosity,
orderlintss, playfulness, and so on. These and certain other variants of
personal style are in turn plated.to affective response tendencies and
cognitive styles. Wark on 'the development of both, in concert with
research on the develoPment of identity elements, should tell us more
about the coneections among theme

ye
When we move from the central functions of identity' to some of iis

derivative functions,'a link emerges with another variable in the study:
motivation. In part, identity influences motivation indirectly, by way

4
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of self-esteem, a by-pioduct of identity development. Self esteem helps I
to determine level of aspiration, whtch it turn contribuies to such
motivational phenomena as fear of failure.

More'directl identity feeds intrinsic mottvation. The basic
elements of identity, affiliatiöns and styles of velating, interact_to
influence the people, caUses, and acptivities that prove attractiv and
engage.one's interest. Interests, in fact, are a'clear function of
idIntity. So are the intrinsic work or leisure satisfactions salient for
diffeFent individuals. Interests, and satisfactions are .V.010 sides of the
same7coin: prospective and'retrospective asRects of one's-favored .

involvements with the world'(Nevas, 1976, 1977).

'Mien identity remains underdeveioped,-C-A-ison is often unable to
become interested'in much of what happens around him or her. At the
extreme, the result can be withdrawal; short of that, the.outcome is an
impoverished existence.

Full development of identity is closely tied to the quality of life
a person istable to lead. Here again, the character of the affiliations
that a person acquires in the course of his or her development can be
significant. If the.conditions _for maintaining thhse affiliations
'conflict with innate talents and predilections, one's full potential can
be blocked. A sense of place in society may have to be achieved at the
cost of suppressing much of what could be part of oneself (Neves, 1978,
1979). Full identity development,'in stiort, repreeents an optimal
balance between social linkage and personal development. One's initial
background and af'filiations can facilitate or hinder both subsequent
affiliattons and the development of one's full

Identity influences the ability to achieve minimal welfare as well
as an optimally satisfying life. An important aspect of identity is the
sense of place and secure belonging conferred by affiliations. The
absence of security leaves one vulnerable to alienation; and'alienation
can breed disaffection from pommon roles like worker, spouse, isarent, or
citizen. Ihsecurity and the sense of rejection also sap self-esteem.

. The effort to recoup can help to.draw a person.into alienated pursuits
and delinquent or criminal roles (Neves, 1978, 1979).

Identity affects individuals in other ways that simuftaneously
impact on the social fabric. Belonging, and the ensuing feelings of
secdrity, acciptance, and self-esteem, influence tolerance ifor others,
according to Eriksoq. In this instanpe, again, society reaps what it
sows. In another-instance, support for identity leads to a social gain
that 11 not always welcomed as such: by offering security and bolstering
self-regard, a group can breed into indtviduals th6 strength,to resist
social pressures. ,Jheir security makes it possible ,for them,to become
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critics, and to take exceptin to current trends, while reMaining physically
A dad emat'ionally.tied to their surroundings. Still/another outcome oi

belonging, one Chatoenriches individual 40 collective life AA equal
,

measure, is thibt it provides anNemotional base fOr involvements with
otherpeople and.other causes. InSecurity, on the other hand, tends po
produce preoccupation with oneselt (Nevas, 1977).

qtp

The range of individual and social outcomea linked to identity
development suggests the -role that identity can play in education. The

concLusion will explore these implications.

INPLIOATIONS FOR EDUCATION

In akfecting capacity for involvement, the congruence 4tween innate

(predilectfons and social affiliations and the character of one's favored
involvements,kdentity 4.nf1uences the development of individual potential.
It does so both,lireCtly--by acouraging some interests and capacities
while inhibiting other4, and increctly--by motivating or inhibiting'
different kinds of,learning.

pducational interventions represent both the encouragement of
positive processes already under wiy_and the efforts to overcame inhibitions
or to support the fuller development of'fteglected areas. In the positive
vein, alchooli can start.by providing activities diverse 9mough so that
all of a'child's strengths and interests can emerge. In order to recognize
ihe strengths that surface in response to such opportunities, educators
must be not only alert, but also apen-minded and flexible,,in conceiving

--the forms that-capacities and intevests may take. the additional development
of the abilities and interest's thus noted depends in turn on imaginative
teachers, functioning in flexible.schools that permit them to provide the
experiences that extend learning. A final factor is ihstitutional
memory. Teadhers often learn about who a student has been in.terms of
achievement scores, but they rarely receive clues to his or her potential
in a broader sensethe motivatioas, learning st'Yles, and talents that
have defined his or hitr most successful involvements.

#6;Sitive experiences'in school tend to foster learning in general,
and thus tend to help overcame weaknesses partly by boostihi over;111

self-esteem. Interventions targetted to particular weaknessed are also .

possible. A child's interests and learning Styles, for example, can be
used to involve him or her in areas he or she fears or dislikes. Or the
child can be entited into involvement by the desire to be like an alluring

4
3ased on Neves (1978, Note 3)

,

I.
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role model. Role models'may also prove useftirfor.avercaming conflicts
between certain school activities And peer or community norms: for
example, a tabu against academic prowess as the mark of a sissy.

1 The example illustitates one way in Uhich affiliations interact with
the development of potential. suggests tke.possibilities for resistance
to school as'an alien environmenx. In shortridentificatiOn with school.) ,

and the school community is an important foundation for any learning at
all: When past experience, or the hostflity of one's closest affiliates
to school ties, interfere with such identification, ahtidotes are called
for.. Even when students feel some affinity for school, enceuragement of
closer ties can enhance learning.

Children are more likely to feel pert of.a school if they play
recogni;ed,,esteeMed 'roles withih the school spcial structure. One
prefequisfee is the existence of a wide variety'of roles in both classroom

. and extracurricular activitiesit di.flerenceSsin,childrens' tastes
and temperaments. School staffs ca also helpby iaitifying and attacking '41.

barriers to participation,in roles: discrimination, control of access to
rolss by student cliques,'er transportation difficulties that bar sope
children from aftearschool activities.

.
, A

0;14TADevising roles to increase participation will require considerable
ingenuity to elicit the interest of Some chil4xen. Students who are
aiready alienated'may need special lures to become involved. Other
children may need help in overcopling Problems that isolate them or limit
their circle of friends, thua rendering.their social supports fragile.
Another area that demands attention is the way elcisting mindsets and
patterns Of interaction may create obstacles'to acceptance not within the
child, but within those who must receive him. Countermeasures can be
crucial. Activities to foster interaction among diverse groups of
students can incriase peer, acceptance, and changes in school norms that
ideallize passive, silent classroom behavior can remove a source of
frictislin between students and teachers. Activities targetted at student

, or staff prejudice may also be in order, as well as staff recruitment
policies ihat make positive attitudes toward all students a priotity
for new teachers.

A final support for student affiliationwith school'can come from,
sourees'outside the school. When volunners from the community paYticipate.

in schdol activities, or when the school extends its learning arena into
the community, children came into contact with new0potentially respongive
adults. If children associate these sources of warith and acceptance
with the life of the school, they, may begin, to reciprocate the welcame.

Parents, or course, can provide the most powerful support for
engaging children's energies and allegiances. Parent programs that
increase parental responSiveness to schocil activities, or that lead
parents to'encdurage student involvement in school, may fit, more to
strengthen children's ties'io school than any other force.

1

4 (17
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Measures that.eolidify cchild's links to school also\tend to
increase his or her overall sense ,of belonging. The security and d-elf-

.

esteem that.result'provide an important support for social as:well As
personal development. Security,and self-esteem help buiid a capacity for
tolerance and independence, an& for an orientation to proauctive, nonalienated
roles. Thus, some,of the same devices that help twaccomplish educational
goals related to individual dexercipment also'contribute to the social
goals of education.

,

1.,

CONCLUtION

The tripligations of identity for education reflect the theme that
has been repeated throughout. Identity represents balance betWeenthe
individualiand the social: between individuation 4 d social connection,
between distinctive, separate personhood andbe101ging, between independence
and its underpinnings in security. Both basit and qualltative identity
reflect these elements. The sense of'individual existence and contiMbity
depends upon Otaken-for-granted rootedness, and the quality of that
existence is embodied in charpcteristic affiliations and ways of relating.
BOth aspects are expressed in imvolvement: the capacity for relation,
add.its preferred forms.

,

At its broadest; the mission of ducation ib,to deAllop involvement,
in both intensity and breadth. tn so ng; edUcation makes its most
fundamental contribution both to the quality of individual lives and to
the fabric of _collective life.

4 (1
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CHAPTER 10

The Educational Relevance of Health and Nutritional Factors

Margaret E. Hertzig

"A sound mind in a sound'body." The folk wisdom embodied in tEis
.

familiar aphorism eXpresses ihe hopes and eapirations of all those
consPrned with the welface of growing aid developing children.
practical expression of:this dbncern is to.be found in the lon tradition
of pediatric and public,health attention to the provfsion Of well baby
care ahd schodl health programs. Common Sense suggests that good health-
and successful progress in school should gO hand in hand, whereas physical
illneas, particularly if unrecognized or untreated, maywell predispose
to school difficulties and educational, failure.

rhe health of children is the proper and appropriate concern of,
those physicians whose primary focus is on the prevention and teeatment
of illness* Is it of educaticinal concern as well? It has b'een argued
that ill health-is a significant variable leading to differences in the
school performance of individual chp.dren. It has been fUrther.argued

.that education, if conducted in ignorance of the physical condition and
health stavs-of school children, is disorganizing and doomed tole/lure
(Birch, 1968).. But how aie the educational consequencesof ill health
and inadequate nutrition manifested? What conditions may be associated.
'with an increased risk of School.failure dr underachievement? In which
'children? ,Under what circumstances may the negative,effects of ill health
be either mitigated or exacerbated? Bow'may the educator use this.
information.in faCilitating.optiial school progress?

A review of the origins of current concern with the eduCatiOnal
releirance of health and nutritional factors will place our considerationa
in pe'rspectIvev Although it was knawn that health and nutrition
.sgnificently contribute.to and are significantly affected by the life
.circu tances of people (Orr, 1936), attention was most sharply directed
toward t4e impact of these factors on the education pf school children

- ,

'The author acknowledges with gratitude the contributions of Martin
Lorin and LeonikEisen4erg in reviewing earlier drafts of this chapter.
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at the close of the past decade ias an outgrowth of:concern about the
effectiveness of programs of cOmpenaatOry education (Birch, 1968; Birch &

-Gussoi,i, 1970). It,had long been recognized that significant numbers of
children within a.population fail to mike satisfatory progress in school
learning. situations. After all, the work of Binet (Binet.& SimOn, 1905)
was in large part stimulated by the.desire of parsimonious French
educational authorities to insure the early identification of children
unlikely to profit from exposure,to opportunities for education. By'the
middle of this, the twentieth century, evidence deriving from studies of
large numbers of children living in a variety sf social and eConamic
circumstances has demonstrated unequiVocafri.that the more disadvantaged
of such children perform less rie1l on standardized tests of intelligence
as well as in response to other demands far acadec proficieney during
the schodl years (Havighurst & Breese, 1947; Herrick, 1951; Haryou, 1964;
Kennedy, Van de. Riet, & White, 1963). Moreover, differences in IQ are
observable eveh prior to.school entrance (Anastasi & D'Angelo, 1952;
Aftastasi & deJesus, 1953; Bereiter & Engelman, 1g66; G;ay & Klaus, 190;
Hertzig, Birch, Thotas, & Mendez, 1968).

In the early 1960'sdattention began co be directed toward the
explorition of certain critical distinctions between economially
different.isroupa.in:an effort both.ta account for their differential'
educational achievementsland to provide directions for intervention..
Socioeconomic differences in the opportunities sof children from various
segments of society for early social and psychological experience were
identified,and described. Exposure to a "culture of poverty" (Lewis;
1966a, 1966b) characterized by large family site, marked overcrowding in
the home, substandard housing, frequenteAmoves, instability of- family
organizitiOn, and inadequacies in materal care (Deutch, 063; Hunt,
1961, 1964; John, 1963) came to be Considered to underlie the emergende
of Observed social Class differences'in motivation (Gray. 6 Klaus, 1965),
language use and organization,(Bernstein, 1962, 1964;.Deutch, 1965), and .

attitudes and cognitive- styles (Hunt, 19(0. It became vincreasingly clear
that differences in the acquisition of whitoight be considered as tools
of learning contributed significantly to the development of a subsequent
differential in the ease with which and the extént,to which children .

would be able to profit'from comMon bodies of instruction. When theSe
factors were Considered together with the fact that the facilities for;
and the quality and qugotity of, instruction provided to Children from
economically deprived segments.of society were often below that available
to those of the middleclasa, bot.11,the causes of school failure ahd
appropriate remedies seemed apparent. The rapid development of a
profusion of programs subsumed upder the general rubwic of compensatory
education, and.designed to add;ess issues in the areas of familial -
environment and the patterning of preschool experienc4,eativation,
cultural differences in language'usage and orginizatIon, and features of
curriculum followed (Gordon & Wilkerdon, 1966).

4 1 5
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..:2t the height of these develOpments in the late 1960's, Birch (1968;
Birch & Gussow, 1970) pointed out that an exclusive'focus on,social and
cultural variables relevant to educational achievement.might well lead to
neglect of biosocial factors that had ehe potentiality.of directly or .

.

ihdirectly influencing the developing child and altering his primary
characteristics as-atlearner. These workers'fully recognized the,
ekportance of the .contribution of social and cultural factors to an
Aderstanding of some of the causes of educational failure; theY clearly
dem nstrated,ehat differential exposure to conditiona of risk of damage
to t-he central nervous syetem, as well as to other sources of ill health,
pa allel the differentia/ distribution of school failure in the population.

ildren of the poor are born-of.mothers who
4,

come to maturityiless well grown And at greater'
biologic tisk as reproducers than do their more'
fortunate'sisters..leginning too young to bear

Ichildren, such mothers repeat childbearing too
often ann continue it too long,.through
pregnancies in which their heelth care is often
poor,'their, nutrition suboptimal; and their
medical Care frequently nodLexistent.

A child born of such Nercumstances is likely to
be smaller at birth than his More fortunate
conteiporaries -and is more likely to die at birth
or before he reaches his secon44ear of life. .

infancy ia more likely to be punctuated by
frequent severe and persistent illnesses. .

survivors are likely to be more poorly fed and
cared- for in their'homes, overexposed to disease
in their communities, and the reciplents of little
or no medical.SUpervision. The failure of such
children in school is not only noi a mystery but
is virtually foreordained. (Birch & Guswilw,

f p. 12)

1

Moreover, in the words of James (1965) "povecty begeta poverty, is a
cause of poverty and a result of poverty." Not only may a child born and
raised in such circumstances be ordained to fail in school, but having
donOso, his adult life experience may well be characterized by unemployment
And underemployment, sicknees,'apathy, and poverty, perpetuating the
cycle into succeeding.generationl. A.serious attack on the problei of
school failure therefore requires an attack on the life conditions that
characterize poverty wherever iu ie found. Amelioration will not follow
merely from,prke provision of beter prenatal and obstetrical care,
improved health services to children, and more adequate nutrition or
better schooling:however important ehese measures may individually be.
The problem is an ecological one; 'and its solutiod requires the integration
of effort cooiall these fronts (Birch.&"Gussoit,'1970; Tizard, 1974). The
implication of this concluaion is\somewhat overwhelming because it tends
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to suggest that unless a deaningful--as opposed to a makeshift--"war on
pov,rty".can bemounted, little.can be accomplished. However, as Tizatd
(1974) has pointed out, each measure help4 to break the cycle. It is

within this context that the educational,relevance of health and
'nutritional factors require exploration.

What information about the nhysical_health status of children may
assist us ,to better meet their educational needs?

Traditional epidemiology teaches us that the definition of ,

interventive etrateiles will follow from the identificationjof those
conditions of ill health that are assoCiated with an increased risk of
school failure, and from the exploration qf possible mechanisms through
whiCh this association may haVe become manifested. While thi identification
of conditions of,risk s obviously an essential first step, statistical
amociations in and themselVe,e'are of little value' to the ,practitioner

ced with the task o esigning drid implementing educationk programs
dividual childr . It is therefore necessary that our area of

conc rn be expanded to nclude the definition of.the range df possible
outcom Asabciated exposure to given adverse conditions, as Well as
the i4enci actors influencing..expres'slon of this ranges' The

step y-step consid ration of snedific illnesses affecting childred
providis a broad general framework:within which available information
About the relationship bsetween health faciors and educational progress
may be organized. However, a fuller understanding of the range of
consequences that attach to exposure to particular cduditions of ill
health is additionally dependent upon both ,the examination of the role of
If extra-illness" characteristics of affected children, and the contribution
made by the familial and broader.social environments in which such'
children grow and develop.

This conceptual mOdel is elaborated in Subsequent Sections. My

puipose has been to illust= a set of general principles that may be
applied to-the analysis of cational relevance of'amx condition affpcting
the health of children'. Consequently, the enSuing discussion is seletive
rather than exhaustive or all-inclusive. Cleely, children differ frdm
one another with respect to their exAsure to conditions that place them
at increased risk of the development of illness. They ttiffer as well in

4 relation to the illnesses they may have sustained in the past and/or
their prior nutritional history. 4n addition, the members of any group
of children alsia differ from one another with respect to'their current
health and nutritional stalis. Ahy br all of these circumstances may
place an individual child at increased risk of educational failure.
Al&ough thesedistinctions are to some extent both artificial.and
overlapping, they provide a framework within which available inforMation

may be .organized.
1
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health status'of children_prior to school entrance?
) N

ifhe aseessment of the.contribution made by past events to current
levels of function is particnlarly.difficult. The greater the elapsed
time between exposure to insult'and the eviluation of. Outcome, the more
difficult itbecomes to clearly establish causal linkages. Intervening

. events rny contribute to either an exacerbation of disability or to an'
enhance nt of function,

These complexities are further specified,in the course of the
consideration of the following health-related events: prematurity, pre-:.
and postnatal malnutrition, and hospitalization during the first five
year of life.

Prematurity and other complications of the birth process are among
-the factors in the health history of children most strongly ,associated
with later intelfectual and educational difficulties (Birch & &ussow,
'1970). Pasamanick (Pasamanick & tillienfeld, 1955; KnoblOch & Pasamanick,
1974) "has described a continuum of reproductive causality extending fronl
death at one end,- through overt. neurologic disease sucti as cerebral
palsy and echlepsy, to lesser forms of neurologic impairment that are
expresgad as sch9o;learning difficul ies, anebehavioral disorders at the
other end. Theie is little doubt tifft the risk of cerebeal palsy, not ..,

inlrequently accompanAed by mental-retavdetiod, is significantly .

increased in prematurely born children particularly if their birth weights
ere belOw 1500 gme.. (McDonald, 1964). \

What about prematurely born children who are without evidence of overt
neurologic disease?

Numerous studies have suggested thaethe risk of mild mental
retardation and educational backwardness ia increased in:such children as
well (Abramowicz. & Kass, 1966;. Benton, 1940; Drillien, 1974 Wiener,
1970). Lnterpretation of these findings is complicated by the fact that
prematurity.occurs significantly more frequently in the most disadvantaged
segments of society. However, Richardson (1974), utilizing data deriving
from the total population.of children in the city oif Aberdeeu in Scotland,
demonstrated that the size of the difference in mefin IQ between all
children in a social class and those with low birthweight and gestational
age is larger in the lower social classes than in- the upper social
classes. Thus children from lower-class families are at greater risk of
intellectual and educational impairment as a.consequehte of low birtbweight
anclshortened gestational age than are chlldren from upper-class families.
This difference may reflect a biosocial interaction in which the
vulnerability of handicapped children to adverse social circumatances is
increased, whereas more supportive and facilitative environments may,
_serve to mitigate the negative consequences of a similar initial insult.
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Further support for this view derives 5rom the dsla of a longitudinal
study of- 6,8 middle-class children who weighed between 1000.and 150() grams
a birth. Eifty-three of these children were withdut evidence of'overt
ne ologic disease when they were followed-up a eight Years of age. Ail
Of t,ese children IQ's within the normal.range and all.were functioning
at grade level in both eading.and arithmetic..

However, more than ne-fourth of these .children required\pecial
class pliceMent or remedi 1 instruction to achieve and maintain this
level of performance. In addition, the requirement for special educational
intervention was Almost entirely cOnfined to those crIdren who on
neurologic examination eXhibited nonlocalizing signs pf central
nervous system dysfunction. '-However such a requirement was noted in'only
one-half of the children with so-called "soft" signs. In.the others,' no
special environmental interventions were necessary to,insure a Smooth
developmental progression (Hertzig, Note 1). These findings illustrate a
complex aet Of interrelations. Prematurity increases the, risk of
functional impairment of the central nervous.system. For many ,children -
raised in advantageous *sociaf circumstances, such impairment does not
have negative consequences for intellectual or educational achievement.
However, for other children, similarly affected and raised in sinallar
circumstances, additional educational interventions are required to
insure satisfactory prpgress in school.

Nutritional
of childreR, that
intellectual and

inadequacy is another aspiNt of the past health history
has been assOciated wjth defiCiencies in laser
eduoational abhievem nt. In ma d, the ,period of rapid

4°$
Ith.

1
The clinical nosrologie-ixamination of chil ren yields two types of
findings: localizing and nonlocalizing, or o-called "soft," signs.
Localizing findings include those central nervous system abnormalities
that reflect dapage to a particuair area of the brain and include cranial
nerve disturbances, lateralized dysfunC'tions, and the,presence ol
pathological reflexes. ,Nonlocalizing or "soft" signs are those
abnormalities of perforthance reliably detected in the course of clinical
examinationi the presence of which cannot be attributed tó structural
damage to the nervous syiiem. Although different clinicians aad
investigators have included different items in the assessment of "soft"
signs.(Rutter, 1977; Adams, Koceis, & Astes, 1974; Hertzig, Bortner, &
Birch, 109), the list ommonly includes clearly recognizable disturbances
of speech, failure td maintain adequate balance, disturbances in gait,
inadequacies Of muscle:tone, defects in coordination, inability to engage
in sequential patterned finger-thumb opposition, graphesthetic and
asteregnostic disturbances, and excessive degrees of adventitious motor
Overflow ichoreiform movements).

119
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brain growth extends from the last trimester of pregnancy throughthe
second year of life (Dabbing & Smart, 1974). The anatomic and physiologfc -

consequences of malnutrition during this brain growth spurt have been
well docuiented in animals and, to a lesser extent, in man. They include
an overall reduction in brain size, a diferential.reduction in cell
numbera decrease in. the'lipid content At the brain, and alterations in
enzymat4 activity (Dobbing & Smart,-1974; Winick,'1976). However, the
functiofial consequences of malnutrition have been much less readily

'demonstrated.

Nutritional insults can be conveniently aivided into'those that are
sustained prenatally, and those that oceur after birth. Stein and Sasser
(1979; Stein, Susser, Saenger, & Maro11a, 1975) followed the time-honored
epidemiologic Fadition of utilizing the experiment in nature created by
the Dutch famine of 1944-45 to explore the possible consequences of
Prenatal malnutritidn on Later physical and mental development. The
famintrwas cattsed by%the embargo imposed by the Nazis on food entering

\.-/r
occupied areas of Holland4in the later stages of the Second World War.
It lasted fot--six months, until the Allied Forces broke the blockade.
The large cities of Westein Holland were primarily afiected, while the
Southern and Northern portions of the country were subjected to less
severeidegrees of nutritional deprivafton. Contemporary records, which
document the immediate consequences of the famine, wire examiied, and the
military records of succesSive cohorts of 19-year-old Dutcit men who had'
been born in areas differentially affected by the famine were analyzed.
No differences between those born in effected and unaffected areas, or
between'successive birth cohorts, were found in height, mean IQ, ar
prevalence of mental retardation. The investigators concluded that poor
prenatal nutrition canot be considered to be a factor in the social
distribution of mental competence of surviving adults in industrial
societies.ne (Stein et al., 1975)

fs
Two factors make.tt difficult to"accept this conclu4ion without

4Aserdation. In the first Platte, it shoulcr-4e noted tha'c a#hoeghl,birth
rate:dropped predipitously during the famine, the mean bilfth weight of
the children born'rduring the period remained high. It ranged from
3111) grams to 3275 grams in successive cohorts, which is )1ttle different
fram that reported for male British singleton big..0s (30O)-410 grams) in
thtyear 1958 (Tizard,.1974). Tus by international standards, the
children born in t4e Dutch famin areas were lot malnourished at birth.

*

, Of perhaps gteater importance, however, is the limitation imposed by
the fact that the available data do not permit the mental competence of
individual Oats to be related directly, to their condition at birth.
Survivors have, of necessifty, been treated as homdgeneous within broad
social class airgeogtaphic group ngs. In the analysis of the'outcome
data, mental competence has been re at d to differential exposure to a
presumed risk condition and not to the differential response to such
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exposure on the part of Elle survivi g organism. Such Unica
established if the medttanisms that perate in,the productio
outcome are to be fully understood. The critical question
of risk conditions is to identify why some children turn ou
others are spared (Birch, 1974). Just this spnroach has go
Elle more recent inves4gations in the area of the effects o
nutritional insult.

muit be
of defecti
nthe study
badly and

en:led some o
postnatal

Numerous studies have been concerned with the consequencee of. early
severe malnutrition for piysidal growth and Mental development (Cha mmpaka
Srikantia, &.(opalan, 196 ; Cabik & Najdanvic, 1965; Chase & Martin, 1970
Pollit & Granoff, 1967; Stoch & Smythe, 1963, 19674 Birch, Pieiro, .

Alcade, Toca, & Cravioto, 1971; HertZig, Birch,- Richardson, & Tizard,
1972). These studies have been reviewed 'and discussed so often (Frisch,
-1971; Klein, Rabicht, Si'Yarbraugh,11971; Pan American Realth Organiz4tion,
1972; Tizard, 1974) that, as Warren (1973) has pointed out, the number df
reviews may soon exceed that of ihe empirical studies to be considered.
There is,.however, fairly general agreement that children who have
.suffered severe malnutrition in infancy or early childhood do less well
at later ages op taskkof learning and intelligence tlyul do.control
subjects who were not ieverely malnourished.

a

The reasons for these differences are less easily determined. In .

human studies the çossihility of selecting appropriate control Subjects
iS severely limited. The inability to obtain adequat4 control.r many
of the factors knOwn or postulated to influence the intellectual deplopment
of children suggests.that it is necessary to examine an episode.of severe
alautrition in early childhood within the context of.a child's overall
life history in order to determine under what circumstancee and conditions
severe malnutritionjn infancy is associated with mental impairment,'
school failure'bpAehavioral disturbance later in childhood.

This approach is well illustrated,,in the reports emanating from the
inteneive study of 74 hoys aged between 6 and 11 years who had been
hfliffpitalized for severe infantile_maktutrition during the first two years
cif /ife in Jamaida, West Indies ttertzig, Birch, Richardson, & Tizerd,

owe' 1972; Richardson, Bircti, Grabie, & Yoder, 1972; Richardson, Birch, &
Rertzii, 1973; Richardson,' Birch, & Ragbeer, 1975; Richardson, 1975a,
1§75b). Comparisons between the preAously malnourished children and
control dhildren-who attended the same class'in schoolrevealed the index
children to be on the average styirter in stature, lighter in weight, and,

Ito have smaller heads than chilaren in the comparison group. Mdre.index
chIldren were intellectually and educationally backward. Qn the aveAtge
they had fewer friNeds in school and were more often rated by their
teachers lis'heing dull and tild and by. their mothers.as being dodile and
unaggressive. Some of these characteristic's were shared, although to a
much less marked degree, by their male sibs who were in ihe same age

42:
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range. In addition, the index boys were found to have derived from
backgroUnds that were significantly more disadvantaged as measured by an
index of home'stimulation. In'both the index and cdinparison qodps.
taller bbys were found to have significantly higher:IQ's than did shorter
boys, and boys deriving from More advaataged backgrounds had higher IQ's
than did those.who were growing and developing in more disadvantageous
circumstances..

However, the effects of malnutrition were not uniformly negative in
all chilaren. Richardson (1976b) Concluded that

.an acute episode a severe malnutrition in the first
two years Fof life has.differing consequences for

intellectual impairnent, depending on the background
history and characteristics of'the Child's guardian,
the economic conditions'of the household, and the kinds
of social experience the child has had. FuAher the
consequences.are influenced ,by the life history of the
child whiCh is reflected in his stature at time of
followup. Height provides some indication of the
child's nutritional I'listory, and possibly something
of his oVerall health, in addition to having a genetic
component. If severe malnuerition in infancy occurs
in a context Of a life history which is generally
favorable for intellectual development, the early
malnutrition appears to,.have a negligible effect on
intellectual functioning. If early malnutrition
occurs in an unfavorable seneral ecology.for
intellectual development, the sevepa epiSode of
malnutrition had a clear relation to:later intellectual
impairment. (p. 269)

"V

V Similar conclusions were drawn in the course Of an anterospective,
study of all of the children born in a airal village,in Southwest Mexico
(GravicIto i DeLicardie, 1972). In thieecological'Investigation, children
and their families are being studied over time in their social environments.
Of 300 children born'in this village during 1966, 22 develoPed severe
malnutrition before they-were five years.old, but only one did so before
his first birthday. The pattern of differences'between the families of
children who became calnourished and those of control children matched
with respect to neonatal status is of particular interest:. Tht families
of these tujb groups of children did nottiffer in structufe, econami:c
status, or sociocultural characteristics as measured by personal
eleanliness, literacy, or educational level. $or did.they differ with

/respect to.the biologic characteristics of the parents; height, weight,
Of pregnancies, or size of families...'

However, mar differe ces were fonnd inithe.Charadteristics of
the microenviro 'of M home As assessed by the Galdwell Inventory
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of Home Stimulation (Caldwell, 1%74).. Even at six months of age, when
only one of the malnourishe0 subjects was beginning to shoW signs of
clinical illness, the control families were providing a home environment
characte'rized by more'frequentvocal stimulation and-gratification of
needs, more positive emotional climate, and.greater availability of
materials. One-iourth of tht; homes of'children who later became
malnourished.were below the level Of'any.of the homes of condol children,
and nearly one-half had scores on the Caldwell Inventory.less ,thin the
scores of all but one of the families in'the control group.--These
findings persisted'over time, and illustrate that the sociocultural
environment of children'who subsequ'ently become malnourished, is likely to
differ markedly from that of oLer children: even within a secial group
in'which living conditions appear from tkiutside t be very homogeneous.

Some interesting insights into the possible mechanisms through
which an episode ofsevere malnutrition may increase the rfsk of later
school lailure derive from an aspect of these studies which'examined_the
impact of.an episode, df'severe malnutrition or th14 manner in which
children respond to demands for, cognittve'function. 'Response style
was assessed in the course of the administration of a standard test of
intelligence.in accordance with a method t4at utilized,a logic tree. to
describe responses to the'test demands (Hertzig et al., 1968). Responses
were initially characterized as work or not-work, depending on whether or,
not trhe child atteipted to.dd what was-asked of him. Both work and
not-4ork responses were additionally characterized in terms of,whether or
n9t thqy were verbally expressed. Not-work'responses were further
analyzed in the following categories:, passive unresponsivenesa the
substitution of another activity, refusals cou rdTh terms of the
child's perception'of his own level of compete ce, or requests for aid.

The nature of,the'ho4e environment"proved to be'most strongly
associated with response style. Children who derived from.more stimulating
homes as measured by the Caldwell Inventory were more likely to rapond
to a demand with a.work.response than were dhilden from less stimulating'
homea. They verbalized.more throughout the test, And a high proportion
of their not-work responses were expressed in terms Of competence. In
contrast, children from less stimulating homes verbalized less often and
their not-work responses were predominantly expressed passively and as
requests for aid. However, a history of previous malnutrition was
associated with an exaggeration of this response style. Such children
were even less likely to initiate work, were less verbal, were more often
passively unresponeive, and requested help mote frequently than children
who had not been severely malnourished and were living in similar homes
(DeLicardie & Cravioto, 1974).

These stylistic differences May well contribute to the low levels
of intellectual, and acadeMic attainMent frequently reported in previously

423
0
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,malnourished children. A child who is typically passively unresponsive
when faced with a cognitive demand may, th a conventional educational
setting, be viewed as =interested, unmotivated, or inattentive. His
felative.lack of verbal skills may make it difficult for him to expldin
his bphavior even if directly asked. His frequent requests for help may
reinforce a view of him as immature and not ready to learn., .As a
consequence,.fundamental 4kills may not be adequately acquired and later
progress may be further inhibited.

0

The association between styles of,40esponssAp demands for cognitive
functioning and the nature of the home 6viron1ient,sugi4sts that early
life experiences are critical to their development. The exaggeration of
a particulai style in survivors of an episode of severe malnutrition is
unlikely to occur as a direct consequence of injury' to the nervous
tystem. Rather, as pravioto et al. (1966) have indicattd, severe
malnutrition may interfere with development and learning in at least
three'indirect ways(

1. Loss of learning time:
malnourished is less responsive
acute illness, time in which to
simplest basis herefore, such
developmerital s

Sine, at the very leaa, a child who is
to the environment during the period of
experience and tii,learn is lost. On the
a child would be expected to show some

2. Interference with learning during critical luariodb of development:
Learning is by no means simply a'cumulative prpcess. Interference with
the learning process at specific t/mes during its, course may result in
disturbances in function that may be of longterm significance.

Lich disturbance is not merely a function of lost time. The
correlation of experiential opportunity with a given stage of 4evelopment
also appears to be important. It is pdssible that exposurefto
malnutrition may interfere with-development at critical points, in a
child's growth and so'result in efflier abnormalities in the sequentia
emergence of competence or a redirection of the developmenttl course in
undesired directions:

\I /
,
1.- Motivation and personality changes: It should be recogn zed (

.that the ;gesyonse of a mother to her infant or young child is, to a

..-----considerable degree, a function of the child's own.characteristics of
reactivity., ,One of the first -effects'of malnutritlon is a reduction in
the child's:responsiveness to stimulation and the emergence of various
degrees of apat*,. Apathetic behavior in its turn can reduce the value
ef the child as a stimulus and diminish the adult's responsiveness to
him. Thus apathy can-,provoke apathy and so contribute to a cumulative
pattern of reduced adultaird interaction. If'this occurs it can have
consequences for stimulation, for'learning, for maturation, and for

4.
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acquisition may be'interfered with as well. The increased demandingness'
and irritability of the chronically or frequently ill young child may
also contrihute tealterations in both she quality and 'quantity of
mother-child interactions, with similarnegattre consiquencesclor
development. -

41 ss.
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'interpersonal relations. This process May'result in significiint
backwardnese In performance on later more complex learning tasks:

Other severe 111nel:ties sustained by the infant or young Child
may affect-future development and learning in similar ways. The duration
and timing of illnesses.other than kwashikor or marasmus may also result
in an abaolute loss of learning time. The orderly proiresston of skill

These inferences with respect,to the relationship between illnesses
other than severe malnutritidn suatainet during the.pre -school...period
draw support'from die results df studies that have explored the
consequences Of hospitalization .during the first filie years of life.
Although al

)-

.sing e admissiona tO hospit for less.than one week carry no
increased risk of leter behavioral or edncational,disturbfince (Douglas,
1975; Quinton & Rutter,1976), repeated admissinns or .admissions of more
than a week's duration Are associatesi with an increased risk of both pobr
reading and hehavioral, disturb.ance in.adolescence (Dougles, 1975). This

..- associatitm is explained'neither.by tfle initial.selection of children for
hospitalization por by tile-physical disabilities they soMetimes carried
into later life, although it is, most morkedfamong ohild;en who come from
disadvantaged homes (Quinton & Rutter, 1976). Children whit)* mere ..

.hospitalized frequently or fot,prolonged.ppriods of,time during the
preschool period tended 'to be inattentive in class4nd to exhibit poor
wo'rk habAtso 'Outside of,school they were more.troubiesome4.more likely
to be delinquent, and7more likely.to show unstable job patterns than
those.wilo were not,admitted during the first.fitre years of life (Dougla ,

1975). . Thus it may well be that the' preschool years Are critical for th .

'consolidation of behaviors necessary to insure both the derelopment Of
socially appropriate petterns of.behavior and "readiness-to-learn," peen
ihat are disrupted by.frequent ansi prolonged.abbences fr homei

It should .be noted, hotiever, that only a small minority of educational,
.or hehavioral disorders .are associated-with repeatea hospitel'admissions
during the'preschool years: Such events account for little .of the .

'variance in children's behavior (Quinton & Rutter,_1976). Morgover,
some.preachool children seeM to aCtually benefit fram'hospitalization,
,since somepothere reports indicated 'that children hadbeCome.more
talkstive and lively or more independent upon return.home. The children .

most 4Ulnerable to early,admiasiona are athose whotare hifhly dependent.on
their mothers or who are,under stress at home at the time of admission',
(Douglas, 1975). .

P.
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Thus, although ill health during the preschool period increases the
risklof later educational)difficulties, not all children so exposed
experience ill effects. Interictioni among the intrinsic éharaCteristics
of the child, and the nature of his, illness, as well as aspects of boKh
his pre- and post-iliness experiences, serve to define the'particular
xesponse of each individual child to early illness.

;

-WhitL then,.is the relationship between current health status and
educational attainment

. The best avail le overview.data releciant tO this question are
provided by therepidemiologicstudies of the English investigator,
Michael Rutter, and his colleagues, both on the Isle of Wigpt.and in the
city of London ,(Rutter, Tizard, & Whitmore, 19704' Rutter, Cox, Tupling,
Berger, &-W*Yule, 1975a; Berger, W. Yule, & Rutter, 1915; Rutter, B.
Yule, Quinton, ROwlands, W. Yule, & Berger0975b). Of the total ,
population of children between the ages of nine and,twelve years living
on the Isle of Wight, 5.7%.were'; ound to have physical-disorders including
such conditions as asthma, ecze m , unComplicated e ilepsy, cerebral.
palsy, orthopedic conditions, heart-disease, di etes. A eigndicantly
higherk.proportion of theae childlren we're reading at levels below that
.expeceed on the baSis of their aki an4 intelligence than was the'case
among heal* children. Thus 4t can be seen that the likelihood of
scholaStic Aifficuity,is clearly increased in the presence of physical
iilness.

Is this inerease.uniform, or does_seeCificity attach'to the type of
handicappinR_condition?

Conditions affecting the health'ni children may be broadly divided'
into those that invoive the central mervous:sySteM and those in Which
the integrity of the central nervous system is unimpairdA. Scholaetic
di.fficulties tend to be much more'common an4 severe in children with
diserders affecting ihe cefitral nervous system* While the intelligence
of children with physical disorderi not involving the brain is similar to
that found'in.the general population, children with Structural disoiders
of.the brain ha4e a significantly lower average leVel of intelligence.
Children, with uncomplicated tPilepsy; however, have 1Q's close to the
poPUlation aierage. Both reading.backwardness (i.e.', reeding level
below that expected on the'basis,of chronolokic. age).and'specific reapiing.
retardation (i.e., reading level belowthat which! would be'expected when'
both IQ and age are statisiicalltaccounted for) occur significantly more

. ,
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often in children with disorders oeth2'nervous system than in children
with other types of physical handicaps (Rutter; Tizard, & Whitmore,
1970). 4

Thus it would appear that different.mechanisma may well be associated
with the emergence of .educational difficulties in children with different
types-of physical hanaicap. rt has been suggested that conditions of
health, may contribute to the development of educational problems directly
as a consequence of alterations in'such central nerrious system mediated
functions aS perception, Sensory integration, Motor organization, or .

,attehtion, all of' 4tiich are, central to the learning process; or indirectli
in association with increatied abeenbe,from school, interference.with
learning at critical periods of developm'ent, and reduction in
responsiveneas or,in motivation (Birch, 1968). When control is introduced.
overAme of the possit140 indirect effects of illnes, on school.progress,
by,comparing tuquivalently crippled children with and without brain
damage, lower levels of intelligence and specific reading difficulties
continue to be more commonly found in the braininjured group. These
findings.lend-additional kupport to the view.that cerebral injury in
early lifp tends to cause 'both general and specific cognitive deficits
(Seidel, Chadwick, & Rutter, 1975).

Is there any systematic relation between the tfpe of inturz to the
central nervous systet and the type of cognitive deficit suOtained?

Despise the hope expressed by Bortner (1979), direct evidence
in this regard is scanty. Children with tocal epilepsy, particularly
those in which the disorder is localized in the left hemisphere, tend

2
Rutter (1974) .has indicated that backwardness in reading must be

distinguished from.specific reading retardation because, although both IQ
and academic achievement can be considered as cnUerion measures (Gordon,
1977), they do not tap the same aspects of a given child's perfoTmance.
Within a population, apOroximately.equal numbers of children achieve
reading scores aboVe and below their level of, measured intelligence,
indicating that mental age and reading age do not run exactly in parallel.
The'distinction between general backwarAness and'specific retardation is

imporance both in the understanding of the mechanisms underlying poor
school performance and for suggesting directions for remediation.
Specific reading retardation, as defined, can occur in.shildren at all
leve s of intelligence although it occurs more cotamonly.in those whose IQ
is c ose to the.average for the population.

1.1
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tollave lower reading levels than children with electrograpically ,

generalized epilepsy (whose educational attainments do hot differ from
those of nonepileptic cdntrols) (Stores S Hart,.1976). These findings
are consistent with thoee of Kershner and King 119742/ who,.in comparing
hemiplegic children matched for full scale IQ, found that those with
left-sided leshons did. less well on tests of vetbal intelligence, whereas

. those with right-sided Ilesions did'lees well on"visual-notor function
tests. Brein-disordered)c411dren tend to have WISC performance scores
significantly lower than verbal sco4rs, but this tendency ill not great
enough for a verbil-performance discrepancy te be of anN. value in
the'diagnosis 9f "brain-damage"(Bortner, Hertzig, & Birdh, 1972; Rutter
et al., 1970). Despite a lack of specificity,with reapect to cognitive
organization, reading backwadness and specific reading retardation

,

are among the most important handicaps of children with cerebral palsy or
epilepsy, and any program of comprehensive care for these Children must
be concenved with their educational progress.as well as other aspects'of
their development.

Rutter (1977)' has cogently argued that there.are no really reliable
and valid means of'diagnosing brein damage when there are no localizing
neurologic abnoimalities and when there is no history of clean-cut
brain-injury or disease. Nonlocalizing signs of central nervous system

4dir°

dysfunction, such,as isturbances in speech, abncitMalities.of gait and
muscle tone, coordina n deficits and the'like, may occur as d,consequence
of:brain.damage, mental retardation, specific maturational disorders, or

- a combinatioh,of these (Rutter:et al.* 1970b). 'Nevertheless, Rutter
(1977) has estimated that in about five percent'of the population the
presence of 'sio-called "gofer' signs is probably associated with damage.to
the brain.

Ip the sshool performance of this group of children affected as well?

A number of studies have described ah,increased frequency f occurrence
of "soft" neurologic signE in children with sChoOl learning problems
(Adams et al., 1974; Bortn r et al., 1972; Hart, Renhick, Klinge, &
Schwartz, 1974; Hertzig et 4.1969; Rutter; Graham, & Birch, 1966;
Stein, Saratsiotis, & Moose 1975), but'data are not as readily available
that Would permit us to determine with any degree of precision the number
of children'who.exhibit such "soft" signs and.Who also have learning
difficulties. The presehce of"soft" signs is entirely compatible with a
normal developmental course. No abnormalities with respect to intellectual
level, academic schorachievement, or behavioral organization wete found
in.10 Of 20 prematurelyhborn dhildre0 who eWhibited "soft" signs on
clinical neurologic examination (Hertzig, Note 1). Moreover, "soft" signs
have been found in as many as.82 to 30% of otherwise notmAl children

A
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(Aditha et al., 1974; Peters, 'taming, & Dykman, 1975; Ruttar.et al.,
1970b;. Wolf & Hurwitz, 1973). yhereas children With presumptive, as
Opposed to definitive, evidence of abnormalities in the organization of
the central nervous system are at greater risk for the development of
school learning difficutiee, this is by no means an-Inevitable outcome.
Moreover,Jt-should be recognized that specific reading retardation in
and of itself is not evidence of brain damage. As Rutter and Yule (1976)
have indicated:

,

Specific reading retardation commonly arises on the
,basis.of a developmental impairment (often involving
speech, language or sequencing functions) which taa ?
be due.to genetic factors, a relative.failure in
cerebral maturation, brain damage, a lack of suitable
environmental stimulation or a combination of
.these fictors. The'developmental impairment is
often associated with adverse temperamental features,
and thesw fectors interact with familladfeatures,
social circUmstances, And school influences to gin ,

rise to reading difficulties. The pattern of factors
and their mode of interactiOn varies from child io
Child and requires individual asseersent'. (p. 371)'

Disorders of the central nervous system increase the risk of scholastic
difficulty iteaffected children to a greater aitent than other,physical
disabilities. Nevertheless, children with nonneurologic disorders may
have significant problems with respect to.school learning as Well. Data
from the Isle of Wight provide detailed information with respect to the
ducational attainmi.nts of children with physical disorders that do not
involve the brain (Rutter, Graham, & Yule, 1970). Consideration was
confined to children who, in the previous 12 months, had suffered from a
chronic handicapping condition (including asthma, eczema, orthopedic
conditions, heait disease, diabetes mellitus, deafness, and,neuramuscular
.disorders with' lesions below the brain stem). Acute disorders such as
bone'fFactures or.appendicitis were excluded. Also excluded,jbecause of
problems in the tstablishment.of reliable definitions, were elaildren who
suffered from chronic respiiatory tract infections end chronic headaches.
The intellectual level of children suffering from these &tonic handicapping
disorders was equivalent to that of the general population. However, a
significantly greater number were reading at levels Velow that to be
expected on the basis of their age and intelligence.

In part, it was possible to account for the increased frequency of .

occurrence of specific reading disability in chronically ill children. on'
the basis of an increase in absence from school, suggesting that leas of
learning time may have played a role in the evolution of the educational
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disorder. This association was particplarly marked in the asthmatic
children, Whomptellecteal level per se-tended to'be slightly above
that of the general poPulation. These children had repeated short
absences from school. Children seem to compensate fairly well Tor a
single prolonged absence, perhapw-because systematic efforts to insure,
that progress ie school work is maintaiaed.at home or in hospital are
frequently engaged in. ThiAgis much ler likely to occur after absences
,ef only aneer'two days,'even if such brief interruptions in school
'attendance occur repeatedly. Moreover, a pattern. of short but frequent
absences may ccintrilkute to a loss of morale and confidence; The effectii
on children's attitudes toward work may be as important as actual iichool
time missed. These effects may well.be minimized if regular efforts are
made to insure that children ar0 provided with an opportunity to become
acquainted with work missed wheaever they have been absent from sChool,
regardleis of duration of the ubsence.

Although data from,the Isle of Wight tend to,show that school
abaence is not associated with specific reading retardation wibthin the
general population (Rutter et al., 1970b), theae studieardo not provide...
information with respect to the association of school.absence with'social
class. It Would not be unreasonable toaassume, however, that the impact
of.f.requent absence.oecasioned by infercurrent infections (which ware
not specifically examined in the Isle pif Wight studies) would be similar
to.that experienced by asthmatic Childree. Poor nutritional status,
particularly if accompanied ivy increaeed opportunities for the transmission .

of infection as a consequence Of crowding in .suboptimal living conditions,
4 associated with an increaeod rate of illness. -These circumstances are
typical of many children from lower soadeconomtc grouptngsi wfio thus
have an increased likelihood of experiencieg disruptions in the ordéh.y
acquisition of knowledge '(Birch & Cravioto, 1968; Birch 61 Gussow, 1970;
Birch, 1972).

FurtheFmore, inadequate nutrition is a frequent underlying cause
of iron-deficiency anemia. Although the conventional view of the apemic
child is of one who is pale, tired, apathetic; and irritable, the *

consequences of iron deficiency are more widespread. Children enrolled
in Read Start programs who were iron-deficient have been found to have
lower. IQ scores than those with a normal henatologic'picture. Moreever,
in studies of seize 200 Philadelphia school children, 12 to 14 years of age,
deriving from an economically deprived community, one-half were identified
as having hypochromic, microcytic anemia, presumably on the basis of iron
deficiency. Conposite scores 2p the Iowa Test of Basic Skillsreading
comprehension, vocabulary, arahmetic-concepts, problem-solvingwere
significantly lower.in the anemic group. Perfo.rmance was pobrest in the'
older boys, suggssting.a cumulative effect. In addition, more of the
anemic children were singled out by their'teachers (who were unaware of i

theil- hematologic status) as restless and disruptive in class (084,
1976).'

.430
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Are such_problems attributable to iron deficiency?

Oski (1976) has pointed out that animal st dii eve suggested that
chronic iron deficiency may cause a reduction in metochondrial monoamine
oxidase (MAO), which is crucial to the catabolism of monamines in the .

bruin and elsewhere.

,

Some human evidence also lends support tro the view that the-most
serious penalties associated with iron deficiency may lie in subtle
effects on mental processes and behavior mediated by altered metabolism
of brain catecholamides. The-implications,of thee* findings., if confirmed

,by further studies, are aerioua indeed, in view of the fact that iroft
deficiency anemia is 'common among:inadequately nourished.children.

t

The data,from the Ials of Wight clearly indicate that.the risk of
encounteriag scholaatic difficulty is increased as a consequence of.ill
health during the school.years. .It is not unreasonalple-to assume that
conditions of ill.-health, not specifically examined in the. coursi of.
thpse dpidamiologically based surveys, have an impact on school'learning'
as well. This is certainly the case for irdn-deficiancy.anemia'secondary
to iaadequat nutrition, and most probably, for acute intercurrent
infection. It is important

t
to realize, however, that not all physically'.;:,

ill.children do poorly in s hool. The fact that 50% of children with ,.

4efinite neurologic disorders are rwo yeafa below age-expected levels in
reading implies that.50% of such children are not. 1Vrthermore,'the fact.
that almost One-fouith of neurologically impaired thildren are specifically
retarded in reading implies that almost three-foUrths have reading skills . .

commensurate with both their age and level.of intelligencei' Similarly,
almost three-fourths pf children with physical illnesses not related to
the central nervous-system show no evidence of general backwardness in
reading, and more thai 85% are reading at levels to be expected for their
age and level of intelligence (Rutter, Tizard, & Whitmore, 1970).

Row may we expand our understanding of the differential impact of
physical illness on the educational process?'

*Die question of why the expefience of physical illness has a negative
effect on the educational progress of some children and not of others.may
be approached in terms of (a) a conaideration of extra-Miles&
characteristics.of affected children.and (b) an examination of features
of the familial and broader ocia1 environments in which such children
grow and develop. In the following discussion the impact of two extra-
illness characteristics of children are illustratively explored. These
are ccincomitantbehaiioral and/or emotional disturbance and indlviduál
differences with respect to the organization of temperamental attributes.

4 j1
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It:
..

.

Behavioral and emotional disturbances Occurring in association with .

physical illness may serve to campound scholastic difficulties. The
nature of the disturbance may directly interfere with learning,
particularly if the symptoms include a.marked degree of motor restlessness,

.c
poor concettration,, inattention, and impulsivi y. Such syMptoms,.

2especially if severe,. may make it virtually imp ssible for the child' to
be contained.or appropriately managed in ordina classrooms, and the,
lack of availability of approeriate.special educational settings may
further impede educational progress. In addition, educational failure in
.and of itself may predispose to the development of emotipnal or behavioral
disoTder. . Failure to read adequately May be a potent solace of .

discoUragemedt,-losi of self-esteem, and'antagonism.

e School can,become a negative experience that is strongly associated
with failure. A child in'such a situation is likely to have.beeome
discouraged and miserable. Although not a prime cause,ef educational
failure, such motivational factors may play an important role in the
perpetuation of school learning difficulties.

Physical illness, is associated.with an increased risk.of psychiatric
disorder. On the Tale of Wight the number of physically ill Children who
were also psychiatrically disturbed Was two-and-one,halftimes that'in
the general population. Childrefi With epilepsy'and other neurologic
disorders showed rate; three or four times that in the population at
large (Rutter, Tizard, & Whiaote, 1970).' Although, in.part, this high
rate of.disturbance may be attributed to the severity and visibility of
the handicapping condition, the prevalence ef psychiatric disorder is
still almost twice as high among children crippled by cerebral palsy as.'
among these with muscular, peripheral nervous system, or orthopedic
crippling conditions (Seidel et al., 1975).

Except for a small increase in the nu mber of children with psychosis-
or 4hyperkinesis, no specificity attaches to the type of emotional or
behavioral disorder found in children with overt neurologic disease.
Equivalent proportions of both brain-damaged and non-brain-dam#ged
children were considered to'have conduct disturbances as opposld to
neurotic and/or emotional difficulties. Moreover, the specific symptoms
of brain-damaged children with psychiatric disorder are similar to those

th psychiatric disorder had disturbaices

of

brain-injured children wi

-indamaged Children. Only a slight and insignificantly greater
number
of attention and of activity than was the case for psychiatrically
disturbed childin without localizing findings (see footnote 1) (Rutter,
1977). Furthermore, Shaffer (1976), by comparing children with conduct
disturbances and overt neurologie disease present either in iso1at4on or
in combination, has shown that impulsiveness and averactivity have no -

association with neurologic abnormality per se, but are significantly more
C.
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common in childen with conduct disorders, irrespective of neurologic
status. These data clearly indicate that although at increased risk for
the development of psychiatric disturbance, children with overt neurologic
disease are behaviorally heferogenaous.

What about children with presumptive as ogposad to definite evidence of
cerebral.injury or dysfunction?

Data with respect to the frequency and type of psychiatric disturbance
in this group of children are much ).ess readily available. Circumstantial
evidence suggests that the presence. of "soft" neurologic signs is alao
associated with increased-psychiatric risk. Children'alreadi identified
on the basis'of the presence of psychiatric.disorder have, been foLind to
have an increased frequency of occurrence of "soft" signs (Rertzig &
Birch, 1966, 1968; Kennard, 1960).

j

When children with and.w1thout,"soft" signs are specifically. compared,
behavioral disturbances.are found to occur significantly more frequently
in the "soft" signs group. The type of behavioral disturbance, however,
is extremely variable, ranging from neurotic disorder to hyperkinesis
(Hertzig, NANA 1).

Thus the type.of psychiatric disturbance.found in children with
presuniptive evidence of brain .damage or dysfunction is no more specific
than that found in Children with overt neurdlogic disorder. Noi is
hyperkinesis a regular part of a symptom picture. Hyperactivoity, noted
in the course of.the neurólogic examination of children in special
educational placemept, occurred with equal frequency among those children
with evidence of atiert neurologic disease, those With so.#called"sofet* ,

signs, and those whose neurologic examinations we entirely within normal
limits (Bortner St e).., 1972). Although the hyper& tive child syndrome
probably has sufficient distinctive features to warr nt its isolation as
a separate psychiatric condition (Cantwell, 1975), children so affected
are etiologicaliy.heterogeneous. In some cases the disorder may be due
to,a structural abnormality of the brain, (Werry,.1972); in others there
may be abnormality- of physiological.arousal of the nervous system
4Satterfield, 1974), and in others thiere may bp a genetic basis for the-
disorder .(Cantwell, 1976a; Morrison & Stewart, 1974). Rutter (1977) has
argued convincinglY that such. behavioral features, as .hyperactivity and

attentional deficits cannot be considered to be specific indicators cif
brain injury.. These symptoms may be found it&-association with all types
of psychiatric disturbance. They are a particularly common occurrence in
conduct disorders, Which in and of themselves are strongly associated
with school learning difficulties. The fact that children with both
definite and, presumptive evidence of brain injury exhibit a heterogeneous

4,33
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range of psychiatric disorder, 4ithoCit specific features, makes.it
necessary to reject the behavioral stereotype of the brain-injured child.Just as the learning patterns of brain-injiired children do not conform to

.
.

a single pattern (Bortner'et al.-, 1972; Bortner,'1979), neither does theirbehavior. Appropriate educational intervention must.be based upon the .,appreciation oiApdividuality with respect terboth behavioral and cognitive
attributes as wall as 6 the nature of their ineeraCtion.,

i

tAlthough the risk of psychiatric disturbance in children suffering
from illnespes that'do not involve the nervous system is less than for
tho(e with brain conditions,-it is still greater than among healthy
children. There,is, however, nothingpcharaCteriatic about the type Of
psychiatric disorder associated with any particular type of physical
illness fRutter, Tizard, & Whitmore, 1970). ''Somewhat surprisingly,
crippled children with severe physiCal incapacity appear to be less
likely to develop Psychiatric disorder than those witt milder' degroes ofimpairment. Perhaps more severely&rippled Children adjust to the fact
that they will not be able to participate in society 'at elevel equivalentto that of nonhandicapped persons. Children with mild handicaps,,on the

disability 'just because erOare many activities in which they' eel

N.,,
other hahd, mpy experience more difficulty'in coming titi terms th their

th
themselves and are perceped by others to be capable of functioning
normally (Seidel et al., 1975).

Disturbances in tharning, particular y if they arise after a
syccessful early start, may develop as co quence of emotional disorder
-(Pearson, 1952). (Rutter (1974) has'conclud d, ho4ever, that psychiatriC.
Oisorder.per. se plays.only a minor role with respect to the primary
causation of learning dtfficulties. Nevertheless, emotional'difficulties
often exacerbate an4 contribute to the Chronicity of learning difficulties
that arise for other reasons. Specific reading retardation,An and ofitself, is strongly associated with the developmeqt of conduct disorders..
Why this'shoU10 be so is -not entirely clear, but is appears that it is
rare for the disorder of conduct to antedate the onset of the reading
difficulty. Ne*erthelese, the presence of a conduct disturbance places anadditional burden on efforts at remediation. Not only is early
'intervention with respect to failure to make adequate progress in the
acquisition of basic skills important in its own right, but-it may
actually prevent the emergence of a particular type of psychiatric
disturbance-notoriously refractive to effective. treatment.

What behavioral characteristics of children1 shOrt of:frank psychiatric
disordert miq in interaction with physiCal'health status, influence
the educational process?

Others have spelled out in considerable detail the relationship
between characterl.stics of temperamental organization and clabsrocm

4 3,9,
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behavior together with its relevance to.the learning process (Thomas &
Chess, 1977; Rutter, 1974). Are basic patterns of temperamental

. organization affected by acute and chronic illness, and, if so, how?
Available evidence (Thomas & Chess, 1977) deriving from studies of
prematurely born,childrei4 children with congenital rubella, and children
with mild mental retardation, does not suggest that there are major or
.systematie differences in'patterns of temperamental organization in
children who have been exposed to conditions of risk-of damage. to'the
central nervous system or who have sustained au actual insult to the
nervous system as compared with children whose nervous Systems appear.
intact. Thus a wide range of temperamental .constellations can be expected;
to'occur in childien who have dysfunctional nervous systems, Some of
which may be of a nature to make adjustment, to classroom routines and
prodedures as welras the assimilation of fordal learning'content more
difficult. Children With such temperamental attributes as irregularity,
intensity of response,.withdrawal reactions to neW situations, slow

'adaptability, and negative mood are likely to develop behavioral
:disturbences in circumstances when there is .a lack of consonance between
'the Child's individual characteristics-and environmental expectatipns
(Thomas,'Chess, & Birch, 1968). Mentally retarded children.with difficult'
temperamental attributes.are especially vniterable to- the development of
behavioral disorder in responseto environmental demands for socialization,
(Chose & Hassi4i, 1970).

The indreased liulnerability of children with both overt ancU
. presumptive central-nervous system disorders to the development of .

.. behavioral disturbance'may,well reflect a generally increased vulnerability
to stress that maylie further exacerbated in those children with difficull

,

tempeamental attributes. If the Child has a specific learning disability
in addition, the likelihood of the development of maladaptive patterne in
response, to the. Oress of school failure miy,be heightened. However, .

.

_this process need not progress to the stage of a fullblown psychia ic

syndrome for there .to be an impact on the learning process. Some c ldren
may have relatively minor, although still significanto alterations in yle
rhythmicityof teir functioning.. Although all Children have good and
bad days, variability in performance from"day to day May be more common *
in children with central nervous system dysfunction. In Addition,
although the organization of a.given child's behavior may be stable
enough to insure smooth functioning when optimal levels of environmental
support_are available, minimal alterations in environmental circumstances
tn. internal'state (e.g., in association with intercurrent illness) may
bring temporary disorganization and a consequent negative impact on the
learning process.

Once temperamental style has become stabilized most children do
eventually establish regular schedules, are adaptive, y moderately
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intenee and generally cheerful in routine circumstances), exposure to new
situations may result in the reemergence of original and more difficult
temperamental attributes In children with disordered or damaged nervous
systems, novel experiences may havesthe saMe'contequences, with 'the
exception that a greater range of minimal environmental alterations may
be perceived as novel. Thus' minor modifications in routine, either at
home or in the classroom, or brief Absences from school as a consequence
of intercurrent illness or vatation, may be particularly poorly tolerated.
Children so affected may require 4 longer period of "seetling in" to
reestablish and stabilize usual patterns of behavior after such disruptions.

Little is specifically known about temperamental organizafion in
ihildren with noncentral nervous system related chronic illnesses,

.

although it would.seem unlikely that children so affected would differ in
Significant respectS from other groups of children. It would be of
considerable interest and importance, however, to be able to define haw
some of the impact of chronic illness an the learning process.as a
consequence of'loss bflearning time, withdiawal of ihterest and attention,-'
preoccupation with'somatie,comtilaints, restlessness, discouragement, and
loss of morale an4 self-esteem
temperamental attributei.. Sc
reactions-ate partieularly ii
illness during adolescence.' ;:fe, saps at no,other age is illness as
shameful as during this age period when body strength and looks are so
imporiint for self-esteem. Bodily illness expecially lowers a4olescents'
self-esteem and Kacee in jeopardy the formation of a positive and
productive egoideal. In addition, loss of Self-esteem may foster illness
and thus contribute to an exacerbation of its negative consequences.

be,either exaggerated or minimlzed by
lter (1977) has suggested that these
to occur in conjunction with debflitating

How does the familial and broader social environMent affect the learning
and behavior of ehe physically ill child?

The fhild with a physical illness does not grow and develop in a
vacuum, but in an environment cWined by both the characteristics of his
family and the broader social'attributes of the world around him. The
charadteristies of his pmmediate and broader environments have'an impact
both on the frequency of ocevrence of physical illneas and on the
cvnsequences of4llnesd.for learning and behaviox. Rutter and 1143

_colleagues (Rutter et al.,19754; Berger,et al.,-1975; Rutier et al.,
"1975b) hàve demoiStrated that,specific reading retardation and psychiatric .

disturbances are twice as common *in tew-year-old Children attending
4 School 1.n the'city Gf London than in children of 'the same age living in

the Isle of Wight. In an eleganteseries of,analyses they were able to
41119w,jtiat,wit4in each..geographic locale,social disadvantage, family
discord, And parental psychiatripdisturbance, as well as such.
characteristics as high teacher lurno,Fitr,4 were associated with an

4 3 6
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increased rate of disorder. The difference hatween the MD areas was
explicable in'terms of the more frequent occurrenceof adverse.
circumstanfes, both singly and-in combination, in the city of London.

.
These relationships may modify the educational and behavioral '

conSequences of physical illness in the following ways. If there is,an
increase in the occurrence of physical illness in children growing and
developing in mere disadvantaged sotial circumstances, the impact of' .

4 illness would directly add to the frequency of occurrence of both
educations' and psychiatric.handicap. In addition, adverse social and
familial circumstances may function to further exaggerate the negative
impact ck physical il.lness on educational-progress even if there is no
increase in absolute frequency. guriously, tlie analysis of data based on
global measures of sepal disadvakage and family adversity do not reveal
that these factors interact to potentiate the negative consequeneesof
damage to the nervous syStem for learriamg and behavior (Seidel et al., .

1975). Rutter (1977) has suggested that t4e absence-ad discernable
interactive effects,may be a result of the insensitivity of the meaiures
employed. Alternatively, it is posSible that the particular behavioral
characteristics of a given neurologicaliyimpaired child may cause
significant people in.his environment to behave diffeiently-toward him
than toward other individuals. This difference in the behavior of,
significant others,may serve to increase the amount Of psychosocial

.stress experienced by 'the child. Thus the risk of school failure in the
neUtelogically7impaired Child may be further increased as a consequence
oflOess transactional effects rather than as a consequence of an increase
in susceptibility to,stress peree. Transactioaal effects may become
particularly ,Uportant if the general level of social and familial stress
is high, making it more difficult for.parents and other family members to
tolerate even mildly deviant behavior (Rutter, 1974). ,A2' similar set of

relationshps iay welliPply in relation to behavioral patterns that.May
occur in some children who have presUmptive, as ,opposed to overt,
neurologic disorders or other forms Of either acute or chronie illness.

The data reviewed serve to illuaprate that a varietT,of cAditions
of ill health may place the child dick:feed to them at'increased risk of
school failure and/or underachievement. These conditions span the
lifetime of the ehild, and include events that occurred even prior to his
birth as,well as his current health And nutritional status. The health
history of his mother and her health and nutritional status during
pregnancy are dystematically related to prematurity and other complications
of labor and delivery. These events are clearly associated with an
increased frequency of occurrehce of both overt neurologic disease and
disturbances in the functional organization,of the central nervous
:Oates. Illnesses sustained prior to school entrance may also affect
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later school performdnce. The most striking in this regard is severe
/malnutrition,.but frequent or, prolonged hospitaliptions for a wide
variety of other reasons alp() increase.the risk of-later school failure.
SUbnutrition, as opposed to acute malnutrition, undoubtedly plays a role
both in regard to increased-susceptibility to ififection and to increased
sevAity of' illness once contracted. Furthermore, inadequare,nntrition
predisposes to the development,of iron deficiency anemia with its.owu

'negative consequences for school achievement and behavior. Current
illnesses involving the central nervous system impose an additioda
burden. Although the risk of school failure in association with noncentral
nervous system related illness is less, it is stiil above that found in
healthy children.

Each of.these conditions, as Well as others not specifically
considered hekein, carry a.differential'level of risk for 'school failure
and underachievement.. In aWcircumstances,-the degree of risk is
modified by other,e-haracteristics of the child, as well as by the
environment in Which he is Arowitg and developing. The .presence of overt
psychiatric disturbance may.comp und' educational difficulties as. may
difftcult temperamental attributes. Alternatively, the negative'impact
of illness on School performance may be minimized in children Who 'are ,

temperamentally easier or more congenjal. .Social:circumst-ances And
features of gamilial,organization may also sdrva to eitheraugment or
minimize the'assticiation between'ill health.and poor.school performance.

Studied of populations or groups of children who have been exposed,
to particular adverse conditiona can establish,the fact of increased
risk.' Risic, however, is not equivalent to certainty. To define conditions'
Which.place a child at increased ris4 of damage to the.nervous system is
in no way equivalent to defining the fact of &mine. Moreover even in
the presence of disease or dysfunction.of the n rvous system, educational
progress is not invariably impaired:. Even if hd cational -and/or behavioral
Aifficolties do arise in physically ill children little-or no specificity
attaches to the, type of associated impairment. 1hen school failure cities
occur, its management is influenced' by the tYpe_ f cognit e-impairment,
as well ad by the chayacteristics of the child and his fam ial and
breader,social environment. The presence of behaViorgl and emotional

.

_Aisturgances may make it more difficult to provide, appropriate
interventions. Temperamental attributes and features of,cognitive style
contribute both to behavioral and learnihg indiviOality and must be
taken.into accpunt prescriptively. Educational prescriptions must also

, be based upon a realistic apsessment of available reso6rces and.the
capacity of both family and school to utilize them apprer4ately. A
someWhat less than optimal intervention that can be carried-out is
much to be preferred to a plan that, although atpaps more desirable in
thg abstract, cannot be effqftively.implemented77',

4 n
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Tbbs:the careful definition of the'individual characEeristics of a

Particulair child are'of prlmary importance in the formulation of.an
educational prescription. In this context it is,perhaps appropriate .to
ndte that biologic variation within.the normal range may also bear a
relatiowto school performance and behavior.,

- ,Although a detailed examination of this issue is outside the scope
tof this c.hapter, the f011owing brief examples will serve to underscore
'the importance'of an appracidtion of inaividuaf differences.n this area
as:Well. Individual differences iii receptor preferences.and intersenaory'
organization may underlie the develbpment of particular learning styles.
'Educational progress may well be fac4itate4 by the identification and
definition of individually pucCessful approaches.to skill and'kdowledge
acquisiellan.' It has long.been recognized that a single mode of present'ation
is not equally effective for all-dhildren. :Knowledge of digerences in
'how children learn cln.lead'to an increase in the variety of teaching.
strategies.within the classroom and proVide a basis for thp development
of individually approprateTThlaite' of self-study. Individual 'differences

-.1n biologic rhythms may be.reflected in variations in. attention and
fhterest. Whilemost childrenpaccommod*te to the usual school schedule
without difficulty, some children may take longer to Wake Up aRd "ggt

.

into" the day's activities. Others may be 4their best during the'.
Morning and Show signs'of considerable fatigue during the afternoon. It
.is poésible that bsyncratic pwerns of success and failure.may be
related to.the timin f thelpiesentationof particular Subject. matter
'during the schobl day.

-

What are the implications oUthe relationsh ps between _health
status and educational progress:t

FrOtil the
.

point of vi public policy, the implicationa of the
association,between ill, heal and less than optimal school performance
are the same'today. as they. were Eger 10 years ago.when.Bi ch (1968) noted

that "unless health and educatio6 go hand in hand.we shall fail to break
the twin curse of.ignorance-and overty." Improvement in the life

4, circumstances of those individ als Within society who are at greatest
risk of ill health is essent al. SystematiC attention to the health and
nUtrition of pregnant women, infants,,and young childten; schedUled
immunizations; the sensitiVe monitoring of- early developmental progress;
provision for the prompt and'effectiv.e treatment of illness as it occurs
in young children; and discriminating use of hospitalization all can

.contribute to improvement in the health statui of children prior to
school entrance..' Im additionimproVements in the standard of living :

of the poor in the form of better housingimproved'employment opportun4ties;
increasedlincome, adequate psovisione far"day care of children of working
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mothere can go a long way in reducitig the familial- stresses that accompany
,social adversity.

Health''and developlental aieessment,at sdftool'entrance will,facilitate
the identification (If it has not occurred prior to.this time) of visual,
auditory, and.dental probleMs that require treatment. In addition, such
examination will permit the identification of children with developmental
delays or deviations that may impede their progress (Bax0976), or minor
physital anomalies that may be associated with poor performan&e.(Rosenberg &

_Weller, 1973). Progress of all children in the tarly grades needs to be
moniteted closely so that difficulties or delays in the acquisition of

.

primary.skills'should be addressed 'as Soon as they are noted. If problems
truly ref ect ematurapinnai lag thatwill pentaneously resolve in time,
no harm taches to the provision of_an i idually designed prograt of
instruc on. On the qther hand, ohly sys tic intervention canrinsure
adequate academic progress in the child Wh is destine0 to develop'a
specific reading disability... The, design of..specific interventionf for
the Child who fails-to progrese adequately when provided with thdPusual

-, instructional opportunities must be based upon'the assesspent of each'
indi%idual,ehild's pattern of strengths and weaknesses. :Mere is little
evidence that any particular'approach.to the developMent of reading
skills Offers advantages over spy other (Belmont et'al., 19:73).

The ordinary'classroom teacher will-and should be responeible for
the eptation of mo,et handicapped Children. However, the classroom
teacher should be able to turn thceduceqional consultants for advice
aboUt teaching approaches and. methods.

:The alsrailability of additional.specialized instruction, either on
An individualized or on a small group badis, in resource rooms cldsely
integrated with"On-going classroom work, may well pragide children with
Aten fairly severe educational handicapS with au opportunity to make
adequate progress (BOder; 1973, 1976). Although there is same evidence
that severely,crippled Children develop fewer emotional problems and make
better academic progress when placed in special glasses where'expectations.
tah be closely tailored to capacity (Seidel et ai., 1975), in.most
instances special classes should be employed only when these other:
educational measures have.failed and/or when the.severity7of symptoms of.
behavioral disturbance impose a significant degree of additional stress
on the child, his classMates,-and his teacher.

Overactive children may pose a particular ppoblem for teachers.
Most children of this type can tolerate and will need to remain in a
regular classroam. Such simple measures as.placing thechild close to
the teacher and away from distractions may be helpfUl, One-to-one
attention through the use of teacher,aids may also be Useful. The,

410
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introduction of regular physical activity, both for the class as a whole
and for the restleas youngster in particular, in the form of-tasks that
require gross physical activity '(paesing out books and paper, running
errands, erasing the board) may also be important. For children with
eignificant learning problems, thorough assessmeat and appropriate-
'remediation are also indicated (Cantwell, 19761)4

Children with a wide range of behavioral and.learning problems
res'pond well to stimulants, and .appropriate medical evaluation is indicated
if a eatisfectory'reeponse to:environmental manipulations is not obtained
(Sandberg, Rutter, & Taylor, 1978). Wender (1977, 1978) has recently
reviewed studies of the effectivenees of diets free of food additives
(the so-ealled Feingold, diet) andihas concluded that although global

1 changes in behavior can be detected easily in open clinical trials, the
is a'strfking reduction in discernable effects under controlled double-.

blind condAions. More careful research is clearly needed. The diet
itself appears to be nutritionally sound except fOr, the need foe vitam
C supplementatidh. There is most probably.no reason to .urge, families to
diiscontinue the diet if they ilote favorable alangq. It is, however,
necessary to be alert to the possibility that the Child may require
additional,psychiatric or educational intervention.

9 the common ptactice of developing'special classes for specific
diagnostic and adiainistrative categories of child&In needs to be carefully
reassessed. The lack of either cognittie,or behavioral specificity that
attaches to disorders of the central nervqua system ,suggests that
homogeneous classes are unlikely to occur even when children with similar
diagnoses ire grouped together (Bortner, 1979). Special classes derive
their importance primarily b'ecause a reduc61 census provides opportunities
for the maximization of individualized instruction.

Although class size is not significantly related'to the performance
.of children in ordinary schools (Rutter, 1975b) its importance for the
maintenance of teacher morale cannot be minimized. There is good evidence
to suggest that, in schools with high teacher turnover tates, the
educational progress of children is impeded (Rutter, 1975b). Consequently
this and otherimeasures such as appropriate administrative support,
easily obtainable consultation, and the organization of classes that
avoids overburdening same teachers with an excess of.troublesome children
are important features of the organization of sdhools. 'Moreover, 1.4 the
ordinary classroom teacher is, as is appropriate, expected to provide
instruction for children with chronic physical handicaps, they must be
specifically informed about the.nature of the handicaps, the nature of
the treatment prescribed, and the possible side-effecti of medication.
Close liaison between the schoof and the physician responsibld for the
medical 'management of the child needs to.be developed and maintained.

1.
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Appropriate psychiatric consultation for.chikdren with emotional and
behavioral problems should be readily available and easily Obtained..
Psychiatric assessment.must include the evaluation of adjustment to andC:'
progress in school,-and plans for intervention must address themselves to
prohlems in these arses, as well as those that may be more indicative of
a direet reaction to familiaPdiscord or intrapsychic.psychopaihologY'..
The impact of treatment on school_learning and behavior needs to be
frequently assessed, and plans and Procedures modified acCordingly.
Absences from school for elective-medical.intervention should be carefully
planned and mechanisms should be developed for ensuring that the Child iW
.provided with opportunities to make up work missed as a consequence of
absence for any reason.

Reduction in susceptibiity to .intercurrent infection through the
maintenance of-adequate,nutrition Ind general physical-fitness is also
important in reducing the disorganizing consequenees of repeated absence
from school. 'The.problem of persuading i3eople to change their habits of
food preferenc6 and preparation ts a.complex one that has been sorely
negleCted. (Warren, 1973). Unfortunately, most approaches to nutrition
education tend to have moralistic And punitive overtones that_substantially
reduce-their effectiveness. Ways of helping both parents and children to.
eat in a manner that ensures adequate nutritional.intake, while
,simultaneously respecting individual variations in taste and rhythms of
.hUnger) need to be developed..

Ill health imposelra burden on the normal unfolding of develoPment.
Some children may carry this burden lightly;,and few if Any ill effects
may be manifestly visible. For' others the burden may be of sufficient
degree to interfere.with the.organization of behavior and to impede..
educational progress. Whether or not this occurs: is impossible to
predict with certainty. Risk rates Vary in aqCordance 'with the type and
severity of insult, As well as in relatibn to other attributes of the
child and his familial and broader social environments. Little specificity
attaches to negative consequences when they do occur. Consequently,. '
plans for.intervention cannot be based on the predetermined assumption of
stereotyped expectations with respect to either cognitive .or behavioral
organiZation. Only the careful assessment of the individual strengths
And deficits of a particular child can provide the basis for the
development of strategies that will most effectively minimize or overcome
educational disabilities that may occur in conjunction with physical
Allness.

S.
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Reference Note

At
Hertzig, M. E. Neurologic organization of prematurety Worn children.

Paper gresented at the meeting of the Americap.Academy of Child
Psychiatry, San Diego, California, 1978.
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CHAPTER 11

Afiettive Response Tendency

Alexander ThOMas

.

Identifidatpn and Definition of the.Cateitorv
.

.

'
.

The definition and.condeptualization. of the psychological phenomena
. .,

we term'affect are still subject-to much.disagreement. Definitions for
affect, emotion, and moOd show Much confusion d

ns
con7iderable c iVerlap

;%ho
(Owe,& Maxmen, 1979Y. In general, the terms 1 fact and emotion are,
used interchangeably forresponses of relatively. rt duration-, whereas
.mood is viewe4,as,"disposition persiSting oyer time (Owens OWxmen,
1979). Defifiiiii114 of affect dp emphasize its multiphapic components,'r such as

.1

ele production of a specific constellation of
internal physiologlcal and/or cognitive changes
in the organisi4 b) soma concomitant of these
changes i overt, surface expression La the
indivtdual; c) the individual's perception of
thie pattern,,of changes, And d) the individual'
personal experience or interpretation of the."
perceived ohangesy_ (Lewis & Rosenblum, 1978, . 4)

A.,1

Beyond the iseue of agreement on definition a nUtbe'r of developmental
psychoiogists have raised the question as to.the usefulness of the term
affect itself. Thus, Kagan (1978) takes the pos tion that ,

,

:since the category affedt is do broad, it may
have outlived its usefulness.' Changes in feeling
state are such iivbasic quality of human exidtencep,
as areinterpretation, storage, and manipulation of
,information, that it is likely that the use of ifte

, term to cover the entire domain distoits nature's
plan. (p. 33)

4 3
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, Kagan also points to t.4

a siMilarity in the theoretical status of ihe
concepts of affect,and intelligence.

. La the same
spirit in which some psychologiats reject the
,usefulness of a cOncept Of intelligence because
it is not reprettentative-of any unitaryprocess,
we suggest that the concept of embtion'may be
withoe vuoh utility. . . The term emotion, like
the concept weather, smst be analyzed if it is to
bave any ddaning. '(p. 38)

pis analysis, Kagan suggests, should involve a search far "coherences
aMong incentives,.changes in state, and cognitive and behavioral reactikons"
(p. 34). However, he emphasizes that hts crirical appRach does not mein

' that he considers the phenomotta we call emotion as.unimportant. "Quite
the opposite; these events must be represented in the written propositions
-that eVentually will describe and explain hnman behavior" (p. 12).

There is much merit,in the challenge,,posed by tagan and others.
(andsley, 1957; Duffy, 1962), that curreniconcepts of affect.lack
explanatory pdwer. Satisfactory and reliable objectiVe' methods of study
have been\conspicuous by their absence.

An inappropriately smell. amotint,of efforw being'
mended in illuminating the tiaturs t dnal
and motivational development... . . just as,thought
and cognition wtre deemed unworthy of investigation
by many child psychologists during-the. 1946's, So
emotional add motivational development became unclOrthy
of investigation in'the 1960's. (Zigler, 1971, p. 7).

The lame.terms are applied to specific-
-- ,111,fhe child,-adolescent,

,

and 'adult--delight, pleasure, anger, &cPce, fear, and"sn forthr-even
though they-mpat,differ signifiea '.it'','a fferent developmental-le/els.
Imotional labeling is,also tyoia .global, and individuals are categor zed
as "hostil " usnxiousof:hhappy," emotions that are ttien assumed to
characteriz 4'thoix ignctioning in allilife situations. ,Yet the same
individai.Ito ii Eing0 or fear in one setting may be pleasani or calm
in a 40440iiit setting. ., ad ition, theories and redearch studiesall.ton
ofte0.0i0a polarize :Itositiodofisifect to thoughtLaet, every ifieot.
(tee anklinitlive.coMponen,t, and every idea is influenced by emotional factors..

r .
unately, our tendency has been to Separate
ective and cognitive domains from,each other.

nnot separate the wo, Whether for study,
:-- or.for.instructional purposes. 'They

ake egrally related that ii makes no sense to
It%

s

4 :;
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(Mras). sbjecxs, includes 136 chiideen who were followed from the first:
few avnths of life and who, in 1978, ranged in age gxam,16 to 22 years.
The families are of miadle- or upper-middle class backgrotInd and almost
all of the parents were born in the'United States.

Four other samples have been studied: (a).95.Puerto Rican children
ot working-class parents hlid& been followed from'the age of two or three
months; (b)y68 markedly premature children have been followed since
birth, primarily by Dr. Margaret Hertzig; (c) 52 mildly Tetarded children,
4gea five to 11 years, who live ae home, 'have been followed for up to six
years; and (d) 243 childien agad 11 to 1,3 years, with congenital rubella,
have beet followed from the age yf two to four years. In recen.years, a
number of other workers have undertaken studies of temperament, of which
most gere based on Our methodOlogy and categories.

ART.is an inferential teri, with its specific attrtbutes and
manifestations derived from an inductive analysis.of objective, deeriptive
behavioral data. As,such, the concept of ART and temperamint has ho
etiological implications.- However, the'data from a number of recent
studies of tempefament warrant some tentative statements as to etiology.
As detaired in our decent volume, the

review of the available data suggests an appreciable,
but by no means exclusive, genetic iole in the
determination of temperamental individuality' in 4he
young infant. Prenatal orperinatal brain damage
does not appear to influence temperament in any
striking fashion. The data also indicate that
parental attitudes and functioning, as shaped by the
sex of the child or special coneerna for a premature
Lafant, at the very most have a modest etiological
influence on temperament. . . . sociocultural
factors appear to have some influence. ; . .

Special idiosyncratic perinatal characteristics sudh
as chronic anxiety preceding or at least starting in
pregnancy may also,be significant. (Thomas & Chess,
1977, p. 152)

Thomas and Chess (1077, Ch. 11) cite the. p tentative cOnclusiOns:.

(a) In a study oUS3 Same-sexed infar twins by .

Torgersen and Kringlen (1971) in Norway,'the
intrs-pair differences for each temperathental
trait in the monozygotic twin group was
significAtlyless than in the dizygotic groups,
suggesting a strong geaeiic influence.
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talk,about one independent of the other (Gordon,
. 1975, p. 11).

However,.with all their limitatiods, the concepts of affett and
emotidn reflect an extremely significant, component of peychologital
functioning (Izard, 1977). Until subetitute categories of greater
,precision and,explanatory power are,developed, we will have to continue
to use the terme,affect and'emotion.

I Th'is chapter is not concerned with the issues of'tne avera
conceptOalization, functional significance, and methods of stu
affective-stetes. Rather, the focus is on the phenomenon of t11dvriability
in stylistic affective .response tendencies from one individual to another.
Following.the models suggested by GuilforcL (1:59). and Cattell (1950),
behavioial.Phenomena can.be 1ivided into the what (specific content and
abilities); the hts, (motivate ), and,the how (style or temperament) of
behavior. Accordineta these models, specific emotional states or
traits; such is interest, joy, anxiety, and depression, are one aspe'ct of
the what'of behavior. Such specific emotions are also'influential in
sbaping motivational patterns, the why of behavior.

Behavi.oral style, .or temperament, the how of behavior, can-be
'defihed phenomenologically as the characteristic tempo, rhythmitity,
adaptability, energy.eXpenditure, Aood, and focus of Attention, independent
of the content,-or level of'any.specific behavior.) Thits, a group of
children can have the same interest in their school program, the same
enjoyment of the acquisition of knowledge, and the same motivationgfor
academic:achievement. Yet thermay vary significantly in their first
reaction to.a mew curriculum., the speed of their adaptation to,a change_
in thie school'schedule, the ease with which they'can ait quietly.and
concentrate for long stretches, and the quality of their distractibility
and persistence. This identification of the stylistic or temperamental
aspect of affectthe,Affective Response 'Tendency (ART)--is essential for
the determination of when and'howl.t influences psychological development.
Shit an individual's ART does not exist in isolation from affective,traits
as such, or.from motivatiOnal patterns. ke will be detailed below, all
three aspects of affect are always involved iii a continuous interactive
process, as they also simultaneously intecact with other attributes such
as cognition and perception; and With the complex of environmental
influences.. Thh final behavioral outcome and patteit'of psychological
functioning at any developmental stage will at all times reflect this,
mutually influential interactive process (or transactiOn, the term
preferred by some).

The major loneterm systematic studies of 'temperament have been
those conducted since 1950 by Chess, Thomas, and their collesgues. The
fi'rst add most intensiAly'studied groupt ttie New York Longitudinal. Study

4
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(b) In our own NYLS, two infants of one monozygotic
twin Air wire adopted at bitth into separate'
families who had no contact with each atheF. Both
childree showed strikingly similar temperamental
traits, suggesting a genetic influence.

(c) In a separate study of temperament, Buss and
Plonin (1975) Conclude that "there is good evidence
that activity, emotionality and sociability have A
genetic component; the evidence for the inheritance
of impulsivity is equivocal" (p. 230)..

(d) Carey, Lipton, and Meyers (1974) studied the
40111offect of pregnancy anxiety, in a Sample oi iafanfs

separated.from.their mothers at birth and placed
with an adoptive or foster motbert Comparisons
were also made with a control sample of 200 infants
living with their bialogicalmparents. There wasia
very modeet relationship of pregnancy anxiety to
temperament which approached statistical significance.

(e) Samepoff and Kelly (Note 1) studied 300 izifants
whose mothers had been evaluated psychiatriCally
durinig,pregeancy. The Carey questionnaire was
used to'utitiin temperament ratings on the infants. ,

The infants of mothers who were judged to be
emotionally disturbed duringpregnancy were'
significantly less adaptable, more intense and
more negative in mood in their telperament ratings
thsn were the infants of mothers evaluated Eis
having no .psychiatric.disorder during pregnancy.

(f) In the study by Torg rsen and Kringlen (1978),
temperamental cracteris4tcs in early infancy
were also compared with pr turity and pregnancy
and birth coMplications. Only scattered and '.

essentially insAgnifidant correlations were found.

(g) A longitudinal study of piematurely.born
children with a high incidence of neurological
impairment due to pre and/or perinatal brain.
damage (Hertzig; 1974) compared the distribution
tof temperament scores with those of our fullterm
itleitrolagically intact sam No significaat

" rencis were found.

i4t
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(h) Temperament scbres in our NYLS were compared,
with those obtained in a sample of 52 children
with mental retardation (Chess & Naasibi, 1970)
and of 243 childien vith congenital rubella
(Cheep, Korn, & Ferdandez, 1971). go significant
differences were obtained.

(i) S.ameroff (Note 2) studied four groups of 26
motHers, each having a diagnosts of schizophrInia,
neurotic depression, personality disorder, or no
d4order. Prenatal scores on maternal anxiety and
Aptitude to pregnancy were a/so available. -At

four months of age, each temperamental
rating--difficultversus easy c'hild--was obtained
through the Carey questionnaire., Significant'
corielations wdre found between difficult
temperaient in the infant and prenatal maternal
-anxiety, poor attitude tbward pregnancy, black .

race, and lay socioeconomic iiatua. Regression
analysis shipwed'that, of all the varidbles, the
mother's prehatii anx*ety adore had the highest
corfelation;wfth difficult temperament in the
infant.

(j). /ndirect evidence about the influence on .

%temperament of paiental atfitudesand practices
in early infkney Can be obtained by comparisons

s of
round. It

Os and

between bOys and girls and aMong iafan
markedly different sociocultural back

- *can be expected that parental atti
practices will be influenced by t1e se; of the
child and by sociodultural standards. Only modest
digfirences in temperamental scores for boys and
,girls in the Major,NYLS were found for the first
kive years of'life. Dlifeences between the NYIS
group and the working-class Puerto Rican sample .

we're also not dramatic (Thomas & Chess, 1977).

Our hypotheeis id that temperament, ART, and cognitive response
tendency-411 overlapping and interrelated categories--reflect Patterns
of aeurophysiological and/or neurochemical organization.. These patterns
represent the characteristic modes of response of the human brain to
_environmental stimuli, demands, and expectations. The fact that a wide
range of variation in individual response styles exists may very well
have evolutionary adaptive significance. Each Individual's aftective and
cognitive response gtyle will be optimel for one particular constellaition
oUenvironmental demandi and leas sd for other envirdnmental constellationsi

A
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/n the community as a whole, therefore, there will be individuals who can
respond effectively, no matter what the specific environmentalstimul
and demands may be.

The existence of a wide range of variabil ty in individual reaponse
styles.can have adaptive value for the group aeever the difficulty it
may pose for specific individual members of1he group. It is of interest..
that Bryan Clarke (1975), the biorogist, in a review of the evidence.for
biological diversity in living species, conclud94 that

most natural populations of plants and animals
are genetically heterogeneous. Moreover, there
is strong evidence that ehe diversity of formb
exists because natural selection favors it,
that is, because the variants themselves
affect the survive], end reproductibn of the
individuals carrylng them. (p. 60)

Clarke then generalized that "a genetiCally diverse population can
better exploit iti environment" (p. .60), and that the obaerved genetic
polymorphism in humans should lead u0 to "ask fdr polymorphism in our
institutions to match the polymorphism in ourselves" (p. 60).

AY

Description of the Nature of ART

Nine cbaracteristics of temperamental individuality were defined in
the NYLS by a content Analysis of the behavioral protocols forthe
infancy period of the first 22 children studied.

. These behavioral data
were Obtained' through parent interviews conducted at three-month intervals
in the first 18 Manths of life, then' at intervals of six months until

,five years of age, then yearly until seven to eight years, and at less
./ frequent intervals thereafter.

yr

*ft

'For the early childhood period, aa a primary source of data we
utilized.detailed parental reports of the child's behavior during
aaily routines and in special circumstances. This wasrequired because
of the need fdr information on the young child's behayior ia many situationa
of daily liVing,as well as on 'the sequence of behavioral responses to new
situations over hours,and even days. To duplicate such data by direct
observational,methods wOuld literally require an obserVer to live:in each
family's'home for long periods of time. At older age levels, as the
child's functioning outside the home increased, it became possible to use
other methods of data gathering and other sources of informatiOn'In.
addition to the parents.

a
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To insure acCuricy add totpletenesa in,the parents' reports,
emphasis was put on descriptions°bf eients.and.behaviors.that occurred
cloSe in time'to the interView. Moreover, the interview protocols asked
for -descriptions of concrete, objective.behaviors rather than judgments'
of complex motives and other subjective states, in- order to minimize.
parental .distortions and defensiveness. At later stages of the.study,
similar descriptions vere-requested .from teachers or other informants who
wereintervieved, from, staff. membersliho made direct pbservatiOns in
school situatiolle, 'and during standard psychological testing procedures.
The vdlidity of parental reports obtained in this manner was.confirmed by
comparison with the aeacription Of the child's behavior done by two
trained-observers in the' home in 18 cases (Thomas; Birch, Chess, Hertzig,

As Korn, 1963).. The accuracy of parental descriptive and objective
reports of.their infants' behavior has.been confirmed in other research
studies (Coitello, 1975; Dunn, Note 3).

'The,ubiquity of the,ftine characteristics of temperament with
significant- individual variability in the expression of each category has
been determined for all the children of. the NYLS at 'different age-periods;
for the participants in Our other tesearch samplesl. and in a large number
of studies by .dther workers in this country and abroad.

The affective component of the specific temperamental traits, i.e.
the Affective Reaponse Tindency (ART); can be classified as follows: .

1. Temperamental dharacteristics that are directly
and specifically-affective in dharacter;

2. Temperaientt 'cbaraceristics Oat are not
affective such, but do influence affect
directly; and

Temperatintal characteristics that are not
inCluded in 1 or 2 above, but that influence
ART in some.circumstances.

Each temperamental,category has been scored bn a 3-point scale--high,
medium or variable, and low. Recent work,with cittestionnaire development
.has used a 7-point scale (see later section on differentiations). The
specific temperamental dharacteristics listed above, and their definitions,
are described below.

Direct Affective Categories'

Approach or withdrawal: the nature of the ipitial response to
a new stimaus, new situation or new person. Appioach responses

4
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are positive, displayed by emotional expression and/or motor activity..
Withdrawal responses are negative, displayed by emotional expieaion
and/or motor activity.

Quality of mood: the amount of pleasant, joyful, and friendly
behavior, as contrasted with unpleasant, crying, and unfriendly behavior,
and irrespeciive of the intensity of expression.

Intensitx of reactton: the energy level of affective response,
irrespective of its quality or direction.

4

Categories That Influence Affect Directly

Activity level: the amount and level of the motor component in a
child's.functioning. The degree of liveliness of movement influences the
child-environment in many ways that have emotional components (degree and
kind of reaction from other people, nature of involvement with pleasurable
activitim, and so forth).

Adaptability: the ease with whtch behavior is modified in'desired
rections. Ease of adaptability leads to positive mood responses to

ma y sttuations with initial negative moods.

SInsory threshold: the intenaity level of stimulation necessary to
eyoke 4 discernable response, irrespective of the specific form that the
respo e may take, or the sensory modality affected." The response to the
,stimul s, once evoked$ often has a definite affective component.

Catego es That Influence Affect Indirectly

Di tractibility: Ole effectiveness of extraneous environmental,
stimuli in interfering with or in altering the direction of the ongoing
behavio Such changes tp behavior or the response of others to such
changes may influence !iffect directly or indirectly.

At

span,con
Persists
obstacle

Th9
difficult
with sueh
frustrati

. with Low

ntion span 'an

erne,the leng
ce iefers to

.perststence: two related categories. Attention
h of time a particular activity is pursued. -

he continuation of an activity in the face of
to the maintenance of the activity direction.

ersistent child with long attention span who succeeds in a
activity will haVe a positive affective response. Laterference
persistent azrdevity may cause intense affective reactionSiof

Opposite reactions will be true, in general, of 'the child
rsistence and short attention span.

4G,
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The ninth 1010peramenta1 tratt--deRree of rhythmicity _of biological
functions (sleep-wake cycle, hunger periodicity, regularity of bowel
elimination)--does not show a clear relationship to affect.. Rhythmicity
might be conceptualizpd ad the expression of ease of habituation, Which
could be rilated to ease in the development a a consistent pattern of
eftotional response. Ihe available.,,data are insufficient to test this
hypothesis%

f Three temperamental constellations'of fUnctional significance
have been. defined, in normal dhildten by' qualitative analysis of the data
and by factor.analytic techniques. All three have.significant ART
componeilts.

(P
The Easy Child*A. characterized by rhythmicity (regularit*) of

bialogical functionI, positive approach to new stimuli, high/adaptability
to change; and. mild or modiraeily intenSe mood that is predominantly,
positive.. These constitute approximately 402 of the NYLS. sample.

. .

Th4 Difficult Child - characterized by arhythmicity .(irregUlari0.1
of.biological functibns, negative withdrawal responses to new stimuli,
slow adaptability to dhange. These constitute approximately 10% of the
NYLS

7

The ,Slow,-To-Warta7qp Child - characteri by egative responses
of wild intensity to new stimuli- with slow ada a illty. These' consitute
approximately 15% of the NYLS sample.

As can be seen from the above percentages, not all dhildren fit into
one of these three temperamental groups. This'results from the varying
ind different combinations of temperamEntal traits that are manifested

4 by individual children. Also, among children who do fit one of these
three patterns, there is a wide range in degree of mani4ipitation-. Same
are extremely easy children in all situations; others are rotatively so
or not always so. A few children are extremely difficult with all new
situations and demands; others show only some of these characteristics
and relatively mildly. For some children it is highly predictable

/ that they will warm up slowly in any new Situation; others warm up
slowly with eertain types of new stimuli. or demands, but warm up quickly
in others.

The various temperamential Constell1Z-oll represent variations
within normal limits. Any child ma _yke easy, diffic lt, or slow-ta-warm-tip
temperamentally, have a high ot ow activity, level igh distractibility
and law persistence or the apposite, or any oth elatively extreme
rating score in a sampl f children for a specii,c temperamental attribute.
However, such aa no, a ating is not a iterioa of psychopathology, but
rather an indicat on 0 e wide range of-Sehavioral,styles exhibited by
normal children.

4



History of Conceptualization of,the Catelort

.The concept of temperament and ART must be clearly ,and carefully
distinguished fiom earlier theories of static. fixed constitutional
typologies. In these latter forMulationsprevalent not only previous
centuries Out well into the 1900's in a more Sophisticated form (Sheldon
& Stevena, 1942)--psychological development was conceived as the mere
unfoldiug,and elsboration of. fixedcharacteristics .already prèaent in the
newbort infant. 'The infant was viewed as a homulliculus, Lont9iLng the
attributes of-thd adult in miniature, and the developmental pro ess

'essentially achieved the evolution Of these characteristics to. aciult size
and maturity. 'psychological growth was'a qualitative predetermi4ied
process, not-ope of qualitative dhange dependent on. the continuosly
.elvolving interaction of organism and environment. Thus, all kin s of
normal persanality attributes, as well as complex patterna of de iant
behavior, such as criminality, psychopathology, and psycheses, wre
considered as already present in the newtorn infant and only req ired
quantitative growth to become evident. -This conStitutionalist th sis was
'expressed in popular folklore by such labels as "fhe bad seed," and in
presumably more sophisticated prbfessional circles by such terms all
"triminality," "constitutional psychoPath," "constitutional inferior,"
and vpoychoneurotic diathesis." '

Gradually, the mechanical cons4410tibnalist'views Loin favor,
'largely through,the-findings of.Freud and Pavlov on theA.Mportance
of pnvironmental influences 'ilarproducing individual differences in

;* .both normal and deviant psychological development.' There were, howeVer,
scattered comments and reports sUggesting hat individuality in emotional
and social patterning might beltrelated to intrinsic responsive tendencies.
Thus, Freud (1937/1964)' asserted that "eac ego is. endowed from the first
with- individual/dispositions and trends" (p '240) Pioneer workers.in
child development, such as Gesell and,Ames d Shirley (1931,
1933), have.reported significant behavioral differences in samples of
young infants. , However, neither. these workers nor their folloiiers
pursued.any systematic studies of the significance' such characteristics '

might have on the deyeloiMental.course of individual dhildreu.

.hom the 1920's to the 1950's a number }of studies did appear that
reported findings of individual differences in infants and young children
in specific, discrete areas of functioning. .These included motility
(Vries &:Woolf, 1953); perceptual responses (Bergman & Esealona, 1949), )

7 sleeping and feeding patterns (Bscalona, 4953), drive endowment (Alpert,
' Neubitterv. & Weil, 1956), quality.and intensity, of emotional tone (Meili,

1959), sociAI-reswnsiveness (GAsell & Alms, 1937), autonomic response
patterns (BIidger & Reiser, 1959; Grossman & Greenberg; 1957; RichMond &
Lustman, 1955), biochemical IndiWuality(( sky, 1953; c:1illiams, 1956),



and.electroencephalographic patterns (Walter, 1953). There were
no long-term stUdies of the influenCe Of these early life characteristics
4nd the courp,e of psychological deVelopment. .With a different research

,orientation, Pavlowand hia students (1927) classified different-nervous
'systems according to the balance between excitation and inhibition,. and
'attempted to explain features of both normal and abnormal behavior states
on this basis. However, these explanations were epeculative and lacked
human and clinical confirmatory data.

These early studiei did call attention to the phenomenon of
individuality in the response tendencies of even very young infants
tendencies that appeared primailly inborn rather than determined by
postnatal Aavironmental influences. In contrast to earlier
constitutionalist formulations, these inherent orgenismiC tendencies were .

viewed as factors influencing the child's' response to the environment and
not as anlages of specific.psychological patterns. .However, the individual
stUdies tended to be narrow in fOcus, fragmented in their consideration
of the dynamics Of psychological development, and, lacking in the long-term
Longitudinal f011ow-up necessary to establish the functional significance
pf the specific response tendency attributes under study. Furthermore,
systematiC research into such inborn organismic characteristics would
have had ea battltenvirdnmentalist ideology, which had. become dominant
by the.1940's and 1950's and which aeierted a one-to-one cotrelation
between behavioral individuality and ettirironmental factorpo

The predominant position established by the exclusively
envirOnmentalist view of.psychological development cen be attributed in
the main to ti;fo:currents: (a) a rejection of the static, mechanistic
beliefs of past centuries that conceived development as the mere unfolding
and elaboration of fixed charactertstics already present, in, the new7born
infalt, and (b) the progressive accumulation of research and clinical'
data indicating that the child's environment--his condition of life,
relationships with parents and other family members, and the extrafamilial
sociocultural settinghas a prOfound influence in shaping physical and
psychological development. With regard to the second point, the
psychoanalytic movement was especially influential. Freudian theory
centers on the concept of a fixed and predetermined evolution of a
h4othetical instinctual drive for pleasure, the libido. Individual
variation in.the progressive movement of the young'child from one libidinal
stage to another, however, is conceptualized as priMarily caused by the
influenci of parental and sibling relationships to the child. In essence,
this represents an environmentalist view, which has been reinforced by
the neo-Oreudian cultural psychoanalytic group, with its'emphesis on ehe
iiportance of social, and cultural as well as intrafamilial influencesz

Psychoanalytic theory wad also primarily concerned with the motivatiOnal
aspects of behavioreven though it was presented as a general theory.
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(The recent psychoanalytic .formulations of autonomous ego functions
represent, in a sense, a belated recognition of this deficiency in the.
theory.) With a motivational bias, the behavioral manifestations of
temperament.ai response tendency can be reinterpreted and redefined. The
child with slow adaptatioa to,amy new situation becomes an anxious,
insecure youngster with defensive withdrawal. The slowly moving,olildly-
expressive school child is labeled as having inferior intelligence.
Temperamental characteristics Ehat are inconvenient to the parent or

, teacher or deviant from the average are interpreted by them--and by
the professional mental health workeras the result of undeSirable
intrapsychic motivations in the child. The behavior is, in effect, made
to ftt a Procrustean bed of motivations.

When .the MS was launched in 1956 as thelirst systematic and
comprehensive study of temperament and its functional significance for
psychological development, there were impressionist convictions prevalent
among mothers, babY nUrses,-and pediatricians, that Wants mere behaviorally
diffetent even at birth. Fragmented, limited studies had been reported
in the professional literature. But no body of knowledge existed as to
the range of such differences, the criteria for categorizing individual-
temperamental traits, the methods.for obtaining data and rating such
characteristics, or the role played by specific environmental traits.
And the assumption prevalent among most research workers and clinicians
that the roots of individuality'lay in environmental differences created
a climate most discouraging to the exploration of organismically determined
individual differences.

,
.

.

Propositional Iaventory

tncreasingly in recent years, the one-sided environmentalist view of
a generation ago has been recognized as an inadequate conceptual framework
for understanding normal and deviant-psychological development. This
.trend in no way reflects a belittlement' of the.profoundly significant
role of environmental influencesparents, other family members, peer
groups, school, social valUes, cultural norms, and sO foorth. In fact,
recent research studies have demonstrated th ubiquity!and complexity of
such environmental influendes to an eitent 6t appreciated 30 years ago.
However, there has alsO been an impressive aocumentatIn of the inadequacy
of explanations of individuality in psychoLogical development based on.
environmental factors alone (Beiser, 1964; Schaffer &'Emerson, 1964;
Thomas & Chess, 1977). The idea that ea experience is all-important

ifor subsequeek develop m nt--a formulation b tressed by psychoanalytic
theory, early studies o maternal deprivatiot, and the ethological
concepts of "imprinting" and "critical periods"--h also been increasingly
challenged (Kagan & Klein, 1973; Sameroff, 1975; S ffer, 1977).
Rather, it wou appear th a is of no more :
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cOnsequence,than learning at any. other stage.of 4evelopment, and tfidt
repeated ,reinforcement through subsequent age-Periods is required for
such early experience to result in long-term'effects (A. B. D. Clarke,
1968):

,..

Concurrent with-this Ancreasing 'challenge to unidimenslonal
envirOnmentalist views has been a groWing appreciatiolliof the active role
played by t,ile Child, from birth onward, in influencing-the dynamics of
the Child-environment interactional process. The studies Of temperament
have, of course, emphasized this issue. In addition, other '-recentl .

research,on the infancy period has dramatically documented the act*e'
particiOation of the infant, even ,in the new-born state, in the dynamic
of child-environ,ht interaction. The young baby's perceptual, behavioral,
and Cognitive capacities are developed to an.-extent not imagined hy
updents of developpent even ten years agov(Kagan,' 1971; Bower, 19741.
VINO new-born infent*.not only responds actively to- stimuletion from the
moth but 'Initiates comtunication with vocalizationd, facial expressiona,
and'b y movements. Rutter (1975) summarizes this eesearch: -

First, it is evident that,_although limited in
.

many waFS, the young,infant has a surprisingly.
sophisticated response-to his environment mid

, quite substantial learning skills., SecOnd,
these skills and capacities hevea marked

8 influence on the process of parent-child
t

interaction. Ln many intitances, it is the baby
who shows initiative and th parent who' -
responds by following. 'Mir ven in the
early months of lite the are. a riking

temperamental differences be n infants which
influence both their responses to the environment a%

and also hoW other people react to th (p. 208)'
,

.

Along the same line, the Clarkes, in thei recent:ektenstve review
of thd literature on-early experiente and its .t.ignificance (A. M. Clarke
E. A. B. D. Clarlei, 1976) conclude that althouglv

. there is at the.present time no clearly/';

formulated model of child development, nor,
-449 we see it, has empirical research adlanced
sufficiently t9, build one, thereris a &owing

, consen4yir that ultimately such a model miist,
take aMount of discontinuities as, Well as

,

continuities., the Child as.an active agent in
. P social transactions) and'the potentiality' for

_ . .

modification of behaviOr patterns' within dhe'
lim et by constitutional factors. (p. 269)

C)'
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e current Climate iddevelopmental theory 4nd research stan
,in dramatic contrast to the domimant ideas andformillulons of 20
years agp.jiith this change haf'come la burgeoning Of- temperament
research in- a number.ofcentere 4 this country'and Abroad:- Host Of
the- iitudies 41ve utilized the categories, and criteria of the NYLB:
rrhe major reports published Oita far are discussed'in the various
s ctions of thii ehapter. A numberof other studies are currently tn

griss,including'a igetakledfollowug of%the NYLSileample. One-of
'studies in progress is of specia4ineerest;s1nce it includes

data oa overtwo thonsani childr,n. horn duilng one.talendar year in
..:Helsinki, Finland (Hutteinert, NotS14). .A-majOr focus of this gnoject
is the determination of ctIrrelat'ions betweep prenettal_evenis and
temperament in the infancY,,,geriodi%'

,

An independent study of. temperament wa retently-reported by Buss .

d Plotgim (1975). They defined 'tour categories of temperamentactivity,.
iionality, sociability, and,impillsivitY--throu4h the use of a 213-item

questio'naire,' five items'fOr each'categdry. ,.Their questionnaire was.'
the mothers of 138 pairs:of same-sexed tleinao0who rated both

average age of the tmins^iaa 55 'month's, and thei agi range
wes.one to nine ylars. The families were,predomipantly of white middle-
class background. Comparisonof the Patrapair difference between the

and dizygotic twin pairs (81 versus.57 pairs) led che'authors to-
.conclude that "There:is good evidence that activirty, emotionality,,and
sociability -have i genetic'compongnt; the evidence for.the inhegitanc
of Impulsivity is equivocal" (g. 230N

° I

:oirloolome

:given t
twins.

Wuss:and Plomin.'4 (1975) cateO ies of activity, emotionality, and-- ,

aociability appear to be contained thin the NYLS traits of activity
-level, intensity' and quality of mood dsapproach-witikrawal-and
adaptability.. The category of impuls ty appearsunrelated specificallyL
,to any o4 our dine :ct4egories. More recen y RoWe'and PloMin (1977)
constructed enew factor analytic scale of epresentative items Irom both.
the NYLS protocolaand'tHe Buss and Plomin cale 10r the early childhood
eats.- Six factors dfterged: sociabiliy, motionalfyy, acipfty, attentlon
span-persistence, reaccion\toffood,'an4 so abilit94 THe.Colorado..
Chilahood Temperament Ikiegtory, a quebti airellased on these factors,
gives_promise,of Ining 11. udeful instrument for temperament studies. .

, .

draham, Rutter; and George (1973);.in a study of British chfidreo
thrge.to -eight years of%age, confirmed a number of the NYLS findings on
temperament and added another Characteristic, which they labeled ", e'

tidiousness." The4deneariCation of this trait in additional,samples
e exploration of its factional significance remain to be,dOne.

and his coworkers.(Gasiidej Birch', Scott, Chamber0
.-Tw le, & Barker, 1975) developed 49-itein temperaMental inyentory
based on the appro Ch of the NYLS. and.fhat of'Graham and is agsociates.

(
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The inventory was.used to gather temperament data al 4)9 school children.
Factor aealyfigkyielded four meaningful components.: (i) Withdrawal, poor,
adaptation, dependence; (b), sigh activity, intensity, distractibility;
(c) MoOdinesb, sulkiness; and (d) Irregularity. Tentative norms have
been established'for these dimensains* 'N

It can he expected that.future investigators will.identify additional
4 categoriee and'constellations o< Affectivo aesponse Tendency. It is
possible that refinement of daCa gathering and data analysis methods may
also lead to modifications in the definitions and criteria of the pMsently :
estahl ed.categodes and'constellations.

Dif ntiltions. Boundaries a.d L mit&
*

4
As4indicated 'arli D,:ART or tempitrament reflects the style or the

now of behavior, an t the content and abilitiewor the what, nor the
motivations o,the'w behavior. As such, temperament is only one
attribute, albeit an,impo ant one, of the organism. Temperament must
alwlys be considered,fn th context Of its internal relations with
abilipies.andtiv0s,\ a in the context of its external relations with
enviionmental opportunit s and str sses. The 1;pieractive process 9

produced certain conseeuen es in be Uvio'r which then interact with
recurrent and new featured of the environment to reiirorce certain
previous patterns, or to attenuate some, or-to produce new behavioral
characteristics, or some combination' of the above. 'As Sameroff (who ,
prefers the term transactional to interactional) stated:

Any truly transactional medel must stress the
plastic character of,bottOthe'environment and
the organism as oit actively,participates in

4;If1 own,grourth. In.,this model the child's'
behavior is more eflan a si9ple reaction to his
environment. Instead, he Is actively engaged
.in attempts to orgaq.ze and structure his .

wprld.. -Tile child is in a perpetual,state. -

of active re-organization and cannot properly-.
belregarded as maintaining inborn
characteristics as static qualities. 'In this
.view, the constants in development aie not' .

some set,of traits but rdther the pr ceases by
which these traits are maintainedi4 the
transactions'between organism and eiyironment..
(1975, p. 281)

in with.the abort% Icirmulation, temp;erament must clearly be
distinguishe from perSonalit/. To use Allport:s (1961) dpfiniten,

4.

4 G

.
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'"Personatity is the dynamic organiiation within the individual of those
psychophysical systems that determine his charameristic behavior an4
thought (p. 28). According to Sameroff (i975), personality, is determined
not by "som'e set of,traits" (temperament or otherwise) but by "the
processes by which these traits are maintained "in the transactions
between organism and environment." (p. 281).

This distinction between tempeiament and personality is draru;ticalky ,,
evident in our curent,folloO-up of the NITA subjects,who are'now 20 to
22,years ofiage. A quantitative analysis of consistencies and changes id
temPerement from childhocikto early_:adulthood willbe undertaken when
this follow-un study,is "completed. It is now'clear 6tom qualitative
evaluation of the longitudinardata,'that at'least some of the participants
4ho.ehoked the difficulp Child pa5tern in childhood continue in early
adu4t life to be intenhaly expressive, with relatively greaxer negative
mood,.and to reatt to many new situationAwith initial withdrawal
followed by slowadaptabil ty. Yet these same participants show remarkable

th 114differences in eir perso ity characteristics, reflecting differencesV
in.the interactive process yith environmental influences and life experiebtes
over time. And phe same diversity is apparen .In at least some of those
particfpants.who had beet Easy or Slow-To-Warm Children. The relationship
between'Affective RespOnse Tendency and Cognitive'Respon'se Tendency
merits some discussion, and w1111 be considered later in this chapter.

I

Finally,, it should bp emphadized that the.definitions ang ratings o
/

f
temperhmental traits are for the normal range of
Pathological phenomena. Certain.abnormal persona
evolve out of specific.temperamental traits: the
become hyperactive; the persistent childaay becom
Intense child may become impulsive; and the slowly adaptive child may.
beet:me pegativistic. Alt such patholOgical change does notfreflect a .

more ektreme manifestation of temOerament. Rather, such change requirea
an excpsdivedipy stressful child-environment interactioi, in which the (

pathological characteristic is no longer the expression of temperament
per se. /in'fact; hyperaCtivily may develop in a child who was 'not
persistent, impulsivity in a child who was not highly intense, and
negativism in a Child who wag nve,slow).i.adaptive. Teiperament contributes
to both normal and deviant personality development, lut it is not -

identical wi:ih personality any.more ttlaa are motivational patterne or

behavior and not for
ty charaeteristics'
igbly activp.child
'rigid; the highly .

abilitres.

FunctiftalCharacteristictp.of the Category
, f - -,

V
&

b '

i-
o I' a

.

As indicated rlier, ART-Tor'temperament--as such.and by itsel,
t does not determi erscinaAty stincturi; learning cipaA,10 and achie4ement,
CPT psychopathology. Temperament enters as a Significant Variable in. ..

;
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do\

sequential organism-environment interactions, from which personality, .

learning, and psychopathology evolve. The.child's tetperamedt influences
the behavioral attitudes of peers, older Children, parents, anefNea6ers.
.Conversely, the effect of these incilviduals' behaviors and attitudes on
the child is markedly influenced by hi's or her tempervent. Furthermore,
temperament, motivations, cognitive attributes, and sAcial abilities or
'handicaps enter -into a reciprocal interaction process With environmental
influences that 4hape the Child's development and functioning at each age
level and determine the, ontogenesis and course of behavior disorders.,

. In the analysis of the child-environment interactive process in `our
longitudinal samples, we have found the evolutionary conCept of. "goodness
of fit" (Henderson, 1913) and the related ideas of consonance and dissonance
ito be very useful. Goodness ()flit results when the'properties:_of the
environment, its expectations.and demands, aFe ift accord with .the organism's
own capacities,.charanteristics, and style of.behaving. When.this
consonance between organism and 'environment iS present, optimal.development
in a . .gressive direction is possible. Conversely, poorness of fit
in Ives discrepancies and dissonanceS between environmental Opportunities
a d.demands and the capacities ada characteristics of the organism, so
t at distorted development and maladaptive functioning ocCur. Goodniass
o fit is 'never an abstraction, but is always assessed in terms of the

anddema#ds of a given culture or'sotioeconomic group.

is cOncept of.goodness of fit is similar to,that eiployed.by Kagan
0971) in studying perceptual scheMata in'infants and their interactions

". with new envirenmental stimuli.:.,Re,emphasiaed-ihat excessi4e stress and /
distress will depend on discrepancy from an established schema and not
from the novelty or change in stimblation as such.

("1

The emphasis is placed on the relation i'etween
%

his schemata and the events in the new
environment, not on pie absolute variability
or intensity qf the new Situation. . . . If

disruption is seen is a product of lack of
copgruence between c4ma and environment,
one examines the distinctive qualities of the
environment. .(p. 11)

It should be stated that goodnes t does not imply an abse4Ce ap.

of stress'and conflict. Quite the cot'krary,3 Stress and conflict are
inevitabie conco,itants of the developmental procesti, in Whichnew
expectations and mands for change and progressivitry higher levels of
functiontng occur continuously as the.child grows. Such demands, stresses,

conflicts, when consonant withethe,child's ilevloOmental potentials'
clapacitiss for mastery, mfy be constructive. in heir consequences anci

should not.be considered as an inevitable c4ufn of behavioral disturbances.

fo.
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The issue involved in distuibed behavioral functioning is .rather one of
excesaive stresscresulting from poorness of fit and dissonance between
environmental expectations and demands and the capacities of the Child at.

,a particular level Of:aevelopMent.
,

The concept oeigoodness of fit, therefore, Shduld_not be used,as a
,

homeostatic principle 'in the area of behavioral functioning, but as a,
cmeodynamic one, which.haa as.its end-result developmental change and
expanded coMpetence rather than the-maintenance of au equilibrium.

. The specific findings of the functional significance of temperament,
both from Or own studies and those of other investigators', are detailed
in the volumes Temperament and Behavior Disorders.in Children (Thomas,
Chess, &,Birch, 1968) and Temperament and Development (Thomas & Chess,
1977). ,

-

In childhood (ages two toll years), the Difficult Child temperament
group were the =St vulnerable to the development of behavior Aisordera.

: In the NYLS sample, 70% of these children showed-cliniCally significant
behavior problems '(in,most cases, a mild reactive behavior disorder), and
only 30% did not. This.is not. sUrpriaing,, since these Children's
characteristic-eabiological irregularity, frequent withdrawal reactions
to the.new with slow adaptability, and frequent intense)negative mood
ekOressionemade their adaptation to the many sequential demands for
socialization stressful'indeed. And when, as was freqUently the 4Ase,
the parents and/or other caretakers responded with anxiety, impatience,
intimidationi ar,guilt to the child's tendency, the parent-child interact
quickly became excespively stresiful.. On the other"hand, When'parents
responded ta the child with relaxed' patience, consistency,. and acceptance,
the stress of socialization .did not become excessive and develop nt '

proceeded normally. .
,

.

The vulnerability of the Difficelt Okild to behavior disor sr
development has beed.confirmed in.a nuMber of other studies. In our own
handicapped populationsthe mild menial retardation sample and the
congenital rubella gro -thlt Children with the difficult temperAmsnt

-pattern were at exian greçer ,risk in terms of behavior disorder development
than were' the monhandicap ed children in the NYiS (Thomas & 'aess,

..

1977w). Graham,Itutt r,..a d George (1973), in their study of 60 ritish
children, each.of'who h .at lea one mentally ill parent, fou d that
the diff 'milt teinperamen4 haracte stics ,-- predictive pf the developmen
of later psychiatric dis der. In a bps with.colic,
Carey (1 72)'f6und,a sig ificantly higher incide' el\of the lifficult

fltilli,

",thild temperament.
4

. -

.

The easy children with col= Listing temperament to the difficult
children,.usually adapted tcl,the emends for socialization(with little or, ,

,

. I .

( .
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no s j.ess and canfronted their parents with few, it any, problemS in
ro ine handling. Thebe children, as a group, devel6ped fewer behavior
problems in proportion to their representation in the,total NYLS sample.
However, under certain circumstances, their easy adaptability to parental
standardaand expeCtations at home led't6 the development of 'a behavior
disorder. This oceurred 'when We 'demands of-the extrafamiliaI enviromMent, -.

4such as a peer group or schoo , conflicted sharply with.the behavior
patterns learned at home. La Some cases, when such conflict Was eSpecially

, severe, the child was una9T4 'to make an-adaptation to reconcile t.his
double standard. .

.'

-For the Slow-To-Warm-Up Child, the excessivelY stressful situation
as t cally one in which rigid demands were made for quickurties.of

a tation to a new sit4ation. For the high activity child, dXgficulties
occurred mhen there was insufficient space or flexibility of schedules
-and rules in'home or school to allow hini sufficient constructive motor
activity. The persistent child had no special difficulty with new
situations but developed frustration responses if avolvement ta4n
ongoing activity was-prematurel* and abruptly interrupted% The-
distractible and nonpersistent child was put under exCessive stress.if
expected to xoncentrate and Mork mithout interruption for periods of time
beyond'his or her capacities.

,s

- Any of'the other temperamental charlscteristics vin alsoenter as a
aignificant variable in the $enesis of A behavior disorder. Thus, Carey
(1974), in gp unselected sample of 60 infants sixmonths of age, found a

±k....

signtficant correlation between night waking and low sensory,th shold.
It can be expected that as studies on temperament continue to d elop.at
various centers, additional significant\correlations with specific-types 1,
bf behavioral deviations will be identified.

It should be emphasized'that there ate many exceptions to the
generalizations about the kind of nvironimental situations and
demands that-are typically dissona with sOecific temperamental patterns,
although such geneializations ristic value in planning research.. 4'4

stratesies and Are useful 0.inica as leads to the analysis of a
behavior problen case. HoWevei, all kinds of permutdtions and'combinations
occur in.real life'and the researa'worker; parent,:teacher, P

must expect that La any individnal child the dynamics of the child-
Nenvironmental.interactional process may or may not conform to,broad
'generalizations and group trends. 1

,

Finally, our findings and those of others on the importance of
'temperaient La the developmental process do. not Lnp.4 that tempereat
alm4s a significant variable in the ontogenesis and cour,se df e 'ry

behaviot.disorder. La some instances, temperarqint may play a crucial
rol4 in others it may be sonewhat influential, ar in still others i

yr
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. may play a minor or insignificant tole. In this regard, temperament is
no different from any'other single ot(j4ztsmic of environmental factor.
Whether ii be the le or style.of cognitive functioning, the goals and
aims of the'child, theaharacteristics of the mother, or the nature of
the, school situation, the significance of these factors for the developmental

,process in an individual child cannot be decided A priori, but muet be
determined on the basis of all the concrete information available in that
specific case.

Mutability of the Phenomena Represented by the Category

In our own studies of temperament, we were at first struck by the
instances in which temperamental consistency was evident from infancy to
later childhood and adolACence. In retrosPeCt, we did perhaps, give,a
one-sided importance to the possibility.of consistency over time.
However, as we have,emphasiied in'recent writingi (Thomas Eu.Chess, 1977),
such a forhulation would be'completely at variance with oUr fundamental
commitment to an interactionist viewpoint, in which individual behavior
development is concpived as a constAptly evolving and changing process of
organism-environmental interaction. All ether psychological phenomena,
such.as intellectual'complatence, cpping mechanisms, adaptive patterns,
and value systems, can and do change over t4e. How could.it be otherwise
for temperament? Perhaps the continuity tiuttNis so frequenply observed

. results not frqm consistency in the psycholoecal attribute per se, but
from consisteneY in the environment-organism'interaction*. Bloom (1964)
stated that intelligenceloses_its p1asti4t7 after about four yeaps ef
age. Howeller, he.made the-following pointr ."Our reseatch suggests that
although the environment hfy hava.ita greatest effectten individuals
in the first year or,so that they are Within it, its effect' is stabilized

t me",(p. 27).

and only when the'environment is relatively conftant%over a
-period of

Thus,-it is no surprise Chet our quantitative analysis of interyear
cotrelations for each pt the nine categories for yeara one to five in the.
jsm.S sample\do not teveil iimpressive consistency patterns. Significant
correlations are found from one year to the next, but as the time span
for tilt comparison is increased, reva one year to two, three,' or four

'years, th'e number of significant correlations decreases. .These are trends
for the group as a whole; however, and conceal patterns Ol consistency
over time for individual children. (The reader referred to the Thomas
and Chess volume, Temperament and Develument, 1977-, p."161, for the
statistical table detailing these cdetelations.) Methodological problems,
which. have been detailed by Rutter (1970), undoubtedly infleence these
quantitaAve'findings. The problems identified inVude reliance on
'adjectives parents use ift describing their childpefi'S'behilvior, ,the,
Possibility 'of se3htive bias in determining whichi4pisbdes'of behaVior

A
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the parent or other observer reports, the problem of separating the
content from the style, and, perhaps most important of'all, the effect
that the changing Contekt,of the child's behavior might have on the
behaVloral.ratings.

A dumber of qualitative anal}ises.of the iongitu
been.completed that have made'it-Possible to trace th
temperemental characteristics in indiViduaI thildre
general, five paiterns,can be definedl (a) clear7cut

data have also
nsisteecy of
time. In

sistency; (b)
consistency in some aspects.of temperament at.One period and in other
aspects at other times; (e) distortion of.the expression of 'temperament .
by other factorsv such as psyehodynamie patterns; (d) consistency in
temperament but qualitative change in temperament-environment interaction;

e) chaege in a conspicuous temperamental trait. Am iMdividual child
may Ow a combination of several of these five possibilities, i.e.,
consis ndy'over time with'one or several temperamental traits, disIkertion
in ieve al others, and change in another.

We are presently engaged in a follow-up of the NYLS sample At ages
19 to 22 years. . The follow-up includes an assessment of temperament
at. this stage,of early adulthood. Comparisops of- these' temperament
ratings-with those for the earlier childhood pbriods,should further
clarify the types and dynamics of temperamental continuity and change
-over time.. The analysis should be completed in the next two years.

nincticinal Re/atiOnshins -of ART'to Other Categories

Sex Differences

NO

Diflerences in temperamental-scores for boys and girls were examined
within the NYLS sample for each of the first five years of life. In the
45.comioarisons madenine"eategories for each yearsignificant differences
beyond the .05 level of confidence were found only once for activity
level, twice.for adaptability, three times for threshold, once for
distractability, once for persistence, avid not at all for the other four
categories. The sigVicaut differences1Were:also scattered aver the
five years. Sameroff and Kelly (Note 1)1 clite4Rined the temperamental
characteriatics of 220 foiemonth-old infants, using the.Carey questionnaire.
No significant sex differences were found.

i
Ethnicity., 5derfialt and Economic Status

In the same.study, Sameroff and Kelly.eote 1) Also made comparisons
on the %sis of socioeconomie status. (SES) and Face. -The major differences

4
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found were La the t reshold and intensitY categoriRs. The lowet the SES,
the more likely tha the child Would be rated asTivini high intensity
and low threshold.. For the apProach category, both the high and low SES
infants were rated being more approaching than the middie'SES group.
In the racial tamper son, black infants were rateci as mere difficult
on, four of the4five artables contributing to.diffidult temperament.
They were significan ly lees regular, less approaching, less,adaptable,
and. with more negati e mood than,ghe White infants.

,
Differen

s

ceS.in b th ethnicity and socioeconomic stdtus were studied
in comparisond-betwee the"NYLS and Puerto/Rican working class (PRWC)
groups at two'to ehre mohths of age. There were markedly significant
differences for tythmicity and intensity, borderline significant differences
for activity ievel!, mood, and threshold, and no significant differences
for thi other four categories.. Overall, the diffetences were-not dramatic.

Of Areater interest was the comparison of these rwo greups; the NYLS
and FRWC damplea, with regardhto differences in temperiment-environment'
:interaction. Of the 42 children In the NYiS,sample VIth behavior problems, .

only ope'presented excessive Motor activity as,a symptom, whereas eight
of the,15 ihR4C children.with problem behavior presented this symptom.
Our_judgment is'that most of the !thyperactivity" displayed by the latter
group was due to the circumstanceS bf their envialltuent The families
lived in small apactments and .the children were likely to.be coo .up at

. home bedause tif a realistic fear,ofiacCidents in the street of East
Berleiu... For the temperamentally high-active ehildren, this.represented
severely eicessive stress.. By contrast, the childfin in the NYLS group'
with similar temperament Usually lived id epacious apaAments or suburban
homes,-with adequate safe elay spa4 at home and n the neighborhood.

Cognitive Resnonie Tendency

.T0 date, research studies of cognitive 'style and temperament have
proceeded independently of each other. This is not surprising, in'view of
the complex methodOlogy and .conceptualization problems in identifying and
rating individuality in cognition and behavior. However, review of the
definitions' of niae cognitiye stylep that,have been identified (Rogan,

p. t46) strongly suggests the possibility of a/number of relationship's
with ARf. -Thus, field independence vs. dependence may,be influenced by
distractibility,"scanning by attention-span and distractibility,
r'eflectivenesd vs. impulsivity by emotionil intensity, constricted vs..
flexible control by_distractibility, and.tolerance for incongruous or
unrealistic experiencesby approach/withdrawal and quality of mood. A

.0 ;relationship could'also bp a reciprocal one, in iAlleh various dimensions
of temperament are ;influenced by specific cagnitive.style attributes.
Furthermore, tile goodness of fit concept of and dissonance

1
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between-the child's capacities and environmental demands and expectefions
,should,be as pertinent for exploring the significance of Cognitive
Respodse Tendency as for Affective Response Tendency. Such an ap.proach-
to cognitive style has 'been suggestea by Witkin (1973). Rasearch along
the linea suggested by,theswpossibilities_would indeed be most desirable.

,

Other Categories

No data exist on the relationship of ART to motivation and iSpiration,
or to identity and interests. Some data may be generated in the present
followvp study of the NYLS sample. tA working hypothesis'is that there
.are reciprocal interactive relationships between ART and these otheç
categories at ,any age-period and aver time. There are, no date or hiliotheses

aslyetconcerning the,possible relationships of ART to nutritional statua
or to language.and dialect.''' As indicated earlier, data from our mentally
retkrded and congenital rubella'samples suggestalat the,handicapped
child with the difficult temperUaent patteen is especially vulneraille to
the development of behavior disorders.

An analysis is in progress correlating IQ with temperament from da4a
for three, and six-year-olds in the NYLS sample. Thp analysis should be
completed by mid-1980.

Approaches to the Asiessment of.ART in the Behavior of Humans

In formulating the research prótocols for ihe NYLS, we were.congerned
, with the identification of categories of.temperament by inductive content

analysis of behavioral data. We also tried,, as much as possible, to use
the detailed behavioral data on each child that was obtained from parents,.
teachers, or observers in different life situations when making the
temperament ratings. Finally, we.were concer4d that Yhe child's behavior
should be linked at all times,to the environm tal contexf in whiCh
occurred. Consequefttly, our interview and obs ational protocols
emphasired that data should be gathered from a wide-range of daily'
activities. This assured that judgments of temperament, wduld not rely on,
single or special sitdations,in which the child's typioal behavior
style might be distorted by some special influence. Also, data gathering
focused on the sequences pf interaction between ,parent or teticher and
child.. Thus,, if a _mother reporte4,that hei thild cried when put tobed.
at night, the next question wOul4 tie "What did you do when he/she cr,ied?".
Then, "How did he/she react to ghat you did?" Then, "What did you do
then?" and so on until the sequenCe of interaction was completed.

1/4

For quantita ive rating, item-scoringand weighted sdbre tecilni4ixes
were developed t maximizq the use of all descriptive items of behavior
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tn the behavioral prOtocols.4611:voint scale was used for each of the'
nine categories: high, low; and an intermediate position,of moderate or
variable. Qualitative rating assessments of individual reciuds were also
assigned.

. .

.
.

4

CcHoWever, these assessment methods- re laboris4us and time-consuming.
Though they were necessary for the initialstudy., short, time-saving . ,

questionnaires are now feasible, and'afnumbler have been developed or
;in the process of.development. Carey (1973), was the first to formulate
such a-questiannaire for the infancy period, and it has been widely used.

at man ctnters. He has receetly revised his scalep.expanding'the number
. . 'of itemS add changing the format fram a forced-choice structure to 4 ('

16-point tesptonse scale.

'41 the lAst few years, we haVe developed paree and teachef
questionnaires for the three- to seven-year age periods, using a 7-point
4Cale'for each, item (Thotias & Chess,,1977). McDevitt and Carey (in
press) have,independently fOrmulated a parent questiOniaire for the same
age.range And are working On an extension into the.middle childhood
oyear4. A modified parent interview form for the early school years has ,

'.been developed by Graham; Rutter, and George (1973), and a.questionnaire
for the same age period has been developed by Garside and his 'colleagues
(Garside et al., 1976). Persson-Blennow and McNeill (1974), working in
Malmo, Sweden, have recently completed a questionnaire for measuring
.temperament in six-monthTold infants. Xhe questionnaite was standardized
on 160 subjscts.

.

f
z e

irl .

Assessment of the adolestept and adult temperament by qUestionnaire ,

is mUch mine complicated because motivations; abilities`,.and _Lemperament
ener into increasingly complex, interactional processes, and ihdividual
items and patterns ieflect the interplay-of influences: The problem is
further compounded by the increasIng individual variations in ffctivities

' of all kinds that emerge as children grOw older. Athletic ec vities,' ,
, ..,

hobbies and other' special interests, social life, school cur iculut andr. ,

.idhedules, and work experience all become diversified in theit 'form'and
,content, prominencdjft the individual's life, and theiF sequence pf
development. As a result, the'standardization of protocols, questionnaires,

4and scoring criteria pit temperament becomes increasiigly complex for the
older Child, the adolesceit, and the adult. ,

We are currentli engaged in the developient of a sychometrically
,T sOund.temparam'ent questionnaire for the,early adult y rs. Our estimate

is that thi4 p oject should'be completed within-the n two years.
Another attemt in this direction hag beennade by Scholam.(1975), who

.Usea tha Tho ike Dimensions of Temperamen questionnaire, for which
extensiye.data on rell:ability.and validation\are available. .,He has i

, ',emptricfaly assumed 4 correspondence between khe scales bf the Thorndike

477 r



questionnaire and the nine temperament categories of the NYLS. This
assumption still remains to be validated.

Finally, we have developed a ehort interiiew form for obtaining
qualitative data and ratings on temperament, which appears to be especial.ly
useful in clinical practice (Thomas 6 Chesi, 1977).

As described earlier, independent categorization and questionnaire
raXings of temperament have been developed 1,9 Buss and Pltamin (1915), and
i revised questionnaire combining items from.the NYLS and from Buss and q

Plamin has been developed by Rowe and Plomin (1977).

Relevande of ART for Learning and Teaching

The Tole of temperament in parentchild,iftteraction and on normal'
and deviant psychologiCal development has been a major focus of our work.
However, we have alio carried through several specific'quantitative
stuaies of the relationship of temperament to school functioning and
academic achievement, AO have gathered a:substantial body of impressionistic
Aualitative data on the same issue. In presenting these findings, it ls
pertinent to empliasize again'that temperamental characteristics are Only
sometimes not always influential in the developmeet of sCheol problems.

.

This caveat is especially'important today, when so many school authoritie's
and inta1healthj,rofeesionals libel a l restless, inattentive cliildren
as "hyperactive' d "distractible" an recommend drug treatment.. The
restlessness and nattentiveness may reflect, at leaSt in part,: temperamental
'attributes: but the symptoms oftpn reflect a reaction to poor teaching'
method:4; overcrawdeda stuffy classrooms; nutritional Or other health
problems;,the chtld's preoecuPatlen with family pralems and stresses at
home; or the presence.of a learuiiii disability or psfchological problem.

One study (Gordon E. Thomas, 1967), using a sample of 93 children in
a suburban middle-elass kindergarten, asked two highly experienced
teachers to rate.each pupil in terms of the quick- versus slow-,to-warm-
up child and to estimate eich child's general intellectual level. The
latter estimat# was compared to the results of psychometric testing
done the folio us. year. Analysis of the,data indicated that, to a
significant d tee, the teachers tended to underestimate the intelligence
of the slow-to-warma-up...children. It is a plausible hypothesis that such
a teacher's "judrent cOld easily become a self-fulfilling.prophecy..

, A quantitative analysis was done of the correlation between the
NFU' children's tempeigmental eharacteristics.at five years of age
and their academic aciievementocores. in reading and arithmetic at'jr'
various points in their elementary school years. This analysis suffered
'film a numbis of methodelogical problems: the achievement test scores
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were Otained from different tests; the schools and ags of the children
, varied; and, since the temperament measures were employed predictively,
temporally concurrentrelationships ,couldinot be obtained. .Nevertheless,
statistically significant correlations were foUnd betWeen low academic
achidvement scores and the temperamental traits of,nonaeaptability and
withdrawal, but not for 4,0 intensity, negative mOd, or arhythmicity.
The ignificant relationSflps, therefore, appeared to be with the ;

const lation of the Slow-To-Warm-Up Child4 and not that of the Difficult
Child, is find ng As in line with the study of. Gordon and Tbomas
(1967).. I d be emphasised that both1;2udies were.carried out in *

scbools Attended by native-born middle- and uppermiddle-class children,
and would not necessarily apply to achools,with a high proportion of
poverty and minority group students. ,It may well be that with' teachms
who are harassed and burdened by the frequently Inadequate resources'and
working conditions in such Elthools, the Difficult Child may not find the
sympathetic and patient approach that the youngsters in the NYLS generally
found is the schools. We do not have the data, howev,erv'to verify this
speculation

Qual tatively, there .have been a large number of instances in which
/the child's temperament.has appeared to be a significant factor in the
\teacher's ovdrall reaction to the child, in the estimate of the child's
intellectual potential, and in shaping the child's pattern of coping and
success in coping with the demands of school adaptation and learning.
Conclusions drawn from, single case studies Ate subjectito numerous '1'

caveats, but the large number of such instances in whichtemperament has
appeared relevant 4o teaching and learning in the NYLS sample cannot be
ignored. At the very least, they emphasize the impartanCe of Ilzrge-scale
systematic studiei along these lines.

These tentative conclusions from the many separath,instancas in the
NYLS will be summarized briefly. Highly active or distractible children'
who had difficulty in sitting quietly or following directio?s could
create annoyance in teachers (as in parentsj. These children were also
poor learners in viry permissive, unstructured school situations. For
the child%with low persistence and short attention spau're especially if
combined with high distractibility, the demand for prolonged concentration
usually expected in schipol becomes excessively, stressful.. 'A similar
problem developed at home fbr such a. child if the parents insisted that
heApit down with'hist-homework and finish it without interruption.

The highly persistent child with I long attention span, on the
other hand, often seemed to be "made" for leardtng: Problems did
develop, hvgver, if auch.a child insisted on continuing an-activity
and the teacher demanded that he or she shift to the next sche6led
activity with therest of the class. .

479
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For seveLI of the ;low-to-warm-up children, the initial quIetl.slow
adaptability tip i"new curriculud Was misjudged bY teachers. as evidence ,bf'
ioferior-intelligetice.: With other, children, sidilar behavi.oi' was'

-interpreted asanxiety.1

A low-activity child sometimes became a problem in the school,
setting. If his or her sloWness watkonspicuous'and the school 'program
was rigidly and tightly sdheduled,'the child easily became tn.e butt of
the teacher'S.impatience and his or her classmates' riaicule as the claas
"slowp ." .

.

.
ft N

'Most of the youngsters with the Easy Child temperameotal pattern
adapted as quickly and smoothly to the demands of forMal learning as they
had tq those of early socialization'and peer grodp actiVity in the
preschool years. ( In severat instances, however, this was not the case.
One child 'had adapted easily.aod with pleasure to her .parente_ encouragement
of self-expression and spontaneity kind a sense of individuality and
uniqueness. In the school setting, however, the child ignbred the
teacher's schedule end die not participate actively in grdiap, learning

.

"ex eriences. She\was spp aneously reSponsive only to an/Individualized
r lationship to the,ot- er, which was neither,possible nof desirable.

a reslt, she cilitok;y fell behind inreading achievement, even though
she possfssed'superior intelligence.. (It would-have been very easy to
li!bel hei "dyslexic"0 Another girl's mother was determined that her
daughter should not be subjected to the rigid And arbitrary parental

: authority she herself had experienced as a child: For the mother, this
_

meant avoiding--and even openly rejectingtraining the girl in effective
("-:-N, task performance. Although this did not interfere sehouSly with her
\

L social relationship; it had disaStrous consequences fer her.academic
achievement: Her problem in followidg, instructions and focusing on '

Ololective learning tasks'resulted in ncreasingly poor academic fUnstioning.
, lbv

.

For the Difficult Child, the adhpt e course'in asood schOol tended
in mat cases to tie smoother at school than in the earlier years at home.
The biological irregularity, which so often 'contributed to stress

- . establishing sphincter control. and regular sleep and feeding patterns,.
usually did not,preserit significant problems in the school,schedule.
Compared With parents,. experienced and colpetent teachers were less
likely to feel guirty, inadequate, or intiMidated by sucia child's.
behavior.

In general,.it 'appears
, between the dynamiCs of the
case at home and at school.
in demands and ex%ctat&ons
differences 'in relatio

that there Was no one-to-one correlation ,

.

child-engronment interaction in'any individual
Th s is not surprising, given the diffeience .

,s.A e childin the t142 Setting", and' e
`eSt acher versus parent to the,child.

0

V
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However, a comma issue exists for both parent and teacher. As we have
stated with regard to t'he former, 4

A comparative analysis of children wiih commo
temperamental constellations, some of wtom do
tend some of whowdd not develop behavioral
'disturbance, provides a basis for the-definition
Of styles ot are and reariag and other enmirommental
intluences, which when iRteracting with a given
temperamental pateern, serve as pathogenic or
positive.influences on/growth and,development.
(Thomas, Chess,'& Birch, 1968, p. 71)

With the substitution of "school functioning and academic adhievement"
for "behavioral disturbances," and "styles of teachers and classroom
functionine for "styles of care and rearing" in the above statement, it

se'rve as a statement of an approach to giving each child an optimal
ool learning experience.,

Several other reports on .temperament andschool functioning have
appeared in the,literature., Seegers (Note 5) develoesd a beha4ior
checklist to rate five characteristics 'of the elementary school child.
Three-of thelcategoiies are idenXified as the Easy Chfld, the Difficult
Child, and the Slaw-To-Warm-Up Child, with crieeria-derived from the
NTLS. The checklist was filled out by the teachers of 508 children and
compare& with academic achievement and IQ. The easy children were the
highest achieyers, the difficult children were.theilowest, 'and the
slow-to-warm-up.children were intermediate. There was no correlation
with IQ level. Rutter (1974), in a.review'of emotional'disorder and
eduCational underachievement, noted strong associations between children's
temperamental attributes and specific reading retardation. Poor
concentration (tin tasks-other than reading)) fidgetine'ss, .restlessness,
and impulsiveness were the eraits most consistently associated with
reading retardation. Carey,'Fox, and McDevitt.(1977) found a significant
correlation between contemporaneousadaptability and teachet judgments of
school adjusemets in 51 children, ages five-and-one-half to seven years.

Thus, the dace on the relevance of AR:1r for learning.and teaching,
21.though not Conclusive, are suggestive enough to give such studies a hi h
pFiority. The delineation of Specific correlations and elaboration of.

.

preventative and remedial measures appear feasible and important.

Implications for the Design and Management of-Learning Exeriences

It has been our consietent experience that-most, teachers at all
grade levels have welcomed advice and guidance with individual 2roblem

4 SI
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children to change a "p6Orness of fit" to a "goOdness of fit" 'between the
child's temperament and 'the school's demands and expectations. In many
c.asei, the teachers.had intuitively_formulated this approach, but then.
'especially welcomed a Systematic and structured presentation of -this
model far e4anCement of student nnctioning. Where the teachers had
not sensed the concept themselves, most were receptive to orientation in
thl.s.direction tiecause they could quickly.relate it to their own empirical

14'

experience. There were always-a few teachers, of course Who found the
need for greater ob

1

lectivfty, and those teachers found difficuit to
grasp the concept 4,individuality'and its significance For.this group,
,phe demaed for flekibility in routines and schedules for specific children
seemed to be threatening, confusingi anxiety provoking, or liurdensome.

2)
Currently available data on the significance of ART for the learning

)

experience add new research findings, as they appear, should,become part
of teacher training and orientation programs.. This should'lead to
specific guidelines for dealing with the special classroom needs of
children.with specific affective response tendencies. Such teacher
programs should emphasize the simplicity with which the concepts can be
applied,'and the fac4'that most teachers already us'e this approach
intbitively. ,Gaidelines for identification and,management should be
specific and concrete, and clarified with:appropriate case illustrations.

Orientation progas shoald be'developed for school counsetors and
psychologists who ar resporisible for the evaluation and management of
children with school difficulties, and for counseling and advising
teachers. A section on the,role of temperament should be incladeci in the
evaluations of pupils with school difficulties.

Implications fOr Research and Development

1. Research is needed on the relationship of ART
to aca4emice4chievemene.and school.behavior
in different types of schools'and with different
educational approaches.

Research is needed on the relationship Of ART
to cognitive response tendency, motivation
and aspiration, and ethnic and soci onomic
status.

j. Research is needed on the relationship of ART
to specific affective Characteristics, such as
attachment behavior and empathy.

4
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Chapter 12,

Cognitive Styles: Some Conceptual, Methodological, and Applied Issues

Stephanie Shipman and Virginia C. Shipman

Introduction

A basic assqmptlon throughout thie book is that individual differenCes
do make a difference. But whfch diffeiences account'for what differences
where and when? pu'r task.is to identifyttigse areas of difference that are
likely to be highly relevant to the educational setting and to delineate
those questions needing to be addressed before useful applicationd'cift..be.
developed. .

,

In ehis chapter we shall discuss those indi#id'ual consietencies in

a
7 bweohualvdtharpplaa:letdo :agvneito:ei.osu:::91ilatteilinfirreasTngbeainadgildrubc:

of perceiving, retembering, and thinking (Kogan, .71), cogni6ive etyies

-of the term's meaning; Conceived of as individu4l. ifferehces in modes
will be noted, wijth6ut concurrent increased CommudIcation and understanding

bh
reSearcher and practitioner in tne context of educational 0.anning,-buk, as

'strategies. However; informed'practice requires an informed knowledge base.
In this-chapter we will attempt to convey Present uhderstandings of the
coAstruct and to alert,the reader totieurrent issues'and quesVakons requiring

,e further examination. To better delineate conceptual, Methedological, and
applied.issues, three distinctive cognitive styled in current use have,'
been selected for detailed discussion nil-Owing a brief overqiew of the
tem's general meaning.

Broadly, a cognitivg re7dponse tendency is conceived of as a relatively
stable tendency to respond in a certain cognitive manner to a specified
etimulus situation. Stable individual differences in these response
tendencies are believed to reflect stable differences in information-
proceseing among individuals responding to similar stimuli. These
behavioral response tendencies, and the characteristic Orocessing presumed
Zo underly theme are refvred to as cogi(litive stylgs to indicate that tbis
stability extends over a variety of tasks witA simnar task demands and/or

;

The authors acknowledge,with gratitude the contribution of Samuel Messick
in reviewing earlier drafts Cf this chapter. ilk
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stimulus prdperties. Thus' cognitive styles are generally considered
to be information-processing habits: individually, characteristic ways of
interpreting and responding to the dnvitonmqnt.

Although this highly general, relatively behavioral definition might
/be agreeable to moat researchers And teviewe*s in this field, any.
definition or characterization of the construct or constructs,underlying
thi%.behavioral stability encounters serious difficulties with implications
for functional characteristics and e-ducational practice. The underlying
constructs proposed to account for these behaviors vary in the extent to
which they make attributions to choice, ability, att personality fupts.
As Messick (1976).pointed out,

Each individual has. preferred ways of organizing all
that he' sees and fememberd and thinks about.
Consistent individual differences in these ways Of
organizing and prOcessing information and experience
have come to be called cognitive styles. These
styles represent consistencies in the manner or forM'
of cognition as distinct from the content.of cognition
or the level of'skill displayed in the cognitive
performatice. -They are conceptualized as stable,
attitudes, preferences or habitual strategies
detirmining d person's typical modes,of perceiving,
remembering, thinking, and:problem solving. As

-such, their influence.extends to aImose all human
activities that implicate-cognition, including social

. and interpersonal fupttioning. (Pp. 4-5)

Presenting a comprehensive simple definition of this construct,
cognitive style, is made difficult by the lack of a common colloqual-use

,outside psychology. This is not'to say that teachers and others do not
,

recognize individual differences in pupils' approaches to learning
experiences. The most common cogniitive characteristic recognized
is ability, or, better, facility.in learning, but we often also make
distimtions between students on the basis of their being "concrete" or
"'abstract," for example. Unfortunately, these are not very clear or
standard conceptions; characterizations of this sort are usually arrived
at: on the basolle of scanty, episodic evidence, and.are often confused with,
possOrly related, but not identical, characteristics such as pergonalibty,m
Intelligence, oe status In relation to Piagetian cognitive stiage. What
we refer to as cognitive style.is essentIally a product of piychological
research in personality, cognition, and perception. Thus it does not
have easily recognize' referents in the domain of normally observed 0
behaviots, nor commonly understood boundaries.

\
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The following list from Messick (1976, pp. 14-22) is the most

comprehensive pne that.we have found of those constructs considered to be
Hdimensions of cognitive style. It Ocludes a lew more dimAlsions (and
subdivides othefs) than earlier lists.by Messick (1971) 'and Kpgan (1g71).
Although we quirstion the appropriateness of including stme of these
constructs, we have listed them all in.thJ interest of stimulating a more
comprehensive4giscussion. The definitions presented are abbreviateds

version9 of Messick's descriptions.

Abbreviated Glossary of CognitiVe Styles

Field independence--dene dence:11'" congisteht mode of approaching the
environment in analfttic as opOosect tO klobal terms with
facility in differentiatiag objects from emllledding contexts as
opposed to . experiencing events globally (and objects as'
affected by context]. . . . The field-independent pole includes.'
competente in analyticallunctioning combined with an impersonal .

orfentation, while the field-dependent pole reflects correspondingly
'less.competence in analytical 'functioning combined with greater
social orientation'and skills.

e
Field articulation:. [the twppoles a're] relatively independent modes of

perceiving complex stimulus arrays, . [with attention iaid to]
discrete elements of background pattern (element articulation]
. . . [vs.] large fi dral forms'against a patterned background
[form articulation]

6 Conceptualizing.styles: ,[categ4rization of stimuli by vir ue of] themalic
or functional relations ambng sti!Muli (relational), . . analysis
of descriptive attributei (analytical-descriptive), o nference of
class Arembership (categorical-inferentiallr

Breadth of categorization: broad inclusiveness [vs.] narrow exclusiveness
in estabiishing,iihe acciPtable range for ipecified categories.,.
This dimension reflects differential tolerances for'diE,fetent
types of errors, with broad categorizers -tolerating (or.preferring)
errors of inclusion and narrow categorizers tolerating errors of .

exclusion.

Conceptual.differentiation:e- [number of varied dimensiohs.used to categorize
percOved.similarities And differencel between stimuli] . . . .

Usually asessed.using free-sort tasks which require spontaneous .

classification of heterogeneous stimuli into an-finrestricted number
of groups

4 91
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Compartmentalization: isblation of ideas .;nd objects into discrete,.
relatively rigid categories . . . . entail[s] possible limitation
'in production of diverse ideas

Conceptual articulatioti:" [number of dimensions used to discriminate
'between objects within. a domain or ellss] Ttlis'notion is related to
category wtdt.h.(breadth of category].(which refers to the perceived

- extent of the- concept's range of reference, within which
eitherrfine or coarse discriminatibns.might be made amoni instances).

,

Conceptual integration: extent to which.categories or dimensions are
perceived to be inteirelated in [a,variety Of] wa.ys, and

_.extent ofalternative perspeetives,igelierated by various com4nations
of these interrelations1; which themse,Ives can then be further
coffered,' synthesized, and hierarchically interrelated

CognitiVe compAleNSty-,r-siiiplicityl differences in [viewing] the world,,
particularly the world,of social behavior, in a multi-dimensional
and discriminating way.; . 0,4 (eitent to which a person's]

/conceptual sstem.is [simultaneously] highly differentiated .

articulated, . .-and flexibly integrated. . somptides referred
to as abstract vs. concrete dimension . CognitIVely complex
-individuals being attuned to diversity,-conflict, and inconsistency,
are more [confident] and effective'in processing dissonant. information.
[Conceptual level.has been used to refer to this dimension combined
with interpersonal maturity.)

. I
Leveling-sharpening: (blurring vs magnifying differences between

stimuli in memory3,16 . S rpeners, (being] less Prone to
confuse similar objects . . . may thereby exaggerate change -awl
heighten the difference between theTpresent and the past.

6

Scanniqs0 differences in [both] extensiveness and intensity of attention
deployment, leading to individual variations in vividness of experience
and the span of awareness

1ef1ection7impulsivit1: (willingness or Ability to) reflect upon the
accuracy of one's hypotheses and solutions in a situation of response
uncertainty [as indicated by] the speeeand adequacy with ighich:
alternative hypotheses are formulated and information processed

Risk taking7-cautioesness: willingness to take cncés t.9 achievè
slesired goals (vs. desire] to seek certaint and. _avoid.exposure to
riaky,situations . . . . implies preference for low probability-high
payoff,alternatives over-high probability-4ow pvoff bpCions. . .

Risk takers, for example, are more likely to guess on difficult
multiple-choice items. 4
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Tolvance for unrealistic experiences: differsntial readiness to'accept
perceptions.and ideas atvariance with'coriventional eXperience -

Oonatr,iated--flevible control: susceptibility-to distrac.tion and cognitive
Interference. . . . involves-the exent to which anrindividual
restricts attention to releyant-cues and.actively inhibits competingr
learned responses

,Strong--weak automatization:' lipatively,] relative ability to perform
simple, repetitive'tasks, . . . (given] one's'OneFal level of ability

Conceptual--perceptual-motor dominance: [relative dominance of conceptual
or perdeptual-motor behaviors in responseto novel or difficult tasks]

4

agnsory mbdality preference: relative reliance upon , . kinesthetic,
. yisUal, . . . or auditory [interactive] modes . . . 4 also

referred t,0 as enactive,'ikonic, or Symbolic modes of informa;ion
organization. . . . Tw6 important development shifts occur with
respect tco'these sensory modes. gne involves a progression from a. ,

preference for the kinesfhetic in the early years to . . ultimately
the auditory or verbal. The other involves a prOgressive increase
in &le capah.lity to coordinate and integrate information obtai,ned
throughine sensory modality witti information obtained through the
others.

LI

-
Convergent--dtvergent thinking: relative reliance upon . . logical

conclusions and uniquely correct or conventionally best outcomes..
(vs.) . . variety and quantity of relevant output . tThis
dimension] has been studi.e44a' . an intelligence vs. creativity
distinqion, tilth special.emphasis upon ideational fluency in the
production of unique, eriginal, or novel-'responses as the,hallmark
of, cregtivity.

From'the above list it1euld be'clear that there is a considtrable
variety among the processes indexed by the yarious coaditkze,styles, and
that styles haye beerl defined at different levels of discourse and as
.operating at different level's of generality. Although as.a class of
construOts cognitiye styles are considered to refer to a broad range of
human functioning, few of tAe, identified styles have been studied over a
wide range,or would even be expected to reiain stable over-a great
variety of situations. Similarly, styles vary.in the extent to which the
underlying construct has been.conceptualized as basic to the individual's
personality. On the one hand, some styles have.been consldered as
internal rules and principles of, mental organization, reflecting one's
level of cognitive development or,taturity, and affecting processing in a
broad-based mannerthrough alterations in cognitive structure. On the
other hand, other styles are leSs.ambitiously'Keferred to as typical



resitonse medes to particular, specified, Situations 'or atimult:- This
variation in the conception of,style is'partly due to -the,varied theoretical
proclivities among researchers in the field, and partlitdue tor-the--
variety oephenomena.included in this category.

Mdreover, although some styles-. Appear to.overlap, among the remainder
some appear to have been made purpmely distinct, whereas others have no
apparent connection with the other.---Styles in.the list. This trregufarity
is primarily-the result of styles havtng been identified on a one-by-one
basis by different' groups of researchers, at dikferent pointl in time, in
.pursuit of addressing different research questions. This historical
trend has created some conceptual problems for the construct of cognitive
style as whole, as well as for partictilar styles. These problems will
be discussed after a more detailed-presentation of ihformation concerning
particular 4ty/es. In rivieWing this infkrmation, however, the folloWing
caveats are important taconsider: (a) it is,difficult to chaTterize
the general domain of cognitive style in a detailed manner without being
falSe to,.any particular style; (b) the boundaries ot the largee construct
are still poorly defined and under di;cuasion;'and (c) we havv no Assurance
that the aboVe list is either comprehensive or without redundance.

Cognizant of ehe above :Caveats, we have' organized the rest of the
chapter in,the following manner. First; we present three cognitive
styles that, if not entiresly representative of the various styles so far
*identified, are lubstantially different from one another and have the
advantage of being the most comprehensively researched atong those
currently bping studted. Brief discussions of ilOpues and problems
pecilliar to a partictilar style follow its description and a review of
pertinent findings; larger.issues commori to the,majority of styles and/or
to the construct.in general follow thesi,expositions. Although sugge'sted,
educational applicatiOns have been irtcluded with reference to each dtyle,
aigeneral disCussion of impli'cations fon education,.as well as for future
research and development, follows in a coneluding seCtion.

A

Field Denendence-Indepenaence

The field dependence-qndependence dimension, as the most researched
style, serve,s us well as a starting point because its functions Anid

problems are central to the study of styles. The concepts "field dependence"
and.!!field independence" were originally used to. destribe, nddncies to
rel./ primarily on visual or gravitational cues in deterov.ng the upright
in space(ditkin & Goodenough, Note 1), Field independent ,was originally

'lidentified as a relatively'stable tendency not to err in determining the
upright in a deliberatelY and clearly misinformative context-field that
requires the person to make use of an internal standard of upright to
succeed. In the Rod-and-Frame Test (RFT), the individual is asked to

I ,
r
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bring.a,strongly tilted Itikinous rod, inside a tilted luminous square
frame, to an upright,in u darkened room t:hat bars the use of other

,

contextual cues. In the tody AdjuStment*rest (BAT), People sit in a
tilted chair ih a tilted small room and are requested to bring themselves
to,an upright position, as they experienCe it. After empiktcal research
ruled out perceptual accuracy and body sensitivity as explanatory
conetiucts'for'consistency in utlag visual or body cues in these space- '

orientation situations, and perfrmance was found highlY related to the
ability fo find a simple figure within a more-complex.design (the Embedded
Figures Test, EFT), performance on these task's was considered to represent
different aspects of the ability to overcome an embedding context.The
emphasis on the eMbedding nature o the context arose from the finding
-that these tasks generated a factor different from t)lat defined by tasks
With simply distracting. contexts (Karp, 1963).

b

Over a number of studies with different (and usually small) groups,
elationS between varials-versions of the RFT and EFT have ranged
en'.30 andf .65, 4hereas correlations with ehe BAT-are sligl;tly lower
oth indices. Witkin, We major researcher on,this style, and hia

plleagues have used a combine.0 score on thesd.three measures in their
extensive cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of this construct
relative to bot4 th,e, intellective and personality domains. -Whereas
c4orrela.tions between measures of fielsi independende and IQ have ranged
from .49 to..60 in th ir studies, as well as in'the litgrature generally&
correlations with acade ic achievement and aptitude have tended to be A-
somewhat lower.

To specify more precisely which of the WISC subtests
might be responsible for the relationships between

4

fidld independence and total IQ, Goodenough and Karp
(1961) carried out a factor analysis of"all the
relevant measures. The identical three factors
emerged for ten- and twelve-yeir-olds, and these
were reasonably congruent with an/earlier factor
analysis of the WISC (Cohen, 1959). The first
factor7-verbal comprehensionwas distinguished by
subStantial loadings for the Vocabulary, Information,
ahd Comprehension subtests. The second factor--;;
concentration-- . . . Finally, the third factor
was designated analYtical field approach by virtue
substantial loadings for Picture Completion; Block
Design, and Object Assembly.' The BAT, RFT, and EFT
yielded substantial loadings only on this third
factor. . . . It is on the basis of such
correspondence across the perceptual and intellectual
domains that their'major construct was tedefined as
an analytic vs. global field approach. Field

49.
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)
dependence-indepencrence 'is currently treatfd,by the
Witkin group as-the perceptual aspect of a/more
pervasive analytic-global cognitilve style. (Kogan,

V1971, p. 250)

.These findings suggest (aside from the singlelfacior structure of ,

ihese measures) that the relationship between the,field dejendecce-
1tde,ndence dimension and intel,ligence (i.e.; W1SC performance) derives
from s relationship to the analytleal subtests in the spa;ial mode.
Other studies of the relationship with intelligence have generally found
that althodgh field-independent performance is.not parti:Cularly related
to general verbal'inaelligence, it is, as one might expect, correlated
moderately withmeasures of spatiat abilities. These moderate correlations'
suggest that although these three WI.SC tasks measure.something More than
spatial ability, studies of the coriA0tes.of field independence ought to
include control of spatial' ability more often than haS been the case.

..4,,

Partly because of Rvidence of the single-factor structure of the
three measures, most of the studies by Witkin's research group, and
particularly thosiby other researchers, have used Ehbedded FigUres Test
performance, rather than a composite score'on Ehe RFT,.BAT, and EFT, as
the standard.measure of field dependence-independence. The EFT in

;(r
particular was chosen because of ease in scoring and administ ;tion .

(particularly relative to the equipment costs'and manageabilat involved
in the.other tasks), and its veryigh reliability* ./n the Sixth Mental
Measutements Yearbook(Buros, 1965), EFT reliability calculated by *

odd-even, icetest, or analysis-of-variance wagieported to be excellent,
with a median coefficiedt over ten studies.of-.91. A relatively field-
dependent.style, as measured by the EFT; has proved to be ane of the most
stable cognitive styles identified, partly because of the test's excellint
psychepetric properties. Bauman (1951) reported stability coefficients
cif .89 fin-both men and women on the EFT after three years. Witkin and
his colleagues obtained similar'findings for young female adults over
onenyear and three-year intervals (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, &
Karp, 1962/1974). Longitudinal studies of children indicate ifigh levels
of stability in individuel rapX relative to their age group, although,
performance on the average'improves with age ehrough adolescence 4i.e.,
absolute errors and latencies decrease). This.developmental trend concurs
with general expectations concerning children's increasing analytic
competence and psyCOlogical differentiation (i.e., individuation of self
from one's environmenr as well_as among components of the self).

Small but significant sex differences in the extenl of field
independence are a consistent finding,in stddies of adolescents and
adults, with males performing slighily more field independently. Although
this style becomes evident as a coherent cluster of measures as eaely as
six to seven years of age (Witkin & Berry, 1975) findings of sex

19 6
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differences among children are less cOnsistent, with girls soMetimes
performini more field independenV, than bbis. Thus,-as,Van Leguwen,
(1978) noted in hdr recent review, as studiewproliferate, it appers
that what was thought tp be a stable sexi'difference from early childhood
on is, in fact, not a consistent or significant difference until early
adolescence. Also, corielations among the different measares of-frield
dependence-indepeadcnce often are quite different for males and females
in a single sample, but the sample sizes are generally too small to
provide highly stable -estimates. in their'review of sex differences,
Maecoby and Jacklin (1974) suggested that differences in visualization
abilities rather than in style are being assessed. It should be not,pd,
however, that these differences in means are small compared with the
range of scores within each group.

,

Ni

Earlier'a genetic componbnt or a biological redisposition in the
development of.field dependence-independence was eriously considered,
given an apparent strong perceptual componeat and the relationship to
spatial abilities, kit it was later de-erhasized'ion favor of a learning/
socialization explanation of the origin of this style. The relationship
between socialization practices'and the development of field-dependent

1and field-independent cognitive styles receives support from several
studies, particularly those based on ,direct obserVation (Goodenough &
-Witkin,.Note 2). For example, Dyk and W*tkin (1965) and Laosa (Note'3)

,

have reported moderate correlationslinking the extent of independence
training by,the mother with the.extent of-field independenee in their

.

Children. Evidence that' the 4tther's role is.crucial in the development
of field independence, especially in boys, is presentedpVy Gloodenbugh
(1978). He concluded from.his reView of parental influences "that the
father is importanr in intact families because his parental participation
facilitates separation from the mother" (p. 201). In addition, cross-"
cultural research has linked the'extent of sex differdhCts in this style.
to variations between cultures in divergence of sex roles as well as in
types of sek-role socialization. Sex differences appear to be more
common in sedentafiagricaltural.societies-than.in mobile, hunting
societies--societies which are characteristically different in sex-role
training and in thd value attached to women'sbrole in the economy--and
these differences.tend to be associated With "tight" cultural variables
such as stratification andioressure toward conformity (Witkin & Berry,
1975). Similarly, within each sex, differences in field independence
have been Wund between people with "masculine" and "feminine" interests
and activieles.

More generally, however, there appear to be significant differences
between cultural groups in the average level of their members' field
independence--differences that appear related to the same-cultural
dimensions as those.operating to influence the development 9f sex
differenCes in field dependence within a society. Individual rx,Om

497
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.agricultural-baSed, subsistence-lfivel societies tend to 5e relat vely
tfield''dependenE, a relapionship that seems Lo be mediated by Ehe pparent.
emphasis on conformande to authority in such societies.

-

The evidence from these studies to<ther stiggests
that a relatively fle1d-.0ependent.cognitive style,
and other charaAeristics. of limited differentiation,
are likely/to be prevalent.in social settings ,

characterized by insistende on adherence to aUthol'ity
..both in society-and in thl.familly, by the use of strict
or even harsh socialization practices, to enforce this
conformance, and by tight social organization. In

contrast, a relatively field-independent cognitive
,style.andtgreater differentiltionare likely to be
prevalenr'in sdcial seetings which are more
encouraging of autonomOus fanctioning, which are:more
lenient in their child-rearing practices, and which
are loose in their social organization. (Witkin &
Berry, 1975, p. 46)

These studies also demonstrated the cross-cultural generality of the
original Dyk and Witkin (1965) ,findingiNby confirming the influence of
the same set of socialization vari bless Dyk and Witkin identified even.

- across cultures differing,in average levelsfOf field dependence-
,.
independence: encouragement of the ch S separation from the mother,
self-reliance, initiative, and resourcefulness.

jn noting these -findings, we must recognize, however, that typically
there is great variability within any one cultural group, ae well as
considerable o3.4)r1ap among various cultures. Moreover, as Laose (1977)
nas pointed out, the issue of culture and learning becomes quite complex
when one deals with "cultures in contact" that Are undergoing
acculturation and ot.ber social change. If, as suggested (Witkin & Berry,
1975), characteristic cognitive sEyles are adaptive to the ecological and
cultural setting, one would ehect that cognitive styles would change
as a result pf adculturation. Ramirez and Caspieeda (1974) and
Laosa and DeAvila (1979) found, this to be the case when they compared
the relative extent of field dependence in traditional and dualistic
Mexican American communities. Thus it is particularly risky to make
generalizations with regard to "embedded cultures" in which resources
usually Are cointrolled largely by a dominant cultural group.

1
Witkin and Berry are referring to sociocultural environments, not

A

specific situations or contexts within these macro-environments.

4 L)
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In-additTop, althoegh there is, evidence that"chiidynod-socialization

,.pract#es characteristii of certain cultures tend to foster the development
.of particular cognitive styles', it,is risky to generalize such group
'findings to individuals. Ethnic groups are not homogeneous. Net only is
ther,e considerable overlap among.various groups, but other factors, alone
.or in combination, may be equally or more influential. For example,
Laosa (1977) reported that socipeconemie status.differences in maternal
teaching behaviors within his Mexican-American and Anglo-American samples
were much greater than the differences found bettieen the .two groups. ..-

.

Among the various cognitive style d nsions pentified, field
dependence-independence has'shown the w dest application to etucational
practices to-date. Many studies in the' past dew years have aitempted to
determine more specifically how differences in field dependence-i ependence4

affect learning. Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox (1977) concl ed from
their extensive review that although field-dependent and field-independent '

students are not particularly different in learning abilitY or memory,
they do differ in the kinds of material they learn most easily and in the
strategies they use for learning. Specifically, this style has been
found to have particUlar importance for the learning of social material,
the effects of social teinforcement, the use of mediatinginchanisms, and
cue salience. "Relatively'field-dependent and field-independent peesons
seem not to be -appreciably diffeient in sheer learrling ability or memory.
HoweVer, reflecting differences in what is relevant, attended to and,
salient, field-dependent persons tend to be better at 'learning and
remegmbspring social material than persons who are relatively field-
indepOldent" (p. 18). Yet, apparently field-independent childrefn only need
tR have the social.material brought to their attention to equalize theik
14arning performance relative to that kind of material. 'In discussing
differential effects of reinfo'icement, Witkin et al. (1977) stated,
"Field-independent persons have been shown to learn more under conditions
(of inttinsic motivation (for eXample, fitz, 1971; Pacrisanu, 1970;

I Steinfeld 1973). Howe9r, this diffe#ence disappears when external
rewards for learning are introduced, regardless of whether the rewards
are material in nature or in the form of praise (for example, Ferrel,
1971; Paclisanu, 1970; Steinfeld, 1973)" (1)% 20).

Witkin et al. (1977) reported.that other siudies have shown re,latively
field-dependent children to be more sensitive to social reinforcement; i

the often achieve more in classrooms where they enjoy positive'teacher
ki1.. on, but they also often take negative criticism more harshly.

Befo we suggest offering different kinds of reinforcemerit to children
of different cognitive styles, however, we would, want to examine other
findings su gesting trhe' preferability of adjustment'to, i trinsic motivation
for adult cess, as well as those indicating the prob emetic assessment
of intrinsic-extrinsic motivation in different social sta us anc ethnic
groups, as recently described by lanks (1978).
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Field dependence-independence, or.the extent to which the person
perceives part of a field as discrete from its surrounding.whole,
apparently'extends far beyond the perceptual domLn implied by the form
of.these measures. Thii style is manifest in problem solving that

trequires isolating an.element from its context anci restructuring the .

field to provide a new context,.as in the "insight" and,"response sets'
problem-solving tasks studied by Duncker (1945), and in ;hose tasks
requiring imposing structure upon unorganizedifie.1.4s, whdther Rorschach
inkblots or verbUl materials. Fieldindependent pet-ons are more likely
'.to both analyze a structured field and impose structure where,it is not
LobviouS. Consequently, when there is no inherent structu:e to,the
material to be learned, pr no feedback on performance, fieLi-independent
students tend to do better.

As a result,,field-dependent persons are saidtojavor a "spectator"
rk approach to learning rátherithan a hypothesis-testing aproach to cocept

attainment,.although they cell use the latter approach in particular
tasks when expressly asked to do so. Since this is apparently the result

"". of reluctance or inability to ignore or deviate from the highly salient
cueslin a fie1,0, they are characterized as passive learneri who require
a prciblem to be structured similarly to the solution in order to scaVe
it. Even when encouraged to use a hypothesis-testing approach, hypotheses
are, formed on a different basis, with those by field-dependent students

,dominated by the salient cues availablet(Goodenclugh, 1976). Depending on
the problem, of course, a reliance on salient cues may lead either to
more,rapid or less rapid concept.attainment. Needles's to say, however,
very few problems outside of school are structured appropriately to our
skills ahd needs. Thus a highly field-dependent-approach, or i reinforced
reluctance to alternatively'structure fields, be they tasks or situations,
can become anieven greater disadvantage to the learner outside of school.

Particularly impressive evidence for the fundamental quality of this
dimension of individual differences is,that relating to the social :

domain. Field-depeddent persons are more likely to attend to an4 use the
,

prevailing social frame of referenee. Compared with field-independent
persons, they spend mbre time looking at faces, attend more to statements
with sclial content, are ware& more by opinions of authorities in
ambiguous situations, and preter shorter physical distances between'
themselves an3 others. As might be expected from these findings, field-
dependent persons also appear toDe better liked, perceived as warm and
,tactful, and to know and be known by more people (Witkin et al., 107).
They are not, however, more dependent upon social approval, as,the laber
might suggest (Goodenough, 1978).

00

Especially relevant to the concerns of his volume is ev;dence
suggesting that there are differencesoin the methods employed by field-
dependent and field-independent teachers and that these.are congruent

So
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iwith the peFsonal characteristies associated.with these VATO styles
.(Wilkin, 1976). *Tield-independent teachers,for example, .were reported
. to favor using a lecture or discoliery appreach vs. a diScussion method, -
approaches that alisume grlAter responsibility for directing leg:ruling.'

'

Similarly, Laosa'.(Note 3) reported thatomothers' choices_of teaching-
strategies with their preschool children were consistent 'with the mothers'
.cognitive styles. Sione-(1976), however, .im examining second-7 and
fiftheerade teachers' self-reporte'd and observed classroom behaviors,
found ehat the relationship between field dependence-independence and
teaching performance was asseciated with grade level and probably
influenced by teachipg task. Severd/ behaviors charapteristic of field-
dependent' second-grade teachers were characteristic of field-independent
teachers in fifth* grade. It is highly probable, however, that given
their different contexts, these "same" behaviors wernntended and
perceived differently. ;hough expressed differently, the same variable
relationships may have been maintained.

Related to the above findings are *those describing apparent differences
'in modes of interaction between people with different cognitive styles.
(Witkin & GoodenougA, 1977). For example, DiStefane (1970) found that,
cognitive style-matched teachers and students ratea each other more .

highly on both academic and personal qualities. According to Witkin et
,al. (1917), such interpersonal attraction may reflect shared interests,
shared personality characteristics, and/or similarity in modes.of
dommunication. It may functioe to exclude altereative-viewpoints without
the actors' being conscious of any intention to purposefully exclude
others from positions of influence: This finding has broad iMplications,
including the traditionally difficult access by females to male-dominated
educational and career areas. Witkin,ancihis colleagues (1977), however,.
have pointed out some'of the complexities Of the relati9 ship between
cognitive style match-miSmatch and student achievement, and have -

recommended caution concerding the des,irability of matching before a
great deal more is kndwn aS to its consequences.

Extensive research has related field dependeece-independence to many
other dimensions of behavior that cannot be adequately covered here--for
example, interests, stability and change in college major, occupational
choice, type (not degree) of neurotic or psychotic sytptoms, etc.

piEvidence of association with such a broad range of functioning points to
the importance of this psychological construct, but we stress the fact
that even though these relationships are generally statistically
significant, they are 'usually of low to moderate magnitude and not all of
them have,been validated ontany single sample/ or even on the same measure
of field independence. FUrthermore, there has been little attempt to
show that these relationghips with field dependence-independence are not
due to some related but uninvestigated characteristic such as sex-rote,
intelligence, or spaeial ability. Thus*We urge cak/tion in charadterizing

V
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.'' indiViduals on thesp dimensions on the basis af their standin-glon fild
,4\ dependence-independelice.

. ----N.

Whethec,this eoistruct shouldNictually be considered style rather
than an ability has been a confusing issue in the cognitive tyle

,?

literature. tin important component okUthe popularity and promisein the
study of cognitive styles is the understanding that styles are impoxtantly
different from the domaid of cognitive abilities,by being value-free '

d criptions ot the mode, not the level,' of cognitive functioning. These
4 nints. bear.repeating: (a) styles are Conceived of as qualitative

escriptions of'processing; and .(b) onr valence or end-point Of.ra
dimension of style is not to be4va1ued more, a priori, than another.
Moreover, it is hoped that their/relevance ag characterizations of .'

1C

functioning will connAt personality and cognition as domains o study as
well as behavlaral,contexts. .Yet, the field dependence-indepe dence
dimehsion, perhaps more than any.other style, appears to operate,-and is
definitely measured, as an abflity donstrUct.

0

Field-independent responses on the staddard measures imply only a
capacity for ec field-independent reg!ponse and give no .infortation about
the perlpn's propensity, likelihood, or tendency to do so because task
solution requires this response. In these tasks there is obviously a
correct'response whose attainment requires a field-independent approach.
On the other hand, field-dependent responset, assuming that the, task's
intent isjulderstood,.imply an ipability'to respond field independently
because, given the task Oemands, persons wOuld have done so-if they could.

Witkin acknowledged that his measures are testing the ability to
disembed. He was not too concerned about the problem A genera4zing this
information to situations involvihg more choice for the individual
because he believed that unlike the field-independent person, the field-
dependent person is constrained to respond in a field-depehdent manner
(Witkin, 1976). He thought that field dependence-independence is a
.perceptuo-cognitive manifestation of the more basic: personality construct,
psychological diffeientiation, which explicitly va/ue-laden. Within

go. the theory, psychologicalidifferentiation ig'considered.a necessary, if
not sufficient, condition for-maturity. Thus field independence, as a
manifestation of psychological differentiation, is considered the more
mature pole of this construct. This value judgment encourageeihe
restriction of research questions to those concerning the advantage
field-independent peopl,e,have in traditional academic pursuita that favor
analytic ability. It took considerable time for researchefs to begin to
pOse questiOns about the positive aspects of field dependence as a style
rather than as a lack of ability.

Recently, Witkin & Goodenough (Note 1) radically altered their
conceptions of the_constructs involved in fielddependence-independence
'and its assessment instruments. Rater than focus on disembedding

. f`.
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abilitx,..as the central factor_in performance on the'Various measures of
field dependence-independence, they now view these performances ap caused
by "two separate but related functions; reliance on vestibular or
visual-field referents and cognitive restructuring" (p. 2). The
vestibular-vs.-visual factor is centril to the strength of a variety of
illusions involving self-movement and altered gravitational conditions as
well as visual cues. Inierestingly, 61ey suggestePthat this dimension may
be bipolar because "whire field-dependent people are particular susceptible
to illusions indeced by displacement of the visual field, fie14%-independent
people may be paiticulatly susceptible to-other illusions induced by
vestibular stimulation" (p.. 19). Relatively field-dependent persons, for
example, do better in estimating the upright in the Rotating Room Test.

Cognitive reAtructuring is clearly recognized assthe ability "to
achieve a different percept Ithan the utediate, 'commonly perceived one),
when required (to) by situational dem ds or inner needs, through
restructuring of their'initial petceptu experience" (p. 4). Spatial
restyucturing is involved in a variety of gnttive dimensions related to
RFT and EFT performance, e.g., speed of closure, functional fixity (as in

.Duncker's 1945 problem-solving tasks), Piagetian conservation, and the
ability to take another's perspective. Only limited work has been done
on restructuring in the verbal.ddmain. At the level of "disembedding"
letters from words, performance IA verbal and spatial domains emerges
separately in fattor analytic seV4ies. A.f9w studies in sentence
dieapibiguation (Goodman, 1971; lefever & Ehri, 1976) have idensAfied a
relationship to EFT performance that may permit extension ofotrOgnitive
restructuring beyond the sittial to'th% verbal,domain.

In additiori, Witkin and Goodenough offered a hierarlhical model for
ordering the entanglea'variables of differentiation, disembedding, field
dependence-independence, etc., about which we have expressed concern.
They perceived "autonomous functioning, in both perception of the upright
and in interpersonal behavior, at the apex of the cluster, as a broad
superordinate,construct, and cognitive restructuring ikilf and interpersonal

,

competence as subsidiary constructs, at a level below the apex" (p. 24).
They asserted that this new conceptualization should ease the difficulties
in the cognitive style literature, wfiich we have already discussed--i;e.,
those concerning the distinction between style and capacity, and between
process-oriented and content-oriented descriptions of functioning--and
thereby pertain to a wider variety of behavioral domains. This-current
conception vidws the extent.of autonomy of external referents as the most
general dimension of functioning identifiedc, and in'several ways conforms
'to the general notion of style that we have tried to present here. In
their 1977 report, Witkin and Goodenough (Note 1) also prsented their
decision to transfer the;label field depetdence-independence "to this
higher-level dimension . . . from its lower-level location in our earlier
conceptual scheme as a perceptual disembedding ability" (pp. 31-32).
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We perceive this as a dramatic 1:ve on ,their part, but have dicussed
the construct as it has been treated and operationalized in the past-
decade with all the attendant ambiguities and contradictions thAt
inevitably.result from such a course. Nevertheless, this is the Rresent
state of general knowledge about the construct, not yet reflecting Witkin
and Goodenough's recent reformulation..

In the paper Sy Witkin and Goodenough (Note 1) referred tawparlier,
. they, apparently for the first time, also explicitly recognizeff-that

although measures of restructuring 'skills arA interpersoaak cbmpetencies
tend to be inversely related, the magnitude if'this relationship does not .

preclude the existence of different patterns of competencies. "Indeed,
it seems reasonable to believe chat with approprIate life circumstances
and educational experiences, people may acquire adcess to bo h cognitive
restruccOring skills and interpersonal competencies, whatev r their
standing on the field dependence-independence dimension' . 34). Thus
they identifie,d a new dimension of individual differences: jnobility-
fixity in regularity of showing the characterigtics of a particular
style. Whereas field diPpeyLdence-independence, as presently considered by
Witkin and his associaptc is a value-free chakacterization, extent of -----
mobility.in style expression is differentially valued because mobility
signifies greater diversity and, therefore, adaptability in environments
that differ in their demands upon the.person's competencies.

To siry that the EFT and RFT measure a dis bedding or cognitive
restructuring ability in a spatial mode, however, does not deny their
value in providing useful, more specific information for adapting
instruction to individuals than. that gained from broad-gauge aptitude
tests. Learning experiences can be analyzed for demands on analytic
skili to ensure their appropriateness for the range found in any specific
group of learners, and those with lower levels of skill could be aided
with prompts, and so forth. As a developed ability with clear advantages
for efficient functioning in a variety of situatOns, this approach
clearly deserves more investigation concerni,ng Lts developient and the
possible avenues for facilitating its availability to students as ak

'useful strategy.

Moist field-independence training studies show little effectivedess,
but the training tends to be of short duration and with little insight
into ,the nature of the disembedding task. In one very interesting
study into the d7namics of childhood sex differences on Children's
Embedded Figur4s Test performance (Connor, Shackman, & Serbin, 1978), 133
first-, third-, and fifth-graders were exposed to one of three one-session
training sesslians: (a) five complex pictures consisting of a diamond and
three overlaYd where the child could directly observe the transformations
provided by the removable overlays; (b) five flat complex figures where
the child was asked to find the diamond or was shown it if he/she was
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unable to find it; and (c) five to ten ,minutes talking informally with
-the experimenter. Although there was no difference in post-training CEFT
mein scores'across trainivg conditions for the boys, there were large
differences among the training iconditions for tbe girls. The girls
showed nonsignificantly.higher_ icores titan the Soys after the .ovarlay
training condition, whereas they had significantly lower,mean scores than
the boys in the control condition. Whether this sophisticated kihd of
training actually compensates for alleged lack of early spatial relltions
manipdlation experieneelor the girls or whether under sustained practice
ft would effect the broader cognitive processing assumed to underly
field-indepeedeAt performance are 'questions for further research. This
egample showg how conceiving of these styles as stable characterizations
of accessibility could be maladaptive. Assessments must be recognized
extlicitly as descriptiona of present functioning on a particular task.
Otherwise:we could be led to ask restrictive application qtrestions such
as which'activities or tasks should we not expect field-dependent students
to succeed in, thus,precluding,the possibility of helping-them achieve.:
those tasks.

;
4

As our summary of findings suggests, field-dependent and field-
independent students approach'learning taiks, consciously or not,
in qualitatively different ways, make use of different strategies, and
require different aids in classroom instruction. In designing ecVanational
programs such differences need to be taken into account, so thatntylistic
diffyrences are not defined as-differences in competence. Ramirez and
Casea4yaa (1974) have recommended a number of curriculum and instructional
approaches sensitive to the nelatively field-dependent styles of Mexican
American children, for example, personalizing ahd humanfzing the curriculum
content for easiek learning afid retention. Siech variations can be dnd
shou14 be readily available to effect equal educational opportunity.

..
.A main'question in identifying educational implications of this

research, however, is whether to concentrate on the short- or long-term
effects, or whether an intelligent adaptive combination can be achieved.
For example, as Witkin (1976) poillted out, field-dependent students tend
to do poorer in their mathematics'and science classes, but it is
undetermined whether this reflects a cognitive style-skill relationship,
personal incoMpatabilities of cognitive st le-missmatched students and

.teachers, individually inappropriate teach ng techniques preferred by
field-independent teachers, or a cOgnitive style-interes; relationship
separate from the action of these other processes. In the,interests of
impraving mathematics and science literacy, various educational strategies
could be devised'and eiperimented with: special encouragement for field-,

,

dependent mathematics and science teachers, alternative modes'ef instruction,
homogeneous grouping, teacher training' in the use of alternative styles
for individuals, and Gombitations of all of these. On the other hand,
these adaptations to the student's preferred mode may serve to harden his
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or her preferences irirb 4 more extreme position that 'could serve as a
disability outside of the.specialenvironment of.the school.,'.To.train
children adequately, to developtompetence with meanlng outsi'de of. the
school, it is our belief that we AO ,:Vbach for maximuM flexibiliry and
resourcefuln6s, and not for the easkg e. way to get through a particular.
.curricuLum. We will disdusS this issue rther in the concluling section.

Conceptualizing Styles

Conceptualizing styles, also referred to as conceptual or categorizing
styles, are concerned with the criperia used in perceiving.objects as

r similar to one another. One's stfle is measured by some'form of sorting
or grouping task in which One is asked to group objeits (or their visual'
or verbal representations) on the basis of their (perceived) similarity.
Several investigators have been interested in the extent to which people4
differ in the relations they perceive between objects and concepts.
Accordingly, different systems or models for analyzing these differences,
as well as different measures and terminologies, have been developed.
The most popular model recognizesthree distinct styles or modes of
concgPtualization/categorization: relational,"deseriptive, and
categorical-inferential iKagan, Mioss, & Sigel, 1960). Relational,implies
spatial or temporal functional relationships among the objects in a
group, often including a thematic qualitys Descriptive responses invoive
grouping by similarity'on some objective physical attribute of the,
Stimuli. Categorical-inferential refers to treating objects as wholes
and as instances of a conceptual .label. Conceptualizing style, therefore, .
is an example of a style dimension measured without reference to a 10
tOrrect answer, but for which responses are, neverthelass, Often evaluated
on a-continuum of developmental sophistication.

In subsequent work (Kagan, Moss, & Sigel, 1963) the
descriptive response was re-labeled analytic descriptive
(and ultimately simpry analytic) because of the
implied analytic separation Of an element of similarity
fm rrelevant aspects of a stimulus. Such'analytic

s are presumed to reflect an active conceptual
alys in contrast to rergtional concepts; which

.

presumably involve a passive acceptance of the entire
stimulus. In Kagan et al. (1963) and later work by
these-authors the inferential-categorical classification
ig ignored in favor of the simple analytic-nonanalytic
(i.e.; descriptive-relational) distinction. Though
Kagan et al..(1963) maintain that the foregoing
dimension is linked to Witkin's constru4 of analytic
vs. glObal functioning, the evidence would now seem
to suggest that the two dimensions are relatively

' 1,

lb
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.independent of each other (see WallaCh, 1962).

.Wachtel, (1968) has proposed that the basic dithensions
of the Witkin and Kagan groups can be distinguished
on the basis of a capacity for analytic functioning
and a stylistic-analytic preference, respectively.
- (Kogan, 1971, p. Z62)

Origiia1ly, free sorts of a variety of objects were used, allowing
Oe examinee freedom in determining the number, size, and conten9of the
groups formed. These free-sort responses also were coded for.the stylistic
dimension, conceptual differenation, referring to the number of different
dimensions used to relate parti441ar stimuli: Since attempts to/combine
these different scores info a more complex chapacterization of a person's
conceptUal,predispositions were unsUccessful, they are presently conSidered
as.distinct styles., Concentuaa differentiation is often considered an
alternative form of category breadth because it.is indexed by the number
of grou0S formed, which is. obviously interdependent.with the number of
objects in each group. It is partly because Of this confounding of the
number' and alZ4e of groups formed in free sorts that researchers.:have
oped fbr the-more restricted "comparison-vith-astandard" approach in
investigating conceptual styles. :

,,

Unlike measures of field dependence-independence, thole are alternate
criterion measures to assess conceptualizing style that differ importantly
in'their form and in the results that they produce. One dimension of
iariation is the number of objects employed in afringle item of comparison.
Kagan's Figure Sorting Task.asks which of.two human figures belongs with
a third.one. This is the.most popular of several taskS constructed for
research purposes. . (Another version for group testing also includes

.-pictures of objects.) 1 Sigel's Obje4-Picture Categorizing Task (Sigel &
McBane, Note 4), the experimenter' *presents separately each of twelve
familiar objects (or their colored photographs) and asks the.individual
to put with it those of the 3.-even remaining that are the same or belong
go) wtt4....iti Sqrting rationales for thisItask are scored on the same
dimensicins wAth some refinements useful for young childrAn's responses
(e.g.., differentiating typed pf nonscorable responses). Recognizing the
influence of group size on type of concept used, Denny (1975). deirised the'
Ficture/Fairing.Test to explore children's conceptual preferences.

In addltion to allowing observation of group size, the Sigel task
elicits a greater variety of grouping rationales than does the Kagan
Figure Sorting Task, because of the wider varietY of objects used.
Designed for use with children, bhe objects were carefully chosen to
allow sorts according to color, shape, and structural properties,

. functional relations, and common classifications. This specification,
too, refletts accommodation to earlier research findings.indicating that
the relative frequencies of.sorting rationalea for an Age grog!) were

.o



heavily dependent upon the particular objects presented. In the Sigel
task one can also store for the kind of descriptive attribute that is,
used in the sorting, and results show'a clear.developmental trend from
color to form,, which. suggests the inflUence.of instruction oh the sorting
rationales used by children at various ages.

Kagan, Moss,.and Sigel (1963)- 'reported significant decreases in
relational concepts'and significant increases in analytic concepts with.
increasing age among elementary school children. Expectations
cleae developmehtal sequence to these caEegorizing styles must be m dified,
however,.in accord wtith more recent findings. Sigel, .jarman, and Hanesian
(1967).reported that although.analytical and categorical-ihferential
respOnses increase with age, relational-contextual responses tend to
rainain stable:Ienhy (1976), studyihg conceptual preferences,in children
aged .3, 4, 5, an .9, reported a distinct developmental sequence in
conceptual preferences,with complementary (relational), perceptible
(descriptive) functional, and nominal concepts increasing significantly
ae-Various ages. tike Sigel et.al. (1967), he also found that the number
of relational responses:did riot decrease as similarity respons'es increased;
instead, 5s children grew glder, fewer nonscorable responses were,given.
H4 did find evidence, howgrer, tor a concrete-similarity to.abstract-
Similarity shift, to a large extent'caused by a decrease in color'responses
as childrenxrew older. Denny suggests that the lack of replication of
th earlierTlgan et al. (1963)4 findings is due to methodological
differences.w.The Conceptual Styles Task, which was originally used,
fvced the child to choose between a relational and an analytic concept
wti-bn deciding which two of three objects were alike or went together. It.

also should be noted that on arl'these tasks fhe child must verbalize the
Sorting rationale. -Thus a child who is capable of thinking.in abstract
concepts, but is not capable of verbalizing them, may choose a method of
grouping that he or she can explain instead.

These findings may also result from two different phenomena: during
the. age range studied, children are only,as yet learning the classifiCatory
schemes apd labels so tha.4 the.itask is measuring concept attainment in
achool, and certain objects.may have such strong associational relations
that they overpower impulses to classify analytically. 17-Shipman
(unpublished data) has found'in a longitudinal study 6-fredominately
low-income children that the number of appropriate rationas on the
Sigel Categorizing Task correlates moderately high with cognitive ability
and academic skill measures through the preschool and early schoollpyears.
It would appear that "categorization style" really reflects learnSd
conceptual categories up until middle childhood, at mbich time it begins
to function as a style measure rather than as a measure of academic
achievement, i.e., the acquisition-of concepts and rules. In this same
study it was sound that descriptive responses increased significantly
when the children attended,preschool, as they quickly identified various
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shapes. Relational responses Appeared later as children attended to
other properties. The number of different categories used was itself a
useful index of the child's increasing cognitive mdturity. Thus we
believe that it fs mi informative and illodlcal to assert that a child
has a particular cog tive style because she/he uses a particular sortin14
rationale, as if the c ild had made a choice.am9ng possible (to the

-t
adult) categorization modes, which are not yetvfrin fact, part of 4e
child's repertoire.

.

i
,

It is aIso possible that the form of the categorizing iask'contributes
to the imperfect relationship between age and categorization style.

IWhereas all,the perceptual measures of field dependenCe-independence
scove examinee responses relative to the correct response, these free-sort
categorization tasks have' no one correct answer. .Thus free sorts are ,

not power or speeded tasks but operate as true style tasks in whiRh the
examinee's own task definition and =Os operapdi eMerge. In such a task
we Can expect developmental level and categorization stYle.to be highly
relate& onlY if we assume that the child prefers to use the most develop-
mentally.mature mode of which she or hi is capable. When,the child has
been encouraged to structure the task, we cannot treat that task'as a
power test that elicits the most mature or complex response available.
It also should be noted that although the construct of style would lead
us to expect increasing preference fot a particular categorizing mode
with age, such has not been the case (cf. Davis' 1971 itudy with fifth,
eighth, and eleventh graders and college students). Purther.research is
needed on differences among indtviduals in their-patterning of preferences.

JSi el'and Coop (1974) reviewed the results of.several studies.on
conceptual style, and .in discussing gender relationshipe they describe&
an earlier study by Sigel, Jarman, and Hanesian (1967):'

gex differences were found, with boys employing more
descriptive-analytic responses than girls, and girls
using more relational-contextual ones . . . . Further,
people who were high on descriptive-analytic responses
.tended toNscore higher on.nonverbal IQ tests, learning,
of concepts and-memory for details. AlthOugh tikere
wese no differences in frequency of particular styles
among 4- and 5-year-old boys and girls, the correlates
of the styles varied. The boys' analytic responses
were related to cautiousness, laarning skills,
achievement orietitation, independence and activity;
for girls the reverse held true for most variables;
for example, they were found to be low on cautiousness,
independence and activity... . . girls employing an
analytic style of categorization are quick responders
(but acCurate); tend to daydream, and'are generally'
inattentive (Sigel, Jarman, & Hanesian, 107).

4

4
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No sex differences, however, were found with categorica17
inferential styles. Persons .high on categorical-
inferential responses tended to score higher on the
Binet IQ test. These results Were interpreted as an
indication that, categorical-inferential behavior may
well A a proddct of conventional socialization
experience& in boys and girls (Sigel, Jarman, &
Hanesiip, 1967). (p. 258)

That there are.signilicantly different patterns of correlations for
some, but not all, conceptualizing style responses in children across sex
is an intriguing.finding requiring further research. It should not be
surprising that sex diffgcences do not appear in categorical7inferential.
responses, which become more grevalent in the'middle'years of childhood. ,

They ate likely to reflsct sCtiool learning that may impact on the two
sexes aimilarly. However, socialization in the family, 'as well as in the
school, is sex-typed to.varying degrees and may relate to the obberved
differences between the.aexes in patterns of correlations through at,
least _three possible routes. FirSt, boys and girls are encouraged to
channel their energies differently, uping different faculties on different
kinds of objects. The child whose propensities are not encouraged, or who
is not given access to the kind of stimuli and tasks that are,appropriate
to those propensities, may direct his or her energies .into less desirable
pursuits or mayllir make actiye use-of them, i.e., day-dreaming. Second,
,these forms of conceptualizing may relate to the dhild's aCceptance
and/or acquisition of societal sex roles:that differentially encourage
the use of these/styles. Third, a correlated characteristic, 4Fike
intelligence, is interacting with sex'or Sex-role and is related to these
behaviors. In any case, as is often true with investigations of the

correlational patterns of cogpitive styles, assessing and labeling the
cognitive style seems tO have ambiguous meaning across sex; Not enough
attention has been directed to, understanding rather than simply reporting
sex differences in styles and in patterns of correlations; too often the
issue is skirted by u4iing single sei samples, usually maleS.

;

Nevertheless, in the event that a'child hai access to the three
conteptualizing modes delineated by Kagan and his colleagues (1960,.'
1963)i the,basis chosen for a particular set of items is always a

function of boq the individual's proclivity and the stimului properties
Of the objects. Several different:types of stimuli have been used
in'Irew sort 'and "comparisori-with-a-standard" categorization tasks, and the
relative frequencies of sorting rationales for an age group were found to

2
The rationalg givesalsois a function of the instructions used:

Kagan, Sigel, and ?Amy havt all been careful to include both similarity
and relational prompts.

510
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vary with the number and nature of the particular objects presented.
This stimulus dependency of the response results in poor within-task and
cross-task:generality, calling into question both the status of the
dimension ae a generalizable factor in cognitive fuect.ioning considered
broadly and the implied superiority of one categorization mode'over
another as'deVelopmentally more mature.

Some characteristics of an object are more ialient than others
because they are extreme specimens of"that dimension and, thus, would be
picked out generallmsome characteristics have special significance to a
child because of their highly specific involvemeAt with the individual's
particular.history. To .be of importance, it ig not.decessary for
categorization style, or any.other personality or cognitive. characteristic,

-to be consistent across all situations:and tasks. Butlt is imperative
that we admit that categorization style may not bp a generalized trait
and that we then try to. specify and. exglain situational and.atimulus
:variance. It would be quite useful to be alple to say, for example, that
with familiar animate objecti a child responds irea predominantly
inferential-categorical manner, whereas when implements are the focus of
attention, the child responds in EC relational-contextual manner. This
does, or can, give educational inforMetton about a.child bhause of,
rather than in spite of, the fact that the statement recognizes.and.maked
use of the real-vorld distinctions that people actually make. Moreover,
this kind of highly particular information, appropriately specified,
could be of help in understanding the development of concepts. In the-
classroom, sensitivity to a child's presently preferred mode of
categorization could.clue the teacher that the child'd attention must be
explicitly brought to bear on certain prope ties or kinds of relationships)
bemeen objects for be c uisition and a reciation of those targeted
attributes and relat onships.

, Sigel and Coop (1974) have recommended that teachers keep track
mentally of the analytic and global tendendies of their seudents so as to
encourage them, through redirecting their attention, to learn to use
different appsoaches to, obtain different kinds'of illformation. They
believe, as we do, that ,styles or modes of information-procedsring do not
have a priorf value, but rather are diffeFentially suited to different
sorts of tasks, and that it is the responsibility of educators to help
students acquire the skills,d understandings necessary for success with
a variety of problems.

It should be noted that although bnceptual style does relate to
academic achievement; and in particular& early reading ability, the
causal direction or mechanism of this relationship is unclear. Perceiving
analytic relations between objects is clearly necessary for skilled reading
where fine discriminations of'a particular nature are requilred. However,
the fact that a child makes analytic responses on a Sigel o Kagan'task
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cannot be.reliably or justifiably used to prediot reading performance:
Reading performance knvolves both the ability to make these
discriminations and the knowledge of what sort of fine analytic
discrilinations.are rdquired, and.thelatter is Specifically taught. '

Analytic responses on these measures indicate only that the child can and
is wikfing to behave analytically in these test situations. The low
magnitude of correlation between categorizati6n task performance and'
reading performance at best onlY suggests Similarities in the,types of
tasks. The child may choose to respond,ia an aftalytic fashion because of
the training receilied at school in mAking discriminations-between objects
on the basis of their fine details. Thus the analytic response would
reflect both the acquisifion, as well as the desire to prattl.ce or make ,

use, of perceptual skills in school.
k".

The question of domain sPecificity of response mode is relevant tot
several style dimensions and their associated tasks. Categorizing
styles, cognitive complexity, and risk taking, .for example,.are styles
whose susceptibility to domaid specificity has been most clearly
deMonstrated. Otheestyles may also be domain specific, bvt because Of
the lack of multi-trait; multi-method invettigations, the issue,has not
yeF been_expinred. It should be obvioUs that If information on these

:.dimensions is to be available for use in the classroom, we.deed a greater
variety of assessment techniques than are now available.

In Addition, it would probably be a miatake to Consider these conceptual
structure characteristics as stable, high-level heuristics generalizable
across all, content domain's and operations for a given individual equilaterally.
Obviously, makink fine distinctions, looking at parts rather than at
wholes, and making rigid classifications are not content-specific processes,
but ratherorare general, basic qualities of informatipn-processing tbat
may be operative in all domains. Asserting this, however, does not imply
that the individual performs these operations or'is characterized by
these qualities to the same devee in all content and stimulus form
areas. Thip we believe, jias been a basic mistaken assucuption of much
work in cognitive styles as well as in cognitiVe psychology generally.

The Piagetian concept of horizontal decalage explicitly recognizes
that the pdividual does not operate on the same level of functioning in
all areaslorperformaace. As proposed by Fiaget, concepts and schemes
develop through operation on and manipulation of objects in a. specific
manner. Familiarity with stimulus materials is an important factor in
the meaningful measuremert of cognitive abilities and cognitive
developmental levels, 4nd is a crucial control problem in cross-cultural
research on these a14uestions. .14hy is it that it takes us so long to
recognize that the 'complexity, refinement, integration, and specifix
delineation of our understanding of Concrete and cognitive objects will
also be affected by our familiarity with those objects and the number and
kinds of manipulations and operations performed on them?
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Most of us recognize that we treat different areas of our experience
with different levels of sophistication and rigidity, partly because of
training'im particular method's of approach to,certain.areas,like politics,
philosophy, and plumbing,/ and partly because of the differential amount and
variety of experience we hairs had.,with those areas. Nevertheless, in
referring to child'ren as analytic (pr any other stylistic charecteristic),
we' imply that they do not have our functional complexity and that they'do
not paintaingdistinctions between-areas of human endeavor, although we
recognize that chladren do have dgferent levels,of competence and
exPerience with differant content,domains. It see's only reasonable to
assume otherwise, i.e., that children do respond differ tially to
different content domains, and that these different responses indlude
stylistic qualitia.like those under.discussion. A.fruitful approach to
this specificity would be to begin the tedious task of discovering which
content domains are responded to in which manneo., 4nd then to consider
ways of classifying the content domains to exAdite the development oi
educational approaches that deal with the level of specificity in cognitive
functioning that truly exisp.

If lie assime that conceptualizing styles reflect the specific
operating charkteristi

9

of ,the cognitive structure that an individual
hag developed for a part1cular area, these style dimensions can provide.
Tore precise, educationally relevant descriptions ot instructional' -

effects thatf have been heretoforeavailable. The fact.that aome cognitive
styles are relatively mutable and operate on particular domains in.a .

_relatively discrete mAnnec suggests a different application to.education:
as indicators of the successof instruction. If cognitive complexity,
for example, apparently increases relative to the familiarity of the
Material to the s udent, 'then this dimension could Abe used as an index of
the student's d eloPed,understanding of a cognitive'domain or topic...
Cognitive structtre has been used in this fashion (Ausubel, 1968), but
these finely,detailed characteristics of relating cognitic,z121..e.cts,to
each other might provide the behavioral specificity that is so critical
for systematic diagnosis and prescription in,the-classroom. Given
spe fic eduChtional objectives concerning relat4onships between ideas,

id ty of classificatory or Concept teris, level'Af fine.:,disc"rimination,
etc., students could be compared with each'othdr and with absolute

.

criteria both before and after instruction. -The viability ;40 practical
feasibility of this plan is obviously at question, but there would appear
to be a promise of highly practical educational utility for instructional
content-tailored tests using the categorizing task model.

,

Reflection-Impulsivity

Another well-researched style dimension is reflection-impulsivity.
It has been traditionally defined as the willingness or ability to pause
and refleCt upon the accurady of hypotheses and solutions tn-a situation
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of response uncertainty. As with several of the other response styles
reviewed here, it 4s unclear whether willingness Jar ability is at issue.

. Measures of this construct
4

generally-preient the subjett with several highly
plausible alternatives,'only One of whicf; is,correct.
Thus, experimental subjects (usually children) who
respon4 quickly often err (impulsives),, whereas those
who pa se to reflect is response alternatiVes are.
most okkn correct (raTlectives).. The most cOmmon
operational definition of reflectivity-impulsivity
includes response time and'errors, in cases in which
only response time is.used for this purpose, it is
,pwsumed that longer rel.ponse times are associated
with fewer errors. (Me/sser, 1976, P. 1026)

This style diniension is a good example of the problems created by,

che isolation of the cognitive styles field'from the larger field of'
psychology. ,69.though there are colloquial and mainstream,psychological
definitions fOr the words used to label this style,.they differ from
those assigned in the cognitive styles field. For example, "impulsivity"
in the general psychological sense 1.5 frequently assessed through measures
of activity level or ability to delay gratification,.but performance's on
these measdres are generally not highly related to measures of the
coghitive style reflection-impulsivity such as dhe Maiching Familiar
?igures Test (MFFT) (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albet, & Phillips, 1964).
To avoid'co'nfusion in meaning, the term "concOktual tempo" has been
applied in orider to restridt the range of the reflection-impulsivity
constructitO cognitive tasks. However, this label inaccurately suggests
leneral cognitive-perceptual speed and, while this\ is no..doubt involved
.in MFFT performance, the crux of reflection-impulsivity'is its focus on
the child's ability to control his or her response in a situation of
response-uncertainty.

Although many measures of this cognitive style dimension have

been.and are used, the MFFT is by far the Most frequently used in
research studies. Different forros are available for preschoolers,
school-age children, and adults. It involves the simultaneous presentation
of a figure with,4, 6, oF 8 choices that differ IA one, or pore fine .
details. Two scores are computed: time to the first residonse Llatencies)
and number of errors. As repotted by Messer (1976), "all studies with
the MFFT but one report a negative correlation between response time and
errors, with a median of about -.48" (p. 1027).. In ply given sample, the

, person who is above the median on response time arld below the median pn
errors is called reflective; the person Who is below the median on
response time and above the median on errors is called impulsive. The

logic behind this distinction was to "differentiate between those whose
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fast response times are maladaptive because't*,. are associated with
'errors; and those whose fast response times are accampanied by fewer
errors and are, hence, adaptiva" (Messer,.1976, p. 1027). .

TAretest reliabl:lities, in four studies with 6- to 10-,year-old
children on identical ve sions of the MFFT ranged from .58 to .9) for
response times and from . 9 to .80 for errors. Because of the special
nature of.the samples, g cedural irregularities, and the use of th same

Eile

rather than equivalent1iersions, these studies may ti t.accurately reikesant
trtie MFFT reliability given unkown variation in resp nse uncertainty.
An internal consistency reliability coefficient of .89,c9r response
time was reported by Block, Block, and HarringtOn (1974) and by Ault,
Kitchell, and Hartmann (Note 5), but reliabilities of. .62 and .58,
respectively, were obtained for errors. Consistent with theie findings,
V. Shipman (Note 61 reported coefficient alpha reliabilities for a large
sample of,predocanantly economically disadvantaged 3 1/2- to 4- and 4 1/2-
to 5-year-olds of. .90 and .91, respectively, for errors and .70 and
071, respectively, for latencies. In examining findings on stability,
Messer (1976) reported, "Among preschool children MFFT errors are moderately
stab,le over time, whereas response time is not stable. By contrast,
among school-age children, reSponse time 14 moderately stable over time
but errors are mot" (p. 1029). Response timekappears to have a-different
meaning for preschool and school-age children. For the young child, when
there is a delay, it is usually for reasons other than to check one's
answers (e.g., not understanding the task directions). The lower correlation
obtained with errors also suggests that reaponse ttime is not as reliable
an index for this.group. pipman, for example,..in the first.year of her
study founcOlo evidence for a reflection-impulsivity dimension. Instead,
there was evidence for consistencyin response tempo that was not associated
with competence of performance.,

Kagan et al. (1964) in the original formulation of the construct,
inCluded the proviso that the style must be aasessed by a task with
response uncertainty, which is important for both evaluating the meaning
and applicability of the construct. MFFT latencies do correlate
substantially with latencies on a large number of tasks involving response
uncertainty, and this providea evidence of quite satisfactory construct
validity, which is reported infrequently among.cognitive atyles. Yando
and Kagan (1970) constructed ten different matching familiar figures
tests, each with a different nuMber of variants, and administered one a
week to seven-year-olds.. The median correlation for response time over
ten weeks was .73 and .68 for errors. Response times with a geometric
form (the Desiga Recall Test) wdre moderately correlated with MFFT

Wonse times, as were response times'-on Raven's Progressive Coloured
ices (Hall & Russell,,1974; Kagan et al., 1964; Kagan, Pearson, &

Welch, 1966). or a sample of predominately low-incame, 8 1/2- to
61-year-old children, V. Shipman (unpublished data) has also obtained
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moderate cOrrelations among latencies on the MFFT, 43Aven's Progressive
Coloured Matrices, Children's Embedded Figures Test, and'the Sigel
Picture Categorizing Test.

Reflection-impulsivity,also appears to extend/to tasks where the
alternatives are self-generated, as reflected inifhe following correlations:
.45 with latency to first question asked d-"twenty-questions".task
(Denney, 1973); .30 and .38 (boys and girl's, respectively) to ophin-ended

questions about interests (Kagan et al., 1966). Messer (1976) considers
the majority of reported low and nonsignificant correlations with other
tasks'to reflect the importance of response uncertainty and task involvement
in tfie multiple-dhoice decision situation. He also believes that, while
the construct is moderately robust,,the specific problem contexts of
tasks clearly operate po keep intertask correlations moderate.

In ssessing group differences, Messer (1976) in his review reported
the f owing relatiOnships with socioeconomic status:

Lower-claés children from 5- to'12-years-of-age are
consistently more impulsive on the...MFFT,.as measured
by both response time and errors, than are comparable
samp;.es Of middle-class children (Heider, 1971;
Mumbauer & Miller, 1970; Schwebel, 1966; Weintraub;
1973; Zucker & Stricker,, 1968). However, in a sample
of 5-year-olds in which MFFT response time and errors
were highly correlate0 with.IQ, the relation of
social class to reflection-impulsivity disappeared
when IQ was controlled (Mumbauer & Miller, 1970).
(p. 1041)

4

In the ETS Longitudinal Study oeYoung Children and Their First School
Experiences, V. Shipman (Note 6) found that while the number of errors on
the MFFT was significantly related to SES, with.3 1/2- to 5-year old
children from-higher socioeconomic status families making fewer errorg,
little or no relationship with SES was found for latencies. The -expected
negative cyrelation between response time and errors, however, appeared
earlier in those children from higher socioeconomic status families.
Given the low but generally significant correlations found between IQ and
both reflection-impulsivity and social class, IQ would seem to be an "

important variable to control for in studies of this kind. Noting that
class differences in a variable disappear whep controlling for a third
variable does not, of course, alter the fact that the class difference
exists and that it may require attention. While the relationship between
social class and reflection-impulsivity is not.strong enough to permit
individual prediction, it does suggest that lower-SES students will
probably profit from instructtional and cl ss management strategies that
adapt to students' impulsive cognitive strate ies.
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The data have generally revealed nonsignificant sex differences
on this style dimension; when differeaes have been evident, females
have appeared slightly more reflective. Severs! studies also suggest
that the correlational pattern among latenCies, errors, and IQis
slightly,different for girls than for boys. However, since these
studies are not consistent in the direCtion of their result6,,and
correlations have varied so widely across elementary school giades and
'Cross specific studies, it is difficukt to evaluate the findings._

The differential response times and errors of those labeled
reflectives and impulsives aee understood to relate to differences both
in evaluating hypotheses and in the amount and efficiency of.information-
gathering. Kagan, Pearson, and Welch (1966), Sigelman (1969), and Drake
(1970) all found that reflectives, as identified by latency and error
scores combitied, looked longer and more often at all figures than
impulsives. Moreover, Drake (1970), in an eye-movement study, found that "

those classified as reflectives made more comparisons of homologous
features of two.or more fignres, and it is precisely this information-
gathering skill that is crucial to success on the task. However, since
these are less than perfect relationships, differences ine latencies
among individuals need not refleCt exclusively less comprehensive
information-gathering or consideration of alternatives, but could reflect
slpwer processing, distractability, prolonged (but less systematic)
deliberation over possible responses, anxiety over errors, or different
evaluative standards for "sameness." These alternatives/seem less
plausible when,latencies and errors are strongly correlated and almost
all individuals can be.assigned to either the "reflective" or "impulSive"
group. That is, if taking more time to respond results in less errors,
it would appear that the "extra" time is being spent.efficiently relative
to the task.' However, when latencies and errors are not substantially
correlated.(as*, foke41rnple, with preschool-aged children), and, therefore,
a sizeable portion of the sample does not fit into the two style.groupst
the meaning of the test performance (and tile advisability of dichotomizing
the sample) must be reevaluated.

Part of the meaning of a particerir task performance--construct
validity--can be inferred from the pattern of correlations with
performance on other tasks. As might be expected, moderate.corielations
With reflectivity have been obtained for motor inhibition in preschool
children, and for analytic: conceptual style and field independence in
school-age children, the latter no 40ubt partly a reflection of the
responSe uncertainty that is characieristic of the standard measures of
these styles. Moreover, the EFT and MFFT both require scanning and
analysis of a visual field. In his review article, Messer (1976) reported:

51 7
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Under instruction to respond slowly, children produced .

more anal*tic responses than they did when instructed.,
to answer quickly, leadin4 Kagan and his colleagues
to conclude that conceptual tempo is one prerequisite
of analyEic responding. Ostfeld and Neimark (1967)
and Zelniker, CoChavi, and Yered (1974) confirmed
this finding for children who lere initially non-
analytic. In the case of chirdien previously
classified as analytic, however, forcing them to
respond quickly did not diminish their tendency to
respond analytically. It may be that once an analytic
style is well established it is maintained under
-conditions of forced fast responding.

Several investigators, however, have failed to
: replicate the relationship between analytic responding
44d reflectivity (Block et al., 1974; Denney, 1971,
1972; Wyne,Coop., & Brookhouse, 1970). (p. 1033)

The.correlation betwetn MFFT and EFT performance is consistent with the
different'conaept attainment strategies reportedly used by field-dependent
and fleld;independent persons.

Because errors decrease and latencies inciease with age (i.e.,
children;become more "reflective") in much the same fashion as analytical
and disembedding responses increase with age, this combined score on the.
MFFT could 4imply reflect general cognitive (or test-taking) maturity.
With respect.to this udstion, it is interesting to note that during
childhood the correlation between latency and error incieasts with age,
although tie correlçion between MFFT errors and IQ is quite variable
(r's of .00 to -.75). As Messer (1976) has suggested:

When the content of an IQ'test is primarily nonverbal
and the format rtquires decisions abdut alternatives
(multiple choice)opcorrelations of MFFT response time.
to IQ are higher than when the test calls for verbal
responses, especially to icems with minimal response
uncertainty. . . . One way to view these data
is to conclude that reflection-impulsivity overlaps
with some components of intelligenCe tests,
particplarly those that are multipl.e choice and AP

nonvefbali and, hence, that IQ may acCount for many
reported relationships between reflection-impulsivit
and other variables such as problem solving. . .

Alternatively, one can conclude that performance on.
nonverbal parts of intelligence tests is influenced
by conceptual tempo (p. 1036)

.5 1
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While latency is easier to concePtualize as'a stylistic aspect of
lunctioning than is errorWhich implies efficiency of functioning (or
ability)--latencies.and error are usually moderately related and therefore
the stylistic component must influence the efficiency of functioning.
Thus, although longer latencies as a style give an'advaatage to the

N414.
child responding tol.a higeresponse-uncertainty task like the typical
group intelligence test, it is extremely difficult (if hot impOsaible) to
determine with any confidence'whether the reflective child should be

.

'considered more able than the impulaive child. (Of course, on aidpeeded
tisk, the more reflective child may be hindered by .his or he; style,-and,
Again, detisions about ability differences may be wronglY inferred.)
Since MFFT errors are, More often than not, more strongly related to IQ
than to response times, efficiency of funct n4ng (or skill in determining
and performing the targeted comparisons) is c early implicated in reflective

.

performance on the MFFT.

The child's concern.over the quality of his Or her performance may
be crucial for reflective performance and may indicate ego involvement
and/or anxiety over failure. The relationship between anxiety and
performance dn this dimension, however, is a complex one. "It may be
that reflectives possess anxiety associated with uneertainty over making
mistakes on intellectual tasks (Mesier, 1970),'whereas imphlsives are
anxious over.a basic inability to perform with competency on any task
(Block et al., 1974)" (Messer, 1976, p. 1039). Earlier, Kagan and Kogan
(1970) had suggedted differegtial competence motivation for children who
differed on this dimension. They vieWed the iMpuliiive child as possibly
regarding speed of response as an indication of competence, theretv
making him or her anxious'over, responding too slowly_ancl-Unable to '
concentrate on the prOlem. Reflective childreni_tiowever, might,regard
absence of errors as a measuresof competence, thereby making'them anxious
over being incorrect and thus slowing thAm down. Kagan and Kogan also
suggested that these differenees in task definition may have antecedents
in the child's early upbringing. It was posited that the emphasis for
reflective children may have been on the inhibition of inapproOriate
behavior, leading to preferences for errors of omission, Whereas impulsive
children may have experienced reWard.for success, providing impetus to
appear competent by acting quickly..

Numerous eesearch studies have tied reflection-impulsivity-to
educationally relevant variables. Reflectives consistently perform
better on a variety of moderately difficult perceptual and conceptual
problemsolving tasks, making more mature or correct responses on matching-
to-standard, serial'learning, visual recognition, concept attainment,
Porteus maze, analogical reasoning, and "twenty-nuestions" tasks,(MesAer,
1976). There is evidence to suggest, however, that impulsives only do
poorer,when low-salienttliseriminations are relevant for solution (Hartley,
1976). Consistent with this hypothesis, impulsive children correctly Chose
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One of a pair of stimuli based on a single clue faster when the stimuli,

had many dimeepions. In agreeMent with the typical findings obtained,
reklectiire children salved ,the task more quickly when stimuli comprised
only a fdw dimensions (Rollins & Ganser, 1977), In the multidimensional

situation a strategy of attempting to test.the relevance of each possible

cue was not possible, Relative to.classroom behavior,-Iteflective 4- ,and
8-year-old children have been found to sustain play lon&r than impulsives

(campbell, 1973), and analytic-reflective school-age children have been
described as more attentive and less distractible (Kagan et al., 1964).

Impulsive school children are rated by teacheraas
equal to reflective, slaw-inaccurate, and fast-aCcurate
children In motivation to learn, as less attentiVe
than reflective but equally attentive to fast-accurate.

1 and slow.-inaccurate children, and as more h)iperactive,
than reflective ana fast-accurate children but
similar in this rlfpect to slow-inaccurate chil.dren
(Ault et al., 1972). (Messer; 1976, p. 1040)

In other studies, boys with more severeearning disabilities have been
found to be more impulsive than those with maerate and mild disabilities;
impulsive children are overrepresented among grade-repedgers, reading
readiness classes, those.with higher oral-reading error scores,"and those
with diagnoses of hyperactivity or brain damage.

Further support for the importance of a.reflective
attitude in reading proficiency tomes from a study by

,E4eland /1974) who found improved reading campkehension
among second-grade impulsives from inner-city schools
five_months after employing a.training procedure that
successfully increased their 'reflectivity. These
data suggest that an impulsive tempo is one factor
contributing to poor school performance whether
it is ribeled as general learning disability, school
failure, or a reading problem! (Messer, 1976, p. 1043)

These findings, of course, may reflect the predominant orientation of

instruction to a reflective style and its correlates.

We have very little evidence on whether the latency score contributes
to academic achievement beyond that contrib4ed by the error score. One

reason for this lack of information has been the use of analysis-of-
variance statistical procedures rather than simple or multiple linear

regression. The use of this statistical.:model derives from identification
of reflectives and impulsives by whether their error and latency scores
are above or below ;he median, thereby creating two groups Of people from

a continuum of scores.: However, because of the artificial dichotomization,

5 :

-r
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this procedure causes reduction in the sample size (as fast-accurates and
slow-inaccurates are dropped from the analysis) in addition to loss of
statistical power Orough reducing interval 'data to the categorical
(nominal) level. Thus using the ANOVA technique on these data has masked
the relationships of.the'combined score, as well as tpe latency and error

, scores, with other-cognitive and educational-performance variablds. The
e reader is referred td Ault et al. (Note T) and Block et al. (1974Y for

further distussions of this issue. As mentioned before, the use of, the'
. sepafate scores in,correlational studies is becomidt more frequent, aid
multiefe-regtession techniques would seem to ferecast evensmore useful
resAts in,the futuie. 'Similarly, the questionceif llow developmental
maturity or developed ability enters.into the relationship between
reflection-impulsivity,'reading level, and other selool success variables
cannot be properly addressed until the compound nabtre of the variable is*
included in analysest'

A

..
,

If the construct reflection-impulsivity is understood as reflectionupon the accuracy of.hypothesesand solutions in a situation of response
uncertainty, assessMent tasks must be of moderate difficulty for i.be
'target-population and, \as a result,.errers and latencies should be highly
correlated. It would.be helpful; for construct definition if standardized
measures other than the MFFT were available usiing formats'substantially
different from this match-to-Standard task. At vith the other styles,
scores,on th standard task ought,noeto be used for prescription and
classifidation purposes until the influence of test format and content on
task performance is better understood. It is not sufficient for onstruct
validity to show that latencies on the MFFT are significantly rel ed to,
latencies'on other;multiple-choice tests,,or even on constructed response
teSts. What is'needed is o shof4.at.least moderately high correlationsWith tests that diEfer from the MFFT on systematically controlled
dimensions of content and format. If rank on latenoieS\is oely relativelystOle for match-to-standard visual tasks, the construct should be
redecined.to indicate this specificity. ,

Like the style dimension field dependence-independepce, reflction-
impulsivity is also generally conCeived of.as bipolar; with one pole more
developmentally mature than the other. Latencies increase and erras
de'Crease with age# and they gre generally corrglated. Aside from the
tendency.toward poorer reading performance mentioned above, there are
other educationally relevant variables with which to be cencerned. It is
likely'that impulsives are disadvantaged'en'moderatelY difficult multiple-
'choice tests. Their quickness to reSpond may deny them the opportunity
to increase their chances of success on difficult items by eliminating
cettain alternatives.

, As a test-taking-characteristic rather than.as an
index of ability, this codld have bread.consequences in underestimating

'both knowledge, and Ability and'in overeitimating the relationship between
adbility and A reflective attitude. But this, too, is a question

4

1- further research.
,
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Gived,the relevance of tklis dimension to sehool performance, an

i increasing number of attempts to alter the impulsivity of children'S
responses to the MFFT have been reported in the research literature.

:According to'Messer (1976), "themost poient_way to make impulsives
more'reflictive seems to be to teach them improved scenning flirategies
while'having them-verbalize what they're doing... . . Parents 'or teachers

who help develop a-concern ebout-accuraty alsoloster. reflectilfity"

(pr. 1047-1048) Getting children to delay responses has also pfoved
. effective (for example, Denny, 1973). In hii recerit review of stUdies

training children in se f-control strategies, Trestley (1979) reported
-Xthat strategies designe to modify children's perception of incoming .

stimuli produced more controlled behavior. Since attention is ah importarit'

, 41,eterminer of selfrcontrol, children's self-control and performance could

be affetted by external manipulations designed to' change.44ecti of-the
'environment to which childten attended.. Differeetiation training
(1..e., taking a differentiation famkliar-figures test) to atten4 moreto
distinctive features of stimuli hab been found to be particularly
effective fOr.improving-visuil distfimination performanc'e in young

, children. Although-the-results of these intervention efforts that
attempt to train children in particular cognitive_stripsgies appear
pranisingras Pressley (1979) pointed,out,,moSt of these studies have
been limited to laboratory settings. *kneed tp look at long-term
'effects,in.natueal lettings such aS t tlassr4m. Moreover, much Work A

needs to be done to determine if chil ren can be'irained to spontaneously
, .

use such strategies in new situations.

Common Issdes
. a

,

The most pervasive proplet in the cognAtiVWstylés field is that the,
concept of.tognitiVe style,'in general and in.OtrtitUlar, has been poorly
defined. As relatively redent additions to pAytholOgy's coileetion of
constructs, they' have not yet been integrated as a Whole into any of its
dominant theories, nor has A new theoretical system been developed to
accommodate them. Boundaries between the construct "cognitive style" and
other constructs (e.g., abilities and affective responses) see fuzzy,
.particular styles are incqmpletely distinguishedfrom others, and
distinctions between definitions of the construct and.its mode of
assessment are'not consistently maintained. A central influential, if

not causal, factor in this definitional problem is the way in wh

styles were originally identified and formulated. Researchers' a entim
was drawn to some as they-operated to prIpuce inhividually stable kinds

of, error in cognitive-perceptual tasks;w44.-predetermined "correct"
responses. Other styles eVolvedout of personality e6earch, and still
ot,hers from inveistigations of the development of.co eptualization. To

sate extent, hybrid psychological p4enomena from di rate research
trends have been colJected.under the miscellaneous 1 bel of "cognitive.

, style." Thus the identifitation of styles dame befo e the formation'
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of a theoretical structure about the nature of cognitive style, with the
resulting diverse conceptions of the boundaries and functisnal relataionShiPs
for the construct as a whole.

The proliferation of cognitive styles iithe
psychological literature has proceeded rapidly, as ,

investigators explore.the area from diverse theoretical
vantage points and, with a Variety of techniques. As
a consequence, the field has definitional problems, 0

fot investigators of different.theoretical persuasions
have sometimes been led to identically labelled
constructs whoseimeasurement operations are decidedly
'different . . (and.vice versa). . . At a higher
level of generality, a diversity of labels has been
introduced to destribe the basic cognitive.structures
and processes under study. One findS references to
such terms as cognitive styles, cognitive control
principles, cognitive.strategies, and modes of
informationprocessNg. (Kogan, 1971, pp. 244245)

Another historical fact that cteates problems for the cognitive
style field is that particular styles generally.have a single assessment
task associated, with them as the standard operational definition.
In.the l950s and 1960s a few researchers explored a variety Of" styles,
paiterns, and dimensions'of behavior as possible candidates. ,Gaydner.
(cf. Gardner & Moriart(, 1968), Witkin, and Kagan developed inginious-.
measures that stirred a flurry of interest for a while. For various
reasota (including.lack'of fit with the construct definition) few of
these were pursued, and only-a few of the originally identified styles
are still being worked on and with tdday. The result has been that
without broad research interest and a variety of investigators and
resources ipvolved, particular single measurifs of styles developed by the
earliest or most predominant researcher in that style area have been
accepted, often without rigorous test, as the index of that style. The
most serious problem with this approach is that, as with the construct of
intelligence, there is often some confusion as to which is which. Some
of the'constructs are identified as much (or more) by the response to a
particular test as by ildeveloped theoretical undeistanding of the
phenomenon Under investigation. or example, field indOendence.is
identified as an error score on the Embedded Figures Test that is below
the median for one's peer group, and that store is then employed tio.
generalize to behaviors,in broadly differing contexts as if it were not a
measure of field independence solely in the context of geometric figures.

'TO cOmplicate matters, this confusion of the construct with its operational
definitiotp contributes to the definitional'problem for the general
construct of style. . If the construct definitions of specific styles were
more sharply developed, it Would be easier to tackle the larger definitional
ptoblem f r cognitive styles,in.general.
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vv.
The general definitional problea-in the field and the Aer-

dependence on single measures for ,mOst styles have combined to create,
or at least exacerbate, several qmportant issues in the.cognitive
styles field. These revolve around two main concerns: the riiplationship

of styles to,the cognitive and affective domains, and the generality of
particular styles acrdss tasks and domains.'

Relationshipito the Cognitive DomaL;::

In eXaV.ning the relationship of styles"to the cogni,tive domain,
the concern 'Ner whether styles would bemore usefully considered as
differentiated abilities or strategies is cdntral. It should be;
recognized, however, that this issue cannot be resolved satisfactorily

10., except by reviewing each stylistic diMension separately on .this question.
The way in which particular styles have been operationally defined .

largely.influences the approach taken. Kogan (1976) provides a 4seful
concise summary of his (073) classification scheme for cbgnitive styles
on the basis of their proximity to cognitive abilities, via their 'mode
of measurement.

4

,Type I is closest to the ability domain, for
performance on the operational index bf the style can
be described as more or less veridical. 'For example,
the individual described as field independent is more
proficidnt in setting the rod to the vertical in the
rod-and-frame test than the field-depdndent perso9A
Because the'task requiremLit is to set the rod at the
true vertica4, field independence necessarily implies.
a superior level of performance.

In Type II cognitive styles, the question of
veridicality of performance does not arise.
Nevertheless, the inve tigator places greater value
on one specific kind of erformance relative to
another. Typical are th conceptualization styles.

In this case [Type III], considerations ,of
v eridicality are.again ir elevapt, and differential
value is not assigned to one or the other pole of the
stylistic dimension. For example, a broad versys
narrow style of categorization .(e.g., Pettigrew,
.1958)' was initially advanced in largely value-neutral
terms. (Kogan, 1976, pp.5-6).

Kogan 's Type I styles are being treated aS abilities by their
measurement.operationr people can succeed oe fail according to whether-
they use the approach that is most efficient, (if only most efficient in
terms of time). The seore does not tell us wheth le,perSon typically
operates in this aanner toward stimuli from this or ny other' domain.

524,
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Because proUlems with a. pieferred solution tend to have one best approach,
measures with only ong Correct response assess the individuarq ability
to recognize that a particular approach is most appropriate, and eo
assess whether or not the Skill'required by that approach is readily
accessible to the individual. This is especially true when the task has
a time'constraint. When this type of problem is used to measure cognitive
slyle, then from an individual's performance one cap only discover ig the
style.(i.e., apprP4ch) is in her'or his reperApire, and if she/he is
adept in.using it. , This point can be made in keneral for "style" criterion
measures which have'a single correct answer. Because of their genesis
from observed stable error in cognitive-perceptual tasks, several styles
might be better viewed as.abilities rather than stylistic preferenceft.
For such measures, if the individual understands the task, heJshe knows
that a correct answer exists, and therefore the task exerts pressure to
process and respond in a particular fashion regardless of .the person's
preferred modes. With this understanding, too, many factors enter intu
performance that are not a stated part of the definition of a response
tendency, including standards of goodness; fineness of Aperimination,
experience with and Undersianding of task demands and strategy cues,
motivation to perform the task and exert effort for the examiner, anxiety'
about one's competence, and other ability and.motivational factors.

The question of whether styli4tic dimensiOns.are value-free,and the
style-strategy-ability issues are almost completely,intertwined, as
suggested In the earlier quote from Kogan (1976). To the extent that a
particular style is conceived to be the ability to perform a certain
action in the presalce of a particillar task demand, the style (e.g.,
field independence, reflection, flexible control, etc.) is perceived as
a differentiated abi.lity that is found in individuals in greater or
lesser degree.. Since in this society having more of an ability is
generally valued (i.e., anyone is better, off if he.has more of it), for
those styles perceived of and assessed ad an ability, one pole is usually
tore valued than the other. It is recognized, however, that not all
unipolar styles ace conceived of as abilities and are to' be especially
valued. For examfle, lthough individuals differ in their degree of
tolerance of perceptions of apparent movement,.such tolerance for
unrealistic experiences is generally not considered an ability and, in
this society, has little, if any, value placed on it.

One should perceive immediately from Kogan's scheme.as presented
above that values (implicit aAd explicit) are tied into the development
of both the Conceptions of styles and their measurement operations. An
important impetus to thg study of cognitive styles was the belief that in
characterizing cognitive functioning via preferred modes of response, or
styles of perceiving, individuals could be characterized in a less
globally evaluative fashion than they could be by their possession of
abilities. Characterising persons as being more-or-less able had been.
criticized as unduly,evaluative and value-bound, and, at best, of moderate
usefufneds in planning instruction. .ResearOhers and practitioners held

4.4
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,the hope that by,characteriz ng persons with respect to the person's
characteristic styles aed mo es of cognitive functioning, they would be
assessing the "how" rather çhan the "how much" of individual functioning,
and thus would have more re event information with which to tailor
instruction and other treatments. ThiS issge will be examined further in
the later discussion of the relationship of style to the affective domain
And the generalizability of styles.

The reader should be reminaed that in the discussion of the field
dependence-independence dimension it was noted that in Witkin and.
Goodenough'i; (Note 1).recent reformulation, renewed emphasis has beetn
placed on the bipolar-and value-free.nature of this dimension. Fiellk
independence is no longer equated with the ability to disembed; instead,
the ability (or willingness) to cognitively restructure tasks is viewed
as but one aspect of this style. Moreover, the behaviors asSociated with
both piles have been show; to have adaptive value depending upon the
circumstances. Nevertheless, while a broad understanding of, or.perspective
on, the diversified nature of potential problems and tasks argues fOr the
value-free notion Of cognitive styies, it must be recognized that: (a)

certain tasks are considered by a society (and thuS its psychologicoal and
edecational researchers) as more iMportanethan others to achieve: (b)
measuriih that resemble achievement tests increase the.likelihood that
evaluators of test results will presume thex proficiency rather than ,

style is being assessed;,and (c) persons who are not proficient in the
skills required for efficient and successful. problem solution in culturally
valued tasks are at a disadvantage in that-culture. Field independence
is asso ted with uccess in a wide variety of actiities valued by,.

,

'society S. ool and professional academic achievement, orJretaining
an unpopular io nion or judgment. Ot the other hand, there has been
relatively little invehtigation of the relationship of field dependence
to behaviors successful in valued pursuits qr activittes, e.g., memory
for social material or accurate "reading" of social cues. Therefore, we
strongly endorse Witkin and Goodenough's (Note 1) position that analytic
disembedding and sensitivity to contextual effects and relations be
recognized as skills, that may be relatively indepebdent; and that they
'and.their development be investigated and encouraged as separate strategies
.useful for solving differerjlt_kinds of important problems. -

4 further issue in examining the relationship of style to the'
cognitive domain concerns the appropriate interchangeability of the terms
style and strategy. It is important to point out that strategies are
usually considered relatively .consciously planned processing functions
or decision-making regularities, whereas styles may be considered
predispositions' in the absence of compelling reasons to act differently.
Individuals differ in the extent of their control over their behavior In
response to both internal and external cues, and in their sensitivity,
respensivity, and receptivity to these cues. A person must recognize

ft
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,response cues as such and then put into effect the strategy that she or
he feels is,.appropridte. In memory work with children,*for example, both
production and mediation deficiencies are recognized. A7production
deficiency occurs when the child does not use a particular strategy for a
problem, but it is.part of the child's repertoire and it can be used if
prodded; a Mediation deficiency occurs when the'child, even wh-en prompted
by the experiienter, cannot use the strategy effectively. Thus we
distinguish between having the ability to respond in a certain manner,
whether or not one does so in a particular situation, and simply not
having ihat response irrone's repertoire. In cognitive style.work, short
shrift has beet made of this.distinction, creating- the issqe of whether f

particular styles (or even styles in general) are abilities or preferred
strategies,.i.e., whethdr one has the ability to respond in a particular
fashion or whether one chooses to do soin a given aasesament situation.
As noted earlier, Wachtel (1960. made this distinction in comparing the
term "analytic" as used in .describing.field dependence-independence and
conceptualizi6g. style.- It also isS important to recognize, as Messick
(1976) has indicated, that the distinction, between.style and.strategy has
important implications'for intervention. Although styles may develop
slowly and be relatively immutable, the strategies asSociated with them
may be more amenable to change. One can learn to shift,to less congenial
strategies that are more effective_ or a particular task.

Perceiving style as a habitual mode or,preferred response implies
, that the individual also uses this approach wF;pn it is.not called for

explicitly. 'This should be. reflected in measurement by restricting
cues fora paracular respotse, thereby creating a free-response situation.
A possible further implication of this conception of style is whether, to
be considered a preference, individuals must have altvrnative approaches
ih their repertoire fit= which they can choose a preferred response.
This interpretation may requive an overly restricted conception of
preference, but we raise the'point as, a caution to those working with
styles. It is extremely important, efore making attributions about a
person's preferred response'style, to use methods that logically permit
condlusions about the individual's repertoire, rather that about a
particular response to a partiCular situation. One Should not proceed on
the assumption that the person prefers to respond in a'particular fashion
until it is aPparent that she on he hai alternative modes of responding
that would arso have allowed task solution.

Evident-in our earlier discussion of style measures is our as" yet
unstated pedagogical ideology of training for maximum competence through
t'he acquisition of a variety of strategies and skills. We define optimal
competence as having possession of, and ready access to, numerous
.strategips for approaching, structuring, acid transforming problems into
tasks; a variety of algorithms (skills add abilities) for coming to
solutions; and a number of "tests" for conditions that give indications
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of whIch approach-strategies 'and algorithms are most appropriate given.
.

the perceived tisk demands. This view is explicit in the notion of
value-free.characterizations of cognitive styles; one end of the continuum, .

or alternative valence, of a style has no a priori value,.but takes on
adaptive value,under different circumstances.

Given the variety of task demands and alternative modes of solutions
available to meet them, styles and strategies ought to be investigated in
relation to their appropriateness or efficiency for the particular task
requirements, not on an a priori basis. There are at least three diagnostic
issues centeil to the measurement of "style": (a) whether the 'Arson can
assess a task correcfly for the skill or approadt best suited to its
solution; (b) whether she or he has the func't,ions or skills available for
use in thls task; and, (c) what approach she or he is most likely to use
in the absence of cueS for a particular'approach. These could be
considered questions of strategy, ability, 'and style, respectively. The
first rwo questions are addressed by achievement-pet tasks like the EFT
and MFFT, but only if the person succeeds. If he or she does not succeed,
it is not obvidus whether this lack of success reflects an inaccurate
assessment of the task, or the lack of the required response. If the ,

petson's preferred response,mode or "style" is the assessment objective,
we must be careful to control'the,cues available to insure a free7choice
situation. ,

This kind of task analysisboth/what is ,retjuired to perform a task,,
and what forms of processing are,intended by the constrdct definitions.
should prove useful in counteracting some of the difficulties of,definition
discussed earlier. Since the emergence of cognitive styles as targets of
inquiry, the information-processing movement in cognitive psychology has
developed a systematic and fairly wellintegraed approach to investigating
the interrelationships ot perception and cognition. We believe te

. unfortunate that this movement and cognitive style research have interacted
and communicated so little, if at all. The' information-protessing
movement has opened extensive possibilities for comparative work by
focusing on the seciuential and combinatory units, of cognitive behavior,.
It is readily conceivable that.this kina of analysis could be broughtcto'
the study of styles, holding promise for,investigating questions of
multiple components of a style, as well Ys those of the extent of overlap
between styles, leading to finer discriminations as, well as needed
integration in th4 field. . On the other hand, while cognitive psychology
has perhaps more clearly specified the relationships between psychological
constructs and behavior with the aid of this approach, it has to some
extent underplayed the frequency and quality of individual differences in
functioning. We believe that the information-processing appioach would
be strengthened and broadened by attempts to comprehensively avount for
these individual styllisticl differences in procetsing and responding.,
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Relationshi6 to the Affective Domain

In our emphasis so far on the relationship of cognitive styles to
cognitive abilities we intended to spark more careful consideration of
these important unsettled issues with regard to cognition, not to minimize
the noncognitive aspects of styles as they have.been defined and measured.
We will stress the noncognitive aspecxs of cognitive style from the
perspective that all human behavicir reflects various aspects of affect
that we can isolate conceptually more easily and with better precision
than we can behaviorally. Howe'Ver, there would seem to be two different
important kinds of relationships to delineate between cognitive styles
and the affective domaini those ,defined by the construct, and those
implicated in assessment.

Cognitive styles are conceived of as high-level heuristics,that
organize experience for the individual and are seen as "intimately
interwoven with affective, temperamental, and motivational structures as
part of the total personality" (Messick, 1976, pp. 6-7). This is the
most tyRical understanding e the relationship of cognitive styles to the
affective domain. Thus many styles are considered basic characteristics
of functioning, applicable across a variety of domains. This conception
of style, of courseassumes that the style operates in a variety of
situations and on 'a broad variety'of content domains--an issue which we
wilr discuss in dedill latpr.

Field dependence-independence is the style whose relationship to '

atfective functioning is the most fully researched, as we have indicated
in the earlier discussion Of that style. While assessment of the style
is limited to'its operation in the cognitive-perceptual domain, tttis
dimension has been found 4bful in'characterizing people's interpersonal
behaviors, occupational choice, personal preferences, and memory for
social information. Field dependence-independence is coniTtred quite
explicitly by Witkin and hiS colleagues as a fundamental asp ct of the
organises typical 'mode of response to the environment, a preferred mode
of response that operates across various areas of functioning. In their ,

recent reformulatiOn, Witkin and Goodenough (Note, 1) emphasized both
cognixive-perceptual and interpersonal modes of functioning in defining
field-dependent and field-independent styles.

Some researchers, ecager to show thai cognitive style has broad
implications for total functioning, have presented "significant"
correlations of a particular style with vacious personality characteristics
and affective responses as evidence of this relationship; An injudicious
use of this strategy, howeVer, creates severe problems fOr interpretation
and use. Especially with large samples, statistieally significant
correlations do not signal by themselves important relationships between
variables. When little strong evidence suggesting a logic4or the
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relationship is presented, one must be wiry of mistaking associated
measures for expressiuns of thlb same latent variable or function. Wiile .

systematic.investigation of relationships across domains is necessary to
validate style constructs, we must be.very careful to make it ciear that
we are not suggesting that the cognitive style variable can be a proxy
for these other affective variables.

Another less direct .way in Which cognitive styles are .associated-
with'the affective sphere is simply by virtue of having labels that'have
affectiVe assogliations in everyday language (e.g., dependent, impulsive,
constricied, narrow). The creation of jargon is to be justly condemned
as a strategy for,mystifying and thereby making inaccessible, a body of
knowledge; however, researchers ought to be more-careful about the fabels
given to their constructs because it is,often only by their names that
people learn about them. The tem reflectionimpulsivity is a prime
example of thisproblem; both words have many connotations that afe.not.
necessarily included as aspects of the,,construct. Although the assumption
is made .that slower responders perform better on the MITT because they
are evaluating and weighing response alternatives, this.has rarely, if
ever, been tested. In fact, there, is some evidence suggesting that the
more accurate performance of slder responders is dui to mOre careful
visual attention to the Stimulus materials' and the comparisons required,
rather than to an evaluative function: If this is confirmed by subsequent
investigations, it Suggests that the construct should.be relabeled
because the present term is.misleading. More generally, however, the
label seems to interfere.with-the derivation of appropriate aOplications
because it suggests a personality dimefision.with farArreaching consequences

that have not been confirmed by research investigations. Despite one's
associations wi,th the words-used, the MFFT measure showslittle or no
relationship with general activity level and is specific to tasks with
moderate to high response uncertainty.

Another instance of the relationsh4p of cognitive styles to the
affective domain may be.seen in the influence of affective vayiables in
the' assessment situation itself. In any individual asSessment, one mu4
be concerned with the examinee's task engagement and desire to exert
effort in performance. This is more often a problem with children than
with adults, and it can be monitored reasonably well in an individual
testing situation by a welltrained examiner. Although attractive
forms have been devised for children for the three styles we have discussed,
there is no assurance that a particular form will match a child's interests
enough to ensure his or her motivation to engage in the task. Yet some
styles by definition (e.g., reflection) require task involvement and
sustained,engagement. Individual assessment procedures can monitor this
effect, but the.individual assessment,situation itself may affect
performance. Some children are more circumspect with strange adultsthan
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others are; some require an adult's full attention to activate their
mativatiSh to achieve. In either case, any generalization from task
performance under these conditions to a "preferred response style" that

.one might expect to see typically in a glassroom must be made cautipusly.
More.attention should be given to the development of observational fbrms
of assessment for style's construed as habits and/or typical 'responses,
Ampd to the use of classroom teachers and others (e.g., parents) familiar,
with the individual as data-gatherers..

In addition, despite examiner efforts to the contrary, children
will differ in the extent to which anxiety is generated by a particular
task and 'by the assessment situation itself.. As we indicated earlier in
the section on ref on mpulsivity, one's'style may result in differential
effects of anxiety on perfetrmance. According to Kagan and Kogan (1970),
anxiety may stem from (a) lack of congruence with sex-role standards in
cognitive performance;- (b) anxiety over competitiveness;,(c) anxiety over
peer rejection;.and (d) anxiety over passivity. Because of the intellectual
natUre'of most]cognitive seyle tasks', these authors believe that anxiety
oVer cqmpetence and performande are always,relevant variables controlling

.the final product.

Another factor, not strictly cognitive in charE;cter, that we view
as affecting performance on cognitive style tasks is one's internal
standard of goodness or completeness. By this-we mean an internal gauge
as to when one has arrived at arvacceptable answer or solution; a sense
cif what constitutes an appropriate end-point to one's task or activity.
This could be conceptualized as consistent individual differences in
people's use Of Approximation strategies or Am the fineness of their
distinctIons. The influence of an internal standard of goodness or
completeness-is probably most evident and powerful,in reflectiow-
impulsivity. In the MFFT, the response alternatives closely resemble the
standard figure and only differ from it in relatively fine details. To
the extent that a person wires an approximation strategy to solve such
problems, any of the alternative Choices might be suitable and thus
chosen. Onecan see how this might relate to breadth of categorization;
broad categorizers might be more tolerant of small differences and thus
be less concerned about 'finding an exact copy of the standard figure (the
intended task). When the examiner asks for the one that is "the.same as
this one," it is up to the examinee to determine how specifically to
define "sameness"-- as "similar" or.as "exactly the smile." Making this
determination-relating to the precision of an answer is obviously affected
bY.the wording of the directions, by the similarity of the items presented,
and by the person's internal standard Of h w good is good enough. In
addition, this standard will vary with the e aminee's motivation to
pursue the task, Such that liss precise answe are likely to be accepted
for questions in which the individual has less contern or intelv.
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Although MFFT performance is most obviously affected by one's
internal evaluation standard, we contend that individual differenees dn
this dimension will necessarily4affect all tasks involving a correct
answer. For example, on the CEFT, the child who quickly locates a
triangle in the picture, but one which differs'in size from the standard,
is incorrect, as is the child who unmet find any triangle in the allotted
time. Likewise, on the RFT, some.inaccuracy may be duetto. a differential
tolerance for the degree of discrepancy: Again, this factor can be
expected to be complexly interrelated with the categorybreadth dimension.
Although this variable may be difficult to -isolate, it should be considered
in the interpretation of performance on these other tasks and may be useful
in understanding the effect increased anxiety can have on.performance on
cognitive style measures.

For those styles relating to conceptual structure, additional
relationships to the affective domain are evidenced. Meanings and
relationships between concepts are clearly developed through inputs fram
both the cognitive and the affectiv,e domains. We might expect those
classes of concepts richly imbued with affective associations or meaning
to have different salient dimensi.tv for discriminating among them than
classes of concepts more affectiv neutral, or having different affutive
associations. Similarly, differe lasses of concepts might be more
highly differentiated and/or integrated than others, given different ki,nds
And extents of emotional involvement; .There are some data suggesting .

that domains of more familiar concepts that are developed from experience
are differentially structured from those that are deliberateli taught.
Thus care should be taken to vary the types of-concepts that are
presented in conceptual structure tasks by their familiarity and ontogeny
of devilopment as well as by their likelihood of emotiConal involvement.
It also.should be remembered that theSe characteristics are usually
estimated for the individual as a member of a particular age group in a
particular'culture. Lndividual variation in the portance, and extent of
affective associations with a particular class f concepts could vary
considerably, and such variation might.not be apparent until these'kinds
of "cognitive structure" tasks were administered. Perhaps in this realm
it is even more'important to sample concept domains widely in order to
allow reasonably valid-generalizability, attempting to minimize the
complicating effects of varying extents of affective involvement in
investigating cognOye structure..

Of-course, individual differences in stimulus association also
affect performance on other cognitiv e style measures% The general
motivating influence of task interest as already been mentioned.
Specific stimulus associations, however\, may have positive or negative
impact. On the CEFT, for example, particular affective and semantic ,

connotations may interfere with,breaking down pictures of familiar
objects into "unimportant" details.
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It does not,appearvery meaningful to try to separate cognitive and
affective factors too rigorously, given their acknowledged simultaneous
operation and_xeciprocal influence. However, it does seem possible to
define cognitive styles as being primarily concerned with information
processing, while also acknoWledging their possible linkage to personality
variables as they are more commonly construed (Messidk, 1976). Itlis
probably less important to keep "cognitive" styles conceptually pure from
affective concerns than it is to identify and elaborate the specific
components involved in processing information. Similarly, it should be
recognized that stimulus characteristics themselves can influence the
functions (and choice of functions),brought to bear on the stimuli
through mediation by their meaning-and affettive associations..

Conetruct.Generality

NA
The third major issue to be discussed is the generelizability of

cognitive styles. Adequate discussion of this issue requires distinguishing
at least four separate aspectsgeneralizability over time,- over tasks,
over greups, and over:settings. The'central question of construct
generality is: "How wide is the range of afluence of these styles?" In
the last section we'indicated some of the boundaries and ranges that are
apparent for particular styles, but here we intend-to discuss more
specifically those factors_ in conceptualizing and Operationalizing styles
that plote boundaries on the extent Of generalizability. There will be
an appreciable amount of repetition of points made earlier because of the
interddirendente of this question.with those already-discuSsed.

Generalizability over time; or stability, is a basic concern in
construct validity. To consider a behavidral response indiqative of some
characteristic of an individual, one presumes (of attempts to show) that
the behavior would be repeated by the individual in an essentially
similar situation., The duration of time one expects for response
stabl4ty is determined by the range of intended use of this information,
for example, as for an intervention. To investigate stability., over a

. period of interest we must assume that the stimuli that elicit the
expression of a certain characteristic can be sufficiently replicated.
Thus generalizability over time requires a certain amount of
generalizability over task and context. This point sounds tautological,
but bears stating nonetheless because of the difficulty of determining',
in the absence of positive findings, whether the lack of stability was
the result of change in the person or of an improperly reproduced stimulus
situation.

Tilere are several conceivable influences on' the generalizability of
cognitive styres over time, presuming an adequately reproduced assessment
situation. Stiles may be aubject to normal develOpmental processes in
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children and adulti, especially if the style resembles.an ability or
skill'tbat improves With practice or with guidance, or that simply_
improves or declines as a funttionlof chanfe in general 4bility or
maturity. The distinction between these two types of situations would be
dif4cult to make, assuming the use of complex tasks that are moderately,
related to general ability, gmer a period in which bo*h the specific
°style and general competence are hypothesized to develop.

On interactive.view of development introduces additional, more
complicated hypotheses.. It appears quite likely that particular sty,les
may not be amenable to ehiinge.or even appearance eXcept as a particuiar
general deve;opmental level is Attained. Categorization style is a good
case in point. We cannot expect children to use a categorical7inferential
Mode -of categorizing as a "Style" hntil.they have mastered this level of
functioning and.havegready access to the concepts required for this.mode

cof categorizing.

Perhaps the most conceptually and experimentally complicated, though
probably frequent, interaction of time and measured style occurs when the
behavioral expression of astyle.changes developmentally in the standard
assessment situation. The corollary is the developmental change in
meaning.of an objectively-defingd behavioral,respOnse as:an expression of
style. On a simple level, this. is reflected in the tommOn practice of
generating reflection-impuliivity scores or classifications from comparison
of yaw scores to the.median fOr a particular group. It is understood.
,that the number of errors Or seconds to response do.not in themselves
directly oy absolutely reflect style, but do so only,in relation to the
performance of'others of a.Similar cognitive or developteptal level. ,

- Comparison tdi-peefs with closely Sitilar status on other performance-
relevaht variables theoretically should be 'the best way of isolating
style rather than ability differences in pgrformance. however, the only
index of these other variables used typically is age or grade level, and

.'thesear notoriOusly poor'Andicators of performance-ie event variables
such as xerceptual speed, spatial ability, or even of g neral ability or
deVelopthental level.

Hore complex iglatións than these, however, have been found between
cognitive styre asSessment and age (or development). Although Kagan et
al. (1964) found that the percentage of analytic categoriOng'responses
increased with age during middle childhood, Wallach and KOgan. (1965)
found that creative childrengave many more relational reeponses than did
their.less creative, but equally intelligent peers. "The array used.by
the authors did not encourage relational sorts with the co eqUence that
such groupings took onan unconventional free-wheeling qua1ity that
appealed, to the more creative children in the sample" (Kog4, 1971, p. 265).

*L.
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Of course, 4ben speaking of age we are speaking ot the person
aCCUmulating experiences that'act to edefine sitUations and contexts for

.,her or him. ti/e view the individual as a proactive dYnamic person who is
continually changing thi environment az wel/ as being,changed,ty it.
These transactions between tbe pe-rsodAn&his or ber environment,must be
accounted for in any discussion of stability. ..Thus,'al.though we referred
earlier.to the interaction. between time and,the person's, style "presuming
an adenuateW reproduced environmental situation," this is by no Means a
safe presumption to make. Exploring the.problems in meeting khis condition
is'the focus of the following disCussion on construct generality'.

, .

Generalizability over particular tasks or assessment,Situations is a'
second basic concern of construct validity: .In'trait tteory we are
06doined to prol;ideevidencehat ,..ihat we assess in the measurement
situation is-r-reasonably general characteristic that can bear the weight
of our behavioral predictions to a wide range of situations. The general
underlying Belief that guides eXplorations of the meaning of a construct
(and 'thus the "determination" afeenstruct validity) is: to the extent
that two stimuli are similar, they will be responded to in a-similar
manne; by the same (udchanged) pers0 on' od two.occasions, .or by two people
.with the same status on the attribute. Consequently, fo'r the three stYle
dimensions discussed, a variety.of measuiVs have been developed. Li some
isses, such as the EFT and RFT, these vary widely; in othersi for example,
the MFFT, only'conten (e.g., geometric vs. meaningful \figures) and/or
response modality (e.g. 1, sual or ,tadtile) is 'changed.

i
.

.

, Several problems arise, however, in apply,ing this method of determining
construct,validity in the co itive styles field. Not all cognitive

. stylesrViVe been 6onceptualiz as stable latent attributes of.the ;4rson
to the extent that some tradit onal individual.psychological variables, A

,

have been, e.g., general inteliigence and specific abilities. Rather,
style variables have'usually b identified as either a particular

1111111
observable behavioral response t partictil4r 'stimulus situation (e.g.,
latency), oras ?he performance'4of a pdrtLular operation op qle stimulus
(e.g., level.ing). C116, a personological, variable is not posited as
such. Thus, to this extent, cognitive-styles)rgsemble the frontiers of
the contemporary move in psychology,irom usinestatus variables to using
prdEess variables as descriptors/cand predictors of behavior. The task
for construct validity, then,,be ines (i) to identify the component(s) of
the observed.behavior that-haVe g tneralizability across agks, and (b) to
identify the range of tasks to wh ch the behavior can be generalized. As
Cronbach and his associates have discussed in their papers on validity
and on generalizability (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; Cronbach, Rajaratnam, &
Gleser, 1963), this dual mandate for assessing construct validity creates
an iterative process of Tinitual redefinition between the person variable
and the stimuli's environment to which we should devOte more exacting

# %attention.
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A serious problem for eXamining construct general.ity.is created by
the frequent occurrence of a single standard measurement approach for
identifying a particular,seile. Although these measures have muktiple
.items, each' item ha7s the same tisk format that may or EBY not be eliciting
a formatspecific response. Sometimes, however, the format may seem to
be an integral,part of the style definition. For ample, reflection
impulsivity is defined as the villingness tO tesi e and consider
alternatives 1.11 a situation of high'responseunc inty. In.this case,
a ultiplechoice fortat for difficult items is h hly conSonant with'the
co struct definition, although it does not exhaust the possibilities. In
other cases,'restricting the,assessment instrument to $ particular format
has yet to .be justified-,oi the basis of being the most appropriate or
sufficiently generalizable format. With reference pi the MFFT, it.is.not
apparent that.matching visual figures for- their exaet repliCation is a
necessary part Of the style dlinition, hut without furpler information, (

that operation is the only od.'t to which task performance can be justifiably
generalized. The moderate .correlations with.latencies to verbal questions
about pterests and activities, add to latencies on "twenty questions"
tasrcs,`pertain to this issue, since task,perfdrmances Are not'as_,..Aighly
related as the style definition weettld suggept4 Thus, although cognitive
styles have been claimed to be less sensitive to content variation,
differences in levels of skill with verbal and visual mstertal would
-appear important, just as they are in ability or achievement tests.
Although we are not asserting that styles do nothave.theIenprality that
has been claimed for them, me believe that this generality needs to be
explicitly tested and, accounted for in the assessment of an individual's
style. Again, we rePeat that there are serious pfoblems to'be encountered
in overgeneralizing.the concept of style as a fundamental organizing.
principle. There are strong forces towards establishing'basic principles
in the social sciences before they have been tesred in a wide Variety and
range Of.instanceS, and this can lead to false conclusions and simplistic
thinking. Although the field dependenceindepengence construct has been
widely researched, because of the link to psychological differentiation

!

it took some time.for the positive aspects of field dependence to be
explored to the' same degree as those of field Andependence.

We believe that it is necePsary to recognize that the extent to :

mhich styles generalize across cognitive domains is affected by ehe level ,

and pattern of the particular cognitive skills italic:Jived. Three approaches. .

could be taken to separate these qualities of cognitive functioning:
(a) partialling our skill components that may be confounding style
performance scores; (b) attempting to devise tasks that require these
skills only marginally; and (c) devising multiple measures of the style
to separately asSess the cognitive skill/ability domain of .interest,
theretiy generating multiple scores. For at least some Styles, it ippears
impossible to-dev se tasks that do not involve cognitive skills on which
'people diffe e atively.indepeopdently pm.they vary od.the style

4

0
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dimension. If it is not feasible to provide the necessary triining and
practice to.equate skill levels, the choice between the other two methods
should probably be decided separately for each style depending on the
kind of relationships with specific skills discovered by further research.

: Significant progress has occurred in identifying the components,
involved in stylistic behaviorfor example, Goodenough's (Note 7)
reSearch on dimensions contributing to the red and.frame illusion--but
new advances cannot be made without more careful consideration of task
qualities. The most critical obstacle to the investigation of relevant
task qualities is the lack of appreciation for the lact that relevant
task qualities are those that are salient to the respending. individual.
It is aiiomatic that only similaestimuliwrill be responded to Similarly.,
but thi gauge and criteria for similarity also include person variables,
which we have.only begun to explore.,,

This issue iS essentially a question of whether the meaning of
stimuli can be generalized across individuals. Styles could be
,conceptualized as relatively stable responses to particular stimuli .

configurations which.offer similar cues to the person about appropriate,
responses. Thus, to the extent that the cues in a particular situation
are read as.similar in two different situations, we would expect a
similar stylistic response from the individual. However, the cues.that
people use have pot yet been identified and could conceivably have
developed quite idiosyncratically from the.person'a particular learning
history. 'This, uniqueness in.development or selective attention may
affect both how and what cues are read in a.complex situation through,
forexample, a cue more or less having saliencefor a particular individual.
One can only expect an individual to respond similarly to. situation B if
he or she perceives it.as similar to situation A, which is irrelevant, in
the final analysis, to how similar'an external observer perceives the two
situations. This makes it difficult to determine what criteria.to Use to
identify appropriate tasks and contexts for assessing construct generality.

,Research does not'generally take into consideration as strong an application
of the individual differences model as this, but, for, experimental and
conceptual manaieability, assuies that,those persons of a similar
developmental level in the same culture have developed their concepts and

_ cognitive processes in a manner similar enough to allow combining data
for analysis. Although we sympathize with this concern and recognize
practical exigenciesf we are concerned here explicitly wtth the consequences.,
of individual.differences in perception and.cognition. We believe, for
example, that extending this conception of individuality into the development
and ee essing of stimulus cues may help wsplain the frequent sex and
cult ral differences found.in cognitive style research as well as in
other areas. Our untested hypothesis is that systematically different
learning histories assume an important role in tbe systematic differences
in perception and cognition that have been-uncovered by cognitivestyle
research.



An additional factor to be aCcounted fOr in assessing perceived task
similarity is the personological vaniablp of.self-consistency.. This
variable appears related to both the category width and conceptual strucp-
ture variables. Kogan (1971) emptiasized that one of the most important
concltisions of his research on risk taking was that generalkzability
across tasks is an individual variable itself, leading, for his sample,
to-low or moderate correlations across risk-taking tasks. Atkin and his
associates. recognized situational variance in the deiree to which's. field-
independent style is Used by an individual in a ptitticular situation,
hoting that the field-independent person need not fuhction field independ
ently at all times, snd recently introduced the. term mobility-fixity to
refer to this gariabifity in style expression (Witkin & Goodenough, Note 1).
Inevitably, some people are going to be less likely than others to
perceive/conceive of a particular set of situations as similar. However,
without knowing the basis On which a person "decides" to use a particular
response style, we'have no basis for,determining. a priori thi similarity

.of tasks except on a simplistic, physical, so-called "objective" level.
Therefore, we recommend more researth on the person's conception of the
task and its demands, as well as on the specification of the style
behaviors themselves.

Generalizability over context is similar to that for tasks in that
many of the same principles about similarity as "being in the eye of the
perceiver" also apply here. By separating context from task, we wish to
emphasize,this point further by drawing attention to the macroScopic
environment in which assessment takes place. Like the concept of task, con-
text ordinarily refers to an objectively describable stimulus configuration
that we expect to influince individual behavior. However, the objective
description is actually being used as a proxy for what most behavioral
scientists would agree is really the target information: the psychological
environment of the individual. It is the subjectively, not the objectively,
defined context that is presumed to affect behavior by providing cues,
for example, to what others consider appropriate or expected behavior, or
to those supports, resources, or obstacles to goal-directed behavior that
are present.

To design interventions we hypothesize reasons for observed responses,
and context information is crucial to this attributional process. .Again,

extensive generalizability is not.the goal of construct validation,
7rather, determining the range of generalizability for diverse groups,
as well as for individualls, is one goal of examining construct validity.
Finding that children use differenC response styles when in different
contexts (e.g., at home vs. in Ms.,Smith's class) provides clues for
research on the variables that influende the use of style; a basic
unanswered question about cognitive Styles. Moreover, once we learn
that, as for some styles, the level of anxiety influences the.use
expression of a °style, it is imperative that when an individual's style

5 S
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is. assessed, the level of anxiety ana any other confounding variables are
also assessed or manipulated to create standard assessment conditions.
Although these recommendations have *been made by Others for achievement
and abilitY assessment, we believe that the already apparent psychological
and situational complexity of style expression demands that these.contextual
issues be addressed directly.

Id addition, .psychosocial contextual information is crucial to

addressing traditional construct validity questions because certain
circumstances can change the nature of the task for the individual.
A-child might hesitate to resmod on a timed task because of fear of'
strangers. We might erroneously't%eaclude from such a-reported latency
that the child hesitated in order to evaluate his or her response
conscientioUsly or to examine the stimuli more carefully.

From ,the preceding discussion it should be clear that we believe
global "objective" descriptions of contexts, like "home" or "clakiroam,"
are poor proxies for the kind of detailed information on the psychological
environment that we consider essen4al. However, until an adequate
taxonomy of situations is developed for common use, we would like to see
at least more personal situational information gathiired in style assessments,
as well as more research on the extent to which style expression Varies
fot an individual, across natural and laboratory settings.

11
Before conciuding this section we wish to remind the reader that the

various theorists referenced in this.chapter have4Uten careful to point
out that the bipolar nature of some styli', does nof mean that people are
separated into two distinct types of human beings. They emphasize the
tact that personi differ in the relative degree to which they evidence
the behaviors associated with either end of the.dimension. There is an
unfortunate tendency, however, among many researchers as well as laymen,
to dichotomize variables, and thus populations, and then gather lists of
adjectives for each pole, despite lip-service to the notion of continuous-
variables referrinelto a continuum in the population. Moreover, little
attention is paid to the fact that often one is referring to extremely
small differences in response (e.g., fractions of seconds for latencies).
Obviously, without broad, multivariate, multi-trait-multi-methmd research
on large, w4ely representative samples, we are doomed to creating lists
of the correfhtes of a variable without understanding the nature of these
relationships. By an injudiciouS gathering Of correlates, not yet
validated characterizations of individuals and groups accumulate. For
eicample, when we report .such results as "impulsives are overrepresented
in a sample of poor readers," we want to be careful not to lead readers
to conclude that impulsives are pdor readers"ind/or that poor readers are
impulsive. Although researchers cannot be clearly faulted for the fact
that readers may draw inappropriate conclusions'Irom the data, the Sact
the; it happens regularly should make us all the more careful to spell
outfthe intent and implications of our research lest they be misconstrued.

519
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Concluding Remarks

In7this chapter we.have described some -of the current cobceptions
and findings regarding ,cognitive styles--those dimensions of' behavior
that reflect consistencies in the manner or form, rather than level, of

!

cognition. ti view of.the relatively rapid expansion of the research
literature la thii area during the.past decade, rather than attempt a,

tcrief sketch of ail the releAnt topics we compromised by examining a
few in detail. We dhose for detaiaed discussion three distinctive
cognitive styles 6urrently being studied.by both researchers and
practioners,'i.e.,-field dependence-independence, reflection-impulsivity,
and conceptualizing/ Categorizing modes. In addition to those conceptual
and methodological issues particularly pertinent to these styles, we
ificluded a, discussion of issues common to all--the relationship of .

cognitive Styles to the cognitive and affective domains and the generaliz-
ability of styles across time, tasks, and settings. At this point we
would Iike to reassess where such examination leads us. .Are cognitive
etylet useful descriptors of, individual differences in behavior for
improving educational practice?. In etismnting to answer this question,
various implications for educational research and development and for the
design and managemsInt of learning and teaching transactions will be
discussed;

It is quickly ewident in reviewing eny proposed list of style
dimensions that-the modes of perceiving, remembering, Oliaking, and
problem'solving currently identified as cognitive styles are exceedingly
.heterogeneous and Lack a common definition. As relatively recent additions
to the psychological literature, these constructs have not been integrated
as A whole into any of its dominant theories nor has a new theoretical
system been developed to.accommodate them. Having originated from the
psychology of individual differences, ego-psychology, and experimental
studies of cognition,' the concept of cognitive style reflects both the
strengths and weaknesses associated with slith a diverse background. As
constructs, different styles vary widely in breadth of domain, level of
specificity, unidimensionality, and in their distinct differences from
abilities-a4d skilI.s MoreCover, although the originators have always.
clearly separated the constructs from their measures, the particular
measurement strategies used as indirect indices of these constructs have
frequently provided additional sources of confusion. Like the construct of
intelligence, a number of cognitive styles are most directly identified by
what a particular task measures, rather than by'a theoretical understanding
of, or perspective on, more general information-processing characteristics.-

4
Some of the more.serious problems in the measurement of these styles include
the following: (a) instruments designed for different areas of functioning,
for example, personality and perception, (b) achievement or maximum
ability set or format, .(c) confounding with other styles or abilities,
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.,0). lack sf reliability and/or stability, (e) unexplored or pooricross-
task,generalfty, (f) limited variety of assessment procedures! and (g)
elaborate and expensive instrumentation. These measurement problems
limit what we can asseyt about the breadth and stability implicit in the
definition of styfes. For most of the styles.listed, further research
and,development efforts are thus essential before such measurement can be
used effectively for teaching/training..

Interspersed.throughout the Chapter we have included suggestions for
future.research'and-develppment activities. In our view, some of the
most neead research should additess the origin,.and development of particular
styles and th-eir eXpression (for example, the extent to which they reflect
differential 1.earning histories and/or biological predispositions); the
delineation.of personal and situational factors affecting performance on
different cognitive atyle tasks; the relationships among the various
styles; and ttie extent tb which these findings are consistent across
diverse groups. It would appear critical that prior to interpreting
performAce on those tasks purported to assesi cognitive style, other
factors contributing to performance internal and external to the individual-
be delineated. Such work is proceeding. For example, Goodenough (Note
7) has undertaken a programMatic research effort to determine those
.perceptual dimensions contributing to the rod and frame,illusion and
perfOrmance on embedded figures tasks.", Included in future research plans
14 the determination of those processes that contribute to comparability
in performance across these tasks. ,Also, a conceptual framework that
delineates styles according to an information-processing sequence (e.g.,
cue selection, decgding, retrieval) mfght foster differentiation of a;

. particular style from other styles and abiltties and provide a basis tar
explaining differential relationships among styles. Intervention strategies
assume an understanding of the factors contributing to an 'individual'y
performance. Although a process'orientation is emphasized in describling
Cognitive styles, we must be alert tO the fact that the behaviors being
observed/recorded are themSelves a complex composite of many processes
and skills. There is not a simple link between the response and the

'prescription. Training a child to scan a visual field better may not
improve his or her accuracy in finding an identical matchirig figure on
the Mtn when what is required is appropriate feedback on the meaning of
"same" or a'reduction in tia ot ter general anxiety over competence.

4Research'is,nedded to determine the factors that affect the mutability
of styles (and a related topic, differences in self-consistency as a
functton of organismic and/or task,demands), and the effectiveness-of

00 different training'Procedures and clasiroom practices fdr facilitating
' the use of teaching and learning strategies not congenial with one's

stylet, Messick,(1971) has suggested that if styles are relatively
immutable, it mey be necessary to focus attention on the early years aid
attempt to foster mutable ,modes of cognition before particular styles

54
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.crystallize and become predominant,4 In a more recent paper (1976), however,
he also distinguished cognitive strategies from styles. Styles, as high-
level heuristics teht organize lower-level strategies, function in part as
controlling.mechanisms. As,our review indicated, basic inforiation-
processing strategies can be modified. With appropriate trainieg,
individuals,maY,learn to-shift to less congenial stratggies .that are more
effeetive for the partiCular task than a preferred one. Present findings
suggest,'however, that such training must also provide knowledge:of when
such strategies are applicable, so that individuals.'can generalize them
to new situations. .Further research Is also needed on the relationship
of cognitive styles to abilities. 'Although. conceived as purposely
'distinct, cognitive styles are clearly involved in the deployment of
abilities. In addition, styles may serve as predispositions for.developing
certain abilities since they may difer a relative,advantage for doing so
given certain encouraging environmental.interactions.

In the development area, we need to determine preservice and
inservice strategies for effecting teacher sensitivity to these individual
stylistic differences and for ,facilitating the adaftive use of multiple
alternative instructional strategies. Witkin et al. (1977) have suggested
that by sensitizing teachers to the implications of their own cognitive
styles and those of their students for the teaching-learning process we
may increase teachers' adaptability. The exiSting knowledge base concerning
learning srrategies and partiCular instructional approaches, however, is
limited. Further work is also needed on differences between teachers'
preferred and observed 'teaching behaviors in actual classroom situations'.
The development of classroom materials reflecting the diversity of
children's stylistic preferences also should be encouraged, as should the
development' or a greater variety pf assessment procedures including more
feasible measures such au paper-and-pencil forms suitable for group
administration.

In our discussion of construct generality, we indicated the need for
tne devLopment of an adequate taxonomy of situations/contexts as they
impacc'on the individual. We need to determine the, actual functional

,properties of environmental stimulation. The "same" treatment may- have
different meanings and as a result call forth different strategies. An
unstated assumption throughout is the continued need for 'both laboratory
and field research with, it is hoped, increased intercommunication.
Training studies, in particular, have been primarily limited to laboratory

'settings. We need to investigate long-term effects in natural settings
such as the classroom.

.Such research and development should be strongly endouraged. We
agree with Messi,ck (1971) that because cognitive styles comprise both

It
perceptual and inte ectual domainsy-and because they are frequently
implicated in perap lity and social functioning, they promise to provide
a more complete and effective characterization of the student than could
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be obtained from the usual aptitude and achievement measyres. As Messick
(1979) stated in a.recent article, cognitive styles have "broad import
for education for they influence how students learn,'how teachers teach,'
how students and teacher intiract, and how educational and vocational
choicei are made" (p. 287).
1

Learning and thinking in the classroom show wide individual variation.
As we have tried to indicate in this chapter, such variation appears to
be at least partially stylistic. Bloom (1976) concluded in his book,
Human Characteristics and Schoo;rLearnina, that most students'become very
similar in learning when provided with favorable learning conditions. He
argued that much of the observed individual differences in learning are,
manmade and acCidental, and that theirltability is aresult,of .the
constancies in both home and school characteristics. In Bloom's view,
what is needed to provide appropriate learning experiences is a detailed
description of the student's learning history as it pertains to his or
her present needs and capabi/ities. "In general we believe that the
greater the variety of instructional materials and methods used within a.
classroom, the greater is Ole likelihood that each student will secure
the Cues,he needs for his 4earning. What remains is to dptermine sounder
Orocedurds for relating ifidividual differences in learners to differences
in the Way in which 1,earfters shoula encounter the cues" (p. 117).. It is
our belief that assessment of students' cogmi.kive styles, thg,"how" in
addition to the "what," would contribute significantly to this description
of "entry characteristics" for improving the quality of instruction-by
indicating the extent/to which cues, gn-ctice, and reinforcement are
appropriate to the neds of;the learner.

Hunt...(1975) has suggested that we formulate "acceseibility"
characteristics of individualssin terms of their cognitive, motivational
value, and sensory orientation4. Accessibility characteristics could
identify what stimulus characteristics are most attended to or what
processes are,typicaIly used. They focus on the active-qualities of the
learner and signal the preferred avenues for effective communication
betwearteacher and learngrd Our hope is that cognitive styles can be
refined and explored so that they can attain the status of accessibility
characteristics and will directly. influence adaptive education. Under
our present educational policie and practices, many of our nation's',
children fail to thrive, and few experience the exciteient and joy of
realizing their potentlal. This'doesn't have to be the cdse. In our
view, greater appreciation .for and understanding of these stylistic
aspects iof human diversity can make a significant contributibn toin
achievi4 an adaptive stu.pnt-centered pducational environment. 14

The identification of differences in learning strategies related to
differences in cognitive style opens the possibility of developing
teaching approaches compatible with these strategies, thus individualizing
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the teaching-learningoprocess and effecting a student-centered rathL
than a system-centeAd. educational 'program. . For example, conceptual level,
conceptual differentiation, and breadth of categoOzation may be very
useful for.individualization.of instructional decisions concerning the
clarity, strength, and comparative qualities of.the'distinctions that- are
presented to the learner. In learning characterized by fine distinctions
between ideas, labels, and the like, it would be useful to know.the 6

nstural "discriminatión-gauge"-that the learner uses so that appropriate
adjustments:can be made'. The ditferential salience of social cues and
the lAse of different concept attainiment,itrategie4 by 'relatively field-
dependent and field-independent persons also have obvious instructional
implications.

In Grannis' chapter he refers to one's threshold of susceptibility
to environmental press as A particularly important mediator of the
effects of contexts or environments. Individuals may refleCi' differential
sensitivity to types of cues and messages emanating from the environment,
as well as from the other participants. Thus environments have differen-
tially powerful effects,to the degree that "induced" over "own" fores
predominate. We need a way to identify children who are not meeting
our expectations simply beCause they are not receiving our too Weak
cues. Procedures and goals may need to be spelled out more clearly and .

with more detail for sAme children, and conflicting or overriding messages
from,the environment (e.g., from other children).maY have to be eliminated
or masked so that the task-relateemessage is perceivable. Other children
may simply requive periodic repetition of task orientation messages
through the same or through other media/form than that from which the
other children receive them.

Individualidng education,also means that we must question-the
assumption that there is only one way of accomplishing a task or acquiring
a skill. We must be cautious, however, in assuming what skills or
knowledge is 'reqUired of a learner to adcomplish a task. Different
patterns of styles (and'abilities) are asSociated with success for
different presentationrformats and oucotile measures. Logical, discipline-
determined sequences do not have any a priori determining cnfluence on
how children Must-earn even a "self-contained" body of skills and/or
knowledge precisely because they are humanly constructed sequendes meant
to serve various purposes other than the pedagogical. What is required

is imaginative, controlled observation of how children actually do learn
most effectively and comfortably within particular domains of skills and
knowledge-, always being alert to the possibility that different cognitive
routes (and thereby different instructional methods) may be more efficient
and comfortable for'Children having different entry characteristics
(i.e aptitudes and styles). We need to structure environments so that
we are better able to observe.such individual Aifferences. Also, outcomes/
criteria need to be operationally defined in terms of.alternative specific

544,
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behaviors under alternative specific conditions.so that learning is oot
conf-Used with a single specific form of criterion behavior. The commitmetit
to individualize edUcation requires-fflat the learning of content be ,

aided, as well as tested, with formats optimal for.a particular student.

Since stylistic tendencies may lead to, as well as originate from,
different reinforcement histories,,it would appear important to compensate
for thip by providing a broad range of experiences. For example, the
'interpersonal competencies of the relatively field-dependent person are
viewed as developing out of the tendency to rely on external referents.
Such skills are important if we value a cooperative social system.
.Consequently, we.need to examine the extent.to which relatively field-

.

u

independent studentS are provided oppdrtunitT that call attenaon to
and reinforce the use of social and perSonal es.

In,our review of'the researcp literature, the important role of
socialization in the development of sex differences,.particularly for
the field dependence-independence dimension, ,Uras noted. This conclusion
and the reported finding that cognitive style-matched teachers and
students rape each other more highly on both academic and personal
qualities, tempt one to consider the posSible ikplications for both
illuminating,and kmproving the traditionally difficult access by females
to male7dominated'veducationak and career areas. It can be surmised that
culture-reflective sotialization into style-differentiated sex roles,
combined with the .operational characteristics of cognitive styles, Could
result in the maintenance of'a society with sex-differentiated political
and economic roles. ;f males are differentially socialized itito
independent, analytici articulated response modes, they can be eXpected
tO outpertoruffemales in those culturally,preferred activities advantaged'
by that pattern, and thus to achieve/acquire the status and power associated
with superior performance in valued activities. Thereafter, this system
might be perpetuated by the unconscious preference of individuals for
others of the same cognitive style (who are also likely.to.share their
interests), leading them quite naturally to Promote those of similar
style in their field. The power and extensiveness of the influence of
cognitive styles as exemplified above, be they considered inherent or
acquired characteristics, requires that they be analyzed all the more
carefully to determine the extent and relevance' of their functioning and
consequences outside .the purely cognitive doMain, as well as the dynamics
of their development.

r

Messick (1976p has also,pointed,out that cognitive styles have
significant imPlications for assessment. First, the concept pf styles
suggests an alternative focus on individual patterns of functioning
across tasks and domains rather thap a sole emphasis on accuracy,4110mt

Messick's (1971)' earlier caution.that the teaching of maximal learning of
subject matter,is not enough, that wioeed to attend to the student's
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manner of thinking, seems particularly appropriate during this "back to
basics" period. It is our belief that an emphasis on basic skills needs
to include a recognition of the tiPortance of process--modes of thinking--
aS well as content. . As Kogan (1971),suggested, "It may be more useful
to encourage development of long-term cognitiVe strategies that are of
adaptive,value for learning and problem solving both inside and outside
the classroom" (p..292). The acquisition of alternative problem-solving
strategies, and their conscious selection and use, should be basic in any
educational plan. Second, consideration of cognitive styles calls
attention to the fact that performance on assessment measures reflects
.the interaction of an individual's style with the task format and test
conditions; just as instruments used to measure styles are tot pure
measures of styles but of performance affected by styles as well as
abilities. For example, the differential influence of a relatively
reflective or impulsive cognitive style' on multiple-choice tests has been
discussed. We must become more-sensitive to the danger of equating style
differences. with differences in competence. Ferfortance differences may'
reflect production deficiencies stemming from the individual's style of
response rather than.his or het ability. In some cases, simply- encouraging
the persbn to reflect, or calling attention to 'ignored cues, .can eliminate
such differences. In a reeent article Messick (1979) also,emphasized the
usefulness of cognitive styles in evaluating educional programs as
outcomes in themselves and/or, as moderators of differential educational
effects.

Assuming appropriate measurement, a'number of issues remain concern-
ing how these selected aspects of human!diversity should be used to
oprUize peopie's functioning. We shouid not, for example, confuse
individual difference dimensions with group classification/segregation.
As the limited research data indicate;:individuals reveal a particular
style to varying degrees depending on ihe task, setting, purpose of the
assessment, prior experiences, and oilier cognitive, affective,, and social
characteristics. Individual consistencY in style expression has been

recognized as an important variable in itself (cf. Kogail, 1971; Witkin
Goodenough, Note I). Tricking individuals on the basis of a particular
task performance ignores these facts. 'Obviously, to obtain A more
reliable index of a particular stylistiC dimension,-MUltiple assessment
strategies should be used whenever possible. For example, Witkin and
Gtodenough (Note 1)' recommended that a battery of measures comprisling the
ROT, FFT, and tests of interpersbnal competence be used in aSseasing
field dependence-independence. Nevertheless, the,danger of separating
peegje into distinct typeswemains. Mornover,"in so categorizing individuals
there is the additional risk that- despite the purported claim to neutral,
IvalUe-free Labels, in many instances'this is not the case. Instead, many
of these Gbels have surpluS meanings that may interfere with the 'effecting
of educational equity. Examplesopak such negative value-laden terms in
our society are impulsive, dependent, undifferentiated, nonanalytic, and
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constricted. As is common with aany areas of measuremen the problem of
'assuring appropriate interpretation of test performance reiains.

Similarly, we echo the caution expressed .by Witkin and his colleagues
(1977) regarding the strategy of matching students and teach ts according
to their cognitive styles. Although such matching may facili ate students'
initial acquisition of skills and thereby provide an important motivating
influence, the long-range consequenceS 'are unknown. Moreover, it is our
belief that in a complex changing society with diverse environm ntal,
demands, students need the opportunity to become sensitive to, a d profi-
cient in, multiple alternative strategies. This does not elimingfe,
.however, the need for us to become sensitive to the individual's Ores nt

preferred strategies or styles in order to enhance his or her present
functioning and to foster transitions to alternative strategies and
styles.. To do this, of course, requires preservice and inservice .trai
of school personnel to be.sensitive observers and to become adept in
conceptualizing and operationalizing alternative strategies.

It also must be'recognized that when applying any of the individual
difference constructs discussed in this chapter one is dealing'with a
whole person, not some particular component. To effect alipropriate
adaptattons we must determine how.a particular aspect functions in the
total'organization of the person. Although cognitive styles have been
conceptually differentiated from one another, they can and do operate
Simultaneously.' Similarly, styles interact with other personal character-
istics. We shoula not consider students on the basis of a single character-
istic; instead,.we must examine several characteristics at once since
they may influence Or mediate the effect of other characteristics.

Throughout the chapter we also have emphasized the nec&ssity.for
taking context into account both'in the assessment of cognitive styles
and in their application. Not only do individuals exhibit.stylistic
dimensions to varying degrees across tasks and settings,.but in.some
situations such responses may not be the prominent approach. In any
consideration of the educational implicationa of cognitive styiis, it
must alio be recognized that some cognitive styles may be too specific to
be of use in understanding how a learner meets the complexity of a
/earning experience in the educational setting. The classroom situation
is a complex and ambiguous one, and thus difficult to interpret from the
individual's point of view.

In addition, despite onb's sensitivity, and responsiveness to the
cautions presented abOve, it if_ essential that any assessment of an
individual's cognitive styles takes into account the dynamic transactions
that are continually occurring between people and their environments.
Consequently, assessment should be an ongoing process to foster adaptive
management of learning and teaChing transactions.
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Before concluding, we want to make it clear,that the'critical
attitude prevalent in this chapter stems from our concerns about the
appropriate applfcation of cognitive-style information. We heartily
agree with researchers in the field that this area is an important one in
the atudy of cognition and learning. We do need to expan# our static and
generally pedagogically irrelevant status categories, such as socibeconomic

-

Status, age, sex, and ethnicity, with process variables that 'focus on the
how rather.than the what. As the research evidence indicates, cognitiue
styles varY as, much within ethnic, racial, socioeconomic status, and
language groups as they do between groups. Thds styles contribute to
,diminishing stereotyped chnracterizations of such krformance 'differences.
Moreover, the form of educational applications becomes,increasingly
important as the concerns and technology of educational institeions
allow realizaticzn of a more precise and -complex Niew of individual

.diffecences iw.learners as weLl As.in teachers. qognitive styles take on,
importance in this new educational'context to,the extent that they
relial3ly describe Ineaningful behavioral differences,in people's approaches
to learning_situations. Educators must accommodate to these differences
in themselves and in learners if theY are tolulfill their public mandate
to aid all learners in their quest for increased competence. lbus the
above criticisms are presented as,suggestions towards clarifying our'

concepts, the relationships among them, and the educational applications
'made possible by carefully examined covitiA-style information. Although
some of these criticisms may appear.harsh, they are not meant to discourage

.but rather to better eXplicate the use of existing concepts add instruments
AS,well 4s to stimulate research from a broader perspective on educational
needs.

.Therefore, despiteAbe many unanswe ed questions, we believe that
the construct,of cognitive style is very useful and illuminating. It is
continually being refined and explored both internally and with reference
to other constructs, although much mOre has yet to be done. The crucial

. importance of cognitive style is that it offers a way to examine the
proceases of perceiving and interaCting with the world in a much more
articulated manner than was. previously possible with Uni-factor.models of
intelligence, or.even the more sophisticated models of separate, developed
abilities. If offers a more flexible, and 'probably more appropriate/

1
practical scheme for investigating learning successes, differences, and
problems by focusing oh task requirements and the gOssibiliey of their.
interaction with various approaches and styles of information-pr.ocessing.
Although much has been made in the literature defining the fundamental and
'broad operation of these styles across domains of functioning, and it is
exciting to encounter such potential lor holistic analysis of individual
functioning, caution must be exercised to avoid'a too simplistic search
for easily categorizable personality types that does violence to,the
complex interactions both between areas ,i)f human functioning and/the
operation of the effects of environments,and predispositions. -But as
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Messick (1976) has noted, the stability and pervasiveness of [some)
cognitive styles 'across diverse areas of functioning suggest deeper roots
in personality. There is need for renewed focus on the role(s) that
cognitive.styles play in bridging cognition and personality.

One of the most premising. Aspects of- he conception of cognitive
styles is its value-free emphasis. .Most co itivp styles are conceived
as bipolar and heutral wiph regatd td valu As has become increasingly
recognized for the field dependence-independence dimension each pole has
adaptiveAue-in partitular tasks and situations. Thus the value of one
cognitive style over anqther is related to the demands of,the ecology'and

-the social.environment, .Consequently, attention to these stylistic dimensions
should broaden our perspective on the richness of diversity,Among indivi"duals
And make us sensitive to the narrow definitions of competence typically
used i; our society. Behaviors described, for example, ag.reflecting
Oeld independence or an abstract conceptualizing 'style are not necessatily
better, On the other hand, very little is value-free in human society,

-and cognitive-styles do not operate in a vacuum. It is not completely
accidental that intelligence test items favor 'certain cognitive styles
over others: societies'do reward'activities diAlferentially according to
the values and itructure of their culture. .For important decision-making, '

fomplexity of concept-representation has a decided advantage in accommodating
,the variety of considerations that.inevitably come into play. Similarly,
in a Competitive econoMy/society narrow categgrization:is dyamatically
'more prevalent in discerning the ,Pbest," ot the "moit appropriate,"
position, school, applicant, procedure, or product precisely because the
errors Of inclusion..ire more costly than those of exclusiOn. 'However, we
aeed to make our values explicit so they can he examined, crittcally for
their long-range consequences.

As several.theorists-refe'renced in this chapter have argued, we must
-become aware of how our educational,system has fostered a nirrOW viewpoint
For example, Ramirez and Cakafieda (1.974) have pointed out that most

.s'chools foster and ar,e supportive of. educational styles (i.e., preferred
moides of comtunicating, relating, motivating, and teaching) that ard
charac eristic'Of the'Anglo-American middle-class culture. They define
as ci ally undemocratic those policies that exclude, ignore, or .

prohi expression of modes different from-this Mbdel. As they have
cogently argued in'adVocating bicultural education, the total society:
benefits when our educational institutions not only recognize the value
of different approaches but provide students the opportunity tt develop
multiPle skills and strategies. In.the introductionIto their book,

, :Cultural Democtacv, Bicognitive'Development, and Education,'Ramirez and
Castaaeda state', "Cultdially democratic societies would enable' childrew,
to develOp both [poles of) cognitive styles, to practice cognitive.

.switching and theretiy be able to meet the diverse demands of life more
effectively. . . . Through cultural democracy, yith concepts of bicultyral
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identity and bicognitive development, lerican education (Would] usd
strengths to be found tn the individual differences of its people"
(p. xii)..

In agreement with this view, ,it'is our belief that we should not
only retognize.and value diversity among indtvidualsincluding.their
multiple.stylistic .approachei to problem solvingand adapt, learning
envir4Oments accordingly, but we should also facilitate, the development
of diversitx within fndividuals by atqUisition and facility-in the
individual's appropriate use of,multiple strategies. In tlosing, we urge
suppori for the poition presented by Witkin et al. (1977) that "'for the

111(

educat r, the development of'greater diversity in behaviors within
Lindi duals seems as important ari\-objective as. the recognition,and
utili ation of diversity among individuals" (p. ,53). Freedom implies,
choice. In order for true eddcational equity'to be effectrAz our

,

sotioeducational policies should "p4roviae individuals 4ith the experiences
that make Such choice possible.

1
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CHAPTER 13

The Objective Environment, Environmental Press, and.the
Diversity of Learners and Teachers

Joseph C. Grannis

Of the Human Diversity-Project chapters, this is-the only one that
starts from the environment side of person-enyironment interactions in
education,.- Whereas the other chapters take as their point of departure
psychological, social, or physical definitions of individuals, or classes
or groups of individuals, to ask haw these might differentially interact-
'with the properties of eduCational treatments or settings, this chapter is
charged to begin with the treatment or setting variables and work toward
their articulation with different individuals.

The charge is sobering, in that. it would be impossible in one
'chapter to reexamine all of,the studies reviewed in the others. On the
other hand, the task can be defined in several more specific ways.
First, the nature of environmental variables, t,heir variety and intercon-
nection, and how they are articulated with the cognitions, feelings, and
actions of perions might be more clearly-delineated through this chapter.
Second, it is conceivOle that, in. proceeding from the environment term,
attention would be drswn to person variables that are less prominent in
the framework of the other chapters, as well as linking up mith Nariables
that:Are.more,central in, these frameworks. Third, an environmental point
of departure inight lead to a framing of, alternative paradigms for constru--
ing :the interaction of persons with their .environments; different general
models of how the,yariables interact. These three possibilities, each
froM aneducational standpoint, represent th'e specific objectives of this
chapter.

The chapterT will te written fairly discu ive y for much of its
length, in order to build up a miss of mater al illustrating or leading
toward generalizations and to locate' this material in the history of the
problem it deals with. Toward'the end-the chapter will shift to a more

1%,alemer

The author acknowleiges with atitude the contrihution of Ediiin P.
Willems in reviewing earlier dr ts of this chapter.
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synoptic style in order t9 organize the generalizations in a comprehensive
model of interactions in the environment of behavior and to Indicate
where other material, only brtefly cited, might be telated to the model
In further, analysis and researdh. Implications or. instruction Will be
summarizedin relation to the genern1 model in the conclusion.

.

It is.necqssary here at the beginning to distinguish between twp
senses of te phiase'"person-environment interaction:" The stat41. cal
sense,.variation on' some outcome measure due to joint effects of per n
anci environment (Cronbach & Snow, 1977), is the usage that predomina es
ih the Diversity,',Project.Report. A behavioral sense,. what the persoe and.
environment do to each other and with each other, is more'cammon in Ole
literature on erVirenments and behavior. The situational-specificit of
behavioral interactiOns Sets limits to how much they will be reflecte in
.statistical generalizations. This, indeed, was Cronbach and Snow's
conclusion as'well. This chapter plays back Ahd forth between'these
conceptiond of persdn-environment interaction.

A second clarification to make St the outset is,that, depending on
the issue at hand,'ynrious phenomena of human functioning (behavior,
habits, attitudes, values, beliefs, peiceptions, preferences, judgments)
ate emphasized in different passages below. As will.become apparent,

,especially in ale disCussion of a congruence model, the concept of
judgment is cruciaLto the authomes interpretation of person-environment
relationships. However, all aspecils of human functioning Are potentially'
important in education, And each figures centrally in ale or another
theoretical interpretation of_perion-environment interactions.

4

The Obledive Environmeht and Environmental Press

The concept of an "objective environment" stand's for the environment'.
that might be described by A cbnsensus of external observers. It is not

--presumed ehat subjective factors, the personal judgments and cultural
orientations of observers; would be entirely absent from such a consensus,

. but that. operational.definitions of elements and relationships in the
environment would be shared to the extent necesdary to attain a criterion
of reliability among the observers. illus an activity cansbe 'defined as
7overmanned" when there are more persons than there are specifically
delinSated tasks or functions to'be performed.by persons in the activity
Alicker,(irmeyer, Hanson, & Alexander, 1976). The fact that "overmanning"
is a concept thQt has, arisen in the culture of behavioral scientists, and

that scientists might..eount the tasks of a specific activity in different
ways suggest the limits of'dbj.ectivity. Still,' the ideal,Of an objective
environment will be seen to have'ttieoretical ning in its apposition to
the concept of environmental preas.

P'
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Environmental "press" was first defined by Murray: "The press of an
object is what it can do to the subject or for the subjectthe power
that ir has to affect the well-being of the subject in one way or anotpler"
(Murray, 1938, p. 121). Murray drew up various lists of environmental
press (the term is both sifigular and plural). A classification of the
press of childhord included, among 21 major headings, the categories of
"retention, holding objects," "nurturance, indulgence," and "affiliation,
'friendships." It is clear from such a list how strongly Murray defined
press in relation to the subject. By contrast, the categories "color,"

,"space partitioning," and "population density" represent relatively
neutraldefinitions of environmental features, which'might. or might not`
affect sUbjects in wayi that ire not directly suggested' by the terms.
One imagines that the set of all envirimmental features is greater.than
the sec of those that potentially affect a subject. However, this
proposition could be dgbated, while the distinctions it reflects would
remain valfd.

Murray.distinguished between the press that exists, objectively for a
subject (alpha press),and the press that a subject perceives (beta
press).. In Our,terms, the objective environment can be defined to,
include, but notNnecessarily to be exhausted by, alpha press. Murray
suggested that consensual beta press, the,press perceived by a coneensus
of the participants in a setting, could be tsken as an app°roximation to
alpha press. This has subsequently become one of,the major strategies of
research on,the effects of human environments. Sake research, for 4
example the work of Stern (1970) on college environments, and of Moos
(1974a) on mental,health care environments, has relied almost exclusively
on participants' aggregate Perceptions of an environment to ascertain the
press of the environment; Alain (1968) critici this approach and
tried, with limited puccess, to establish correl t p between perceived
press andmore operationally characterized features of college environments.
An,example was his finding that perceived permissiveness of a college was
related to the amount of student drinking and negatively related to the
amount of religious activity and to the severity of the administrative
policies against student drinking, heterosexual activity, and aggression.
Research on crowding, after first assuming that.constituting larger or
more dense aggregates Of individuals created more crowded conditions,
later.turned to asking how large or dense a crowd had to be to feel like
ua crowd."

How the Environment Presses

A-collection of individuals being spatially segregated, or segregating
themselves, from others vn the basis of ethnicity; their physical orientation
to one another directly through eye contact, or indirectly throUgh a.common.
focus on a speaker' or, other subject/of attention; their interaction including
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sounds and gestures that occur less frequently in the communication of'
outside groups; the presence' of concrete objects freighted with symbolic
meaning for the participants; the'synchronization of their energies with
shared rhythms of speech and ceremony; their crowding together.in a
manner that haightens.the intensity of participants' feelings; all of
these and other features of the setting could contribute to a press for ,

ethnic affiliation or'unity.

Again.one resorts first to Murray, to ask how the environment
presses. Murray argued that the.enviroiment less often influences
behavior directly than indirectly. By the _latter, he meant that the
individual anticipates, or apperceives, the.effect.of an environmental
object or event. The Concept of press was actually developed Later in
Hurray's system than'the concept of newts,' and most of his categories of
press can be linked with his needs Categories,.for example "n affiliatiod".
and "2. affiliation." Murray postulated that subjects' needs were connected
with press in "needs-pi&ss themata," which figured in subjects' Cumulative
perceptiOns, and thus apperception, of enVironmental objectshence the
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), which Murray invented. Various-models

of associational learnimg and symbolic processing of information diuld be
invoked to explain how apperception develop's: operant condiribning,
imitation and role taking, concrete and formal logical operations, and sn;
on. Environmental psychology adds to these the powerful idea that the
desigq of a setting, its deliberate patterning, signals that certain
behavior Wexpected in the setting (Barker, 1964 Proshansky & Wolfe,
1974). qairs arranged in A Circle convey the expectation of the.arranger
that participants will interact with one another more.than do chairs
arrayed in rows facing a speaker (Sommer, 1969). An open door invites
visiting (Lawton & Simon, 1968). "White noise" suggests differentAted
activities, "open space" suggests coordinated Activities, and so On. .If

this appears to be a strictly architectural viewpoint, it must be stressed
that the symobolic functioning of environments is probably lunch more far
reaching .than what can be understood in architectural terms alone.
Grannis (1975, 1978) has Argued that the distribution of controls over
various behavioral elements of a learning setting-t-controljof options,
Control of pacing, control of feedback, control 9t interaction, etc.--
constitutes a message syitem about the control t not onlyithe processes
but the outcomes of activity in the setting. setting in/which individual
learners exercise control aver these elements, s opposed to the teacher's
controlling them, signals that creativity, Self expression, exploration, 1

or just "messing around" is the intended outcomeallowing here that the
general message-of openness is still subject to different i.nterpretations,
say in relation to the diff rent forms and degrees of self-discipline
that learners might impose on their activity. (Sce be ow.) The question
of how learners from different social backgrounds might "decode" such
environmental messjes differen ht va1g44irently the
educational messages ecoded n this way, is a central problem raised by.
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Bernstein's (1977) concepts of "visible" and "invisible" pedagogy. At
,this point, it is important to stress again the idea of the design of an
environment or setting as sometiling that,can be manifest to participants
as, say, a_prograa for their activity id the environment.

The pragmatic functioning of the environment (PrOshansicy & Wolfe,
1974) probably covers what Murray implied about the more dilect ways that
the environment inguences behavior. Corridors channel behavior, as do
time schedules and organizational hierarchies, all of which function on
microlevels in classrooms to ehannel behavior into, for example,'teache 7
learner 'interactions in certain settings. Environmental features can ale\
serve as barrieis to behavior, as walls and chasms do most literally, but
language differences and status gaps do also.. The environment furnishes
props for some behavior, for example the toys, found. objects, And surfaceS
of children's play, and equally it can be devoid of props for one activit)z
or andrier, as, the same bbjects of,children's play may have been left out
of a particular setting, etc. That the environment satisAesor faili
to satisfy, one or another nOedis'the direct influente 'that Murray most
clearly indicated. The envlebniint Proffers, denies, feeda, and starves.
The anticipation of these effects involves, again, thematic apperception;

Lewin's (1946) theory,-which in fact was intertwined with Murray's
from 1938-og,,formulated these processes in related but different terms.
Lewin summarized his framework in'the.equation, B..f(P,E), behavior is a
function .of the person's interaction w h the environment. Be spoke not
of "press," but of'"valences" and "vectors or "forces." Regions pf the
psychological'or perceived environment.can b positively. or negatively
valued by a person. -These valencesgqo am lt,"a positively valued tolr
and negatively valued peer--ard created by person's,perception of the
environment in relation ta. inner needs. The valences cqntribute to
vectors, which are influenced dot only bY the strength of the.value but
by the psyehological distance between the subject per on and a valelEed
region. Finally, these vettors combine to yielda re ulting force, which
precipitates locomotion by the- subject person to efk ct the maximal*
tension redbction within the person's inner system. ,

Lewin himself, though apt his followers, seems to haVe dealt only
loith Murray's beta press, the Object or eventa whose Odtpntial infltience
the subject pexce1ves1 Lewin did recognize an outer universe of physieal
and social facts that.impinged upon the psychological eWvironment, but
the 'El' of Lewin's equation referred only to the latte?.', Indeed, the
person and the enviro define one another to some extent in Lewin'
formulation, even thoux4',a boundary is posited between P and P. The

.

environment tt a child who can walk is different from the environment of"
the chilcUerde cannot walk, and the Oild in an environMent laden with
'Objects to grasp is different from the child in an environment devid of

,,O rnth objects.

9
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.4 second critidal contrast qf Levin's scheme to,Hurtay's'is the
aliost idiospicEttit nature of the-pprson-in situ.. Whereas Murray

l proffered somepossibility ef .clasaifAnglpersons according td-dominant'
, needs, Lewinat the same tiMP thet.he made need central to both the)

inner system and perceived environmedt--did not treat needs'systematically.'
,Th,,: s ems te be the chief reason Apr the lack of follow-up to Lewin in

.
pers n lity-reseaTch 'as seat, bY 4,opparison rith*.the enorirus influence

...--,,of y on personality research:. On thepother,hand, Lewin's emphasis on
'Ahe psychological'tomplexIty pf the efivir-onment'has been' veny.influential,
in studies of milieu or climate-effedipron attitddea, interpersonal
relations, and productivity, ahd morelenerally in the'attention given to
eny'rodmental complexity by,e64ogital-Paycholog, Which very phias was

,
1coined by Lewin (1935). '

',

.
,,

an& his.assetiatts'(Barkeit,1968; Barlcer & Wright, 1955; ,

. Ba & Gump,. 1964) biye developed:thetdiscip,line of ecological '
s

, psyc ology i, terms that'are highly relevant .io tlk framework of this
.chapier. 'T11 ir two main strategies of data:collectiori, bipavior stream

'"and.behavior setting observation, arip%oriented td the-discovery oq unitel
-- of behavior and milieu.that reiur-in "natural" enviionments, i.e4 in
environments'not,deliberately established by -eicPerimenters to control or..
manipulate variables entering into behavior. Ad course, thisjecological
perspective can be 'applied insome degree to experimental sieVations as well

'to,ask-Ilat.unsuspected factors,andunintended effects might,he involved .

in an experiment or scientific Intervention (11r5infenbrenner,.1976; Willems,
1977). loth kinds of. aptilication will be'dra*Vupon in.this chapter.

'''.., .

,
B4havior stream4observation-produce a continuous., ordinaryllanguage ,

- description of 'a subject's.aotivity throu h' ipe. It is oriented to an
individUaL'i idmedfately goal-directed or entionarbehavior and to the
immediate enVironmental:events and,circumstant that iight be .affetting
the:courserof this-behavior.. In ndyeat and It Children (Barker &
titaght,-p55), the adthors, diMonstrate the desc iptivepfecundity Of these
Aim ations through theil anayysis_of numetous featurel-Lpf theobehavior
stre of thildren. MorethaA thit theq il nate,cartical.junttures.
in the behavior streame----the initiatioga, int tiona, and terminations
'of behavior epiondes--whereenittoniental influences an behavior lire
particUlarly salieetj Consider-theinitiatton of episodes. Barker and

'2: Wright categorited-them'as,"spontaneous" (*beginning in the apparent
'absence,of external instigation), "instigated" (the.child is Aeen to -,

. respond to some observable event.br thange in his sieuation, exclusive of"
and-"preasured" 44hent'epiatide appears'te begin as the

. . . .

ppessur
7Nsult an Olternaljnfluence t evis ihany way inconsistent with the
chil momentary needs and gof1s).! For tWelve children wht were
each-abeerveor an tire day., the milliien,and range of Percentages of
each type.pf initiatio Weie found tolie,ieTbilows: Spontanaous'C491, 4

42-62%) instigated (4'Z, 34-54%),.presOure4 (3%, 0-8%), and Iran not judge"
41,

,

#-
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(statistics not summaiized). ,Barker and Wright (1955, p. 296) did not
report a comparison of in-schoolsaRd out-8f-schoo1 episode'initiations

.

from this standpeint, but one can dmagine the uiility of such an analysis.
The authors did report that pressure from teachers on subject children,
was more frequent tn the behavior streams overall (not necessarily more
intelpive) than pressure from mothers, whereas mothers' pressure was more
frequent.than that of siblings a child friends% A set of related
findings added up to the adults'in the community exerting pressure on
children more frequently than the children's pressuring adults. What
needs to be stressed at this pd.int is not the findings as such--of which

41
there is a ethora in Midwest and Its Children and,related research--but,
again, the trategy of examininithe structure of naturally occurring
behavior for evidence of how the environment influences behavior.

Behavior setting observations or surveys are complementary to the 4

observation vf behavior streamaPin ecologidal psycholoky. Bere'the
observer attepds.to the features of a specific environientthat occur' .

simultaneously in time,.to the 'recurrence of this constellation of
features at different.points im time, and to the regularity-of behavior
aesociated with the.constellation. "A behavior setting has beea defined*
.as a.staryang pattern of behavior and a part:of the milieu which are .
synomorphic and in which the milieu is circumjacent to the behavior."
'(8arker & Wrighi, 1955, p. 45). "Synomorphy" has to do with the fitting-.
ness of the behavior and milieu in relationship to each other. .The

4standard example of chairs in a circle for dutual interaetion,applies,
1 but this would be only one of a number of synomorphs,that could be
'discriminated ift4 setting like a classroom discussion or a political

meeting, other synomorphs invOlving'other behavior ob'jects,..the time .

frame of the setting,.its population, eac. ,The significance.of,the
eu being "dircumjacent" to the behavion is not simply that it

b ndst th avior physically, but that.different individuals can enter
or leave the' Oetting.While the standing pattern of behavior persists.
What this leads to in the present ChapteVis the ecological psychologists'
emphasis on,the coerciveness of pettings. It is a paradox of ecological
pe&chology that the betraiior streai observation is oriented first of, all .

tO the goals of-individual subjects, whereas the. s'ettineoLservatidn is'.
8irected toward pattetns of behavior in which the individuals appear to'
be virt,ually rep+aceable.

. Y
A partial resolution of this paradqx, which to some extent is

I
veffected by the analyses in, Midwest and Its Children, entails the charting
f individualt' activity through different behavior settings, or an
erlay.of the categories of setting analysis on the records of the
havior s'tream.observatidn: Orannis (1978) employed this technique to'

discover conditions of dif rently structured classroom settinge'
.

\4more accurately, in Barker & Wrig,t's terms, "subsettings it ) influenced
children's task e agement, Or.their persistence In the main activities

56.r
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appearing in the-stream of their behavior. "Task engagement, it must be
.stressed:,' is a structural; not,a normative concept. ,Settings in which
the learners are highly engaged (in arithmetic, art; or whatever) are not
necessarily educatiOnally valuable, but the engagement can be taken to
reflect.the holding power of the setting, its capacitrto-sustain a .

learner's engagement, or the appropriateness of ttLe match between the
learner'and the.Settinv(Hunt, 1963). The power of analyzing the behavior

. .Stream in relation to settings can be illustrated by a subset of findings
of this'anaiysis: Setting observations in classrooms discriminated three
t4sic patterns of teacher-puPii interface.one in which a teacher was
continuously presentI'e secon'd that.entailed the teacher's-moving regularly
in and, out of the pugil's presence, and a third in which the teacher-was
basicAlly4absent, so,mewhere else in the room, though the teacher and
pupil D'xight oCcaqionally interact upon the inietiative of eitherparty.
,The setting observations also reVealed that.thl children sometimes were
-provided with materials that fuNshed direct feedback, for example,'
manipulative

. materials/Or workboo s with answers in the margins, but-at
other timeA ttie children:had materials without direct.feedback, for .

example, woikbooks wikhout answers, or simply no materials at all.
Again, it was'apparent from the observations that the chtldren were
sometimes allowed, or indeed encouraged, to'.interaCt with 'each other, and

:.,that at other times their direct interaction was discouraged. In

themselves, none of these variations is surprising, nor yet anothey
variation, plat the pupils sometimes cou.ld choose'their actiVity from an

-,open,set.of options, at other tiMes chose from a limited set of options,-
and at still otherttimes had no say ih the Choice of their-activity. The
point ts, rather, that-these different environmental, features emefged as
seeming to have special significance for actai in the classrooms, and that
ii.different combitatiOns:they appeared to capture the abstract outlines
of the setting of the clasdrooms. Thus theylbecame- crucial varfables to
apply to ihe analysis,of tile child behavior stream observations,made in'
the'clasarooMa..,jhis analysis then revealed, among other things, that
when the children weie.in eettifigs from which the teachers were basically
absent4 and inwhich °they neither,had,materials that proided direct
feedback nor were supposed.to intfraq With other children, the percentagg
of time that they were engaged in thibtask of the setting,was lower than
in settingi'With 4ny other cotbination of Fonditions. .There are even .

data to sug,Sese that the prohibition of interaction between.pupils during
independent activity was "read". by thechildrtn that theirpteraction--
which 'they engaged,in despite Ole Prohibitionshould not'be related to
the task of the aCtivity. As the'children'in self-paced.settingS gained :

'access to feedback from Matetials and/Orfrom other,pupils; their main'.
task engagement subst4n ally indreased. bptions entered Intq thVg-im a'
strl_king way. When t

k
-c

l:
hildren elec;ed ,theiir activity fram.an open set.

of Possibilities, they variahTy chose activities:with highedhack

.
7condiEionsdot just in."enrichMent,". activities, but in the "basic",
dctivities of language arts And arithmetic. When ihe teachers Aesignated

2

,

fo'
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'the tasks for'children's self-paced activity, they varied considerably in
their provision of supporting feedback conditions, with the,result thipt
the main task engagement of the children varied as well. It might be
said that the children, who,-after all,'were the ones who had to sustain:
the actiltity in self-paced settings, were at least intuitkely tore aware
of the conditions appropriate for this than wer6 the teac rs. The
ohservations thus diecovered an unintended effect of certain settings
putatively designed for children's "independent" activity, as well as an
underestimated capacity of .the children to govern the cenditions of
lindepindent activity appropriately, when they had control aver these
conditions.

What one sees so far in,this example is both the coerciveness of
settings and the differential ability, or disposition, of different'sets
of individuals, in .this case 'children compared wd.th teachers, to design
or select settings appropriate for a certain kind.of activity. Rbwever,
the settings.associated with high task engagement occurred more in some
classrooes than in others,'reflecting.differences in teachers' design of
settings for independent'activity. Some of the programs sponsoring the
classrooms observed seemed to have fostered more appropriate design
behaviors on the.part of teachers than did ethers. Moreover, it is
apparent from 4 rea4ing of the. behavior stream transcripts that individual

, children variea inheit need for direct feeaback during independent
activity. The\forMil analysis of the records did not attempt.to establish
these differences. They axe suggested here as a lead to later sections of
this chapter, itt which children will be seen to.be differently susceitible
to. the coerciveness, or let us say nowlretreating to the more exible
-concept--the press of different enviropmental conditions.

Wicker, in 4 major article, "Procssses Which Mediate Behavior-
,

Environment Congruence" (1974), included under three headings-,-operackt
learving., Observational and instructional learning, and sociaVexchange
theory-vmost of the processes that havp been ieferred to'in the present
c4scussiot up to this point% 'The fallowing summary statement on social
4Xchange theory partipularly illuminates the task engagement'example:

Another process which mediates behavior-environtent
congruence is the.selection of settings to be enterea
by an individual on the baais of his ability and/or
aesiie bo perform the standing patterns of behaviOr
[Barker;'1968, p. 31).. , That is, a persOn is'likely,
to'enter ae-Vings which permit him-to engage in
behaviors vOlich he enjoys or which.further his goals,
an4 to avoid thäse which do not. In a sipil r fashion,
a'setting may, od the basis if itS goals and nations,
select from amonq its orcupants certain perso s who are
to 'leave' and others who are to stay. s(Vitker,.1974, p. 610)

a

50a.

a

a

.44
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The process of children's entering or leaving a setting is most
definite when they are free to elect their activity, and to terminate one
activity, thatris either completed or not satisfying, in favor of another.
La a sense, however,.children's going "off-task" can also be codstrued as
leaving, or rejecting, a settingi, It is thus an index of i child's
avoidance of a setting that does aq lurther his/her goals, and/or the
setting's ejection of an individual who does not meet its demands. "Off
tisk behavior" is a special case of Barker and Wright's "idterruption."
It turns out ta,be particularly sensitive to variations in environmental
conditions, whereas "time on task"'is proving to be a predictor of
learning in the area of.the task (Bloom, 1936): Task engagement or
disengagement is in this way not only a mechanism of person-environment
interaction, but, again, a clue to the presence of variables in the
person.and the environment that art appropriately, or not appropriately,
matched for the goals of the behavior in question.

Under a fourth heading--behavior setting theory: a feedback model--
Wicker discussed Barker's (1968) "information processing feedback model
which attempts to represent the mechanisms which occur to keep setting
events Within bounctsi acceptable to settingoccupante (Wicker, 1974,
p. 607). The.effort of setting participants to maintain the standing
patterns of behavior and the milieu features of settings islktressed in
this model. Operating mechanisms kre utilized when a setting is satisfying,
its partitipants' needs, bax two forms of maintedance--deviition countering
mechanisms and vetq meehanisms--are said to come into play as a seing
.fails tti satisfy needs. Lm relation to the problem. of tpis chapter, this
theory argues that setting participants will.press indimiduals to confOrm
to the roles that ere available or prescribed for them in the setting..

Sociological research on.classrooms has recurrently stressed thiC

pressUre on teachers, especially nem teachers, from other teachers in a
school and from students as well, to eaact,the role of disciplinarian
above all othec roles, mare specifically a highly visible and audible

. diaciplinery role, as the. appeareces of "disorder4 are easily heard and
seen, in the school envlronment, and orderis an'overri,ding concern of
school staff,:parents,.and, in diverse ways, the stdhents themselves
(Waller, 1932; Smith 6 G offrey, 1968; McPherson, 1972; Lortie, 1975).
This same researCh has d ineated reciprocal roles.for the students4n

. the disciplinary situation rown, bul goat, good boy,.bat boy, N
teacher's heiper, the' nonworker, and so n. T rs frequently remark..
that a clan oom wquld be,fins If only i dot talst just "one oF
twe childret who were particularly impossible tO dea with. FMB the
standpoint of role theory a d Barker4s setling maintenance model slikei
it is possible that if t1è3 one or t o children were removed from a

)19

cl se, one or two others wo ld!repIac fhem intheir r6les. Another
*taxa ld of the setting.maintenamc el might be Copeland'S ( 978) .

fi iag that dtudent teachers were more likely to utilize a Pr bing,

4
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skill, spbsequent to'micro-5teaching training, in classroqms in which
the pugls were accustomed'to a teacher's probing, than in classrooms
where the regular teacher did not ;ask probing questions. Cdpeland
pointed out.that a pupil's responding to an initial probe commits the
pupil to a possible sequence of probes, and he argued that this dependence
of the teacher's behavior on the students' commitment makes probing a
peculiarly suitable focus for investigating the effect of the classroom
ecological system on student-ther behavior.

1A final perspective on'how the environment presses is afforded in
Bronfenbrenner's (1976) emphasis on.the systemic complexity of the
environment.. For this purpose Bronfenbrenner employed the following
distinctions adapted from Brim (1975):

A .micro-system is an immediate setting containing the
learner (e.p, home, day care cenar, classroomr, )etc , .--

The meso-system comprises the interrefations along the
major settings Containing the learner at a particular
point in his or her life. . . .

The exo-systeM is 411.-extenaion of the Meso-system embracing
tHe concrete structnres, both forma,1 and informal, that ,

impinge upon or encompass the immediate settings containing
the learner and, thereby, influence and even determine or .

delimit whet goes on there. . . .

Macro-systems are the overarching institutions df the cultu
or subculture, such as(the economic, social; educational,
legal, and political syseems, of Which local micro-, meso-
and exo-systems are the concrete manifestations. . ;

(Bronfenbrenner, 1976, p. 163)

\

Mach of what-Bronfenbrenner had to say about the value ofc6nducting
research in natural settings, the importance of obtaining participants'
Oerceptions,of.a setting, analyting the physical and social structures
of the setting in relationship to participants' behavior, and recogn4ing
reciprocal processes among all the participants in a setting, accords with
what has been written to this point. However, Bronfenbrenner espvially
call, attention .to the nestidg of micro-systems in the successiveli'more
encampassing systems of the individual's liferspace. The compatibility
of the school, the family, the peer culture, with a particular clavsroom,
aqd the press of the government or the media, say foraccountability, can,
api figureein the resultant, or indeed'canflicting, preit-df the immediate
environment upon ehe earner. ISArasolv(1971rhas drawn from related
observatiens the conclusion tttist attempts to-change edu ational practices
must invokve simultaneous inputs to various parts of t1 41nvironmental

w
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siistem. Willems (1977) remarked that, in#e , the experimenter or
behavior modifier can neve.r do just one thing, so that it is essential
that the side effects of aftrventions be monitored. Bronfenbrenner
argued that the full complexity.of educational interVent4ons can.only
be underitood by following ecological principles.for the 14entification
or design and study of natural experiments.

,

Sotee-behavioral and psychologicI1 effects of environmental factors
manifest themselves only after long4,erio4s of.time. One pattern of
delayed effects is an incremental q%ie, for example the way in which various
insults to the lungs (tobacco smok asbestos, other air pollutants) appear'
to cumulate to produce cancer. Another pattern, closer to the Bronfenbrenner
model, is one in which a subjct observes another individual in,a certain
situated role at one point Letime, and years.latet enacts the,observed
behavior--for example, the punishment of a, child for aggression against an
adillt--as the subject'himself or herself now ocCupies thi adult..role in an,
analogous situation (Cf. Maccoby, 1972).

From an ecologist's atandpoint, thebcomplexity of the environment
is not simply confusion. It is through its impinging on individuals
along multiple symbolic and pragmatic planes and edges that the environment'
"influences" (Finn, 1972). Zcologiste realizatARn Of the portent of
this has been so strong that It has tended to imeibhadow the question of
differential individual responSes to environmentil press. However, there
comes a point in the cataloging of complexity when one has to resort to
individuals to ask how complexity is managed: eThis was .seen above in the
yarodoi of'betlavior stream and-behavior setting.analysis, ind it will be
more apparent when the varietyof environmental features is considered.

k &

The Variety of 4vir nuiental Features

This section of the chapter might logically have come earlier, but
' v it can be presented more efficiently at.this point.

The most straightforward result one might hope to gain from considering-,
the.variety of environmental features is a taxonomy or master checklist
co use ia studies of person-envirOnment interactions. ,Sells .(1976),
acknowledging the potentially unlimited nature of eaviroamenekl stimuli
drew up a preliminary outline. The outline contains,approximately 240
entries arranged under five principal headings. "Natural dspects of the
environment" includea specifics of-weathlrr, terrain, ind.natural resources.
"',Kan-made aspects,of.the environment' subsumes social organization, social
institutions ("family," "religion," "language,"..etc.) d transitory
social norms. Under "'Description of task-problem; e,ctation,,and setting,"
Sells listed factors defined by the focal task situation ( wledge and
skikls required, hazards, procedhres, and so .on), factors d fined by the

(.;
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individual's relation to the Situation (for etample, degree of freedom
vs. restriction in group activities), factors defined by other persons in
the situation (such as age,' deli, abilities,.and acquaintenceships), And
factors defined by situational setting (including phySical characteristics
ocsite.location, etc.). "External reference characteristics of Che --

individual" subsumes biologically,defined fadtors', socially defined
actors, background factors, and.group Memberships. Finally, "Individuals
performing relative to others" includes features pf the group.situation.
(form.el group structure, definiteness of goalsilrOup's.conVrol of its
members, and'so on), factors defined by informal operating'patterns
4informal group goals, membership requirements, control of member's
expression and condnct, etc.) and yet other factprs.

This sketch is not meant to summarize Sells.' outline, Which ii
'already highly condetised: Rather, by indicating its major headings and a
few eiamples of its subheadings, the sketch Simply suggests the basis for
several observations. One is that it does seem possible to find a hiche
in the outline for most environmental factors-that have been attended to

.in research, but that one needs to know the significant definitions of
%he factors in advance. the list is-more a heuriStic for the investigator
who already knows how to amplify and ,operationalire its terms than a
guide to sdmeone who wants to become informed about the environment.

%Secondly, in some sections, the terms used as subheadings are, relatively
. finely differentiated, and they approximate termd.that have been given
operational meaning in research, tor, example, 7degree of freedom vs.
cooperation required," "degree' of friendlinesS vs. hostility required,"
etc. In othsi sections, the.terms appear very crude in comparison to
those availale in research,\for example, "space required," "site
location requirements," and,"facilities required,-" which is as close as
the outline comes to personal.space; population jensity, spatial definition.,
object density, noise, and other sociophysidal factors that might be
criticai in a situation. Third, Sells' outline is nOt simply eclectic.
It had a.conceptual framework.that is especially influenced by Sherif and
Sherif's (1956) social psychology. Such a framework, a theoeetical
orientation of some kind, seems to enhance 'the outline's accessibility,
at least to those who grasp the theory, and to allow new terms to be added
in more meaningful proximity to other terms *an just at the bottom of
the list. , Sy the.same tdhen, however, various.ehvironmental feetures
Will be more meaningful in an,outline with a difffaxent conceptual framework.

, Moos (1974b) reviewed various systems.for the assessment and
classification of human environmenfs. His review is a'useful introduction

, to alternative systems., 1Nt at the same time reveals the difficulty of
categorizing the systems, particularly as single studies collect data 'in.
more than one category. ComparedHwith Sells' outline, ,Mooe review is
metatexon c 'alluding more to.issues with which taxonomies Would deal
than offeri an actual-classification. The studie Moos included do not

Oe'
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bear condensing beyond.the tertos it which.he presented them, and Moos
.himself at vasty* points could only acknowledge other reviews of selected
areas of research. Again, therefore, the present discussionois only
illustrative. ,Vithin the framework of this discussion; however, we will

uPdateand adOome details from our own reading of two systeins, the work
of Astin and* Moos himself, in order to make several observations not
inCluded ih the Moos review. : /

Moos discussed seuraphiCarand meterologicAl variablesi under the
general heading Of,"Ecoiogical'dimensions." Variables -that have been
found to 'Unk with behavior inclisde temperature, lighting, coIor; form,
textuce, socioffugal and, aociopetal spatial arrangements, and's6 on. Moos
took note of inventor4s'thatlhave been constructed for limited purposes,
but Cóncluded that a'mere integrated.typology of sociophysical variables,
although much needed, 4as not yet been attempted. ahe category of -

"Behavior settings" refers.to the work, of Barker and his associates.
Moos emphasized the extraindividual coerciveness attributed to settings,
attended'especially to.the,findinge of a study,. Big School, Small School
(Barker & Gump, 1964), which this chapter will focus' oh later, and obsefved
that a systematic typology of bohavioraettings has yet to be.developed..
"Dimensions of organizational structure" comprehends studies that have
atrended to relatively objective dimensions of organizations such as
siie, staffing raties, average.salary levels, and organizational control
structures. 'Moos used Astin's work to illustrate this aPprOach to'
college and uniVersity environments, for example; a study (Astin, 1962)
which found that 335.institutions differed along six principal dimensions:
affluence; scze, private versus public, taFio of males to fatales,.
realistic (technical)i emphasis,,and homogeneity'of students", fields of
cOneentration Outside of industrial' And educational institutions, MooS
pointed to size, turnover rate, and population density (crowding) as the
three most thoroughly investigated dimensions. He concluded,

Thus a fairly large number of important structural
dimensions have been identified and related to different
indices of behavior; again, however, there are no aveiall
typologies, except possibly those,developed to apply factor-
analytic' teChniques on data from certain types of institutions.
(Moos, 1974b, p. 12)

Moos turned nexe to "Personal and behavioral eharactefistics'of the
milieu inhabitants." Pointing out that Sells included these in his
outline of dimensions of stimulus situations, Moos concentrated on' work
by. Holland and, again, Astin, to illustrate this approach. Astih.and
H&;;and (1961) used students' choice ef major fields as indices of
siepersonai orientations that could be differently represented in
different student bodies: realistic (agriculture, physical education,
engineering); intelleCtlial (architecture, mathematics, phildsophy);

Y:
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social (education/nursing, physical therapy); conventional (accounting:
library Science, economics); enterpriSing (political science,loreign'
service, industrial relations); and artistic (music, English,-kine arts)..
-(Not all the holds are included in these examples.) Astin (1968) created
gn Inventory.of dollege'activities (ICA).4 which- had three components:
the College Environment, the College Image,,apd Personal CharacteriStics
of the Students. (At this point we are combining oui owp interpretation
with that of Moos.) The College Environment component contains items
pertaining to the Peer Environment (average number of hours per week spent
in various activities,such as bull sessions and studying, observations* Of
roommate's behailior, etc.), Classrbom Environment (observations of
ingtructor's behavior and of behavior of self and other students in class,.
moans operandi of class such as seating asignment), the Administrative
Environment (disciplinary consequences of drinking, etc.,9frecinency of
actuarviolations of,regulations), and the Physical Environment :

(characteriStics of Allying quarters such as,number of roommates,:distance
to classrooms and libEary, aud'climate). These items are putatively more

* objective than the itemsof.the College Lmage componentf the latter Of
which contains subjective'impressions, ratings, AmA evaldations, that'
Astin expected would correlate with the more behavioral itemsr-the alPha
.press-beta problem referred to earlier-in thi* chapter. Finally, the
third cOmponent, Personal Characteristics of the Students, is also
represented as more objective, including,self's educationaland vocational
plans,.selfrratings (intelliterice, drilie to achieve), and raLngs of
rbommates' traits (same as self-ratings)..

Astin gave the ICA to stridents at eack of 246 institutions,
obtained Chi mean score for 133gh item for ,each institution,
and.then factor analyZed the results for each of the four
different sections of the scale. Fifteen relatively
independent patterns Of student behavior were identified,
for example, competitiveness,versus cooperativeness,. organize4
dating, amount of leisure time, regularity oesieeping -

Ambits, and conflict With regulations. There was reMarkable
diversity'amoftg ihe 246 institutions in how frequently many_
of the Stimuli occurred. -Thus the proportion of.Stlidente
who 'engaged in any particular activity (e.g., dating,
going to church, drinking beer, voting in a student election)
often.varied from no studentd in some institutions to 4i
nearly all students in others. Astin feels this consiaerab e
diversity-indicates that,tft\peer environment has gFeat '

,,patential'for influencing phe experience and behavior of the
indiliidual student. (Mbos4 1974b, p. 15)

4

The factors referred to above pertained to the -Peer Environment
section of the Colleg Environment component. -Fewer factors were

4,obtained frdEr'.the Cl sroom Environment, Administrative Environment,

4 44.
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And Physical Environment'sections 'of this tomponent. Astin reported.
varioueassociations between these factors and different types of

. institution's (liberal arts college, technologioal institution,' elachers

ce
college,:etc.), 'type of control (public, rivate nonsectarian, Roman
Catholic, Protestant), location (southern, stern, etc.), size of the
student body, and coeducational or male.or female population. What is
most critital to stress here is that Astin,,did not find many relationships-,

between the College Environment factors and the,College Image data, the
pioblem, again, of alPha and beta.press.. Thus Astin's.belief that the
peer envixonMene (or classroom environment, etc.) has "great potential
for lnfluendiqg the experience and behavidrof'the individual student" *
(MooS, 41974b, p.,15) 4as not directly evidenced by AstIn's 1968 findings.
This studyAn&Gnesnight have cited many othersillustrates the

-

possibility of identifying environmental variables whose impact:on ,
. inhabitants is indeterminate or,unknown.

sIn.a more recent study in the same institutions ineluded above,
Astin (1977) cpllected information on students' involvement La the
cdllege enviFonment: place of residence (on,campus or home), honors
programs, undergraduate reaeatch participation, social fraternities and
sororities, academic involvement, student-faculty interaction, athletic
involvement, involvementa in student government, and verbal aggressiVeness
(in clasS). Controlling for student charatteristids at time of entrance
to college,,,Astin found slrong relationships between various of these
involvement factors and 4arious outcomes up to five years later: changes

atticudes, beliefs; self-concept, satisfaction with ethe college
invironiaut, patterni o0ehavior,lcompetenci and Achievement, and career
development. !ihtering characteristics tf the students and Beneral
chara4eristics of.different t5flies of colleges-I-Again, size,'confrol,
ett.-also-stronglysinfluenced auteomes. Overall, Astin's. work is -a
'particularly complete example of researeh that.includes variables at all
fadr,bf. the livels.of environmental systems'Bronfehbrenner 'distinguished,

teso7, exo-,."and maero7systems.
0

Moole.review turned- sextto "Psychosocial characteristics and'
.4f-organizationa1 climate."' Many of the variables in'Astin'S research dight

4 .

',,applar to be included under this heading. What distinguishes the rese'arch
'incruded.in this category'most.clearly from the other categories is the
primary emhasis given...to participants' jerceptions of organizationaf
climate's. The type df Adta-that'Astin fOund difficult t relate to more

. .

Aobjective,behaVioral items (a* oppoSed to objectiVe strut ral features)
is central to;the isear h cited in the category of psych cial
Cgaratteristica'a &organizational climate. Ofe can turn this observation
aronnd,'howeVer. The climatejstudies haye pursied participants' perceptions,
despite .the difficulties Ailf relatimg them to more objectively defined .

'behanlor., 'The mUltiplicity of behaviors, objects, and events that could
tontribute to a given perception might*help explain.this difficulty. Ihg
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any case, the clim'ate studies exhibit a remarkable conceptual consistency,
owing in part to theirAnfluences on one another, but possibly also
reflecting a basic structure of life space in organ4pational environments,
if not of meaning ("Semantic space," Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957)
more generally.

. .

The most direct line dr influence one discerns in this work (this is
a major historical nate on the development of the problem addressed in
this chapter; iee also n. 55 ff.).runs approximately as follows. 'Stern,
Stein, and gloom (1956) uaed 1414rray's list of human needs to create an
Activities 1ndeX (AI), a.self-adqinistered.iastrument for ccillege st4dents
that includes :items on,abasement, achievement, adaptability, affiliation,
and so on. Pace and Stern (1958) took the Activities Index as a model
for their generation of a College Characieristics'Index (CCI), designed
to elicit Students pecceptiObs of.press corresponding to,the needs,
aSsessed by the AI. While Astin '(1968) included some of the da items in
the College Image section of his'!Inventory'of College Activities, but-
sUbsequently moved awayfrOin pe'rCeptionsof press, Stermand'his students
explored the factor struttUrea4f both the AI. and the CdI (Stern, 1970),
aad Moos (1974a) based his Ward Atmosphere Scale (VAS) on the model of
the Cd1.. The work of Moos is Very instructive, though for reasons...that
will not be fully apparent'until a later discussion of Stern's research.
Particular attention is given..to Mobs" research here and at subsequent
points in this chapter.

0
To develop the-4;rd Atmosphere Scale, Moos generated descripti

items from observations, books, and interviews, and sorted them in
twelve categories, tenselectedfrom Mtrrsy's and Stern's categori
environmental press, and two added to complete the coverage of the
content areas identifiqd.

.T.he choice of items.waa guided by the Overall concept
of environMental press (Pace & Stern, 1958);'that is, an
item had to identily, characteristics of an environment which
could exert a press toward Involvement, toward Autonomy,
towrd'S9ontaneity, and so on. (Movel, 1974at pp. 37-38)

SucCessive f rms of the WAS were administered to patients and s aff
in a variety of p chiatricyards, culminating in a normative samp e
from 16b wards in the Uni4d:States'and Canada. In,this process t42
original twelve catepries-77ere reduced.to ten, Which in turn were It
grouped under three beadingp: Relationshin.dimensions of Involvement
(incorporating affiliations-, Support,.and Spontaneity; Treatment Program
dimensions of Autonpniy, Practical Orientation, Personal Problem Oiientation,
and Anger and Aggt ssi4n; and Syspms Maintenance dimensions of Order anid
Organization, Prog am Clarity, and'Staff Control. Each of the ten
imensions is.eprsented by-a subscale of.ten items that intercorrelate
re with'each other 'than with'the items of the remaining subscales.

,
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The WAS and derivative schemes'have been used extensively- to 7

produce profiles of different types Of!institntious, interpret specific
,ward environments, provide feedback to staff and to l'atients, ahd monitor
program change. Moos reported,that there are greater differences within
types of treatment institutions, far example Veterans Administration or
university,Sponsored hospitals, than among them.

These results support theoconclueion that specific
. characteristics of the ward treatment programs, rather

than hospital administrative policies per se, are of
critical importance La determining the actual treatment

, milieu. (Moos, 1974a, P. 61)

Closely similar procedures.have been followed by-Moos and his
students tp create/a variety of' other instrumentS, for assessing the
!climates of corre tional institutions, junior high and.senior Nigh
school cladrooni, work environments, and.still others. Zhe variables
Moos characie ed as "relationship dimensions," add those he called
7system maintenance dimensions," tend to be very similar.across the
different instruments, although, of cpurse, the specific items for
"supPort," "Order and organization," etc., reilect the'different
particulars of the environMents measured. Moos suhsnmed the "treatment
program" varilhles of the WAS under a more general categbry of "personal
development" dimensions, which vary somewhat more among instruments '.
according to the 'functions of the different types of enyironments assessed.

Moos pointed out tie parallels between the major variables of hAs
and other researchers' schemes, for example between the' Moos and TNickett
(1974) Classroom Environment Scale (CES) and Walherg's (1969) Learning
Environment Snventory (LEI), which has a relatively separate history.
(See especially Insel and Moos, 1974.) The dimensions of the LEI and the
,CES have been related to a variety of cognitive and affective educational
outcomes with comparable results. ,Anderson and Walberg (1974) summarized
these for the LEI. MOOS (1478) reported the following results from an
adminfstration of the CES and measures of student satisfaclkon in 200
junior and senior high scitabls:

Students in control oriented classes. were the least

'satisfied.with,the class, the teadher, and-the amount of
mdterial they were learning. &similar pattern of results
occurred in the structnred task briented classel and, to
somewhat lesser extent, in the unstructtKed competition
oiispted and affiliation orielted classes. Students Were
reldt.iirely highly satisfied with the class and the teacher .

in innovatkon oriented add supportive competitiod c1ass6e.
Surprisingly, students id task oriented classrooms felt they
were not learning.much sctual.mateial; hcvever; the class

575
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milieu may have led to highet exRectations about the amount
,they should bp learning.. Finally, students liked each oth't
more in clasabs Which emphasized student-student affiliation.
(Moqs, 1978, p.

13.19
A

':$

Theee findinga square with those of many other, studies of classrooms f.

(Grannis, Note-1) aad thus give credibility to participants' perceptiOns- i

of environments as'an approach toundetstanding.envirónment7person

I

transactpos. At the same.time,Y,Woe' conclusiOn that spedific
characteris cs of ward tipeatmentprograms'ace of critical importance

I

needs to' be eneralized to apply to classroo0'and other dettings.' These. ,
specifid cha adteriatice will o9ly.partially. be picked up through surveys !
of participants' perceptions.ive conditions that are perceived may. 1,

involve unl,que constellations of people, their roles, and the ,physical 1

propertie.s of a setting. 'Live observatioh of the behavior in milieu,may
be-required to go beyond the genera/ parameters.yepresented in ihstrumente
like the CAS or WAS. ,

.:r. I

f i. '8

.The last category of syatems reviewed by Moos.is -6Functio 1 or. -
reinfo cement analyses of env onments." 'The studies included_here tend,
to be OcUsed ;in the sti model,or reinforcement systemf contributiD,i.
to a iscrete donain of kavioral outcomes,-for example'Wolf's (1966) ±

rese rch on the conditions and processes in the home-environment that a e
ely.to influence the development of. general and/or academic achieve nt.
e varlables measured by Wolf included the oPportunities for verbal 7

development, the nature'and amoOnt of assistance provided'in overcoming
academic difficulties, the kinds of work habits expected of the individual,
add so forth. WOlf obtained correlations between the total rating of the
home's intellectual enviionment and subjects' intelligence'and achievement
that were considerably higher tlian those 'typically found between social
status 'and intelligenie or achievementi Wolf, and Mode in turn, emphasized
the potential of this approach, the apecification 6f.'as many condi,piqns 14
4s possible that.could be expected to contribute tb,a press,for the
behavior concerned. Moos observed that a more general typology of,
conditions. c,f this sort would lead-to all the-envirOntental phew* a
with a potential for influencing individuals. This takes the mattel back
to the original definition'of.press. ,,,-,.

lp all this enumeration of envi,ronmental features, one.mude not
overlook the-most fundamental categories that students of behavior'
environments invoke, the "sodial" and the "physical" as domains of.the
environment% Usually% ;here is an implic; assumption that theaeaspects
are being added to a third, the "cognitive' dr "intellectual" dOmain
("rote" or. "qUestioning," "convergen or "divergent," etc.), Which, a
least in edudatioftal Making, is ex gerated .aS a determinant'o behavi
when the social ahd the physical are'not attended to. The rela onships
between the.intellectual, the social, and the physical are crucial to a

5 7 6.
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understanang of interactions between persOns and environments. Why this
is so is partly tevealed by asking, simply, what is tihe basis of he
distinctions between "intellectual,," "social," and "physical"? (Cf.
Bloom's [19651 ."cognitive," "affective," and "psy homotoric.") For
example, whtch of these domains does a book belo to? A book can be
true or false, mine or 'thine, and set in large or small type. Its being,

/an intellectual, a social, or a physical object, then, depends ultimately
on its being the obj'ect of a judgmentiof one Ox another of these kinds.
Wi.thotLt,.:1apyaIin.J1_Aidn.2e.r.Littheretlumanorossibliratmaiouldbeno
distinction between the intellectu4, the social, and thephysical. The:
study of the.enviropment of behavioethus ditects one to look at the
relationships among ali.these domains from the standpoint of the ,

participants' judgynti, though ot4 or another domain might be most
explicit in the design'or rationale of an environment,

.,.

This section of the chapter, on the variety of environmental'feaZUres,
has attempeed to serve two basic purposes. First, it has pointed to some
of the ways in which:pivironmental,variables are disclose& or generated
by a conceptual framework, rather than, as sometimes is supposed, their
representing simply-a naivt or =theoretical reading of the environment.
Second, t:he discussion of what is only a fraction of the environmental
variab,les that research has attended'to should be'sufficient to underscore
even more strongly the question that concluded the section on how the
environment presses, viz., how does the individual manage the compleAty
of environments?

Person-environment Interactions

That-there Sre "main effects" of environments on human behavior is'
an assumption of environmental psychology, social ecology, 'andsarchitecture,
that has iSe'en reflected in variQus observations referred to in the previous
pages, and that will appear in the studies selected for disCussion in this.
secton. Maid effect's, as opposed to interactional'effects,'in fact dominate
the literature; however, interactions were central in'Lewins and Mueray's
theotetio4 formulations.. This 1,s particularly the case in.research tpat'
attempts to recognize the complexity of the environment through specifing
a variety of environmental variables, for example the climate studies.
To the extent that this more complex research does consider the passibility
of person-environment interactions, one,finds them couched in terms of a
tongruence", model of interaction. This research and the congruence model
will be discussed'in later sections, with a .view to'sharpening the model.

The al,terpative'to recognizing complexity is dealing.with a few
variables, especially under laboratory conditions in which other variables
are presumed tO be controlled. Increasingly in recent years, questions
that have been raised through observation of complex envilionments have

577
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been converted into hypotheses for More exact investigation under controlled
conditions. In such studies, it should'be easier to look for interactions
between person and environment variables. Some experiments, though, still'
few relative to the total body of environmental sesearch, have pursued
this course. Obviously, these studies run the risk of Oversimplification

9

'that Bronfenbrenner and Willems especially have eMphasized. On the other
hand, fact/ors in behavior wh.ich are isolated under controlled conditions
might subs'equently be eniered into the more.complek calculations of a

. congruence model. The discussion here will presume this, possibility.
Indeed, the model to be used here to interpret experimental literature
will later be subsumed under a congruence model.:

The Environmental Docility:or Susceptibility Hypothesis

Many of the person-environment interactions that this writer'has
identified in the natural or laboratory experimental research can be
interpreted as variations on Lawton's' "environmental docility" hypothesis..
We will find reason later to rename this the environmental,"sUsceptibility"
hypothesis, bus,Lawton's, wording will be retained for as..1.ong as' it,
appears to be valid.

,

A person may structure space and the objects within the

$4,

space-

4
an active manner, altering the environt6nt in

the rvice of his needs, or, conversely, he may vary
his behavior as a function of the spaCe and objects in it,
adapting to-a relatively fixed environmenf.

41 We propose the general hypoqesis that.there is a
relationship between die state of the organism and its .

docility in the face of environmental restrictions: That
is, the more Oompetent theorganismo--in terms: of health,

strength,, social role performan,se, or cultur4
evolution74'the less will.be the proportion of variation
in behavior ,attributable to physical objects or conditions
around him; ket us call this the "environmental docility
hypothesis." With high degree of, cQmpetenee, he will,
in commion par4ace, be aboVe his4nvironment. However,'
reduction in competenee, or "deprived statu5,6 heightens
his behavioral depeddence on external conditiolis. (Lawton
4.Simon, 1968, p. 108)

dne must disregard at this point the po+ibly ethnocentric or
culturally biased connotations.of'"deprived ta.tus." The congruence
model tO be developed later affords a way of correcting for this.
"Competence" is to be consttrued here in the most general sense defined by
White (1959), as referring to "an Organism's capaeity to interact
efiectively with its environment" '(p. 297).4

.) 4
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In the study from which the above quotation was iakeh, physical ,

distance wds selected as a crucial variable ire the formation and maintenance
of friendships. Lawton and,Simod surveyed the residents of-several homes
for the elderly, u total cif .1,163 subjecti'in different types of homps.
There wds a strong general tendency foOsubjects to,mame individuals on.
the sama floor as their.awn, rather than on a different floor,among
their friends. La addition, a composite of-varidat indices of competency
.was associated with subjects' tendencies to teavel to' other floors to .

visit friends. Of these variables, subjects' mobility and health.have
the most teansparent bearing on the outcome. -;Other variables--some more
psychological like alienation, happiness', and independence, and others
more social- like contact With children, social activity, and relationships
with peers--might be construed as effects of the environment as mUch as

, independent characteristics of the residents. (Itedal, however, the
'-person and the environment defining one another in,eawin's formulatiou.)-
The docility hypothesis is thus not strongly confirmed in these findings,

%but the\ztudy servdS to iatroduce it.

A considerably stronger empirical demonstration:of the environmental
'docility hyothesis is afforded by research on individuals' experience
of pressure,to participate in large and small schools.. Barker and Gump
(1904) made an inVentory of.all the behavior, settingsr-extriindividual

"standing patterns of behavior with milieu--in a large and several small
high schools. ,From a count af the nuMber of nonclass activities-,spbrts
activities, dances, clubs, service, etc.--fand a, count of the students in
each school, Barker.and Gump calculated al ratio, S/A, of students available
Ifor participation in the activities of each school. -They hypothesized
that students in schoolsAiith lower S/A ratios would experdence mbre
pressure to pariicipate in the activities of their schools. Since the
number of activity.settings decieased less in the smaller schools than
the'number of students, this transtated into the prediction thit.students
in the smaller schools would exfserience more pressure to participate than
would the students in the large school, Student reports confirmea this
main efct prediction. Willems, first as a part of the Big School, Small
School study, and then in a replication with a similar set'of schools
three yWars later (Willems, 1967), added a person variable, "mvaxginal" vs.
n regular" stpdents./ Marginal studenits were defined s those most likely
to drop out-of high school', on the basis of IQ, previous,grades, father's
occupation, and father's and mother's education. In each study, equal

. Ambers of-regular and marginal males and females were draula.randomly
from the populations of the large and the several stall high schools.
The subjects were individually asked, for each of a representative set of.
activities, "What, if any, were for You r,eal reasons for or pulls toward
attendkag this activity?" The coding of the responses subsequently
recognized.five categories of sense of obligatiodi Statements of felt -

general'expectation to participate, of general loyalty, of specific
obligation to help, statements of previously determined job or duty,
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and statements of obligation .not codable in therfirst four categories.
The first results of WilleMs'.two studies are depicted in Figure 1.

When the responses were adjUsted for reported leaaership performances,
,

the results depicted inFigure 2were obtaine40.
tr

The "regular" students' percepti;04Of pressure appears to.have been'
more conatant, one must aseume as a result of internal factors, while the :

marginal "Students' perception was dependent more on the external .
circumstances of.the school. What the internal,factors might be is not
revealed-beyond the definition of."marginaL" vs. "regular" students.
However, the.results in ither Figure 2 or Figure 1 would support the
docility hypothesis, since in both cases the marginal students are seen
to be more vulnerable to the environment. In other woidsi a.main effect
is neither presupposed nor ruled out by the docility hypothesis.

Willems has pointed out to this author thkt more competent individuals
can be observed to he more sensitive to intersetting eariaAlity, insofar
as tOey adapt t,heir behaviof more appropriately to differentNonditi,ons.
(See Willems, 1976.) Does this coqtradice the docilitx,hypOthesis? It
does not, in that it is attainment of desirable end states--being with a
friend, participating in a community, achieving mastery of a taskthat
varies strie,,for, more docile.individuals, precisely because their coping
behavior and attitudes are, lea flexible. Further examples re discussed
below. -

Wicker q1974) cited a number of studies; including his own, in
supuport of thtfollowing summary statement:.)

Research has shown that members of small schools and churches,
compared to members of large schools and churches: (a) -enter,
approximately the same number of behavior settings, (b) enter
a wider'variety (more different kinds) of settings, (t) have
more performances in tha. settings, that is,Stake responsibile
roles more olten . . . and (d) report more experiences of
challenge, involvement, and felt obligation to participate.
(Wicker, 1972, p. 500) .

4 Wicker particularly has refined the concept of "manning" which
underlies the study of participatory behavior in large and small
institutions. On balance, tile k!cial susceptibility of some individuals
to different manning condi ons--Willems' finding--has not received
nearly as much emphasis in the literature on this subject As the main
effects of overmanning. One exception is an ingenious laboratory study by
Wicker; Kirmeyer, Hanson, and Alexander (1976), who used groups of four
male college students (n 180) .in a miniature car racing task that was
variously designed to need two, four, cir six people ,(undermanned, adequately
manned, and oVermanned conditions, respectively).

5 s
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Figure 1: Mean numbers of responses indicating sense f obligation in
1961cand 1965.

4.
Trcim "Sense of Obligation to High School Activities as Relatedto School:
Size and Marginality of Student," by E. P. Willems; Child Development,
19679 p. 1254. Copyrigbt 1967 by the Society for Research in Child
Development, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
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Figure 2: Mean,nUmbers of responses indicating sense of obligation in
1961 and 19465, adjusted for numbers of performances.

From "Sense of Obligation to High School Activities as Retated to School
Size and Marginality of Student," by E. P. Willems; Child Development,,
1967, i8, p. 1256. Copyright 1967 by the Society for Research in Child.
Development, jnc. Reri4t0 by permission.
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As predicted, greater degrees af manning produced weaker'''.
and more variable feelings of involvement with the group and
its task. These effects were apparently due to differences t

in importance of jobs members held id the different manning '

conditions. Subjective experience, previo4sly reported
to vary with group size were found also to vary With degtee
of manning, suggesting that manning may mediate some gr9up
size effects. (Wicker et al. 1976, p: 251)

Wicker et.el. investigated one persom,characteristic in this study,
"Tolerance for waiting or inaction," estimated from a questionnaire
administereds.before the racing car tasks. Those subjects who reported
a higher waiting tolerance

tended to have more expe iences characteristic of members
af undermanned,and small.grqups, that is; to.feel thcy
worked herder, worked more closely wi.th others, were
involved and needed,,had a voice in'group decisions, and
affected group outcomes. This relationship was somewhat
higher for persons and groups which had been exposed to..

overmanning. . Coneeivabli, there.is a threshold
which mush be exceeded before the toletante for waiting'
variable begins to haveouch of an effect on subject
experiences. (Wicker et al., 1976, p. 267)

This fin4ing, too; fits the docility hyOothesis. Subjects with a
lower tolerance for waitsing.experienced less imess to participatte, .

perhaps one can say experianced more the feeling of not being needed,
though these same subjects responded to conditions of undermanning more
like the subjects,with a higher_tolerance for waiting or 'imaction.

The phenomenon of "learned helplessness" in the face of environmental
difficulties is an'area.in which there has been substantial research, some
of it exploring person-environment interactions.. Seligman, Maier, and ceer
(1968) fond that animals given extensive pretreatment with unavoidable,
inescapable shock tended to tolerate extreme _shock after the contingency
was changed and shock was made.avoidable and escapable., In many cases,
prolonged retraininsi Was necessary before the animal began to raspond on
itStown. Seligmaniet al. used the-term "learned helplessness" to refer
to "the learning oeperception of independence between tlie emitted r,esponse
of the organism and the presenteition indloT withdrawal of aversive events",
(p. 258). Dweck and Reppucci (1973); building on this and subaequent
research with both infrahumans and humans, designed an experiment to relate
learned belplessnesa to'children's disposition to perceive'interna/ or
external locus of control over performance au intellectual tasks, as
measured by the Intelle4tual.Achievement. Responsibility.(LAR) Scale
(Crandall, Katkovsky, &)Crandall, 1965). Forty fifth-gradechildren (20

,
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boys and 20 girls).were given successes (seluble block designs). by one
adult'(success experimente:r) and-failures (insoluble block debiins) by
another adult (failUre experimenter), with`trials from each being randomYy
interspersed'. -The experimenters afd pot know the children's scores on
the previously aditinistered LAR.

A nnmber of children failed to complete problems
administered by the, failure experimenter when-her problems
became soluble, even though they had shortly before solved
almost identical problems from the success exPerimenter and
cputinued to perf6rm well on the success experimenter's
problems. The subjects who showed the largest performance

-decrements vete those who 'took less personal responsibility
for,the outcpmes,of fheir actions.and who, whdn they did
accept respipsibility, attributSd succesallond failure
to presence or absence of ability rather.than to expenditue
of effort [as mediure4 by the LAR]. Those subjecis who
persisted in the face of prolonged failure placed-More
emphasis on the role of.effort ia determiningithe outcome of
'their behavior; moreover, males displayed'this characteristic
to a greater extent than did females. (Dwecl & Reppucci,
1973,-p.' 109)

Tweck and Reppucci i'lited.theirlfindings to those of a numbqr of
other studies, for example Bialer's (1961) discovery that whep mental-Age
was held constant, internal subjects were more likely to choose to repeat
uncoMpleted.tasks than were more external subjects.

a

4

Cohen, Rothbart, and Phillips (1976) conducted an experithent in
which, 42 college.studenta were pretreated with a computerized concept
formation task that vas rigged so that half of the students received

.

contingent reinforcement for their responses, and the other hilf-reteived
noncontingent reinforcement, i.e:, computer Yeedback that was independent
of the-corNectness -or incorrectness Of.their trials. the students. had _

been-previously identified as -internals or externals from an abbreviated-
versiOn.of'Rotter's (1966) Internal-External Lotus of Control (I-E) Scale;
internals and-externals weri assigna in equal'flumbers.to the contingent
and noncontingent tonditions; an& 4 yoking procedure was used to equate
the numberof trials and amount of positive or negative reinforcement the
internals aid externals received under the two conditions. r Both internal
and external noncontingent subjects performed mere poorly oin Subsequent, .

taslis requiring a problem-solving strategy. However, only externals
showed helplessness effect '? on two non-problem-solving tasks, the extergals
requiring more time to complete (a) a color.patch naming task and (b) the
Stroop task, in which wags qf'colors are printed in colors other tfian

printed. A .predicted similar-effect wa not feund for a third non-problem
the-color named and .the subject must not the word but the color

c.$6)
ti
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of this control. Surprisingly, however, the research does not aplmar to
have linked subjects' atirihntion of control to anything other than
experimental conditions, i.e., the.research.fias nop invoked the personality
concept of locus of contrOA. Glass and Singer (1972) did pioneering
studies on the effects'ot differing forms of noise on boq ongoing and
subsequent,. task performanceS and physiological responses. : They found,
that notse produced inftial\arouSal'and interpersonal iriltability, but
that subjects tended to return to their prior state, i.e., to adapt,'and
to complete a task successfully even though.the noise persisted. Glass
and Singer observed more pronounced effects of task impairment and
intolerance for frustration following, the aversive-noise. exposure
accompanying the initial.task. 'However, these effects were aMeliorated
if subjects perceived.that they had control over'the noise during the
first task, i.e.., were told that they could terminate the noise, even if
they did pot exercise this 'Option.

Sherrod, Hage, Halpern, and Moore (1977) conducted a laboratory
- experiment in which subjects were given control over the initiation of

noise, control of its' termination, or a combination of control over '

initiatidn and termination. .On an attention-to-detail measure, which
occurred, concurrearly with noise stimulationp.subjecte error rates
decreaaed linearly as,4egree of contrOl inciased.' Likewise, on a
post-nage measure ef task persistence, subjects'-performance rates
increAed lin'early across the thiee conditions as degree of control
increased. Sherrod et al. discus's Glass and Singer's suggestion-that
perceived control might facilitate task performance in stressful
environments by reducing physiorogical overarousal or by reducing the
overload on an individual's information piocessing capacity, and Cohen's
theory that perceived control over envirogmental inputs allows a relaxation
in an lndividual's monitoring of the environment for unpredictable
stimuli. Neither of these interpretations., in the view of $herrod et
al., accounts for theliprovement in performance resultils from adding

.

initiation control to termination control, since no moniioring is contingent
en initiation. The authors turn instead to more motivational theory,
especially Seligman's theory of learned helplessness and deCharmk' (1968)
theory of personal causation, to argue that initiation centrol contributes
to aa iadividual's "general self-perception as a competent manipulator of

A study with particular relevance to education is Cohen, Glass,
. and Singer's (1913) "Apartmerm Noise, Auditory Discrimination, and
Readidg Ability in gbildren," which found that children living on the
lower floors of 32-story buildings situated near a major roadumy showed
greater impairkeint of auditorA discrimination and reading achievement
than children tilting in higher-floor apartments.

-4
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initiation shd.termination. .-01111 an attention-iordetail nieasure, which

occurred concurrently with noise stimulation, subjeRts' error rates .;

decreabed linearly as degree of control increased. Alkewise4 on-a post-
noisemeasure of task pers,istenc6,..subjects' Rerformance -rates increas,ed
linearly acroas the three conditione, as-degree.of contro inre4sed.
Sherrod 'et al. discussed Glass .and Singee,s.sug dtion.that perceived
control might' facilitate task performance in stressTul enVirottmens by
reducing physiological overarousal or by reducing the aver110 on aa
-individual's information processing. capacity,jnd Cohen's theory that
perceiied control over environmental inputs allowq a relaxationt an.

.individual's.monitoring of the..dnviroament.for unpredictable'stimuli.
Neither of-these interpretations','in the view of'Sherrod et al., accounts
for the Improvement in perfoi"mance resulting frOm.adding initiation

, control to termination control, since ,po monitoring is contiingent
od initiation. The authors 'turned instead-tO more motix;ktional theories,
especially Seligman's (1968)..theory of .1:earned helplessness and aeCharms'
(1968) theory of personkl csusation,.. to ahue Wat initiation conttol
contributesto an individual's "general self-perception as a:competent
manipulator of thd enviropment!1--(Sherrod et al.,.1977 p. .25). Clearly
the work done so fat on riasponse to stress calls.for research that
includes a persOnality measure of locus of control.

/
Studies of crowding have r;een linked to.

leads on person-environment interactions. Tw
have been associated with ,different effects..

ress,,and afgord gurtlier
definitiotis of the phenomenon
ther the nUmber of people"

in an.assembly (social density); or the amount of spaCe- per individdal
(spatial density), tan,be emphasized. Bdum apd Korman (1976) hypothesized
from a variety of previdus Studies that subjects in a oftge group (h:141
social density)- would tespond-to an unstructured interaction format with
stronger perceptions of crowding, feelings of physical discemfort and
tendencies to withdraw, than'subjects responding to a structured format.
They hypothesized that spatial density would not be a critical variable
when social density was.high. Baum and Korman further hypothesized.that
in a small group (low social density)., interacticin structure would. not
affect-stibjects' responses ai much as spatial density. They predicted
that male subjects would respond more strongly than.would females to MO
spptial density in,a small group, perceiving Mote crowding, feeling more.
discomfort, and behaving more aggressively. All of these predictions
were confirmed by Baum end Korman's experiment. .1'

,

.Gne caa imagine that iadiyiduals woald be differently susceptible ió.
the structure variable in large groups. What is involved here is not
identical with the achievement via tonfbrmance 17,s.act4evement via

independence variable.that Domino (19680 1971) used in studies of -

interactions between students' and iistructors' styles (see below),
though it might be related. That rnales wale tounti in Baum and Kormaes
itudy,.as in previous research (for ex4mple', Freedman, 1975), to be more

t '
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aggressive in small"groups wjh high spatal.density, can be interpreted
as their being more susceptib to,male role expectations under these
conditions. 8y implfcation, females,tby not reacting so aggressivePy,
are more prone tp feiale role behavior Under these same conditions.

. (Freedman's findings particp,larly suggfest this.) Can one say that males
and females are more liable to stereotYped, and thus possiblY maladaptive,
behwvior in spatial crowding! The docility, hypothesis would be compounded

' if, in addition, it were found.that someAndividuals'were more prone to,
sex stereotyped role behavior than others, ih response to.the stress
induced by sOatial crowding.

It is at this point that the limitations of the term "docility" are,
most appOent. Simplistically, "aggressive" behavior is 'not "docile.-"
Withdriwal, too, is ah adaptive behavior in a spnse that docility does
not imply.. The concept of doiility does not suggest,the coping quality.
oi behaviors that may yet be overly determined.by the environment, in ,

comparison with still More flexible behaviors. More generally, a
.hypothesis couched in terms of susceptibility might allow. us to extend to
various areas the general, idea that the perceptionsand behavior of some

. individuals are more dependent oh given environmental circumstances than
those of other indtiriduals. For example,"harkening back to the cassroom
situation'in 'which discipline is a paramount concern, students tracked in
lower achievement classes haVe been observed to be'more prOne to challenge
their teachers with physical disruption and verbal abuse, but Students
,iracked ih higher achievement classes with the same teachers challeaged
in more intellectual, but otherWise more covert social and physical,
ways. The teachers not,only responded, but antic.ipated in kind (Metz,
1978)f .Leaving aside cultural, interpretations, lower achieving students
more generally might- be more liable to be cast, and to cast themselves,
in classroom roles that put them at risk, because they are lesS,able
to negotiate the situation in the more acceptable.ways. My interpretation
preshmet that the higher achieving students could also challenge tn more
over physical and social ways, as indeed they sometimes do, and thUs
that tHey'have a more flexible repertoire, of behaviors fOr dealing with'
the:clasaroom situation--not just its intellectual tasks per se, but the
problem.of managing behavior in an environment that herds.many children
or youths together with one or two adults in a confined space.aver many-
hours (Jackson, 1968). The intellectual agenda of the classroom can be
viewed 4s being a response to this problem of control, as much is it is a
reason for" teachers,'and students, attempting to maintain control"'
(Grannis, Note 1)'. Similar claims save been made about ihe program
Agendas of total institutions (Goffman, 1962): This, then, broadens the'
scope of environmental conditions to'be examined for studente dif5erential
susceptibility, from thosg construed direct'relatiop to fhe tasks
of learning, to those that affect liv,ing in the environment, of learning.

5 8 6
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Let us simply notice that the significance of Witkies field
dependence-indePendence'variabll may turn-on questions%like those under'
discussion here (atkin, Moore, Goodenough, -Eig Oox, r977). SuperfiCially,

. the'concept closely resembles the environmental-doeility hypothesis.
Cronbach and Snow (1977) dismiss the /oncept as pertaining to.a "deficlt"
;tither thani.as Witkin represent's it.to be, a "style." In' tirir view, it
is a proxy for Antellectual strengths and weaknei;ses. Its being a 'style
would, in Cronhach and.Snow's vfew, be coatimgent,, an fie144epen4ence
beinvassociated with the accomplishment of some en4, a socral if not an:
.intellectual goal. What is-quite conceivable, especially, now, considering
cultural factoTs, is that Veld dependence is a way of ,goping with ,the
social.conditions of the exlle4imenta1 fest situationi or of adapting to
the presence of authority more generally. Akethe same'time.that tt
ccomplished this end, it could be detrimental-to the intellectual
erformance required id the same situation, assuming that this performance,.
called'for intellectual flexibility. la the complexity of the classroom,'
students' 64141 dependence on the'tkacher's definition of the intellectual
Iield, 4nd ;onintellecCual rebellioh,twghn.they ,cannot master the field, a
not ihcompatible.- More generally, a given'indiVidual.might be differentry
susceptible to different aspects of a given situationo The doCility
hYpothelis suggests .ways of differentiating the problem.

Mehrabian's (1926) interesting concept of stimulus "screeners" vs,
nonscreeners" is somewhat related to the field independencAependence
concept. Screening Is associated with lower, and nonscresping with
higher,41evels of aroUsal to external stimuli. 'Screeners are more
selective in.the stimuli they attend.'to, imposing more of a hieratchy on
environmental input that ndhscreeners. This,concept, oo, seems to
,involve-something more than the "different roads to Ro e" interpretation
of preferential styles. A trade-off between sensitivi and selectivity
is invotved for the individual4whdis eithfr a screener or a nonscreener.

Relpted observaiions can be made about teachers, and are very
important, to take-note of here. On 014 basis of a range of

I

studies, Fullei (1969) proposed a developmental conceptualization of

*

teachers' concerns, fram A preteaching phase that is quite vague about
the classroom.to an early teaching phase of concern with self--abil.ity to
Control the class, content adequacy, evaluations, and so forth---to,
finally, a phase of late concerns focused on pupil gain and self-evaluation
as opposed to personal gain and evaluatiOn.by others. Fuller observed
that (a-teacher could get "stuck" in the second,of her three phases. FrOm
a'mori soclological and ecologicl perspective, it might be hypothesized
that the basic conditions of schoolihg that constute the problem of
control ansdare many teachers in Fuller's in'ttfal teaching phase.
However, teachers of a higher "conceptual level" (CL)--defined by Harvey,
Hlynt, and Schroder (1961) as a.person's ability and disposition to

conceptualize social problems of situations in more differentiated and
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flexible cdvitive and evaluative terms (this writet's summary.0have
been found to have classroomi in which there.was more differentiation,
selfrdirection, and cooperation among the students. For example, the
research by Harvey, Prather, White, and Alter .(1966).suggests the
possiblity of teachers being differently susceptible to the press of the
classroom situation to exert-Control.

a

Uet us notice.that the enVironiental conditions that have been.
attended to so far in-this examination of the docility e'r susceptibility
hypothesisspatial distance, pepulation/setting ratio oemanning,.
noncontinient 46. contingent. reinforcement, noise, social density.and,
social structure,- add 'spatial densitpate all salient variables within
And berween,classtoomP.I The depeMdent behaviors or pereptionshigh or .
low initiation atid.maintenance of fziandshipe (or affiliation,"indluding
with a .teacher), feeling of pressure to participate,'learned helplessness,
irritability, physical discomfort, withdrawaip, eggiesSion-w-all appear to

'be cOnsequential for human_development and learning It would appear to
be incumbent on research that has concentrated on other instructional
variables to take these,variables 'into decount,' perhaps beginning with
the case study approach.to the analysis of experimental Contexts.that has

! been urged by Cronbach and' Sndw (1977).

Let up just note at this point that'the docility or susceptibility
hypothesis is related to the "compensatory" model;of.aptitude-treatment
inteiactions explicated.by. Salomon (1972). Salomon illusiraied' bhe latter
model in terms of research on anxiety in learnimg.- The difference
between the susdeptibility a d compensatory condepts lies Simply in the
greater emphasis given in the former to enviroimenel determination of *

'behavior. However,-an inteption of the concepts nd the research they'
invoke seems to be calieYlor.

The Congruence Model

Like "susceptibility," as I shall call it from this yoint on,
"congruence" implies a state and a process.. Whereas susceptibility
stresses a predisposition to environmental overdetermination, congruence
typically suggests a match betweem person and environment that is optimal
for the fulfillment of a need or purpose, or, short of this, aft equilibrium
that has resulted from accommodatiOns between person and environment. *of

course; an environment can be incongruent wit a given need. The presence
of a condition that some individuals can lesi readily cope with in,
attempting to fulfill a need is a special k nd ot iAcongruence. One
.colAld also say that an environment that is debilitat44 for its subjects
serves, a purpose of .the.agent mainteining.the environment. "Congruence" .

thus has more than one face. In fact, it is Olt multipii'city of needs or
purposes and environmental conditions that the cougruenot model, in its

--,
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it"is a model, tether thin a .

ofequilibration it assumes are only
The tatit:of`the metlel is itsheukistic

.

-
.The concept df congruence.has been invoked in ,ddiiionmental Agsearch

to descriWralationships"between students (patientsott6) and staff,'
between some students and ottier students, betWeen stUdi!itS.and the'gbeils
ef.a sorting, between some goals and other goals ok,dutcomis, between '..111

staff or program and the. goals of the setting, between some end other
elements of staff or program, and among ell these elemencswithin the
system so'defined,.4s "well as 'between the'system:and its extetnal
environment. 'Figure 3 attemp.gs to schematize these elements.
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Qur intent-In What follows is to indicate the ki. 45'f research that.
have bearing an.the diffeFent sides of Figure 3,mot 0 attempt-to
reprieseFt this researsh completely.; Some of the research'referrid to,
hera is examinWmOre fully in other Chapter's pf this report. Wet is
'moat iMportaut at thia juncture in our psper is the structure of the
ralationahips deOicted.in Figura 3. .After a certain Point, the figure

:will be.seen to be inadequate(io accommodate-all the relationships
that must be tett:ignited, and--.W new figure will be introduced..

'Each'side of.Figure 3 can be canstruea as a ubset,of the processes
involved in-ihe educational.situation. They include traasactiops berue4n
students-and staff and program eleme5te (Side-A), students' goal seeking
and accomplishing pr goal aVoiding and failing beflayioirs (Side B), and
staff and program goal defining processes (Sidi C). As is.implied here

. for Siae. A, the propsses .reprasentek on Sides B and C are also ieciprocal,
or transactional.'s rItansactionar'.hete meens that Which was earlier
denoted as behaviOral interaction; What persops and enviroftntal elements

..doto or with'each other. Statistical interactions refledt these
transactions at a certain, rilatfVely ti h level of generality..;'

t-
,ProcesSes can theivelvea be goals; for example, the process-of

students and dtaff adantihg to one anothet's communicative style can be 'a
goalln the educatiOnil eevironment. From another perOpective, prOcesses
at timettil may.be the ()incomes of irocesses aktime 1.. What FigtOe 3,
designates as "Goals/buicomee-are the paradrunt anticipated resUlts'of
actiitty in'the setting.

.. . . .

The sides Of Figure 3 will be distussed one'\at a time.

A. Congruence between dtudent characteristics arid charactetistics
of staff or nrogram milieu. Amon0he clearest examples bf research
illustrating student and Stiff or .milieu congruence are the studies
by Domino 41968, 1971) and by. Mnjasan'(1972), which Cronbach (1975) cited'
as exemplars of aptitude-treatment interactions. First in a naturalistic
study, and then in a manipulative experiment,.DOmino fothad that college
stOdints who indicated, a preference for achievement rilcia indepdndence (ab
mpasured by Gough's California Psychological Inventory) obtained higher,

grades or test scores in classes taught by instructors who pressed for
independent work than they did in classes where the instructors preased
for conformity. Students indidating a preference for achievement via

lee

-conformity were more successful under the reverse con& adds. Majasan
found that initial agreement between students' and ructors' beliefs;
vis-A-vis behaviorism vs. humanism, in a college pia/ hology course, was

,-; associated with.higher scores on-objective tests it die end of the course
than was disagreemeht between students and ihattuctors.

a

/
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A retent study byltich and Budh (1978) used four metsures po estimate
intertediate grade itupils' sócial-gmetiónal development (SED): leacher
rankings of independence-dependence, leader-tollower, active-withdrawn,
and creattve-routine functioning; frequency of selectlon in a peer
sociogram4.items adapted from Ratter's I-E Scale; and a rating of student
depeddende vs. independence'derived from the students' indication of
preferred classroom seating location in relation fo the teacher. The
'study used Flanders' (1965, 1970) indirect/direct (I/D) verbalization
ratio to,identify teachers with indirect and direct teaching styles.

- Congruent combinations of indiiect teacheis and high SED stildents, and
:direct teachers and low SO itudents, produced Aignificantly higher
results than incongruent combinations, for Al; three outcomes ineasured

. after twenty,small grbup sessious in reading: achievement, rime at
'iiittention to task, and effective perception. Richtand Bush concluded

, that this study supports Hunt's (1975) perionenvlionment cengruence, or
matching.model of inbtruction. Rich and Bush's report that no significant

-differenqes between ibe congruent and incongruent groups ?btained for
'sei, race, ch.ronological age, reading level, or intelligence test scores,
adds force to their conOusion, as Hunt's studies fiave been criticized
for not adequately disfingnishing between conceptual level (CL) and
reading abili,ty (Cronbach & Show, 1977)..

.It need not be supPosed that the matches destribed in these
imply fixed at the outset of the courses. La 6a

N
.experiment W
,case, there musf ve been oPportunity for negotiation or acijustment
between studenis and teachers, perhaps made the more possible because the
respective parties had, in all but the.first Domino experiment, been
deliberately brought within.what we might call npgotiable range. In the ,

case of the mismatches, on the other hand,.the individual differences lt
the outset might have become further polarfied in the,dynamics of class':
interaction. Mann's (1970) observation that a class over a iong period ,

adapts to a teacher's atyle is relevant here, at the same time that it is
qualified by our remarks. /

The closest Moos ,came to describingva specific person-milieu
interaction in the WAS series of treatment program studies is an
interpretation of two students which showed different degrees of anxiety
produced by conditions.that otherwise had similar effects.

These differences probably occurred because the patients
in the first study were psychiatrically sicker,and,more
disturbed than the patients in the second. Whereaq the
sicker patients were made more enxious by an active
treatment oiiented program, the healthier patients
welcomed it. CMoos, 074a, p. 1610

521
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Moos reported a similar interaction in the research of Senders
(1967, cited, in. Meos, 1974a), who varied the level of demand.forsocial
interaction in treatment programs for, chronic schizophrenic patients.
One program exerted 00 pressure fot ihteraction, a:wont involved
patients in hdusekeeping teams and required ten hours of,group actftvities
each week, and a third required the,most-interaction, in group therapy,
patient sovernment, and So on'.

,The older male 04titints, and those with a longer
duration of illness, manifested the most.favorable
social response and the most positive psychiatric
adjus%ment in, the maximally structured condition. .

'On the other 'hand, younger male patients, and
.

those with a shorter duration of illness, generally
responded less favorably to. [strong]. socioenvironmental
treatment.' Apparently 'some of thede patientS.were 9 -

,

disturbed by.the interpersonal intilacy with members
of both sexes.WhiCh was dekanded by the treatment
progr.am. (Moos, 1974a, pp: 11-12)

For all of the examples of interactions Introduced.so far.to illustrate
_congruence and incongruence, a distinction canbe magg-between the nature
of. the conditions that pro4ed to be deilitatini fo'r gome subjects,,:and=

. the conditions that pie suseeptiBility hypothesis identifies as debilit4ting.
In the latter cases, there.4 no pregumption that the conditions in
question--spatial distance', overmanning,monconEingent'reinforcement,
goisa, etc:--would be especially'favorable to any substantial category.
of,persons, though one might ipagine situational exceptions to this.
Rather, some persons are mote susceptible to their generally debilitating
.effeots than are other persons. Agaig,.these cases can*fee subsumed under
twhe general congruence,model.. Rowever,.the-examples introduced in:the

.

present discussion-of congruence do happen tcybe oneb in which different
staff or milieu c9nditIons are each appropriate for different subjects. A
qualification to this is that in the Moos examples; the treatment outcome:
might have been somewhat different for the different.patients a matter
that,Moos does not discuis in relation to these subjects.

A different pattern is revealed bY another. of Moos' studiet (Nielson
Moos, "Exploration ahd Adjgatmerin,,High School Classrooms.")

g6

the.sooial psYctrtgical adjustment of 1750 high school
,students with different exploration prferences was examined
in classrooms with different social exploration climates.
Exploration preference.was assessed by the Edwards-Kelly
Exploration Questionnaire; exploration climate by the Moos
and Trickett Classroom Environment Scales (CES). Overall,
students reported higher levels 'of in-class satisfaction and

592,
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socio-emotional adjustment id high sociaLexplosation
climates. Among tiUdents in the.high exploration ciiimotes,
those high in exploration°preference were more satisfied and
better adjusted than thbse law in exploration preference.

'Anon students in the low exploration climates there was no
statistical difference between those high and low in
exploration preference. (Nielson to Moos, Note 2, from the
Abstraot)

In this case there'is no reason to suspect that the classroans.low
in exploration elithate wou d be particUlarly congruent with4thi needs of'

./- students low, in exploration preference. For b:kami4e, the law classroons
might have:been Characterized by arbitrary'teacher authority, WhiCh
favored the needs-of nolstudents 'in the:pop -ation..-In their discussion,
Nielson and Moos tall atiention to the fctthat the inveetigation was .

'conducted in naturally occurring classrooms, not in classroom* experimentally
.

designed. A contrived eiperiment might have paid equal attention to the
design of conditions.especially appropriate to the low exploration

. .

preference Students. .

: This.last'study (and possiblle the Moos and-Sandebvstudies Above)
shows an ordinal, rather than a disordinal, interaction.p.It is very
plausible that these would be discovered more frequently than disordinel.
interactions in.found.environments. .00:y a pinority of classrooms, at
least, hive been-designed for studente who ate exceptional In some, way
(in the broadest sense of "exCeptIOnal" rather.thr superior), and the
higher valuing of-one or the 9thgr pole of a:contrast.between students,
in this instance the higher viltitng of "exploratory preference" in the
culture of educatidnal designers,' decteases.thii Chances of finding
classrooms explicitly designed for students-at the opposite pole. ,This

can be relatec1to the-findings of Brophy, cited by Cronbach and Snow
(1977), that "modern" educational techniquesopportunity for self-direction
and a supporti4e-spontaneousteaching style-7-eppear to prodt.oce superior
reaults for children.froM well-to-do hitmevand inferior results With'pook
Children. Sobiewhit'ilitilarlyielatedi.lptc4t-iii-itiore cultural terms,
are the findings of a number of sociolfilguistic studies, especially Boggs
(1972), Philips (1972)and Lein (1975),' Which have,oilled attention to
the contrast,between theA.ndividually oriented intetactive etyle of
the standard classrqom and the collectively.- oriented interactions of
minority Children in their awn sacultural settings. The children in the .
above mentioned.studies; native Hawaiian4. American Indian, and'onigrant
American blaCk, were found to be loath t4 cOmpete.against one another in,
the rresence of an adult authority, specifitally in the, language gime of
,the standard claserooM, though ibWcatmpotad with ono another in peer
groUps not under an adult's auhority. limse studiee suggest the value
Of developing new classroom stYles thatare less. indivTdually competitive,
and more collective, than the styles *at commonly found in American
classrooms.
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Nigotiation or.adjustment, and design, have been suggeped so far
as factors,contributing to congruence between students or iratients and
staff pT milieu. Another factor is selection, which one would expect to
operate more strongly in adult environments, tq the Axtent. that adults
have more control;over.which courses, schools, ot:othei educational or

therapeutic envifonments they'enter, or, froM the staff side, which
clients are accepted. Astin 4,1964) found that characteristics of college
freshmen were highly related .tp college charatteristip; for example, J
students who were more able, more hpghly motivated, and more scientifically

A Ninclined tended to enroll in colleen; with intellectual enyironments but
7not in colleges with social environments. .Astin speculated that this was
the effect of a combination of.self-selection and college-selection
factors. Aitin and Panos' -(1969) finding that 44Z of the college students
-theY studied either transferred to another inetitution or temporarSty or, .

permenently dropped out.of education implies a further seleetion'process.

Moos invoked all the factori enumerated above to account, for patient-
staff congruence in treatMent environmenti', Specifically in patient and
staff perceptions of the environments. (Seealso Moos, 1976b.) The
various instruments Moos and his co-workers have developed for describing
perticipants' perceptions of the. ."rea.P! environment of one or 'another.
insgitution each have"a counterpal instrument that rewordó the instructions
to ask about an "ideal". envi .nment. AThtis from one study that administered.
both the real -and.the .ideal fo of fhe WAS and a related instrument,
COPES (the Community Oriented Frog Environment Scale), in 23 state
hospital programs, 1.6;American.community-based programs, and 18 British
community programs Mpoe concluded ehe following:

\Averageipatient-staff cOngruence with regSrd to perception
.

_Ip.f the (real] environment is substantial for both samples Of
community-,based programs, and it is moderate in the state
hospital sample. Although patient-itaff agreement varies
widey frOt.program to program, there.is, on the'average,
much greater.sereement than.wexonld expect to obtain by*
chance. The extent.of agreement might beutilized as A
...measure of the- development of aklaorogram 'culture Perliaps a
more surprising finding is.the relatively high degree-of
patient-staff.value (ideal) congruence exhibited in'all
three samples. The average value congruence is extreMely
.higit in both samples of community-based p;ograms and quite_

,substantial in the state hospital prograMs... Programs
differ considerablIT in.their extent of value congrUence,
but again,91e average congruence is much greater than we.,

. vould.expect to obtain by Chance. a(Moosi 1974a, p. 1051
..
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The fact thatisubstantial-numbers of patients drop out of programs
very early in their treattent, the tnfluencing of.behavior by ccilTatidnts
and staff, and patients' accommodation to the value possibp.ities of-a
given environment, are Al sugiested by'Moos 'as' possibly contributing
to these Congruences.'

In various passages, Moos igplied that he was using the ideal
perceptions as an approximation to itatementSof needs. In this way
'his model moved toward Murrayrii. Mbos had not, however, mdde a
substantial effort to look for per:Ok-environment interactions in.his
various stddies. TwO exceptionict this are the Nieldon and MooS
study discussed above, and'a study by Firiney.and Moos .(Note 3) that
Moos transmitted to the present adthor in response to aft inq ry about
his views on the problem. In.this latter study,

alcoholic patients from five, heterogeneous; residential
treatment programs.were eqpirically grouped into
four high and four low social competence clusters.
Within each social competence category, clqpters were:
differentiated by social-pdychological rescerces
(highl.medinmj law) and family press to,drink. The
typology was related to backgrotind, intake, and
'outcOme Variables. A significant association between
types and treatment programs Was obtained, but an,
intensive search for patient-program interaction
effects yielded no significant,results. There '

was also no evidence that patient types sought, or
were assigned, differential therapeutic.regimene in
the five programs. (Finney & Moos, Note 3, from the

,

Abstract)
-

The typology of alcoholic patients does seed to be adadvance over
thal.ess differentiated typolOgies of earlier research that Finney and
Moos review. HoweVer,'there are a number,of grounds.for,thinking that
Eurther research might.be more succesaful in identifying type- or
person-treatment interactions. Finney and Moos pointed to one of these,
the possibility that supplying programs with.-the information about the
patients that is organized in the typology might lead to more speciffc
treatments for patients. In the following passage, 'Finney and Mobs
suggest further lines of inquiry:

One reason .for the lack of significant interaction
effeqs gay be Chat patiepts.who are-not well-suited

46 for kparticular program are screened oi4 at intake,
or quickly drop the prograt. Ano r fa or

thiiy be e heterog neity of treatment within prci rams.
Each program offered a number of therapeutic act ities

e

4
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-

,

(e.g.,,group counaeling,'AA Miletings, anti-depressants)'-. .

and, to some extent, patients cduld "tailor" specific
regimens to match their owu needs or preferences.
(Finney & Nobs, Note3,' p. 20)

Finney and Mops investigated,141atter possibility.computing ,.
-

non-Orthogonal, two-way analyses of variance betwean,-on the one hand,. 11
treatment experience variables and tenidimensions trom COPES, and, on the
other, thipetient types. Only one int4raction effeCt reached statistical
signifidince. Sere, however, Still other qUestions can be raised." Finney
and ;Moos also found that the'seve4 dimensions en which Abe typology was
based yielded somewhat better predictions of patient outcome,than the eight
resUltant types, and it might be inferred that treatments and analyses
articulated with.theee dimensions singly grr,in limited combinations

.would,.at least initially, be more productive than-treatments that
ottemOted to. orient:t *the whole gestalt of patient types. l'pr exaMple,
might not there he a relationship between patients' history of sociel
fehctioning (one of the initial patient dimensions). and program press'fór
involvement and spontaneity?

/
The problems of trying to 'deal empirically with large sets.of

,

indiVidual needs and environmental press are particularly..avident from
the research Of etera, who,..of al41 the-students of huMan environments;
pur ued the concept of congruencezo the greatest lengths. Stern, Steid,'
and Bloom (1956) first operationaltzed Murray'a. needs-press model in an
institutional context through a clinical eonferenCe technique to analyze
silall numbers of subjects.' Students' beliqs and other personality
attributes were compared with faculty:s characterizations' of the ideal
student, i.e., the student role.. PAdiotions of students' success based
on coiiueace betWeen their personality aid the role depicted by faculty

o agree with faculty-judgments of students. Later studies moved
to administering,personality assessment'idstruments to larger numbers of
Subjects. in this context Stern, Stein and Bloom created ihe Activities
Index, whicb Oith its-many derivatives, includieg the Collge ',Characteristics
Index, has becOme one of the'majer instruments,of researCh on-educational
and other iUstAutional environMents. .The Ai today is a self-administered
ipstrumint Of 300 iteme distributea amens 30 soales of ten items eagh.
The scales, all based initially on.Murray's personality scheme, include
abasemegt, achievement, adaptability, affiliation, etc. The instrument
requires-"like-dislike" retponses to items auch as "Sufferfng fRr a good
cause for someone I like," "Setting gaals for myself," ana "Meeting a lot
of people." dteru, Stein,qind Bloom used the original Al to identify a
population of "stereopathic" students who-appeared. to.y9 less well
adapted to the-demands and opportunities of the college of the University.
of Chicago, and who indeed tended to leave the.college qt the end of
heir'freshman year. In thisstudy, however, there was no.direct meaSure -

?

f the environment of the'c011ege.
.

59a
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Pace and Stern (1958) took the Activities Index as a model for their
generation of the College Characteristics Iidex. Items desdribing_.
features of a colleg environment were created for each of the 30 theMes
repiesentecOn the needs scales of the AI. Thus "In many classes students
have an assigned peat," and. "Seudents must have a wrItten excuse for
absence from class;" are items from the "order".scale of the CC1. This
-sonstructiion of the CCI implied a definition of press that Stern later
made explicit, the "taxonomic classification.of characteristic behaviors
manifested by aggregates of individuals in their interpersonal transactions"
'(Stern, 1970, p. 8). This repiesented a narrowlng of the range of press
from Murray's,lists, which iacluded potential influences of the physical
as well as the social enVironment.Th

Pace and Steres'initial findings were like.straws in the'Wind. In
a statement that both hearkened Sack to Sterh,Stein, and Bloom's original
position, and propheeized,the future directon'of Stern's'research, they
wrote:

It fi possiblethat the total pattern'of.congruence'
between personal needs.and environmehtal press will
be more predictive of achievement, growth, and change
than anY -single aspect of either the person or the-
environtent. (Pace Et Stern, 1958, p. 2,76)

. ,

'While Pace aid others, notably Astin, and more recently, Moos,
shifted to.restarch that'eMphasized the enVironmental side more thin the
needs'aide'of the model, Stern'pérsisted in trying to develop'the'two
together. Stern's (1970) interpretation of his his students'
research provides the baais for our summarization ere., A stud); b/
Berquist (cited in Stern,. 1970) employed both the.AI and the CC1 and
found that need-press' congruence calculated for each stydent was positively
associated with-satisfaction in d011ege. Froe (cited in Stern, 1970)
fouid that need-pxess congruence was negatively associated with working
up-to ability, a result,dhat seemed to.reflect,the,fact that,there was.no
dominant press for academic pursuits in the culture of the particular

. college sampled for his study. Stern took notice of 4everal other
studies of need-press congruencel_and:Commented on the whole set tpat

.nolie Of these studies was able to resolve satisfactorily
the technical problems involved it relating needs to
press,systematically. pespite,their.cammom conceptual
base, the two sets of measures PLI and CCI] cannot be
reconciled with one another in a'simple scale-for-scale
correepondehee of variables of the saris name.
(Stern, 1970;1). 192)

I.
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. .
Stern presented.a case study of a single.student whiise AI.profile'

nnd CCI'expecta,tiens profile.shewed marked differences from her classmates.'
median needs and expectations of the college enVironment '(at the onSet of

.4 the frespman year)-. ..Stern analyzed-the case in Such a way as to suggest
( .Whiat actidhs mightiwe-been taken early in the freshman year to. provide

a-compatible rpommate, place thestUdent in a departtent congenial to 4er
interests, etc. However, it was an ex post facto.(ex pest disaster!)
analysis, and Stern 'observed that.timely and effective interveetion would

/
,.', be conditianal, tirst of all, on an'affieient,tichniqUe for 'screening all
- t students" protocols on their-entrance tO college.

....

.

-Stein traced Several steps toward &solution of this problem. He
presented.data to show that itudentS with certain needs teui to congregate
in colleges with-Certain. kinds ef press-ra.congruence that tains even
though thp first order AI and CGI fatten; are independent.of each other.
Therefore, It is necessary to define the dimensions of the college
environment in'tvms ef.a'composite. (interection) of its consensual
environmental (bete) press and the aggregate'needs of dts students. A
method of sampling and factor analysis to accomplish tikp was applied by
Stern to-Al and CC1 data.from 55 postsecondary schools awl, yielded fiire

:facsoisr-labeled "expressAve," "intellectual,'."protective," Necational,7
'and."collegiate"7-each of.which Steen characterized ,slis atbasic dimenston
of college (or other Obstsecondary school) culturei 'Profiles of different
categories of schopIsrrindePtddeittand, denominational liberal arts program-0,
businebs administration 'and engineering sChools, etc.Convincingly .

suggested the.pewir pf these factors to despribe school. cultures. Stern
then analyzed in these terms the data of the case Atudy Alluded to abOve,
.to.show that the subject did net, When compared. 140 other' women in het

'.-college differ much in the needs component of herwcomposite profile,
but differed greatly in:the piesa component, her expectations of the
college,environment. Stern remarked that the iaformation:yielded at,
earlier steps in the progression of analysee, Which riVealed the needs
and press)dimens,ions more distinctly, dould not simply be replaced by the
advanced, more re4uctive analyses. La the.end, he seems ti, have created
a system ei concepts and *tichniquee wit!' great'potential foe identifying
mismatched'students,41tpbably through a method thatewould cotbine computer
scanning of composite profiles with the' clinical. conference technique

.

that kern', Stein, and Blopm firdt resorted to, and that. Murray had used
before them. This qualification, however, points tO a halation of all'.
the work in this tradition, including much of the research of Moos and
his associates. When data cha,racterizing environments are gathered from
the same respondents whose responSes'to the environment are in iquestion,
the possibilities for. disclosure of personrinvironment interactions AXO
Jikel7 al heyeakened. .

,
-

This 4.scussion of the congruence between student chaiacteristics
'-and the characteristics of staff ot milieu has been considerably more

4
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extensive than our reMaris will be on the other sides of the'Schematization
in Figure 3. It has served to emphasize certain of the processes involved
in the construction,of congruence, soma of which the reader can now link
to the earlier discussion of how the environment presses. Out argument
has partiCularlybrought us more than once to the realization that the-
individual person, dot completelt described oroaccounted for by any

-Combination of general variables, must somehow be indar#orated in the
congruence model. We shall turn to this after indicating the nature of
the other sides of bur first schematization.

B. Con ruence between student characieristics and the Gals or
outcomes of the educational. environment. The characteristics of students
that are most directly pertinent here are abilities snd intereats for
or in the stibject matter and performances that are.the manifestobject of
an instructional setting. If this wording seems overly precise, its
intent is to focus on a narrower mo4ning of aptitude than the one reflqted
in-Cronbach-and Snaw's-definition'of'aptitude as-"BIE characterisac of
the perSon that affects his response-to the treatment" (Cronbach & §-now,
1977, p. 116). Itmight beLthat a latent objective of employing independent
learning strategies for instruction in arithmetic is to develop due. \

learner's capacity for indeOendent.learning per ae. However, arithmetic-.
is likely to be the more madriclest object of-instruction in this case. To
the extent that independence'was itself the objective, as for example, in

,Hunt's(19'75) Strategy of establishing instructional conditiodh at one
stage higher than a subject's CL in order to induce rthe development of CL
itself, thli development wouldloe4represented among the goals at the 'apex
of Figure 3. Different layers of goals, Some more,manifest_and some more
latent, are very common in instructional situationa. It is for the
purposesof analysis that they must be distinguished.here.

Cronbach and Snow used this narrower definition of aptitude in
the many cases Where they reported that initial aptitude for a given task
MeaSured as the outcome of diffetent treatments correliteiwith succeas
Onthe oatcome measure. Thus in almoat'all cases reviewed by them in
which programmed inatruition was contrasted-with.conventional instruction,

-initial "aptitude" (here tranalate "ability" snd "interest") for--the
material to be taughtentry level performance.in reading,4erithmetic, or
whateverappeared as a main effect. The most frequently declared purpose
of searching for interactions along side A of our Figure 3 is to reduce!
"the variance in learning attributable to.side B. The same observation
apPlies to attempts to establish Congruence along side C,.though here one
is concerned with interactions between the conditions of instruction and
different educational goals or autcoMes. Mastery Learning (Bloom, 1976)
.has as:its purpose .the redwction of variance attributable to initial
ability and interest (or motivation toward the sOject of learning).

51)9
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In the several-studies diLssed.at the outset of sectidh A abovr-

.

. ._

Domino (1968, 1971), Majasan (1972), and Rich and Bush (1978)--it was
generally assumed, and in some caetes explicitly stated, that the.differelt
student and teacher styles or"beliefs were,equally appropriate for the
achievement of the goals ofthe instruction, so long 4s the styles or
beliefs were congruently matched with each other. Domiee's (1971)
finding that on an outcome measune of originality the independent students
had an advantage no matter what the..instructor's style-ilbe only outdo e
measure that did not show the predicted aptitude-trdatmeet iateracti in
this studre-is the exception that demonstrates the rale under discu n
here. Where originality is taken as a0 instructional goal, one expe s,

that initial ap.titucie for originality will correlate with the .oUtcame,
i.e., that cOhgruence between aptitude and goal or outcome will contribute
to realization of the-gpal. ,To take a different :.1e, the Strong
(1969) and Ruder (1964) occupational interest'invent,-ies allow an
individual-to compare his or her Latetesta with .- e of persons in
different occupationalaareas, in order to establish or,clarify the
individual's odcupational goals.H Another quite different example is
afforded by O1dsqft(1976) finding that critical for the achievement of a
child acting as tutor of a younier child (the emphasis here is on the
achievement of the tutdr) was "a close match between the.learning needs -.

of the.tutor and the ikiIls thet he is teaching the *younger dhild"
N

(quoted:from Bionfenbrenner,1976 p. 191). The needs of tte tutor would
be,construed at the Staff/Program Milieu corner:of Figure., when the'

iaachievement of the younger child was in q l,q tion, but they are shifted to
the Student's civrner to analyze the tutor's wn achievement. The phrasing
of the matter in_terma of a "close match" invokes a point.thae was made
earlier with respect to the match between students' and teadhers' Styles.
or beliefs, that cohgruence obtains wtten the. disdrepancies in:question are
negotiable, not simply When there are no discrepancies. This applies
both to the programmed instruction prineiple of setting tasks et the
leading edge of a student's competence, and the developmental principle
of establishing an environment that is just one level abeve the Conceptual
(see p. Sudt, 1975) or Moral (see.Rohlberg, 1963) level of the student's.
present development.

As simPle as they might seem to be--entry7 and exit-level aptitude
'being the most commonly assumed and- the most freq4e4tlY demoegtrated
relationship in iastiUction--the distinctions 4gure 3 represents are not

..always clear'in research on aptitude-treatment ftteractiens. Recen
research,diScussed by Snow (Note 4) is a case. La one'that all
the more,important because Snow appears to be on the trac quite
fundamental set of variables in aptitudetreatment, or person-environment,
interactpons.. Snow interpreted a variety of studies in terms of Cattell's
(1971) Yoncepts of crystallized and fluid abilities. Crystallized
ability seems fol.end Itself to relatively long-term adaptation based on
acCumulated verbal and quantitative knowledge and skill, Whereas fluid
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ability appears to be more .pertinent to short-term adaptation based oà
abstract, often nonverbal reasoning and some spatial and figural performance.
Consider the following statement in which Snow applied these c6ncepts:

IPI (Individually PrescNbed. Instruction] is a system of
individually-paced instruction relying on specific.pretests,
geared io carefully specified objectives and sequenced
content, with frequent checkpoints as guides and feedback:on
learner progress, TAAL mastery tests for.each unit. As such
,it combinea meny features of.the kinds of treatments found
in past research to help lower- ability learners. the ATI
interpretation seems to be that IPI structures leatning
activities in some detail, doing,for lower abilitY students
what they.may not be abre to do for themselves, i.e.,
compensating for an inaptitude by removing muchof the

.

orgenization and strategic burden, and prariding careful
control:over learning activities, attention, persistence,
4and encouragement. It is "directed". learning to a far
greater extent than is typical of.conventionarteachipg and
.thus may removethe assembly-and cOntrol burdens that the
latter situationdemands of each learner. I doing'this,
however,_IPI may kg dysfunctional for .the more able, studenta, 0

'who can organize their own leaFning; they alreadtpossess
efficient adsembly programs for the cognitive activities'
'required by' conventional ihstruction, so therseem-better
off With the conventional situations in whiCh theycan,
easily keep up and perhaps move ahead.. fa effect, 'they are
exercising and/ capitalizing upon prior.assemblies they are
alleady comfortable with. Whether the apparent dysfunction
for them shouldbe attributed to cognitive interference, or
matiVational "turn-off," dr-both, or other factors, is
.unclear.. In any event, ATI analysis demonstrates once again
'that no one instructional treatient is best for everlone
even one.that is to some extent individualized. (Snow,
Note 4,.p. 17)

What is not,clear,in thia and Other passagei of Snow'a paper
is whether or not the students'under the two contrasted treatments, in
this case IPI and conventional instruction, might hie learning:different
concepts and skills, or different extensions and app4cations of their

.

knowledge. Perhaps some atudents have a greater...aptitude for:instructional
outcomes that could be characterized as more Crystallized or more fluid
(side B), or perhaps different treatments lend themselves tietter to one
or the other tips of outcome. ISe latter possibility is in fact a.
matter of great .contention between the proponents of different instructional
strategies.. Weikart (1976) has argued that the tests mainly relied upon
in the evaluation of Project Follow Through did not sufficiently, tap the
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abilities that one ,might trre tharactarize as m'ore fluid . The fact that
Stallings (1973) lound
a test that Snow linked
"open."' or learner-4irected c

performante on the Ravens Progressive bfatrices,
was. associated with More

oam condieions, as opposed' to ,more
teacher-directed condit4ons, adds fuel to, this fire. Our own view both
agrees with Weikart and asks whether ;the' Cali.fornia Achievement Tests
used for the principal Follow Through, analyses, or similar tests, might
dra0 upon both crystallfzed addfluad abilities in ways, that are not
..d$.scriiinated by the tests. If a pupil could arrive at the correct tetit
answera,tbi different routes, then a-different test is called for to

. understand the various' interactions. The IPI studies citea by 'Snow .did
find disordinal. Subject-treatment interactions, but these studies aSsumed
that t.he same abilities 'were; being tested under the various'experimentAI
conditions. Crystalliied and fluicf lea i ng. outcomes must In. more .4
adequately Aistinguished for 'a full c fahenaion of the problem.,- .

- Any reader .of Sn'ocr s. paper wtsuld probably conclude that the AAe
is not represemiative of . hia .think.,ing. Snow presented a figure
that displayed 'a ttiengtilar'relationship between different..aptitUdes
..trietments, add outcOmess juit: aS, id our own Figure-:3,- which was dei ed
iidependentli. Snow discuised "A-0 relationa."',(otit sl.d.a 9), concluding
with respect 4'oo cryetallizi'd add fluid abilities, "The distinciion tbeu
is between long-term'assembly for transfer .to famil r new' aLtuatIan vs.
short-term asseibly for' transfer to ;Iikfamiliar 'new 'ituittpds" (Snow, Not
4,..pp. 14-15). In a later passage, Snow obsiarved. the following:

'14hat constitutes a -.Inge learnins situation is dot really ;
clear.; 9ut one can predict that as an instructiodal 10`'

, sitnation involved co*inations Of...new technoloiy (e.g.,
CAI, or televisiom)°,, neW symbol sysitibas (e.g.., compuw,----,
graphicia or artistic expressions),- dew content
topological .mathematics tor,..astrophysics), and/or new
ontexts (e.g., independent:learning, collaborative teamr4
in simulation genies), 0 ShOUld become iMportant and G,

)lass 'iniportant. (Note' 4, p. 34)

e ar simply underscoring...the tiecesaity of maintaining thp
diatin ti recognized in this passage, throughbut discussions of
aptitude-treatment interaCtions or, to use Snow's own, more valid phrase,
"A-TrO relations."

C. ConAruence between staff or program milieu and treatment _goals or'
outcome's.. Tbis is ttle side -of the congruence problem that Zhe Barker school
of ecological pSychology has paid Particular attentiou to.. The concept:4;f
of "syntazorRhy" is most often illUstrated in rerms, f the fittingness of
physical add social ,arrangements to thej goals of behavior setttngs. Thus
a congregation's sitting lp benches arrayed before and below a preacher
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Orients'them to his (6r His) message., That the benches, the kneeling
platforms, are cushioned or not can pe related to the amount ef comfort
one id eipected to experienae in the situation4 The analogy, to classzaom

architecture is not at all farfetched. Dewey had this to saY about'it in
The School and Society:

Some few years ago I.was looking about the school suppAr
stores in the city, trying.to find desks and chaim which
seemed thorouihly suitable from, all points,=of-Vie4A-artistic,
hygefiic, and educitiOnal--to-the needs af the Children.
Ws had a good deal of difficulty in finding what we needed,
and finally one dealer, more intelligent than the rest, made
this remark: "Dam -afraid.we tiave not what you want. You
want.something.at which the children may'work; these are all
for listenihg.ft (Dewey, 1900, p.. 48)

,)
Wolf.'s (1966) research op the relationship between hildren's

measured Intelligence and aChievament and the press. of t e.hame environment.
for int0.1ectual achievement,, discusSed 'earlier in this' c apter, is am
example of congruence between treatmenk milieu ..and.outcoie (or, strictly
speaking.. in this caser correlate, since Children's own inte lectualitjr
may-also contribute to the press of the 'envirdnment).,

I

Any one of-the environmental features that were related ea ier to
different. Characteristics of students 'or patients aan be.related
different treaement goals and outcomed. Th.O. Applies ncit'okily tot

immediately preceding:discussions of.congrUenee:along sides A and 3 o
Figure 3; but to the earlier diseussion of .the.susceptibility hypothesis.
Without revieWing all of the 'variables again, .the'ansiosis here must
point to further coMplications. alpatial.distancegenerally presents an
obstacle to communication and to affiliation. However,-there will'be
OCCASionS Whenthe edueatibnal setting needs ta4stablishspatial
4atan4e, or.barriers oi'bOundaries, dn order to aacomplish goalthat.
id'I'incompafible with affiliatian in the immediate.context. An obvtou.s.

example IA the need to establish in the home a stUdy space that-is away
from the television set;.which itself overcomes distance, for communication.
On the other hand, the tame child may need . io be near enough to another..
member of.'the family:to be able to get-help whet it is needed, or simply .

to.feel'the support of an affiliate duringa difficUii or unwanted task,
forwAith the optimal setting .might be ane ia-Which the nearby membei Of
the family is engaged in,a comparaOle tak. 01ne of my children preEers to

do hamewOrk in a room in Wilich his father or 'mother is also "working." I

observed a differentsituatioh. inian alternative secandary sche41 where
adolescents did not vant their friepds to. see that they were reading
third- or fourth-grade livel books,. and-sovere.Seated in carrels that
had been constructedto afford this special privacy. .1t is hard to
imagine an educational goal far which overmanning Vould.be an apprapriate

A

ia
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condition, or aft educational goal congtuent with noncontingent reinforcement.
On the other Sand, crowding,-especially high .spatial density, appears to
be-as-fitting to some goals as it'is not to others. iihen children are
crowded'argund a teacher for tWe'telling of a.story, the "density heighteis
intensity" principAe seems to be invoked. In this case,the-teacher must
balafte the desirid effect.against the unwanted or unintended possibility
that conflicting affective or behavioral tendencies, for example
competitiveness, wilibe heightened in the si,tuation.

.

The fittingness of different milieus to different outcois can
be further-illustrated by discussion of an environmental feature'that
haa been meitioned onli in.passing io far; the presence or.absente of
-tangible objects of different qualities. Following Goffman (1962),
gernntorbgsts have.paid attention to the demoralieUtion that can result
from not a los:Ting an individual to retain persona' objects of special
significance, One's' own c/othes1 toilet articles4 mementos-and keepsakes,
eic., upon.entry to institutionalized care. This Phenomenon has its
parallel in classrooms, whilee more subtle matter is inyolved in the.,

special significance open educator's attach to "fbund" or teacher- or
child-made materials, as opposed to the more iipersonal-commertial
mateirials, including even those manipulativeamanufactuted for open or
activity classrooms; Again im gerontology,'Lipman and Slater (1977) have
desiggedlreeidencei for the elderly in whith the preParation And setving p

of Mall, aMong o5,hoe-nttivities, would be carried out as much as possible
by the residents themselves, mixilig the mereand the less cotpetent

.

reeidents, in part to enhance the interacton that takes place around the
objects of these activities. -Outside of school, young children'a .

interactions are Almost &variably mediated by-physical&things, the,toys
and found obrecta, spaces, and surfaces of children's pla. .These_things
yield "objective" feedback,, and they setve as props to sustain role
taking in fantasractivities; Physical things are essential to the
social order amoncchildren thas,the classical'kindergarten recognizes.
Physical things, howeverli.have ehe potential of confirding.or disconfirming
an nlimita4 variety' of Actions taken upon them. Blocks can be weighed,
stroke , thrown, piled fie top of one another, arranged in geometric
patterns, etc., each with consequences.that match or fail to match
'expectations; Many educational goals, however, particularly- those
meaSured by conventional tests of academic achTiVe4a t, (a) entail

31/4.
operations on.symbols, and (b) involve a restricted' t of operations.
It is for both of these reasons that there Is a strong shiftlaway from
the use .of manipaatives toward almost exclusively symbOliO oterials
between kindergartemand third grade,as Goodies:I and Klein (1970) found,
°in observations.of a large sample, of classroom' in this range. Piagetian
educators object/ to this on. the grounds-that it is'necessary for children
to develop scheiata ihrough operitions on concrete objects befcTil, or i'
conjunction with, the children's interna4zation of the operations.

.

However much this,may bli disputed, it remains clear'that by removing
-

.

,6u
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concrete objects from the classroom, the rules.that:govern young children's
interactiOns are changed. Ross, 24:miles, alp.Gersteim (1976) foUnd a
duch higher rate a childchild.interactiOns, and a higher Proportion of

(tt

teacher-child ieractions initiated by the children, l.a-a.set of,open .-

primary grade c assrooms than in a .comparison set of traditional crassroods.
Although the huthors did not make the sOcific connection qukgested here,
they reiorted'oubstantially more time spent in settings witil manipulative
materials in the open classroom than was spent in ihe .&aditional classrooms.
The abience of objects requires that new controls be eetablished in the'
clAssrooth, typically ones'that involve a,heavier imposition of adult

. authority, with or without systems that manage symbolic Materials in(
relation to specified objectives, moat often mor4oOks, and in-a Variety
of cases more comnlax systems like'IPI. Thus the'problem of designing a
milieu that is congruent with educational goals'can imvolve conflicts
betwied different goals.--say in this case the children's aCademic.test
performance and social competence,.7at one andthe same time. The nature
of the choices and the potential conflicts is theobject of the*discussion
that follows.

Grannis (1975) hae argued that.control over learning performances
tedds to be congruent with control over butcóme performanceS, And thus
the optimal conditions for a given learning will be those that are
controlled in ways approximating the controls assumed in the goal of.

,,,A8,-tvning. The analysis distinguishes between Control bi self, control by-
other, and ,control. by.self and other jointly. It is these zoncepts that
were translated into the categories fat analysits bf settings 'in differentfy
struCtured classrooms (see Grannis, 1975).. At'a given time:id the
classroem, a learner can have an openi, a closed, or A limited set of
options for activity. . The learner canbe.pacing the activity independent
.of the teacher, the teacher can be pacing the activity, or the teacher
'can'be moving in and out.of the learner's presence, mixing his or her
timing of the activitt with the learner's own timing (and other processes,
such as quality control, entailed in.the teacher's presence or absence).
Again,'the. learner can have access ..to materials with unrestriceted.feedback,
such as mantOulative objects; the learner might have no materials, or
maeerials with no explicit feedback, for example,la worksheet without an
answer Margin or page to confirm the leArner'saniwers; or the /earner
might be provided with restricted feedback materials, for example, the
Sada worksheet with an answer column. The interaction between learners,
the specification Of the steps of the activity,. and.the initiation and
terminationof ihe ictivity, are sAleng the other processes or conditions
of activity that can bf analyzed in these ways. The.analysis also
distinguishes three classes of educational goall--goals of-community,
individuation, and competene. Community is held to entail the sreatest
degree of control by a coll ctive other, individuation the strongest-
control by.self, and comptthice a joint control by a Collective other and
the selt. Examples of community goals ihcludsvthe observance, of customs

G
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and the learning of significant names and symbols, not the least of which
in our own culture 4ve the naMes of numbers and the letters of the
alphabet. Individuation includes selfexpression, expforation, invention,
creativitythe various performances in which there is the greatest
emphasis on the individual"s own,..criteria for thought and action.
CompetenceT in this analysis', refers most clearly to the mastery of.the
concepts, skills,:and attitudes of a discipline or craft.. The argument,'
then, is aust control'by the collective other, incl6ding.the individual
/earner as a member of the collective, is most congruent with goals of' .

community, that control by learners as individual selves is.most congruent
with goals of individuation., and that joint self-and-othermore narrowly,
joint learner-and-teachercontrol is most congruent with goals of
competence.

7

The passage early th2 Obis 'Chapter (p; 4) on the press of 4 Setting
for ethnic 'unity can be undtr.,.tood further in the g.ight of the preSent
analySis of congruence'bet en the control Of process and outcome of a
setting. The follOwing p ssages from Grannis 1975 analysis bear repeating
in this context:

.

The sense of co :is most intense 'in those settiligs
which WI the members of a community participate in together.
Individuals i these settings are oriented to,a common focal
joint in-spc time (Fraser, 1968; MacLuhan, 1962). The
1MIttern of par cipant interactions with one another and
with symbol-vesbed objects creates and renews common meanings,
articulating the'relationships of the familiar amd the
stranie, the joyfuf and the sad, the safe and.the dangerous
(Turner, 1969).. Ohtwardly, the collective other controls' ,

through specificatiOn' of the time, the place, the furnishings,
the.pArticipants, and the events of the educational settings.
That is, the other controls options, pacing, materials
feedback, and particiPant interaction, by.the conscious,
design of community rekesentatives or through the enactment'
of 'time-honore rituals.

Inwarldly, the c... .ity Maintains control because the
most signifitant elements of any group are thoim whose
meanings generate a uni ue response Within the collective.
The same signs and s is names, gestures, stories, and i

ceremonies that were menti no& earlier are partially
t'Apbedded in the settings contr011ed-by the collective
.other. 'As Geertz (1973) emphasizes, the meanings of
these elements can only be-partially apprehended by those
Who do not participate in the settings which contain.,them.
Thitarcumstance continually reinforces,the individual's
parecipin in community settings, so long As the,context0e1
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or historical bonding.of, t
.(Grannis,.1975,.p."5).-

Wp have included these npmarks
ink because' the'clissroom:(or othet
is very crucial to:understanding.th
view of the .present chapter would'p
of tncorporating "meanings" aspotia
ethnicity, age, sex, or other bale of their col/activity, ih the
constFuction of an educational tOnmunitk_4This'implies that the conaFuence
of the eduoational'setting with the'goal of community is interdependent.
with the congruence between the Setting.and the. characteristics of its
students. It is equally 'Interdependent with thalstudents' awn perceptiOns
of, and needs and prioriiies forl community as a goal. This points to
the concluding problem of this chapter, the codrdinatiod Of the various
aspetts.of congruence-incongruen0' in a situatien. It will be taken up
following a discussion of the coegrUence of ,proceases and ou,tcomes of
conapetence,'which leads.to the.same larger questiOn of cotardination.

.. .

Settings designed to'increase coMpetence are, in Brim's (1975)
.

terms Isee Grannis, 1975, p. 16Wstibsettings of the classrook setting or
micro-system. .Combining these terms with our awn, the-tompetence settings :

are. nested within the dlaseroom as' an.educational commUnity--however

effectively, or ineffectively the'classrpom functions to atcomplish goals
of tommunIty, or of ticro-system maintenance and direction. (The ,

qualificatien to this last statement is 'meant to indicate that it remainS
an empiriFal question, one indeed that derives from extensive observation-

rhetoric. (See, for example, LeacOcki 969; ;Smith Geoffrey,. 1968;
ENof classrooms as communities, and no mat a matter of educational

Marshall, 1972.) It is my contention, for which there is only_fragmentary
ievidenca, that settings, thai ariii jointlyttontrolled with respect to the
various conditions and processes of activity--againsoptions, pacing,
feedbadk frpm meterials,-etc...--are aost appropriate for the learning of
concepts and skills. The argument is based -both on the observecTon. that.
thise controls,are most frequently used ih classrooms for.the *pose of,
or in conjunction with, the teaching of concepts and.skills, and analysis
of the nature of toncepts and skills, which shows them 0. imvol0Ohoth

A

individual discretion and accommodation to stipulations ahd conventions
(Piaget, 1910; Blauneic; 1964; Polanyi, 1958). Joint teacher-and-learner
control appears to 1100-temeTfiregrai to WontessoWs (1912) pedagogy,'
which cannot be.adequately,interpreted .4.n either "(iacherdirected"'or.
"learner-directed" terms alone.. Gliser's (1977) "adaptive instruction"
appears to entail,joint control., in our terms, of all the elements of a
teathinw-loarnipg situation. .

he elements is not eroded.

not just to clarify an abstraat point.
setting) as an educational community -
contertorlearning... The point of
rticularly stress the importance
ed with students' and teachers'

Two forms of the larger problem of congruence now present themselves.
One is tfie same recognized in discussing community.,-that congruence
between the setting and its .goals entails confruence between the setting

'Aled its 'students and iAtween,the students and the goals of instruction.



The second problea is more empirically derived. The fact is that most
instructional-settings, Which are putatively concerned with the teaching
ofconcepts glut skillsi-aro not it fact jdintly controlled, but at*,
codtioUed more'by the teacherthan by the learners', 'as in recitati6n, or
ere inconsistently'controlled, as in.most seatwork (Grannis,- 1978). HOW

(does one expiain.this and what are Ats cOnsequences The explanation has
to do with the larger problem of control in classrodms, which-accounts
for tpactlers' ekercising extensive control, particularly if they are

:caught in Fuller's stage-of "initial teaChing" and its-preoccupatiOn
questions of the teacheee authority. The consequendes Are, predictably
.from the sthndpoint of.the, congruente model, that'Ltstruction purportedly
aimSd.at Concepts and skills frequently'devolves.into,rote or mechanical,
learning. The-ep.istemology of the instruction, then., tends to be congruent
with its social ao0 physical_organizatidn. Tilis brings us to the fundamental
distinctions between the physical,the social, and the cognitive.or
intellectual realas of the educational environment and their relevance

,

.to individuals' judgment.

The Congruence Mhde il Revised
,

4

Proshansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin (1970) drew up a set of basic
,.

assutptions.about the influence of the physical environment on behavior,
.one that has a number of, points of correspondence to the later propositions
of. Bronfenbrenner (1970. Alumni these assumptiona, the following unclerlie
ancil that has been written, so far La this chapter:

- ..
,. .

Assumption 6: Changes in tile charatteristic behivior

patterns of a physical Setting can be induced by changing
the physical, social, or administrative structures that,%
-define that setttng.

Assumption 7: The environment is an active and continuing
process whose particiAstin4 coaponents'define and are
defined by the nature of the interrelationshipi among tfiemi
at a given Toment and over tiae..

.

Assumetion a: Every coaponent of the-environment interacts'
or has defined relationships with every other component in
two ways: (a) it acts on all other aspects,.and (b) it is
actefi upon by all other asPects and in.particular, receives
the consequences of.its own action-in terms of a changed
.environmental situdtion. (Proshansky et al., pp. 33-44)

Thescritthors stated two further propositons thht have 9nly
-been pointed to in the present chapter so far:

6
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Assumption 9: The environmens is unique at any given tine
and-place.

Assumption 104 Thestudy df environmental process from
the:point of view.of a narticUlar participant in that ,

process creates A aituation dichotomized into participant,
on the one 'band, and all otiler environmental components,
on the other. (Proshansky et 35)

In order to incorporate these last two assumptions into the Congruence
model, the term 1, standing for the individual, is added tó our previous
schemetization and presented in Figure.4.' The lines between I.antd the
three .corners )of the triangle represent-thi.individual's perceptiohs
students, ofHstiff. and program milieu, ana of goals and botcomes, or the
needs;-press. relationshios between the individual.an4 ;hese elements of

. the total situation.
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Here the reader might feel one has entered Cronbaah's (1975) "hall,
of mirrors." The posiibilities for interactions-Reim to be infinitely
compounded; especially in view of Proshadsky, Ittelson, and Rivlin's
.assumptions 7 and 8 .(above).. Uhat then is the signilicance of assumption
9, that the-environment is uniqde at any given tine and place; what
limitS does this set to control and prediction, indeed to understanding,
43.f educationalLeituations?

Endler and MagnussonlopInteractional Psychology and Personality'
.(1976), a book WhiCh assembled 4 number of theoreticatatements and
,research-reports in support of a transactional.idterpretation.of indilviduals1
relationships to their, environments, seemed to argue.most strongly for a
,clinical approach to:the problem. The theoretical'argumenti first assailed
tiait godels of peksonality 4es having been unproductive La predicting
behavior, and then criticiCid situationism (perhaps better named
"environmentalism") on a'humber of' grounds, ranging from Bowers'.assertion
that,-whatever'its practical'utility, eituationism holds an impoverished
conCeption of man, to the following claim by Mischell:

,

The utter.dependence of behavior.on the.details-of the
specific conditions reflects the great SubliFy-of the

7aiscriminations that people continuously mak.b. (From
on lecture' by Mischel cited by Bowers, 1976, p. 127)

Twelve chapters of.Endler and MagnussOn contain reports of research
in various settings. One.of.these La antrly study by- Moos, which
thrown an.interestinglight on the subseq nt studies that have been

,noted in this chapterl' This resdearch examined VA hospital mental patients"
semantic differential responses-to.a variety of settings experienced in
the ward every day: going to bed at night, being with another patient,
group therapy, and so on.

The results.clearly indicate that, %general, individuals,
settings, and individuals x setting teractions account for
.statistically significant and important proportions of
variance.

For the .patients, individual differen6as were significant
for all five of therresponse sets, setting ,Ifferences
were significant for two sets, and patient-x setting
interactions significant for four'sets. IndiVidual .

differences between patients accounted for considerablyff
we, variance an all five of the'response iets than did
setting differences; that is, settings 110 Apt elicit
consistently different reactions from palients. This
implies that there is very little that one can a4y about
how patients will feel on these response dimensions
from knowledge of the particular setting alone.

1--
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On the other hand; the interactioa between patients and
settings accounted for relatively large Foportions of
the total variance on four of the response sets. This
result implies.exactly what clinicians have always been
emphasiA ng, that is, that different individuals react
different ally to different settinis. It also suggeses
that fhe setting is important not necessarily because it
elicit the same reaction from all patients, but rather
beca e it elicits different reactions, different readtions
whi cannot be accurately predicted from knowing.only the
glIneral response tendencies of the patients. (Moos, 1976a,
p. 372)

Now,onti is bound to aSkt'why Aid Moos pay.so much attention to

Setting variations and ao little tO individual differences, and individual7
'x setting interactions, in hip subsequent research? -The simplest answer
is that, by .concentrating on, participents' aggregete perceptions of
environmentsMoos focused on the coneensus that results from the various
interactions'within-the total syeteM represented in our Figure 4, without
probing very deeply into the:sources oethese interactions. 'In general,,
the &idler and Magnusson collection of studies would discourage this
probing. In nearly aill.of the studies there was evidence'of substantial *

individual x setting interaction. Mere than this, towever,,in most of
theatudies neither.the attributes of the-individuals nor those of the
settingswerespecified in such a way .that one would even hope to rise to
a level of Abetraction.higher than unique situations. _First; most of the .

studies failed to,apielyze their data for-individual and trait x setting
interactions simultaneously, pc, that one doea not know how much explanatory
power is gained by adding the individual to'a trait x setting analysis.
Most Of. the studies Simply attempted to include "different" individuals
from school or college pi hospital populations, without manipulating the .

differences analytically.' Several provocative exceptions to this ars
analyses in terms of high yP. low anxiety, male,vs. female, and patient
vs. staff subjects, all of which variables appeared.to affect the
distributions of variance. These findings.were played down in the
research 'reports, however.. .A similar failing.can be observed, on the
environment sicia of the question. With the exception of one study that

. varied leadership situations systematically, the studies simply took
care to include "different" situations. The logic of these studies,
then, forces one to wrionine each individuel-setting relationship on its
own terms, rather than delineating a:.step-down of degrees of explanation.
in the manner that Stern's research, elkecially,'his pointed to.

,

Figure4:4e meant to suggest,how the general problem is amenable to.

researCh.latelr5B and C represent whit are typically construed as main
Aaffecte, and4olde A .atteibute x treatment- interactions, in that educational
and'related,resiearchin'whith goals themselves aie not treated as variables.

6 1 ;
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majot class clf these interactions is encompassed by the susceptibility #
hypothesis,:viz., thoge in-Which it is possible to describe individuals
who tend to be mote susceptible than others to side C effects, often .

unintended, debilitating effects rather than 4.ntnded Indeed,
thessusteptibility hYpothesis implies that, re generally, individual'.
students (or patients or clients) will'vry in the txtent tO which they
can distance theiaselves from the situation A.41-C, to make their own
distinctive adaptationres when a student who would prefer a more independent
instructional style adapts in some degree to the requirements of a more
dependent style. What is at issue is not simply,divergence of perception.
It is claimed that healthy individuals agree More...than unhealthy individuals
on their perception of"rilality (Moos, 1974a). ,Stern'S examplelof a
stuaent with discrepant perceptions of the general-Student body is a case-
in point. Perhaps/ the claim extends to other aspects of competence
broadly defined-, most obviously intelligence. Figute 4 calls for identifying:
the "objective" (i.e., consensual from the standpoint of participants
and/Or a research communIty) relationships that might obtain between A,

and C, and then examining individuals perceptions of,-and adaptations
to, the situation. .Again, Stern's:research comes closest to
the general paiadigmis consistent with both Murray's and Lewin's heory.

For the clinician, working now in a framework of generalizations
rather than just an.ad hoc approach to the situation,.this meansviecing
together' a construction that-represents the best fit beiween an individual
subject's perceptions and the. objective Situaton. Of course, this is What
clinicians strive to do, ar least those whose epistemology'is not so
totally phenomenological as to bar this approach. : An analogy can be made.

.

to recent research on the cultures of schools and classrooms; Which is
moving. toward at 'integration of the-highly general struCtural-functional
approach with,the highly pa;ticularistic approach .of-some ethnometh6dology,
to understand school and classroom cultures as patticular construttions of
meaning within the framework of societal constraints and ttends (Apple, 1978).

As demanding as this may be upon this clinician, it i7s an assumption
.of Figure 4 that each and every individual, the I of the ure, himself
or her elf construes the meaning of a Situation.' This is the significance
of Proshansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin's assumption 10. What is added to
this by interpreting theligure in congruence terms is the assumption
that congruence theory is applicable to the interpretation of the
individual's perceptidhs pf and adaptations to'the situation. In'ether
words, we can now'add to Barker's information processing feedback model,
which is a way of accounting forthe general eongruences along the three
sides of Figure 4, the mote individually oriented theories of cognitive
consistency. Festinger's (1959) theory of cognitive dissonante,. Heider's
(1958) balance theory/Itsgood dud. Tannenbaum's (1955) cOngruity
end e'variety of derivative theories' (a.son; Aronson, McOuire, Newcomb;
Rosenberg, & Tannenbaum, 1968), ail have Ln common
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the notion'that the per4on behaves La a-way that maximizes
the internal consistency of his cognitive system; and by
extension, that groups behave in ways that maximize the
internal consistency of their.interpersonal relationt.
(Newcomb, 1968, p. xv)

In researph so far, 'theserthiories have not so much,been. proven
or disproven)as their heuristic value for 'defining questions has been
demonstrated. Om was stated at 'the outset of this discnssion, I can only
say the same for the vane of the congruence model more generally. my
researeh has led to the finding that internel.consistency of the controls
of.a pedogogical setting is associated with higher task engagement than
is inconsistency of the controls (Grannis, 1978). I have not investigated
empirically my .hypothisis that the controld of learning conditions or
processes and outcoMes will tend toward consistency. All of the foregoin5
argument, however, is implied in the following'statement:

Ihe,full-fledged consistency hypothesis holds that, at .

different levels_of individuals' and groups' development,
ithe presence of a given constellation of environmen;a1
controls signals the general form of what is to be
accomplished in an aOtivity, as well as promoting its
accomplishment*through the regulation of control over press
[peeing]; feedback, evaluation of the end/result of the
activity, 4nd other instrumental processes. A dynamic
interplay or equilibration between the perception of the ,

goal of an aotivity and the control, of.the conditions of the
activity, is thus a part of what is implied by the hypothesis
that'controls of process and controls if outdome tend toward
conesuOACe. A congruence of process an outcome La aa
educational setting results when the participant consistently
takes his criteria for thought.and action from self, other,
or self and other jointly. (Grannis, 1978, p. 31)

As this might appear to a sanguine statemet!t, rationalizing
situations to the extent that they manifest congruence, it is necessary
to repeat the'observation that the congruence one finds in an educational
situation can well run counter to an intended educational outcome,
representing a change or accommodation of the goal to be more consistent
with instructional conditions Oat are inappropriately matched with
either the students or ehe orrginal goal. ,

LmolNations'for Instruction and Further Research

What has been presented here is, above all, a way of thinking about
the interactiontsvin'an educational Situation. As vas said-before,abou.t the

..
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complexity of the environment, the "hall of iirrbrs" need not'be just-a
-baffleto iastrUction and reSearch, but it aptly represents theA,henomenon
that must:be entered and explored,-as individuals do themselvip id their
everydayjife. The first and most substantial implication is that
teachers And researchers might study Specific. situations in the light of
the conkruence:model. To accomplish this, they Will'need to attend to
both participants' and external ci_*rvers' perceptions and Measures of
the students, the staff and program milieu, and the goals of the situations
under scrutiny.. The inveetigation =At attend to the general relationships
among these several elements, and to individual participants' constructions,
of these relationships. Central.to this approach is the assumption that
equilibration processes, bothinternal to. individuals and external to the
various feedback mechanisms of the 4assroom.as a micro-system, are
continually at work. These need to be identified and exploited or
enhanced, in order tO faCilitate.educationall positive adaptations and
to. introduce new inforMation into the system Where it will tontribute tb
realizing educational goals.

S.

Both the_symbolic and ;he pragmatic or, inftrumental functions- of
environmental features need to be illuminated. On the symbolic side, one
sks what is the Significance of the phirsical, design'of the setting, its

materialpropsand barriera an'd Pointe of contaCt and Access, the affecttve
tone Of its oolore, shapea, and textures. One:asks also what is the
am-a:sage of the-way students are spaced and grouped in the classroom; of the
teacher add student written.communications di:Splayed in the.classroom, of
the interaction patterns between teacher and students and Among students,
and of the distribution Of controls generally in the classroomi And -

.specifically-in. one or ancither activity setting.. Of all theseenvironmental
features, one asks again hoW they function, pragmatically,'to facilitate
.or inhibit one or another activity. One mist attend-particularly to the
,initiations, interruptione, and terminations of activity, for Clues to
features of the environment thet affect the Activity. The standing

N,Jpatterns of behavior, individuals' deviations fram these patterna, and
the mechanisms that correct or allow theie deviations, mist be described
with equal attention to the students, the staff and prOgram milieu, and
,the goals of the classroom and its settings.

Given the potential variety of environmental features, it would be
wise to begin La a given claasroom with an environmental feature that is
both.salient in the classroom And already established in reseirth to date

. to Anterac With student attributes in partially known walfa. "Salience,"
indeed, is often produced by strong congruity or incongrUity of a feature
with others. Following the autline of this. chapter, one might start with
featUree that ire known to overdetermine the behavior of same iftdtviduals
evntrasted,with others, spatial distance, overmanning, noncontingeni
reinforcement, crowding, restriction of activity in time, And pbssibly
others, to find out if indeed sOme students in the clasaroomare particularly'

6
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sasceptible-t1 the known effects of these featurest'and what provisions
are, Or might\be, madeto mitigate these effects. The research' might'
then turn to one or another feature for which there is a, stronger..
presumption of disordinal interactions'with student-attributes,Af not
under the conditions found 1,16.the cfassroom as, given, then in a modiffektion .

of the .classroom that'snecificallx articulates different. Instructional
conditions with different student characteristics. The concept of a
negotiable range'of congruence, rather than an exact fit,.ee t to be
crucial 'here.: The teacher's press, for ConformitY or indepe..ence,,a more
competitive or more collective interaction mode, and written or visual
vs. aural vs.itactile exchange of information., aie among the instructional
variables tha might most fruitfully be maqipulated;in rdiation to
students' nee s and preferences. Finally,'4f interactions of both the
susceptibilitY and preferential aptitude types had been discovered and,
reflected in Modifications with respect to a given-educational goal, the
furthet interOctions.of the student and instructional variables with
different edudational goals, fOr example academic achievement vs. creative
expression, could be examined.

These multiple interactions might defy statistical analysia f# a
iong time tO'cOme, and,presumably would, never reach. statistical significane
within a single Classroom.. Once again, however, it must be asserted that
individuals haVe capacities and tendencies to select and adapt that are
frustrated under the relatively inflexible conditiobs of'Most classroois,
and laboratories. It is significant that students' self,-reports, a;ong*.
with teachereAudgments",. are the batis for 41e distinction between
conforming and independent learning style that has . figured in same of the
strongest exampIes of aptitude-treatment integactions that have been.,
established to daie. This undersgores the impcirtance Of.attending to'
students' and teachers' perceptions of the educational environment at all
phases of its inveatigation.7 The congruence that one finds-in educationally
effective and ineffectiVe classroams alike reflects the pdgments'of
their participants. It is these already standing patterns of behavfor
and milieu that an ecological approach to the problem of interactions
takes as its paint of'departiares

0. a
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CHAP-TEI 14

Human Diversity: Implicatione for

..litobert C. Calfee

A Prefatory Note

ools

The single most important dimension ofysycholosical. social,'and
educationalfdiversitv among huMan beings is probably marked byfthe
distribution of yealthA and the power that wealth rfuesents,

This statement may seem a stattling, inappropriate, and perhaps
indefensible starting point foihthis chaptermoat riaders of the initial
draft of the 'paper had strongly negative respoises. Nonetheless. ,I have

i
decided to begin on thin not

7

minor and discordant though it maY seem.
thAs to e empirical support the proposition, I will not attempt a.

thorough review. Numerous st ies have shown the correlation between
socioeconomic statuS and educati441 attainment. The variability it
funde allocated to schools in a 'cammunity is generallY linked with the
economic well-being of that community, and while money does not guarantee
quality education, it helps. And the amount of education a person
receives is correlated with iater jOb status and 4ith job earnings
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1978).

. .

I am by no means the first to emphasize the importance of economic
diversity for students and schools. Bronfenbrenner (1974), in the coda
to his summary evalqation of Head Start, siuggestsothat the coupensatory
efforts repreiented by that program were not without value; they were
simply not !adequate to counterbalance the influence of the poverty in'
which the target populations were born, grew up, and went to school. For
Bronfenbrenner, the conolic dimension provided the finale. I Chose it
as an opening theme. Money and the resources represented by wealth are
at one and the same time an index (and probably a cause) of differences
between students and between schools, and a lever by which thqse differences
.can be amplified or diminished. This is not-an empirical statement but a
hunch, the.same hunch that underlies the continued alloiation of federal,
state, and foundation funds to aid in the education of the economically
disadvantaged students of the natioi. To the extent that this conjecture
is true, it forms the broad context within which diversity and equity
must be discussed. .

14.1
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Formahy AmeriCan dhildren, the public school is the first and
perhaps the most SignifiC4nt excursion into social diversity. The .

individual Child is changed by the,diversixy he encounters; to the extent
that he is different, he also contributes to that diversity. +

Is diversity in schooling good,or bad? 1,is Harrington mites in
Chapter 6, "There is adaOtive Value in diversity; the greater the diversity,
the greater the potential;adaptability" (p..6.6). Harrington also point's
Out the range.of possibilities for the sthool.. Al one extreme La the
pOsition, attributed to E. P. Cubbetley in 1909, and to S. J. Hayakawa in
1978:, the public school is the mechanism for reducing the'-variety of
Cultures in our country to a. melting-pot uniformity.- Put as.bluntly as.
this, the goal is offensive to some citizens. At another extreme is the
complete tolerance of all modes of cultural expression. In the limit,
.the school might not be held accountable for teaching literacy in-
English. or respect.for,the American ideals' of'democracy and individual
freedom. -

aP

Zlootitlazively easier to seek equal educational opportunity ideen
.goals are held in common. It is more. difficult When there'is a diversity
of goals'. 'pie eqnflict_between the melting pOt'and cultuehl pluralism
produces.ataut.and'often uncomfortable tension. 'Harrington is perhaps
,unaware of the dilemma,posed by his challenge that. "today's educators are
encouraged.:to,respect cultural differences, amdto get 'on.with the job, of
teaching the.basics" (p. 6.4). . .

,

This conflict is part .of the' continuing and fundamental problem at:.
all levels of.the American system: how shall ne define schooling? .011.

the ohe hand isthe mandate of soCialization and conformity, of preserving
the traditions. 04 the other hand is the role of the school as an agent .

of'change and.social refoim. The C. lict is probably a. worldWide
phenomenon, though WO will comment o'ly on the'American sitdation. On
thebne'hand, schools are a conservative force, tending to preserve
traditi6ns--in Kanawha. County,'West Virginia,Catchet.in the Rye is taken
off the'library shelves. On the.other hand:(hnd,in the same. school
systemi), bUsing is'implemented for the puriose of racial'integration. ,In
his Chapter Harrington concludes that "the thrlist of educ4tion is clearly
seen as culturally conservative .'. education is primarily an agent of
cultural conformity". (p.. 6.17).. It is not clear how to verify such a
statement,,but certainly not all citizens in dur country would.agree.
Harrihgton continueS.hie argument with the 'statement that "schools folloW
or reflect a mature rather than lead it. . . . Social.reformers who use
schools as 4 vehicle for. Changing the'ellsriger society are likely to fail
in their,more ambitious'goal . . alth gh they may well appear to have
changed schools" (p. 6.18). We agree with Sarason (1971),1patjthe change
in sthools may often be More apparel:it than real.' Nonethellks, we think
that schools can,dhange, Can become better placeS.for students and
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teachers, and can even serve as a ;means for supporting societal'change
(McLaughlin & March, 1978).'

Schools and money. Schools vary in the dharacter of the programs
they offer, in the experience and optimism of the teaching staff, and in
the tesources at their disposal. Historically, the financial support for
schooling in the United States has Come from local property taxes. This
base of support euitures aim diversity in community wealth and 'support.
for education is correlated with the reaources provided to the schools.
Recent court decisions have rOled that such variations in the financial
support for schools are illegal (uot the correlation, but the variance,
is inequitable), and communities must now seek alternative methods for
financing schools. This development, it.should be noted, runs counter
the federal efforts to match special needs with supplemental funding--t
exact natute of our condept of national equity ccintinues to elude us!

4 'Suppose educators, had all the money'they wanted for schooling. What
would they do with it? What goals spuld they pursue? How would they
tell the degree of success of eir efforts?- Would sdhools become 'more
or less alike?. Would student e.more or less different at graduation?
The educationalt community has n given a.great degl of money fomore
than a decade', and answers to preceding questions sound cacophonous
to many ears. While we are mindful vf the importance of the economic
context, it is clear that a great deal of thoughtful reflection,remains
to be carried out in order to examine and refine our concepts Sf diversity
in students and in educational programs, and to.clarify our.objectives'
with regard to managing and'altering the existing patterns of diversity.
This.is the challenge posed to.the authors of this series, apd to the
writer of this chaptet, and it is sufficient in its own right.

Things may be changing. Before I leave 'she topic of economic
variation, a fidal and somewhat more optimisfic remark. Economic diversity
is by no means the only soUrce of difference in the United States, nor is
this state of affairs universally accepted and valued by our society. As
Gordon (1977a) has noted:

The history of modern societies has.been marked by
recurTent efforts at broadening9e$Opulations to
WhichNspecial privilege Is assi ned, or bettet, at.
reducing the.pophlations who ate deprived of oppor-
tunities that otheta are afforded. This trend in
.the development of human societies ia probably best
marked brthe recurrent efforts at the redistribution
of wealth; the .movement has been slow but consistent
in the direction of broadening the: grOup of persona
who either own wealth or at least share:in the
benefits of wealth through income. (p. 3)
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Some idea of'the extent of redistribution during the last two centuries
of UnitedStates history is seen in the statistics reported by the New
York Times ;.faitazine on.the-occasion of the American Bicentennial (Figure 1).

Public education in the United States has also been a significant
factor in influencing human diversity. In the minds of the founding
fathers, public education was essential to the establishment and mainten
ance of a depotratic state, thoulth the meaning of public education, the
clients, and the extent of implementation have Changed dramatically over
two centuries. This ideal remains a tenet of American-democracy to the
present. Today's concept includes a broader range of citizens, and the

' interpretation of the ideal continues tolchange in significant ways as
the society changes,'

Purpose. ThisJ Chapter looks at Oe role efAMericart sthools in
. 1,

relation to h yersity--schools as they are, with the resources they
have availa people who a e thipenlow,. and the programs and
practices at tradition has evolieji. Badical departures from these
present re lities can.be iMaginerd butuevolutionary change.seems the.
American w and so we prefer a.carefai reflection abqut where we are

and ere we seem to be Moving. The larger questionS .of social
injust e, inequality in the dietribution of wealth and wellAe,ing, the
fact that misfortune and incompetence befell some peoOle More heavily'
thige'others--all these concerns stand as present and listressing realities.
We do not intend to:miniMize the significance of these factors, but we
wililocus on variations in sehool programs, andfthe suitability of thepe
programa to student diversity..

We ptopose in the chapter a'theoketical framework ;or encompassing
what we know *bout the psychological; sociological, 44d environmental
aspects of human diversity. The framework is potentially -overwhelming,
but we will limit.ourselires to those differences.that are related-most
-directly to schooling. It is developmental.across the lifespan,bUt we
will consider primarily the ages from preachool to high sChool... It
builds upon the papers prepared for the Human Diversity projett, but no
attempt is made at a comprehensive, critical reviorof those,papers. It'
bringa us to the point of recommendations- for practice and policY, 'but we
will also stress directions for research that may inform us more complqtely.

Overview. The Chapter, after this introduction, hai six-sections.
In Section I we present a theoretical.model for developmental Changes'in
the contexts and Character of human diversity. This Model isheuristic'
rather than fOrmal. Nevertheless, we think it serves as a useful organizing
'framework. The primary theme ofthe.model is the atange over time in the
character of individual differences, and in the sources:of contextual
diversity that surround the individual., Each Infant is.distinctive from
every other (Tyler, 1978, pp. 55-72), but the context in whiCh the infant

7: 9
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grows tends to be homogeneous Aid consistentthe same few people, Che
same physical en4itimment, the sape.expectations.and reeponsei. As;the
child.reaches school,.he or she Ucounters a broader array of peopsle,
of envirodments, that have-different. expectations.of the Child. With

'entry iato oecondary school, peers and self-direction beComo greater
influences, and the.adolescent tegina to-gain increasing control o4or the
sburces of.divereity thatcomprise his surrOundings.' .This trend continues
in adulthood,,whan the person:finelly.adhieves as mach choice as life

'a'allows, given the context4n which he or she lives.

.The model also providei a_oprepective on the more typical dimensions.
pf diversitY; individUal.differinces, envirenmental differences, and the.
AnteractiOn.between the tim. It aliowe us.to compare and contrast the
indiVidual, the hame.and the.commenity, and the sdhool. It is this

.perspective that serves to organize the mitt sections of the chapter..

In Sections II, III, and IV we will look in turn at the home and the
'community, the school, and the individual as sources of diversity. The
focus in all these sections is schooling and school learning.

The last'two sections present an anslysia'of two general types. In
Sectio; Vivre eonsidflr hapilicaiions of our analysis fOr practice, policY,
eh4 research With regard to staff deve;opment and teacher training, the
design of curriculum, the matching of studentg, teachers, and progtams,
and the managementpof instruction., In Section VI we fopus on the signifi-
cant role of various decision makers in the recontiliation of diversity
and educational equity.

Sectioi I. ,Develbriental Change in the Contexts'of Endan,DiverpitY'

A
.People are different from one another. They differ in their genetic

heritage, in their environmental endowment, And in their expression.of
the joint aontiibution of these-two 'facets. A considerable effort has
been devoted to the research and anOysis of.these differences, and if we
ladk full understandingi. at least we'are richly aware of our ignorance.'
(e.g., Tyler; 1978; Willerman; .1979). ,We have aeveraltaxonomies of
human.differences, and ,know a groat deal about ihe strengths and limita-
tions of each. :In particular, we have' considerable-knoWledge about

. certain aspects of differences in educational athieveient, and in the 4P'

development of achievesient over time (e.g., Bloom, 1964).
, .

Environments also wary. 'They differ from individual to'individual,
from one situation to'another, .and,from one,time to the next. Our task
inthis chapter centers_upon an examination of the interrelationship Of-
ptudOnte.and schools,-and sO it is.eeSential to deal with the environmental
diversity. Itn.ichools and instructional programs. Thia need leads inalterably,
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to anHattempt at a broad conceptualization of environmental diversity in
.relation tó individual differences..

It would be presumptuoWto pretend, that we have achieved an adeqUate
,treatment.of this topic. Howevei, noWhere' else in the papers is,the
matter addressed (a possibleletception.is the Whiting model mentioned by
Harrington iii-Ohapter .6). 'Accordingly, We Pill report our efforts to
conceptualize.the problem. We must represent a multidimensional problem
on two-dimensional paper, so we beg the readers' patience. Note also
that the model is intended as a heuFistic, a framewdrk for discussion.'
It is, not a formal theory.

-Progression 'overtime. IU Figure 2 we portray the development of a
'person from preschool through adulthood, together Pith the changewin'the
Arrounding contexts. In'ehe center.of each diagram is the individual.
The various symbIs reflect the facets that.mark the individual as distinc; -
tiye fremtis pee d show the sources of these dist,inctions. The
progression in this f gure is that of a middle-class Child in an'Ameiicin
suburb. The Pattern is probaber different for persons growing up in
other settingsi.as we will point omt below.

The picture in Figure 2 begins with the .child who is relatively
uncomplicated, who internalizes primarily the heritage and environment of

-the home. As'the child becomes a student, school and friends take on
increasing,influence. The aaolescent turns to peers as a guide. By the
time he..becomes an adult, many personal characteristics are determined,
by the work he Chooses, thelamily,he eatablishes, and:the friend's he
cultivates.. The person.whe.emerges from the adoleacent cocoon may
be 'quite different from the Child who entered as a.Chrysalis.-

The surround tn eacq diagram representa thennature and magnitude of
contextual influenCes at each age. Again, we have in mind the "typical"
American. In Childhood, the family virtually "surrounds" the young
personvand its influence dominates and amplifies the child's natural
proclivities. With the onset of elementary sahool; a malor chaige
occUrs. The child, now sUddenly a student, is exposed to noveltyto new
adults, new peers, new environments, new taskS, and new roles. The
transition is abrupt;' children cry a lot during the first few days of
kindergarten! More generally, change, transition; and diversity mark the
experience,of schooling. Most obvious is the year-to-,year transition in
the teacher,,the classroom, the curriculum, and the expectations.' The
child must make then.eap from one year to the next on his ownschdol,
teacher, or parents seldom bridge the gap.

The secondary school initiates the escape to adulthood and freedom.
The adolescent looks to fellows, usually of his own choosing, for support
and comfort, and as models.- These friends are generally chosen for

J.
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similarity rather than contrast. The trend is toward peer conformity,
and on the surface.therellay be little diversity in teenage groups. 'The"
character of the school also ihanges--uow the student must deal at one
time with several teachers, several clasaroom'environthents, and several

,curricula. Moreover, secondary schools are often quite large'in the'
United States, and so the adtual range of student diversity is considerably -

greater than in,grade schooll- The adoleiment also begins to enter the
workpface, where he encounters people and sithationa quite different fromA
those of his dr her previous experiences.'

Though secondary school increases the.diversity of experience
available to individuals, it also allows them greater choice, and this
trend continues into:ed4lthbod. In principle, the individual is free to
"dp what he wants leithwhom he,chooses. Workplace and companions are
matters of choice. The decision is often to reduce diversity to find a
mate much like ones' self, to live in a neighborhood consistent with
one's owd stating and values, and to find a niche in the.world of work
where he or she feels relatively comfortable. The adult turns back
toward the,stable,and restricted environment of the preschooler!

Variation among individuals. Let us now turn our attention from the
variation over tithe ilL'a single person's context ro .a consideration of
individual differencesAn contexts.. The "slices of life" in Figure2.
were drawn to represent 4hat we imagine to be the circumstancea for a .

typical American* middle-class person. Around this modal'aituetion there
- is great variability, Which is likely to be a determinant of valiabilitY

between individuals. *Indivi4dals have differential opportUnities-to
. experience and incbrporate diversity in their social and psychological
functioning as persons, and in their knOwledge and acceptance of diversity

. 'in others.' We will not attempt.adetailed examination of this idea,
but will exemplify .the point by loOking'thore closely at the preschool
years in Figure. 2.:

'In.Figure,3 4e have illustrated the variability that may be associate0
with rwo contextual dimensions that:are significant factors for the
preschool child. In tht top.panel are represented the probable effects
of the community-setting. At the,one epd of the continuOm, id rural,
settings the relative importance of the,home and family is.greater
thereby decreasing the overall diversity impinging on the developing
child. In urban settings, on the &her- hand, the people and situations
in the neighborhood are likely to vary considerably and,to have ,a

4 great-impact on the child (e.g., Gordon, 1977b).

In the bottom panel, we.show the posSible effects of fa mily situa-
tions on the environMental cnntext fnr the child. -The range of possibili-
ties extends fromthe "intact" family with' the mother in the home exerting
high control aver.the external influences, to the working single-parent
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home where the Child-is in day care or preschool, Or perhaps roan*
throughout the neighborhood. If otsr conjectured are correct, there aie
likely to be substantial VariationS in the Character and extent of
diversity experienced by children at any developmental level.

.

N

Ferson-environment interactions. Ws have comtented on the variations
betweenTindiViauals,-thevarietions between eitUations, athe veriations
over time. 'We-should also-talk about the interaction between the person
end the environment. An importent.individual difference between students .

'is- the extent to which the', are'influenced by the external world, the
degree to Which they internalize diversity as a real and valuable property
of people and situations, and,theNuanner in which they-r *ea greater'
diversity in their performance and attitude.when they e erience variation
in the environment. For instance,people differ in t response. tO
Aiodels,- and to the kinds of models to whlah they respond (Batdttc, 1977).-
As another example, fi 1d-dependent individuals loOk to the environment
for guidance, and are ãore likely to mimic .their surroundings, .compgred
with field-independen 'individuals (Shipman Eil Shipman,'Chapter n). 'To
be.sUria,, 'we seldOm kiow about, the experiences that underlie the development
of this style.. Ear ington (Chapter'.6) describes ieSearch by Ramirez: ,

and. Ca:ital.:Ida (197. on field dependency among Mexican American children,
and the tendendy for the home baCkgronnd td emp size copperatiOn, and .-
resPect for Authority, contrary to tfiZ7Irchool iviroaAt which'encourages
Competition and pidependence. Harrington also poin ta out a weakness in ,,,

this.researdh prograM,la flaw 41-00 typical f the rknon ethnic
factors); the lfalse homogeneity" of the Maxi an.Amaric n :culture. Neither.
Spanish-surnamed .studenta nor their cotplemen i the "mainstream," are/
sufficiently like one.another-to permit suChisweeping generslizations

:about competitiveness.or,independence (in.the typical American classroom?)
as Characteristics of the group.

/
i

,.

Section II. tiversitv'in flame and Community

Socialization di life in modern society is a function sha ed by home
and school. Occasionally these two sources coordinate and c...lement;
often they are independent or even conflict (e.g., Hess 61 Holloway, 1979;
Lightfoot, Note 1).. That is, sometimes one finds ihe parents informed
about the school, the school open to involvement with die family, the
environment of the School and the practices of the teacher designed to
sh with the child's experiences in the family and neighborhood, and the
her and father supcxtive of'the particular goals of thelotudent's

classroom. One finauch situations on occasion, but apparently not as
a commonplace.

The most serious effort to link home and School is the kindergarten.
,

The training for kintkprgarten teachers emphasizes the importance of,

S
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communication with the parents (At least with.the arbther) at theleginning.
of:the echool year, and it is not uncommonfor this contact to be Maintained,
throughout the school. year. There is considOtable, variation between homes
in the extent to which the child i psychologically, intellecivally, and
socially prepared for school. One tamk of the kindergarten teadher.is to
reduce this.divertity... Over the'course of the kilidergarten year, the
variety of etyles'that distingui'sh the Children at.the beginning-,o1U the
year igvreduced,te-a more orderly array. FartlY, children are taught.
'What they should do and whaethey may not.do.'-F*tly, they- are'sorted
intogroups and given labels. (implicitly or explicUly) to identify.
their 'readiness for instruction, their educability, and the extent to
which they are outliers on one or another dimension (too'boisteroue, too
inattentive, too talkative- too quiet).

Another approadh to reducing the variatiOns-betwein children attthe
point of transition from home to School isdirect intervention in the
hicam. Sesami Street represents such an effort,'and the evidence suggests a
that this television series is successful in bringing'the -curriculum Of.
the .school into the home, at least for middle- and uPper..middle-class
Children (Ball.& Bogatz, 1970). _Another iuch effort that .hes demonstrated
somesuccess elth.lower.class children is.the Home Visitor program of tha:
Appalachia Bdudatilonsl Laboratory (Bertrad, i97l). These programs And
others like them frepara Children cognitively'and to aleaser extent
Uocially for the environment 4 school. In effect, the programs reduce
the.range of variation that the kindergarten or.'first-grede teacher must
dell with is well as enhance the child's chances of,achieving iuccess in
school.

.

.

.

Status and funCtional description's. But we have strayed from our
.

primary. luestion-e.What Are the.facets Of home and community that underlie
the differences betWeen children that we see in the early school years?.
Our-basic classification scheme focuses on the operational eiements .of
the environmentv the mother,.the father, the relation betimen the'rWo
(if both are\pravnt); .siblings;,the home environment, both.physical
(including televipion) and social; the neighborhood environment, the,neigh-
bars, the pees; the extended family.. This list ts perhaps not complete,
but it suggests the range of significant influences.

. 4 1

For each of these elements we cia describe the situation for the
child in two ways--we will refer to theise as status and functional
descriptions, f011owing Gordon and Shipman (see Introduction of this
volume). A status feature is nominal. It is usually, an objective label
for the person or group or thing. A functional fiature is operational;
it attempts to atcount for the mechanisms by'wlach a characteristic corned
to be, has an influence, and operates in a situation.
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'Thus we might- list as statuifeatures of the-parents their, number..
and makeup (number of peoplev-o1747or two parents), their social.class
(income, education of parents,-occupation of breadwinner), and their
ethnicity ("Spanish surname," "black,"-"other white") . Status features'

-1of the'hote environment might include the size (number
feStures:.(bathrooms,'Swiiming pool),"and living arrange
people per room or bedroam). :This kind of information-
a tensus. It givee us,some idea Of the variation betw
neighborhoOd or community. Status-descriptions often
both, of central tendency ahdcof variability.

,

features are trustworthy guides to-action ThesndiCes may be the only

It to by no means clear,-desiiite predictivelpower, that status

available,sources of _information, and.the\tendency to Stereotype may lead
one: to-respond primarily to vatus. Harrington (Chapter 6) gives a
painful example of advice based on status tharacteristids: The teacher
is adVised to have a hook available if she has an appOintment.with A.
Hispanic parent. That way she will be able tO reapect the parent's'
culture, because she won't be disappointecrby the ensuing wait...

In principler the school would dedm better advised to rely on the
functional asliects of the homie.and famtly. These might include the
nature of the language Used in the home, between parents, and-between
parent(s) and child.. .0ne might consider the social interactions- among
the family membera,ai these.appear.in a parent chnference: Who takes
charge in taridussituations? How does.the child,Seek to get what he or .

she' wants, and how consistent4 do. various ploys pay off? 'What are the
valutWof the home', and ho0 Are these expressed? 'What 4s the perceptiod
,of learning? Of schooling? Of the 61doily's.responsibility to-prepare
the Child for school, and to support the school'# mandates? Will homework
assignments be enforced?

-- information about.theseeatters is not always easy to come
Indeed, some may feel that such_metters are "none of the school'e
:business"--and perhaps they aren't. However, it seems likely that the
functional Characteristics of the family and the neighborhood are vital
deterMinants of differences betWeen Children, and that they underlie the
child'e acceptance of and susceptibility to ifferenCes in others,.

f rooms), special
nts (number of .

n be obtainda hy
en otudentd in a.
ermit prediction,

The patch between the functional featqes of
the home also (affects the school's suocessltn educatin
local school Anst continually find a,balance between the g
local community and of the larger society. Neither of these is
consistent, to he sure, as one can learn by studying legislative man
reading tracts on eduCational ihilosophy, or attending local school board
meetings. The major conflicts seem to occur when the community loses any

e school and those pf
he young. Mg\

9f the \

ecially

r I

sense of' 5wnereh4p" in the schOol-when the people, practices, and

61 3
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conventions oi the classroom are estranged from the home. .This estrange-
ment is likely to be felt when the parent is chiefly Oorried about putting
food on the table and protecting the hodse against fire and vendalism,
while the school is concerned-about dress code and foul-mouthed language
and proper minners;,when the teacher eeeks to instill au appreciation.of
ih*kespeare or Dumas, while the family is occupied with welfare regulations
or the preseivation of fundamentalistic religious practices; when the
family knows only Spanish or Tagalog or ietnimese, while the teacher,
principal, and secretary speak only in En ish.

In these Situations and numerous oth es that could be Mentioned,
whin the home and the school are unable to support eachiother, the
parents find little comfort-from the principal or teadher, and vice
versa. The dhild is caught in the middle, wiCh'little dhance'of managing
a reconciliation. We aim neitherto legitimize these mismatches, nor to
condemn them. That is not the point. The problems of the.dhild whase
family are illegal immigrants from Mexico are genuine for the dhild and
for the teacher, quite apart froi American traditions and.laws about
immigration. The fact that most American* (and hence moat teadhers) are
monolingual in Englist! 'is a present reality, quite.apart fiom whether.
this situation is intellectually, professionally, pr ethically defensible.
The point is thaC these mismatches of familyi and school are part of-the
existing patterns of diversity, and,must be considered in any analysis of
the instructional,response to diversity. In any event, whatever the
match between homerand school, let us reemphasiZe that the understanding
lof how home and school complement bach other will ,require inestigation
of the functional school-related aspects of the home; status characteristics
per se.wil/ not auffice. A promising example of jUst this approach is
Grannie' description in Chapter 13 of WoWs'(1966) research on home-environ-
ment variables affeCting schoól leariing:

The'variables meaSured .by Wolf included the oppor
tunities for verbal delikbpment, the nature-and

.

amount ofwassistance providid in Overcoming academic
difficulties; the kinds of work.habits.expeited
of the individUal, and so forth. Wolf obtained
correlations between the total rating of the home'e
intellectual environment and subjects'"intelligence
apd-aChievement'Ohat were considerably higher than!
those.typically.found lietween social status and :

intelligenqg or adhievement. (p. 13.19)

aet similar line of/lick& has been pursued by Hess and his colleagues with
younger Children (Didkson, Hess, Miyake, & Azuma, 1979; Hess 6 Holloway,
1979; Hess, Shipman, Brophy, & Bear, 1969; also cf. 1il1er, 1969; 1970).

otit
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-Section III. Diveraity. in the School\

Again our plan will be to. consider the distinctiv components in
the.school, and then call attention to certain status ,. functional
feature* of each.component. We see five separable eliame ts in.the
school: the teacher, the ittetructional programote hacal cla stoom
Imumagas., the social classroom en ironment (including t 0 student's
classtatee), and the sc dl itself. We realize that these lemente are
not altogether independent,'ner are they entiieki separable Nofietheless,
.ther zra sufficiently distinctive for it to make sense to at empt to
consider ihem one at a time.

. .-The_teacher. The classroom teacher is probably.the doMinant factor
that makes one classroom different from another. Competency-based:
training ant behavioral'objectives to the contrary.notwithstandintO, the
teacher's knowledge, ability; interests,:and,etyle determine much Of what
happens im the Classroom (Calfee & Shefelbitte,in press; Hunt, Chapter 1).

The research on teacher effectiveness hadgenerally'takin cognizance
of status features: age, experience, sex, ethnicity,-verbal ability, and
cognitive style have all been implicated in the.teacher's.competence at
smetime or another. General measures.of attentiveness, reasoning,
personality, and motivation have.also been mentioned. It is sometimes
hard to say whethir a characteristic is properly placed in the status
column, but we tend to use the category for any feature that is primarily
designati4e.rather than operational (e.g., "In the ideal class .*.- the
teacher emphasizes the belief that the purpose of school is learning,"
Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing (CTPLy 1978).

.3.

The functional differences between teachers are measured in part by
observing performaticeiin the classroom. How do they organize the students

. for instruction? Howris time divided between lecture; discussion, and
seat work? Who makes decisions abaut the timing and selection of tasks?
This-list could be eictended (Cayee & Shefelbitte, id press), but the
evidence suggests considerable variationl in practice.. Wedhuspect that
,teashers also differ greatlyAn their educational goals, in the Way they
0.an for initruction, and in the problem-solving strateWs.they bring to
bear on instruct nal situations. Less evidence is available' on these

111:1?Matters, whi5100 quire the investigator to talk with the teacher, as well
'as to obserye the performance. -. P'

There is no question that'status featurei point to important differ-
grAgem among teachers, and that they,are predictive of certain Outcomes of
teaching. However, the purposes of evaluation, improvement, and under-
standing are probably bettef served by functional featurep. Teaehers'
thoughts and attitudes'are critical for an 9nderstanding of diversity in
actionap



The curriculum. .Let us turn now brieflY to the instructional
program, the.curriculum. Certain features of curriculum variation strike
ui as status -like --content areas and the mandated emphases on each
(reading, mathematics, vocational education, ticta)tural education, and ,

so on); program labels (for instance, within ding, phonics programs,
whole-word programs, and /anguage experience programs; within bilingual
Aducation, maintenance programs and transitional programs; and so on);
and the style of curriculum implementation jthe structured school Versus
the open classroom, for instance).

,The functional aspects of the curriculum reqiiire a mo e detailed
examination of the instrUctional materials --of content, se uence,:tichoices,
instruments for lasessing progress, and so on. One must observe the
octual impltmentation of the provam of study,,. apart from what,has been
intended by depigner, or eaucatiOnil expert, er buredUcrat. If the
available resOarch tells us anythiing, it ii that curriculum.labels account
fbr relatively few syetamatic effects (the point has perhaps,been over-
stated-by Jencks and h colleagues (1972), who appear tb conclude that
schools per se do pot h e effects). The important variables describe how
the curriculum is actua y put into action. Here there is reason to be
optimistic that what is taught and how it is taught matter a greet deal
(Gage, 1978, 1979L Good, Biddle, 611 Bropky,'1975; McDonald & Elias, 1976).

V

We cannot undertake a full-scale review here, but itsis worth noting
that curriculum theory is presently,in,the doldrums.

. Twenty years ago-,
one could find strong, functional recommendations,for practice. Taba
(1902), for example, had these words of counsel:

i
One"factor4ip learMability is the adjustment,of the
curriculum content and of the focus of learning
experiences to. , the abilities of the learners. . . .

. The problem oLmaking the curriculum learnable
involves also the task of translating the social '

heritage into experiences which help each student to
make it his own. (pp. 282, 283)

One finds similar advice in Tyler's (1449) small but influential book
(cf. pp. 65 ff.).

,

Another example.of general curriculum recommendations comes from
Bruneeti (1960) reaction to the Woods Hole Conference on elementary
science. The post-Sputnik era called for action, and Bruner had this to
say:

. we havelireaChed a levelof public education in
America where a consideraVie portion of our population
has become interested in a question that,until recently

VI"
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wae the conCern of Specialists: "What'shall we teach
and.to what end?"' ,.

. There has :always been a dualism in our educational.
ideal, a striving for a balazce tmtween what Benjamie
Fradklin refecred to as the seful" and the "ornamental."

The concept of the use4il in,Franklin.and'in the:
American-educattonal ideal aftertmeds was:wofold: it6

involved, on the One hand, skills of `gt specific kind
and, on the other, seneral understanding, to4enahle one t

'Atter to
.deal with the affairs of life. . .

Grasping the.struciure of a subjecf is understanding
It in a way that permits many Other thiiigi to.be relted
to it meaningfully. To learn structure, in short, is to
,learn how things,are related. . .

4

yet the diversity of AmeriCan comtunitiea.ancia
American:life-in general pekes eqOally imperative edam
degree of variety', in curricula. .

'
.

Ye may take as perhaps the Moat general objective of
.education that it cultivate exeellancer. . (which)
'here refers:not on.ly to schooling the, better student
but alao to helping each student achieve his optiMWmm

siintqlectdial deVelopment. Good teadhing\that empha.
sizei..the structure of,a subject is probably even.
More Valudble,for the lese able student.that for ;he.
gifted one', forI.t ie,the former,rather thaethe
latter who,Is moet,easily thrown off the, track by
,poor teaching. (pp. 1, ife, 7, 9)

1 .. U.
1 ,

Bruner and Tabs both represent the tenitOn between common goals and,.
principles.of learning* and the'need to reflect the:diversity of students
and communities in. the Character.of the curriculum.-e

S

Still another guiding principle of 'Curridulum'of the 1960s lias.the
expertise Of the-academic scholar in conceptualization and.creatiod of
the, Curriculum. Man, a Course of.Study was'developed et Harvard bY
Bruner.' Siveral,science'curriCula were designed .at variais universiti4a-,,
throughout the country', andthe "new math" sprang forliat Stanford.

'The situation.as we approach 1980 is.quite.different. 'A task'force
set up by the National Institute of Education .0:976y has effectively
decided that the Institute should play relatively little or no role in

. , curriculum development and associated research and evaldition.
reasOns for this decision are complex and manifold, hut.at,leait in part

I

6
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4

they reflect a rejection .by parents, students, and (most of all) teachers
of the aorta -Of curriculum Ihat were created by academic experti. We
suspedt-further thatrthe relectien reflects in pert a mismatch.between
the.diversity gf-studenta aact teachers and the relative homogeneity of
t.he classrooms familiar to those who live on calege campuses.

Whateyer4t4e merits of this.conjectuie, it.is aear.that there is-a
4trong move toWard 7localistindividual Aistricte,-schbols,'and
teachers feel that they halie i need, right, amd'responsibility'to undertake
the selectioi or construction of _curriculum.materials Avropriate to
local conditions. The ptesent politicized sitUation is sutmarized by

depple (197,7):

1. . . The classic curriculum questions of what
shall be,taught and how prngfams shallpbe
are overshadowed by.the desire,to be consulted and
invOlved in making curricular decisions .;

Concern.for "who should make curcicular decisions?"
appears to take priority-over "what'shall be taught?"

itt

2. This concern for involvement is accompanied by a
feeling of impotence, of not being heard,and having
only a limited,scopé of .iniluente. per= also tire

view rather wid4y held, that somebody 7 I controls
the ball game, be it profeasionals, bu :,1 rats or
some ubiquitous "they."

3. The claims and charges (aboutwhere'decisiong are
made, who' is o; isn't listened to, and what now
exists in school programs and mustflie changed) Jte
often so contradictory or mutuf ly exclusive that one
id led to wonder what actuall-, 4k4a school's,
whether generalization7s . 'and whether
anybody knaws. - *

. r

4. .41thoughapproaches to redolving curriculum
letups dienót'coms up-in the-interviews, the
signated erena for r olution is local.

Thera w prpad dissatisfaction with the
failure- of pa trategies cUrriculum detrelopailit

A ,

cilange tO'enlist the collaboration of,interested
pp. Consequently, it is doubtful that any
4ach,guided solely by "experts" will capture more

Limited constituency. Further, our analysis
'-11ndi4iduals and groups are saying reveals no

likely to capture the imagination of

1136 357)
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Wilere dose:this micxo-history leave-us? .0n the;.surface, a review
reveals aubstantial diversity in'what is avallable.acrose :the range of'
.schools: For indtvidual,students and their familiee, however, it is ihe
variety of alternatives accessible to them as individuals that matters, .

and.not what might'exist;elsewhere. For instancealternative" programa,
have been established inns40Vctimmunitiesand elien within Some schools in.
order to better provide the varying neede of students add to accommo7
date the varying preferences and competenciesof teachers (Duke,"1978a;
Goodlad, 1975; Saxe, 1972). Some alternativie are.atisoiiated with more
or ,less radical reforms ih education; vith "freedom" and "openness."
Gthers appear to be'rather pedestrian extensions of longstanding practices
(e.g., Duke, 1978a, Ch. 3,1shows that alte'rnative programs ate not much
different curricularly from re'gular.schools). 'Due of the more.interesting
discuadions of alternatives', ih our opinion, is Weinberg's (1975) acdount
of the potentially siguificanCsocial functions of alternative achodls-
and classes. The pragmatic (and.occasionally controversial) categories in'

. his list include:

Attendince. . FropOsed alternatives range from
' suggestiona to do away with all.compulsory attendance
to such:vagiations es s mixture of compylsdry add
.voluntary attendance, compulsory attendance in school
. but voluntary attendance in classes, and contract
arrangements whereby studints agree to attend some
adtivities,but Pot.others. . .

Organization . Schools are formal places where..
interpersonal relations are governed by role expectal*
tions. : . . Alternatives'Uncidde) variations in
patterns of authority and control, new ways to
determine eanctions, and possible shifts in the way
school.participants relate toreach other. Egalitariah
decision making and informal personal relationships ,

. are 'two possibOlities. . . . Might not teachers
supervise each other, atudenta teach, administrators
'assist teadhers as reiource persohs?

The Adaptive Structure. - A-primary component of
adaptation is the structure of efficiency on which
educational processes are.based. The importance'.
given to efficiency, in conventional school systems is

- made more evident by the do:kr:ant adaptation of
alternative sch0o1s, which,generally take the opposite
tack. WhereaeOpublic schools.organize their resources
and accomplish their tisks on a eost-budget basis,
alternative schoole often, advertise a low studedt-teacher
ratio. This ratio is not alwaye (antually seldom) a'

,

;
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result.of.being able to afford mord teachers; rathar
it derives:from a different aciproaCh to:organizing
students for learning.'. That is, Small groupe On a 0

.volunteer basis may engage in ,a lesson, while ochers
.under the supervision of a parent or an older student
are,doing'stidi things mdre or-less on their own. . .

SoctalizationTh One lunction that all.educational .

A systems adoptt in partnership with"such other institu-
tions As the'ftmily and the church, is to produce

.

-mqvil and zeliabIe citizens.

,
.Established.-Values and skills need not remainso, of
cOurse, and many alternative structures already exist
in-alternative schools. Instead of accepting the
notion thatiall children must leern how to read,
write; and' figure, SomaAchools deemphesize such

-"basics" and allow children considerable time and
choice to gain these' skills

-

_the main thr4st of alternative structures is to avoid
the hvocrisy that is often implicit in. the Way
sdhools,go aout.implanting values.They teach ;he
val"0 of:trust and do not.trust students; they teach
democracy in an authoritarian manner; they stand on
their belief,in.equal rights and equal opportunities'
regardleas of, ras or sax, but every-Sociologist:who
has ever inqUired.sbout thede phenomena has detected-

,- racism and.sexism almost anywhere he Oar she)
looked.

Intevation. The structure of integration is the
means,whereby perSons discOVer,their relationship to
others in the system, botkin terms of fOrmal require-7
ments and informal relationshipe Within this
total operetion exist individUals whb possess different
social characteristics-a-age, sex, race, Socioeconomic

. status, itnd ability. ROw do schools integ*ate thepe
.individuals?' What iS the basis of this integrstion?
The patterns ate well known. The alternstiVes should
be equally obvious. ,The conventional metholis to
group children according.to 4bility and seirregat
them along lines of-age, sex, race, and socioe nahic
stattle. Perhaps'thp first, ability grouping, aCcounts
for much of the.,other . .

f. "

ao
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Rear integration would mean that persona, regardless
of those characteriStits I have disdussed, would have
acceas.to the Same resources-both the school's
offerings And-each other. No one questions the
educational value of informal contact between students.
If this exchange were institutionally entonraged,
even arranged, a genuine alternative to the-segregated
structnres-of mudh-of present-day schooling would \

emerge. (pp. 55-60)

Conventional programs have existed ior some time that are designed
to provi alternatives. Tracking, "pullout" classee, and.continuation

,

.scho all examples of efforts to augment or supplant the regular
.clasproom prograa for students witA special needs. "Individualization".
is'the term genarany used to describe.the teacher's effortd.-to arrange
curriculum alternatives within the'classroom,(e.g., Talmage, 1975).
"Small-group teaching" (Sharan-4.Sharan, 1976) represents a more practical
approach to,the, same goal, it 'seems to-us. A totally indiViaualized
cnrriculum is probably neither desirable nor realizable, even though
computer technology tight make suth an approach possibie.in some form..

'The existing evide,,,on teacher effectivenewsuggests thate4her
,teachers'iannot ...lement'a totally individualized curriculum, or that
there is no advaRtagjkin student adhievement gains from such A program'
(cr. McDonald & .Etria;.1976; inter:alia).. Analysis of classroom management
procedures (e.g., Calfee'& Brown, 1979) suggests that these skills are an'
important feature of curriculum implementation. and diversity,.esPecially,
it the peacher'ls to provide alternativea for different groups of stndents
within'Oe tlassrodm. V

.

Grannis (Chapter 13) points out one other facet of the curriculum
'that deserves a remark--the nature of the materials. Of particular
importance is the match'between the materials that the young child
typically finds in the homf and community and the context of the school:

. . Outside of school, young.children's interactions'
are almost invatiab/y mediated by physical things,

, the toys and found objects, spates, And surfaces of
, children's play. These things yield "objective"
feedback, an.4 theY serve as props to sustain role
taking in fantasy activities. Physical things are
essential to the social.order among children that the, .

classical kindergartenreco izese Physical'things,
pOevef, . have the pbtentia of.conforming or diacon-

g,an'unlimited varietrof actions taken upon
'Blocks can be weighed,.stroked, thrtrat, piled

oni.top of one another, arranged in geometric patterns,
etc., each with consequences that match or fail to

a

1
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imitth expectations. Many edutational goals; however,
partidularly those meaeured by conventional tests of
,academic achievement,' (a). ettail.operations on
symboes, Add (b) inVolve a restricted.set of operations.
'It is for both of these reasons-laic!) that there is'a
strong-shift sWay-from the use of manipulatives
toward albost exclusively symbolic materials.beeweet
kindergerten.and third grede, ai Goodled and 1Cloin
(1970) found in observations of a large saMple.of
classrooms in thie range. Piagetian educators object'
to this on the'grounds that it is necessary for
childien to develop schemata through, operations on
toncrete objects'before, or in conjutction with, the
children'A intordalization of the operations."
Howilver much tHis may be disputed, it remains clear
that .by reMo4ing concrete objects,from the classroom,
the rules that govern young children's interactions dr*

are thanged.. Ross,.Zimiles,4ind.Gerstein (1976)
found A much higher rate .of child-child interactions,
and a higher'praportion of teither-child -interactions
ititiatedby the thildrent,in.a set'of open primarp.
grade classroOms.than'ip a comparison set of traditional
classrooms.' AlihOugh the authors.did tot make the
specifics connectiot suggeited here, they. reported..
substantially Moria .time spent 'it Settings with

4

'manipulative materials, in the open than in the
traditional claSsrooms. The absence af objects
requires,thit newControls be estab ed in 'the
, claseroom, typically ones that invgk4e i heavier
_imposition of adulteauthority, vth Oriwithout
syStems that manage syMbolic materials in relation to
.specified objectives,' most, often workbooks, atd in a
variety of cases more cdpolex systems like IP*. Thus
.tihe,problem of designing a.milieu that'is congruent
with educational goals can involve confliCts.befween
dilferent goals--say:ip this case thei thildren's

:

academic test performance and social competenceat
one and the same tine. (pp. 12.41-12.48)

Grannis also notee that the design of materiali-can affect thdrole
the curritulUm in fostering the inCidental outcomes of,instructint.
instance, materials can encourage the child to work independently, or

rely ot die teather:

the Children lin Barker,& Wright, 1955) some7
timeg-were previded with materials that furnished
direct feedt,atk, foA example, manipulative Materials
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.or workboOks with answers in the margins, while at .,

Other.times the Children had matbrigIs without direct-
feedback, for example, workbegks without @nswers, or
simply no materiali4t all. - (p. 12.8) '

The physical environment. The third component of classroom diversity
is the physical Character of ihe enviroonsent. The size',:.the
the newness and quality of the accommodations all comprise status.features
of this component. 'The Ways that teachers and Children perceive and
utilize what is available compriSe the functional-features. Several
lines.of work have.potential..bearing.on tihe effects Of the physical
environment Oh learning; the ecological psychology of Barker and his .

.colleagues (Barker, 1968; 1978), studies of achoo.l.architecture (Barker 4.
Gump,. 1964); and investigations of the open-space claasroom (e.g., Cohen,
1973; Roperli Nolan, 1976) ere eximples. PnLortunately the.aailable
information,is scanty. In particular we know relatively little about the
nature.and effect.of systematie variation in the physical enVironment.. Sn
the literature that does exist, we find that the importance of thearchi-
tectural setting is by mo Means to be disregarded, as the teacher,who has
tried tO "purvive" in gn openrspace ifhool can testify (Roper & 'Nolan,
1976). AS another example, we can point to studies of pupil placement
within.the claisroom showing that attention end.work habits depend on'
where the student sits, regardless of whether he seats himself. or-is
placed by theteacher (Schwebel 6 Cherlin, 1972; also cf..Piontkowski,61
Calfee, in press).

,

Grannis (Chapter 13) alio Presents soMe interesting-leads as to the
potential effects of variation in the physical environment of the classroOm ;

in'his discussion.ef "environmental press"pwhat the environment can do
to or for the student (the term is after Hurray, 1938). The.psychological
analysis of the phySical surroundings focuses on the stimulUs:control

I/exerted by the Choice of setting:

. . Chairs arranged in a circle convey the eXpecta-
tion of the arranger,that participants will interact
with one another more than do.chairs arrayed.in rows'
facing'a speaker,(Sommer, 1969). An open door
invites.visiting. ."White noise" suggests differen-
tiated activities; "open space" suggeits coordinated
activities, and so on. . . Corridors channel
behavior, as do time schedules and organizational
hierarChies, all of which function on micio-leVels in
classrooms tO Channel behavior into, for example,
teacher-learnek interactions in certain settings.
Environmental features can4lso serve as barrirs to
behavior, as walls and chasms.do Most literally, but .

languags differences and status gaps do also. The

\
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' 4
k

environment furnishes orops.for some behavior, . .'.,

and,equally it can be devoid of props for one ACtivity
or another... .. If this appears to be a strictly
architectural-Viewpoint it must be stressed that the
sythbolic functioning of environments i&probably much'
more.far reachingthan what can be-understood in
.ardhitectural terms alSo. (pp. 13.4-13.5)

the socialenvironment. Next on our list is the social environment
of the student-..-peers.and classmetes. The status features include class
size, distribUtion along dimensions of sex, socioeconomic status, ethnicity,
and .other demographic Characteristics. These'aspeCts -of the.classroom
reflect colimunity conditions, decislons Wthe principa4 and perhaps
jUdgment by,the.courts.

,

.

. .

The functional features of the students have to do:with their
interaction With each other and as a group--the style of interrelatedness,
the role of 'language in-communication, and the strUtturel groupings for

dil
work and plc' . Classrooms. appear to' differ. markedly- on these dimensions,
and the in ctual.Chi1d is likely to eneounter a-diversity-of arrangements
during his ool experienceg. Am important aspect of the social environ,-
mew is ihe Way the group hendles individual differences between studentsm

.

particularly tho4e differencee that are status related (e.g., Cohen,Note 2)..
.

Many statUs characteristics may be relative. As Grannie. (Chapter 13)
noteef in virtually.every claseroom one finds students fulfilling
certain roles-"cloion, bully, goat, good boy, bad boy, teacher's helper,
the.nOnworker, and so on. Teechers'frequently remark that &clapsroom
would,be better if there were !kit just 'one or two.' children who Were
impossible to deal with" (p. 13.0). The implipation is that certain .

childrenfall necessarily into these categories. Th4 generalization may
fit at the extremes, and we susPect that mainstreaming will add signifi-
cantly to this,mix. (for.some idea of the problems seen as forthcoming by
teacher's, as,well as by admihistiators and patents, cf. DHEW, 4479).
However, there is some reason to believe.that if certain "problem"
students (or certain "gifted" students) are taken from a'clasa, other
students move into the vacant roles. Relevant to-this point is research
on age of entry,"4here at least one study. (Weinstein, 1969).has shown
that it is the relatively youngest (and oldest!) students who raise
difficulty for the teaCher. Five-year-olds do all right when there are
four-year-olds in the classroom, but they are seen as "not ready" when
they are the youngest in a class with mostly Nix-year-olds._ It -may hb
most appropriatefor the individual student to encounter a variety of
class snd group settings, where sometimee he is the biggest, scimetimes
the smallest, sometimes the smartest, Sometimes not so smait, sometimes
the-teadher, sometiMes the learner. Consistent with this analysis is
Cohen'e (1979) Multiple.AbiliWcurriculum, which ls based on the concept ,
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that experiencing.a change in status isfin:effective method for breaking
.stereotypes.

.The distribution-of achievement levels 'among classmates has tot been
systematically examined, to our knowledge, but it'May be an important

' feattare. In Figure 4, to give a concrete initance of such divers4y, we
have plotted the distribution of.reading test scores froM,six claseWome
in a local school district. The patterns include teachers Who have
7fairlytypical".clasSrdoms and those who must handle widely discrepant
groups of students: Differences betwien.classes in mean.achievement are !
known to be Commonplace; less is understood about.the Character of other
between-clai4 indices such as.variance, skewness, and multimodality.
These properties may influence the entire classrodh environment, students
as well as the teacher. This variable (or se; of variables) is'a status
characteristic, and to understand its effect requires that we examine how
the distribution 'of student abilities tight.influence classroom functioning.
We do'know a few things. The center point of the distribution Seems to
locate thiu"steeting group" for the teacher--that group of aveyage
students Wont whom the instructional program is.planned (Lungren, 1972).
'Also we suspect that the distance between a student's ability add the
cladsroom average. is what matters from the teacher's point.of view, and
not the.student's absolute standing.'

,

The school: Final,ly; we will note that the school itself is a
source of significant' diversity. The status characteristics of the
school (size, age, appearance). can again be determin'ed by-census. The
4unctianal characteristics Are less well understood,' but we Ate beginning
ta see soie.wOrk on the school as a, social.systim, and thia role'of the
TrinciPal in determining the operation of that 'system (Cohen & Miller,
1979; LaFlant, 1978; L1.pham,.1977; McLaughlin & Betman, 1977;. ')cLaughlin
& Marsh, 1978;'Sareson, 1971f Talbeit, 1979).

.
,

.

, Some observers of t e American educational scene find serious fault-
_with the way that schools\ are organized. Ne have organized our schools
to sort childrenA.nto achievers and nonachievers and that Is what .we get.

4.
rf we organized our-s+ols for the normally ridh deveiopment'of all aut

. children, We would get something.'quite different" (McDermott & Aron, 1978.
p._ 44). This4quote s guts both a plot and a promise. Given the incredible
diversity of the local school systeXs in America, we find it difficult to
identify the "we" to whom McDermott and Aronrefer. The "something quite
different" is also intriguing. We suspect It will not arise from the
foiling,of some plot, but from an increatie in the rationality and account-
ability'oUloCal American school systems. In fact, the evidence seems to
*that the typical American publiC school is so disorganized. ("lodriely

$.coupled" is.the.jargon) that the,responsibility for any Tarticular decision
.

is Oard to pin down (Davis, Deal,. MSyer, Rowan, Scott, '61 StaCkhouse, 1977;
Wsick, 1976). This state of affairs-1464y be workable (or at least bearable)

652
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ReadIng Grade.Level Eduivalent

Figure 4. Distribution of reading test
The patterns include "fairly
those with widely disc7pont

.633

stores from six classrooms.
typical" classrooms and
groups Of students.
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' in a tiMe of. expansion, but when enrollments and resoUrces are declining;
the school may'hil4e to change its modus operandi.

IL

Section TV. Diversity in Students

Individual differences in student characterilittics are what eople
generally have in'mind when they mention human di4brsity in t ontext
of education and'instruction. Prom the analysis up to this pN: we
,think,that a.strong argument can be made for including an exami tion of
other sources of diversity, and of the interactions among these 3ouVCes.
In making tais:pOlnt, we are enlarging on'the theme developed in consider-
able technical detail by Cronbach and Snow (1977).

In this section'we do not intend torecftitulate the detail
ination ofthe other Chapters in this boak. Rather,the goal is to
relate.the malm1p9ints to the theoretical framework that has beenpre-
seated, in order to integrate what is known and tonclarify what remains
to be studied. Wwwill focus out attention on the individual as a student,
that is, aS a learner in the instructional system.

As a beginning, ivie can consider the components of diversity, the
major separable dimensions along. WhiCh student. dfversitY might 'be organized.
These components include the studenes Characteristics as a physical being.,

.

as art intellectual being, as4a.sOcial being, and perhaps as a spiritual
beihg. All four of these components:strike us.as dignificantly related
to educational goals and pradtices-04kxisting treatments of.student':
diversity place considerahlY.mgle emphasis onsiame of these aspects than
on.othersr to Ma sure.

Status charaCteristics. Tor each.of theie componenta, we could'
prepare a specification of the status and Junctional features along which ,

students differ. We will not attempt such detail herei.to do $o:would go
beyond the,purposs of this chapter. However, we can exemplify the concept..
Among the Status charlacteristica often used to describe student differences
.are sex, race, and .age (physical);.achievement, intelligence,, and'creativity
(intellectual); andjriendliness ,(social). 'pese descriptors' of.the.
student, along:with socioeconomic'status, are either imtediately obvious,
gre communicated through the cumulative folder or converiations in the .
,teachere.junchroom,.ar are indicated by test scores, casual observation4
or stereotypic judgment. Among the statui features that are assigned ta
the students fram,this process are labels suet as aifted, learning

,

soecial eduCation, TitLaI, Aid
fOr Dependent Chifdtes,,frfelunch, and so on. The intention to ccirrect
ineqUality sometimes aceentuates_differences

. . e
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.

Bond's (Chapter 3) analysis of thestddenCs socioeconomic level ,

illustrates nicely the limiistions of'stetue 4ftaxacteristics as-a iuide
foi action. The correlaticin between social class an4 school achievement
is one.of the most peryasive findings/of American educational. research.
What doeu it mean, and what if anything should be the response of the.
schools to this:lit:ding? is to what it means, Bond suggests.four inter-
pretations:-. ,

-Ili
.

'

I. Economic impoverishment is the'resuli of genetic inferiority.
....

2. Poverty leads to cultural disadvantagemeit and thereby to'
inappropriate preparation for school.

3. Children from lower social classes receive taferior
iastructiOnal treatments.

The school has the impliciteresponsibility of maintaining
',. social-class distinction*. , ..-

. .

As Bond notes, the last two interpretatione are not.eastly diatinguishable.
WhiCh of tlhe'four interpretations (or what combinatio4 ire Most properly
used td explain the effects of socioeconomidstatus? The awailable researdh
does not tell us., and so the destgnatioq tells.ue only'"thit the correlation
existe, Act what to do'about it. . ,-

.,* ..)...,

.

\i

Functional characteri6tics. lunctional.featuree of'the.student
require evidence that Ianotso readily apparent, that builds upon
interaction and close observation. Chl.qre differ in their physical
size and dexterity, but 'as the advocates of vement experiende know,
th er. are' also. Variations in students' facil ty in the use of theirkick-,
physical-heritage (Edington & Edgerton, 1976)4 ,As to the-functional-

.

differeaces in intellectual ability, we will.note here only ,a,few points.l.
First, students differ not-only on general level, of achieveMent and:
intelligence, but in the-liistribution of skills and knowledge. Some are

.

-capable tn many contexts; others excel in a few areas (e.g., soma people
are especially good at,multiple-choice tests). Second, the patterns of'
vviations in intellectual profiles are not measured by mOst standardized.
teits (ttie subtests.gre so highly correlated that'reliable distincttons

,

cannot be made, Thorndike, 1973). Third, the general trend is for the
student'e relative standing.on intellectual And academic measures 'to .

remain undhanged oVer time (Bloom, 1964), ..although recent evidence.

suggeSts that some teachers are able to avert the' prediction of failure.
The low-performance students in their classes are not necessarily doomed
to 'remain on the bottom tung of the Achievement ladder (Calfee & Piontkowski,
Note 3; McDonald & -Elias, 1976)-
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.To understand the functiOnal characteristics of'the individual
student-how he uses mind.and body, relates to others, ahteomes to an
appreCiation of life's more ultimate valUes--requires the investigator to

*"get beneath the skin," as. it were, and to go'beypnd standardized test ..
The contrast between stathe add function is reflected as well in,the
difference between prediction and control-versus undehtanding. An
optimistic stateMent on'this point is expressed'by Tyler (1978):

While'the change in objective is.still far from
complete, more and morepsychologists:are seeing
their purpose as that of understanding some of the ,
reasons people behave ad they do, so that scientists

'and the people who cooperate with them.in reSeerCh
Undertakings . maY be able to manage-their
individual and collective affairs more adequately.
Enabling people.to anticipate the consequences of
their own acte is a different'and ethically much
more attractive aiM than enabling some persons to
predict.and control the behavior of others. (p 4)

We see a move in,the direction of functional differohdes in the
.discussion. by Shipman and ShipMan (Chapter 12) of o9gaitive styles--field
independence, 'categorization mode, ahd reflectivity The contribution
of the ShiPmins is to point out that these stylistic variable6.are best

.

conceived of as:"information processing habits," in part predispositiomal,
in part learned, in part context.dependent. fk is important to he
classroom teacher to 'know the child's style; it is equally important to
realize that the.style is-hot fixed foe all time, but is subject to.
modification. Tnstruction is likely to proceed morelicitouslY if
Style is taken into,account, but style is not a sufficient reason.for
expecting or ascribing failure. Moreover, the student is likely to
benefit in the lOng run by occasional experiences in which there is a
mismatch.in teacher-student styles.

Another taxonomy is found in Thomas' (Chapter 11)
discuSsion of "temperamental constellations"' i.e.,-th
Difficult Child, and the Slow-to-Warm-up Chi ) (p. 11
classifications can.serve as, labels, and ThQftlas has le
intellectual functioning that underlies eac label.
have something to say about relevant,educat onal treatments, as we shall
see below. This-work b ilds on the previous Study by Thomas Chess, and

aper, in the
Easy Child, the

10). :These
s to say about the'
ever, he does

lAs they note, each facet is primarily associated ( nd'hence confounded)
with a single assessment iUSt4 nt, with consequent )limitations on the
extent, of pe ible gene ization

4.
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Birch (1968), which led to the identification of nine temperamental
categorie's of Potential relevance 6 classroom instruction--to be sure,
the relationship remains 6 be. fully spelled out:

1. Activity level
2. Rhythmicity
3. .Approath/Withdrawal

Adaptability
. 5. Intensity of Reaction

6. Threshold of Responsiveness
7. Qnality Of Mood -

, 8. DistractIbility''
.9. Attention Span'and Persistence '

.NiMe of these categlpries is directly, related 6 cnrriculum, but all,.seem'
reAevant tothe-dynamics of classroomAnstruction, Oole (1979) luestionS
whether We sheuld trust statements about "general dispositions" until
their effects are established-over a range ofAducational. and other
contexts,.cposition with which I Concur.. It is not just that these
constructsdepend on-a single test, but- on a limited set.of testing
contexts. Rem and Allen (1979) also.make the point that an important
difference,between individuals may be.the-degree to which their behavior
or-style is conaistek over a range of diffefent Otuations.

lesponseJtoinstructLn. One * ecially significant set of functional'
characterittica of students is their sponsiveness to'instruction,, their
-adaptability,, their'capecity to tat the modeIs-provide4 during instruc
tion. Achievement.tests and other res of intellectnal performince
are not intended to civeal individual diOerences in learning rate;' indeed.
.an analysis of the properties of these,indices sham that they cannot
provide.such information (e.g.,' Harris, 1963). Stevenson and is toileagues
(Stevenson, FriedriChs, & Simpson, 1970; Stevens )on, Hale, Rlei & Miller,
1968;.Stevenson, Williams, & Coleman,. 1971) hay for Soma yearls searched
for wocommon factor underlying the acquisitionof skills and knowledge,
but to little There is a diffUse coimaniality, not easily diffecen.- 11,
tiable from general intelligence. 5imilar results have been.obtained by

Hunt (Hunt, Frost, & Lunneb64, 1973; Hunt, lunnebotg, & Lewis,.1975)' and
by Carroll (Note-4). Tyler (1978, p. 77) reviews aJsimilar iet of
findings going back to the 1940s.

.)

Equally disagpointing With regatd to functidnal differences among
Students is the *etature on aptitude-kreaim6nr-interactlon (qranbach 4
Snow, 1977). In its.most general-formulation, this work brings'together
diversity in instructionalprograms,' teachers, and students, 4nd prOposes
that the's facets mai.not comiiind in asimple adcative fashien, but may.

jk. Intiract. To the extent that suth.i teractions exist, it Is:Sensible to ,

leok.for the instructional program,a 'the teacher that'are optimally

.
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-sui to the kndividuak studen. Cronbach and.Snow., after detailed
exakination of the aVaikablq ret,earch on this matter?. find some instances
of subst cinteractions, far tilore instances of null ahteractions (and
negliiib el main effectA), and in general a research base poorly controlled
,to detect patterns of ctikferential response to instructfoa.

Haeachie (197131 _sumatati4s succinctly -.the majos6 conclusions of t e
hach-Snow review:

1. . . . This*Undi:ng4is somewhat surnp:siaig in view
of the cogency tof ttie. eailiér 4igument'by CronbaCh
and G/eser (Psycholosical.' rests_ and 'Personnél Deciskons,.
1957) that tists'%esigned to preAcr.over a variety \-
of treatments are ,not likely to4k useful for, differ-
.ential prediction. .I3evertheless; 'in general, when
more help is' provideci:tc14,1earneis ,(for -example,
advance irganizers, step-by-ste.p anklysii, study
questions), the regressiod sloPe betweeb ablility and
outcome becomes flatter,. 4'

, 9
2. Although specialized abilit-fee, 'such' as spatial
ability, or the even, more specielized abilities of
the Guilford 'model, do not interact with treadents
as might be expected, prior experience interacts
co'nsistently with treatment. People apparently do
learn I:ow to learn from.a partiMaar method of'
initruction.

*

4.

.
3. Seudents high in const qivie motivation (g.g.,
achievement via 1.2.dependenc 'clo relatively better in
classus in which Teaching is le directive; sttidentsi .. a ,high in'defensive motivation -(e.g anxiety, intro-
version)-0,berter when there-is ess dboan'd for self-;
direction'. '1(p. (16) .,,: ,

V a .-Cr.o4bach and SAQW (.1977)' ha've(a th'ou .--;u1.. remark to make about' the
adaptation of instru4tionail praCtice in the public school to 'variations
ii tIfe-.students who attend those "schoolo:

, .

We may .d'istis.rwisil between, two broad*.kinds of adapts- -

tion. One is 'to Choose different educational gdals
for afferent persWa; and the other Le to choose

. aiffezent edutatitaII means. tpWard the same goals.
.thie iormer s6r*ts tsOdeve.tlop the' person's capaeitt!'
lot self-expression kin wkanxt.leisure. It cannot
be the ly policy, hereevri e easY escape of
shuntingiome students nonocademia" cu4iculum

, ,

1
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cannot be tolerated, SO long as proficienciee
Obrmeily contidered,"academic" are necessaiy for most
lands of success iad participatign in society.
Educators have-to:invent methods to open opportuvity
to persons who would'hot attain traditional goals in
traditional wayi.,. (p. 522)

, We vould add a coupleeo0oints to this discussion of the Crcinbach» . .

and Snow findings: One is that the choice,of what to measure is'cgitical
to the etection of:aptitude-treatment-interactionsas Walker and '.

4f!Shaff icl.(19:74) repdrtedi the choice of'the'measurement,is aleo criti-
cal. to the aSsessment.of the maie effects Of programs. More generally,
'the task is to plan a treatment-aptitude-measure design that proides
-adequate .control for the evarluation alkali instructiomai, system (cf.
Calfee 6 Redges, in preeso for a theOretical discussion of this apptoach).

A ..,

. .e

The,setond point has to do,with.the itportal6 to tihe student of
learning'to dlital with diversity in situations and people. If a truiam .

fits,modern life, it is that one.should expect to encounter variability.
For instance,-Inkeles and Smith (1974) in their "definition° of modern
Ma inclu4e isuch ptrases as "openness 'to new experience . . .-readiness,for
social chenge . . . awareness of the diversitrof attitude.and opinion: . .

a positive value on mariatiOnt-in opinion . . ." (pp. 19-21). It is
consistent with our earlier theoretical artalysis to propose the school as

.. the'major training ground for the development of competence in handling
' diversity* It is, to be sure,'equal4' important that the school.assfst,

Oe individual durin$vthese experiencet in the development of a strong
'and secure concept of himself, so that the individual can retain.his own. i)

..identity during.encounters with odilere.
. ,

i , ticular class of interactions: which may he of,significance
to educftion, ut that was, not covered by Cronbach and ehOw (however,
cf., the work.of Ddkino, 1971, on tohe interaction between teacher-student
.dependence-independe'nce), .is'discUssed at length by Grannie (Chapter.13)

r ' dnder the haat4nrpt "The Ensaronmental Dotility.or Susceptibilility .

. .

Hypothesidu7. The toficept, which comeg from the werk:of Lawton and Simon
(1968), ii thaethe extent to which-a person 'determines hie own path or
rinfluenced by-the-environmentdepends on hip coetence relative to

le

mp
demands Of the environment. ,,

4

. ..

,*--i Tba.anelysis by Grannie also distinguishee
three classes pf educitionalHgoils--goals.of.community,
individuation,'and competence. Community is held to
ientail the greatest degree'of control by a collective
other, dndividuatipn the strongest control hy self,
d competence a Joint control by'a collective

o her and the self* Examples of ccilmunity goals
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\significant news and symbols, Ot least in our own
ctilture the names of numbers and theeletters of the
alphaket. In4ividuatlon includes dilf7exp;ession,
.exyloration, invention, creativity-:-the,various

. performances in which there is the greatest emphasis
op the individual!s own criteria fbr thought and
action. '-,Competence,-in this analysip, refers most
clearly rd ihe mastery of the,concepts, skills, and
attitudes of 0 discipline pr craft. The argument,
then, is that control by'the collective other,
including the individual learnei aa a member of the
collective, is meet Congruent with goals of commaaity,
that xontr;liSy learners'is individual selves ip most
congruent with goals of individlation and that jolnt
pelf-and-other--more narrowly', Joint learner-and
teacher--control is most congruent with,goals of
competence.' (pp. 13.48-13.49)

4

The.pereon 'who is secure and confident is relaipely unaffected.W
variation in the surround; the person who Is "deprived," weak, unhealthy;
inexperienced, and so on, is at the-mercy of events 4round him. CompetenCe,
in' this way of thinking, is partly a matter of learning and experience.
The person'.who lacks competence achieves it through experiencds in
relatively safe environmAtp. Thus ,smaller sctioole provide settings-for,
the'devilopment of inditidual students who-in the context of, a larger
schoel would fall by the way..(Barker &Gump; 1964; Willems, 1967). The
envIronmiht of'a Urger schooi is unaoubtsdly more stressful; -de marginal
students feet leas competint, but in addition it is easier for them, to
simply get'loit,in-ttie crowd. Even if chop become aggressiye, such
behavior may belor a1l intents an, "escdpe." Aa another example, imali
classroom groups'provide more able students with.an opportubity to itelp
others who need,help--toith the resat that the better students learn more
*Peterson & Janickt, 1079), a-result commonly observed'in tutorigg

14.33

include fhe.observance of customs and phe'learningof

(Ellson, 1976).
o

: 4annis'-discussion is int iguing as he attempts to sort out 91e
effects of spx, field-dependence, aggmespiveness, and group size (crowding)!
These voriibles.influence both'studente.and teachers'. tendencies to
aggress, to withdraw,'or ect overcome. Ttie moie comktint students and
teachers 'have s- wider range of choices about how they will behave'under
environmental variationa;-a definite plus.

v

6
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Sectiom V. What ts Known,and.What $eeds to,Be Known

From the reviews in this book 1nd frpp our min analyses andignowledge
of the field, we think that:several generaIiZationslan be drawn' that
should be helpful to practitioners. We will organizetese temarks,
according to four themes: .staff developmene, curricul m design,assignment
'of students to programs, and management of classroom instruction. At the
end of the section, cii:have some comments about the tmprovement of
-mexhodology for repearCh on instruction, taking into adcount what we know
about human diversity.

. Staff development. It seems to:us that four mattera ate
staff development for enhanced instructional.divetsity:

central to

1. increased knowledge about the nature of individual diiferences,

2. greater familiarity witdh ptogram variations,

thc;-concept'of.interactionS8between individual differences'and
program varilitions, and

4. te.availability of practically.feasible models.

We'cannot d a/ 4th all four of these matters in this chapter.. Rather,
we will say something aimut the first matter. What can teachers learn
about stereotypes that Might alter the. way they-deal with stndents? We
will fdens On the status characteristics of sex and socioeconomic Stan"

People often re/y on stereotyPes as a basis for action in brief
social encounters-p-a black petspn is perceived as lazy,.but physidallY
capable; a woman as dependent, but nurturant; and so on.

,

- Teacherei like most peoplet are influenced by stereotypes-when they
think' abouttheir class. However, teachers may differ from "most people"
in.two significant ways with :ward tO,steretitYping students. Firat,
th05.t encounters with youngsteriate far from brief; to.the contrary,
theY.are lonw-tetxL and intenSive. , Fot thirteen or mote years'of a

.

youngster's life, mori than half the waking dayis spent it the comPany-
of one or more teaChers,who have*the charge of guiding the child's
growtht. The teadvat has.access to, a great deal:of infotmation that may
either confirm or disconfirmthe stereotype impreOsion. Second,...and more

vital, the teachakhas the opportnnity -(arld perhaps the mandite) to

influencethe sttAotype to confirm it es'a self-fulfilling prophecy, or
to aid the stir:lent in realizing his awn goals gnii4 apart from the
stereotype. If we areto.believeAgygmaXion in the. laSsroom (Rosenttial &
Jacobsen,,l968), che teacher Ray instill the, ach4.ev merit cialed.for by -

the student's status Characteri istics. The Pytmelion'study has been . .

fp.
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severely criticized (Elashoff & Snow, 1971), but other studies support
'the notion that.teachers do have different expectations of 'students and
that these empeCtations are related to how.they treat the students
(Elashoff & Snow, 1971; pp. 57 ff., add references).. On ttle other hand,.

teacherS also have the time and opportunity to counter the expectationi
and sinse evidence.suggests\that-certain\teachers are effective in just
this manner, -as we shall see later in this section.

As examples of the kind of information that we think might profitably
be brpught into better facus for teachers, we will comment.briefly on two
status features, seA And socioeconomic-status.

. Both facdts are controver-
sial; but in the case of 4ex we think it is possibletO sort out what can
-and cannot be attributed to this'characteristic,'Wbereas in'the case of
sociaecdnomic level, the picture is much less clear.

As any.observer of the American sCene is aware, the equalityof the
sexes is i matter of considerable discussion and argument.. At the one
extreme are those who-claim that differences between male and femaie are.

'trivial, and coMprise.an insufficient basis for the many inequities
suffered by women (and men as well; cf. Journal of Social Issues, 1978).
.At"the other ehd of-the spectrum are 'those Who continue to see obvious'
and by no means trivial differences.

1 ,
4

Research on sex differences has not reached agreelment on the facts,
but sufficient convergence exists is to major-areas of sex differences
and nondifferences to provide guidance to the teacher. Notice that we
are not saying that the reseafch is presently translated into 4 format
suitable'for practical application, oply tht the:basis for such a
translation exists. A survey of the literature- suggests that %les and;
females diffef on *a, numbet'ot'sensory and. motor abilities, and n certain
intellectual and .social abilities as well. McGuihness,(1979) summarizes
.some.of these diffe'rencds: ..

4

r.

. newborn boys are,significantly more active than
girls: 'Boys are owake more, show more lord-inteustty
motor aFtivity. (head turning, hand waving, twitching,
and jerking) and,mdre fadial grimaciEg than girls.

. rou ,and-tintible lay remains'exclusivelr.malell
as it does tn other pf tes. Th male's larger

fmuscle pass (at maturity .body tissue as
opposed ta 23,percent in pib female) nd,auperiorr., '

integration pf sight And Mottor skills ve rise t%
excellence jm fait gross motor action. Males character+
istically e4,ldre thei 'world, and they manipulate
objects by- takihg the4apart. -From about the aa of
nine,or. 10 years00,ma s show superior perf n e in

\ ,

4.

:
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tracking ta5ks. . . As human beings getolder, the,
difference betweenthe sexes.increattes. Male strength
and men's speed and accuracy it sports ate well known.

Females excel in fine,motor contro/.

Girls speak soonet, with greater fluency and
grammatical acceiracy, and use more words per utterance
thati bays . . .

, .

The rate-of babbling appears to be identical in boy
and girl babies, but girls teAd to develop consistent
mastery of 4nguage. in both reception and

th
executioA

th
$),

and they talk,mare mieir mothers than boys do.., .

. . females shOwed overwhellingly greater sensitivity
to pressure on,the Ain in every,part of the. body., ,but
-ma/es and females did.not differ .1.d distitguishing the.
distances"between two,points of presiute. Females
,therefore have, a heightened abi4ty to detect the,
ptesence of a stimulus bist,are no better than miles
at-the icuity,of their toudh.

1

When it cotes to nearing, females show specific
,sensitivities in c.ettain tasks, areequal to males in.
ptherp,. frot the time they were-six years old-,
females ware consistently better able,than males,to
heat high-frequency.Soulds above approximately 4,000
cycles per second.' These frequencies, which Are-
outside the fundamental range of most musidal-instru-
ments, provide information about the quality and
clarity of sound, such as consonants in.speech and r,

t,he timbre of voites and .sical instruments

. woMPAn set-iheir cotfortable level nine decibels
lower,.thaO males. Ap loudne*e appears to double at
about Eldecibelsr and tnese Sests'involved sound
frequenCies where the thresholds of, both sexes were

' identical, 4,t.appears that at comfortable sound
levels femileb hear sounds siitwice as loud as males
do. .(pp._82-85)

These generalizations are but i sample of what might be cl.tedTo t ,

performance, and o

not tnfluenged by
of .tilese findings entail assessment-of bensori7c0O-r-
the effects-are /ike/y to be telativelf:stable, and
choice of testing instrument,and so on.,

.

44,
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Oisagteement is more substantial h we turn to.inte1lectu44and
social performance. 1c)i instance, a s e by Maccoby and Jacilin (1974
concludes that *

many populgr beliefs.about the .psychological.charadter7
is4cs of the rwo sexes .have little orito basis,
in fact; How is'it.pciesible that people continue to
believe, for example, that girls Are more "social"
thee boys, whet careful observatiOn and measurement

, in a.variety of situations show nO sex differencef
',-Of course it is posaible that we have not studied
those particular situations thaicontribete.mostto
the popular. beliefs. BUI if thid is the problem it
means that the alleged.sex.difference exixts in a.

limited range of sireations and the_sweeping general
izatioas embodied in popular beliefs gre not wa.tranted

. A 'more likely'explanation for the perpetuation
of "myths," we believe, is the fact that stereotypes
are such powerful things. (p. 35.5)

, A similar concludion has been,p0t,forward by Sherman (1978):1
*

Grasping the limited extent of the:cognitive differs-
ences between the sexes, one is strOck by'their
inconsequential nature, at least interms of any kind
of evidence that would warrant-adVising bomand
girls to pursue .different'coursest.of careers'On the
basis of sex ditferentiaprin ability. . . even'
without total coatrol of relevant 'Sex-role v*riables,
i.e., even whep likely environmental sources of
variance'are left-uficontrolled, the.amount Of varianCe
attribtitable to'sex is tYpically at most, 5 percent. .

On the`other hand, the, large extent of the differences'
that can develop in cognitive skills between-the
sexes ts a patter for concern.. Has it been our
.idtention to divide 'the poOulatiot tnto the Pihks and .

ihe blues and tizi develop one sit ef cognitive Skills
.in the pinks-and another set,in the blues?. If this'is
not our intent, .the educational and social,practaces that ,

have occurvti "neturilly" war:teed 'reexamination. "(p. 66)

Sherman is referring to certainyeelicstablished statistics about educational
achievement-T-e.g., between i; And 10 Arcent of all elamentary school children
are diagnosed as "hyperactive" or "miniMally.brain, ged," and virtually
all of these individuals are boys; girls excel-in e .aar years ofsChool,
and do at least as well as.boys in,arithmetic, yet only 4 small proportiop

Ahoose me.theMatics, science, er-engtneering.as,a career; and sp on. 4;

6 6
3 .8
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At Firesent, the debate still centers uponithe ext.ent to which sex
.differences are,real.or Tythical. -.For instance, Block (1976),.after a
careiul analysts.of Maccobrand Jack1infs (1974).book, comes to.the

,I..conclusiOn.that. sex differences Axe probablY mine pervasive 144 the
;intellePtual.and-social domains than,suggeatd by Maccóby and Jacklin.
The debate unfortunatel7 seems'ta center upon statistiCal Significance%
we 'suspect that soteone is hard at work on a meta-analysis (Glass, 19-78)

. of_ sex effects that will prove conclusivelY'that the effeCt exceeds the..
.05 level of significance over the range of etudies.. Batablishing such
\a conclusion would bi,pClittle interestto practitionerstorfor that.
'matter to researchers. PraCtitioners would probably benefit tudat from an
4alysis of available literature that provided (a) an idea.of the
magnitude of ;he differences add.similarities that charactlrize boys and
gitlds at various,stages of deVelopment in-various areei of physical and
paYChological functioning; (b)'a sense of the implications of these
charaCteristics for handlingthe individual. student; (c) an examtnation
of the effects.of context (including instruqion) on the magniiude'of
,sex effects; and (d), 'recommendations of hbk to adapt instructiOnal
.cOtteat;and style to the needs of boys and girls.whodare at,the endpoints
of the continhum. 'We think the existing literature provides some basis
for answering these questions, and that such Answers would im useful.-If.
Illock's (1970, Tablei 1 is an:Accurate summary4 teachers probably need to

, betoma more aware of, how they are handling sex diffetences. However',.

once again-let us'say that.we.need more than the Statistical stgnificance
values provided in Bock's table;: we need to know scimething about
the magnitude of the differences, and the amount of overlap in the
diStributipons.

.1

We Are alko mindf41\that the:teacher'has chdices in.howtO deal with,
boys and girls (Duke, 1978b). We tend to agree with Sherman (1978; also,

ISruner190): 'that niumin plasticity,is such that reality, to it large
de,gree, can,be.what we wish.,to =tit" (01 ix). In this spatemenemay
be the dream and challenge of the stitdtion of public education in
Americwthat 6e reality of the intellettual achievement of a child need
hot be that predicted'bY his status, but can be Fhatever'studemt, teacher,
and parents aspire to.

. .

-

Now let'wi look7lat the stereotypes associated with sacioaconomic
level--a statUs characteriatic'par)excellence.' It is'ye.I1 established
that thte.variable AcCounts orconsiderabWvarignce in school achievement,

.more than most otber_statun labels. However,'it. 4s.far from clear what,
this relationshiP meisna.functiona1ly. Most studies haveY.used socioeconomic'
level as. a generalizedi.ndeX Of'dtsadvantagement, with little effort to

a..explore.the mechanisMwthet-mediate-between.the.index and:Schocil achd.eement.
Pi'many.-studies, socioeconomicAevel ip confpunded-With 4 varietr,of Other.
Varlabiapt-eihnic background, minority Atatus,,,region of the Country or
aeighbahood, nutritional history, educetionalkle 1 Of family, and so cm.

WIO

;
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As the Serrano-Priest decision established, there is also a relatioUship
in this country between socioeconomic level in the community and the
resources available for schooling; "natural variation" has pr.ovided poor
control over thia social experiment.

-

\
Whavcan be learned from the Fesearch? What should the teaCher

exPect frop, a "Child of poverty"? Certainly it would be a mistike to say
, quat:the expectation should be aeaverage level of performance. This
advice simply flies in the face of the facts* The research provides
little analysis and clarificatiol Clark (i,072), Harrington (1962), Holt
(1967), and etllers, who rely on anecdotes piobably provide a better feel
than researchers for the variety that the,teadher is likely to encounter*
Their remedies, however,, should be taken with'a grafn of salt; they don't
work far everyone.',

All_in ali, we suspeet that teaChers might benefit most from training
aimed at inCreaaing their.awareness-of the range of cultural'environments,
and-their ability to.assess the background that their students bring to

.

% the classrooms. Harrington'(in Chapter 6) arid Freedle (in Chapter 7) both -it

emphasizi the importance to the teacher of understanding the functional
mechanisms*by whiCh the Child appliis his cultural, and sOcial baCkground

Il.. to the classroom situation. They cite ndmerous instances where a mismatch ,.

between teacher,and student culture may impair the instructional interaction.

411
,

.

,
,

.
.

We think that the research findinga from educational anthropology may
. have Particular releVance to classroom' practice, and that these concepts

, and methods shoUld be:pertof,the teacher's armaMentarism.. (For a practical
example of one application of our idea?,-cf.GoodIad & Klein, 19740, In
essence, We are suggesting that the teacher acquire some of the skills of
the cultural anthropologist:

.

TeaChers may /earn to..become sensitive to these
frames se they exist within the majority culture and
as they eiist within subcultures; ,In this way the
teacher can minimize the many instances in which. .

misunderstandings can occut.through gestdres, glances,
intonatilon, choice of speedh register (empha is for
clarity or fox scorn)., choice of discourse genre
(qtory telling versus expositOrr 4orMT, cho. ce of
languar code, choice of whether dr notto code-switch,
and so on. Students may also belinterested' in
learning hoew these various pattefns of communication
are employed in different cultures. This knowledge
may help them to understand whether s. teadher is

'

necessarily abusing them or wheifler.they have,in turn,
misinterpreted the contextual odea of the*majority
culture, .(heedle Chapter 7, p. 7.27)

40
V
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Our only quarrel with the anthropological approach that we recommend
as pat4, of staff development is that it may have its own un;que flavor of.
stereotyping. For instance; we read an account by'Freedle in Chapter 7
of research by Weeks (Note 5), who reported that Yakima (Indian) children
often.have."nonspecific language problems" in school, that their back-
ground makes them reluctant to admit that they cannot answer a question
by saying "I don't know" or by guessing. As a consequence, they are
presumably perceived as unresponsive, rioncompetitive, unmotivated,
impertinent, and perhaps ignorant. We do not doilbt that some Yakima
children behave this way; so do some "Anglo" children, whatever this
classification means. It may even be that Yakima children are somewhat
more inclined than other groups to respond in the fashion described and
for the reasons given. The context may matter; Indian chil.drell 'arc
likely to be more assertive 'on a basketball court or in a,rodeo, to the
degree that,they react in a typical way.

We still think that the advice implicit in this report ip question-
ableithe teacher shoulad mot expect all Yakima or all Indian Children to
behave in an unresponsive manner. Such behavior in any Child Calls for
an assessment by the teacher of the functional reasons for the actions,
and for the development of an instructional program that helps the child
achieve to his potential. It-is not enough to explain the behavior by
the ethnic identity. Any child4 Yakima or other, who is to do well on
group-administered multiple-choice tests must learn to make the best use
of partial knowledge. The teacher's task is to aid students in spanning
the gap between their culture and the "cultures" of work and school that
ace the realities of contemporary society (cf. Goodnow, 1972).

Curriculum development. Ami noted.abOve, not too many years ago our
country was busily engaged in a frantic seardh for the one, best, teacher-

, proof curriculum-,-in reading, MatheMatics,.science, and-other areas of
human kAowledge. Unfortunately, these "optimal":programs:could not be
teliably'distinguished froM Educator& and citizens
questibned the starting assumptions and ending goals of many.of the
innovative curricula, and minoriry groupsIpressed forWard the aims of
multicultural education. Tlie result of all these pressure* appears to be
an increase in, or at least a greater tolerance for, diversity in curriculum
programs. Although included here Under the heading of ".what.weicnow,"
fact oar aCtual knowledge about curriculum diversity is not -vir extensive.
One tinding that seems-to.turn up consistently is the presence today of
greater variety n turticulum mat;itals, largely due ;o the impact of
fedetal aid.programs (Dixon, 19797. Two decades ago, most classrooms'
relied on'a single basal.series rbr instruction.in reading; similat
limitations held for other subject matters. Today, one finds la wide

.array of materiala7-books, basal series, but also audio-,visal materials,
games, ths.omnipre ent ditto sheets, and evin an occasional televiSion
set.

,

-1)
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In,spite of this increase'in materials, the finding that has become
throughly established during the past decade' is that it is the implementa
tion of a.curriculum that matters, and'nbt the label over the classroAm
doort. Perhaps. no practical person wot1d have thought 'otherwise. Nonethe-
leas.-beginning with the Pis t. Grade Ra&ding Study of the early 1960s,
and continuing throngh the erinients of.Planned Variation in Follow-
Through, evaltiation research h repor5edly shown that variation within.....a
.program'is substantial ancFgene ally much greater.than variation between
'programs. Some see this resul as'a negative finding,"but we sea a
.0ositi4S pide--as Good, Biddle, & Brophy (1975) put it, teachers make a
diffeYeqpel

'4
More tc*.thepoint, schooling makes.a difference. -The picture is

still a bit uhcertain, but We are'begianing to gathei replicable evidence
.

about.the conditions that proMote irowth inOe basic educational skills
(Ca/fee & Shefelbine, It press; Gage, 1978, Note 4; Schutt, 1979). Of
patticular interest with.regard to equity and diverdity, are those finatngs
-that showit is possible for the student.to "beat-the odds.."

0 bra the one hand, Bloom's (1964) treatise could be viewed as casting
graVe doubCon'the meaningfulneas of the term"eqUal educationalAopportunity."
His'general finding wa4 that grade 12:performance was predictable by the
time the student finished grade 4; the:correlations were on the order of
.75 or better. Practically speaking, Such a 'high correlation means that
the Child on the bottom rung of the achievement ladder-in,the.middle
elementary yearp will enter the work place on the b?ttom rung, and vice
Vikr,*0i Bloom-(1976;.also cf. Block, 19743 has.recently put forward'the
conCept of 'mastery, learning as ti .Curriculhm striategy for breaking the
lo5kiitep 6f success and failure. Whilethe mastery approach has attracted.
cpusiderable attenti.on, it,does,not yet appiar'to be a.universal panacea'.
for instructional pains.

. Oh the other. hand, McDonald & Elias(1976) reported findings fromlia
r .1a1ge-scale survey of California elementary achools that certain nischers

'accomplish the goal pf ctianging the relative,ranking of stude4ts within a
:singie school year. in Figure.5 are shown the patterns of gain scores
for the most and least effective classes in second-grade reading add
'46athematics instructión. '.The solid reference line ie based on the
starting .point for the total'saiple of.more thAn ninety teachers.' The
dasOteline'segmentis the actual set'of scores for the individual class.
The hatched area represents the relative classWise-gatn achieved by the'.
teacher and thre curriculum RFOgram during the:year. is clear that

,some teacie s .'this sample promote sabstantially grdter than expette4
performance ..ng the lower-achieving etude ts--the student on ihe bottom
.rung has a ce'to mOve upl Other teacheis, eapecl.all;t In lathemitics,
appear to pkomote telatilialy greater advances by the more able students,

' thereby,increasing the extent of inequity. Many teathers simply pass

7

6 6 s
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Figure 5 PatternigtO gain scores for Most and least effect* classes
in 'secondlgrade reading and mithematics
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forward students with relatively unchanged-rankings via-I-via their
classmates. This appears to be.the modal practice.

.Another instance of a curriculum program that rearranges preexiiting"--
differences in atudent adhievement in the early grades is the reports by
Ranson and Schutz (1975, 1976) on the effects of the TWRL.reading program.
This program ie.:modular, and so it Of possible to determine the.number of
instruction units completed by each individual student. Status dharacter-
istics.such as entry level, family incoMe, ethnicity, and sex are all
positiVely correlated with the number of instructional units-cOmpleted by ,

a student. However, aneven stronger relation holds between achievement .

on standardized instruments and number of instructional units cotpleted,
independent of status characteristics. 'FigUre 6 ahows performance on'one'
of several tests that were administered; the Others show a comparable
pattern. The s gnificant finding in every panel is that test performance
depends on th number of instructional units4completed by atclass, and
is virtually independent of the'status characteristics ,,of the clasii' The
SWRL data' ovide a paradigmatic example of how-one illOt adhieSe separa-
bility of status and'functianal dharacteristics, and in this instanie it'
is clear that the functiOnal aspects are substantially more relevant&
Lowe4 status students complete fewer instrUctional unitp:, but where
students vary.within the atatus categdries in 'the amount of work completed,-
success follows.

Pur'dhiet conclusinn is that there it' considerable di4ersity.in the
curriculut programs now available (e.g.', N1E Catalogue of Products,
1975),,and that extbting ccimmercial and governmental activities continue
to'generate newelternatives. , School peoPle often7tend to prolibse a "neli.
curriculuuras the solution to 'educational problems. There. is?undoubtedly
some valise in such activities--the work leads to a.sense of ownership,
among other things...However, we would urge 'school people to -make ehem- .

selves aware of the alternatives and build upon those to the extent.
possible (e.g., through searches of ERIC and the associated clearingnsouseS,
.and through agencies like the RDX). Rebuilding the wheel_takerj time And,
energy that tight be better spent op adapting existing eaterials ,find

tdeas to iocal conditillans, rather than starting frdm scritCh.

2 . . .

.

Assignment of_stUdents.to programs. The McDonald-Elias and SWRL
resellts support a fairly common finding in the literatUre on aptitude- .

treitment-interactions:, more able students perform well in a variety of
programs,.whereas those' students who arp less,appropriately socialized to S
schooling do well only when ihe inatructional pVgram is Suited to their
knowledge and is fairly directive.(0conbach & Snow, 1977),. A related
sUggestionomes from Jenien's.(1973) distinction between Level I.eand,.
Level 11-type learners.. The.Level 1 stu4ent leArns most easi4 by'
repetition and rote .memory; the LeVer Iretudent is facile at reasoning'
and Oroblem solving, what Frijda (Note 5)kihas called the "autonomous

A-
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transformational activity".of applying previous experiences to the
present situation. These findings.might lead to ,the assignment of
students to programs on the basiti of ability. But the problem is more
complex than thts simple solution implies. In fact, wr suspect that'
assigning students to a variety of programs.by a veriety'of assignment
.rules is once again the.best answer:

The research literature on assignment'of studetts to programs is
.quite extensive, and certain fatts are fairly well known (Duke, 1979;
esp. for areview, cf. Calf ee& Brown., 1979). For instance, when
low-perforiance studeets are trackecroi gkouped together, the performance
of the entire group suffers, It appearsgthat.low7performance students
tend to be assigned to low-ability teachers,.which may account for part

e we suspect t t the overall coltext contribiltes

of the deficiency Mentioned above. mpfellow students Also corise
part of "the program," an

to the'phenomenon (cf. the earlier discussioe of steering groups).

, A second finding that appears lairly solid ts that when students are
heterogeneousl)r grouped when students from a variety of ability
levels and atatus categories are assigned to each school and class), the
higher Performance students generally continue to excel, whereas-the
'achievement of the lower-entry students is enhaeced. This result,
appearing in one-form or another, has been the basis for a number of
controversial policy decisions regarding the manner in which public
schools are run in the United States. For instance, busing to obtain
iacial integration was based in part bn the finding of'Coleman et al.
(066) of relatively higher aChievement 'of (lower-incoMe) black stddents
.in,racially integrated classrooms, Mainstreaming was Mandated by U.B.
Public Law 94A442 because citizens and legislatorS became convinced that'
handicapped students, would receive a more adequate education whet they
Could be incleded in the variety of experiences available in the regular

- classroom. That instrubtion should be provided in thb "least restrictive
educational environalne was a clear pronouncement about the perceived
importance of diversity in the inatruttional program, and in the peers'
who are an important part of the educational environment.

Tracking continues to be carried out as an inseirectional strategy,
especially at the secoedety level: On' the one hand is tracking'at the
lachool level, common in many foreign coueiriei, in which the student is
assigned to one or another secondary school (vocational'or college-bound)
on the basis of achievemeet or examination scorea'at the end of elementary

.

school. A,middle-of-the-road approath is to assign all students in the
samm neighborhood to a single comprehensive high school, and then'to*

01. tradk within the echoól to different programs. .This procedure aeleast
permits students on different tradks tp share some common experiences in
.classes like physical educatioh, hygiene, and so on. At the other
extreme is the comprehensive hie school with a single program, where
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students ate assigned more or less at random to classes. We doubt that
such a program is'really wOrkable, even in coMmunities where the population
is quite homogeneous.

in principle, it is hard to argue with the.ideal of school \and
classroom heterdgenelty. Our cOuntry upholds the belief that,all men are
created equal,.and opportdnities.to iateract with bthers would seem.vitally
important experiencea if we are to understand 4nd-respect the variety"of
people who comprise "all men" in our society. It also seems reasonabliti

that the pdblic school should assume a major responsibility in providing
such experieves. However, the school also has other responsibilities,
and achieving these aims is not always compatible'withthe goal ofi
diversi:ty in instructional experiences. Public education has limited
finanbial and human resourCes, and these are not sufficient to achieve
all the goals that we might judge to be wort4while.

It is worth emphasizing the-point that.the integration of students
(and teachers) from diverse backgrounds--for ehis is what we are.talkiag
about--is achieved oaly At sole cost. When teacntts coRpare the task of
instruction dnder.homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping, their response
is Consisteat'and strong--teaching a group of students becomesmore
difficult as the range of ability becalm:es viler. The reasons for the
greater work load ate fairly obvious. With a restricted-range of ability .
and interests, the.teacher can plan A single pro

t

ram of instruction that

5L'

will fit most students. Diverse students requi diverse prpgrams. The
Additional planning-entails' more work, but an even greatersprobleM is.

t most teachers have,aot received training in the implementation of
tiple programs. We cOntitqle to tandatesignificant.changes ia pdblic

schooling (e.g., busing for integratism, mainstreamiag, heterogeneous
grouping, and.so on) with little attention to the implications,of such
programs for the teacheria task. .When staff development components are
ancluded'in such mandates, it-is generally too'little too late. A common
model for inserviceAducation is the entrepreneurial "expert" who comes
for an afterdoon, presents a reacy-Made package-.of andwers, and .departs
with the.fee. The answers may.not fit the real questions at a given
site. The training is generally a lecture format outside of the classroom.
The:follow-up is nonexistent. This model seems predestined to fail. It

is as though commercial airlines When.they changed from prOpeller-driven
to jet Aircraft had provided the pilots with a brief handbOok and ohe.
trial flight--iie would have expected a stibstantial number.of wrecks.

Students community, and school administration also receive ittie
if aay preparation for the changes described above. liany of the aliases

have lacked, local community support, and have been' receiired by ihe school
administration aia mandates "Vim on high," given under court pressure or
threat of financial petalty. The result in many instances appears to

have endangered the public school. The goals behiad such moves are
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generally noble and worthwhile--and evidence often suggests that under
1appropriate iircumstances the results can be positive. Our recommendation

is that, in the future, more attention be given to'training for the
participants, especially teachers and principals, and to thefevaluation
of.alternative implementation procedUies in relatively small, well-
controlled experimental settings. Busing to achieve racial integration
was implemented on the basis of.virtually no experimental evidence as.to.
its effects,, and it continues to be mandated as a political act rather
than an educatconal program.

We hawk spent considerable space discussing the assignment of
students to programs on the basis of general performance level, because
this matter seems to us the most significant question facing American
schools At present. A number of other issues fall under this" rubric. .We
will mention,them only briefly, because it seems to Us that the evidence
is not solid enough to make recommendation's.

.

One issue centers on the various cognitivestyle typologies.
Students who are reflective, field independent, or categorical thinkers
are presumed to flourish in a different educational environment'than do .

imputsive, field dependent, Or concrete thinkeYs. A frequently occurring
notion here is that one.should aim for a match between the child's style
And the style of the program. This idea was intluded as a mandate under
the Office of Civil Rights "Lau remedies" (1974; alio 'cf. SEIA, 1976).
Thus In impulsive, student should presumably do better with a. fast-paced
program.and an impulsive teacher, and so on. The literature also contains
some suggestions tivit cognitive style is a function of ethnicstatus, bUt
the results are'neither substantial nor consistent (cf. Harrington's
disCussion in this series of the work of,:Ramirez & Castaeda, 1974;
and Ramirez,.Castaffeda, & Herold, 1974;"-th counter-interpretation of
Ogbu, 1974; also cf. the work of PeAVila (Note 6); and papers by Bissell,
by Lesser, and by Kogan'in LeAser, 1971). As noted earlier, the research
does not support the use of these traits as a basis for assigning-students,
Certainly not for permanent placement4.1

In the same general vein are the sOggestions that some students
(e.g., boys) are visual learners, utheieas others (e.g., girls) are
auditOry learners,.and that alternative instructional programs are needed
tor these differ4nt sensory preferences. The literature on sex di.fferew-
tiation does 111,4*1 consistent distinctions in the sensory-motor functions
of males and females; hoVeiltr, these distinctins are generally at a
fairly low level of cognitive processing, and would not appear to.be a
firm basis for decisions about the assignment of students.

Finally, we can mention efforts to assign students to inStructional
grograms.on theqbbasis of language or dialect. At one extreme ere students

6,5
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who neither speak nor understand the rangnage of the cilissroom; for these
,st.udents, the remedies provided under the Lau decision seem quite reason-
able. In another corner are those bilingual programs that seek maintenance

. of a second language by the school on ,behalf of students whose cultural
heritage includes a language othar than English. .The aroblem is not
always that the child's,EngliSh is' insufficient for hi&or her to derive
benefit-from instruction in English, but.rather that an important goal of
Ametican public education should be the preservation of cultures, and the ,

development of respect for the variety of:cultures in our country.
_finally, in yet another corner are those who have hypothesized thit a
,adapatah between the student's dialect and the dialect of the classroom
Aay hindei.learning. This point of view has centered largely on the
.dialects spoken by lower-income Blacks, but would seem to cover a wide
variety of situations. 4

,

We cannot, hope to do justice to this comp/ex web of issues. The
fir roblem is tb identify the child's language competence ind refdiness
to enefit from inatructiOn-in particular classrooms. We are still some
way from practical solutions. A second problem is the identification, -

. dodification, and construction of suitable curriculum programs in those '

Languages'and at thode levels of-instruction where needs exist. A third
problem is/he training of teachers who pan implement these,programs.
There is mcivement aloag all these fronts--in research, in development, in
implementation, and in action (cf. the recent Ann, Arbot court decision
to the effect that tesChers must be ablle, to,instruct stu4ents'whose
language includes B/ack dialect); In the instanpe of both bilingual and'-

bidialectal instructional programs, one is hard-pressed today to find
evidence of benefit to the atudents in this country for whom the spe4s1
programs are designed (AIR, 1978). This "negative" evidence should not
necessarily be givea-great credence; the programs were often identified
by label with to 'monitoring of implementation, and the outcome meatures
(typically standardized achievement tests) frequently bear little relation-
ship to the goals of the program.

Ail of 3liese cases described above are based on the same basic
assignment strategy--children vary in the instructional conditions that

_

yield to fastest and easiest learning (of the inatructional objectives),v
and thelteacher (or principal) should provide an instructional program ;

for ei$11 student that is suited to his strengths and avoids his weaknesses.
Learning is easiest for most of us when it las concrete, part of a real
social and physicalicontext,, 4nd when we have readily available models and

opportunities to learn by doing. The description by HarFington (Chapterote)
of learning among the Tale tribe fits this design, and it sounds
delightful. UnfortunatelY, and for better or wotse, these conditions aFe.
not always the best design for adaptation to modern society, where.the
demands often call for adjuatment that is abstract, out of context,
withbut models--and you have only one chance (Inkeps & Smith, 1974; for
i-specific and detailed instance of this principle at work, cf. Olson
1977a, b, on the relationshipdbetween spoken and written communication).

67(1
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Over and above the-question of whether the instructional strategy
described is posible or economically feasibla,-one can also ask whether
it is good for students. ,46in alternative policy.sees the schoca as an
environment in which the student is continuouSly challenged, where the
4tulient is taught to his weakness and is left to develop strengths on his
own. The'teacher cannot teach everything, and the eventual goal-of
instructiOn.is that what'll) learned Must be transferred to new situationa.
Liatruction.fitting this policy requires more of the student and probably
more of the teacher. We are inclined to think that the policy.is consistint,
with Harringtod's (Chapter 6) portrayal 'of the "competent" person.

) In the limit, education as Challenge might serve to perpetdate the
school as a selection mechanism, an institution for piCking 'out and
certifying those students whose innate characteristida and background
prepare them to,benefit from schbOling as a Challenge. AnOther instance
of this approach would place a7greater S'ecouniability on the school,.-
giving it the responsibility to ensure that allput a smakl proportion of
students learn t meet the Challenge of schooland of life after school.
This point of. view fits the role of the school eipressed by Biggs (1978):

1

, . tchool . . . is a cultural invention, the
'purpose of which is to help childAen learn those
important things about our culturnwhich they mould
not,otketwise pick up, and the, learning Of which.has
had little chance at being facilitated'or Orepared in
.oUr biological wiring (or iri-the.latudent's environ-
mental background, we might. addY. (p! 13) .

4 The success, of the school in,attaining such ends will in any event dependf

largely on ttie skill of the individual teacher in manaiing the classroom
to aCcomodatesthe diversity that existsthe topic to which we turn next.

Classroom management. The teacher generally has 11,ttle choice today
%,about students or curticulum program. Nowadays,'with declining enrollments
and tax limitations, you take a job where you can find,it, you follow.the
mandated currialum and use the available materials, and you dO what you
can with what you have.' The teacheF's task is to achieve efficient and,
it is hoped, effective management with limited resources.

7

The critical-na ure of'classroom'management for effective teaching. ,

is apparent in the otcome of several studies (Crawford & Gage, 1977;
Stallings, 1975' also, . Duke, l9791, The newest theme song even has a
managerial ring to ittime on task. In the well-run classroom, each
student spend& i high proportion of time in %al:lip:egad academicqworkf In a -
chapter on diversity, it is relevant to suigest that'what the student i&
working on also matters, even thaigh most of the research has not yef
attained thia degree of sorstication.

677
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We Ean\mention a few things about management, over and above the
'concept of time on task, that bear directly oh provision for diversity.
Some of these are supported by research; others'are practical suggestions ,

-
that we thihk\be'ar repeating.

4

First, we do know aboat the kindsof differences that are most
signifidant ill determining student success and,style. Entry level
ability an4 intelligence. Are a5,,the tap of the:list, to be sure. In

addition; the kinds of dimensions identifiedby. Shipman and Shipman
"(qhapter.12) arid Thomas,(Chapter:11) should be part of the taitchees
typology, not to serve as new labels'but as a starting point for the
understanding of the student's cognitive processes. We think it ita,
important for the teadher to know alilout the underlying mental and iva-.

tional characteristics that lead io'-categories like Thomas''"the Ea
Child, the DIffietat Child, and the SloW-to-Warm-up Child." The varioug
dimensions are tot totally independent, but ihe teadher can expect to
find alI.cOmhinations. By nO means.rare is the report (Education Daily,
1979) of a fifth-grader tested and found to be intellettually gifted,
found to.be in'need of "a challenge," with.the yarning that."Anless.sote,
special arrangement is made for him, -he-may easily becode a behavior
problei." No such arrangements were made, he did display behavior .

problems, and the parents have filed a million-dollar law suit against
the schools'for failing to meet the student's needs. Individual teacherp
Ladd this problem in less spectacurar form_every year.

Education4 psythology texts provide retr6rks*y little guidkindt on
the nature of individual diversity, or how to provide dnitable arrange-
ments in the classroom. Sode provide no advice At all; others appear to
reinforce stereotypes (e.g.', In one popular text, ;he section on individual
differences discusses "exceptional children" in the context of "suggeations

, for .maintaining classroom control"), whereas the most typical treatilent
is twsprinkle advice, and'research findings throughout, with the result
that the teacher may well give up any serious effort at handling diversitty
(esg:, Gage 6 Berliner, 1975):

. . No one Method, no one text, no one turriculum,.
no one_version.of any.teaching71earning activity is'
likely to be equally successful with ill.stuants.
The wide'variety of variables on which people difler
interacts .with the methods we use to teach students.
The thoughtful teacher ihould never lose sight of thd
need to monitor and then-'match students to treatments

, in some fashion that best'fits the student.

. . Too little is known as yet to make pdsible the
widespread design of educational programs based on,
,ATI informatiOn.



Idthe.meantime, teachers need to understaad- the .

definitVon,'measurement,.and orgaaization of intelli-
wince ant related dimensions of individual differences,
such as motivation. These are the important general
dimensions on ehich indi dual.differencee. ere used
for predicting student ac14evement and.assigning
students to treatments. 188)

The papers in this boot( suggest that we are curAntly able to give
mare precise and helpful advice than _this.

1

Finally, we propose that one of the Chief tasks of .the teacher, as
manager is to search fbr additional resources. Classes of two to three .

dozen children are typical in.the VaitedStates, far smaller than in manY
other countries. Class siaa does lippeae"to matter in achievement, but
only whea the number of students drops below a doz,en, and we are not
likely to double the expenditures for public schoolini-in this country,
at least not in the near future:. Meanwhile,.evet the hardest working
teacher is ptessed to haddle the fall range of individual needs in a "'-
large Elass. ?

Where are additional reliources to be found? .Tichnology is one
answer. More effective classroome re generally found to contain a-
greater variety of materiels, in41 ding books,(4oneof.the oldest tech-
nologies), games, tape recorders', And so on. 'Some of these devices are
expenalve, and ,all require time and planning effortdor effective use,
bat ehlm allow a wider range of instructiohal alternatives.

Peers and cro ss-age tutors are another aswer. Here again, simply
,"Importing" othet students and mixing them.up is not lilxely to do much
beyond creating Chaos. .Flanning and managing a .tutorimg program is a
demanding job, and the rewards: may be a while.in coming. The,evidence is
that there As a payoff, especially for the tutor .(Ellson,'1976).

'PO

Farents can also be resources. farents and teadhers share a common
concern with the Child's development and well-being, and'should work
together.as partners. ,Unfortunately, as Lightfoot (Note 1) observes, the
relationship is often one,of distantiation, Mistrust; or competition,
with heither party comfortable at'interchange with the other. However,

. Cooperation Is possible, and it is genefally to the teacher's advantage'
,to fostereea more participative rollijor parents (aad other.members of the
community) in ihe classroom. )Aaide.from alleviating the 4:Isar-size
Problet,'these Other adults can also provide greater diversity of experi-
ence in the schoOl. Parent'irolunteera,are less comMon in secondary
schools for some reason4 but'the concept would seem to hold piromise
there asVell am at the elementary level. We realize that suchoctivities
are:not alwayspossible .and arakoften'incOnvenient. In our experience,

6 79
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for what'that is worth, they seem to pay off. Once again, the costs of
implementing SucCInograbs is not triviai.

The researFh needs. Most of "what we know" is based on short-term
research of limited generaliiability carried out from a single disciplinary
peripective. These shortcamings reflect in part the traditions, of educe-
tional research, but they also result from fedeEal and state policies
for the support of educational research and evaluation efforts. We will
not attempt a comprehensive critique, but instead touch on a few problems
that seem especially noteworthy, and we would holie for progress to
alleviate these problems.

Cronbaan (1957) noted many years ago the separation of experlinental
,psychology from research on individual differences, and the trend continues
today. "Basic" research in the behavieral sciences is highly analytic,
and we have sophisticated descriptions a human thought processes--but
there is a virtual neglect of the differences between people in how they
think (fot two exceptions, cf. the work of.Sternberg, 1977, as well as
,Carroll, Note 3, and Hunt et al., 1971, 1975, mentioned previously). Applied
research, on the other hand, has tended-to be nonanalltic and stereotypical--
evaluation studies tend to classify people as ridh or plOor, black or
white, Anglo qr Chicano, labels Oat are at worst misleading and at best
still fail to illuminate underlying functional differences. Programs
continue to be described in simplistic terms. We are past the experimental-
control level of distinction, but even in a fairly respectable design
such as Planned Variation in 'Follow Through, the treatment factor focuses
more on labels than on functional variations.

Snow (1977), Barker (1978), and Grannis (Chapter 13). are
those who have called for reseakeh designs that are more compreh sive, ,

and generalizable. Grannis also raises. this isspe,-making reference to,
Bronfenbrenner (1976).AndWillems (1977). Cronbach's ,(Cronbach, Gleser,

,Nanda,.&'Rajaratnam, 1972) concept of ieneralizability has redefined our
notions of the reliability of a test; The perforMance of a single person
on a.single qUestion is aetually an event in a multidimensional contextual
space. The generalizability of this single event is the measure of its A

stability over contextual variations. In like manner ye.can imagine a
research investigatiOn as a single event, carried out by a particular
researcher.in a particulat context. The generalizability.of the study is
the stability of the finding over the range of releyancontexts (Calfee,
Note 10). Generalizabilitylis primarily a matter of design. One approach
to generalizability 'design Is to sample at random from the set of texts, .

with the hope that adequate control and representativeqesi will be
aehleved. This is the aciproach taken in building a.6tandardized achieve-
ment test or compiling a test battery; it is also one way of,viewing the
procedure of meta-analysii. Another approach is to construct more'systematic

(
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designs that ensere more adequate contol*and -a higher degree of orthogo-'
; nality between the factors. This approach has demonstratable adirantages
in the evaluation 0.tests, and sJe suspect Yor social science sulveys and
eaperiments as well (cf. Calfee, Note AO; for technical recommend/14114ns).

Finally, we want to rAntion again the critical role oi the "cipendent
measure" in research. The total scbre on- a standiirdized athievement test
is still the most common measure we have to assess student response-to
schooling. This meatlure is suitable for Certaln purposes. Ie is highly
reliable, and has substantial predictive validity for a teariety,of.other
performance measures. It'shoos little'iigna of the bias_that is due to
status characteFisties-in.fact,.it is influenced by virtually nothing
except entry le'telcand 1ear i of schooling.

Standardiztd aChievement testa will continue to be used nd to serve .

a multitude of purposes.until other instruments come on thp stene that
yield different information suitable for different purpoith: The innoVa-

'tive approaches now in vbgue. (e.g., criterion-. or dom2in7ieferenced tests)
.

have nOt demonstrated their distinctiveness. In appearance a cedure
they cannot be distinguished from standardized tests, And stu.ent rfor-.
mance under different procedures is highly correlated.

Wel-have spur own.ideas about the directions in which progress is
likely to-ocectr (Calfee & Dreetd, 1979; Calfee, Speiitor,. & Piontkowski, in
press). We think that a theoretical foundation is essential and that the
assessment Of reliable profiles of performancep likely to yield distinc...
tive indices that depart considerabli from the omnibUd measure of overall
Performance. This approach-allows us to put person-variance and person-,
treatment-variaitce into the same category, olving some'of the problems
discussed by Grannis (Chapter 13, pp. 13.5 ff.). Incidentally* our
stress on the.importance of patterns or pro±les is supported by Tyler.
(1978). She noted.that the fadfor analytic tradition has produced only
limited results in the search for'distinctive components in intellectual
and eduational performanCe (pp. 81-84), but pointed to the potential
importance of the patterns.in the work of Escalona (1968):

3.

Probably (Escolona's1 mast important finding was
that,,Ohile the specific behavioral assessments on
which the SPE [stable pattern of experience] ratihgs .

were made did not correlate individually with develop-
mental status, the SPE patterns did. It was the
right combinations of factors rather than the right -1\
factors themselves that.mattered. In Concrete terms,
Grace, who was the subject -Co strong stimulation from
both without and within'and who received a great deal
of care and attention from her active, aociable
mother and the other Ambers of her family, was
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aicelerated in her everall'developme'et. .But so wag
Rebert, who 'was not viry reactive to inner stimulation
but much iore reactive to external stimulation and r4L

WhO was-peathueMstieelly although rather enskillfullf
' handled by'bil'ineXperienced mother. Different
,embinations of personal dharacteristics and treafMent
,seemed toork.wel1 in.different.cases. j(pp. 66-67)

The distinction between unidimensional'sceresIversue profile scores
is4lan,important.one for understandipg diversity, in my opinion, and so it
seens worthwhile to'add Eifew teetinipal remarks to the precediag discussion.
FromHone perspective,'the issue is a restatement of the contrastmaee by
Speirmaa (1627) betweee.general'and specifie facets of heman.ability
(aleo;. cf. Cronbach 1510, pp. 197-454). By and large the-general or ' "'

.factor won the day. Baecific factors turned.out to account for only a
small proportion of the variance-in performance; the differences were,
unreliable and.unstable. Cliniciana might use profile information in
extreme cases (e.g., if the Verbal and Performance scales of the Wechsler
.Intelligence Seales far Children or for Adults, 1949, differ greatly,
'Cronbach, ;pm pp. 238 ff.,"encouraged the tester to take the differenee
into account).. Standardized achievement tests-might assign distinctive

, labels to sebtests'in a.battery. However, given high itter.7.test correla-
tions and normally distributed scores, there is. little likelihood of detec7
ting reliable'differences-in performahce,between subtests (Theradike, 4973).:

, a
I believe there are three reasons-for the failure of preeent day tests

of ability and ahoo1 achievement tests to yield more than one, giece of
ihkormation: (a) lack of systematic, d nprehensive design, '(b) methods
of analysis th optimize information bout a single dimensinn, and (c) a
decision to ssess "basic mental proces s," rather thin to.focu.s an
If acquired" skills and'knawledge. Let me say a few words about each 'at
these matters. /

First, by design we mean the identification of relevant factors,,both
substantivt and contextual, that'are likely to-influence the4ndividual's
perfermance. Since cognitive style is frequeatly discussed i this
series, we will use it io illuStrate desiin. The most common iastfument
for assessing the reflectivity-impulsivity dimension of.13tyle is.the
Matthias Familiar Figures (MFF) test,(Kagan,.1965)-. The studeet logics at
a target dr-Icing, and theri mast p ck out the identical drawing from a set
of similar alternatives. The dr ings are all prea.umat!ly "familiar." What
design factors might be relevan tothis test? Beverel come immediately
to mind: ,the distinctiveness q theI. nonidentical alternatiires, the
simplicity/complexity of'the figurii, tl*e'tuiber of alternatives, the
instructions (emphasizing speed versus accuracy greatly affects performance),
the availability, of feedback, and*) on. Cotextual, factors mifht include
variation in the'teat form (are all figures equally appropriate, or-are



'some pictiires'idiosyncratically easy or hard?), thetester (it could..
Well be that differeit testerd call forth different responses), and the

'

lestirig environment (calm. and4uiet.versus noisy and frantic).. The -

proposal ior a test design is quite a dqpirture from current'practiee, .
whore factors are'limited to subtest Labels, alternstiveAforms, and a
general.prógreision over itemis from easy to hard. ,HoWeiffir, sie think in
the-absence oi such control that'it will: continue io be.difficult if not
impossible to'deteet reliable profiles. ..-

a OP

1"

The second point,focuses on analyais. At present; statiatical
analysis of tests emphasizes,the reliability of the total test score/for
the individual. Practically,-this emphasis'means that there must b?
consideiabie dispersion in the total test scores of individuals, and that
each item in the test must.contribUte in a consistent fashion to the .

indi;viduai's total test score. Items not'meeting this criterion are
discarded during the tryout of most typical tests. As we have argued
elsewhere (Calfee & Drum, 1974), the effect-of this choice of analyeis is
to ensure that the test has a unidimefisional character, and that tests

, will converge on that trait that 'is most strongly represented in/the
original set of items. We are not sure that the trait is common to most
existing tests--the Correlational evidence suggests that widespread
convergence has been achieved, for better or worse. We suspect that the
trait is some sort of socialization to schooling and to tie group-adminis-
teiedi multiple-Choice Method of assessing respoise 16 schooling,. Alter-
nate methods of analysis would stress the examination of-difference
Or contrast scores, and woilld optimize the reliability of such scores.
These methods do not require.,new theory or ne. proaedures; the well-known
methods of psychometry will guffice. What isAneeded is a reshaping of
our concepts'concerning the nature of the intonation we should seek,

about the inclividual.
,

,

Th third point also centers upod whatt me_o asure; but where we
.

thstressed meodological "what" in therparagraph.above, here we stress a.
substantive 4fiat." Tes4 of.intellectual and educational ability
generally, aim to measure the individOil's "real!' ikill and knowledge--te.

get at tan basic mental processes. ,The superficial, "acquired" facets of
performance are de-emphasized. It is not important that Jane's father is

.

a,computer,engineer, who, since she was five, has sat with Jane on his
lap at.the computer terminel in their home, turaing her into a "math
freak.'1 The question is, Aoes Jane have an aptitude for handling numerical
concepts? Ms. Lee has spent tha school year teaching her third-sraders
the principles of differential calculus, building on their interest
in space travel. The question is, can the children produce the correct
answers on an aehievement iest based on the aggregated "curriculum
objectiVes of the State of California for third-grade mathematics?"

F
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The-point is that-tests should measure 'only what the individual l's
taught. To be sure, teachers for their own sdkes dr? well advised to :

wry mut 'such assessments. The point is thatkiktA, are.likely to be
'moie inforhative if they are designed to meas4 the-indirect or.qransfer
-effects of whet indiv,iduals have the,opportudity to learn. Td meet thip
criterion, test cOnstructars would have to gi )eiore attentien,toithe

1substance and stki3O of the curriculum of schoo , boae, ahd neighborhood,
and would have to validate 'their instrdWentgrtgaingi`ectual'oppartunity

to learn, rather than computing the correlatit wiih performance an some
other similar test.

' Reliability, Varianees, design's, and transfer validation may deem
pale and abetract %shadows of t4e qualitative richt-leases af human diversity--
and in some respeqts-they ere. However, these statistical indicators can
serve #s important end efficient summaries of CertaitrleatUrep of di9ersity. y
The ntbblei with presehtly available teChniques is their.UnicUmensionality
and their ladk of substantive, reference and "lidation. Instrument degiign
and analysiPthat-fosuses on the measurement of patterns, ofirofiles, of
Confignrations,of skill and knowleilge--this is the direction that is more
likely to tapture the qualitativ differences between individuals that
should inform and-guide instruilional program,.

f^.

SAtion VI. Diversityi Decision-makine..and Equity

Where do we go froetere? The framework we have.proposed'fof consider-
ing: diversity is broaa and. comprehensive, And a bit overwheisiing.' Within
that framework, much.is.known but much remains to be learned. I see some
clear ways in which the task qf research on diversity mieit be divided
up. I can -also Pee that much of the'aVailable reselarch hes,been conceived
and conducted from very limited perspectives, such'that disciplinary
boundaries have oftenldetermined the outComes as muChas the substance of

- the problems.

In tfts last section, I do.noi intend to bring together all the
threads of the preceding sections.-the Came ls ndt right far. that. Nor
do I intend to propose a comprehensive program orf research on human
diversity in instructional pettings--that is a tempting challenge but

time As too short.3 resauries too scerce,.g6d the mandate too broad%
RaOer. I want to consider briefly the notion that the definition and
handling of.diversity in the schadl dep Upon various desision makers
in the'society.

\I

Diffetences--bitween peppie and between programs--ere fundamentally
matters of decision making. Any.two objects or events in the world are
likely to differ in some way. Some variations are perceived as important,
and others are not. Some call fort* action, and others do not. It is

ihe human obeerver who decides whether:a difference makes a differeace.

6 h
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If 1.te instructional systemclients, Aeents; and-eoals--aere

perceiVe4 as un
poisible to ar

ferm (ise., if there were nodiverstty), then it might(1*--
ve'at a single optimum set of-decisions about how to

operate-the sy tem. But diversity, does exist, at all levels of.the system,
' and varying w th ame. Therefore, decision. making under uncertainty.
with differin .Values is a major task for all participaptspoli kers,
to be sure, but also superintendents, princiials, teachers,'studene, and
parents. Deeisions are mow often made. on the basis of the urgings ef.the
heart to the exclesion of-the-reasoning of the.mind.. .goth are necessary
(cf. Keeney & Raiffa, 1976, for a prevocati4e and detailed discuasion of
decision makihg when values, preferences, and costs must all be taken
into Account).

tn this section't want to censider decision Making in two Arenas,
s .

4hich may serve to illustrate the prebOge I have in mind. The first
example ip fairly concrete and contemperaryhow to spi:minimum stUndards
for graduation? The second is broaciand two centiarieS oldhow shall the

.

nation define equAl'educational opportunitf1 l do not ,intend a deep or
,

comprehensive treatment of etther topic, The Aim is to open.the way for, .

discussion in- a_broader forum of the impact on diversity of decisions and
assumPtioes by various segments of the society. .

.
.

/-
- o . .

Minimui standards for vaduatipn,'One of the more exquisite contradic-
ti to coeiront the nation may be appearing, in the guise of the minimui
perfe .nce standard test, now being Widely adopted as a criterion tor
the receipt of a high.school diploma. 'Hthe concept.seems simple, eno4412.

.

Schools prepAre students for their liVes as-adults. Life ih"our society-
takes certain minimum demands,* and certainly the'AChools shOuld be
accountable for preparing students to.handle these minima. Zherefore,
the student shoUld demonstrate cempetence in these areas, antsoue standard
close to mastery. Practically speaking, this demonstration Oust take the
form of perfoiMance on a group test.: the general aim is to take .the .

diploma more meaningful, and also to render the schools more accountable.
%

.

/
.

,.

On the iurfacei the argument seems., quite reasonable, and More than
half thlie schpols in.the countty have decided to impleMent soue form ef
profitiency standards. The details varY. In some instances the standards .

are set for al1 sChools in the state. tn other instance!, decisions are
41# made by the local district. .,Sometimes tbe 'emphasis is on "life skills"; at.

other times the test is linked to the cuiriculum of the schpol.

. t
In my opinion, the concept is fraught'with problems 'rational

'the same tftings.from scliooling.- Nor do these people want and eed the
4k1\analyais. 'First, not all citizens (students and4parents t and need

sAme things after they complete schooling. Some peoplA want to beeome
firemen, while'others want to become beauticians or ski bumsi some.want
to join the Teamsters Union and drive a truck, while others want to go to'

A.

.10
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a university and become a lawyer or a teacher. The minimum cooyetennies
for these lives vary considerably, and it is NY'no means clear'that there
is much overlap.

( V

Happilyi public schools have been reasonably sensitive to this
diversity in goals. .By' the time students complete high school, they
may be ready to go in any of several directions, dependini on whether
they have gone through a preenademic program, a vocational strand, a
remedial class, oi work experience, or whether they have dropped out.
These strands are valued differentially bY various groups in,the society,

altthe individuals standing in the society, occupational chances, and
ome level are all related to the strand he or she heti passed through;--

the predictive relations are complex, and as for any status label, the
predictions are far from perfect. Nor is the system without flaw. Among
the possible inequities.is,the strong suspicion that students from lower
entry levels may be systematically counseled against-ttriving to enter
those stranda that are "reserved" for higher status individuals (Alexander,
Cook, & McDill, 1977; Alexander & McDill, 1976; Gottfredson, 1976).

.Nonetheless, there iS clearly a diversity of school prOgramS, not
altogether inappropriate to- the Adversity of goals. .MintaUM competency
tests as presently implemented may affect this system in vwo ways.
-First,' by .deciding on a single criterion of certification for both ;

student and snhool, they-may tend to evoke a single-uniforth curriculum
for all studgnha who must pass a particular.test. Second they may
introduté (perhaps to an extent unknown up until noW), a systematic biai
into the certification procesS that leads to the diploma. /As long as.

schO4S have, provided a variety of prograths, students have had a, variety
of educational opportunities for learning a variety of skills and knoWledge.
The secondary school counsels the student about thd program thatds best
suited to his needs, goals, and .abilities, so the schOol is partly .

responsible for what the student has an opportunity tO learn. The
minimum standaids test, being.a- finite instrument, is certain-to measure
ehe learning outcomes-of some.programs "better" than other programs--"better"
may mean more reliability, more appropriately, Vlith more items, and so
on. For-instanne, my impression is that the "functional skills" that
comprise the content of some of these tests is cloSer to the.instruction, ,

in remedtal programs than to the instruction in preacademic programs. If

_so, then itewould appear that the test is systematically biased against
the instrunelopal program provided to collegebound seniors, and,to some
extent these students haire less-of a dhanne io receive a diploma.than if
they had.been counseled to take a remedial program. I am not gieatly
worried that many of these students will fail graduation- tests. The
point is that the test may- be unfair.to these students-74 measures
neither what they.are learning in school nor what they. need in order to
succeed in their lives. One.can add to the absurdity--the ma ority in
.any-comiunity is certain to set the standarda for what is "min um,"

4
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which ensures a different port of interpretation for the principle,that.
"the majority vples." Unless the student can meet the criteria imposed
by the majority, a diplioma ii denied. ',AndAl the majority sets.too low a.
fatandard, then the elite, expecting tpo little.from.the school, are
likely to withdraw suppOrt. The problem'here, in my opinion, fs a set of
legialative and bureaucratic dedisions that ignore the diversity in
public school programs, and in the clients of those progress. Declining
SAT scores, increasing distrust in public institutions-4hatever the,

centres, the minimum standards movement atrikes me as a "rush to judgment"
that is likely to,sterilizeImblic educational:programs by,reducing them
to the lowest common denominator.

4

pluitv. Equal educational opporehnity remains a frustratingly
elusive concept (e.g., 1<opan'l Walberg, 1974; Gordan, 1976). Perhaps it

\

should mean 'equivalentreaource thto he allocated to.:every studente.
Serrano-Priest dedision and fed41ral compensatory legislation are the two.

..sidetvof this dOlin. Perhdtes it should mean to each student according to'
-his or her need, .something that wbuld bother only:a few of -us, except.for
theAmoblem of determining need "for what.". Perhapa it ahoilld Mean- that
all itudents depart,the schools exactly identical in their.intellectual

. accomplishmeots and (perhaps) pOtentialhut we have aerious doubt about
Whether'such i goel .is either durable or feasible. Perhaps, given the
tnequities Of a competitive, elitist, and meritocratic aociety,'the

.

principle of equal educational opportunity is but a salve to.soOthe
the bOurgeoisie-and perhapa our politicalpTeferences would put the alow
Change evoked by an inefficient system of schooling ahead of the.more
radical aiternatives. .

A.

t

In any of these cases., equity is not a given, but is a Principle
decided upon:by various actors in the society,,Which guides aur actions
in the schools in a mote pr less clear.and understandable manner. As
long as theconcent remains' elusive,,or takes the formjef a-"simple answer
to a simple question," the princip14wi1l'neit :guide, and our steps will be-
uncertain.

As Burbules and Sherman (1979)"hoted:

. . while (equal educational'opportunity] "states
an ideal" and "motivates action," it is inadequate by
itself to guarantee a just distribution of educational
benefits. . . Given alternative definitions of
"education," and given-certain other social gclaIs "

or ideals, the principle of e.e.o. could be used to
create or'perpetuate an enormously broad range of
social and educational outcamds. . (7. lo)
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The.strength of t4t'principle'comes bnly as,additional criteria are
introduce&to constrain the definition and'goaleof the general principle.
It is partly in this context th4t I opposed in the pteteding isction the
currept implementation of Minimdm performance etandarde. Certainly Success
on these inetruments ie not the aim.of evial educational opportunity!
Childten enter the world.with different talents.

. Family ana neighbors .

engender different environments during the early ye:me. Sdhools 4Tbmide
differing instructional programs. Graduates differ in their life goals.

a'

For the school, I tilink the challenge is to ensure equity in tile **

quality and appropriateness of instructional support for the student,
toward whatever goal he or, she decides on.or is encouraged to pursue. In

addition, I expect the school to promote respect f0T, and apPreciation of
' the differences in goals. This'expectation means that 10e school must
instill-a respect foi_quality.and competence in all ateas of life. I

think that few of the people Charged with the conductrof the public
sChool in the United^.States would disagree witii thesebbroad dims. Such
concurrence, if indeed it exists, speaks not to the triviality of the
goals, but to their enduring quality as funaamental principles of our
educational system.

Somehow, we seem to have become.sidetracked in ourmove toward these
aims. Decision mak s at Aederal and state levels initiate projects
4Asigned toAhieve qual44 programs for all Children. These projeCts
are seldom guided trustworthy researph, and the .programs arenot
working as Fell as ke want them.to. The remedy to this problem is not.
simple. To spell ojt th e. details of the research program needed to
upport present efforts to.aecomodate diversity de too'big a job to r

undertake here. 1From my point of view, the guiding principles are those
) that I have listed before: (a) research must become an integral part
vl program planning and implementation,,as well as looking at outcomes.;
(lb) research Must be of adeqeate comprehensiveness and duration to
wiseacre the range of sigificant variables; and (c) research must he based
.ou the most iobust techniques of theory, designy'and analysis if we are
to encotpass the complexitiee of the system heing studied:' W4 have the
knowhow and the tools to gain g fuller unaerstinding of the Meaning of
edhcational variation. What is laCking is a mandate and resources. ,
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CHAPTER 15

Hum411 Diversity and Pedagdgy

.,Umund W. Gordon aridGeorgia Nigro

Probably the most critical social, theoretical, aad technological
questions for education graw out of thelroblqms posed by the.need to
beat the odds against effective educational developmqnt in learners fpr
whom the predictions are justifiably negative. In fact, it can be I

/-
argued that if pedagogy makes-a difference in the intellectual development
of persons, then the achievement estimates bill:led on any current assessment
should be exceeded as the reeult of the application of appropriate and
sufficient learning experiences. Thus, if our social investments in
education are to be justictied, it must be on* the basis of.fhe demonstrated
capacity of pedagogy to ange the current predictive validtty of status
characteristics,-particuiarly for academic and related intellective
achievemeets. The traditional positional relationship between pupil
school entry eharacteristics and pupil school exit characteristics makes
it diffisult to justiy schooling as a democratizing force in a society
where it can be argued that thb most pervasive source of diversity in
human populatiolts is to be found in the distriblon of wealth as
reflected in aVailable resources and power (tall e, Chapter 14). Since
the inequitable distribution of resources and power is associated with
unequal life chances, including dhances for educational develbpment, it is
ah insufficient Iustification.of sc400ling that its impact tends to maintain
such positional relationships. Of course, it can be argued that with6ut
schooling the intellectual achievemesit aps,between high and low status
groups Ovuld be further exacerbated. 'None the less, if it is the purpose
of instruction that pupils learn, then learning should'bé associated with-
the goodness of instructional fit between learner and learning eiperience
rather than goodness of fit between pupil school entry.Characteristics
and pupil school exit characteristica. The problems posed by differential
characteristics in pupils present us, then, not only with the socio
political problems of making educational opportunity and achievement
more equitable, but also with the pedagogical problems.of insuring

Ms. Nigro assisted in the preparation of the sumtaries an061-sdisie of.the

' commentarvbut has not had an opportunity to review the current version
of this chapter.'
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instruction/learner fit in-the achievement of effective education.
It is with,a focus on these two categories of problems that the work
reported.here has beea pursued.

Given the long history of concern wilh.group and individual
differences--Anastasi (1964) traces such concern back at least as far
as'Plato and Aristotle--it may seem unusual that we have devoted so

, much attention lo several specific dimensions of huaan diversity. As'
indicated in ihe introduction to this report, our efforts stem in part
fpg the fact that contemporary research and practice have in varying
degrees taken these differences as granted, treated them superficially,
or viewed them from tWe narrow perspecttve of the particular indicators

,
with which they have been associated and by which they have been measkired.
Ouc efforts have also been.stimulated by the very strong traditional' '
teidency to pay lip service to group and individual differences While
continuing the domination of eduation and developmental facilitation bi
group techniques and nomothetic principles. Even when more detailed
attention has been given to aspects of human diversity (Anastasi, 1964;
Bassett &Watts, 1978; Bloom, 1976; Cronbach & Snow, 1977;. Davies &
Flaherfy, 1976; Messick., 1976; Osborne, Noble, & Weyl,.19-78; Westman,
1973), the tendency has been td treat traits descriptively, to focus on
mefr-tho °logical problems in the study of human variation and,its interaction
with eatments, and in d few instances to explore perible implications

, for education. The sizeable tody of work available cbvers,differences
in physique, age, sex, social class, ethsicity, culeure, cognitive style,
temperament, intelligence, environment, language, motive, motivation,
self-concept, values, aspiration, and still others. There is also work
developing quite apart from theae trait-dominated investigations that is
concernd with individual differences in cognitive function as opposed to
style.' In this work the,concern is with.proble6;Rolving strategies,
cognitive fa4tors, information.-processing techniques, composite cognitive
tasks, and information-precessing components (SteraVerg, 1079). Together
these works form an impressive body of knowledge: but they are not as. yet
very useful in informing pedagogical design.

A major emphasis in the work reported here has bead placed on
possible implications for education. In Choosing several aspects of
human,diversity, the availability of bodies of knowledge and interested
authors has had its influence. All'possiy.e manifestations of human
diversity are not represeated; but severalof the most important attributes
are addressed. Included are social econot4C status, sex and gender,

..ethnicity, culture,'language, motivation, identity, health and nutrition,

..affective response.tendency, éognitiVe style, and environments. Summaries

4
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' of the tuthors' treatments of these manifestations of- human diveraity

'SOcial'Economic Status (Class) as eAlanifestation of HumanDiversiti7
. ..

BOnd begins his discussion of soCioeconomic status with a review .

,

of the theories and concepts that form the underpinnings of the debates
about Class 'ani educational achievement. The-Marxist position of class
as emergent isnresented. Bond argues thai empirical'isociologists
concerned -with the relationship between class and educational achievement
do nOt countenance this notion.of.class; they assume class and thus negate
the dialectical Perspective of historical process. Weber's notiona of
class are presented in the context of his "action theory," an.orientation
in whiCh the ilvidual is seen as' an active,agent. Later socialNacientists
have extended .14 boYs :scheme through an e/Uboration of the concepts of, .

status and role. To Warkheim, for instance, society'was primary, and. one
of.4.its principal institutions for socializing-the individual 1..7aS education..

Socioeconomic status has generally been assumed to. have a bearing
on a number of areas of academic achievement. COnSiderable controversy
exists, however, over the reasons for the.correlation. Bond presents -
four broad categories of exPlapations forthe socioeconomic status./

.0.

'academic achievement cuLLelations.. The first category.of explanations
posits the genetic inferiority)of invellective.potential An lower
.socioeconomic groups as the ource of the correlation'. Social mobility,
is viewed as-open to anyone' th'the requisite talents. .According to
the argumpnt, -lower status simply reflects this'inferiority. Opponents
of this position argue that it is almost impossible to determine the)
relative shares.of environment and heredity in a multiply determined
trait like intelligence.

A second set of explanations ooks atthe effeCts on their 'school
performance of the cultural eaviro 'tits of_childrei from various socio-
economic groups. 4his.set of pxPlanations includes the "cUlture of'
poverty", argument, which hasbeen criticized for leading to the, formatiot
of a caricature of-working-class life.- This argument alio plates the
responsibility for-the ailures of-schooling on the families of the
victims of.school wastage. .

The third iet of explanations for the correlationcontains the
argument that lower-class children receive inferior treatment from

References included in these sukmaries can be found in the reference
lists of the individual chapters of this book.
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L.

the educational establishment. .In a variatibn of this explanation,
Ogbu has, argued that bladk children perceive the unequal opportunities
imposed upon their advancement.in the employment realadespite.equal
effort; accordingly, they will fail to develop equal competitive .

skillp.

fourth set of explanations for the correlation is often seen
.as sus.unLtng the third set. According tO these, the educational sYstem
s y functions to maintain class differenCes, since the sChool cdnnot
br ak.those social class.positions unless society does so,firsi..
ACcording to this view, no amount or educational intervention short of-
rearranging the economic structure of society% can help lbwerclass
children to any significant degree.

4

Bond points out that the four explanations possess common drawbacks,
the two'most seiious of which Are their.inability to explain individual
'successes or failures and fheir ineensitivity to the compIlexity of
factors determining educational achievement. He cites Lacey's Bightown
Grammar (1970) as an example of a Work that examines the mafty'variables,

including sociOeconomic sfatue,that determines individual educational
success. It is probably this complexity and the insufficient attention
given to its study,that most limits out understanding of'the Felations4p
between socioeconomic status and educational achievement. 'Bond argues
that this relationship has not been fully researehed since different
researchers have tended to condentrateon. one aspect of the relatioftship
to the exclusion of -othere. What does appear to be clear,.however, is

-.that the use of socioeconomic'status as an indicator of.the actual
socialization experience of the learner can-be greatly misleading, since
such experiences vary within class groups. Thus educational planning
based upon assumptions'about prior aocialization inferred from SES is
likely to he inappropriate. If one accepts the view that,class position
is dynamic and emergeat rather than static, then comparisons between
groups assumed to share class in common become specious. 'Where class
status can be assumed to be a vehicle of transmission, the attributes
that are transmitted are not just influenced by the characteiistics of
the group; thoie Characteristics must also be understood as beingpartly
determined by the hierarchical division of labor resources and power in .

the society. In understanding the behavioral characteristics of groups
and individuals, status may be imptirtant to the understanding of social
-expectation and social treatment, but it may well.be that speci-fic
differential historical experience may provide the most apptopriatebasis
for un4erstanding the implfcations of the behavior for educational
planni6g and management.

705
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The Pedagogical Relevance of Sex Differentiation:

In her chapter on the pedagogical relevance of sex differentiaiion,
Bordier sets Put to clarify sex differences, similarities, variations,
and mutability. ,Legislation Title IX of the Education Amendments
pf 1972 makes this clarificatio a pressing concern. According to
Bordier, Title IX, which prohibits bias in the allocation of educational
opportunities to the two sexes, '.contains numerous as yet untested assump-
tions about sex differences.. Bordier attempts to underscore these
assumptions in her chapter.

She begins her discussion with a description of the genetic/
biologic aspects of early sex differentiation in psychosexual, physical,
motor, and cognitive development. She suggests that genetic/biologic`
factoz7s are fairly variable among the members of a sex even where,they
contribute to sex-linked differences. Furthermore, sex-linked traits
are not sex-exclusive. Bordier condludes.that the differences that exist
at early childhood appear too small to lend themselves to significantly
diffetentiated patterns of development in the areps described unless
reinforced and accentuated by sociocultural processes.

-The school appears to be awarena in which the differences that
:exist at early-childhood are reinforced andfactentuated, and.evolve -into
a.pattern of increasing sex differentiation in behavAr and achievement. -
'Fore4ample, after puberty the overall'acgdemic adhievemeni of females,
previously superior 0 that of males, Adrops off, never to recover.
Rordier argues''that the observed pattern of inCreased differentiation is
A result of both student-introducedphetomena in,the-school and the
functioninOof the sehool as.an institution.

Under student-introduced phenomena, Bordier includes findings
that boys and girlt evaluate the'two:sexes differently, that they .

attribute more power to male then to female roles, .and that Same sex
groups fundtion yip inquisitional perseverance within the classroom
in enforcing traditipnal.sex-role norms. The schoól as an_institution,
Bordier argues, exacerbates these differences in a variety of Ways.

1 Teadhers,,for example, possess sex-differentiated expectations abOut
activitylevels And allocate such resources as time and attention
unevenly. The more common male-dominated authority etructures of school
administritions may bring a different role orientation to.schools than
female-dominated authority structurea. BOrdier concludes that we must
vie4 student sex-rola development in the larger context of institutional'

. straWication processes that.assign students to specific statuses
congrdent with the atratification of thi schools and the larger society.

The,sChool's role, Bordier states, must be to we4ken the influence
of.sfttedtyping factors.ehet-fenetrate the classroom. The desirability

1
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and need to transcend traditional sex roles,has been increasingly
documented. Malés and females Who express.the most satisfaction about
their Own mentat health and Who perform most effettively in everyday
life.t-eAd to be:those who-integrate traditional masculine and feminine
qualities into their'roles. This integration gives them flexibility
and assurance in'dealing With diverse situations at home, at work, and.
in Social:life in general. Bordier suggests that ,schools/Will best -

meet this charge through,consideration.Of, group characteristic influences
in Conjunction with individual ledrner traits. The pplttical pressure'of
ceitain groups for better treatmeht has been adequate forobtaining

46

recognitioqrand resources, but insufficient for modifying the patterns.of
access, utilization, and outcomes of schooling. A group-based, individ-
ualized program of instruction is naeded, she concludes, to meet the
political and pedagogical principles of equity.

Ethniciey as a Dithension of Human Diversity

Yeakey's chapter on ethnicity has two broad yet interrelated
fodi. The, first examines the phenomenon of ethnicity on a.madro-level,
'as a dimension of human diversity among the people of the United States.
The second:examines ethnicity on a micro-level, in terms of its role in
the public school'environ. The.aim-of this Chapter is to achieve an
understanding of ethnicity as an aspect of human diversity in the United
States today. Ethnic group rivalry and conflict have been enduring,
persistent, and pervasive phenomena thi'imghout the history of the United
States. The prominent issues in this struggle concern ethnic identity,.
assertiveness; self-interest, intergroup rivalry, conflict, power,
societal norms, and institutional sanctions. 4

he scope of this chapter is confined to those ethnic groups in
the nited States that receive greater differential and.pejorative
treatment on the basis Of their ethnic identity; namely, blacks, Puerto
Ricans, American Indianai. and Mexican Americans. A contemporary as well
as comparative historical perspective is be provided in an attempt to-
understand'the dev,91*Aent of- atruciures and processes that form the
basis for racial and ethnic intergroup relations, since the contemporary'
patterns of inequality and differential power and prestige Are rooted in
systems.of racial and ethnic intergroup relations initiated .in the
paSt.

)

Yeakey presents the concept of ethnicity as bora out of the emerging
functional realities of ethnic group identity. It conceptualizes a
definitional shift.in the referents for the term ethnic ;krouns froT
minority and marginal subgroups on society's fringes to the major
societal groupings that make up multiethnic soceities. The differential
economic, pdlitical, and social treatments accorded racial and ethnic
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minority group members are the means by whiCh the unequal status of the
minoritysroup and the disproportionate power of the majority group are
preserved. Yeake? differentiates this discrimination into two types,
attitudinat and institutional/systemic. These tlia manifestations of
disCrimination 4re interrelated and might be mutually reinforcing,but
they are not mutually.dependentfor their existence. 'That.is, if
discrimination were elpminatedat the individual level, it.would pot
necessarily-disappearAt the institutional/systemic level and vice
Versa.

.It is to the issues of discriminatory treatment and inferiOr
status .ofethnic minorities in the.United States that major attention
is given in this chapter. The author presents summary diScussions of
the.major'theOetalperspectivep from which- ethnic relations have
been studied. In the Race-cyclic Framework, for instance, relationship's
.between ethnic .groups follow cyclic patterns that are repeated with
each new group. However, the groups that are the focus of thiS chapter ,

tend not to follow this model in theirinteractions with the majority
groups in the United States. The Consensus Framework refers to a
condition,of stability of social systems in which there is an integration
of he component groups to constitute a coMmon value system is reflected
in patterns of assimilation. The Interdependence Framework:is a state of
forced cooperation and aecommodaaon among subgroups and subsystems,
regardless Of Consensus or dissehsus, in order that 'each may adhieve a'
'set of goals that ihey are incapable of achieving alone. The 6c:inflict
Framework is'an umbrella-type ftame of:reference Anclusiveof several
theoretinal constructs that, although varied, posit the primacy of
conflicts as a salient and-pervasive condition. The framework accom
modates such conceptions as split labor/market theory and claSs/caste
theorieSi

Yeakey continues with an examination of concepts of inejudice
and stereotyping and a historical review of these phenomena in t,he
experiences of various ethnic.groups in the United States. She.c ciudes
the chapter with a diScussion of the role and function of lchoolinvin
United States society. Since tole,and function are viewed as reStrictive .
of mobility and duplicative of the status quo for the underclass and
caSte-like groUps-there _is no discussion of the implications of ethnic
differences for teaChing and learning transactions. Despite this essen-
tially negative but accurate analysif4 from the author's perspective it
can be argued that there are pedagogical imp4cations that emanate from

) what is known concerning eefiacity. Some of'rthe implications,related tO
culture, identity, and social claEis alsoapply here. In addition, since
ethnic identification is such.a.ubiquitous concern, 1.0 roles' and functions
in school organization and in learning 'cannot be ignoied. Patteps of
ethnic mix do seecvto influence involvement in the tasks of schooling and
the outcomes of such.invOlvement. Ethnicity seems to influence teacher

A
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expectations as well as the aspirations and expectations of pupils.
The fact, of ethnic differences in the society and in the school demands
some reflection of these differences in the cUrriculum and the staffing
of the school.' There are modeling and representational problems that
flow from the faqt" of differential ethnic group participation. .There are
groblemS related to value awareness and the differential eurposes Of
schooling. Although Yeakey would argue that the pUrposesft schooling in
a capitalist and racist society.cannot accommodate such.concerns, we
Would,be remiss in not calling attentipn to the fact that these issues
not only require attention, but also can be at 1/ast partially addressed'
even in the schools as they currently. exist.

Culture as a Manifestation of jiuman Diversity

In his chapter on the cultural aspects of diversity, Harrington defines
culture as explicit or implicit patterns of and-for behaviori acqUired
and transmitted.by symbols. He makes a distinction between culture as a
descriptive concept and culture as.an explanatory concept. The distinction
resembles Gordon's distinction between status and functional characteristics
of learners. Harrington's goal is to discover when culture has sufficient
explanatory power to be labeled a functional Characteristic independent
:of other functional Characteristics with which it is highly associated..

Harrington identifies three approaChes to the relationship between
. culture and pedagogy. In the first apiroaCh, culture ia pripary and
determines both the fort and content of 'education. The second appro
is.that of culture as a.statua characteristic. 4n this orientat the

'effect of a .status label On others Ailltnvestigatedb The third approach
addresses the functional Charactegistics of culture thit are relevant to
teaching and learning. The three approaches are not mutually exclusive.

Two hallmarks of anthropological approaches to education as a
manifestation of culture are stressed. The first is breadth;, anthro-
pologists'generally do not confuse education with the narrower concept of
n schooling." Fortes' work on educatiOn.among the Tallensi is free of
this confusion. The second hallmark-is the methodology that anthropol-
ogists.bring to bear on the problems the)r investigate. This methodology
includes a variety of teChniques SubsuMid under the label "participant
observation's.; the anthropologist goes to the natural setting.of a behavior
and observes it in situ, with a view to understanding the,meohanism,
meanings, and functions of the behavior.

The upique Character of anthi.opological approaches to educatVon
ii not evident where the status aspect of culture is concerned. Harrington
argues that except for cases where it is invoked to remedy the effects of
past oi present discrimination, culture as a status characteristic has no

.709
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place in educational planning. ,Functi`Ohil characteristics of culture,
Harrington Continues, reflect ahthrepalagy's. unique methodological
approadn,and Are importantto- educational planners in: any cross-cuitural" "
or multicultural setting. The conCeption of- learning held by the Tale
indians and the attitude toward hariony kmong the Navaho, for example,
are aspects of culture -that have-drropel'functional-iMplications for
educators. in-both instances the invelatigator is Concerned telcnow haw.
the behavtor:emerges or is acquired, what meanings it has for the group,
and tiOW it functions to foster or impede the purpoies of tile group.

Sound multicultural education calle actuieved only through-a program_

of instruction that actively uses multiCultural values and material, and
structures the activities and the school environment in sucha way that
thethild's awareness and appreciation of diverse'wayS of life are
positivelTfostered. Barringtonsuggests that ctilticultural education
shouln be fostered because it Can prevent paychological, emotional, and
Social conflicts between groups and becaitse it can have positive adaptive
value in'a culturalirTlural society' such as that found in the United
StOes. He:reminds us that the schools cannot be 4 total cure for the
cultural insulation and stratification of present-day SocietyAbut he

. ,argues that the schools must not themselves contribute to the maintenance
of such 'insulation and stratifiaation., A diversity of educational
environments, treatmenti, and outcomes is suggested for promoting
multiculturalism in the schoals

Harrington offers the folldwing impl.icationi of his conceptualization
of culture for disigningend maaging teaChing and learning transactions.

1. We need to increase the divecsiey of educational
environments in,order to increase the likelihold
that children will' find.several environments in
which they can,experiment and successfully function.

2. We need ta.-Increase the number and the diversitY
ofeductdianal outcomes., sought foritssessment,as
well as the proceddres.for mgasuring them.,

1

-3. We need to'nurture the legitimacy of,mult /ale
educational,outcomes that foster,cultural
pluralism-without reinforcing sacial Stratificatka'.

4. We must insisi on curriculum models, curriculum
definitions,, teaching materials, and teething
approadhes that allow fori-the examination of
what goes on in schaol as,part of a larger
context--the,rest of the child's life. (Chapter 6,
p. 6.35)

a



These imp4catiOns are directed at the. content'and the process of
these transactabs. Of e4ual significance is.a concern that'Harrington
shares with Grannis that it is not the instructional content that is
.tne most important learning conveyed in school;.father it is the whole .

'structure of the school that..teaches students about the .nature of our 4

society, theirObssibiIities within the .Societr, end the ways of Coping,
individually and collectively with given constraints.. .They conclude

that content must not.supersede process. It must be.remembered that..
pppils rot only come from distinct cultures, hut that they come into
schools and Other.learning settingo that'have their:own cultures. .These
cotbined cultUres:determine what Ill to be learned, how it is to be
learded,and,..in large measure, the .effectivenesswith which it.is

.learned. Culture provideErthe frame and the c6ntext aa'well.as the
comient, but it.mdy well be-that it ts the conteit and the processes
upported by that context thgt are primary,

Lanivage-Diiiersity Individual DiverSity, and Cultural Diversity

Languages ate collections- of repertoireswith appropriate occasions
(setting, topic, social status of_the participants).for their realization
in speech or other communicatiOn modes. The focus of language study has
shifted in the Zest fifteen yearp,ftpm.the smallest linguistic unit, the,
phoneme, to a study Of the most molar inits-that.address the cultural..:

dW.

cognitive determinants of language use. Free

C

le's Chapter deals with
those molar units, with the social uses of len age in real-life settings.-

Freedle turns to ihe recent sociolinguistic literature fot. examples
of important sources of miscommunication.' Bis examples thus rate how
people use persistent andNrecognizable liays of packagiug 1nfomation 'to
make-sense of the world about them. the individual level, these
_persistent tetdancies haveleen Called themes; at the cultural level,
they have beencalled schema. These'schema exist in gestalt tlusters at
many levels,ot Culture. Freedle speculates that the process that leads
'to internalized schema is probably the same for all cultures, but.the'

,

-contents and forms of the schema differ adross'cAltures.

In his.exampes of iliscommuhication at work, Freedle,tepeatedly
-uses several Concepts--goals,,settings, participants, outdemes, sets.of
possibilities, values of outcomes; and the likelihood of negatiVe dUtcome.
These concepts are brOnght together in a more organized faiihion by
Freedle:through the application of the Inquiring-Aystema Theory. Through
the use of,levels of hierarchiei of schema, the five systems he introduces
can handle many of'the'complexities that occur in communication. The,.

theory is,also usetul'in measuring the complete ss of an analysis. Have
we'Acconnted for'ivalues, goals, pathways, óutc1øs, anddecisión type?
Have we looked at tbe likelihoods of competin solutions from the

6
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participan5a in the.communication setting? Have we determined.other
pathWays that they might have pursued? Such a complex decision.theosy is
needed,.Freedle argues, if'we are to discover pOctical ways to monitor
the suCcess of educational change4 in practice with respeCt to .bilingual
interactions in the classroom.

Froit the perspective of Freedle's systres, educational Change is
more accurately'characterized as.cultural Change. Freedle recommends that
social scientists set aboul,performing-the ethnographic,work'necessary
.to scribe the goals, alternatives, values, and pathways that Influence
indi d els' decision making :.We might then be able to qUantify and
label he types of inquiring.systems that are used inparticplar settings,
for'particular topic's, between particular individuals. In this way, Preedle
hopes that we may gain the, neciaasary data to*make rational,receimmendatiOn0.
about -educational Change.

Achievement in Blacks:. A Case Studv.in Cultural Diversity inllotivation

. In this chapter, Hanks presents a fundamental reconteptualization:
of. motivation. He vgues that an'effective understanding Of motivational
diversity, although-pot evident from.pastA.nterPretations, is interpretable
from the evidence.of past research oh adhievement in 41aCks. USing that
evidence, Banks dismissei the notion that there is sorie fundamental drive
to achieve that differentiatesthose:who do from those who do-not. the
general diVersity of motivatiOn observed across identifiable cultural
groupR relates large.ly to the kinds of socialization experiencee by.which
different tasksand contexts acquire meaning anclosignificance. The Same
kinds of cognitive.processes that mediate the.early'learning (soCialization)
.are in turn brought to bear .upon the experiences with reinforcement' /

systems ind achievement-outcomes that are variously Associated with the
performances within a cammon;context Of persons differing in cultural
background.. He further argues that what 4e most .striking.ie the derivation
of highly' specific patterns of.those cOgnitive-proCesses Likely to. be
evoked by different persons frOM the highly cascriminant manner in which
.situations and the reinforcement agents who control them relate to
different individuals.

1

In support of these conclusiohs, Banks identifies:several divergent
asOicts of the topic of achievement. These aspects include a distinction
between achievement outcomes and achievement behaviors, perceived
probability of success, aspirations, and goal valuatioil.

Achievement outcomes lire criterion events that are characterized
by the'presentation Or acquisition of a contingentAnoduct, real apd '
material,'or nonmaterial and'symbolic. Examples are socioeconomic .

statue, educational level, and grade point average% Achievement behaviors

*h.

r
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. .

are directly observable aspect's of actual outputs from tfperson, such
as the raie and strength of resgonsew The distinctian is important,
Banks argues, because.behaviors are mit /ikely to acCount entirelY for
achievement outcbmes except in an errorless -evaluation ayatem.

: Banks reviews the evideuce on black achievement outcomekand.
behavior and finds that-although blacki represent a lower Stratum ;
of economic,soccupational, and edudationa/ achievement then da white's,
global consistency within the population is absent from the systematic
research. In particular, blacks have shown the capacity ta achieve

. in the cases where their'views of:the school environment arefavorable, I.
they perceive.themselvea in control of their environment, the social
context in which they perform Is characterized by like7race persons, "
.and/or the task is of Amportance-anclinterest to them.

Banks argUes that it is.not clear from the findings'to what*extent
such specificity represents-variance-associated with the'intraPopulational
diversity of 1,,laCk individuals, or variance is associated with the '

Wicissitudes of the situatiOnal contexts within which adhievement is -

undertaken. \fost research has,-addreased the former hypothesis. .The
seardh for th imVortant moderators'of4chievement.in blacks 'haslocused
upon such intrapersonal constructs as motivation, aspiration,.anxiety,..
and selfTesteem.' Some investigators have studied the relationahip of
these construdts to behavior' directly, whereas others have studied them.

1

in conjuhction with tecedents anclmoderaters.
Banks proposes an.alternative theoretical fr work -in whidk the tmportant
causal antecedents are presumed to reside not in the pereoup but.in the
situational context itself. Be concludes that researdhers in ;his
area need to turn their attention to the functioning of the'reinfOrcement
ayatems that characterize the salient achievement dontexts in our culture.
For.teadhing and learning transactiond Banks.' reconceptualizationpf,
motivational.diversity sugassis that we look equally as hard for the
prompting forces far learning in the learning tasks and situations; aS We
have traditionilly.looked, for these f2;ces in our students. In'fact, if
we foIloW the Banks.notion to its logfcal conclusion, motivation must be
viewed as a. manifestation in persons of the acquired ability of stimuli
contained within situations to attract and Sustain the-performance'of

.

that person. If so, the motivation of,the learner must be viewed as a
function, of the appropriateness of'the teaching.

Identity aa a Variable

Nevat begins her..chapter on identity with a discussion of the
theoretiCal issues.surrounding the tapic. She identifies three geaeral
features of identity: coherence, Stability, and relationship. -Two forus
of identity ate'introduced: balite and qualitative. Basic identity is :
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the noureflective state. in whith existence is taken for grantedta
feeling that all is well prevaile. Qualitative identity refers to what
stands out:abokut-a person, and how the person defines.hiM orterself.
Neties also FepOrts.that schOlers have frequently chosen one f two
orientations to the study of identity. These two orientations are'(a)
to indimiCluals versus grodps, and (b),to subjective versus objectple
interpretations of reality. The first orientation is Svident in the fact
that psychoanalysts and social psychologists seem:to view identity
aifferenily than -sdtiologista AD. A resolution of.the dithotomy of the
Second orientation is found in the work of Yankelovitth and Barrett.
These authors argue for retirtoration of the respectability of subjective.
evidence as fundamentalsto a valid view of "objective" reality. They .

plead for new attentiod to the analysis of. meanings.

-
. .

Identity;. is assessed in a variety.of ways. .In iis basic form,
identity.is assessed in clinical.and educational contexts. The interview

. s the.standard assessment procedure in the clinic whereas in the educe-
tional context, level of development has been the fotue, and.an instrument
to measure status along an identity continuum has been developed. In.its
quakitative fori, indirect.measurement of identity is.common; constructs
often4taken as proxies-for identity-have been measured extensively: The
two modt.prominent examples of SUch'constructs are self-concept and
role. .

A.

Neves identifies Several outdopes of identity development. These .

.incldde interests., a sense of belonging, ,a feeling of security, and,
acceptance, and self-esteem. The impact of these outcoMes on edutation
is discussed. Nev4e *rgues that the schooleshould provide activities
diversce enough:to allow alkof a strengths and'itterests'to
emerge. Educators stptuld be alert to, and flexibis in conceiving the
fords.that capaCities and interests may take. Self-esteem dhould be
.boosted through positive experiences in an .effort'to'overcome weaknesses..
Role models may alsa.prove useful in overtoming conflicts between certain
school activities and peer or cómmounity.norMs. A wide Nariety of.roles
in both classro and extracurricular activities shonld help children to

077.

feel a'part of a thool. Measures that solidify a Child'slink to
school,suCh as c =unity participation programs or parent perticipation
programs, should Lao tend to incriese'a dhild's sense ofdbelonging.

Neves condludes-that theimplications of identity' for education
.follow frOm her view that identity represents a balance between the
individual and the social.

Itis-through the pursuit and intenance.of this balance that
our knowledge aof identity informs e cational practice. ,Nowheke is .

ihe recontiliation of Subjective real iy es oppoied to objective reality
(Grannie Congruence Phenomenon) mord crucial. Perceived congruence

711
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between Sense.of slf and.the content of the learning.experience, sometimes
called relevance in the Sixties, is thought to be essential to learning
task involvement. Perceived similarities between attributes of learners
and the characteristiciif availahle teachers and model's (identification)
arwthought to influence positively the relational pspects of teaching
and learnini transactions. Ourjcnowledge of identity and the concern
with balance between the individual and the social is less informative
when we turn tO ,the problem-6f boosting self-esteem and enhancing self-..
concept.; Traditionally We have assumed that seocessful experience,
'positive soCialinteractions, consistent experiences of self-reflection
and consistent patterns of reinforcement should result in positive
faslings,aboUt self aed the-consolidation of one's,identity. liarever,
particeiarly from clinical Practice, We see that vait differences can
.exiat betweewbasic identity and qualitative identity.' Since-attributionsi
personal aspiration, and meaning so greatly impinge on qualitative -
identity While objectiVe reality is likely to-weigh more heavily on basic
identity, the' two have.the capacity to move in Opposie directions.
ThUs etternally defined criteria for ft-reinforcement or even creation
of self-concept'and self-identity can'run afoul of tfieir-purpose. It is

,the,personal interpretation or subjective evidence that is crucial, mill
An practice this is pftenleast susceptible to accurate.assessment
by Others. In teaching and.learning transactions, then, Particular
attentidn must be'given to the learner's view of his/her dWa identity
and to cluea'from the:learner concerning histher.oWn estiMates of the
reinforcemelt value of naturally occurring or contrived situational ,

phenomena. This interpretatidn.of other's, data about one's identity
:may be helpful,,but in the final analysis it is my own interpretation
of my own data from my'own value perspectiVes that is likely to be
decisive.. Thus in relation tO the.several statut dimensicins-of heman'
diversity discusSed in this:report, identitywith respect, to culture,
ethnicity, or gender, for exaMple--that is assigned is useful primarily
in determining how others May treat or assess the 1ndi4idual. Assigned
identity has little Utility when the task is to determine how ene views

)or asseases one's self.

The Educational Relevance*Of Hea/th and Nutritional Factors

'In her Chapter on theeducational relevance of health and nutrition'.
factors, Hertzig argues that,a serious attack on the problem"of.school
failure requires an atta4k not only on the social and cultural variables
relevant to educational achievement but on the biosocial factors as well.
Hertzig examines a variety of health-related events and their.educational
consequences. She.reportfuthat prematurity and other complications of
the birth process, as well as nutritional inadequacy, are strongly?'
associated with later intellecteal and edecational difficulties. Cravieto
and' his collaborators round that severe' malnutrition may interfere with'

7
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.development and learning.indirectly through less of learning time,
inte5ference with learning during critidal periods of development,
and motivation and personality changes. Repeated hospital,admissions
during the preschool years also affect learning and school behavior,
especially in Children who are highly:dependent en their mothers:or
who are under-stress at home at the time of admission:.

0.11.

Theexperience of physical illness hAs a negative effect on the
educational Ptogress of.some children but not of others. Even with
knowledge of the type and severity of insult, interference with
educational progress is'impossible to predict. Hertzig argues that .

a better understanding of the differential impact of physical illness on
different children.will come from a' consideration of extra-illness 4
characteristics ef affected children, and an examination of .features-of7' "
the familial and broader social environmentW in Which such Children grow
and develop.

a

Rertzig points out that biologic variation 0.thin the normal range
may also bear a relationship to school performance and behavior.. Individual-
differences in,receptor preferences and intersensbry organization mdy
underlie thd development and expression of particular learning stylesi
DifTerences in biologic rhythms may.be 'reflected ih variations in attention
and interest. Rertzig alpo speculates that ididsyncratic Patterns of
success and failure may:be related to the timing of the presentation of
particular subject matter during the school day.

ep To Hertzig, the public policy implications of the association
between ill health and less than oPtimal school performance are the same
as they were over ten years ago. The life circumstancet of those
individuals within society who are at greatest risk of ill health must
be improved. Systematic attention to the health and nutrition of
pregnant women, Anfants, ind young children; scheduled ,immunizations;
careful monitoring of early developmental progress;-provision for the
prompt and effective treatment of illness as it occurs in young children;
and discriminating use of hospicazation, can all co4tribute to improwe..,---
ment in the hedlth status of children. In addition, the familial stresses
that accompany social adv4r8ity could be reduced through improvements in
the standard 'of living of the poor in 'the form of bettor housing, improved
employment opportunities, increased income, and adequate provisions for
day care of children of'working mothers.

)r

%
ur tendency to focus-on the pathological asPects of development

- .

and health may lead educators to underattend to the wide ysriations
in the normal range of physical conditions and'biological functiolls.
Although the'basis in research for our knowledge of the relationsips
between such variation and learning behavior is limited, clidical
tmpressions and loiic support the direction of Hertzig's concern that \

4
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individual differences in this sphere not be ignored. Depptt'e the
pseudoscientific exploitation of eiwrging knowledge of biorhythms, it
seems_clear that:there is wide diversity.in the-patterning of rhythmic
biological and psychological functidns, which Ewell', to influence,-if
not regulate, aspects of behavior. Most of up have observed apparent
regularity and.erraticnessi.n mood, energy level; attentional behavior,
and general "togetherness." Most df us have experienced the lethargyH
and malaise associated with periods of depressed function-(but'not
deprestoion) and "feeling bad" (but not illness). Some of us are almost
incapacitated by aimple.disorders. Some.peoplelunction well on single
feedings per day.While others becOme highly irritable within an hour past
one of the'three or four.scheduled meals. These,individUal differeaces
in physical conditions and biological functions can have telling influences-
on the learning behaviqr of pupils.and require.far more serious attention
an4planning than.we have traditionally given. The monitoring,: then,'Of
rela d behaviors and relevant-histories in the so-called normal range-
may t beAls, important as in Obviously tll or handicapped persons, but
it may well require-the attention of educators who ate serioui about
optimizing the learning behaVior.of all'children.

aAff-ective Response
f; endency

Following Guilford and Cattell,"Thomas divides behavioral phenomena
into the'what, Az, and hdw of behavior. One aspect of the what of
behavior Consists of the speCific emotional states 44,raits, such as
interest, joy, anxiety. The of behavior is the influence of such
specific emotions on the shaping of motivational patterns., AffeCtive
response tendency, or temperament, is the how of behavior and is defined
as the characteristic tempo, rhythmicity, adaptability, expenditure,
mood, and foius of attention, indePendent of the content'or level cd any
specific behavior.

Thomas hyPothbsizes that affective response tendency and cognitive

.response tendencyoverlapping categories--reflect patterns of neuro-
physiolo6ical And/or neurodhemical organization. These pstterns express
the Characteristic modes of response of the human brain to environmental
stimuli, demanda,'and expectatiota. Hi asserts that t e wide range of
vafiation in individuai'response styles may have evolu ionary
significance.

The concept of affective response tendency differs f7qm earlier
theories of statid,'fixed constitutional 'typologies and from the one-
sided environmentalist view of-a generation ago tn its emphasis on the
interaction of the dhild with the envifonment. -Thomai.and his co-morkers .

use the evolutionary concept Of "goodneNa of. fit" in their analysis
of the child-environment interactive process. When consonance exists
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between organAsm and environment, optimal development in a progressive
4irection is possible. Conversely, poorness of fit results'in distorted
development and maiadaptive functioning. Given that demands:and expeeta-
tions chew as the child grows older, the concept iS A homeodynamic one,
which has as its end result developmental,Change and expanded competence
rather than the maintenance.of equilibrium.

Thomas, Chess, and their co-workers have conducted a major long-term
study of temperament. Nine Characteristics of temperamental individuality
were.defined in.the study by an inFluctive content analysis of the behav-.
ioral ptot6C8l 0. for the infancy period in the Airst 22 children studied.
The'se nine charatteriatics arebapproach or withdrawal, 'quality of mood,
intensity of reaction, activity level, adaptability, sensory threshold,
distractibility, attention span and persistence, and degree of rhythmicity
of bioldgical fünctions.^ Three.temperamental constellations were identi-
fied--the Easy Child, the Difficult Child, and the Slow-to-Warm-Up Child.

Quantitative.and qualitatiVe anaryses of the relationship of tempeta-
ment to School functioning and academic achievement have been-conducted.
-In one quantitative analysis with the longitudinal sample,' significant
correlatione were found between low academic aChieVement scores and the
temperamental traits of aonadaptability.and withdrawal, but.not for high
intensity, negative mood,'br arhythmicity. Qualitatively, observerS have
noted that highly active or distractible children frequently annoy their
teacheri.and learn 06orlylin.petmidsive, unstructured school situation's.
Another frequent obserVation has been that.teachers often misjudge 'the .
slow adaptability of the Slow-to-Warm-Up.Children.as evidence af.inferior
intelligence .or anxiety.

-

yyahd siowness of reéponse are conspicuouj,..and
'the school program is rigidli and tightly.schedultd, the chill Iliay

easily become the butt of the teacher's ilpatience end hie classmate's
ridicule. For youngsters,with the Iasy Child temperamental pattern
who adapt easily to learning and socialization demands, a pattern Of

. parentchild interaction may develop in whiCb the ChIld's behavior is
reSponsive to the indfkiidualized attention provided !by the appreciative
parent. However, this ease of self-expression,.spontaneity, anksense
of individuality may pAve dysfUnCtional to the demands of group learning
where the teacher cannot provide comparable individualized attentioti.
Despite these demonstrated associations between patterns of temperament
.and adaptability to school, Thomas emphas zes that temperamental Charac-
teriatica are sometimes but not always 1fluantia1 in the development of
school problems.
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CoRnitive Seyles: Some Conceptual. Methodoloeical, and Applied Issues

Shipman andShipman diScusis themethodological.and conceptual.issuts.
'involved in thll study of cognitiye styles.'''.Cognitive styles differ ftem

cognitive abilities or skills in that the forever xefet to the mode or
character of cognitive functioning,' whereas the litter refer to the level, f
functioning. Styles haVe been- conceptualized.as basic infoimation-1
precessino habits for organizing perception and cogniEion, and are thus
thought to charadterize the indiVidual's functioning in a wide variety of,
domains. Althouih the authorishare this general conceptioni they are
concerned about the wide'variety of constructs and modes of functioning

A
identified as'cognitive styles.

The autheirs.begin their discussion with a.list of.the many constructs
that .have been identified'as cognitive styles.:. They caution that the list
must be provisienal since overlap and definitional'problems are common.
Thrte cognitive.styles are then discusBed in depth: .field dependenFe/
independenee,-concefitualizing atYlls, and reflectioeimpulsivity.

AField independence is gene ly.constdered to be ;he ability to
perceive and operate on a stimulus independent of4its embedding context.
The Embedded Figures Teat is the most widely. Used measure Of -.this construct.
Conceptuaiizing stYles are the basek on'which people categorize object-se'
in a free-Bert task. Several tasks exist for'asSessing. this style.: The
most popular scoring system distinguiShes among'descriptive, relational,
and categorical meals. Reflection/impulsivity has been traditionally
defined as the willingness-or ability to,reflect.on the accuracy of
solutions in. a situation of responskt uncertainty.. There.areseveral
measures of this.construct'in which the subjedt isvresented.with several
highly pliusible alternatives, onl.y One-of which is correct. '.Kagan's
Mat-ching Familiar Figures is the most common of,theSe measures. .

The authors discuss problemplpeduliar e'the;three selected styles
and problems general tothe.#ea of cognitive styles. Among the problems.
they note are the ladk oL a generally agreed-Upon definition fot styles
in- general and in the partidUlar, the ladk of integratiim with the
dominant theories in psychoiogy, the over-identification of's style with
its Measurement operation, and the Unclear-telationship to cognitive
abilities and skills, personality, and the affective domain.

P

Shipman and Shipman present a list of threats to the generalizability
of styles as they art now identified, and defined. Their list includes
such factors as the developmental prodess of the styles, the,influence of
normal development of competente on the-expression of style and on the
understanding of task demands, the role of ividUal differences in
perception, tile influence of context en.the ression as well as choice
of style, and,the ladk of,an adequate.tav omy of situations and their
impact on the individual.'

7
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The Chapter concludas'with a discussion of implications for research,
development, 'and education. Among the many interesting suggestions for
education are:

1 .

That assessment of Wtudents' cognitive styles, the
.-,"how" in addition to thia-°what," would ontribute'
significantly to [the] .description of,"entry tharac-
teristics"lor improving the quality of instruction
by indicating'the extent to which cues, practices,
and reinforcement ape appropriate to the needs of
the learner: (Chapter 12, p. 12.55)

.4;

Since stylistic.tendenties may lead to,.as well as origi-

inate

from, different reinforcement histories, it would
ppear.important to Compensate for this:by proViding a
qk oad range of experienceR.. . (Chapter 12, pip 11.57).

,-

The concept of.styles suggests- [for assessment] an
alternative footle on individual patterns of functioning

.

across taskp and-domains rather than a sold emphasis
on aoceracy. (Chapter 12, p. 12.57)

We should not confuse individual difference,
dimeneions with group classification/segregation.

.. individuals reveal a particular style to,
varying degrees depending on the task, setting,
purpose of the assessmenwprior experiences and
other .. . . characteristics, (Chapter 12, p. 12.58)

e.

We should.not consider.students on the'basis of a.
' single Characteristic; instead, we must examine

several Characteristics at once siviCe they may
influence or mpdiate the effect of the other
characteristics. (Chapter 12, p.'12.591

. . some cognitive styles may be too specific '
to be of use in understanding how a learller meets,
the 'complexity of ailearning experience in'the
educational setting. 'The classroom situation i
a complex and ambiguous one, and thus difficult
to interpret from the indiVidual's point of view.
(Chapter 12, p. 12.59)

In agreement with Witkimet al. (1977) the authors urge, "for the
educator, the development,of greater diversity in,behaviors within
individuals seeme as importantian Objective as the recognitionpand
utilization of diversity among. individuals." .

7 2 o
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4

The Objective Environment) Environmental Press, and the.Diversitv of
Learners and Teachers

Grannie' point of departure is tWe environment side of person-
,

environment interactions in education. He begins with treatment and
setting variables and works toward their articulation with different
individuals. -

For Geannis, the "ob.jective environment" is the environment that
can.be described by A consensus of external obVervers. He does not
ekclude subjective factors from such A conseOlis, but presUmes that
the operational definitions of.elements and relationships in the
environment would be shared to the 0:tent neneAsary to.attain acriterion
of reliability among the.observera. A central cencern in.the Chapter is,
the concept' Of environmental. "press,"which was first defined by Murray
as "The press of an object is what it can do to the subject for the
subject-lithe power that it has to affectthe well-being of the subject in
one way or another."

Grannis reviews .a variey of perspectives oft how tile functioris
of environment press. According to Murray's perspective, the .

envtronment proffers i. denies, feeds, and starves. Lewin's perspective
emphasized the psychological complexity of the environmental field and
the interactive nature of the vectors in_that field. Barker and his
associates gave definition and aethodology to an area of study: called
ecological psychology.' Their twto main strategies of data collection,
behavior stream and behavior setting observation, are,driented to the
discovery of units' of behavior and 'milieu that recur in natural
environments:. Bronfenbrenner'seaphasis on the systematic complexity
of the environment is the final perspective of central importance.
in hiti.view that the microsyetem or immediate setting den npt be fully
underatOod independently of the broader settings in which it exists.
lo unit or vector is.a phenomenon apart; each is a part o the larger
systed in whichit exists.

.

11 a section on thivariety of environmehtal featurea, grannis

'describes Moos' review of varioussysteme for the aseessment and clas-,
sification of human environiente. Moos! review' includes geographical
and:meteorologital variables; personal and behavioral Characteristics of
Milieu inhabitants; psychosocial characteristics end organizational
climate; and.functional or reinforcement gnalyses of environments.
Grannis reminds us that these are only a.frattion of the.environmental
variables that research as'attended,to..

After reviewing the variety of enviro ntal features, Grannis turns
to person-environment Interactions. He rep that many of the person.,
environment interactions that he has encoun ed fall under. Lawton's

72 4.
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"environmental docility" hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, ehe
more competent the organism, the les will be the proportion of variation
in behavior attributable to physics objects or conditions around the

,

organism. Afteroreviewing empirici1 support for the hypothesis, Grannis
substitutes the concept of suscepibility for docility. He suggests that
a hypothesis couched in terms of susceptibility might ailow us to extend
to more areas the general idea that the perceptions and behavior of some
individuals are more dependent on given environmental circumstances than
those' of other individualAs

The congruence model is the second category of-perSon-environient
..interactions that Grannis discusses. Whereas snsceptibility stresses
a predisposition to environmentaI.overdetermination, congruence tyPically
suggestS a matth between person and environment that is optimal, for the
fulfillment of a need or purpose, or that is an equilibriUm that has
resulted from eccommodations.between person and environment. The concept
of congruence is, reviewed as it bears on tranAactions between studenti'

- and staff or program elements, transactions between
students illnd the

goals or ontcomeeof the environment, And transactions between staff or
program Milieu an treatment goals or outcomes.- Graanis concludes that
the congruence 1 requires revision to include both participants' .and
external observ perceptions and measures of studgnts, staff and
program milieu, goals and outcomes. The- major implications for
education flow primarily from this revised cohgruence model. According

-to this conception it is.the attrillutional tharaqter (beta press) that is
projected onito the environment by the perceiver that gives environmental
press a.critical role as a determinant of Inman diversity,and as an issue
to be contended with in teatbing and learning transactions.

Grannis outlides many imPlicatiOns of his approach for instruction
and further researth. The implications reflect the rithness of this
approath to alreadystanding psslerns of behavior milieu. -The first and
most important one is that.teardhers and researchers might study specific
situations in light of the revised congruence model. .This application of
the model will allOW the illumination of both the' pragmatic and symbolic
features of.the.environMent under observation. One asks: what is the
significance of the physical design of thepsetting, of the students'
grouping and spacing pattern in the classroom of.the interaction patterns
be4ween teadhers and stildents. a among students. The 'teadhers' press for
coidormity and independence, a more competitive or collective interaction
model, and visual vs. oral vs. tactile eichange of inforation,:are emong
the instructional Variables that might most, fruitfully be manipulated in
relation to students' nepds and preferences in light of the congruence
model..
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Commonalitils and Concerns

Deepite the variety of topics under diScussion, several themes ;

recur in these. chapters. One of these themes might loosely be Cajled
a concern for the settings in which behavior occurs. Grannis todk
seeting variables as his motif and worked his way back to the,individual;''
whereas Banks beganvith. a review of individuaI.diVetsity in achievement
motivation and conclUded that the causes of this divirsity reside& not in
individuals but in achievement settings. Harrington and Freedle expressed
their.concern fr aettiags in.their discussions of methodology. Both
stressed the importance of in situ, ethnographic approsches to the study,-
of cultural and linguistic diversity in educational contexts. An appre.-
ciation of the priority of settings is apparent in the arguments advanced
by Bond, Barrington, Hertzig,.and Yeakey that theschools cannot,elimtnate
the social stratifiCatiosplof the larger society. Although the, schools
should not contrit6te to stratification, as Harrington and Bordier argue,
they cannot erase the effects of.these.forces in the larger setting.
One only hopes'that they Can modulate. them.

Since the.enterprise of assessing persons has proceeded-apace in .

psychology,for decades, we applaud_the. attention to settings of-the
.

authorS in this volume. :However, we echo Pervin's (1978) concern-
over the'alternative ways in which stimuli, situations, and environments
have been.defined, measured, and'classified. Investigators often undertake
research' without attentidn.to alternative:definitions and measures'spd..
the implication's of Choosing one or another definition and measure. Th1s
.ihattention,often rdbults in confusion over tHe relationehipe of findings
from various studies. Another result is that alternative rypes of data
that might be collected are often not so4 ii reality, thus OreclUding the
iOssibility of comparisons of data from different measures. ?Ervin's
concerns with alternative 'definitions and meaSures gai6-cogency from the
confusions reported in:the tieatment of several diMensions.of'diVersity.
PartiCularly in the study of affective response tendencies, cognitive
style,.and tiotivation, our authors call attention tO the conceptual and #
methodological problems that fiow from narrowness or exclusiveness in
definitions aid,measures of the d'onetruct undertquestion.

. It is, however, the concern with settings or situations that is
ubiquitous in all of the work reported here. Each df the constructs
discussed is thenght to be significantly influenced,by the situation in
which it is called forth, gut of which its genesis is thought tatbe
derived, and upon which its expression ii contingent. So great is this
renewed Lewinian.concern fior situationalism that considerable tension
exists between theorists emphasizing setting/situational. influences
gad those emphasizing personalistic influences. Nowhere are the issues
more clearly drawn than in the search for cross-situational consistpncies

723
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ih,behavior': Despite our intuitive feelings that people can he described
and classified by many of.the attributes discussed.in this report, the
evid'ence seems t9Findicatie that with respect.to individual responsiveness.
such. consistency across situations' and Settings'is difficult.tp demonstrate
'reliably. The Bem and Allen (1974) treatment of this roKem is helpful.

We have Alliled in this Article that it is tot
possible, in principle, to do any better than
predicting eome of the people some of the time.;
Furthermore, our arguments would-seem to imply '

thit.an investigator must simply abandon the highly'
variable inlividual since the trait under inveiti-
gation has no predictive utilit* for/hip. Bimt this

.

is not always true.' As Illschel (1068, 1973b) has
persuasively argued, variability is not synonlmous
with either capriciousness Or unpredictabili01.
Indeed, an individual's cross-situational variablity
may well 'be the mark of.a highly refined "discriMina-..
tive facility" (Mischel, 1971b), the ability to

respond.appropriately-to subtle dhanges in .situational
contingencies. Although such-an. individual dannot be
predictedfrom 15nowledge of/his standing on a. .

Tersonality trait5 he marbe'precisely the individual,.
Who is most predictable from, a knowledge of the
sitUation. 'In short, if.some of the people can be

'predicted some of the time from personality traits,
then some of the peoplecan ibe, predicted someHof the
tiMe from situational variablee. (p. 517)

The Bem and Allen position suggeets situation or problem-determined
alternation in ehe Use of situatione aid personality traits in 'the
prediction of behavior. What is probe ly a better conceptualization of
the issue is represented bY the intera tion phenomenon (see Bem & Funderl
1978). This is the sedond recurrent t eme whidb-flows theough several
of the chapters of this bOOk--the individual in z..latiou to the environWOnt
(setting/situation).

Thdtas treats.this theme in his use of the concept of "goodness
of fit.". Grannis examines person-environment interactions that fall-
under the environmental susceptibility hypothisisand the congruence
mddel. He Concludes that a congruence mddel, that is, a model of- the
match between person and environment, Must include the ihdividual's
perEeptions of.the enVironment. There are actually two threads running'
through this second theme. The first thread is the belief that pers6n-
environment interactions rather than.the Person or the environment will
accOunt for,most.of.the psychologically.interesting variance in behaVior.
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,By person-environment interactiOn, we believe these .authors tomean-more
-than.a variance components approach to interaction. Their,concern is
with, how person variables and situational variables Combinejt their
relstiom to behavior. This concern with interactions avoids alterhating
emphases on person attributes and environment oresituation attributes, but
in each instance is Concerned with te nature and outcoMe °Utile dialectiCal
interfieneltration of one with the other. Ihe.interactiohist position '

accepts the cruciality of both. According to bowers,

Amintgactionist view. denies the.primacy
of eitifer traits'or situations in the determination
of behavior';, instead, it fully recogniles that ,

4hatevér main effects' do embrge will depend entirely
upon the particular iample of settings and individOals .

under consideration.. -Thus interaction, views main
effects as a sortof'behavioral-precipitate that does
not readily dissolve in the fluid interaction of
organism and environment. Mpre spicifically,.inter-
actionisim.argues-that situations are as much a
functitn of thelserson as the Person's behavior4s a
Iunction of the situativn. CBowers, 1973,1). Tan

1

The seChnd thread in this,theme is the.belief that the classification
of s ations-must be in terms df the individUal"s own phenomenology, not

, the inv tigatdes. liemand Allen-(1974) apt/y.demonstrated this-point
-eAricsl by abandoning the nomothetic assumptions oftraditional

r reSearch p radigms and.using idiographic assumOtions in thelr place.
Reflecting heir deep concern thatpersonality assesiment must atteriet
more seriou ly to the phenomenological person, they stress the importance
of detailed descriptive anslyses,of.personi and situations (Rem & Funder,
1918). . Thillir-id,r4lected in the.Unks reconceptUaliiation of
motivation,

%

iedle's concern for schemata in understanding latguage,
in Grannis' %Attie of. Congruence model to include the interpretatidn' of
thb'individuallfs Perceptions or and.adaptati.ons to the situation, Snd
is emphasized by Neves in hpr concern for,the individual's perceptions
in her d4scussion of the Y4kelovith and.Barrett work. The authors
argue that stibjective evidence Ls fun4amental to a valid View Of a
person's reality. This,theme, as is suggested by Grannil' discussion,
.has its roots tn Murray's beta press, whiCh was the.primary focus of_
Lewin's. work. In recent'years it fs reflected in social learting
theory particularly as.asserted by Bandura (1973).

In. social biartingtheury a self system (a schemata.,
. by which the'phenOenological person.can be identified)

is not a'psychic agent that controls behavior. Rather,
.it Offrs to cognitime, structures that provide'
reference meehanisms And to a:set of snbfunctions for

4,
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the perception, evaluation, and regulation.of behavior.
(p. 348) '

In addr4s4ing a conceptual or Eethodelogical issue, this concern
,

with the individual's own phenomenology--his or her own.personal meaning--; '

is asserted as essential.to environments, pettifts, and situations as
well as persons themaelvesl.And must be vimied in their subjectively
perceived realitiea as well ai in their objeciive realities. ,

At leapt two of our authors diacussed a problem that cut% _across
the major themes described above. The problem is that of transcontextual
valiitity, and it is encountered in Thomas' discussion of affectVe respontie
tendencies and in the Shipmans' gscussion of cognitive styles. 'It is
implicit in several of the other hapte're included herein. Weisz (1978)-
describes rkraftscohtextUal validity as the veridicality of principles
across phyacal and.cultural setting, time,..or cohort. For Thomas and
the Shipment!, the problem is whether the response tendency that the child
exhibits at one age is the same tendency he ekhibits at a.later age.
Given the Changing context of the child's world, the pEoblem is a par-
ticularly intractable one. The solution o the,problem probably transects'.
our themesi that is, it will'come with definitions, measurements, and
classifications of contexts that lerurthemselves to descriOtion in terme
of the individual's OA phenomenology..

.

In the fourteen tommissioned chapters of this report, conceptuali-
zation Of person-environment interactions,'problems of equity and social
justice, and processes of education have been the backdrop against which
_dimensions ordiversity in human attributes and some of their implications
for schools have been discussfid. Why have we given so much attention to
diversity in human attributes and.environments? It is not that i diVidual
and group or enviroftmentii factors are new concernsjn
education. . ther, it`is the recognition that effectiVe edtrTon and
learning may hang on the narrow'threads of balance between the multiple
factors.that constantly interact to influence behavioral,development and
expessioe. When that balapce is,in A state of equilibriumThomaa'
homeodynamic stateT-effective development and learhing are achieved.
When that balance is distuibed or its potential expressionois precluded
.by variance or atypicality.in.one or more of.tile diiiensiofts of diverse
human attributes, effective development and learning are subjectA to'
riik. Either otherdimeAsions of the indigenous\systemlperson) must
adapt and substitute or elements of the exogenous system (environment)'
must accommodate or compensate. 'If the indigenous system is too naive or
weak to mount the necessary adaptation and the exogenous system is-lacking
in the necessery resources (or' will to allocate them), maldiVelopment or
malfunctiOn (ineffective learning) ocCurs. Thus'diversitj evein if a
situationally handicapppg condition, is less important as a deterrent:to
effective development ay.learning in tfie presence of adequate intrinsic
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or extrinsic resources-. It is the c;mbination of variance from the norm
and inappropriate or insufficient resource supports for development that
is the 'final *lpable condition. It is to 'better underetand the mechanism
by which that cond40ôn exists, and ultimately to prevent or change
it that we. devote adz- energies to the study of Human Diversity and its
Pedagogical Relevance.

*
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